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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1963

HousiE OF REPRESENTATIVES.,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF THE C(OI ITrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
FaXieigh-Diokb'won Unhver4ty, Teaveo, N.J.

The subcommittee met at Fairleigh-I)ickinson 1 Tniversity, Teaneck,
N.J., Hon. Roman C. Pucinski presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski, Daniels, Hawkins, Gill, and
Martin; Jay Foreman, counsel for the subcommittee.

Mr. PuCINSKI. We are indeed very happy to be here today to open
the hearings being conducted by the General Subcommittee on Labor,
the general subcommittee of the parent committee, the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, whose chairman is Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell from the city of New York.

The chairman of our subcommittee is the Honorable James Roose-
velt who, unfortunately, could not be with us today and I would like
to emphasize, and I am sure my colleagues would be very happy to
support me in this statement that this is one of the most disappoint-
ing experiences in Mr. Roosevelt's life. He had been looking forward
to this visit here today particularly in view of the fact that this is
a somewhat new departure from our normal proceedings and we are
bringing the hearings of this committee here, to Fairle[gh-Dickinson
University because we know the intense interest that exists in the legis-
lation that is before us. And so, Congressman Roosevelt had asked
me to extend to all of you his deepest regrets that for reasons certainly
beyond his control, the mumps, he is unable to be here this evening.
I should like to introduce to our spectators, the members of the sub-

committee who are here on my right. The Democratic members of
the committee are-Congressman Dominick Daniels, of New Jersey,
Congressman Augustus Hawkins, from California; Congressman
Thomas Gill. from Hawaii; and on my left, the Republican member
on our committee, the Honorable Dave Martin, from Nebraska.

We are here to begin hearings. This is the first of a series of hear-
ings that, this committee will conduct both in Washington and through-
out the country on H.R. House Resolution, 405 which has been intrio-
duced by the chairman of our committee, Congressman Roosevelt.
There were several other companion resolutions introduced, including
one by Congressman Hawkins, a member of this committee. House
Resolution 4031, which is to be known as the Federal Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Act. .

We have had previous efforts at this very important legislation and
we are indeed very happy to be here this evening because certainly
the young people of Anlerica have as much at stake in this legislation;,
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in my judgment, as all Americans. This legislation's primary pur-
pose is to set up procedures under which it would become a violation
of the law to discriminate in the hiring of people in this country be.
cause of their race, religious background, color, national origin, an-
cestry, or age.

I have here a. statemeit that the chairman of our subcommittee had
asked me to read this evening into the record at the opening of our
proceedings. This is a statement pgrep^iued by Congressman Roosevelt
and had he been here personally th is evening, he would have read this
statement to begin these hearings.

Quoting from the statement by Congressman Roosevelt, it reads as
follows:

These hearings by the General Subcommittee on Labor have been called for
the purpose of considering legislation which would prohibit discrimination in
employment in certain cases because of race, religion, color, national origin, an.
cestry, or age. Specifically the bill before us is H.R. 405, which I have intro-
duced.

Regarding the significance of the issue to be considered, it is difficult to keep
from appearing repetitious, sounding sanctimonious or on the other hand, tO
stress materialistic values beyond their relevancy.

It is scarcely worth recapitulating the motivation and rationale for a public
policy of equal employment opportunity for every individual in the society. The
debate is an ancient one and within our society the opponents of equalitarian
practices are relatively few, at least publicly. However, briefly stated, equal
opportunity as a right to be guaranteed to every member of our polity is dic-
tated by at least five major factors.

First and foremost, iS the dictate of conscience as molded by centuries
of moral inquiry and teaching by our ancestors. It is evidenced in the great
documents of our Nation-our Declaration of Independence and the U.S.
Constitution.

Second, and closely related to the first point, is psychological and socio-
logical responses to invidious discrimination.

Third, the distressing costs of employment discrimination in terms of school
dropouts, Juvenile delinquencY, welfare costs, crime, slums, health, hostility, and
cynicism are too enormous a burden for a society to bear.

Fourth, and of vast significance in this period of, fierce international com-
petition, is the necessity for reaping the product of the full contribution of
each member of our society. Irrational discrimination deprives the American
People of the opportunity of benefiting from the manpoWer resources which
are available. The failure to utilize this potential when challenged by the
economic and political strength of the Communist bloc, dedicated to world
supremacy, is intolerable. Apathy with regard to the waste of potential re-
sources in the face of economic competition by the rapidly developing Oommon
Market is unaeceptable.

Fifth, we are engaged In a mortal ideological conflict on the international
scene in which the commitments of many new nations are in the balance. Last
year the HonorableG. Mernen Williams, Assistant Secretary of State for African
Affairs, stated that In his travels he discovered a particular sensitivity to
racial inequities or color barriers.

Another dimension of the denial of equal employment opportunity, similarly
wasteful and insidious, is unreasonable discrimination due to age. Based
upon outdated concepts many workers, unemployed due to technological de-
velopments, are refused employment because they have passed an arbitrarily
established birthday, frequently their fortieth. Such an absurd distinction
cannot be supported.

,In opening, these hearings, I cannot help but feel a sense of historical ur-
gency. Our subject matter is not new. Today we feel the urgent hand of
time pressing upon us. We must get on with the task of enacting meaningful
equal opportunity legislation.

And so ends, the statement by Con~nessman Roosevelt.
-I am very grateful to the faculty and the student body for inviting

us here to start these historic hearings.
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I should like to add one more point as a technicality. The gen-
tuean oi my immediate right is Mr. Jay Foreman, the counsel of this
committee.

(The text of H.R. 405 follows:)

[H.1. 496, 88th Cong., lot sees.]

A BILL To prohibit discrimination in employment in ertan cams because of race, religion,
color, national oricin, anestr, or ag

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress asembled,

SHORT TITLE

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal Equal Employment op-
portunity Act".

PINDI)Nos AND DEMARATION OF POLICY

SEO. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds that, despite the continuing progress
of our Nation, the practice of discriminating in employment against properly
qualified persons because of their race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry,
or age Is contrary to the American principles of liberty and of equality of op.
portunity, Is Incompatible with the Opnatitution, forces segments of our popu.
lation into substandard conditions of living, foments industrial strife and do-
mestic unrest, deprives the United States of the fullest utilization of Its capacities
for production, endangers the national security and the general welfare, and
adversely affects the domestic and foreign commerce of the United States

(b) The Congress, therefore, declares that the right to employment without
discrimination of the types described In sections 5, 6, and 7 is a right of all
persons within the Jurisdiction of the United States, and that it Is the national
policy to protect the right of the individual to be free from such discrimination.

(c) The Congress further declares that the succeeding provisions of this Act
are necessary for the following purposes:

(1) To remove obstructions to the free flow of commerce among the
States and with foreign nations.

(2) To insure the complete and full enjoyment by all persons of the
rights, privileges, and immunities secured and protected by the Constitution
of the United States.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 3. For the purposes of this Act-
(a) The term "person" includes one or more individuals, labor unions, part-

nerships, associatons, corpoattons leg repreqeattive, mukua! compares,
joint-stock companies. trust, s nincqr~atq4 orgtAikaoQIY5, m', tes, uhte
in bankruptcy, or receivers. ' ' I .

(b) The term "employer' means a person engaged in an indUStry affecting
commerce who has twenty4lve or, more employee%'aund any agent of stiqCA a
person, but such term does not include (1) the United States, e, corporation
wholly owned by the Government of the United States, or a State or political
subdivision thereof, (2) a bona fide private membership club (other than a labor
organization) which Is exempt from taxation under section 501(e) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954-: Provided, That during the first year after the
effective date prescribed in subsection (a) of section 21, persons having fewer
than one hundred employees (and their agents) shall not be considered em-
ployers, and, during the second year after such date, persons having fewer than
fifty employees (and their agents) shall not be considered employers.

(c) The term "employment agency* means any person regularly undertaking
with or without compensation to procure employees for an employer or to pro-
cure for employees opportunities to work for an employer and includes an agent
of such a person; but shall not include an agency of the United States, or an
agency of a State or political subdivision of a State, except that such term shall
Ificlude the United States Employment Service and the, systoi of State and
local employment services receiving Federal assistance.

(d) The term "labor organization" means k, labor organization engaged in
an Industry affecting commerce, aad any agent Of -such an r0ant1 tion and
Includes"any organization of, gi kind, anyi eency, or. eraployee epiesentatlon
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committee, group, association, or plan so engaged in which employees participate
and which exists for the purpose, in whole or In part, of dealing with employers
concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours, or other terms
or conditions of employment, and any conference, general committee, joint or
system board, or joint council so engaged which Is subordinate to a mttional
or international labor organization.

(e) A labor organization shall b6 deemed to be engaged in an industry affect-
ing commerce if the number of Its members (or, where it is a labor organization
composed of other labor organizations or their representatives, if the aggregate
number of the members of such other labor organization) Is (A) one hundred
or more during the first year after the effective date prescribed in subsection (a)
of section 19, (B) fifty or more during the second year after such date, or (C)
twenty-five or more thereafter, and such labor organization-

(1) is the certified representative of employees under the provisions of
the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, or the Railway Labor Act, as
amended; or

(2) although not certified, is a national or international labor organiza.
tion or a local labor organization recognized or acting as the representative of
employees of an employer or employers engaged in an industry affecting
commerce; or

(3) has chartered a local labor organization or subsidiary body which is
representing or actively seeking to represent employees of employers within
the meaning of paragraph (1) or (2) *'or

(4) has been chartered by a labor organization representing or actively
seeking to represent employees within the meaning of paragraph (1) or (2)
as the local or subordinate body through which such employees may enjoy
membership or become affiliated with such labor organization; or

(5) is a conference, general committee, joint or system board, or Joint
council, subordinate to a national or international labor organization, which
includes a labor organization engaged In an industry affecting commerce
within the meaning of any of the preceding paragraphs of this subsection.

(f) The term "employee" means an individual employed by an employer.
(g) The term "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce, transportation,

transmission, or communication among the several States; or between a State
and any place outside thereof; or within the District of Columbia. the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, or a possession of the United States; or between points
in the some State but through a point outside thereof.

(h) The term "industry affecting commerce" means any activity, business,
or industry in comerce or in which a labor dispute would hinder or obstruct
commerce or the free flow of commerce and includes any activity or industry
"affecting commerce" with the meaning of the' Labor-Management Reporting
and Disclosure Act of 1959.

(I) The term "State" includes a State of the United States, the District of
Columbia; Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, Wake
Island, the Canal Zones, and Outer Continental Shelf lands defined in the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act.

(j) The term "Commission" means the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission, created by section 8 of this Act.

EXEMPTION

SEC. 4. This Act shall not apply to an employer with respect to the employment
of aliens outside any State, or to a religious corporation, association, or society.

DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR ANCESRRY

SEC. 5. (a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer-
(1) to fall or refuse to hire or to discharge any indiA'idual, or otherwise

to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's
race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees in any way which
would deprive or tend to deprive any Individual of employment opportuni-
ties or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such
individual's race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry.

(b) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employment agency
to fail or refuse to refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminate against,
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any individual because of his race, color, religion, national origin, or ancestry,
or to classify or refer for employment any Individual on the basis of his race,
color, religion, national origin, or ancestry.

(c) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for a labor organization-
(1) to exclude or to expel from its membership, or otherwise to dis-

criminate against, any individual because of his race, religion, color, national
origin, or ancestry;

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify Its membership in any way which
would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities,
or would limit such employmmt opportunities or otherwise adversely affect
his status as an employee or as an applicant for employment, because of such
Individual's race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry: or

(8) to cause or attempt to cause an employer to discriminate against
an individual in violation of this section.

(d) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for any employer, labor
organization, or joint labor-management committee controlling apprenticeship
or other training programs to discriminate against any individual because of
his race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry in admission to, or employ-
ment in, any program established to provide apprenticeship or other training.

Ii!MV1IIIM N ATIOYS IWC'At's" OF AOW

SEc. (1. (a) It slall 1e an unlawful employment practice for an employer
to fall or refuse to hire any Individual. or to discriminate against any individual
with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employ-
ment, otherwise unlawful, because of such individual's age, when the reasonable
demands of the ositoim do not require such an age distinction: but no dis-
crlmnination arising by reason of the operation of a bona fide seniority system
shall be deemed an unlawful employment practice.

(b) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employment agency
to fall or refuse to classify or refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminate
against any individual because of his age, or to classify or refer for employ-
ment any individual on the basis of age. when the reasonable demands of the
position or positions Involved do not require such an age distinction.

(c) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for a labor organization-
(I) to exclude from its membership or to discriminate against any in-

dividual because of his age. if the reasonable demands of the position or
positions involved do not require such an age distinction, or

(2) to cause or attempt to cause an employer to discriminate against an
individual in violation of this section.

(d) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for any employer, labor
organization, or Joint labor-management committee controlling apprenticeship
or other training programs to discriminate against any individual in admis-
sion to or employment In any program established to provide apprenticeship
or other training because of his age, where the reasonable demands of the
position being trained for do not require such an age distinction.

(OTHER UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

SEC. 7. (a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer,
employment agency, or labor organization to discriminate in any manner against
another person because he has opposed any practice made an unlawful em-
ployment practice by this Act, or because lie has made a charge, testified, as-
sisted, or participated in any manner in an investigation, proceeding, or hearing
under this Act.

(b) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer, labor
organization, or employment agency to print or publish or cause to be printed
or published any notice or advertisement relating to employment by such an
employer or membership in such a labor organization, or relating to any clas-
sification or referral for employment by such an employment agency, indicating
any preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination, based on race,' reli-
gion, color, national origin, ancestry, or age, except that such a notice or ad-
vertisement may indicate a preference, limitation, specification, or discrimina-
tion based on religion when religion Is a bona fide occupational qualification
for employment, or based on age when the reasonable demands of the position
require such a preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

SEC. 8. (a) There is hereby created a Commission to be known as the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, which shall be composed of five members,
not more than three of whom shall be members of the same political party, w4o
shall be appointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. One of the original members shall be appointed for a term of one
year, one for a term of two years, one for a term of three years, one for a term
of four years, and one for a term of five years, beginning from the date of enact-
ment of this Act, but their successors shall be appointed for terms of five years
each, except that any individual chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed only
for the unexpired term of the member whom he shall succeed. The President
shall designate one member to serve as Chairman of the Commission, and
one member to serve as Vice Chairman. The Ohairman shall be responsible
on behalf of the Commission for the administrative 0peratlons of the Commis-
sion, and shall appoint, in accordance with the civil service laws, such officers,
agents, attorneys, and employees as It deems necessary to assist it in the per-
formance of its functions and to fix their compensation in accordance with the
Classification Act of 1940, as amended. The Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman
in the absence or disability of the Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in that
office.

(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall not Impair the right of the remaining
members to exercise all the powers of the Commission and three members thereof
shall constitute a quorum.

(c) The Commission shall have an official seal which shall be judicially
noticed.

(d) The Commission shall at the close of each fiscal year report to the Con-
gress and to the President concerning the action it has taken; the names, salaries,
and duties of all individuals in its employ and the moneys it has disbursed; and
shall make such further reports on the cause of and means of eliminating
discrimination and such recommendations for further legislation as may appear
desirable.

(e) Each member of the Commission shall receive a salary of $20,000 a year,
except that the Chairman shall receive a salary of $20,500.

(f) The Commission shall maintain separate divisions within its staff, each
of which shall be assigned responsibility for processing all cases involving one
of the major categories of unlawful employment practices through the stage of
conference, conciliation, and persuasion. The Commission shall, in addition,
maintain such other divisions within its staff as it deems necessary or desirable.

(g) The principal office of the Commission shall be in the District of Columbia,
but it may meet or exercise any or all of its powers at any other place. The
Commission may establish such regional offices as it deems necessary, and shall
establish at least- One such office in each of the major geographical areas of the
United States, including its territories and possessions.

(h) The Commission shall have power-
(1) to cooperate with and utilize regional, State, local, and other agencies,

both public and private, and individuals;
(2) to pay to witnesses whose depositions are taken or who are sum-

moned before the Commission or any of its agents the same witness and
mileage fees as are paid to witnesses in the courts of the United States;

(8) to furnish to persons subject to this Act such technical assistance as
they may request to further their compliance with this Act or an order
issued thereunder;

(4) upon the request of any employer, whose employees or some of them
refuse or threaten to refuse to cooperate in effectuating the provisions of
this Act, to assist in such effectuation by conciliation or other remedial
action;,

(5) to make such technical studies as are appropriate to effectuate the
purposes and policies of this, Act and to make the results of such studies
available to interested governmental and nongovernmeal agencies; and
(6) to create such local, State, or regional advisory and conciliation coun-

cils as, in its Judgment Will aid in effectuating the purpose of this Act, and
thel Commission may empower them to study the problem of discrimination
forbidden by this Act and to foster through community effort'or otherwise
good Will, cooperation, and conciliation' among the groups and elements of
the population,' and make recommendations to the Commission for the de.
development of policies and procedures in general and in specific instances.
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Such advisory and conciliation councils shall be composed of representative
citizens resident of the area for which they are appointed, who shall serve
without compensation, but shall receive transportation and per diem in lieu
of subsistence as authorized by section 5 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
U.S.C. 73b-2), for persons serving without compensation. The Commission
may make provision for technical and clerical assistance to such councils
and for the expenses of such assistance. Members of such councils shall be
exempt from the operation of title 18, United States Code, sections 281, 283,
284, 484, and 1914, and section 190 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States (5 U.S.C. 99).

(1) Attorneys appointed under this section may, at the direction of the Corn-
mission, appear for and represent the Commission in any case in court.

(j) The Commission shall, in any of its educational or promotional activities,
cooperate with other departments and agencies in the performance of such edu-
cational and promotional activities.

PREVENTION OF UNLAWFUL UFPLOYMENT PRAMMOT'12

SEC. 9. (a) The Commission is empowered, as hereinafter provided, to prevent
any person from engaging in any unlawful employment practice as set forth
in section 5, 0, or 7.

(b) Whenever a written charge has been filed by or on behalf of any person
claiming to be aggrieved, or a written charge has been filed by a member of the
Commission, that any person subject to the Act has engaged in any unlawful
employment practice, the Commission shall notify the person charged with the
commission of an unlawful employment practice (hereinafter referred to as
the "respondent") of such charge and shall investigate such charge and If it
shall determine after such preliminary investigation that probable cause exists
for crediting such written charge, it shall endeavor to eliminate any unlawful
employment practice by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and
persuasion. Nothing said or done during and as a part of such endeavors may
be used as evidence in any subsequent proceeding.

(c) If the Commission fails to effect the elimination of such unlawful practice
and to obtain voluntary compliance with this Act, or in advance thereof if cir.
cumstances warrant, the Commission shall have power to issue and cause to
be served upon the respondent a complaint stating the charges in that respect,
together with a notice of hearing before the Commission, or a member thereof,
or before a designated agent, at a place therein fixed, not less than ten days
after the service of such complaint. No complaint shall issue based upon any
unlawful employment practice occurring more than one year prior to the filing
of the charge with the Commission unless the person aggrieved thereby was
prevented from filing such charge by reason of service in the Armed Forces, in
which event the period of military service shall not be included in computing
the one-year period.

(d) The respondent shall have the right to file a verified answer to such com-
plaint and to appear at such hearing in person or otherwise, with or without
counsel, to present evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

(e) The Commission or a member or designated agent conducting such hear.
ing shall have the power reasonably and fairly to amend any complaint, and the
respondent shall have like power to amend its answer.

(f) All testimony shall be taken under oath.
(g) The member of the Commission who filed a charge shall not participate

In a hearing thereon.
(h) At the conclusion of a hearing before a member or designated agent of the

Commission, such member or agent shall transfer the entire record thereof
to the Commission, together with his recommended decision and copies thereof
shall be served upon the parties. The Commission, or a panel of three qualified
members designated by it to sit and act as the Commission in such case, shall
afford the parties an opportunity to be heard on such record at a time and place
to be specified upon reasonable notice. In its discretion, the Commission upon
notice may take further testimony.

(i) With the approval of the member or designated agent conducting the
hearing, a case may be ended at any time prior to the transfer of the record
thereof to the Commission by agreement between the parties for the elimination
of the alleged unlawful employment practice on mutually satisfactory terms.

(j) If, upon the preponderance of the evidence, including all the testimony
taken, the Commission shall find that the respondent engaged in any unlawful
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employment practice, the Commission shall state its findings of fact and shall
issue and cause to be served on such person and other parties an order requiring
such person to cease and desist from such unlawful employment practice and to
take such affirmative action, including reinstatement or hiring of employees,
with or without back pay (payable by the employer, employment agency, or labor
organization, as the case may be, responsible for the discrimination), as will
effectuate the policies of the Act: Provided, That interim earnings or amounts
earnable with reasonable diligence by the person or persons discriminated against
shall operate to reduce the back pay otherwise allowable. Such order may
further require such respondent to make reports from time to time showing
the extent to which it has compiled with the order. If the Commission shall find
that the respondent has not engaged in any unlawful employment practice, the
Commission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served
on such person and other parties an order dismissing the complaint.

(k) Until a transcript of the record in a case shall have been filed In a
court, as hereinafter provided, the case may at any time be ended by agreement
between the parties, approved by the Commission, for the elimination of the
alleged unlawful employment practice on mutually satisfactory terms, and the
Commission may at any time, upon reasonable notice and in such manner as it
shall deem proper, modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any finding or order
made or issued by it.

(1) The proceedings held pursuant to this section shall be conducted in con-
formity with the standards and limitations of section 5, O, 7, 8, and 11 of the
Administrative Procedure Act.

JUDOIAL REVIEW

SEc. 10. (a) The Commission shall have power to petition any United States
Court of Appeals or, if the court of appeals to which application might be made
is in vacation, any district court within any circuit or district, respectively,
wherein the unlawful employment practice in question occurred, or wherein the
respondent resides or transacts business, for the enforcement of such order
and for appropriate temporary relief or restraining order, and shall certify
and file in the court to which petition is made a transcript of the entire record
in the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony upon which such order
was entered and the findings and the order of the Commission. Upon such filing,
the court shall conduct further proceedings in conformity with the standards,
procedures, and limitations established by section 10 of the Administrative
Procedure Act.(b) Upon such filing the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon
such respondent and thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and
of the question determined' therein and shall have power to grant such tcm-
porary relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper and to make and
enter upon time pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in such transcript
a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside
in whole or in part the order of the Commission.

(c) No objection that has not been urged before the Conimiqion, Its member,
or agent shall be considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge
such objection shall be excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

(d) The findings of the Commission with respect to questions of fact if sup-
ported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole shall be
conclusive.

(e) If either larty shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional
evidence and shall show to the satisfaction of the court that such additional
evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to
adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, its member, or agent,
the court may order such additional evidence to be taken before the Commission,
its member, or agent, and to be made a part of the transcript.

f) The Commission may modify its findings as to the facts. or make new
findings, by reason of additional evidence so taken and filed, and It shall file
such modified or new findings, which findings with respect to questions of fact
if'Astpported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole shall
be conclusive, and its recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting
aside of its original order.

(g) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and its judgment and
decree shall be finAl, except that the same shall be subject to review by the ap-
j0rpriat United States court of appeals, if application was made to the district
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court or other I'liield States court its hereiabove provided, aid by the Supreme
Court of the United States as provided in title 28. United States. Code, section
1254.
(h) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Commisson may obtain a

review of such order in aiy United States court of appeals of the Judicial circuit
wherein the unlawful employment practice in question was alleged to have been
engaged in or wherein such person resides or transacts business or the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition
praying that the order of the Commission be modified or set aside. A copy of
such petition shall be forthwith served upon the Commission and thereupon
the aggrieved party shall file in the court a transcript of the entire record In the
proceeding certified by the Commission, Including the pleadings and testimony
upon which the order complained of was entered and the findings and order of
the Commission. Ulpn such filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner
as in the case of an application by the Commission under subsections (a), (b),
(c), (d), (e), and (f), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to grant

to the petitioners or to time Commission such temporary relief or restraining
order as it deems Just and proper, and In like manner to make and enter a decree
enforcing. modifying and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or
In part the order of the Commision.
(1) Upon such filing by a person aggrieved the reviewing court shall conduct

further proceedings in conformity with the standards, procedures, and limitations
established by section 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act.
(J) The commencement of proceedings under this section shall not, unless

specifically ordered by the court, operate as a stay of.the Commission's order.
(k) When granting appropriate temporary relief or a restraining order, or

making and entering a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as so modi-
fied, or setting aside inI whole or in part an order on the Commission, as pro-
vided in this section, the jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity shall not be
limited by the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Judicial Code and to define and
limit the Jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes", ap-
proved March 23, 1932 (29 U.S.C. 101-115).

(1) Petitions filed under this Act shall be heard expeditiously.

EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

SEc. 11. (a)Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to exempt or relieve any person
from any liability, duty, penalty, or punishment provided by any present or
future law of any State or political subdivision of a State, other than any such
law which purports to require or permit the doing of any act which would be
an unlawful employment practice under this Act.

(b) Where there Is a State or local agency which has effective power to
eliminate and prohibit discrimination in employment in cases covered by this
Act, and the Commission determines the agency is effectively exercising such
power, the Commission shall seek written agreements with the State or local
agency under which the Commisson shall refrain from filing a charge in any
cases or class of cases referred to in such agreement. No person may file a
charge under section 9(b) In any cases or class of cases referred to in such
agreement. The Commission shall rescind any such agreement when It deter-
mines such agency no longer has such power, or Is no longer effectively exercising
such power.

INVESTIGATIONS, INSPECTIONS, RECORDS

SEc. 12. (a) In connection with any Investigation of a charge filed under
section 9, the Commission or Its designated representative may gather data re-
garding the practices of any person and may enter and inspect such places and
such records (and make such transcriptions thereof), question such employees,
and Investigate such facts ,conditions, practices, or matters as may be appro-
priate to determine whether, the respondent has committed or is committing an
unlawful employment practice, or which may aid in the enforcement of this Act.

(b) With the consent and cooperation of State and local agencies charged
with the administration of State fair employment practices laws, the Commis-
sion may, for the purpose of carrying out its functions and duties under this
Act and within the limitation of funds appropriated specifically for such purpose,
utilize the services of State and local agencies and their employees and, not-
withstanding any other provision of law, may reimburse such .State and local
agencies and their employees for services rendered to assist the ,Onmlssion
in carrying out this Act.
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(c) Every employer, employment agency, and labor organization subject to
this Act shall (1) make and keep Such records relevant to the determinations of
whether unlawful employment practices have been or are being co mmntted, (2)preserve sUch recordS or SUch perIod, ad (8) 'make sich reports therefrom,
ats the Comnission shall prescribe by regulation or order as reasonable, neces-
sary, or appropriate for the'enforcement of this Act or the regulation or orders
thereunder. The Commipslon shall, by regulation, require each employer, labor
organization, and joint labor-management cnlittee subject to this Act Which
controls an apprenticeship-or other trainilng 'pogram to maintdiin such records
as are reasonably necessay to carry Out the purpose of this Act, including,
but not limited to, a list of applicants who wiSh to participate in such program,
Including the chronological order in which such applications were received, and
shall furnish to the Commission, upon request, a'detailed description of the man-
ner in which persons are selected to participate In the apprenticeship or other
training- program. Any employer, employment agency, labor organization, or
joint labor-management committee which believes that the application to it
of 'any regulation or Order Issued under 'this section would result in 'undue
hardship Itmay (1) apply to the Commission for aft exemption from the ap-
plication of such regulation or order, or (2) bring a civil action in the United
States district court for the district where such records are kept. If the Com-
mission or the court, as the case may be, finds that the application of the regula-
tion or order to the employer, employment service, or labor organization in
question would impose an undue hardship, the Commission or the court, as the
ease may be, may gra t appropriate'relief.

V5T1AT)kT'POW1 *iA

SEo. 18. (a) For the purposes of any 'investigation provided for in this Act,
the provisions of sections 9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act of
September 16, 1914, as amended (15 U.S.C. 49, 50), are hereby made applicable
to the Jurisdiction, powerS, and 'duties of the Commission, except that the
attendance of a witness may not be required outside of the State where he Is
found, resides, or transhcts business, and the production of evidence may not
be required outside the 3tate where such evidence Is kept.

(b) The several departments and agencies of the Government, when directed
by the President, shall furnish the Commission, upon Its request, all records,
pJapers, and Information in their possession relating to any matter before the
Commission.

91tPLo*MtNT P A&ICES 6P O ~ AJA~~X5AD OrW 00iTORoS

8c. i4. (a) The Presideiit isauthorized 'Mlid directed to take sduch action as
may be necessary "to yirovide tetiOb I '*W1fbfh tie :Federal establishment to
instre equal emlJplybrnt f6ppitfltiis fd *edeil 'employees In accordance
With the policies of the Act.

(b) "'*Te pre1sden is .athorfted tO 'take sNch ation as °may be appropriate
t6 ipr6eht t&;e committifig or ntlitUittg 1Of 'h utflawfl 'employment ,practice
by a person lh connedtln With thb f&orMah% f a cohtra.et with an agency
br Insftrnm tality of 116 t19rted State.

Sw. 15. (A) Every employer, employment fifeicy, and labor 'organization,
as the 6d'inhy be, shall &poSt and keep'posted in conspicuous places upon its
premises Whbit notices to employees, applicants for employment, and 'members
are dttftoiharly posted '5 notice to bW' prepared dr approved by the 'Commis.ion
settling forth excertits of the Act and such other relevant information which
the O-6miission deems aPpropriate to effe tnate the :ptrposes of thtiq Act.

(b) 'X wIlfnl Vtiblio 'of thts sectiob shall be punishable by 'a fine of not
less than $100 or more'than $500 for each separate Offense.

SEO. 16. Nothing contained in, this, Act shall be construed to repeal or modify
Sny Federal, State, territorial, orilocal law'creating special rights or preference
for veTterans.
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2L2S AND IMLATIONS

SE0. 17. (a) The Commission shall have authority from time to time to issue,
amend, or rescind suitable regulations to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Regulations issued under this section shall be in conformity with the standards
and limitations of the Administrative Procedure Act.

(b) In any action or proceeding based on any alleged unlawful employment
practice, no person shall be subject to any liability or punishment for or account
of (1) the commission by such person of an unlawful employment practice if
he pleads and proves that the act or omission complained of was in good ffaith,
In conformity with, and in reliance on any written interpretatiofl or opiilnol of
the Commission, or (2) the failure of such person to publish and file any in-
formation required by any provision of this Act if he pleas and proves that he
published and filed such information in good faith, In conformity with the in-
structions of the Commission issued under this Act regarding the filing of such
information. Such a defense, if established, shall be a bar to the action or
proceeding, notwithstanding that (A) after such act or, omission, spch inter-
pretation or opinion is modified or rescinded or is determined by judicial au-
thority to be invalid or of no legal effect, or (B) after publishing or filing the
description and annual reports,, such publication or filing is determined by
judicial authority not to be in conformity with the requirements of this Act.

]ORCIBLY RESISTING THE COMMISSION OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES

Sw. 18. The provisions of section 111, title 18, .United States Code, shall
apply to officers, agents, and employees of the Commission in the performance
of their official duties.

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORZ..

SEC. 19, There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $2,500,000
for the administration of this Act by the Commission during the first year after
its enactment, 'And not to exceed $10,000,000 for such purpose during the sec-
ond year after such date.

5EPARABI!LITY CLAUSE

SEC. 20. If any provision of thf§ Act or the application of such provision to
any person or circumstance shall be held invalid, the remainder of this Act
or the application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those
to which it is held invalid shall not be affected thereby.

Mft011VZ Nif

SiC. 21. (a) This Act shall become effective one year after the date of its
enactment.

(b) NotwithstandAng subsectl6n (a),'sectidns of tlis Act other thain sections
5, 6, 7, and 9 shall become effective immediately.

(c) The President shall, as soon as 'feasible after the enactment of this Act,
convene one or more cQnferences for, the purpose of enabling the leaders of
groups whose members will be affected by tIs Act to become familiar with
the rights afrorded and obligation imposed by its provisions, and for the purpose
of making plans which Will tielt in 'tle fair 'and effective admikuistr'at!n 'of
this Act when all of Its provisions become elective. The President shall invite
the participation In such conference or conferences of (1) the members Of the
President's (ommittee on Dqual Employment Opportunity, (2) the members of
the Commission on Civil Rights, (3) representatives of State and local agencies
engaged in furthering equal employment opportunity, (4) representatives of
private agencies engaged in furthering equal employment opportuiity, ' and
(5) representatives of employers, labor organizations, and employment agencies
who will be subject to this Act.

Mr. PUCINSKI. And now, we have two Witnesses scheduled for this
evening.

I would like to call upon the very distinguished member of our
committee, Congressman Daniels, to introduce our next witness, the
Honorable Harrison A. Williams, Jr., U.S. Senator.

Mr. DAmmL. Mr. Chairman members of the committee, ladies and
gentlemen and members of the faculty of Fairleigh-Dickinson Univer-

22-M-6---2
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sity, and particularly Dr. San Martino it is my pleasure to introduce
to you the next witness, the Honorable harrison A. Williams, Member
of the UT.S. Senate.

Mr. Williams is presently serving his first, term and during the past
4 years I think his record speaks greatly for this witness. le has
done a tremendous job particularly in the area of civil rights and he
has been the champion of legislation with respect to our migratory
laborers who have been-as they travel from State to State-exploited
and deprived of their civil rights.

Our Senator has for the past 4 years worked most diligently in
endeavorlng to get this legislation passed by the U.S. Congress and I
think that this year his efforts in that direction will meet with success.

The Senator is also the champion of other legislation which seri-
ously affects our urban areas and presently is the sponsor of the mass
transit legislation which only last week just immediately before Con-
gress recessed successfully passed the Senate.

The Senator has been doing a tremendous job and the people of the
State of New Jersey and the entire Nation are grateful to the Senator.

It is my pleasure to present the Senator from the State of New Jer-
sey, Senator Harrison A. Williams.

Mr. PucYxsKi. It is a distinct privilege to have you here at. Fair-
leigh-Dickinson University.

[notice that your statement is brief and, therefore, I was wondering
if perhaps you would like to read your opening statement in its en-
tir ty bore we proceed to questioning, if that is agreeable to you.

Senator WVn.LIAs. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like to.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, IR., U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Senator WILLIA3S. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and
my colleague and great friend, Dominick Daniels, I am sort of over-
whelned. I have never been introduced at a committee hearing with
such undeserved eloquence, I might say, and of course the applause
is something we don't normally hear m congress.

This is a unique occasion andI am personally humbly pleased.
This is a unique approach and, I think, a very good approach to

the committee hearing process and I am particularly proud that it is
being undertaken here at Fairleigh-Dickinson University, one of the
most vital centers of learning in the State and I am happy to be here
testifying in my home State on H.R. 405.

I believe that the subcommittee's visit to New Jersey will help
dramatize the fact that the bill will not only serve social justice gen-
erally by combatting discrimination, but will also meet. the special
needs of the urban North.

I'd like to discuss this point-the problems of Negroes in the urban
areas of our Nation because I think we should be absolutely clear in our
thinking about the nature of the job discrimination problem in the
United States today.

Many persons apparently believe that the Negro today faces his
worst, problems in the South, and in many ways he does.

But I think that we in the North should realize that the steady
migration of Negroes has contiined for several decades into major
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areas of new development in the northern and western urban indus.
trial areas of the Nation. Some 73 percent of the Negro population
is now living in urban areas.

Thisbmeans that, in the areas most in need of job skills and a steadily
increasing number of well-trained workers, a large percentage of our
labor force is being wasted because of discrilmiation. It is high
time that we act to prevent such waste.

At the moment as this.subcommittee well knows, the number of
unemployed nonwhites in this Nation now stands at about 15 percent
more than twice the percentage of whites. in New Jersey, aftectea
as it is by seasonal increases, about 18.2 percent of the nonwhite labor
force is employed.

One of the major causes in the difference between white and non-
white unemployment is, of course, the denial of equal opportunity
of nonwhite workers to work at their highest skill. The second factor,
which is related to the first, is that there is a disproportionate number
of Negroes in the unskilled work force. employment is regularly
heavier, and the frequently lower seniority rating of Negroes is caused
byv their relatively recent entry into factory and office work.

A national fair employment, practices act would go a long way in
reducing the gap between work and relief. I believe that it would
help reduce the current waste of talent in the United States today.
As President Kennedy said in his historic report on manpower this
year, our underuse of human and physical capacity is costing us some
$30 to $40 billion of additional goods and services annually. Dis-
crimination is causing large plrt of that waste. I ... .

We've already seen, in one important area, that a deliberate pro-
grain against discrimination can yield important results. I'm r.-
ferring to the experience we've had in the Federal Government.

Although the U.S. Government has over the years maintained a
policy of equal opportunityr for all citizens regardless of race, creed,
color, or national origin, it has only been within recent years that
nonwhites in this county have felt this policy of employment in
Federal agencies. Ihe first was Executive Order S802 by Franklin
I). Roosevelt, establishing the first Fair Employment Practices Com-
inittee. The secoonld was by President Truman who.issued Order
9980 in 1948 to set up a Fair Employment Practices Board in the
Civil Service Commission to review complaints and discrimination.
President Truman also issued Executive Order 11590, which created
the President's Committee on Government Employment Policy to help
Federal agencies carry out policies of equal opportunity in the Federal
service without discrimination based on race, color, religion, or na-
tional origin. These committees were continued under President
Eisenhower and in 1953 additional responsibilities and standards of
nondiscrimination were provided by Executive Order 10557. The
present Executive order of President John F. Kennedy of March 6,
1961-10925-combined the old committee's objectives and the present
ideals of the President into one operation.

The new committee has had wider responsibilities and authority in
seeking to eliminate discrimination from Government-connected work
than previous committees, and in addition has the responsibility to
promote. equal opportunity for.'all qualified persons without, regard
to-race, creed, or color;. Vice Pres6ident Lyndon Johnson, Chair-
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man of the present Committee, in reporting to the President on prog-
ress made, revealed that since 1961 while the total Federal employ-
ment has increased only 1.03 percent, Negro employment has increased
3.6 percent. •

I believe we could have a similar increase in our manpower utili-
zation if there were a national fair employment practices act.

There are those that will argue that the Negro has made rapid
improvement in his standard of living and has made it at a faster
rate than most other groups in the same short span of 100 years.
T believe we still find too large a segment of the Negro population
deprived economically and socially. I further believe that this depri-
vation of so large a segment of the population has had an adverse
effect on this Nation which we can no longer afford. I believe that the
American Negro is seeking to identify with the mainstream of Ameri-
can life and does not believe in separating himself from the major
economic and social atmosphere of the entire community.

I have heard the argument advanced that Negroes have made out-
standing pro ess in educational attainment, but I should like to call
attention to the point that too large a segment of the Negro population
is still below the level of educational attainment of the whites.

Although 40 percent of the nonwhite population has acquired
some high school or college education, this compares to 62
percent of the white population. I say that America cannot afford
this differential and that it does not meet today's needs, for the amount
of formal education which a person receives influences the occupation
for which he will be employed. The Department of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statistics points out that in the decade of the 1970's there will
be a 40-percent growth in the professional and technical classifications.
This is the highest of any occupational group. These are the people
that business and Government will want to hire. I think if we are
to meet our responsibilities in this decade, we must solve the problem
of equal opportunities in this decade for as our production processes
become more sophisticated, greater demands will-be made on workers
for more education and training.

Information has come to me, for example, that the vocational
schools in our State have approximately 60,000 enrollees, but only 3
percent of those are Negroes.

This is far too few for the skills needed in the labor market of this
State.

We in Congess have acted to provide some new opportunities to
those now lac ing in skills. The Manpow er Training Act provides
ways and means by which workers can obtain training which will en-
able them to contribute to a growing economy by putting them in
productive jobs.

However, far too few workers will come from this end of the funnel
to supply today's needs. We must also have action that will widen
the, range of jobs now open to those who now suffer from
discrimination.,

The bill under consideration, today will help achieve that result.
Those who believe in developing a constructive and sound economy
should favor this type of legislaton.

Mr. Chairman, I'ld algolike'to Ask that a statementiv'en by Arthur
Chapin, special assistant to the Secretary of tAbor, be added to the
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record. Mr. Chapin made his remarks at the community leaders' con-
ference sponsored by the Tresident's Conynittee on Equal Employ-
ment Oplortunity last May. I believe it clearly describes some o6f the
opportunities offered by apprenticeship and training programs, and
some of the problems caused by discrimination.

Mr. PrcIisax. Without objection, so ordered.
(The above-mentioned statement follows:)

ApPaWTiox Am) TxArNqe-AN EcowoMo KEY

(By Arthur Ohapin, special assistant to the Secretary, U.S. Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C.)

Apprenticeship Is a very vital and necessary asset to our economic develop-
ment In terms of advanclng technical knowledge and in proper utilization of our
available manpower. The necessity for training of replacement for skilled art-
sans has been recognized since the very beginning of civilization. The practice
of indenturing apprentices was ' common in the days qf Michaelangelo and
throughout the Middle Ages in Europe and was brought to America by early
settlers.

Present-day conception of the conduct of apprenticeship programs is gener-
ally confined to the knowledge that it is the schooling of employed workers.
Because of the effective promotional role the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training has played, in establishing sound principles of training and conduct of
effective programs, its role has often been misunderstood. The Bureau of Appren,
ticeship and Training does not exercise an regulatory power. It does not tell
any employer or union how many apprentices must be started or employed; it
does not prescribe wages; nor does it subsidize apprenticeship in any way. The
Government Organization Manual describes the Bureau in these words:

"The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training provides stimulation, promotion,
and technical assistance for the organization of programs to Improve and broad-
en the skills of the work force. Services are provided to industry, management,
labor, community groups, and others concerned with manpower development.

"In accordance with the act of August 16, 1937, primary emphasis is placed
upon promoting the development of skilled craftsmen through apprenticeship."

This description of the Bureau together with the definition of an apprentice as
"a person of employable age who has been carefully selected and who has been
placed in a training situation where, over a period of years he will be trained
in all the skills of a craft," as described in an official apprenticeship handbook,
gives us some background for discussion of equal employment opportunity in
apprenticeship.

The apprenticeship programs conducted by employers and unions in the build-
Ing and construction trades are probably most familiar to all of' usi, although
many, many manufacturing plants and unions conduct Outstanding training pro.
grams. In either case the standards of the apprenticeship program are established
to meet local needs, and within the standards and requirements for registration
with the Bureau. While such registration Is voluntary it Is similar to the accred-
itation in the field of general education. With this in mind, the importance of
the announcement of the Department of Labor that inclusion of a specific non-
discriminatory statement would be required in all apprenticeship standards of
firms handling Government contracts, can readily be seen. Important as this an-
nouncement may be, it is only the first step and will require time for inclusion
in many local agreements now In effect. ThQ electricians and the bricklayers
have included the equal employment opportunity clause in their national stand-
ard In recent months and the plumbers and steamfitters recently signed a national
working agreement which provide for referral to all jobs without regard to race,
creed, or color. We believe that this will carry over Into apprenticeship training
programs.

These changes which have been made are primarily changes of attitude and are
important as such. Practical advances In equal opportunity will be much harder
to attain as could be expected. The waiting lists for admission to many appren-
ticeship programs and the limited nuber4f new admissions each year present
a very formidable problem.

Even when jobs are opened up to minorIt0 groups, in some cases, the lack of a
trade tradition makes qualified applicants in minority groups hard to find. In
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some localities, particularly in the South, there Is organized opposition to the
admission of minority groups to apprenticeship programs-this opposition being
a part of the social and economic structure prevailing.

The need for adequate counseling of potential apprentices and the ne"d for
education In the necessity of using all of our available manpower will requ Ire the
cooperation of all segments of the community.

In New York, practical progress is evident in the opening of the apprentlce-
ship program of local No. 8 IBTW California's State Apprenticeship Council
has an excellent program for providing equal employment opportunity in all
trades and crafts. The District of Columbia Apprenticeship Council requires
that all programs seeking their approval and registration must contain a elmse
of nondiscrimination and effectively operate in keeping with such a clause. An
increasing number of local standards being submitted to the Bureau now contain
the required clause of nondiscrimination.

In summary, a start has been made. The changing attitudes and the definitee
awareness of the Government's Intention of assuring equal opportunity are be-
ginning to be felt. An effective program will not be accomplished overnight.
Much, hard work, interest, patience, and understanding will be expended before
our goals are accomplished. The Important 'thing to remember is that they can
be and will be reached.

Mr. PITcNSict. IVe are very grateful to you for coming before this
committee, particularly since you have cosponsored Senate bill 773
which is the Senate version of this legislation and the fact, T think,
is of importance to the people of this community that while you had
worked ver hard to get this very important legislation through the

Senate and steer it through very troubled waters there to sucessful
passage, you would now take tlhe time to exert your good judgment
and influence on the House side to help us get this legislation to the
President for signature and so we are very grateful to you.

Senator Wxra:" Lurs. Mr. Chairman, I iope some of the other bills
that we are working on in the Senate, dealing with migratory worker
problems, will shortly be before you, too, and if there is anything I
could do at that point., I would certainly be happy.

Mr. PIVJNSKT. I would add here that I am cosponsoring your mass
transportation bill and in my judgment this is the most important
piece of legislation ever adopite ], if we get it through, and the credit
goes to you completely for having started it.

I have often said, if I may add, that instead of staging any secret
attack on the United States as our enemy did on December 7, 1941,
on a Sunday morning, anybody that wants to knock out 70 l)ercent of
America's laborers in one fell swoop would do it any morning in the
rush hour when half the population is stuck hopelessly on the express-
ways of America in the rush hours.

Certainly the bill you have sponsored-and it is certainly becomn-
ing known as the Williams bill on mass transit-is going to help it
great deal in alleviating that situation.

Mr. Daniels.
Mr. DxxIELS. Senator, at the outset, T want to thank you for a very

fine. outstanding statement.
Now, I realize that you do not have too much time. You have to

get to another meeting'and the other members of the committee would
like to present some questions to you. So, therefore, I shall be very,
very brief.

You know. and I know, many States, including the State of New
Jersey. have laws prohibiting discrimination because of race, religion,
and color or national origin, Do you think that these laws have been
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very, very effective and have they been endorsed and carried out by
the governments of these States?

Senator WHLAA3s. 1 cannot speak on niany States, other than our
own. I think that there has been increasing attention to the admin-
istration of the legislation here and I think we are doing better each
year implementing what we do have in the State of New Jersey.

Mr. I ,%N IEL S. Of course, as lawyers, both you and I realize that
State laws can only affect intrastate comnmerce-but this bill that we
have under consideration before this committee, H.R. 405, deals with
interstate commerce which is the only reason why the Federal Govern-
inent would have jurisdiction.

)o you feel that there is a need fo, such legislation today?
Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, absolutely.
Mr'. DANILS. And you base that upon the fact that such discriminai-

tory practices because of race, color, religion, age, and so forth, has
taken place and it is well known to you and to me as legislators?

Senator WILIAMS. It certainly is and right, now the only handle
the Federal Government has on the problem is where there are Fed-
eral governmental contracts and that, of course, gives the Govern-
ment the opportunity to deal with discrimination.

But we have seen the big cases of discrimination just recently and
we know that it exists here even where there are contracts and these
are being dealt with, but where the Federal Government does not
have the handle for action, there is a grave, grave need.

Mr. DANIELS. So, in other words, you are telling us this evening
this legislation is necessary to iml)lement whatever laws presently
on the book and whatever powers the Executive may have?

Senator VHULIAMs. That's my feeling completely.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Martin.
Mr. MARTiN. Thank you.
First of all, I should like to express my thanks for the very kind

hospitality shown by you people this evening. It's been a pleasure
to be here and take part. in this hearing and I am glad No have Senator
Williams here as a witness in regard to this legislation. I know he
has been vitally interested in this subject for some time, although he
and I disagree as to methods to achieve a goal at times.

I think perhaps we can bring some of these points out in
questioning.

Do you feel, Senator, that this bill-and I assume that the bill
which you have introduced is identical to the one that Congressman
Rooaevelt has introduced in the House-

Senator WILLAS. Very similar.
Mr. MARTIN. Do you feel that this legislation gets at the root of

the problem?
Senator WILLTAMS. It deals with the problem as legislation can.

It doesn't deal with the state of men's minds and, indeed that we
cannot do with legislation, but the manifestation of the disease of
discrimination in employment is adequately dealt with within this
bill, in my judgment.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, for instance, you say in your statement on page
2-and I quote:

The second factor, which Is related to the first, Is that there Is a dispropor-
tionate uitumber of Negroes In the unskilled work force.
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Well, now, how is this type of legislation going to correct that
situation ?

Senator WLLIAXS. Other measures that I would consider almost
companion pieces to this, the manpower training and retraining
bill, for example, greater attention to vocational education. These
are the measures that will deal with increasing the numbers who are
now unskilled who can then be considered part of the skilled work
force.

Mr. MATIN., Isn't part of the reason why there is a disproportionate
number of skilled workers among the Negro group, isn't it because
they have not had the same amount of education as have other races

Senator W iAw s. I think that in part-
Mr. MARTN. This doesn't correct that situation at all. This isn't

an education bill.
Senator WILLIAMS. No, it isn't. We have other bills that are edu-

cational bills, but the lack of opportunity in education, it seems to me,
relates to the fact that there is a low ceiling on opportunities for
Negroes in this country and they are in an economic state of depression.

You don't have the money equal to others for equal educational
opportunities. If job opportunities are there, if the ceiling of the
Nqgro's hopes is raised, I think we will start the forces at work
giving then an opportunity for equality in education. It starts with
jobs. That is where we make our money and money has a great deal
to do with how much education, training, and our other chances for
the full, complete good life.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would agree with you in part, that one of the
basic differenves in this field goes back to the fact the the people of
the Negro race are not adequately educated or do not have an oppor-
tunity to receive an adequate education in the United States, but I
think that's one of the basic problems we have at one of the roots of
these problems that's generated in this country.I

And I don't think that we are getting to the source, to the root
of the problem with this type of legislation.

Now, let me quote again from your testimony at the bottom of
page 6. I quote:

Information has come to me, for example, that the vocational schools in our
State-

That's New Jersey-- ,
have approximately 60,000 eznrollees, but only 3 percent of those are Negroes.

Well, now, it is beyond me how this legislation is going to correct
a situation that is quite obviously a State problem and up to your Gov-
ernor and education board here in the State of New Jersey. Why
should Washington come in and interfere with the operation of your
government?

Senator WnwAms. Well, this bill, as you say, doesn't deal with edu-
cation. You are making one of my favorite speeches in favor of Fed-
eral aid to education in this country and I am for that, too.

Mr. MARTIN. I am opposed to that. That's what I am driving it.
Senator WnLIA.wS. You are giving the best arguments for it, how-

ever, and I appreciate the strength of your reasoning and I would ap-
ply it to a general need in this country of greater attention to educa-
tion.
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Education is and has been a matter of Government sponsorship
since George Washington, and I don't fear using our National Gov-
ernment as an aid to our communities in its responsibilities at the
local level to furnish an education to everybody .

This is not an omnibus bill. This dealswith job discrimination and
I believe it would be unwise in a Fair Employment Practices Act also
to include a broad, general education program.

We have an awfullot of problems with that. The bill which is too
omnibus now is the education bill, its opponents say. We will probably
have to take that apart and do it piece-by piece. I am sure this com-
mittee will be part of the honored process of at long last bringing na-
tional recognition of the needs of national support for local education.

Mr. MARTIN. Let me quote from the bill, section 2, as follows:
The Congress hereby finds that despite the continuing progress of our Nation,

the, practice of discriminating in employment of thoroughly qualified persons-

And these are the ones so-called discriminated against because of
their race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, or age.

How come we lelt out sex?
Senator WrmLAms. I think we are arriving At that with another

piece of legislation.
Mr. MARirN. Why not include it in this and we wouldn't have so

many hearings and consider so many types of legislation I
Senator WiLIAmS. Well-Mr. MARTIn. I mean we are considering th equal-pay bill.

Senator WiLLIAms. I would amend it to Include that, if we could get
your vote for the bill.

Mr. MARTIN. I have introduced a bill, Senator, in regard to
equal pay and I think it is a good bill. I think it is a better bill than
some of the others which have been introduced on our side-I mean in
the body.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, we have the equal rights amendment.
The women in some departments are in a favored position. Some of
us wonder if they want to lose that position.

Certainly, on equal pay, I agree with you.
Mr. MAIrTIN. It has been pointed out by the pevious witness,

Reverend Hildebrand, in his statement that the then Senator Kennedy
as a candidate in 1960 made the statetnent in one of his campaign
speeches thAt this type of legislation w6A going to be thb first o fer O
business of his administration after lie was elected President.

Now, here we are in the third term of President Kennedy's ad-
ministration and it seems to me thb administration has not pushed very
diligently for the enactment of this type of legislation. Could you
give us an alibi or an answer to why the resident hasn't fulfilled hi
campaign promises in 1960 .

Senator WrttiAms. I rather like your Freudian slip. You said,
"the third term of the Kennedy administration." I hope he will have
it. I am against that constitutional amendment that only limits him
to two.

But at any rate, no, there are no excuses or alibis.
Mr. PtloICsxi. Excuse me for one second.
I know that there is a great deal of enthu-iasm on both sides hoer,

but rwondeo if our spectators would be good enough to confine their
enthusiasm to their own thoughts. Normally, *e do not admit ap-
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plause in our hearings in Washington and in order to preserve a full
decorum of these hearings, would you be good enough to confine your
enthusiasm to yourself?

Will you proceed, Senator?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
I was going to say that I think it was the fact that discrimination

in employment was one of the very flist orders of business under
President Kennedy and I don't believe anybody could deny the effec-
tiveness of the committee lie created under Vice President Johnson.
I cited the figures here to show the substantial increase of employment
of Negroes in the Federal Government and we do know how effective
this committee has been in equality of job opportunity under Federal
contracts.

Mr. MARTIN. Committees don't get any action and we haven't had
any action on this and President Kennedy was very direct and dog-
matic in his statement that it was going to be the first order of
business.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I think-
Mr. MARTIN. He hasn't come through with it.
Senator WILLIAMS. One of the Nation's voreatest companies, Lock-

heed, will probably tell you that they felt tte force of vigorous com-
pliance with equality in employment and they weren't complying.Now they are complying. That's just. one example, but we know there
are many others, too.

Mr. MLARTIN. If we have that compliance, perhaps we don't need
this legislation.

Senator WILLIAMS. That's, of course, only where the Federal handle
is in employment under defense contracts.

Mr. MARTIN. I am making the point here--and just a moment, Mr.
Chairman-in a dispute with the steel companies approximately a
year ago in regard to the proposed increase which some of the steel
companies started to inaugurate of $6 a ton, the President reacted
quite vigorously in opposition to that. It was pointed out in the
press that the President had the power to wave a big stick over the
steel companies in that he could issue an Executive Order that steel
from these companies would not be purchased by the U.S. Govern-
ment in any of their construction.

Well, now, here we are. We have discrimination within the Govern-
ment itself, within the Federal Government in regard to what you
are trying to get at in this type of legislation and yet, we do not
have an Executive order from the President, nor does the President
take any positive action such as he did in that steel dispute to correct
this situation that you are attempting to do in this bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. I don't agree with your statement. I think
that where the President now has authority, and he does in employ-
ment within the Federal establishment, he has it in regard to con-
tracting Federal projects. He has done exactly what we say lie has
done. He has used his authority to deal with discrimination, in my
judgment.

Mr. MARTIN. In -your construction industry, as was pointed out by
the previous witness, the discrimination particularly against Negroes
is most rampant and he pointed out several of the unions which do
not allow Negroes to become members of the union and they do not

On



accept them out on construction jobs and much of this work is being
done for the Federal Government, and yet they are still being discrim-
inated against.

Look at. Cape Canaveral down in Florida the testimony before
Senator McClellan's committee, of the United Electrical Workers-

Senator WILLIAMS. I thought this bill dealt with discrimination
within a union.

Mr. MARlIN. That is correct, but the point I am making is that
the President could correct some of these inequities on this Govern-
ment work as on the cape and construction and military bases and
other Federal installations if he so desired.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, I have a feeling that he is just doing day
by day as much as he can with the present authority and we know
there is discrimination in some of the unions, fortunately very few
of them. Where it exists it could be rooted out by the bill that is
under consideration here this evening because unions are clearly under
the interdiction of this bill.

Mr. MArIN. Just a few more minutes and I will be through.
Mr. PUCINSKi. It is all right.
Mr. MARTIN. Section 9 ol this bill still has the same weakness that

the legislation had that we considered in the last Congress.. That is
that the Commission itself who finds someone guilty ofa violation of
this act then sits as the judge over actions taken by themselves. Then
the one condemned or found guilty can after that hearing appeal to
the U.S. district court.

I object to this type of feature in legislation where our Federal
bureau who finds someone guilty then sits in judgment on that same
person. I don't think that is the American system. I think it should
go directly to the court for judicial review and I object very strenu-
ously to this type of procedure in legislation.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, there is always that opportunity for any-
one feeling agieved to end up in the district court.

I imagine that the explanation for this procedure is what they say
downtown in Washington, "administrative ease." I tell you, I have
a caveat on administrative ease once in awhile myself in certain areas.

But I believe anyone aggrieved here has the protection of court
action.

Mr. DANILS. Willithe gentleman yieldI
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Mr. DANIzLS. Didn't the bill provide that the Commission must

Five notice of the charges to the respondent and the facts upon which
it is based which thereby affords to the respondent an opportunity to
come before the court and be heard?

Mr. MARTIN. No no.
Mr. DANIELS. Well, what does paragraph C say?
Mr. MARTINz. You are ahead of yourself. It gives him an oppor-

tunity, then, to come before the Commission to be heard and then if
they find him guilty after that hearing then the person originally
charged may then take it into the U.S. district court, but not before.
In other words, if Senator Williams, who sits on the Commission, finds
me and notifies me that I am guilty of unfair practices here, they set
up a hearing. He is the one who sits as judge over me at the hearing.

Mr. DAN ILS. No.
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Mr. MuRnx. If he finds me guilty, I have the opportunity to appeal
to a higher court.

Mr. DANILS. Mr. Martin, I respectfully disagree with you. The
man bringing charges cannot sit on the hearing board or sit on the
board.

Mr. MARTN. That one man, that is correct, but there is more than
one man on the board and the other members of the board.

Mr. DANELS. He must disqualify himself.
Mr. ProiNstur. Would the witness care to comment on this?
Senator WrLLIAmS. My lawyer is Congressman Daniels.
Mr. MARTIN. The fact still remains, Mr. Daniels, that-
Mt. DANtELs. The same thingy-.
Mr. MARTIN. If you were tried by the Commission, whether it is

tho actual specific Commissioner who investigated your case and found
youpilty in the first place -

0Mr. DigECLS. I might say to you, Mr. Martin that prior to coming
to Congress I sat as the assistant chairman to the Civil Rights Com-
misqion of Jersey City which was created under a law which had a
similar provision as this bill and where a party came in and com-
)lained and the committee tried to correct the complaint, if the party

not desist from his alleged illegal action, then the commission
prosecuted the complaint and I have not heard any uncomplimentary
or derogatory references to the procedures of this law in the State of
New Jersey. It has worked moA effectively in the State of New
Jersey and this bill here is patterned somewhat to our New Jersey
law and if it can work in the State of New Jersey, I see no reason why
it cannot work on a Federal basis.

Mr. MARTI.. Well, your commission is evidently not doing an out-
standing job in enforcement here because of the Senator's testimony
that in your vocational schools you have 60,000 enrollees, but only
3 percent are Negroes.

Mri. DANIELS. You have to study the vocational pattern of the State
of New Jersey. I was reading yesterday in the New York Times
which sid that in Hudson County we had five vocational schools
and today we have two.

If those were located in areas which afforded Negroes the oppor-
tunity of attending them we would have a much lar ger attendance
in vocational schools. Tat is one of the problems in urban areas.

Mr. PucIxsxr. Gentleman, as I had indicated earlier, the Senator
does have an engagement.

Mr. MAXIN. One more.
Mr. Puor skr. Go ahead, Mr. Martin.
Mr. MARTIN. Age is included in this bill, Senator. Do you think

that can be effectively enforced by Washington? Do you mean to tell
me if a man comes in seeking employment with me and I don't want
to hire him that they can come in a nd say, Here's a man that applied
to you for a job. He is 55 years of age. You didn't take him because
of his age. You hired a man that is 30.

Do you think Washington, the Federal Government, can come in
to all the towns in the country and enforce that type of legislation?

Senator WnLIAMs. I would suggest that the age aspect of this bill
would be the hardest to administer and, yet, we all know the fact
of discrimination because of age and where there is equal ability and
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a man is discriminated against because he is over 40. I think that
probably it would be in those cases that are most manifest, and the
clear cases will be the deterrent for those that are not so clear.

Mr. MAnTIN. Well, I would disagree with you. It is a general
rule but, Mr. Chairman, I thank you.

Zvr. PUcINsKI. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Senator Williams, isn't it a fact that section 9 of

the bill which was referred to is standard language included in prac-
tically every one of the administrative agency type of laws that we
have, the Federal Trade Commission, the National Labor Relations
Act, the Interstate Commerce Commission, all of these agencies fol-
lowing the same procedure, basically?

Senator WILIAMS. It is analogous. Even the FEPC has it.
Mr. HAWKINS. I suspect a hundred others that we can't think of

at the moment.
This is the point I was trying to make, to ask you your opinion,whether or not section 9 is something new that this bill seems to have

selected out of the air or whether or not its language is very familiar
to persons in legislative procedure? '

Senator WIL IAMS. It seems that way to me. There must be an
opportunity for administrative action and decision and not every
situation should go to court because it won't be necessary to. That's
the long hard road, but the avenue is there for anyone aggrieved,
as I V-1,Aerstand it, but yet the Commission is given the power to
make decisions.

Mr. MARTIN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. MATIN. I would like to point out that the Secretary of Labor

has been denied this investigative power that you give him in this
type of legislation in the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act
and also it has been denied to the National Labor Relations Board
under the Taft-Hartley Act, so this type of legislating is not general
in this field.

Mr. HAwINs. Well, it may not be general in every field. I think
the point is that in the instances that we named, it is general and that
in some instances the ones you name, I believe that at least one of the
instances, the judicial review is not allowed either so that there is an
additional safeguard in section 9 of this bill that is not in the instance
in which you enumerated.

In addition to that, I think that it should be pointed out that despite
the fact that this provision is in some 20 laws throughout the country
in State acts, that since 1945 there has been no one who would attack
the validity of it in court and in only one instance has it ever come
to trial in the Supreme Court and that was in a Michigan case. It
was upheld, so we are not talking about an unconstitutional provision,
a provision that has deprived anyone of any constitutional rights as
you would imply.

But I would like to ask the Senator another question because of a
question you asked, and that is, that there was an implication made
that all the Negroes who are unemployed happen to be unskilled or not
qualified by education.

Now I would like to ask Senator Williams whether or not that state-
ment is absolute, whether or not there may be many Negroes who are
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qualified who are still unemployed because of discrimination, which
would be reached by this bill

Senator WLLAMS. Yes; I am sure that's true. The Negro is said
to be the last hired and the first fired. While my personal experience
is limited, I have seen this to be the fact even though the individual
himself had full qualifications for the Job that took some skill.

Mr. PucINsKi. Would my colleague yield on that?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes; certainly.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Isn't the very heart of this legislation, Senator, the

fact that we now deny people who are qualified, who do have educa-
tional qualifications, we deny them job opportunities because of the
color of their skin or the church to which they belong or because of
the nation of origin?

This legislation is not designed to guarantee a man a job if he is not
qualified in the first instance. Uncle Sam is not saying to an employer,

;you have to hire this man whether he is qualified or unqualified.
his is forward moving legislation. This legislation says that jou

cannot deny a man an opportunity, an employment, if he oes
meet all the other qualifications simply because of the color of his skin
or the church lie belongs to.

Isn't that the emphasis in this legislation?
Senator WILLIAMS. Exactly, yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Just one final question, Senator. Isn't it also true

through the long experience that you had in the Senate that those who
use the argument that we should provide an education rather than an
antidiscrimination act of this nature, of a punitive character, isn't it
usually true that those who oppose fair employment practice also op-
pose education and any attempt to provide antidiscrimination in edu-
cation also?

Senator WILLIAMS. I think that's probably a fair statement. It is
probably a matter of voting record. There may be one or two excep-
tions, but as a general proposition, I think it is true. I know those
who are proponents of the so-called right-to-Work laws at the State
level frequently are found to be opponents of fair employment prac-
tices.

It consistently is notable in its absence.
Mr. HAWKINtS. Thank you. That's all.
Mr. PuCINsKI. Mr. Gill.
Mr. GILL. I wasn't aware, Mr. Senator, that right-to-work laws had

anything to do with the right to work.
Senator WILIAMs. That's why I said so-called.
Mr. GL. I wonder if we could point up one point you made on

section 10-A of the act which is entitled "Judicial Review."
It states that the Commission shall have the power to petition U.S.

court of appeals or a district court for the enforcement of such order.
In other words, there is no enforcement of the Commission's order

until they go before either the court of appeals or the district court.
Isn't that correct?

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, of course, other than the voluntary-the
informal approach-

Mr. GILL. But that is voluntary. There is no sanction attached
to it.

Senator WILLIAMS. That's the way I read it.

OA
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Mr. GTLL. Therefore, there would be no action taken against anyone
without a proceeding in court.

Senator WIVLLIMs. To enjoin action, if it is not voluntary, you
have to. You have to go to court.

It looks like I am being summoned to court right now.
Mr. PuoInSKI. Would you advise the caller that we will be through

in just a moment.
Senator WILLIAMS. My office is calling.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Senator, we will have you out.
Mr. GiLL. I will release the Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am very much impressed with the quality of

the hearing process.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Just one second. Counsel Foreman-
Mr. FORMAN. Under the circumstances, no questions.
Mr. PucINsKI. Just one question.
Because you have nursed this legislation through the Senate suc-

cessfully reference was made here earlier about the fact that this is
the third year of President Kennedy's administration and nothing
has been done on this legislation.

Isn't it a fact that we reported this bill out of our committee last
year in a second year and it died in the Rules Committee Where we
have a coalition of six Republicans-or five Republicans and two
Democrats?

I am always impressed by the fact that our colleagues on the other
side of the aisle have the impression that they can completely abdicate
their responsibility to this very important legislation. We have prob-
lems with our own party and they have problems in their party, but
it is my judgment that they cannot abdicate their responsibii ity in this
very important social legislation and this legislation can pass in this
session, in this session of Congress, if we will have a bipartisan under-
standing of this great injustice that is being done to millions of
Americans.

Would you share in that view, sir?
Senator WILLIAMS. I think it is time for the party of Lincoln to

join with forces with us yes.
Mr. PtucINsKI. Thank you very much, Senator.
Did you have any other?
Mr. kARTIN. No more comments.
Mr. PucimsKI. Thank you very much, Senator, and I regret only

that your time does not permit, because, as you can see, there were
niany other questions to ask here and I am sure you have the answers
for us. I would certainly have liked to share in your experiences
and judgment in this important legislation.

Thank you very much or being with us.
Senator WILLAMs. I want to say that as a spokesman from New

Jersey-and I am sure Congressman Daniels feels the same way-
we are highly honored to have this subcommittee sitting here.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Our second witness is a distinguished Citizen of this
community who has certainly carried on a magniticent and heroic fight
in bringing about a greater dignity to man not only in this area, bFut
throughout the country, the Reverend Richard Allen Hildebrand,
president of the New York City Branch of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People.
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If Dr. Hildebrand is here, we will proceed with him as our second
witness of this evening's proceedings.

Doctor, will you be good enough to take the witness chair, identify
yourself for the record, and then we will proceed.

STATEMENT OF REV. RICHARD ALLEN HILDBRAND, PRESIDENT,
NEW YORK CITY BRANCH, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Reverend HLDnRAND. My name is Richard Allen Hildebrand. I
am minister of the Bethel A.M.E. Church in New York City and also
president of the New York Branch of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.

Mr. PUCINs1K. Dr. Hildebrand, before you proceed, I wonder if I
might make this observation.

We are committed to leave this building at 9:30 and no later than
9:40. We have your own testimony and the testimony of Senator
Williams and then it is my understanding that the faculty has ex-
pressed a desire that we allow some time after the conclusion of our
formal proceedings to permit time for some questions from the floor
from perhaps some of the members of the student body. So, within
those time limitations, I might ask you, Dr. Hildebrand-your state-
ment, I notice, is unusually brief and for that, I want to congratulate
you right now. I am sure that you have already won 95 percent of
your argument because of the brevity of y-ur statement. I am sure
that because it is brief, it is no less compelling in its argument.

So perhaps you would like to proceed to read your statement or
digest it.

Reverend HLDEBRAND. I will read it, if you have no objection.
In behalf of the NAACP and with particular reference to the thou-

sands of Negro residents in the New York City community, I appre-
ciate this opportunity to appear before this committee to present our
view and recommendations in support of H.R. 405, dealing with equalemployment opportunity.

The position of the Negro in relation to employment, income, and
jobs not only in New York City must be considered grave. Unem-
ployment confronts the Negro double as it confronts the white worker
simply because of discrimination. The unemployment rate between
the white and nonwhite worker is the greatest and most serious in
the 14-19 age group. I quote from a statement of Mr. Robert C. Good-
win, Administrator of the Bureau of Employment Security:

Many Negro families are trapped In what can only be called a vicious circle:
Job discrimination and lack of educational opportunity or educational quality
limit their employment opportunities and result in low and unstable incomes.
Low incomes, combined with discrimination, reduce attainable levels of health
and skills and thus limit occupational choice and income in the future. And
limited job opportunities result in limited availability of education and appren-
ticeship training, thus completing the circle.

Since Negroes now constitute about 10.5 percent of our population, it is
obvious that this restrictive circle must be broken, and that the economic and
social deprivation of so large a segment of our population has an adverse
effect on our entire Nation.

The effects of automation added to the already existing severe
discriminatory practices which are directed against Negro workers
serve to compound his economic misery.
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On July 6, 1961, the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People filed complaints against major textile manufacturing
companies with the President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity. But because of the intransigence of the owners of
the southern textile manufacturing industry no change has taken
place in the systematic pattern of discrimination in this industry.

Herbert Hill pointed out that--
As a result of these discriminatory provisions, white persons are usually hired

Initially into production and skilled craft occupations which are completely
closed to qualified Negro workers.

The Negro worker who is hired as a laborer in the "maintenance
department" or "yard labor department" is denied seniority and pro-
motional rights into production classifications and is also denied
admission into apprentice and other training programs. In these
situations Negro seniority rights are operative only within certain
all-Negro departments and Negro workers therefore have an extremely
limited job mobility. Thus a Negro worker with 20 years' seniority
in a steel mill, papermaking factory, tobacco manufacturing plant,
or oil refinery, may be promoteded" only from "toilet attendant" to
"sweeper." In addition, because of the operation of separate racial
seniority lines the Negro worker is frequently the victim of dishonest
and inaccurate job classifications, wage differentials, and denial of
the right to develop job skills based upon seniority promotion.

Today in New York City, Negro workers are denied employment
in the major industrial and residential construction projects because
they are with some few exceptions barred from membership in the
buildin trades craft unions. These include the International
Brother ood of Electrical Workers, the Operating Engineer Iron
& Structural Steel Workers, Plumbers & Pipe Fitters Union, Plaster-
ers and Lathers, the Sheet Metal Workers Union, the Roofers, the
Boilermakers, and others. Since the National Labor Relations Board
has done little to enforce the anti-closed shop provision of the Taft-
Hartley Act, building trades unions are therefore, in most instances,
closed unions operathia closed shops.

The exclusion of Negroes from membership in building trades
unions or limiting their membersihp to an all-Negro unit means in
practice that qualified Negro construction workers will be denied
access to the union-controlled hiring hall and, therefore, will be denied
employment opportunities in the well-paid craft jobs in both public
and private construction projects.

Those Negroes who belong to segregated locals often find them-
selves completely excluded from the major construction projects as
most contractors use the hiring halls controlled by the white locals as
the basic source for labor recruitment. This is especially true in
Federal construction projects and here the Federal Government bears
a direct responsibility for not insisting that building contractors op-
erating with U.S. Government funds bypass the lily-white union-
controlled hiring halls and instead pursue a policy of recruitment
from the open labor market based on skill and ability rather than
that of race and color. The power of building trades unions to op-
erate such hiring halls and to maintain a very. high degree of job
control clearly derives from the National Labor Relations Act and it
is evident that protections for the Negro worker must be added to the
law in the very near future.

22-6523--08--8
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Therefore, we believe that it is absolutely essential for trade unions
to be fully included in the coverage of any national fair employment
practices law. Discrimination against minority groups in employ-
ment has been a subject of increasing public concern over the past 20
years. Numerous government agencies, Federal, State, and munici-
pal, have been established for the purpose of combating job discrimi-
nation.

In our opinion there are two basic questions before this congres-
sional committee. Would a national fair employment practices law
be more effective than State and municipal fair employment practices
laws in achieving maximum progress toward the fuU1 equality of em-
ployment opportunity for all the American people ain at the same
time create significant improvement in the utilization of minority
group manpower? And, No. 2, should the emphasis of a Federal
fair employment practices commission be upon the processing and
resolution of individual complaints or upon assuming on its own initi-
ative, affirmative action based on company and industrywide patterns
of employment discrimination?

Some important employment gains made during the wartime eco-
nomic expansion and in the immediate postwar period, especially in
heavy industry, have in many instances been all but totally wiped out.
In the North as well as in the South there is a direct relationship be-
tween poverty and discrimination, and the Federal Government must
intervene to eliminate both of these related evils which endanger the
American society.

For the Negro wage earlier in America and indeed for all who are ad-
vocates of civil rights, the passage of FEPC is today urgently needed.
Nothing should be regarded as a substitute for this legislation; by
and large their effectiveness has been negligent. May I emphatically
state that unemployment is today a major crisis facing the Negro com-
munity. During 1960 Senator Kennedy in his cimpaign pledges
around the country stated that this legislation would be one of the first
orders of business. I urge its enactment. More than ever today sev-
eral Southern State employment offices still maintain segregated as-
signment patterns which directly mean that Negri i s are referred to the
lower paying jobs. What the admlnistration doi on the issue of fair
employment practices will be long remembered ald will be the decisive
issue in determining the civil rights record of this Congress and the
Kennedy administration.

Thank you.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Hildebrand, for your

truly outstanding statement.
Dr. Hildebrand, we will move right into interrogation.
Congressman Daniels.
Mr. DAMnLS. Reverend Hildebrand, I note that most of your testi-

mony here this evening concerned the question of discrimination in
the area from which you come, New York City. I presume, however,
that you are familiar with the problem of discrimination in other parts
of the country.

Now, would you say that the question of discrimination is purely a
local one as it affects industry, job opportunities, education, and so
forth, or would you say it is something which is a national problem?

no
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Reverend HLnIJ P.BRAD. No, by no means would I consider it a local
problem. It is a national problem throughout the entire United
States, as far as I can observe.

Mr. DA-ims. W1rell, from your knowledge and experience with this
situation, can you cite any facts upon which you base that opinion?

Reverend HIWimrRAND. I am not in a position to pinpoint any par-
ticular actual cases.

I know from observation and from contacts that have come to me
from just ordinary living and operating, that there ;s discrimination
throughout and I feel that it is a national problem that needs some
type of legislation like this to give it some kind of remedy.

Mr. I)AMrELs. Would you say there is any causal relationship be-
tween the lack of job opportunities because of discrimination and
the opportunity of the members of the family of that individual
who is discriminated against to obtain an education?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. I think there is some definite relationship.
It is very complex.

In the first place, I think someone asked the question, "Wouldn't
it help the situation if vocational and educational opportunities were
provided for the people who were discriminated against?"

This is true-it would help. But there is very little incentive
to a Negro to prepare to be an electrical engineer when he knows
to begin with that lie is going to have a very tough time getting
a job in that area. That's why T think it is vitally necessary that
the opportunity be opened up, that legislation be passed and the
Negro youngster would know t hat at least he has an opportunity,
his Government is behind him and there will be some incentive
for him to go to a vocational school and take advantage of the
educational opportunities that exist.

M r. DANIELS. And if he doesn't have that opportunity of not only
getting an education, but of securing employment in his chosen
field, then that deprives him of affording his children the oppor-
tunity to get, an education.

Reverend H-[ILDEBRAND. That's true.
Mr. DANIELS. So there is a causal relationship between the two?
Reverend HILDEBRAND. By all means.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank von, sir.
Mr. PurINaxs. Mr. Martin.
Mr. MARTIN. On page 3 of this bill, under "Definitions, paragraph

B," the IU.S. Government is exempt from this bill.
What do you think of that provision?
Reverend HLDEBRAND. I wondered myself why the U.S. Govern-

ment should be exempt from the bill.
I am not, a lawyer and I presumed that the originators of the

bill, the authors. of the bill, must have had some technical reason
beyond my comprehension for eliminating the U.S. Government..

Mr. PUTCINSKI. Would my colleague yield ?
Mr. MArN. I will yield.
Mr. PVCINSKr. On page 27, section 14 of the act, we provide for

employment practices of governmental agencies and of contractors
with the Government. The President has authorized and directed to
take such action as may be necessary to provide protection within the
Federal establishment to insure equal employment opportunities for
Federal employees.
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So we do set it up as a separate special entity, in view of all the case
history and the case law that airad exist in the Federal Govern-
ment's dealing with this problem and the Federal Government's efforts
to eliminate and reduce discrimination because of race, religion, or
ethnic background.

Isn't that correct?
Mr. Mn m. Partially. It does not make it mandatory upon the

operation of the Federal Government and all of its bureaus to follow
out the provisions of this act because they are specifically exempt, the
Federal Government is.

Under section 3, paragraph B, there is a specific exemption granted
to the Federal Government.

lr. PUCINSKI. On page 27, section 14 of the act, we would be happy
to accept the gentlemans amendment if it would get his supo)ort for
the bill, to change the bill from "The President is authorized," to "The
President shallow" But the language here seems to me to be suf-
ficient now, which says "The President is authorized and direct,. d to
take such action as may e necessary."

If there is some ambiguity n this language, I am sure there will be
no opposition on this side of the aisle to amending that language and
making sure it says exactly what we mean and what we mean to say is
that we don't, want any discrimination, certainly at the Federal level
in Government.

Mr. MAuRTI. I think one of the President's committees only in the
last 2 days made a report in regard to a situation in Mississippi %nd
recommended that all Federal fnds be withheld from that State,, but
the President in reply to a press conference, I believe yesterday, stated
that he did not plan to withhold Federal funds from the State of
Mississippi because of discrimination in that State.

Mr. PuciNsxi. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MHARTIN. Do you think, Reverend Hildebrand that by the en-

actment of that legislation that you are automatically going to cure
this discrimination?

Now, remember, it applies to many besides just colored. It i- not
only race, but it is also religion, color, national origin, ancestry, and
age. You see, there are many factors involved here.

Do you think the passage of this bill is going to get at the causes of
this thing?

lReverend IIflDEIImND. It will move in that direction. I think it.
would be very foolish to say that any one bill would cure all of the ills
inherent in discrimination, but this is moving in that direction.

I think to have a bill at least is somewhat of a leavening influence.
So long as the employer knows the heavy hand of the Government is
over his head, there may be an inclination on his part to escape and
following discriminatory practices, buit he is going to be more carefulabout it and not so flagrant as he is with the absence of such legislation.

Mr. MA\TIx. We had a. prohibition law, you know, in this country
for several years, but there were a lot of ways to get around that pro-
hibition law on the statutes.

Reverend Jim BL4RNn. A lot of people got in jail, too.
Mr. Mourix. As you pointed out in your testimony, there is a great

deal of discrimination against your people by several labor unions
which you pinpointed in your testimony.
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Reverend HILDEniRAND. Against Negro people?
Mr. MARIx. That is correct.
Reverend HIL1 FRRAN)D. All people are my people.
Mr. MARTrI. Do you think that this type of legislation is going to

induce Mr. Carey who is head of the Electrical Workers' Union-
Mr. HAWKINS. Wrong union.
Mr. MARTIN. To train them.
Reverend HILDEBRAND. Someone says that, you have the wrong

union.
.Mr. MAirrI. No, it is the United Electrical Workers.
Reverend IILDr~MRA ND. Oh, die United Electrical Workers.
I think it will have some definite influence in that direction. You

must, remember that you cannot legislate righteousness. A person
must have in his own heart the desire and the will to do right. He
must have integrity within.

Mr. 1MARMIN. I agree with you a hundred percent.
Reverend HILD, BRAND. But externally there is some pressure that

can be exerted and, as I stated before, with the presence of the law,
whether a person wants to do right or not, if he is prohibited from do-
ing wrong by the power of the law, he is not going to flout it to the
extent that he does now.

This is not going to be any cure-all. I realize that, but it is going
to be a cure-some.

Mr. MARTIN. Do you think this is a problem for the Federal Govern-
ment and properly should come within the scope of the activities of
our Government in Washington?

Reverend HrLDEBRAND. I certainly do.
Mr. MARTIN. On that point, I disagree with you because I am a very

strong States righter and I think our problems, most of which-most
of our problems, I think, can be solved at the State and local level and
I think our country and our economy would be in much better shape
if Washington would leave our people alone and quit trying to regu-
late their lives and telling them what they can and cannot do.

That's all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PuciNsKi. Did you care to comment on that, Reverend?
Reverend HILDEBRAND. I wish that all of the States did have the in-

tegTity to go ahead and solve these problems themselves but no use
for us to be naive about it. We know that the States won't ao it. Many
States have no desire to do it, no will, no intention whatsoever to do
it, and then I think it becomes the responsibility of the Federal Gov-
ermnent.

If the Federal Government lets us down, to whom shall we go?
Mr. PUcINsKi. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Reverend Hildebrand, on page 4 of the statement

which you have distributed to us, you make this statement:
Though several States have enacted equal employment legislation, by and large

their effectiveness has been negligent.
Now, I notice that most of the cases that you have cited have taken

place in the State of New Jersey. May I ask you whether or not the act
in the State of New York, which of cours, is the first one, has been
effective and whether or not you believe that a Federal act would be
more effective or would supplement the State actI
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In view of the statement that you have made that State acts have
not been effective, I am a little confused as to whether or not you are
in effect indicating that the law in the State which you represent has
not been effective or whether or not it needs to be strenWhened by a
Federal act as well. Now, would you clear this statement for us?

Reverend HUM~BRANI. I did not intend to impress you that the
State laws have been totally ineffective. They have had some effect,
but I am certain with the Federal law buttressing and supporting the
State laws that the situation would be greatly-the situation of dis-
crimination would be greatly reduced.

Mr. HAwKINs. So that you actually, by that statement, intend to
support a Federal-believe that a Federal act would supplement the
State act? Is that the position that you have?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. I suppose--I don't like to say the Federal
Government supplements the State act.

Mr. HAWKINS. Acts cooperatively with the State?
Reverend HILDEBRAND. That is correct. The State act would sup-

plement the Federal act.
Mr. HAWKINS. That's all.
Mr. PUCINSK[. Mr. Gill.
Mr. GILL. As a matter of just keeping the record straight, I think

in your testimony, Reverendl, you mentioned the IBEW, and Mr.
Martin was talking about the IUE. Ihey are two different entities.

Reverend HLDEBRAND. Thank you for the correction.
Mr. GILL. Of course, sometimes it is easier to lump all unions to-

gether and tar them with one lwush.
I wonder if we could explore this last answer you gave a. little morefully.lfKthere are some two dozen States that have FEPC laws at the

present time, what is it that is preventing these laws from being rea-
sonably effective? Is it some mechanical failing? Is it a lack of
power? Is it a lack of State appropriations, or what is it? Do you
have any reasons for this apparent failing?

Reverend HLDEBRAND. I suppose it would be a combination of rea-
sons. Most of these acts are in Northern States and there is the
tendency in Northern States to feel that there is more or less an
absence of discrimination. At least, it is reduced to a minimum. And
this really is not true.

In the Northern States, a person may go and ask for a job and when
he gets there the job might have been advertised in a paper or the radio
or through some other media of communication. When a person gets
there, they tell them that the job is filled when they discover he is a
Negro. A white person can go right behind him and get the job. It
is a matter of subtle discrimination.

I guess it is kind of difficult for any agency to ferret out the cases of
infraction, but on the whole, the agencies have not been as effective as
we would like to see them and somehow I feel that with a little-with
some Federal legislation in this direction, the States would be encour-
aged to enforce the law a little more than they do now.

Mr. GILL. Isn't the same problem of enforcement inherent in the
proposed Federal law as in the State laws? In other words, the law
can be evaded or made difficult to enforce by this very subtle type of
discrimination that yoi just described, regardless of whether it is
administered by a Federal or State agency ?
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Reverend HmwJEmuzR;u. That's true. And I suppose that there will
be some of that, but with two laws, two forces on their heads, it may
be lessened.

Mr. GILL. In other words, your statement stands, "It is not a cure-
all; it is a cure-some?"

Reverend HILDEBRAI.D. That's right.
Mr. GILL. I wonder if you would give further thought to your

statement on page 2 wherein you mention discrimination in certain
building trade unions and consider the possibility that even if a bill
of this sort did not pass, the National Labor Relations Board could
have the power to either remove or modify the certification of those
unions under the National Labor Relations Act which practice dis-
crimination. Is that an approach which has been studied?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. That has been given some consideration, but
that doesn't seem to work too well, either. It has some force, but
there is still a great deal of discrimination among contractors that
have contracts with the Government. Maybe this law would help in
that case also.

Mr. GILL. Perhaps I didn't make myself clear. I was wondering
if we could beef up the National Labor Relations Act to allow the
Board under that act to have some function in the civil rights field.

Mr. PUcINSKI. Would my colleague yield?
Mr. GILL. Surely.
Mr. PUCINSKr. Reverend Hildebrand, I think I am correct in ad-

vising you that within the last week or 10 days the National Labor
Relations Board has moved in that direction. It has handed down
some rulings which undoubtedly are going to be appealed but at least
it is moving in a direction that it is not going to certify for purposes
of collective bargaining unions that do engage in discriminatory prac-
tices.

Are you aware of this? I am reasonably sure I am correct. I
thought you might have some information that is more current than
my own.

Reverend HrLnEnnAxD. I saw some reference to it in the newspaper
and that is the extent of my information.

Mr. GILL. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that there is some basis for their
ability to do that, but they have not done it. I wonder, Reverend,
if you could dwell a little more on the relationship between employ-
ment opportunities and training and educational opportunities.

You mentioned that it was not too helpful for a person to have edu-
cational opportunities if he can never put the education to good use
in the employment market. Do you feel that these two things, though,
are verT closely related? Do these things go hand in glove or are they
properly separate problems?

Reverend HILDIMRAND. I think they would go hand in glove.
I know this bill doesn't paticularly provide for the educational

phase, but I don't know if ttere is that mitch exclusion educationally
in this area anyhow. I am sure in the Southern States there is a great
deal of discrimination in schools in spite of the Supreme Court's 1954
decision against discrimination in schools.

I think the greatest problem is the fact that these youngsters feel
that they are wasting their time to get an education. It is a great
problem on the part of the leaders to get them to prepare themselves
and hope for a chance to exercise their abilities.
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Mr. GmL. It may be a small straw and perhaps one which doesn't
really exist, but we were told this morning by the head of the teach-
nical and vocational schools in the State of Georgia that they felt their
new area vocational centers in that State would not be segregated.
He said it in a very small voice, so I am not sure, but nevertheless,
there seems to be some movement in that direction.

Reverend HIUDEnIUT)D. Unless there is some hope, well-
Mr. GILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am suru with the help of others like this witness we might even

pass an education bill and an FEPC.
Thank you.
Mr. Fo RwAN. Reverend Hildebrand, it has been suggested that this

legislation doesn't get to the crux of the matter. I suppose the crux
would be prejudice and all its ramifications.

Do you believe a declaration of policy by Congress in the form of
something of this nature would have e tfect in this particular problemof 1rejudilce io everend -IILDrEu ND. I don't know why everybody is so anxious to

deal in totalities. I am sure that this alone would not eliminate the
problem, but it would have an educational value and would move in
the direction of eliminating the problem.

Mr. FOREMAN. Also, in my judgment, this bill would prohibit dis-
crimination on the basis of race or other ethnic factors totally.

Do you believe there are any cases where such a distinction can be
made legitimately ?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. I didn't grasp your question.
Mr. FOREMAN. Do you believe tbat race as a factor in employment is

ever legitimate?
Reverend HILDEBRAND. EV0er legitimate?
Mr. FOREMAN. For example, in a motion picture production where

the schematic theme might include a particular period-
Reverend HILDEBRAINW. Oh, I would have to agree with you in rare

cases like that.
Mr. FOREMAN. How about in certain atmospheric conditions such as

in restaurants an Armenian restaurant or-
Reverend IRII)MBRA ND. I beg your pardon?
Mr. FOREMAN. In certain cases where you might want to create an

atmosphere such as oriental, do you think this distinction would be
relevant?

Reverend HiLDEBRAND. Well, you are dealing on marginal areas
there. I would rather see no discrimination in Cases like that.

Mr. FOREMAN. This bill would exclude religious association. Do
you think this is a valid exemption ?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. I think that religious people as well as non-
religious people should avoid discrimination.

Mr. FOREMAN. Thank you.
Mr. PUoINsKI. Reverend Hildebrand, there has been quite a bit of

discussion right here this evening and in your own statement about
the condition of our vocational training schools. We have had testi-
mony previously and the AFL-CIO, which supports this legislation
unequivocally, has urged its adoption on the theory that this really
reduces itself in many instances to the case of which came first, the
chicken or the egg. You educate youngsters on a nondiscriminatory
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basis at the high school level. You train them into certain vocations,
only to find upon graduation that they cannot find job opportunities
and this frequently is a very cruel trick to play upon a young man.
So, the AFL-CIO, in supporting this legislation, unequivocally has
taken the position that take discrimination out of the hiring practices
and those who today conduct discrimination in vocational training
and apprentice progrms would not be able to continue these practices
any more because of tie need and demand for trained people.

Do you feel that by removing the discriminatory practices now prev-
alent at the hiring level that this would indeed then open up the ap-
prentice programs for all youngsters regardless of race, color, or reli-
gious background I

Reverend HIDEBRANP. Do I believe that it would?
Mr. PUcriNSKI. Yes.
Reverend HLDEBRANCD. Open it up?
Mr. PUcINsKI. Yes ; is there any merit to the position taken by the

AFL-CIO? It has criticized very severely these discriminatory prac-
tices at the vocational apprentice level. It has asked the unions to
stop this practice. The unions have said, "Well, what's the sense of
training a young man if he can't get a job when he comes out and com-
pletes t~e course?"

And so, the AFL-CIO takes the position that by removing the dis-
criminatory practices at the hiring level that this will in itself elimi-
nate discriminatory practices at the training level.

Is there merit to'that position, in your judgment?
Reverend HILDEBIRAND. I don't think that of itself would eliminate

discriminatory practices at the training level. I think it is sound to
eliminate it at the hiring level, and that may be the chicken instead of
the egg, but I think the AFr-CIO is going to have to do a little more
than give lipservice to eliminating discrimination at the training and
apprenticeship) level and really bring some punitive action upon its
locals that still practice it. a

Mr. PUcINSKi. Now. Reverend, you are the president of the New
York City NAACP, aren't yol?

Reverend .1LDEBRAND. That is correct.
Mr. PtVcrYsT(I. A statement was made here a little while ago about

States rights. If my judgment and memory is correct, the State of
New York was the first State in the Union to adopt an FEPC law
which has been and to this day held out in many areas of the country
as a model State law. Is that correct?

Reverend HFmnRAiqD. That is correct.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Now, last year when we heard testimony in the city

of New York, we found that in many areas under the present prac-
tices of administration of this act in New York, that actually your
FEPC legislation was almost indeed bordering on mockery. We
found widespread discrimination in hiring practices because of race.
We found pitiful conditions of brutal discrimination in some sectors
of industry and commerce in New York because of religious back-
grounds.

I at that time was moved to make the observation that the apparnt
lack of administration at the State level of the State law had made
the whole act somewhat of a mockery. Has the situation improved
any in the State of New York?
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Reverend HumBaNDtL~. I unfortunately am not in a position to say
it has.

Mr..TU OTNsm. You are not m a position to say it has?
'Reverend HLD.BRAND. There is nothing wrong with the law it-

self. Itis'all, right. It is a matter. of en orcing it. It is a matter
9f getting employers to honor, it. If there has been any improvement.
since, the testimony to which you referred was presented, I must feel
that it is negligible.

Mr. MA rriN. Would ihe gentleman yield on that point?
Mr, PUocxSl]X Go ahead.,,
Mr. MARTin. I would .like to point out in the year 1961, the State

of New York liad T,497 cases reported to the commission and of the
12 States who have State laws in this regard, there were a total of
19,394, which is quite a large percentage. So, from the figures them-
selves it appears that the State of New York is doing something about
it when they have almost 7,500 cases that. the commission called in
for hearings.
* Those statistics -are, of course, from last year.

Mr. PuTcINSKI. Of course, you will realize that when you consider
the total labor force in the State of New York as against the rest of
the country, with the exception of California and the State of Illinois,
and you study the number of cases brought to the commission, then,
indeed that record for a State that has tried to create the impression
that it leads the way in job opportunities and lack of discrimination,
that certainly doesn't look to me like a record that would bring in any
great pride to anyone.

Mr. MARTIN. If the gentleman will yield further, the State of
California which now boasts to being the largest State in the Union
only had 1,014 cases. So, evidently, the law was not administered too
well in California, which I would like to point out, is ruled by a
Democratic government.

Mr. PUCINSKi. Well, the fact of the matter is that the number of
complaints brought to the attention of the State commission, Dr.
Hildebrand does not necessarily mean that this represents the number
of successful prosecutions, does it?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. No. I should like to point out too, that I
am not partisan in any presentation of this situation on both. I am
an unhappy Democrat and a dissatisfied Republican.

What I am interested in is the facts in the case of the employment
situation. As far as discrimination in New York is concerned, it is
very unsavory.

Mr. PUcisKIN . Why is that, Reverend?
If my memory serves me correctly, your New York State FEPC

law, the enforcement.of that law rests with the State attorney general,
doesn't it?

Reverend HfiDEBRAND. That's right.
Mr. PU0CINs a. And if my memory serves me correctly, the prosecu-

tion of violations of the State law is initiated by the State administra-
tion. Is that correct f

Reverend HLDBiRAND. That is correct.
Mr. PucIxx. Iffmy memory serves me right, it is their responsi-

biity, They don' t have to wIt until somebody else does it. They
don't have to wait until the NAACP or somebody else files a complaint.
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It is their responsibility. When violations of this law come to their
attention--or, I believe they even have a staff to go out and see if there
are any violations, don't the ?.

Reverend HILDFlRAND. Violations are presented in both manners.
People may, who have been aggrie'ved, may present their complaints
and then it is the duty of the commission, Human Rights Commission,
to go out and if it finds cases of discrimination, to prosecute.

Mr. PucnsIx. Well, now, the ovkly reason I am questioning you on
this subject is that we hear so frequently that because the States in
some instances have adopted this legislation that this is really a matter
that we can trust to the good judgini(tit itd sincerity of the States and
that we don't need Federal legislatioii.

I am intrigued by the fact--I won't ue the word intrigued-I am
alarmed by tle fact that in the State that pioneered in this whole con-
cept of legislation, to bar discrimination in hiring practices some 15
years ago-I can understand shortcomings in California and in Illi-
nois and some of the other States which have just recently adopted
these laws and they are going through their shakedown period, so to
speak, to get the kinks out of the administration-and I can see where
these States are going to need a little time to get themselves adjusted
to have the machinery operating efficiently, but here we are talking
about a State which has had this Paw on the books, if my memory serves
me correctly, for 15 years and holds itself out as a pioneer, and yet to
have a distinguished witness like yourself come here and say. they are
not doing the job is perhaps the most compelling and persuasive argu-
ment that I have heard today that there is Federal legislation neces-
sary. Am I correct in that assumption?

Reverend IhLDEBRAND. You are quite correct. Evidence and his-
tory have proved that legislation on the paict of the State is not
sufficient.

Mr. PUCINSKI. All right.
Dr. Hildebrand, there is one final question I want to ask you. It

was asked of Senator Williams. We should like to get your view on
the subject, too, because we frequently hear this point raised, that it
is really to a great extent the lack of educational standard, the lack of
educational ability, the lack of education that creates this unfortunate
situation in denying job opportunities to the people of the Negro race
and as I had stated here earlier, this legislation is not designed to com-
pel any employer anywhere in the United States to hire an incompetent
worker.

If a worker doesn't have the qualifications, this law is of no avail to
him. This law is designed to guarantee that the American worker
who has taken the trouble to bring his qualifications up to an accept-
able standard shall not be denied the opportunity to have fine employ-
ment because of the color of his skin, the church i he belongs to or the
country that his parents came from to this country. Am I correct in
that assumption?

Reverend HILDEBRAND. You are quite correct., It might be pointed
out that I think the average minority person has a little more confi-
dence in his Federal Government than his State government and to
induce him to get the type of education that would equip him to make
a meaningful and creative contribution on the labor market, -he needs
to be assured that he will be able to get a job once he has trained himn.-
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self for the job. I think if he knows that the Federal Government
stands behind him and guarantees him that right, that he will be
induced to go ahead and prepare himself.

Mr. PuONsKi. And my final question Reverend Hildebrand, you
will notice that in this House version, we have the provision of age.
Nbw, the Senate version has left age out. I am strongly in favor of
leaving age in because in many areas of discrimination, particularly,
for instance, in the Negro community, the unemployed Negro worker
has really two strikes on him in many, many instances under pre-
vailing hiring practices in, America; No. 1, because of the color of
his skin; but, No. 2, on top of that to compound the inequity, if he is
,f an older age, in his forties or fifties, even if he can transcend through
some magic the discrimination because of the race, he frequently finds
himself caug ht in the second plateau of discrimination and hiring
practices and that is age.

Therefore, do you feel that we ought to leave the age factor in
this bill?

The question was asked, can you discriminate--can you enforce
agee Well, I don't see whether there is any more difficulty in enforcing
the age provisions of this law than there is the other provisions of this
law and, therefore, it would seem to me if you really want to get at
the heart of this matter we ought to have age in there, particularly
today where many people are being dislocated because of automation
at the age of 38, 40, 42 45. Statistically, we can show that once an
American worker loses his Initial employment and he has reached the
agre of 40 or better, his chances of obtaining a second job in the same
cfass, in the same category of employment, are about 6 to 1 against him
because of the age factor.

Would you, therefore, sir, comment on whether or not we should
leave the age in this along with other provisions?

Reverend HMDEBRAND. Well, am I permitted to ask you a question?
Mr. PtxcINsKi Yes, please.
Reverend HwmrND. Is there any designation of what age in the

bill or does it just cover discrimination against any age?Mr. PUCINSKz. Any age where the question is-certainly the Con-
gress is not going to try to ascertain a minimum age, a maximum age.
This is something for the employer, but the purpose of this legislation
is to make sure that when two men come to apply for a job, one man
who is 48, the other one who is 22, that both of them have the same
vigor, same health, same qualifications, all the other things, and one
might have a little more experience because of his advanced age, but
in so many instances the first question is asked of a potential employee:
How old are you I He says, I am 42 or 45 or 47 and even though he
meets all other qualifications, he is denied a job opportunty simply
because in the judgment of this employer he is too old for the job and
:so the law does not set any standard of minimum or maximum. It
merely provides that if age is the only factor, all other factors being
equl, age shall not be used as a bar to the hiring of an otherwise
qualilled worker.

Reverend tMEMAN. I thought I could interpret the law in that
way. I must be honest. While I am anxious to see this bill passed, it
seems to me as a layman in the field that there could be instances where
a person's age would render him unfit to perform certain kinds of jobs.
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You must admit that with the advance of years a person's alert-
ness and his muscular mobility decreases and it just seems to me that
there might be some instances where denying a person a job because
of his age might be justified.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you, very much, Reverend Hildebrand.
We are now going to conclude these hearings. However, I should

like to advise the audience that Congressman Hawkins and Congress-
man Gill are going to remain. Mr. Martin and Mr. Daniels and I
have to leave for another engagement here in town, but Mr. Gill and
Mr. Hawkins are going to remain to answer any questions you might
have, either on this legislation or on other legislation in which they
are interested.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Peter San
Martino, the president of Farleigh-Dickinson University, the fac-
ulty, the staff, and also you, ladies and gentlemen, for helping us pro-
vide such a very interesting experience here in New Jersey.

The hearing will stand adjourned subject to the call of the Chair.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 193

HOUSE OF REPRIESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR

OF THE COKNIMMITE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Wanhington, D.C.

The committee met at 10 a~m., pursuant to call, in room 302, Can.
non Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins presiding.

Present: Representatives Daniels, Hawkins, Ayres, and Martin.
Also present: Jay Foreman, counsel.
Mr. HAWKINS. The meeting will come to order.
This is the meeting of the General Subcommittee on Labor of

the Committee on Education and Labor. It is a hearing on H.R.
405, the proposed Federal equal employment opportunity act; and
in the absence of the chairman of the committee, Mr. Roosevelt, and
also the senior member of the committee, I have been asked to preside
this morning.

We have also with us Mr. Ayres, the ranking minority member
of the committee. The first witness is Hon. Charles Joelson, Repre-
sentative from the State of New Jersey.

Mr. Joelson, we are very pleased to have you as our first witness
this morning. You may proceed to either read your statement or
to make any such remarks as you care to make before the committee.

Mr. AyEs. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAMwJUNS. Mr. Ayres.
Mr. AYRFs. I would like to say that Mr. Joelson is a former mem-

ber of the Education and Labor Committee, a very valued member,
and I know we shall be interested in his testimony.

Mr. HA wixNs. Thank you for those remarks, T. Ayres.
Mr. Joelson.

STATEMENT OF HON, CHARLES S. IOELSON, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. JOELSOx. Thank you, sir."
I may s y, though I have moved over to the Appropriations Com-

mittee, I do miss tHie excitement and controvemFy that I suppose is
necessarily a part of the Education and Labor Committee.

I am going to be very brief. I don't have a prepared statement.
But I do want to indicate for the record my very real interest in
the legislation, H.R. 405.

I feel that our Negro citizens will really be on the way to solving
their problems when they get the unqualified right to vote and to
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work. And, of course, H.R. 405 concerns itself with their right to
work.

I feel once they have political justice and economic justice, every-
thing else will folow.

Now, it is very fine to talk about giving our Negro citizens housing
opportunities and a ollege education, but unless they have the eco.
nomic opportunity of taking advantage of new housing or educa-
tional opportunities that might becme available to them, then
it is just a pious hope.

And I beheve that once our minority groups, not only Negroes but
all minority groups, have equal employment opportunities, we arm
going to be on our way. And I would say that it seems to me that
some people who sponsor civil rights amendments, social legislation,
are strangely silent when it comes to basic civil rights legislat ion such
as this.

Now, last week we had the aid to medical colleges bill and, of course,
a civil rights amendment was offered and it got sizable support. And,
yet, the very people who sup ported it on the floor are not in tho fore-
front of the fight for H.R. 405. Some of them are, a handful of them
are, but if those people were really concerned about civil rights legis-
lation they would be here before this committee filing statements tes-
tifying, because that is the way the solution can be obtained in fnsic
civil rights legislation.

So, gentlemen, I merely want the record to indicate that I feel that
H.R. 405 is one of the most vital pieces of legislation that is before the
Congress at the present. time and I certain y wish that it could get
out of this committee to the Rules Committee where, of course, it
would have a very rocky path but I think, I know that the first step
is action by this committee which I urge you gentlemen to take, and
I thank you for your courtesy.

Mr. HAwitNS. Thank you, Mr. Joelson.
The Chair would like to defer to the senior member from New oJer-

sey, Mr. Daniels to preside.
Mr. Daniels, I was merely presiding in order to await your appear-

ance. Would you take over the chair, please ?
Mr. DAI Ls. Mr. Joelson, I apologize to you for not being here at

the time you commenced your testimony, but I was tied up in ny office
talking to a constituent, which was the reason why I was tardy this
morning.

Mr. Josox. I think you will survive without the benefit of my
remarks.

Mr. DANiUs. However, I did hear part of your testimony and am
very happy to hear of the stand you have taken on this civil rights
bill. I know that you have been a leader and in the forefront in this
type of le"Islation.

Irecal1your interest in the impacted area legislation and the fact
von have been the first to file a bill with respect to the elimination of
discrimination in that area. So, I want to compliment you for the
stand you have taken.

Mr. JomLsoN. Thank you Mr. Daniels.
Mr. DAxnms. Mr. Ayres.
Mr. Aym. Mr. Joelson, you nientioned that some of the people will

support amendments, but when it comes to supporting bills they don't
care to come before the committee.
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Do you feel that amendments are really the way to determine
whether or not there is swttimwit in the Congress for such legislation?

Mr. Jo suos. No, Mr. Ayres. I really (to not, because I think it is
undisputed that many people support civil rights ammidn cents to kill
the bill under oonsidiration.

We had a refreshing display of candor last week when- one of the
gentlemon--I forget who it was-- g up and admitted to the House
of Representatives that lie was backing the civil rights amendments
offered last week in order to kill the bill. And I think he only differed
fronm many of his collealgltes in his candor. But I think many of them
back civil rights amendinents just for that purpose and if they were
really sincere they would be backing basic civil rights legislation such
as we have today before this committee.

But I don't hear then making statements or see them filing state-
inents. Their silence is deafening and I think it is very revealing.

Mr. Ayims. Well, I think the remark made by the gentleman Yon
referred to was unfortunate. I don't. think hie intended to say that.
What he intended to say was he wus against the bill, anyway.

Mr. Jorj.soN. Maybe it was what we call a Freudian slio.
Mr. AmiEs. But I do think the amendment offered the other day

was more basic to the problem than many other amendments offered
in the past.

Mr. Jor, sox. There is no question about it. And that is why it is
so difficult to vote on for me, because I am in favor of these amend.
ments, but it. is a deep problem for mo because I know that. You take
it. housing bill. If the housing bill is pa.ed, all citizens can benefit
by it, wite citizens, Negro citizens, in most mections of our country.
And that is why it is so difficult for me to decide how to vote because
on the other hand I see that passage of the bill will result in addei
opportunities for ah of our citizens.

Yet, at the same time, philosophically, and in my conscience, I am
in favor of the amendment. But I believe the way to do this things,
first, to pass the legislation, get the legislation on the books, and than
to offer civil rights measures which ifdid last year, for instance, on
the impacted areas bill. I voted for the imi acted areas bill, but then
I offered a separate bill which would bar Impacted areas' money to
districts which failed to obey the mandate of the Supreme Court con.
corning integration.

And the strange thing is that all these people who offer civil rights
amendments to social legislation failed to support this rather simple
and direct approach that I had offered. So therefore I question their
iood faith and I am not-I might say--I want the record to indicate
tiat I am not referring to our chairman of this committee, because
the chairman of the committee favors not only the so-called Powell
amendment but lie favors civil rights legislation generally.

I am talking to the people wio favor only the Powell amendment
but fail to support general civil rights legislation.

Mr. Amra. But I think it is unfortunate when we have those argu.
ing that the answer to this problem is education and then we fail-to
guarantee these citizens the right to that education where Federal
funds are involved. So I think the Congress has been a little incon-
sistent in many of its views a majority of the members have accepted
in the final analysis because that is the way the vote has come out.
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That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. l)ANiELs. bMr. Hawkins, any questions?
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Joelson, I assume what you are saying is that,

regardless of whether or not a person milit have been sincere in sup-
porting the so-called Powell amendment the other dayi or to any other
bill that the bill before us, H.R. 405, is at least a bill which the honest
supporters of civil rights have the opportunity of supporting and that
those individuals who, in all sincerity, regardless of who they may be,
have this opportunity, that your experience has been, in the past at
least, that they have not come forward on this occasion. Is t hat tile
situation I

Mr. JoEmsoN. That is it, exactly. I feel that this bill presents an
undiluted test of whether or not a Congressman is a friend of civil
rights or is not a friend of civil rights, extraneous of side issues. It
is aPurely civil rights bill.

I-'r. HAWKINS. Would it be your conclusion that an individual who
supports the so-called Powell admendment and who then opposes this
approach more or less convicts himself as not being sincere?

Mr. ".JO soN. Yes. I would concur there and I would use the word"hypocrisy."Mr. HAWKINs. Fine. Thank you.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Joelson.
It is a pleasure to have you hero.
Our next witness wilt be Congressman Ogden Reid. Mr. Reid

represents the 26th CongressionaliDistrict of -New York. We will
be glad to hear your testimony at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. OGDEN R. REID, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Re. Mr. Chairman, as former chairman of the Now York
State Commission for Human Rihts and as Representative from the
26th Congressional District of ew York, I am happy to have the
opportunity to testify on behalf of fair employment practices legis-
lation. It is clear that we need equal opportunity-based on merit--
for all Americans in employment and in apprenticeship training.

The State of New York, on July 1, 1945, was the first State in the
Nation to pass FEPC legislation.

Since that time, more than 20 other States have adopted legislation
in this field.

It is of interest, I believe to note that in the State of New York some
7,725 cases in employment have been brought before the State commis-
sion. I include a chart to show the commission 's success in conciliat-
ing and resolving the vast majority of these cases where probable
cause was found to exist.
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State oonteslo n for human rphte cm ploymtetit oomplaint etafollo*, July It
1945, to Dc. 31, J62

Total number of employmtot complaints filed ... , 720
Probable cause found:

(a) Adjusted by confotreuce and conciliation (18.8 percent) ........ 1,40s5
(b) Cowplaints ordered for public hearing and consent orders Issues

(09 percent) 04
No probable cause and no other discriminatory practice found by Investi.

gUting commissioner (51.1 percent) ......................... 8, 811
Luck of Jurlsdictlion found (5.2 percent) .............................. 387
Withdrawn by compluinnt (2.3 percent) ------------------------------ 11
No probable cause but other discriminatory practices found and adjusted

by Investigating commissioner (21.? percent) ......................... 1,620
Complaints ordered for public hearing and consent orders issued ---------- 64

s In the 37 cases ordered for public hearing, the following statistics ore pertinent:

Complaints settled before or during hearing after having been ordered for
public hearing --------- "I

nearln completed and order-e- --e- - -.... ..........
Ordered4 for hearing and still In proes...-------------------------6
Suspended ..............................................

The State of New York also enacted on March 20, 1902, the first
State statute in tl)prenticeshi) trailing.

The case here for Federal action is equally persuasive. The best
avaihble estimates indicate that only 2 percent of those undergoing
apprentice training in the United States are Negro and that out
o a NWgro work force of some 7 liilion-11 to 20 percent are unem-
ployed-twice that of other workers.

Apprentice training in all its respects covers well over one.half
million jobs a year. Where discrimination exists in this area it prej.
udices American society from the home to the school and wastes
soni of our bexst hlmn resources.

It is my hope that the Congress will enact this legislation, as the
right -on merit-to seek g tin ful employment is basic to our concept
of democracy and the denial of this right to join a union or to partici-
pate in joint. labor-management pi'ogralns hurts the individual, family,
and community.

Mr. DANI I . Thank you. I am sure that you have made a fine
contribut ion to the deliberations of this committee.

We will now hear the statement of the Honorable Clifford Case, a
Senator from the State of New Jersey. Senator it is a pleasure to
welcome you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFFORD P. CASE, A U.S. SENATOR PROM THE
STATE OF NEW ERSEY

Senator CdjsF. On behalf of myself and several colleagues, I have
introduced three bills which aim at elimination of discrimination in
employment.

,urrey aftei survey has confirmed what has longi been obvious.
The nonwhite is the last hired and the first fired. Ie recent Man.
power Report of the President contains some telling figures on this
point.
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According to the report, "In 1962 nonwhites (nine.tenths of whom
are Negroes) made up I1 percent of the labor force and 22 percent of
the unemployd, On the average, there were 900,000 nonwhite work.
er without obs in 1962, with an unemployment rate of 11 percent,
more than twice that for white workers."

The difference is even more striking among adult men. The un-
employment rate for the nonwhite adult was two and one-half times
(9.4 percent) higher than the rate (06 percent) for the white worker.

Some of the difference is undoubtedly due to the fact that Negroes
are concentrated in occupations-unskilled farm and nonfarm labor,
semiskilled production and service jobs--especially vulnerable to un-
employment.

Limited education and training are also a factor. Discrimination
in the educational opportunities available to the nonwhite handicaps
him for life, putting him at the bottom of the ladder in the job
world. Small wonder that the achievement of equal educational op-
portunities is a matter of overriding concern to our Negro citizens.

ut, while it is difficult to overestimate the urgency of rectifying this
basic injustice, better educational opportunities are not the whole
answer to the problem. With all due allowance for lesser education
and training, the fact remains that all too often the Negro finds the
door to employment closed to him simply because he is a Negro.

It is at this situation that the bills I now introduce are aimed.
The first bill would prohibit discrimination in employment because

of race religion color, national origin, or ancestry and would estab-
lish a Federal Commission on Equality of Opportunity in Employ-
ment.

The second bill would establish a Commission on Equal Employ.
ment Opportunity to encourage and enforce a policy of equal oppor-
tunity ih Federal employment and employment under Government
contracts and subcontracts, applicable to both employers and labor
organizations. It would also withdraw Federal support and approval
from apprenticeship and worker training programs which deny in-
dividuals equal opportunity to participate therein and from State
employment services which are operated on a segregated basis.
Finally, it would authorize the National Labor Relations Board to
set aside representation elections in which resort is made to appeals
to race prejudice by either management or labor.

The tid bill would establish a Commission on Fair Employment
Practices in the District of Columbia.

The need for each of these measures has been fully demonstrated.
They are generally in accord with the recommendations of the Civil
Rights Co emission, recommendations based on painstaking investi-
gation and hearings in virtually every section of the country. They
would provide a statutory basis for action long overdue not to speak
of the vindication of the platforms of both political parties.

Mr. DANMq. Senator Case, it has been a pleasure to hear your
testimony. Thank you for appearing here today.

Our next witness is the Honorab-e Jeffery Cohelan. Congressman
Cohelan represents the Seventh Congressional District of California.
Congressman, will you have a seat at the witness table.
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STATEMENT OP IONJEPPUY COE IA, A PRESP ETATIVE IN
CONGRESS FlOX THE STATE OF JALXPORNIA

Mr. CojmLux. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to state
my full and complete support for this legislation which you are con-
sidering. In my judgment, there is no more important task confront.
ing us than to insure that all Americans--regardless of their race,
religion, color, national origin, or ancestry--have equal opportunities
for equal treatment. This legislation to further prohibit discrimina-
tion in the matter of employment is vital to the achievement of this
end, and I am pleased to have introduced one of the bills before the
committee today.

There can be little question that during the last decade and par.
ticularly during the past 2 years, we have made prog in insuring
equal opportunities in employment. The President s Committe on
Equal Employment Opportunity has taken significant steps to elimi-
nate racial discrimination by those who do business with the Federal
Government. As the President reported to Congress in March, hun-
dreds of companies-covering 17 million jobs-have agreed to strin-
gent nondiscriminatory contracts; 104 industrial concerns have signed
agreements calling for an affirmative attack on employment discrimi-
nation, and 117 laor unions have signed similar agreements.

The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
has received over 1,300 complaints and corrective action is reported
to have been achieved in 72 percent of the cases processed.

More than 20 States, my own State of California included, have
established fair employment practices commissions, and in many
of these States, again including California, constructive progress has
been made.

This does not mean of course, that our task is completed or that
the end is in sight. Many members of minority groups are not cov-
ered by the actions taken to date, and in many of the cases reviewed,
the action taken has, unfortunately, been limited.

Mr. Chairman, the hearings conducted by your committee during
the last 2 years have producedstrong evidence that-

Employment discrimination of some type continues to exist
in almost every industry; discrimination not only in initial em-
ployment, but advancement opportunities as well'

Employment discrimination continues to plague organized
labor, particularly in the area of apprenticeship training;

Employment discrimination adversely affects nearly 50 percent
of our population;

Employment discrimination contributes both to our school
dropout problem and to the cost of welfare assistance.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has reported that the limita-
tions on employment opportunities for Negroes are reflected in their
earnings; that where the heads of families' have received equivalent
formaf-education, the median income of Negro families is consid-
erablyless than that of white families President Kennedy has
that the earning pr ts are only half as much.

Mr. Chairman, wi'h such conditions, it is obvious that we cannot
be complacent--that a very real gap continues to exist between our
goals and our realizations. The iecord indicates, furthermore, that
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this legilation we are considering can be effective; that it can enable
us to take one more importwit step toward iinsuring the true equality
of all Americans,

Dunrn the last 2 years-1961 and 1962-more than 1,500 cases of
alleged discrimination in employment were filed with the California
Fair Employment Practices Commission. During the same period,
more than 1,300 investigations were completed, only 3 of which re-
quired public hearings and formal orders. On the other hand, in
the 414 investigations which produced evidence of discriminatory
practices, corrective action was ahieved in each ease through con-
ciliation.

It is obvious, however, that even if effective fair employment
practices commissions such as California's, existed in every State,
which of course they do not, that there still would be a gap and neces-
sary role for a Feiend Equal Employment Oppottunities Conunis-

1on.. I an.referring, of course, to Federal installations and to our
ever-increasin percentage of interstate commerce which must, of
necessity, be dealt with on a national level. Even on the intrastate
level, members of the California Fair Employment Practices Com-
mission have made it clear that Federal legislation would be an im-
Jportant supplement, particularly in these areas where intormtate and
intrastate commerce Ugin to merge.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, let me emphasize tlat there i no
question here of an untried, experimental, pioneering statute such as
we must from time to time consider. The experience compiled in the
more than 20 States rad several cities whici have fair employment
laws on their books is conclusive--fhrst, it accomplishes significantly
the purposes for which it is established, mad second, the safeguards
in State and city statutes, similar to those in this proposed Feleral
legislation, prevent abuse of powers. As a matter of fact the Cali-
fornia Fair Employment Practices Commission reported just last
month that it never yet has had to invoke the enforcement powers
provided in its enacting law.

Mr. Chairman, discrimination in employment is injurious to the
individual. It is damaging to our national economy and to our posi-
tion in the world conununity. Above all, it is morally wrong. With
this legislation we have a further opportunity to remove thhe dread
disease of discrimination from our society, and I urge that it be
promptly approved so that true equality of opportunity may not only
bean merican promise, but an Anerican reality.

Mr. DAvNiw. Thank you, Congressman Cohelan, for appearing be-
fore this subcommittee.

At this time we will call upon the Honorable Jacob Gilbert, Repre-
sentative of the 22d District of New York, who will present testimony
on this legislation. Mr. Gilbert, we welcome you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB H. ILBERT, A ERESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Gm r. Mr. Chairman and menibere of the General Subcom-
mittee on Labor, you have under consideration legislation to prohibit
discrimination in employment because of race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, or ancestry.I a gratified to have the opportunity to
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speak on this legislation; in January of this year , I reintroduced my
b!l, H. 880, a "Federal Equality of Opportwitty in Employment
Act" and I have introduced such legislation ever since coming to
Congress.

In my opinion, civil rights and equality of opportunity in employ-
ment atie i most vital issues which we face on the home front today,
and inasmuch as the Emancipation Proclamation was signed 100 years
ago, it is high time that we stop being laggards and that we proceed,
witi alacrity, to do the job that should tIve been done generations
ago.

The malicious, destructive, discriminatory practices which now
abound in all fields of emIploymunt throughout our country, affectingmillions of our pboll must 1 e brought to an abrupt halt. We must
not continue to ignore the terrible degradation suffered by those who
are victims of discrimination in employment because of race, color,
religion, national ancestry, for this anguish is visited 11ponl their chil-
dren and continues on and on. All hope is killed in the very y 9oung;
they know that although they have a high degree of intelligenc,
are ambitious and industrious, ther0 is no point in purtsuing higher
education or looking for jobs which are commensurate with their abili-
ties; they are not given such jobs; they know that they will be denied
advancemnents to which they are entitled in any jobs they hold, because
they are of a minority group. We must also keep in mind that dis-
crimination is directed against not only Negroes, but against. Puerto
Ricans, Mexicans, orientals, American Indians, as well as other, in our
land.

The problems of joblessness and juvenile delinquency go hand in
hand, and the evils of discrimination are major factors in minority
group joblessness. In one of our most sadly blighted areas in New

ork which has a predominantly nonwhite population, the percentage
of high school dropouts by graduation time runs from 33 to 00 percent,
These young children leave school, in most instances, not because their
parents wish them to go to work, but because their motives have been
destroyed and the will-to advance deadened by the malignancy of dis-
crimination; the denial of hope for equality, for advancement, and for
equality of opportunity has taken its toll.

When discrimination in employment is prevalent, the blight spreads
to all other facets of the community; increased juvenile delinquency,
and crime result. Ever-increasing taxes are imposed to meet ever-
increasing welfare assistance costs. .

This is a national problem, and it must be solved by national poli-
cies and laws. Many States have already enacted fair-employment
practices laws, the great State of Now York among them. However,
the problem is so complex and overwhelming, that Federal action is
necessary in order to help the 100 million people not now protected
by State laws, and to meet oth cornplexItles of the situation.

-ie owe it. to ourselves and- to'our Nation to eliminate the treach.
erous practices of discrimination in employment and other fields;
the prestige of our Nation is at stake. How can we, in good conscience,
promote the ideals of democracy throughout, the w6rld, wheln such-
evil conditions flourish here at home and when so many of our 0.
W1e are denied- the rights guaratited them under our ConStitutiont
,ow can we close our eyes to the sickness of despair suffered by mil.,
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lions of the youth of our Nation ? How long will we continue to al-
low discrimination to undermine the foundations of our Government
and the economic structure of our country? Those who would con-
tinue to impose discrimination and foster cruel prejudices must be
av.ed from their siins against humanity; we must halt their evil ways

which are having such a dastardly ettect upon our entire Nation and
which cause grave concern to all right-thinking Americans who de-
plore the cruelties inflicted upon their fellow man.

Congress must discharge its responsibility and pass strong, effec-
tive legislation which will providee complete coverage and assure equal
employment opportunity to all citizens of our country.

Mr. DAVIMLS. Congressman Gilbert, it has been a pleasure to hear
your testimony. Thank you for appearing here today.

We will now hear the statement of our colleague, the Honorable
Joseph Minish, of the State of New Jersey.

STATEMENT OP HON. I0SEPH . FINISH, A REPRESEIITATIVE IN
CONGRFS FRO T STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Mm, .s. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am
pleased that your subcommittee has scheduled hearings on the Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Act. My sponsorship of H.R. 1938,
which was among the first measures mitroduced by me as a freshman
Member of the 88th Congrees, indicates my conviction as to the urgent
need for Federal le islation to prohibit discrimination in employment
because of race, cofor, region, national origin, or a ncesr Ahave
fought discrimination in employment as a member of the IU-AFL-
CIO since the post-World War II days, and I am proud of my union's
record in combating this evil practice which is still all too common in
this country. It is an evil that we can no longer tolerate, and I welcome
the opportunity to seak out in behalf of the pending legislation which

i u,0 among way toward elminatini discrimination.
While the Ulooked to by untol millions throughout

the world in admiration for its leadership in the free world and while
the standard of living of its people is the envy of toiling workers
everywhere, we, as a nation, find ourselves the subject of unrelentinog
criticism in the whole area of race relations. I realize that often this
criticism is ill informed and far wide of the mark. Nonethelem, we
are, all of us, too aware of examples of widespread discrimination in
housing in education, and in job opportunities, to be able to refute
this criLcM as effectively as we should. We need to be able to demon-
strate to the world that we are bending every effort to see to it that all
of our people regardless of color race, or religion, have the full exer-
cise of the right. and privileges wAich are considered the rightful heri-
tage of every American. We want to make certain that a person's
home or the school or college his children attend are not determined,
in the first instance, by the color of his skin. We want to make certain
that persons of very race have a fair and equal opportunity in com-
peting for jobs. We want to see to it that membership in a labor union
in not restricted to erons of one particular race.

We want to do these thing not merely to show the world that
America believes in the sl as of liberty and Justice for all that she
professes. We want to do tem because they are the right things to do.

MA
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Let me outline, in summary, what H.R. 405 and the similar measures
will do. And let me emphaize, at the outset, that this legislation will
not, in itself, solve the problem of discrimination in employuitent op.
portunity, let alone discrimination in other fields. But it does offer
a positive step in the direction we want to go.

One of the most basic things in the bil n my pudgment, is its decla-
ration of policy which sets forth the problems this bill is designed to
help solve in an admirably clear and concise fashion:

BE. 2(a). The Congress hereby finds that, despite the continuing progress
of our Nation, the practice of discriminating in employment against properly
qualified persons because of their race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry,
or age is contrary to the American principles of liberty and of equality of op-
portunity, Is Incompatible with the Constitution, forces segments of our popu-
lation into substandard conditions of living, foments industrial strife and
domestic unrest, deprives the United States of the fullest utilization of its ceipfcl-
ties for production, endangers the national security and the general welfare,
and adversely affects the domestic and foreign commerce of the United States.

Sp ecifically, tho following practice tire declared ilheal lv this act:
( ) F~or an emploYer of 0.5 or more persons and enniged in inter*

sato Comiln-re to fall or refilse to hire, or to diseha rg ally illdividual,
or otherwise to discriminate aga inst him witi rvslpet to Conplensation,
terms, and conditions of employment, because of his race, religion,
color, national origin, or ancestry; (2) for an employment agency to
fail or refuse to refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminateagainst any individual because of his race, color, religion, national
origin, or ancestry; and (8) for a labor union of more than 25 mem-
bers in an industry affecting interstate commerce to exclude or to expel
from its membership or otherwie to discriminate against any individ-
ual because of his rame, 0ligion, color national origin, or ancestry, or to
limit, segregate, or classify its membership in any way which would
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportuni-
ties for the same reasons.

Enforcement of the law would be vested in an Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to be composed of five members appointed
by the President, with not more than three of the same political party.
The principal function of the Commission would actually be to use
its powers and influence to obtain voluntary compliance with the law.
It would cooperate with and utilize re ional, State, local and other
agencies, beth public and private in the field. It would not inter-
Vene where State or local agencies were in existence with effective
power to eliminate and prohibit discrimination in employment in
cases covered by this act.

Excluded from coverage of the act would be employers with less
than 25 employees, those engaged wholely in intrastate business, labor
unions with less than 25 members, or religious corporations, associ-
ations, or societies.

hts we can see that this bill is a very reasonable beginning of
effective Federal action in dealing with an important and difficult
problem. It is not a case of Federal usurpation of State and local
powers. On the contrary, wherever the basic aims of this bill are
being effectively dealt with at a State and local level, no Federal ac-
tion at all will be taken. Even where such State and local agencies
are lacking or are ineffective, the role of the Federal Government in
the first instance would be primarily advisory and conciliatory, de-
signed to bring about voluntary compliance. Only thereafter would
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the way be open for court action, procedures for which are also de-
tailed in this bill.

This, as I have said is a reasonable, moderate bill. It is not, of
course, the first time that the Federal Government has entered into
the field of employment discrimination. As you are no doubt aware,
President Kenndy 's Executive Order 10925 of March 6, 1961 estab-
lishing the President's Commission on Equal Employment bppor-
tunity, was designed to assure freedom from discrimination in eaf-
ployment on Federal Goveniment contracts. In this area progress

as unquestionably been made. But even in the area of Government
contracts we still find all too frequently that discrimination in em.
ployment still persists. As recently as mid-April, the New York
'Times (April I ) reported that investigations by the Army, Navy and
Air Force of the Atlanta, Ga., branches of 24 companies having Fed-
eral Government contracts disclosed that only 4 had specifically com-
plied with the President's Executive order.

In fact, the problem of employment discrimination cannot be re-
solved on such a piecemeal basis. It must be attacked throughout the
Nation. Only in this way can we face not only the world with pride
but ourselves with a clear conscience. Therefore, I most strongly urge
immediate favorable consideration of the Federal Equal Employment
Opporuntities Act,

Mr. DANILS. Thank you, Congressman MAinish, for appearing be.
fore this subcommittee.

Our next witness is Mrs. Cernoria D. Johnson, Washington rep-
resentative of the National Urban League.

Would you step forward, Mrs. Johnson f

STATEMENT OF MRS. GERNORIA . OHNSON, WASHINGTON
IF.PB E TATIVE, NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

fr. DAxNI1Ls. Mrs. Johnson, I note you have a prepared statement.
You may read from your statement, or you may summarize and make
any other statement that you desire to supplement the written state-
ment.

Mrs. Jounsoni. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Cernoria D. Johnson. I am employed as Washington bureau
representative of the National Urban League.

Mur agency appreciates your invitation to present testimony before
the committee. The information and evidence we offer has been ac-
cumulated over the years by experts in racial matters.

The National Urban League has affiliates in 65 cities and 80 States
and the District of Columbia. In each of these major industrial areas,
a trained staff of more than 500 paid employees conducts the day-to-
day activities of the Urban League. Their efforts are reinforced by
6,000 volunteers who bring their knowledge, leadership, and experience
to the task.

The history of America is replete with the dreams held by the
Founding Fathers who came to these shores seeking a bold, new free-
dom and a destiny denied them in the land from whence they came.
The national documents that emanated from their experiencespast
and present--enunciate the basic principles and ideals we cherish.

The struggle of these early Americans for liberty and justice for
all presents new and disturbing dimensions in our time. Discrimina-
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tion in employment alone as suffered by thie Negro in 1963 is an affront
to human dignity. The 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights report
on employment states:

Denial of employment because of color of a person's skin, his faith, or his
ancestry Is a wrong of manifold dimensions * **. On the legal plane, in many
cases, it is a violation of the Constitution, of legislation, or of national policy.
On the economic and social plane, discrimination may result in a waste of hu-
man resources and an unnecessary burden to the community.

Our national economic picture today urgently calls for the Nation
to act in two fundamental areas; namely, (1) to meet the challenge of
chronic unenployment; and (2) to supply trained man power to fill
existing shortages in the labor market. President Kennedy continues
to state that "tlie task of abating unemployment and achieving a full
use of our resources reina ins a serious challenge."

In a recent speech before the New York Careerists Society, Inc.,
Mfr. M. T. Puryear, National Urban League's associate director, stated:

Discrimination In any form In America is against the basic principles of every
national document and ideal we cherish * * *. Accordingly, It seems very
strange to me that it would be necessary to devote so much attention to the sub-
ject of discrimination in employment in 1963, for this is a situation which would
not have arisen if community leadership had exhibited more genuine and sober
interest over the intervening years.

Discrimination In employment has been more pronounced than in many other
areas of American life. Throughout the years of our economic history, refer-
ences to "Negro Jobs." "white jobs," "Negroes need not apply," "for white only,"
"our union contract will not permit us to employ Negro workers In categories
other than maintenance and janitorial occupations," and "management does the
hiring, so we don't have anything to do with discriminatory hiring practices,"
have been, and, unfortunately to a regettable extent, still are the standard cries.

These practices have resulted in producing a large and easily identifiable group
,of underprivileged, undereducated, underemployed, underpaid, and underutilized
Americans. Without immediate assistance, these can only serve to be a con-
tinning deterrent to our goals of liberty and progress for all.

The problems of population increase, migration to urban areas, and
educational levels all hatve implications for Negroes in employment,
and levels of income. But the disadvantage which the Negro faces in
finding employment is perhaps shown clearly in the studies cited in the
U.S. Department of Labor brochure, America Is for Everybody. It
states that the occupational distribution of racial groups in the labor
force reveals the discriminatory hiring practices. Here the Negro is
restricted to unskilled, semiskilled, and menial jobs.

Figures reveal that only 20 percent of the Negro work force is engaged in
-clerical, professional, technical, and managerial fields, compared to 60 percent
of the white labor force. This disproportion is too great to be blamed on the
increasingly smaller gap between the educational levels of the two races. A
similar disproportion exists in unskilled and semiskilled occupations. Seventy-
five percent of all male Negro nonfarmworkers are engaged In Jobs in those
categories, while only 88 percent of all white male nonfarmworkers are em-
ployed in those occupations.

Figures on unemployment also give a very clear indication of the
job disadvantages faced by Negroes. Unemployment rates are gen-
erally higher for then than for whites. One factor contributing
to these high unemnployment rates is the disproportionate number
engaged in unskilled work, where unemployment is regularly heavier.
Another factor is the frequently lower seniority of Negro workers
because of their more recent entry into the work force of a particular
factory or office . .• I
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In the 1058 recesion, tuinployment rose in all groups, but it
continued to he roughly twice as high among Negroes at a among
whites. ,Nearly 14 percent of nonwhite nmale workers * * a large
proportion of then from unskilled and seniskilled ocupations * * *
were unemployed and seeking work 'i 105th, compared with an average
of about 6 percent of white male workers. By 1061, both rates were
lower, but nearly 13 percent of nonwhite men were still unemployed,
compared with h.7 percent of white men. This percentage conipari-
son remains today

A National Urban eAiguo survey of the employment situation
among Negroes, nationally and loally, rt'veal1s the crtial areas of
concern as follows:

1. Tihe prOsont Intolerable plight of the Neptro worker lin America Is be.
coining worse and will become permanent unless constructive, measures are
Imme lately undertaken.

2. Orltieal areas exist in every census region,
3. Current and projectti unemployment trends are such that little hope of

better tliese ahead can be held out for Negro workers who look to us for
Inl)roveietnlt of their lot.

4. iepealedly from our local aMilates comes the phrase, "little Is being
dom." This phrase represents a reporting of tact, not a desire to defame
character or to disptrago the positive aeconlllishments of government, Industry,
labor, and education thus far. Wo cannot stato too strongly, however, our
conviction that all good work to date, however lofty In motives, however pro-
gressive In Intentions, however effective in accomplishments, Is not yet enough.

Another draniatic, but tragic, illustration of the impact of the
rising unemployment rat, e amogI./i Neg res, and whjat it means to the
national economy, is deLicted in an Urban League brolure : "Indus,
try's Most Undevelop1e)d( Uesourco." Fromii (hocinoiwtt1l iliforiiation

lithertd from the Denirtmneits of Lablor ind Cfminitro ain( the
rtivard Busine.s Review, it has been revealed that thoi )otential

Spending pol wer of the Negro, if his viirnilgs matched the ceilings
of other A iricallns, would amount. to $14,25 iiillion, This ainount.
is lost to the Alerican ecolloly. First, the los, in pisiml 0al ilneoie
alone is stinliod to be $11,850 million. The dis oaritv or inequities,
in his e riiig lower cin be noted in the fac't t lint the Ntegro nile
workel4s' median annual income is $31075 as compared to $6,10i for the
white worker,

According to the Negro's present buying habits, it has bole esti-
ilated thitif their earniiigs weor eqilil to liat of others, they could
increase their spending for food up to $3.6 billion; for clothing $1.7
billion; for housin $1.5 billion, and in other categories of need tip
to a total amount o$11.8 billion.

As high as the loss ini personal inconio may seem, to be, the dollar
wtste cttused by unequal Job opportunity climu s even higher when
considered in terms of national income and the gross nat ional product.
The additional waste in these two categories-lifts the totd, annual
dollar loss to at least $14,275 million. (See attached addendum,
p. 81.)

In view of this great loss to our national economy, the Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Act, if enacted by the 88th Congress
could lend some dnninism, and a forward thrust to gaining the ground
wo have lost in this phase of Amterican life. The legislation if
onactel, woild serve to again rximind a democracy of its responsibility
to guaranilte the rights of every citizen. More speciflcally, these guar.
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antees aor oniibdd in the act in succinct, but clear cut, language.
Our te sopi for itoinizing thmn is to foeus attention upon thwln as
streigths ini the bill:

1. I'lo dietliration of policy which beautifully bespoks our domo-
cratic phih!sophy.

2. Th1o0 inclusion of "the U.S. Employment Service and the system
of State antd local employnmnt sorvicas receiving Federal asmstanco"
1111O101g tle ageticios herd atecollntablo.

3. The inclusion of labor unions and other specified labor organize.
tions Its part ners in this search for tnmlaity.

4. The chiriicat tion of roles and functions and the pinpointing of
resOnsibilit ieM of all individuals, b.sliaes entertris8,- govorninental
and Irivato groups, who ate involved (or will become-itIvolved) in
ti ilportant task of t'radicafing discrimination in employment
tiUonzg Nttgnxxos.
5. The proViNsion for judicial review and a guarantee of t he right of

freedom to protest, for till parties Oo)Uotrned further strongthens the
bill.

(. Tli piovision for teamwork between Stato and Federal Govern-
m11ont is sotuid, espolially whore "there is t State or local agency which
has pow(r to eliiinato a)d prohibit discrimination." This provision
for entering into agrements with Statvs is desirabl--while permit.
ting theni to colltine their regulatory powr-if it does not "requiro
or permit; the doing of any act, which would be unlawful employment
praltt ice unh er this act."

7. 7Th1e provision for relportinl, inlspectill, invstligatng- nd most
valuable of all-for acting decisively in the areas of apprenticeship
and training program seen to be it step in the right direction.

IT.R. 405 possesses these and many other demirable elements, and is
conceded to be a decided improvement over the makeshift machinery
now available for enforcing Federal policy for nondiscriminatory
enlployment. Yet a critical appraisal of training and employment in
this teelmologicAl age is mandatory. Manpower needs and man power
capabilities have become dynamnc components in the Nation's econ.
stny. These inpolling for es have given a thrust to the emergence
of stich systems in Federal Government as the manpower retraining
program, ,ARA, the public works acceleration project and others,
With them has come the reorganization of the ... Department of
Labor.

This preing need for examination of traditional practices in
Federal agencies dealing with training and employment, and the old
patterns of relationships and decentralization between State and Fed-
oral Governments, raises these questions:

1. Is not the size of the prblem too vast to be adequately handled
by a Commission?

2. Could not the network of existing Federal and State agencies, If
strengthened by such leg, station as recommended here, moot the chal.
lenge of discrimintion In employment I

A. Would not. the newly established Office of Manpower Automation
and Training, and the otier divisions of the U.S. Department of Labor,
provide the most efftetive machinery for guaranteeing change in this
area as It Influences the total manpower problem in America' Should
not the power be invested in eiing manpower machinery I
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4. In view of the exploitations faced by migratory laborers in cer-
tain sections of America as a source of heap labor, and the impact of
Cuban refugees in Florida on the employment of Negroes, should not
this act be amended to give relief to minority group workers in such
situations I

5. Finally, should not revisions be urged in existing Employment
Service policy to eliminate (a) the need to fulfill a placement quota as
a requirement; aid (b) to free the agency through increased Federalsupport? .

Maywe conclude by reemphasizing that this bill does represent a
step in the right direction. When viewed in historical perspective,
with the knowledge that social change is often slow, its enactment
could ba conceded to mean progress in some quarters. But the com-
mittee, I believe, will agree that the evidence offered concerning the
plight of the Negro in the American work force today calls for not
traditional but bold and courageous approach to the problem.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we want to express our thanks to the
committee for the opportunity to present this statement. The National
Urban League assures you that within the limits of its resources we
stand ready to render any service or assistance that will facilitate the
development of full and equal employment opportunities for America's
largest minority-the Negro.

&r. DANIELs. Thank you, Mrs. Johnson, for it very fine statement.
The members of the committee mity desire to ask you some, questions,
so I shall call upon Mr. Hawkini. )o you have any questions to
present?

Mr. HAwKlINS. Mrs. Johnson, I know that it is gevnerally said that,
this type of legislation is designed to bnefit Negroes. Amid I think
the statement is generally made, or at least the st atement. implies,
that legislation is of personal benefit, apljareitly to only one group.

Now, may I ask you: Is it the position of the league that this type
of legislation is of general benefit. to the population, that it is not de-
signed specifically to obtain jobs for any group as such other than to
sot up the machinery for the selection of individuals on the basis of
their qualifications, and that as such it could be i(sed by a white person
who considered himself discriminated against in relationship to any
minority groups 1 .

Mrs. Jou;so?;. Sir, I appreciate your raising the question because,
fundamentally, the Urban League realizes-that as it social welfare
agency acting through an interracial board-the most dynamic force
triat moves them forward and impels them to act is the knowledge that
qual opportunity for this minority group and increased services for

them, increases and raises the standards for all who live in the com-
munty, guarantees for all of us our rights. I appreciate your pero-
Jecting this pzint.

There is alive in American today a great debate. It is around the
concept of compensatory activity. This concept is embedded in the
belief that with the lack of progs and the inequities suffered through
the years by the Negro that this is the time in history for a redoubling
of effort and the exertion of more power to wipe out these injustices
of the past.

And we can begin to see consolidation of forces to really move for.
ward in the climate that. has been created, not only in this administra-
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tion, but in this periom of history. And, so, if we seeiu to he accentu.
eating the Negro, tie Negro, the \ egro, it is because the problem is not
bemn resolved fast elnougl.

Whih this minority group, among other less-privileged groups in
America, seen to be speaking more loudly, we consider this to be our
privilege and our platform and we have to keep accentuating the cause,

Fundamentally we realize that once the level of any community is
raised for the least of its citizens the level of life is raised for all.
Therefore, our efforts to guarantee justice aid equality assures theseprivileges to every American.

Mr. UAWKTNS. Mrs. Johnson, do you consider this legislation Fives
to tie Negro a special benefit that it does not give to anyone else

Mrs. JojNsor;. No, sir.
Mr. hAwKINs. Would it, for example, lead to the employment of a

Negro who is not as qualified as other applicantsI
Mrs. JoJINsoN. No, sir. It does not. In fact, it would provide

the Negro with the same opportunity to stand at the bar of justice
in employment, and have it meted out according to the law, as it, is
measured to everyone else. No special favors. And when we refer
to compensatory action, we are tliinking in terms of accelerated ma-
(hinery to guarantee the conferring of justice only on the basis of

lualifications and merit. No special favors. This would carry the
Negro back to the time of slavery should he find himself standing
around asking for special favors.

Mr. HAwKINs. MIN. Johnson, from the statement, I assume it is
your position that. certain of the existing programs have shortcomings
III connection with the employment of Negroes. S )ecifically, you
have referred to Manprower Retraining, to he Area Redevelopment
Act to the Public Works Acceleration Act, and others.

gow, is it your position that these acts, while they may be desirable,
are not specifically geared to include all groups or to at least lead to
the employment of Negroes and other minorities I

Mrs. JoHNsox. May I answer that, sir, by saying that the answer
is as different as there are different communities in America. The
Urban League is now conducting a study from which we wish we had
the facts available today. However, stories we are receiving from
many large industrial areas in regard to the manpower retraining
bill are a sad disappointment. Seemingly, not only the Negroes, but
many whites, are disillusioned about the limited training opportu-
nities. It is worse for the Nejro citizen.

We are sold this bit of legislation-the Manpower Retmining Act-
and stood in these halls and supported it with the understanding that
it would provide training for people who needed it,. Then to receive
information from throughout the country that in most cities the Ne
is being trained to be a service station operator, hospital orderly, etc.,
is more frustrating. Now, do not misunderstand. The 1rban

League recognizes that some of them will never be capable of being
more than a good service station operator. But the awarding of the
$40 million was meant to do more than menial training.

In the matter of obtaining skills through training-when the Negro
has to utilize the Employment Service as a port of entryo--by and
large this becomes one of his greatest blocks in America,. We could
name city after city where the old pattern is, "We send men out ac-
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cording to what we think the employer wants." "Did he ask you for
a white man?" "Well, no, bu, we know they don't hire Negro
bricklayers."

This attitude can be documented. As previously stated, the Urban
Le~.e is conducting a study and would rather share the facts more
fully later, But we are prepared today to express our disappoint.
ments with the outcome of tile manpower training bill.

May we state that presently, we are getting great cooperation from
the Department of Iabor, especially the Bureau of Employment Secu-
rity in an effort to alleviate some of those conditions, but here is the
trouble. It is all right in Washington, in the Labor Department, to
want to improve conditions and to write new procedures and reguia-
tions. When channeled, they might reach the regional level. But
the local employment service manager is dominated by his political
structure and other forces in his community. Thus the Federal pro-
gram so often does not flow down to the local and State level.

We do not mean to say that nothing is being done. We enjoy a good
working relationship with Federal agencies in Washington, but we
and they often find t channels are clQgged.

Mr. DAlrz. At this point, Mrs. Jdhnson, if the gentleman will
yield----

Mr. HAWKINS. Certainly.
Mr. Dtxr=A . Can you document what you are saying about the

Manpower Retraining Act?
Mrs. JoHNsov. I can, sir. I said we are having an exhaustive sur-

vey made, but it is not completed.
Mr. DA~mqu. How soon do you think the survey will be completed?
Mrs. JOHNSOn. On March 21, I sat in on a staff meeting in New

York whom the questionnaire to be sent out was appraise. Confi-
dence was expressed for an early return, not a 20- or 30-percent
response. We are aiming for a full return, which when compiled can
be gliared with this committee.

Mr. DAwmrLs. I would be interested in getting a copy of the report
and if you could furnish it we would be very happy to have it.

Mrs. JoHNsox. We would be very happy to do so, since this will be
a potent, factual documented statement.

Recently we sat in a conference where one of the suggestions for
making a great thrust forward was for the establishment of training
opportunities for household workers; that is, setting up federally
supported training facilities for household workers among Negroes.
Again, we admitted that there is need for such training In view of
the hard-core unemployment found among people who either have
not had the advantages of an education or did not take those oppor-
tunities that were available. The urban league was asked what would
be its position on this question. We went on record as not being
willing to support or be a partner in any household workers training
project, not because it is not needed, but until more attention and more
effort and more activity is expended in getting trained, skilled, semi.
professional and professional Neg paced i jobs today_ in Amer-
ica, we will concentrate our effods theie. Getting the well-qualified
Nregro applicant prperly placed and obtaining for him the privilege
of moving as frely n the labor market, as anyone else is a paramount
responsibflity of the league, Government, and private enterprise Un-
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til there is balance in our undertaking-that is, employment and pro-
motion of those already employed-we would not go in business to
promote household training.

Mr. HIAWKINS. Mrs. Johnson, just one statement to see if you agree
with us or not, just as a conclusion.
. Would you agree, then, that such a program as manpower training

is perhaps a good program but that it is training those who perhaps
while they need training need it the least and that it is failing to train
those who need it the most, those who constitute the hard core of the
unemployed group f Secondly, is it not true that Negroes ae finding
it very difficult because they Yo not get the tinig for the jobs that
are actually appearing in the automated society, but rather for the
jobs that are fast disappearing, that many of them experience the
difficulties of lack of baste education and training which In turn may
be a question of discrimination and for that reason are not being
retrained as other groups?

Now, do you agree generally with these statements of situation ?
Mrs. Jouison. We agree thorou lly especially as the statements

concern the plight of the Negro. 'he league is not in a. position to
speak relative to the overall activities of the manpower retraining
program, as to whether it is training those who need it least and
leaving out others, but we can heartily endorse your second statement
100 percent; namely:

That Negroes are flding it very difficult to get the training because they do

not get the training for the jobs that are actually appearing in the automated

society, but rather for the Jobs that are fast disappearing, that many of them

experienced the difficulties of a lack of basic education and training which in

turn way be a question of diecrimination and for that reason are not being

retrained as other groups.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. DA NLS. Mr. Martin, a question?
Mr. MA rTN. No, sir.
Mr, D~iuii.s. Mr. Ayrest
Mr. Aym. Mrs. Johnson, I have enjoyed your testimony. Just

out of curiosity, are you any relation to Jimmy Johnson, the Negro
boy I got into page scool I

rs. JOHNsoN. No, sir. I don't know how many million Jolmsons
there are in America, but I am not related to that one.

Mr. Aeas. You state here that you are the Washington repre-
sentative of the National Urban League. Are you separate from
Sterling Tucker's operation?

Mrs. JOHSSON. Yes, sir. Mr. Tucker is the executive director of the
lo al Washington Urban League in the District, responsible for lan-
dling District matters, although how one keeps the District separate
from the Federal is a real chore. But the bureau functions, more or
less as an arm of the New York headquaArs. We sit and consult
with bodies such as this committee and with Federal agencies in an
effort to carry their story to the 65 league cities.

Mr. Amzs. The reason I asked, Mr. Tucker came from my home.
town originally.

Mrs. J01Onso. He is a very able urban league executive.
.Mr. A n.s. Yes, he is.
Now, I notice in your question here that you stated that the urban

league-and I assume this is true in all of the cities, I know It is
I a-6--4
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true in my city--that you do have an interracial board which is an
advisory board to the local urban leagues. Is there a similar nationalboard?

Mrs. Jomso...; there is, composed of about 36 or 38 persons,
rather equally divided between the two racial groups. Among the
persons who now serve or have been on the board are Mr. Winthrop
Rockefeller, Elmo Roper, Robert Dowling, and other prominent
leaders. They represent a cross-section in labor, management, and
other pursuits in America. We might add that loal urban leagues
are not only sponsored and directed by interracial boards in local
communities, but they are largely supported financially by United
Fund and Community Chests and are an accepted and valued part of
the community welfare planning st ructure in each city.

This means they are members of the professional social work or-
ganizations and agencies. When they find it necessary to speak out
and plan progams to improve conditions, they use the methods and
techniques of the profession of social work to bring about social
change.

Mr. AYn. You are somewhat iii disagreement in the policy of the
National Urban Iague with the chairman of our committee, Mr.
Powell who has stated that he does not feel that any white people
should be on the board of the NAACP.

Mrs. JoiHiSON. Well sir, we are here to answer any questions the
connittee wishes to ask us, if we are capable, but I think this is a
bit irrelevant to the question.

Mr. AYm~s. I don't think it is, Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JoiNsoN. We stated that we are willing to answer any ques.

tion. In fact, we have a copy of the speech by Whitney Young, our
national executive director, which has been widely circulated. He
spoke out against Mr. Powell's thrust. In addition, it has been con-
ceded by most of the leaders in America this is not a job the Negro
can do alone. This Is not only because we need the support of the
white man or because he represents the power structure and the wealth
of America, but because this country was built by teamwork and
there is no other acceptable American way. We cannot live accord-
ing to the philosophy of peaceful coexistence in America, one race
alongside the other. So, we must lock arms with each other and find
the way to a fair and equitable solution.

Mr. Ayms. My feeling, Mrs. Johnson, is that if there is division
within your ranks it would be impossible to unite the other ranks.

, Mrs. JofNsoN. Yes, but you are asking for the impossible. Look
how many different splinter groups and factions you have in the
majority group. Although you possess the strength and wealth of
the Nation, it does not forestall such differences of opinion and action.
It is not only impossible but unwise to expect every group, every
leader of any group, to think the same way.' We were not cast in
the same mold and thus do not think nor perform alike.

Mr. Powell, as we have already said, is entitled to his opinion. We
are ust happy that it is not an pinion that is widely accepted in
America, May w express it that way? In fact, we are confident
that Mr. Powell has found in many instances he stands alone and
yet we think he is a wonderful gentleman. When we review his record
of achievement, we regret that he has chosen this path.
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Mr. Ayxu*s. Our chairman is a pretty powerful gentleman not only
in the legislative field.

Mrs. ,JohmsoN. We realize that.
Mr. AYRs. One other question Mrs. Johnson.
Do you have any knowledge oi how many domestics in the country

today are Negro?
Mfrs. .IonxisoN. We could give the statistics, in terms of the 1960

census, but do not have them readily available.
Mr. AmiEs. But it is fairly high.
Mrs. ,Jomsox. Yes; it is. I would say the ratio would run 4 Negro

women to every 1 white woman who is engaged in domestic service,
perhaps 5 to 1. It is important to note that the median income for
Negro women workers stood at $1,270 as compared to $2,537 for the
white female worker.

Mr. Aymws. In view of so many perhaps they are qualified for some
other work. I am not saying they are domestics because that is all
they can do. In view of the fact that the percentage is that high
why would you object to people who wanted to be trained in that field
to take the training?

Mrs. Jouzsox. My statement was that we would not sponsor or
back such training although we recognize the need for it. That means
that somebody else should do it. We are going to take our major
time and money to fight on the front for young people coming out
of colleges, people already employed in FecIeral 'Government right
now who. are eligible for promotion, and for those who are qualified
to work in industry, but find the doors closed to them.

I must say there is encouraging movement upward, but it is not
fast enough to compensate for these past failures. Because we have
limited resources in the Urban League we cannot work on every front.
So, we say here to help our seisk illed and skilled people. Every
time we channel them into a better job, we help raise the economic
level of the Nation.

Mr. Aypuns. You feel that there is something desirable in this
proegraniI

trs, JoHNsoN. Definitely, for those who need it. I said because
of the lack of education or because of their failure to utilize oppor-
tunities that were available to them they need the training. This is
a necessary and important art of our economy.

Mr. Aym . Thank you, Mrs. Johnson.
Mr. DANIELs. Than kyou, Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thankyou, sir.
(The following addendum was submitted for the record:)

AN ADmtrUM

lwiUSTai'el Most UZxwrwoVwm Rasoumos

THU LOBO IN PESONAL WOOMA X1,S5S )(ZLLON

Although no one can measure the cost of race discrimination In human terms,
it Is possible to measure at least some of Its burdensome economic cost. So let's
begin by looking at one part of the cost-the substandard Negro market. The
following figures taken from the latest studies made by the U.S. Department of
Labor, Illustrate clearly the annual loss to the Nation In terms of personal income.
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Fact No. 1: Today there are a total of 80 million American men and women
employed within the country's major occupation groups. Of this number, the.
nonwhite working force represents approximately 11 percent of this total or
I million people.

Fact No. 2: Latest available figures also show that for Negro male workers
the median annual Income was $3,075 as compared to $.,137 for the white male
worker. For Negro women workers the figure stood at $1,276 as compared to

2,4087 for the white female worker.
Thus, by using these statistics as a base It Is possible to determine that If the

Nation's 7 million nonwhite working force were earning the same medium income
as the white working force* the yearly personal Income for Negroes would be
Increased $12 billion or nearly double Its present level.

What would this annual increase of almost $12 billion mean to the Nation's
business and industrial community? We present figures which show the added
amounts which American Negroes would spend each year If their earnings
matched the earnings of their fellow citizens.

This Is how Negroes would probably spend their new personal income If their
earnings equaled the earnings of other Americans: ImotwtS over

Sode# premt epe#s44
Food, up to... $8,600,000,000
clothing, up to ............ . ----------------- 1, 700, 000,000
Housing, up to .......----------------------- 1, 500, 000, 000
Household operation, up to ------------- ------- 1, 800, 000, 000
Automobiles and transportation, up to ------------------------ 1,200, 000, 000
Recreation and amusement, up to ..........----- 1, 200, 000,000
Utilities, up ........................ * --------- 5 000, 000
Personal care, up ........................................... 400,000,000
Other spending, up ......................................... 400,000,000

tMotal increase In spending, up ............... -------- 800, 000,000
oures: U.S. Departments of Labor and Commeree and Harvard Business Review survey

of current Nqegro spending.

TOR LOGs IS, NATIONAL INCOME AND TH& ONP

As high as the loss in personal Income may seem to be, the dollar waste caused
by unequal Job opportunity climbs even higher when considered In terms of
national income and the gross national product. The additional waste In these
two categories lifts the total annual dollar loss to at least $14,275 million.

Thus, according to the most cautious estimates that can be made% the overall
earning loss during 1902 alone looked like this:

Loss to individuals ....................... ------ $11,850,000, 000
This figure represents personal Income loss-the amount

which would have been available In wages to Individuals.
Added loss to Industry ..................................... 850,000, 000

This figure Includes losses based on corporate profits, divi-
dends, Inventories, net Interest, wage accruals, etc.

Total national Income loss. ....... --------- -12, 200, 00, 000
Product losses ---------------------------- -......------ 2, 07, 000, 000

This figure Includes losses based on indirect business
taxes, business transfer payments, subsidies, capital con.
sumption allowances, etc.

Gross national product loss----------. 14,275,000,000

NOW UCt DOD sAc DISaRIMINATION COST INDUST LAST YR ?

Using official breakdown figures for the 1962 national Income, It's even possible
to determine the cost of race discrimination on an' Industry-by.industry bases.
Lost Year the national Income Wa at least $122 billion less. than it wpuld, have
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been had equal job opportunity existed for all citizens. Because this Income was
not available, here I. what It cost the Nation's major Industries:

104"WOy to"" iee
Manufacturing --------------------------------------------- $3,400,000, 000
Wholesale and retail trade ................................. 2,100, 000, 000
Government enterprises ------------------------------------- 1, 700, 00 000
Berv -e---.... -------------------------------------....... I, 5 O, 000
Finance, Insurance, real estate t a----------------------------- 1, 400, 000, 000
Contract construction 00-------------------------------------- 0, 000,000
Agriyulture, forest, fisheries ................................. o, 000, 0t0
Transportation --------------------------------------- 450, 000,000
Coumunleations, public utilities -------------------------- 450, 000, 000
Mining ................................................... . 100, 000,000
Other ----------------------------------------------------- 50,000, 000

Total lose to industry -------------------------- 12, 200, 000, 000
Sources: U.S. Departments of Labor and Commerce, Ofes of Business Xoomlest "1968

World Almanac," and National Urban L^Sue economic surveys.

Mr. DAIMS. Our next witness is Mr. James B. Carey, president
of the International Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers.

Do you have a prepared statement, Mr. Carey I
Mr. CARRY. Yes, sir, and we have additional copies available.

STATEMENT OF 1AKE8 B. CAREY, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
UNION OF ELECTRICAL, RADIO MACHINE WOXERS, AFL-CIO;
SECRETARY-TREASURER, INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT,
AFL-CIO

Mr. AuzY. My name is James 3. Carey. I amn president of the
International Union of Electricl Radio & Machine Workers, AFL-
C10, which represent 425,000 workers in the, electrical manufacturing
industry.

I am also vice president of the AFL-CIO and secretary treasurer of
the AFL-CIO idustrial Union Department, which is composed of
more than half the AFL-CIO affiliates and membership.

I am grateful for the op)ortulity to appear before you today in
support of H.R. 405, an equal employment opportunity bifl.

To place my credentials properly before you, permit me to put a bit
of biographical data into the record.

In September 1042, as seeretary-treasurer of the CIO, I became
the first chairman of the CIO Committee To Abolish Diseriination.
Later, I served as a member of President Truman's Civil Rights
Committee which wrote the now famous report, "To Secure lese
Rights," in 1947.

Following merger of the CIO and AFL, I betante the first chairman
of the AF-CIO Civil Rights Committee. My own union, the IUE,
has been on record, since its founding, in militant support of equality
of employment opportunity for all people. The I PE was the first
union in the United States to endorse President Kennedy's equal em-
ployment opportunity pledge by convention action.

This year, 1968, our union, together with virtually all other sections
of the labor movement, celebrates the centennial of the Emancip, tion
Proclamation. We think that a century after that commitment to
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economic, political, and social justice, is more than long enough for
our society to wait to redeem our pledge. To our brothers and sisters
,of minority groups, we must apologize for the unconscionable delay.

To those who are still unready to accept the principles and practices
of equality, we say: If you have not learned this with 100 years to
prepare yourselves, you are incorrigible and further delay can be
of no avail. Genuine equality is 100 years overdue; it should not-
and cannot-be further postponed.

The Nation's industrial unions and their leaders have long been
active in this effort. We have been singularly successful in our efforts
to secure nondiscrimination clauses in collective bargaining agree-
ments. Our civil rights committees on both local and regional levels
have supported State and municipal fair employnut wactwcs coni-
missions; and in turn we have used their facilities to advantage.

We have watched the AFIr-CIO's efforts, frequently successful,
to eliminate segregation from the structure and functions of its affili-
ates. We have applauded and enlorsed the Presideot's C'ommittee
as it used the power of Federal contracts to enforce a policy of e(luality
of opportunity on Government work.

1However, despite these and other valiant efforts, we find that dis-
crimination against minority groups in areas of employment oppor-
tunity is still pernicious and widespread. The uu'nmployrilent I'ate
among nonwhites today is double that of whites.

In 1959, 22Y ). percent of the white work force was employed in
clerical or sales jobs, while lem than 71,/ percent of the nonwhite work
force was so employed. Almost one-tlbird of tle Nation's Negro
workers are service workers, in contrast to only 10 percent of the
white workers.

The percentage of the Negro work force in unskilled jobs--15.4 per-
cent-is more than three times that in the white work force-4.0
percent.

Despite the succeSSes of various devices used to combat discrimina-
tion (and their success is quite limited even within the field of their
operation), more remains undone than has been done. In Houston,
Tex., as late as November 1961, Negoes were barred from the only
vocational hi gl school. Atlanta, Ga., employment in April 1962
was governed by two cardinal principles:

1. Negroes must not work on an equal status with whites.
2. Negroes must not--if it can at. all be avoided--supervise whites.
Mr. XYR. If you don't mind, Mr. Carey, I am not going to be

able to stay through your entire testimony.
On this vocational training program in my hometown of Akron,

we are looking for 200 students to enter our vocational schools. I
know how closely you have worked with this.

Is it true across the country, and I am not speaking of the South,
across the country, that. in otur northern cities our vocational schools
are not filled, or are you familiar with that phase of it? I know in
Akron we are looking right now for 200 students. In other vords,
our capacity is there but we don't have the applicants.

Is that true in our vocational setup throughout the country, to your
knowledge I

Mr. CA Rur. Well, generally, to my knowledge, there is discrimina-
tory practices in schools of a vocational nature. Much to my regret,
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some of the unions that engage in a lot of placement of the graduates
of vocational schools continue to practice discrimination in their
apprenticeship training programs.

This is unfortunate, not in Akron but in nearby Cleveland, as an
example. Some local unions are stil in violation of the AFL-CIO
policy. They foster and permit discriminatory practices in, say,
training prograins. That is i nonidemocratic practice. I would not
seek to defend it on the part of unions or on the part of employers.

Mr. AYahs. I ann getting into the situation in Akron to find out
why, with the need for more skilled workers, that we have the capacity
but still we can't lind 200 more students that the school is ready to
train.

Now, it may be that there is a problem similar to what you mention
that has existed in Cleveland but ly main concern was whether or not
we have the facilities across tile colltry and we 1r. not being able to
get students in. Why That is my main concern.

Mr. ( 1Mwv. I (1 know that in Akron, as well as in other industrial
cities, we are training people for jobs that will not exist by the time
that they coml)lete their training.

It is unfortunate, that business does not give the educators the 1d.
vantage of their planning to ant icipate what the needs will be of
business and finance and the jobs that require skills.

The result is a feeling on the part of many people that they don't
know what their future will be in terms of what jobs will be available
in the araas that require vocational training and experience. This is
a very unfortunate thing to people, especially qualified students in our
schools and colleges. It is accentuated in our vocational schools. The
students lack any assurance that they will be able to secure employment
in the areas t hat they have invested training time.

This is due to automation and new developments that should be
beneficial.

I notice that we are training people in areas of accounting and other
areMs, where there will be little opportunity, U)On completon of their
traMning, to secure jobs.

Mr. Aymms. Do you mean, then, Mr. Carey, there is perhaps not
enough coordination between the jobs that are going to be needed and
the type of training we are giving these people in various areas and
various fields?

Mr. CAmY. I feel there is not sufficient planning and coordination;
yes.

Mr. AmREs. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DArULs. Yes sir.
You may proceed, Vl r. Carey.
Mr. CAREr. In Chattanooga, Tenn. (5 percent of the Negro high

school graduates leave the city to QinA advancement opportunities.
And so it goes. In city after city, the Negro is denied the chance to

get the training needed 1or better job opportunities and even if he can
get the training he is denied equality of treatment,

Employment agencies in New Jersey, despite its FEPC law, were
found to be coding job applications so that minority group members
could be identified and denied employment even on job application
forms that appeared to preclude discrimination.
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In other localities, an employer denies upgrading to a Negr be
cause the cardinal rule against having a Negro supervise a white would
be violated. A union-management apprenticeship program is kept
lily-white. The utility company refuses to hire any people of Italian
origin. The bank won't hire Jews. The Mexican-American finds de-
partment store counters available to her only as a customer, not. as asalesgi..l. , .

Our industrial unions aren't impressed when people tell us in shocked
tones about how many Negroes are on the relief rolls when the average
Negro is twice as likely to find himself involuntarily unemployed as is
the average white.

We are not appalled by the school dropout rate of nonwhites when
the training offered is inferior to that available to white students who
will be competing for scarce jobs. Unless and until true equality of
employment opportunity is made a reality, we should be amazed if
minority groups do not experience greater economic-linked social
probenis than do white Protestants of Anglo-Saxon origin.

The dislocation to our citizenry as the result of employment dis-
crimination injures not only minority group members-though they
bear the greatest burden--but the rest of the community, as we L. We
all pay the price. We bear the moral guilt of betraying freedom's
last best hope to prove herself. We also pay the social price of anti-
social attitudes and behavior by some of those who feel this betrayalmost. directly...We cary the economic burden of relief rolls, slum clearance and

the like. A cent study by the Southern Regional Council contains
a cost figure for underutilization of nonwhites' potential and the fail-
ure to develop fully the capacities of nonwhites. This computation
indicates that as much as 21h percent increase could be achieved in
our gross national product,-=$1 billion--from a correction of this
social[ ill. We are wasting about one-third of the potential contribu-
tion of the Nation's nonwhite workers.

The Washington Post on April 22, 1963, reported on job prospects
of students graduating from college this Jne. While prospects were
brightest for the male mathematics or science-trained student, they
wero good for white liberal arts students. For the Negro liberal arts
student the article notedt "The world has shrunk to the size of a local
high school." Imagine what it is for the Negro who has no college
degree, who has no special talents.

Frequently, unions are blamed for discrimination which is the fault
of the employer. Other times, we sadly admit, discrimination is
jointly perpetrated and perpetuated by unions and employers. More-
over, no matter how well meaning may be some of the leaders of
discriminating organizations, they face pressures from within their
own.groups should they attempt to alter the pattern. For them, a law
requiring integtion and equal opportunity is protection. For those
who are apathetic in the face of justice or who actively promote it,
the law is necessary as a bridle on their immorality.

There is still another fact to employment discrimination which war-
rants special attention. It has been our experience that racism as an
antiunion weapon exploits job discrimination with particular vicious-
ness.

First, there are employers who neatly balance their work forces
half Negro and half whit., and then pit one group against the other
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so that unionization is rendered nearly impossible because each group
is told that if the other gets "control" of the union there will be ac-
centuated discrimination.

Second, there are the hly-wlite employers who tell white employees
that if the union secures 15rgaining status, preferential treatment of
whites will end.

In Jackson, Miss, on the day before an important National Labor
Relations Board election, the local daily newspaper published a photo
of me dancing with a Negro lady. The photo happened to have been
taken a long time previously ii Geneva, Switzerland, while I was
representing the United States at a meeting of the'International Labor
Orgaization. But the newspaper didn't mention this nor the fact thattheiady was the wife of an rican diplomat.

Our union won the election that time, but often unions are defeated
by such outrageous racism.
A. manufacturing company executive in Bay Springs, Miss., told

the workers before a National Labor Relatioils Board election that our
union comprised a bunch of "nigger lovers" and that if we won tite
election, Negroes would work alongside white women employees. We
lost the election and the NationalLabor Relations Board refused to
enjoin such conduct. The Board subsequently agreed to set aside
elections corrupted by such appeals. An enforceable Equal Employ-
ment Opportunities Act would prevent the exploitation of race hate
as an antlunion weapon.

We support H.R. 405 because we find that the existing prognU in
this field are inadequate. For example, there are only 7 mill ion jobs
covered by the President's Executive order dealing with Government
contracts. FEPC laws are not sufficient; in States with the greatest
need, these laws do not even exist. Private collective barganlug con-
tracts answer only part of the problem; there aren't enough of them
yet and they cannot, by the nature of employer-union relations, cover
an employer who refuses to hire minority group members.

The only type of measure which can approach this national problem
is a national law covering tens of millions of jobs,

Let us turn now to some of the specifies of H.R. 405. First, let me
say that it is far preferable to the comparable bill in the 87th Congress
which did not grant authority to the Commission to issue cease and
desist orders. However I believe that H.R. 405, even if it specifically
covers those of Puerto Aican origin (who desperately need such pro-
tections)' still suffers in that it exempts an employer of fewer than
25 workers. Social security stipulates no such minimum figure.

Further, H.R. 405 does not explicitly include applicants for em.
ployment M section 3(f) although I assume they are meant to be in-
cluded in the term "employee."

Sections 5(a(1) and 6(a) of the act should include the word
opportunities' as well as privileges of employment" so that chances

.for training, transfers, andthe like are clearly covered.
'Sction (c)(1). should have the word "or" inserted to show that

the various provisions operate disjunctively and need not be conjunc-

Section 5(d)-which I hope covers informal training efforts as
well as formal-should specify clearly that it will be illegal to attempt
to cause discrimination as well as prohibiting its actual operation.
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Section 7(a) rohibits discrimination against workers for conduct
in opposition to llegal acts. It should similarly forbid favoritism to
emp oyes for support of illegal acts. The 1951 hearing on the south-
ern textile industry revealed employer support on antiunion conduct

employees. We don't want to encourage a comparable pattern here.
e know, through bitter experience, that some employers accomplish

illicit acts through employees when the employer, himself, cannot
commit the Improper acts through his officials and subordinates.

Although section 7(b) of [.R. 405 prohibits advertisments stating
racial, religious national origin, or age preferences, there is no pro.
hibition against asking questions concerning race, religion, or national
origin. There is no reason not to prohibit such questions on employ-
ment application forms as they are prohibited my many Stata laws.

We have serious reservations about the .provisions of section 8(f)
regarding the staff of the proposed Commission. There is a require-
ment of dvsion of staff along the lines of types of violations. This can
be unduly restrictive, particularly in field offices, where a pattern of
discrimination involves more than one type of party or one type of
conduct.

Similarly, the requirement in section 9(h) that a party which has
had a hearing shall be entitled to be heard again before the Commis-
sion, itself, is unduly* restrictive. It may be possible that no useful
purpose is served by a second hearing.

It would be better to say that a second hearing "may" be held so
that the NLRB practice of affording oral hearings at the Board level
is limited to cases of special circumstances. We think that internal
procedures of the Commission should be established by the Commis-
sion itself.
We also take strong exception to the provision in section 9(b) that

restricts charges to situations in which the victini can be sccificially
identified. Tbis section provides that a charge must be filed "by or on
behalf of any person claiming to I* a grieved."

Inasmuch as we are concerned with public policy and antisocial
conduct, it would be better, again, to use the National Labor Relations
Act formulation that enables "any person"l to file a charge whenever
it is; believed that the law has been V'iolated.

Similarly, we see no reason why the Commission cannot compel
production of evidence or attendance of witnesses outside the State
where the evidence is kept or where the witness resides, is found, or
transacts business as provided in section 13(a). We would prefer to
see this left to the discretion of the Commission.

We assume that section 9(j), which sets forth such remedies as back
pay and hiring or reinstatement. of a victim of discrimination, does not
preclude additional relief such as requiring training, permitting
transfers, and so on, if such was involved in the discrimination.

Finally, section 21 provides that only certain selected portions of
the act shall go into effect upon passage of the law and the remainder
will go into effect a year later. We think the whole law should become
effective upon its passage.

Early this month- Pope John XXIII issued an encyclical, 'Pacem
In Terris,", dealing with the establishment of universal peace in truth,
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justice, charity, and liberty. In the encyclical, His Holiness declared
that every man has the right--.,
to the means which are necessary and suitable for the proper development of
lifo * sot

le stated further that,--
human beings have the natural right to free initiative In the economic field-

And that-
from the dignity of the human person there also arises the right to carry on
economic activities according to the degree of responsibility of which one is
capable.

There is nothing uniquely new in the age-old Judao.Christian
tradition about this concept. In fact, it is the timeless obligation of
any society, which calls itself free, to establish an order in which every
man will be judged solely on the basis of ability, integrity, and applica-
tion. We believe that I.R. 405 is essential in such an effort and respect-
full urge its adoption.

Tank you.
Mr. l)ANi :hS. Mr. Carey, I want to thank you for a very fine

presentation and the views you express here. Your statement indicates
that you have very, very carefully examined the bill before us, h.
405, and we appreciate the views that you have expressed and the
views that you are giving this committee with respect to the various
provisions thereof.

As president of the hUE, can you tell us whether or not your union
engages in equal and fair opportunities to all members I

i. CiREY. Yes, sir; we do, and we are rather proud of our record
in that regard. "We employ, on our organization staff, people of the
minority groups, such as Negroes and they are paid equal to whites-
and their performance is generally equal to or better than the white
on our staff.

The same thing goes for our professional and semiprofessional and
clerical staff at our headquarters here in Washington. I might sug-
gest that has been true since the beginning of our organization.

Mr. D,%Nixs. How about your apprenticeship programs Has there
been any discriminatory practices engaged in ?

Mr. CA:.ur. In our own industry, where we represent workers, we
don't permit the practice of discrimination in the apprenticeship
program.

As I mentioned , in response to a question of Congressman Ayres,
there are discriminations that apply in apprenticWip pro ams.
Some exist within our industry and related to our industry. We offer
no defense and we act to remove those discriminatory practices when
we get bargaining rights. da
Mr. DAxms. A great deal of testimony has been taken with respect

to this act but there has been no testimony before presented with
reference to discrimination because of am

What is the position of the AFL-CIO with regard to that point?
Mr. C,%ngR. Well, my experience runs largely to the discrimination
y reason of race or religion and related factors. The AFIr-CIO,
of course, like any section of outr society, would be opi 'se to dis-
criiination based on age, and that is contained in the bill.
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Mr. DAN1V.X. Areyou concerned about itt
31r. C.rv,,. Very much concerned about it.
Mr. I)VNtvd., Do you feel this bill shonid cOn taill it provision with

respect to age I
Mr. CARRY. I certainly do, sir.
Mr. DANR.I. In the course of your testimony you made some ref-

erenee to the Sttte of New Jersey which is the state from which I
come and you sid that, in spite of the Fair Emloyloment Act there,
it is known that ,ertain discriminatory pract ices have beIo partoa
pated iln. Do you refer to any particular indust ryf

Mr. (ARR.u. Sit', that is where my family resides, as well. I have
seven sisters and three brothers and I tmn one of tie few who does not
reside in the State of New Jersey. The State agpey found 00 com-

-pities using a eodo i) l1969 to implement discrimination in hiring
through employment agencies.

Mr.; x i) 't. I was very proud of the fact that New Jersey did
adopt such it law and was one of the early States to do away with
such discrimiurtor practices. Of course, 1 was a bit shakenl by your
testimony this morning with reference to New Jersey still engaging
in such activity in spite of the law.

Do you know whether or not any steps have been taken in the State
of New lersey?

Mr. Ct.Rv. The fact is that there is impletmentation of this very
law. We both have reason to he proud of it and proud that it has
been inopeiaion. It wis by syntpathetic enforcement of the Ad-
ministrator, that some things have been exposed. I would set New
Jersey ip as one of the fine examples of State action eontrasted, if
jou will, with, say the State of N'ehraska where they have no such

Yet, we have people of Nebraska, leaders of groups, who contend
that this is a matter that ought to be left to the State.

In New Jeiey it is ip the normal operation of this very law that
we found that tlere were sul)tle ways of )racticing discrinimation in
terms of some industries. Now, it is a spotty situation in New Jersey
where we find in referral of people to enIl)loyment by subtle l)ractice.
It is engaged in flagrantly in other States.
SMr. DVNIRO. The previous witness, Mr. Carey, miade sonto refer-
etmice to the Manpower and Retrainintg Act and of discriminatory
practices being followed in the administration of that law.

Are you familiar with any such (iscriminatory practices amd whatthey airet
.ir. CARRY. Well, we found that the )rograi, itself, is insufficient

fand imidequato to meet our problem. lit the quest ion1iing with the
previous witness, ('ongressmnan Ayres, I believe, pointed out it does
not. meet the hard-core unom i lovynent. I have not examined this
Manpower Development and Tra'inimg Act from the standpoint.of
discrimtilltiton.

Now, discrimination is practiced particularly when there is t
scarcity of employment opportumnities. You get an intensification
of attitude by thle whites seeking to discriminate against the Negroes
because there are too few jobs to go arowid. Of-course, some will
create artificial differences of race or religion to try to allege a
superior claim to employment.

I ,
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Until we get. this question of unemployment solved, we cannot
expect perfection anywhere. I would hope that we would put into
operation the principles contained in say, the Full Employment Act
o001947. That would, in itself, be elpful in eliminating some of
the practices of discrimination in employment.

Now, we have labor unions that don't want apprentices to come
on the jobs because they don't feel that there is e enough work to em-
ploy* the present members of the union.

, I would suggest that considerable attention ought to be given
to enlarging the opportunity for employment of all people on a
nondiscriminatory Wsis.

Now, the weight of unemployment falls, as my testimony tndi-
caten, and as we all know, pretty heavily on the minority groups.
There is an intense feeling that women should not work in industry
while there are men that are unemployed. All of this is antidemo.
cratic and against the best interests of our Nation.

I would hope fliat Congress, as well as the executive branch of the
Government, would give attention to some of these serious problems.

Now, there is a training program to train people that are displaced
by the importation of goods. 'There is another training progrln that
is engaged in for the purpose of training people to nieet the future
needs of American industry . But these programs, all of them so far,
are inadequate to meet the need, including the good beginning we
have in the form of an internal Peace Corps.

Mr. DAz;rxiA. Why are they inadequate to meet the need ?
Mr. ( ARNY. Because they do not cut in sufficiently to the hard core

of unemployment.
Mr. DANijSm. Well, do you think the hard core of the unemployed

are capable and able and are qualified to be trained for the higher
skills for which there is a need I

Mr. CARaxY. Certainly, especially the large part of the hard core of
unemployed represented by such large percentages of the, minority
groups.

Mr. DAmrJ m. That was an interesting statement you made a few
moments ago that where you have an excess of unemployment exist.
ing, then and there you ill find discriminatory practices engaged in
more actively.

N'ow, today. in view of the fact that we have approximately 5
million unemployed, we are faced with this situation where we ran
expect. discriminatory practices to be participated in by employees
as well as other people. Do you feel that there is an urgent need
today for the enactment of this )egislation I

Mr. Aztar. It is especially necessary.
Mr. DArn1us. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins,
Mr. HAwKx8s. Mr. Carey, I assume from the statement that volt

believe that there is subs6tintial discrimination in the trade uiion
movement which would be subject to act ion under ILR. 405.

Mr. CARY. Yes, sir. Speaking as a labmr leader of 80 years' stand-
ing and during that whole period interested 4n this subject, I would
suggest that we need the kind of imstrument that the enactment of

.R, 405 would provide so that the labor unions can play their proper
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role in our society. To be against injustice in one of its worst forms--
the discrimination that takes place.

Mr. HAwiuNs. Would you amplify somewhat the union policy in
the deep south ? Is it generally the policy of unions in the Deep South
to discriminate I

Mr. CAnY. It is not their policy to discriminate, but in tie applica-
tion of their programs they tend to adopt the community patterns.
In other words, tey seek to be "respectable" in the eyes of the com-
munity leaders and so they don't intensively reist and oppose dis-
criminatory community patterns that have existed in the South.

The unions that carry on tggr eive campains against diserimha-
tion, like my own, become the vctins by employers of race-hate ma-
terial. I cited one of the horrible examples ill Day Spring, Miss.

Now I was not ashamned of the picture that I was dancing as a guest
of the Swiss Government on a boat on Lake Geneva, but the way that
paper in Jackson, Miss. played it, (there was a four.column-widep reposition under the title, "President Carey Dances With Lady
Friend") you would think that that was taking place in Jackson, Miss.

As I cited, we won that election, but with another employer, an
officer of the Northern Electric Products Co. (out of Chicago and
operating a runaway operation in Bay Spring, Miss.) blew that pic-.
ture up and placed it in the ladies' room in this plant. It incited tre-
mendous race-hate feelings in that community and we lost the election.
There was a high percentage of women workers in the Bay Spring
plant but there were no women employed in the Jackson City plant.

These are the results of the use of that kind of race-hate material.
We have contended that that should be an unfair labor practice. It
certainly deprives the people of the freedom of choice whether they
want a union or whether they don't. _

Insofar as the South is concerned, I would say that Mississippi is a
good example of problems we face in organizing. Because we refuse
to accept the backward community patterns for IUE. We face
greater difficulty in organizing. They will use another union which
does not fight these patterns amainst us.

Mr. HAWKINs. Do you think the NLRB has the authority under
that situation to take action ?

Mr. CAmRY. Yes; it has.
Mr. HAWIws. Bo ou think it should ?
Mr. CAmRY. I thin it should. I think it is right that it take on

that issue, Congressman, which is important. It sliould not find some
other reason to set aside an election.
Vr. HAwm s. We are confining it to that specific situation.
Mr. CARzy. The law should happy to unions as well as to employers.

If a union uses race-hate material in competing with another organi-
zation, that offensive union should not be accorded benefits as a result
of that action. The same applies to employers

Mr. HAWIws. I assume that you do not believe that voluntary ef-
forts in education can reach the situation that we have been discussing
today?

Mr. CAnEr. Certainly m part. However where State action or com-
munity action or places thal we need an elective law properly admin-
istered most is the last place it could receive them, and we certainly,
need something more than the voluntary action, especially where you
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have one economy that is frequently confronted with large-scale un-
eiployiont. We need it Federal law.

Mr. HAWKINs. Thank you, Mr. Carey.
Mr. Chairman, I should just like to make this statement. I wish to

commend Mr. Carey for the statement he has made today. I think
that the record should indicate that those who ordinarily oppose legis.
nation of this type have been invited to these hearings, and, for one,
have looked for the opportunity of questioning some of those who op-
lse this legislation.

1i understand that these hearings are publicized in the Congressional
Record, that all newspapers, press services are given notices of these
hearing, and that an invitation has been extend d to the chamber of
commerce and the Association of Manufacturers and so far they have
not testified.

I hope that before these hearings are concluded that we will have the
opportunity of questioning some of these individuals who represent
those organizations that orinarily oppose this type of legislation and
who often assert that this legislation would deprive individuals of con-
stitutional rights and due process of law. This is the opportunity for
them to come before this committee and to make these statements so
that they can be questioned. I think they should take this opportunity
to do so.

I hope that sometime before these hearings are concluded that they
will also teosti fy before this committee.

Mr. Di)mEmz. Mr. Hawkins, you are absolutely correct.
The chairman, Mr. Roosevelt, has issued releases to the press and

TV, and I am sure it has been mentioned over the radio as well, that
this committee would meet to take testimony on tlis bill, and invita-
tion has been given to the public generally to participate in these hear.
ings. So you have stated it exactly correct. Everybody is welcome to
appear here if they desire to testify. They will be given a full oppor-
tunity to testify.

Now, unfortunately, Mr. Roosevelt is ill, but I am sure that he fully
agrees with the statement you have made and with the statement I
have just uttered, and we welcome anybody to appear here to give this
committee their views. We would like to hear both sides of the ques-
tion, even those who disagree with this law. So far, to my knowledge,
nobody has asked to appear to voice opposition to this bill.

Am I correct I
Mr. ForEMtAN. Quite correct.
Mr. DARnELS. Mr. Carey, I wish to thank you for coming here again.
Mr, CARY. I wish to tank you, Mr. Chairman and ir. Hawikins

and counsel for the conumnittee, on behalf of the department; it repre-
sents over 6 million. These are our studied views. I am so much for
the bill as IUE is and all its affiliates that I have suggested some, what
might be called very specific technical matters in thie drafting of the
bill. It is because we consider it so important that we made this very
careful study of the bill in its details.

Mr. DANizLs. We shall give your suggestion very careful study and
consideration when the committee nwets in executive session to write
the bill. I I

Mr. CARmy. Thank you ver much. '

Mr. DAxIELS. Our next and final witness is Robet"a. Jones, execu-
tive director, Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice.
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BTATU T 0 ROU T Z. 10NZt, XOUTIY DE TOR,
lUNIT ZLW IP FOR SOCIAL TUOTICE

Mr. Joxn. I shall be very brief, Mr. Chairman, as the hour is late.
My name is Robert E. Jones. I am executive director of the Unitarian
Fellowship for Social Justice, a national organization which repre-
sents the social concerns of Unitarians and UMiversalists. Unitarians
and Universalists have long worked for the elimination of discrimi-
nation against members ofminority ethnic or religious groups. At
our most recent general assembly of the Unitarian Univerali4-Asso-
ciation, delegates endorsed a resolution which read in part:

Whereas segregation and discrimination, wherever practiced, continue to be a
matter of major national and international concern and reflect attitudes contrary
to moral, religious, and ethical commitments; and

Whereas such discrimination I economically wasteful and psychologically
destructive to members both of majority and minority groups; ... : Be it
further

Resolved, That the Unitarian Universalist Association urge the Congress of the
United States to fulfill the civil rights commitments of the Republican and
Democratic Party platforms of 1960 for meaningful civil rights legislation 0* '
iThe resolution urged adoption of several civil rights reforms includ-
ing the establishment of a Fair Employment Practices Commission.

In spite of the many obstacles confronting passage of such a bill,
you do the count~ a great service, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, by holding hearings on equal employment opportunity and
keeping this issue alive before the Congress and the country. For this
problem of job discrimination lies at the very root of the evil of
discrimination.

If a man is denied equal opportunity to a job commensurate with his
skill, he is then denied the income with which to settle in a decent home
in a decent neighborhood and have the opportunity to educate his
children to their fullest. All other discriminations-personal, social,
educational--flow from the economic discrimination.

Though we wruld not discount discrimination on the grounds of
religion, national origin, age, or sex, job discrimination on account
of race and color is bVy far the most serious and widespread.

Job discrimination weaigh most heavily on our Negro citizens. The
latest Department of La or unemployment statistics for March 1968
show that unemployment for, whites was 5.6 percent while it was
12 percent for nonwhites.

The Labor Department average for the past 5 years, shows that the
nonwhite jobless rate has never been less than double that for the
whites. lnemploviment for the Negro, furthermore, lasts longer and

artly because of his lack of seniority and partly because of prejudice,
6 finds himself frequently the first to be laid off in times of business

recession.
We note with particular satisfaction that H.R. 405 would make it

an unlawful employment practice for an employment agency to fail
or refuse to refer for employed, or otherwise discriminate against,
any individual' because of race, color, religion, national oigin, or
ancestry V and that, the bill also makes it an unlawful employment
practice to discriminate against any individual in apprenticeship or
othertrminingprgrms. ..
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Referrals from employment agencies and apprenticeship training
are two points which have a critical bearing on the whole picture of
job discrimination. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights pointed
out in its 1961 study of employment-

* * * equality of employment opportunity cannot be achieved merely by
eliminating discrimination in hiring. To be considered for jobs. on a nondis-
criminuatory basIs members of udnority groUps must first have equal oppor-
tunties to obtain training and to apply for jobs.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that,-
The nationwide paucity of participation by Negroes In apprenticeship train.

Ing programs is caused by lack of qualified applicants and also by discriminatory
practices of both labor organizations and employers who control admission to
such programs.

This report also found that-
Although the Federal Government bears the entire cost of administering State
employment offices, it has done little to assure that the policies of the pro-
gram-to encourage merit employment and to discourage employment dis-
crimination-are being effectuated.

The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
and the Department of Labor should be commended for striving to
overcome inequalities, but their powers are severely limited. Clear,
forthright legislation is needed.

Employers and labor unions have nothing to fear from an Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission any more than they have to
fear from the procedures of the National Labor Relations Board which
has done so much to bring about industrial peace in our economy.

As Dr. Dana McLean Greeley, president of the Unitarian Uni-
versalist Association, commented last January in endorsing similar
legislation before this committee, this bill embraces-
Just the right sort of combination of voluntarism and compulsion which will
make it work.

It provides ample room for use of the arts of persuasion and con-
ciliation. Only if these methods fail will the Equal Employment Op
portunity Coommission move to issue formal complaint of an unfair
employment practice. All the safeguards of due process of law are
in this bill and every opportunity is afforded the accused em loyer or
labor union to be heard. You have been most scrupulous, Mr. Char-
man, in insuring that administrative procedures are fair to com-
plainant and respondent alike, and that the respondent has a clear right
to judicial review.

The Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice urges upon this com-
mittee and the Congress the passage of H.R. 405 to insure equal em-
ployment opportunity for all our citizens.

r. DAIZumL Thank you, Mr. Jones.
Mr. Hawkins, any questions I
Mr. HAwxiws. No questions.
Mr. DANItL. No questions.
We appreciate your coming here.
This concludes the taking of testimony today and we adjourn. The

committee will meet at the call of the ('hair.
(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the committee adjourned, to meet at

the call of the Chair.)

Okas - ----
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FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1908

Houses Or RePaW.ENTAT BO,
GwzRuL Suacomxmi'r oN Lswo

O TU CoMun z oN EimCA1TOm AND LABoR,
Wathington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 429,
Cannon Building, Hon. James Roosevelt (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt, Pucinski, Hawkins, and Bell.
Also present: Jay Foreman counsel; Richard -Burress, minority

counsel; and Adrienne Fields clerk.
Mr. Roosviur. The committee will come to order, please.
The committee continues this morning its hearings on Hf.R 405 and

related bills.
The chairman would at this time like to have the record show his

appreciation to the members of the subcommittee arid to the staff and
others and especially for the witnesses who were good enough to co°
orate in the hearings held at Teaneck, N.J., at Fairleigh-Vickinson
University, approximately a week ago. These hearings, resulted in
not only a splendid presentation but a very good expostion of the
subject matter which received very favorable comments not only from
the point of enlightenment to the students who had never had an
opportunity to view a congressional hearing but also from thle point
o View of the information which was brought to light in a most i-
portant area where understanding of the importance of this bill is
certainly paramount.

This morning, the committee has the pleasure of welcoming Mr.
Thomas E. Harris, associate general counsel of the AFL-0CO.

Mr. Harris, would you come forward, sir.
We are most happy to have you and to have the opportunity of

placing in the record the views and position of the AFL-CIO with
resct to this important measure.

I notice you have a prepared statement, You may proceed in any
manner, that is convenient to you.

OTATZMENT OP TOX E. TA IA A&IAT GEM, AL COUNSEL
0opH AFI-OO

Mr. HAIms. M. Chairman, with the indulgence of the committee,
I think I would prefer to read the prepared statement as it does not
lend itself very well to summarizing.

Mr. Rooeuviui'. Youcertainly may do so.
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Mr. H.Auus. Let me first express to the committee the regrets of
our President, George Meany, fhat he was not able to appear before
you today. As you know, he has an intense and unflatgging interest
in the cause of ejjual opportunity, and customarily delivers our testi-
mony himself. assure you that his inability tobe here today doea
not represent any lessening of his personal conviction that the legisla-~
tion you are considering is urgently needed and long overdue.

Every Ameritan knows that discrimination is still deeply embedded
in our Onational life. In some quarters, there is religious discrimino.-
tion, aimed mostly at Jews and Catholics. In others, there is dis-
crimination based on national origin, directed mostly at. those with
non-AngloSaxon forebears. There is discrimination based on ago-
absurdly branding workers of 35 or 40 as "too old" to be hired. In-
deed, the airlines Dthink that stewardesses over 32 are too old, not only
to be hired but to be retained.

Mr. R osivsizr. If the gentleman would not mind a slight inter-
ruption, I was rather amused at part of the defense when somebody
pointed out if, they enforced that present discrimination that Mrs.
Kennedy would not be eligible to be an airline hostess.

Mr. HAtms. I think the chairman is correct, that this illustrates
the ridiculousness of the age barrier, although I don't suppose it will
work a. hardship in that prtictlar case.

But by far tle most widespread and most agonizing discrimination
is perpetrated against Negroes. The bulk of my testimony, there-
fore, will be devoted to that aspect.

Negroes suffer the worst forms of discrimination on every front-
education, housing, public accommodations. This is true in every
State-in Massachusetts, as well as Mlissippi, though the degree may
differ. All forms of discrimination are evil, no matter where they
occur. But the type of discrimination that does the most damage,
both to its victims and to the Nation, is lob discrimination. It is not
too much to say that this is the key to all the rest.

I am not minimizing education as a fundamental factor. Much
has been said-and ri itly so-about the need for equal educational
opportunities as a basis for equal employment opportunities. How-
ever, what we find, in any number of cities where the schools have
been sgregated, is that young Negroes drop out before they graduate
because there is no believable possibility that graduation will do them
any good. This city, the Nation's Capital, might serve as exhibit
No. 1

And for those who persist, who cling to their hopes, who finish
high school or even go on to college, the reward is in to many case
rejection in the very places for which they prepared tiemselve&

To put it another way, a vital element in education is motivation.
The ovation cannot expect to civate a body of eager, ambitious students
unless it" provides them with adequate job opportunities. This is
exactly what the AFL-CIO has consistently said about school drop-
outs in general and it np.?lies with even greater force to those groups
that stiffer from job, disrnination.

2 am not going to burden the record with statistics that have already
been recited by other witnesses. It should be noted, however, that un-
employment among Negroes is twice as great as for whites. Educa-
tional deflciencies and other factors undoubtedly contribute to this, but
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I submit that the one most important reason for the Negro's higher
unemployment rates is his color.

Whent we turn to housing we find similar circumstances. The Presi-
dents Executive order, barring the use of Federal funds for segregated
projects, and the antidiserimination statutes of several States are
slowly but surely beginlinl to open up new residential opportunities
for Neg.roes Tee are well-founded complaints, however, about the
slowness of tihe process.

The President 's order, and the haijdful of State laws, help the mid.
dle-income Negroes who are now trapped in city ghettos which they
could well afford to leave. he1y are entitled to tlat opportunity. It is
a inatter of simple just ice to enable them to buy any liouse that is within
their meals.

But most Negroes are not only tra)ped by exclusion l)ractices; they
are trapped by their own poorly, i-hInch is in turn broughtt about by
limited job opportunities. The most enlightened reform of housing
practices cannot fully meet their need.

I could go on dowa the list of other facets of discrimination, but I
think I have made the point. Equal enploynent opportunity is at the
i'oot of them all.

True, we have made considerable propgess toward equal employment
opJ)ort unity in the last two decades. MOre than 20 States halve enacted
fltir employment practices laws. imnmierable union contrets now
contain nondiscrimination clauses relating to both hiring and promo-
tion.

President Kennedy and President Eisenhower both issued Exeeutiie
orders forbidding Government contracts to companies that practice dis-
crimination; some 38,0()0 firms that do business with the Federal
Government, and which employ 15 million workers, are required to
make annu a reports to the President's Committee on Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity describing what progress they have inade toward
this goal.

In the trade union movement, ancient citadels of racial discrimina.
tion--which, though relatively few in number, have been a painful
embarrassment to the rest of us-are crumbling at. last. Of the 180
national and international unions affiliated witil the AFL-CIO, 115
have signed pledges to the President's Conmittee that they do not
and will not discriminate. Seven more have indicated they will sign
shortly. The others point tP constitutional barriers requiring con-
vention action on policy matters, but even in this group, only one
union still has a constitutional reference to race and is committed
to remove it at this union's next constitutional convention.

Meanwhile, the AFL-CIO's own internal machinery for insuring
adherence to the federation's antidiscrimination policy has been en-
larged and strengthened.
The Negro press reflects the results of these changes. Using Ebony

magazine as an example, a regular feature in this monthly magazine
i q a series of personality and- career sketches, with photographs, of
Negroes holding interesting and important jobs
Yet after all this, as I said at the betinning every American knows

that. discrimination in general, and job discrimination in particular,
can be found on every hand.
Why is this soI
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There are many explanations.
Many State FEPC's are handicapped by inadequate powers and

inadequate funds; some are more impressive in principle than in prac-
tice. Moreover, of course, State FEPB laws do not exist where they
are most needed.

The President's Executive order, while national in scope, covers less
than a fifth of the Nation's work force. And even within that fifth,
the opportunities for evasion are almost limitless. A Government con-
tractor in Mississippi, for example, might truthfully report that no
applicant for work had been rejected on racial grounds; whereas, the
real fact, the truth behind the truth, may be that a Negro could apply
only at the real risk of his life.

On the American industrial scene today, the largest single instru-
mentality for enforcement of fair employment practices are the non-
discrimination clauses in many union-negotiated collective bargain-
ing agreements. These nondiscrimination clauses have been embodied
in union-management contracts on union initiative and agreed to by
management. -They are contained in nearly it quarter of the major
collective bargaining agreements now in effect.

I- would like to submit, and would appreciate having placed in the
record of this hearing at the conclusion of my testimony, a listing of
"Sample Nondiscrimination Clauses in Collective Bargaming Agree.
ments' prepared by the AFL-CIO Department of Civil Rights inJ 1ly11 196, 2.Mr. RooS9Fvrru Without objection, it is so ordered.

(The document referred to follows:)

SAUPLX NOxISOhIMINATION CIAUV8. IN COLLETIVE BAROAININu AoREEMENTS

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

This selection of a limited number of sample nondiscrimination clauses cur-
rently in effect in collective bargaining agreements is intended to show the range
and variation of such clauses. These are not model clauses. They are pre-
sented here not as recommended clauses but solely for reference and study.

Each clause is identified by the name of the company and of the union main-
taining the collective bargaining contract. Expiration date of the contract is
also given.

A. GINERAI. NONDISCRIMINATION CLAUSES

1. "There shall be no discrimination against any employee as to any term of
employment or otherwise, by reason of race, color, creed, sex, or age." (Allied
Building Metal Industries, New York, N.Y., and International Association of
Bridge, Structural & Ornamental Iron Workers, June 30, 1001.)

2. "The company will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for
employment at the yard by reason of his membership in the union or by reason
of any union activity on his part not in contravention of any provision of this
agreement, or because of race, creed, color, sex, national origin, or membership
in any lawful organization." (Bethlehem steel Co. (Shipbuilding Division),
Quincy, Mass., and American Federation of Technical engineers, July 31, 103.
Also, Bethlehem Steel Co. (Shipbuilding Division), Bethlehem-Sparrows Point
Shipyard, Inc. (interstate), and Industrial Union of Marine & Shipbuilding
Workers of America, May 1903.)

3. "(a) Neither the company nor the union, in carrying out their obligations
under this contract, shall discriminate in any manner whatsoever against any
employee because of race, sex, political, or religious affiliation, or nationality.

"(b) The company agrees to continue its present nondiscriminatory policy
offering equal opportunities for available Jobs to qualified applicants without
regard for their nationality, race, sex, political, or religious affiliation, or mem-
bership in any labor or other lawful organization." (International Harvester
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Co. (interstate), and United Automobile, Aircraft & Agricultural Implement
Workers of America, September 1904.)

4. "It Is the continuing policy of the company and the union that the pro*i.
sons of this agreement shall be applied to all employees without regard to race,
color, religious creed or national origin." (United States Steel Corp., and United
Steelworkers of America (Production & Maintenance Employees; central opera-
tions-steel), June 1902.)

5. "The policy of the company, the union, and its IUD0 locals is not to dis-
criminate against any employee on account of race, color, sex, creed, marital
status, or national origin." (General Electric Co. (interstate) and Interna-
tional Union of Electrical Workers, September 1908.)

0. "It Is the policy of the company, the council, and each of its affiliated local
unions not to discriminate against any employee on account of race, color, creed,
sex or national origin." (General Electric Co., Richland, Wash., and Hanford
Metal Trades Council, October 1, 1963.)

7. "It is agreed between the parties that, in the policies and practices of the
company, and In the member practices and policies of the union, there shall con-
tinue to be no discrimination against any employee on account of race, creed,
color, national origin, or sex (except that the company shall have the right to
designate Jobs by sex)." (Admiral Corp., Chicago, Ill,, and Local 1031, Inter.
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, October 1, 1963.)
& "The company agrees that it will not discriminate in the hiring of em.

ployees or in their training, upgrading, promotion, transfer, layoff, discipline,
discharge, or otherwise, because of race, color, creed, national origin, or sex.
The union agrees that it will not discriminate because of race, creed, color,
national origin, or sex." (Bendix Corp., South Bend, Ind., and United Auto.
mobile. Aircraft & Agricultural Workers of America, October 15, 1904.)

9. "* * * it shall be the policy of the company and of the union not to dis-
criminate against any member of the union because of race, creed, color, na-
tionality, or sex. Equal pay for equal work shall prevail and there shall be no
discrimination by reason of age, sex, creed, color, or nationality." (Congoleum.
Nairn, Inc., Trenton, N.J., and United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum & Plastic Workers
of America, July 31, 1961.)

10. "There shall be no discrimination by the company or the union in promo.
tions, transfers, layoffs, and rehiring because of race, color, religion, nationality,
or political affiliation. Further, there shall be no discrimination by the company
in the hiring of new employees." (Harblson-Walker Refractories Co., Pitts-
burgh, Pa., and United Stone & Allied Products Workers, June 1962.)

11. "There shall be no discrimination as to wages and other conditions of
employment because of sex, race, color, or other conditions within any plant. The
principle of equal pay for equal work shall prevail where quality and quantity
of production are equal and shall be determined on intra-plant basis." (Chicago
Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers Association, Chicago, Ill., and Amal-
gamated Meat Cutters & Butcher Workmen, September 1963.)

12. "The company and the union shall not * * * he discriminatory of any
employees because of nationality, race, sex, political or religious affiliation, or
membership in any labor or other lawful organization." (Caterpillar Tractor
Co., Local 145, Montgomery, Ill., and United Automobile Workers, Octo-
er 1, 1004.)

13. "There shall be no discrimination on the part of either company or union on
account of race, color, sex, national origin, or religious belief of any employee."
(Group Health Mutual, Inc., and Office Employees International Union, Local 16,
December 31, 1962.)

8. SPg IALIZED OR LtMITKD NOND15CRIMINATION CLAUgFS

1. "It Is agreed that there shall be equal pay for equal work, regardless of sex
or age." NoTL--Lhnited to pay only.) (Johnson & Johnson Ethicon, Inc., N.J.,
and Textile Workers Union, May 1902.)

2. "There shall be no discrimination in the hiring of any union worker because
of union activity, age, sex or prior employment with the firm. Any dispute aria-
Iug hereunder shall be subject to the decision of the impartial chairman."
(NoTE.-Limited to hiring only. No reference to race, creed, color, or nationalorgin.] (New York Industrial Council of the National Authority for the Ladies
Handbag Industry and International Leather Goods, Plastic & Novelty Workers'
Union, May 1963.)
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8. "The company shall determine the relative qualificatios of tech euilgoyee
who, under the provisions of article IX [job aamlsumeutd], is a candidate for a
Job. Any employee who feels that he has been dlwsriminated against, as con.
pared to other employee* may seek redrew as sot forth in article XIX Igrlevance
procedurel." tNotae-ILmited to Job amignweuts only.) (Tide Water Aimei.
ated Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla., and Oil, Chemical A Atomic Workers International
Union (open end).)

0, NO-401 MMINATION IN A RNTW5UK6 TRAINING
1, N !lcctrka5 eonlrwothtng

(Art. IV) "It shall be the duty of the (National Joint Apprenticeship and
Training) (ommittee:

"1. To promote equal opportunity under these national standards without re-
gard to race, creeL, color, or national origin." ,(Loeal Standards. See. IX-.
MletIon of apprentice.)"), All appldlants for apprentIceship will be afforded equal opportunity under
these standards without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin."

National apprenticemip and training standards for the electrical contracting
industry prepared by the National Joint Apprenticeship and TrinIng (3omnlttee
for the electric Industr. (National Electrical Contractors Aossoiation and
International irotherh of 1Electrical Workers, AWI-OIO, )obruary 9, 1)(1)
2. /ricklosdeig

(1Pt. I, S. 1: Quallilcations for apprentice hip) : "All applicants shall be
afforded equal employment opportunity regardless (of race, creed, color, or na-
tional origin."

National bricklaying apprenticeship program and standards prepared and ap.
proved by--.

The National Joint Bricklaying Apprenticeship Committee, representing the
,Asoclated (eneral Contractors of America, Inc., the Contractors' Association of
America, and the Bricklayers, Masons, and Plasterers International Union of
America, May 1$, 1902,
J. Paistia and deoretff

(Pt. I, Fec. 8: Qualifications for Apprenticeship) : "All applicants shall be
afforded equal employment opportunity regardless of race, creed, color, or na-
tional origin." (National Painting & Iscorating Apprenticeship & Training
Ntandards adopted by the National Joint Painting & Decorating Apprenticeship
& Training Committee, representing the Painting & Decorating Contractors of
America, and the Brotherhood of Palnters Decorators & Paperhangers of Amer-
tea, May 8, 1961.)

F'or any further Information you may need regarding the negotiation or ad.
ministration of nond!iscrlmination clauses in collective-bargaining agreements
write to: Department of Civil Rights. APL-IO, 813 10th Street S.W., Washing-
ton 6, D.C.

Mr. HAMtus. In this connect-ion, I also would like to refer the com-
mittee, for reference and study, to "Antidiscrimination Provisions in
Major Contracts," issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
D artrnent of Labor, as Bulletin Xo. 1386, in 1961,

et me say that these nondiscrimination clauses ill union-nianage.
ment collective-bargaining agreements lty the groundwork for anenforceable ~ual employment opportunity law. But the limited
extent of their coverage, underscores the need for enactment of such
a law bringing fair and equal employment opportunity within reaci
of all workers in industry affecting comnerce.

The Negro worker's problem is nagravated in industries in which
employment has been declining. Because layoffs are governed by
seniorty and because employment of Negroes without discrintina.
tory barriers is a comparatively recent development, the Negro worker
s often thje first victim of a layoff.

He was the lat hired; he is the first laid off.
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The AFL-CIO cannot, however, accept the premise that some sort
of superseniority ought to be established for these Negro workers
who gaelerally were "discriminated agaist for so long a period.

Even though discrimination ended 5 or 10 years ago, Negroes in
the plant will necessarily not have seniority of any longer period
of time than that, so when a layoff comes he is the first to be vic-
timized even though, as I say, the discrimination may have ended
6 or 10 years ago. Even so, hie will not have had a chance to build
up seniority.

However, we don't think that can be taken care of by giving him
superseniority. To do that would be unjust to the white workers
who have been working there 15 or 20 years. We don't think
that one form of injustice can be corrected or should be cor.
reacted by creating another.

The real problem, of course, is the lack of full employment. The
solution is to provide more jobs. Few new jobs are opening up,
particularly in manufacturing, and many of the ol ones are va-
ishing. That is the problem, flit mnd the fadt that the Negro worker
suffers most from this condition.

Where our unions are concerned-and contrary to the popular
belief, very few unions have any effective voice InI hiring policies,
even in apprenticeship -the AFTj-(IO must make pivgiwo solely
through persuasion. This can be a slow process.

The fact that the unions ordinarily have no voice in hiring is,
of course, another reason why the problem of discrimination in hlr.
ing can be met only by legislation and can never be fully dealt with
by antidiscrimination clauses in collective-bargaining agreements.

In all fairness, the same is true of the other existing operations,
including those of the States. And, indeed, it would-be true, for
the most part, under the bill you are considering. Persuasion is
far preferable to prosecution where human relations ips are involved.
But there needs to be the ever-present possibility of effective enforce-
ment in order to make persuasion more pelrsutsive.

That is why this bill is so important. It would put the full weight
of the Federal Government and the Federal ourts-not just the ex-
ecutive department, but the Congress, itself, and the statutory law of
the lands--behind the principle and practice of fair employment
opportunities.

Now let me turn to the bill itself, H.R. 405.
I want to say at once that this is a good bill, and we congratulate

the chairman for offering it. To a very considerable extent, it meets
the concepts expressed by President Meany in his testimony last year.
It is clearly intended to do the job, and to do it effectively.

Therefore, in offering a few specific suggestions which we believe
would improve this propoal, we feel we are collaborating with the
author of the bill, not op osing him.

I will enter our suggestions in their sequence in the bill, rather than
in the order of their importance, in the hope that this will make
matters easier for the committee. I

We are pleased that section 7(a)-a number that has a sentimental
appeal to ues--forbids discrimination agnst the workers who oppose
discrimination. But based on long experience under the labor-man-
agement acts, which the present measure so closely resembles in some
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ways, we feel there should also be a ban on favoritism toward em-
ployees who support or incite behavior that this bill would make
illegal.

Somewhat similarly, we feel that section 7(b) is too limited in
barring only the expression of preferences with regard to race, r-
ligion, national origin, or age. It should also bar questions of this
nature on application forms.

Those questions, for example, are barred under State law in New
York and we think that that is a sound concept.

Sections 8(f) and 9(h), covering the setup of the staff and tie
procedure at hearings both seem to us to impose undue restrictions
on the judgment of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion to organize itself and conduct its own affairs in a manner which
the Comm'ission finds will be most effective.

Most serious, perhaps, is the language in section 0(b), which appeiir-s
to require a specific complainant before action can be taken.

The language, of section 9(b) is:
Whenever a written charge has I en filed by or on behlni of auy l~erson

claiming to be aggrieved-

If that means that the charge must be filed bT an aggrieved per. on
or by someone who has been authorized by him to file the charge,
if the language requires authorization from the aggrieved person,
the language seems to us unduly narrow.

Mr. oo.s4 vr.ET. Mr. Harris, I must ask you on that point: That
is not the intention. The intention is, frankly to enable a union or
the NAACP or the Urban League or anybody else to file on the
individual's behalf and it does not. reuire formal authorization.

Mr. HAmmus. We think that that is tie way the law should be. Tie
National Labor Relations Act, for example, permits anybody to file
a charge; a union, an individual worker, an employer anybody at all.

Mr. Rooszvwr. I want to say very frankly to you that with respect
to your next sentence, if we authorize the Commission to proceed on
its own motion, we would be running into some very strong opp osition
if the Commission were allowed to serve as both prosecutor and judge.
Some separation of these two functions would be necessary.

We would hope that as long as it is understood that the matter may
be brought before the Commission by the aggrieved or by authorization
of the aggrieved, or by a member of the Conmission that perhaps this
is a fair middle ground on which to proceed.. Mr. HARis. This bill differs from the National Labor Relations
Act, say, in that it does authorize a member of the Commission to file
a charge. It then provides that that member of the Commission, if
he does so, shall be disqualified from, participating or from hearing
the case if it results in a formal proceeding.

I think that that approach is probably used in the bill as part of
the emphasis on conference, conciliation, and persuasion.

Mr. Roosvzvr. That is right.
Mr. HARRI. The alternative approach, which is now followed un-

der the National Labor Relations Act, keeps the Board remote from
proceedings until they reach it as the result of issuance of a complaint,
and after a hearing before a trial examiner, and an intermediate re-
port, and so on. That, of course, means that the National Labor Rela-
tions Board has no function of conciliation or persuasion but really
acts these days as sort of a labor court.

O4
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Now, your problem is that you can't quite have it both ways. I
suspect that some of the members of the committee who object to
having the Commission file charges may also be quite anxious to pre-
serve its role as a mediator or conciliator. But if you substitute for
the Commission as the filer of charges someone like the General Coun-
sel under the National Labor Relations Act, you destroy that rule for
tie Commission.

Mr. ROoSEvELT. I think that is true.
Mr. HARRIs. I think we would prefer to see it as it is in the bill,

though we recognize that there is ample room for difference of opin-
ion on the subject.

Finally, returning again to specific items under the bill, we are dis-
turbed by the restriction on the production of evidence, the attend-
ance of witnesses and so on, to proceedings within the State where a
violation is charged. These limitations are set forth in section 18(a).

I do not know of any other act that contains this provision that the
witness may not be subpenaed outside of the State where he is found.
The National Labor Relations Act simple incorporate the reference
to the Federal Trade Commission Act, as tite first pat of section 13(a)
does. The sane is true of the Iudruim-Griflin Act.

The general tendency in Federal judicial administration over the
years has been to broaden the itiar from which witnesses may be sub-
peniae.

I niiht say also that we wonder nbout the feasibility of concurrent
Federtand State jurisdictions as provided for in section 11. It may
work out in practice if there is both great good will and a cooperative
spirit on the part of the national agency and all of the State and
local agencies, but we can see that there is considerable opportunity
for conflict and chaos there.

We are willing to see it given it trial, but to use the vernacular, we
rather have our fingers crossed on that notion.

Mr. Roos~vE.IT. Mr. I liarris, I would like to be perfectly frank with
you. I think somo of us do, too, but, I am sure you recognize we are
under some handicaps in getting a practical solution for this kind of
legislation.

One of the things we want to eliminate is the idea that we are
trying to completely destroy the State FEPC acts which of course,
we are not, we believe-this subcommittee happens to have in its
membership the author of the California FEPO law, Mr. Hawkins.

It would be the last thing we would want to do to not indicate that
where we had effective State effort in this area that we would not try
to find a way to be supplenentary rather than to be competitive, and
it is in there for that purpose.

Mr. HAMus. Well, I am fully sympathetic with the thought that
where there is an effective State law which. is being effectively admin-
istered that it should not be superseded.

I believe that the New York law has been well enforced in that
State and it seems to me it would be too bad to put in a Federal agency
to superl le it in a job which it is doing well.

It may be that the problem could be handled by agreements between
the Federal Commission and the State agency ceding jurisdiction over
certain types of enterprises to the State agency.
Mr, RPosvr.LT. That is really what the law says, though, isn't it;

the proposal, the regulation I That is the way I read it and that cer-
tainly was the intent and I think that that is actually what it says.
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Mr. Aarms. Well, I think that it could be handled effectively as to
certain types of business, including manufacturing plants located in a
certain State

There are other types of businesses, though, even where the State
agency is currently now exercising jurisdiction as to which I, as a
'awyerfam puzzledas to how it could work.
9Mr. 1oZvzLT. If you were puzzled and the commission were pus-

sled, they would not enter into an agreement
Mr. HARW. I think it could be-handled that way. The other day

the Supreme Court upheld the Colorado law as applied in a situation
where an airline had refused to hire a Negro pilot. The airplane was
flying interstate. Now, I have great s ympathy with the outcome of
the Supreme Court decision but in a field like interstate transporta.
tion it seems to me very difficult to permit the laws of the various
States to operate without getting into conflict and confusion, and if
you had a Federal act, I think that situation would be accentuated.

Mr. HAWIxNS. May I ask the witness a question ?
Mr. RoosEvLT. Yes.
Mr. HAwxms. The Colorado case: Would not this language allow

that type of case to be ceded to a State agency where it is operating
but if it is deemed unwise to do so to reserve that type of case for the
Federal agency I In other words, I am not so clear as to what you
are suggesting as the alternative to the propml which is before us
which seems to be broad enough to cede iuricdiction where it is wise
to do so but to reserve it where 1t is unwise to do so.

Now, it seems to me the flexibility is written into this proposal and
I am not so clear as to just what you would suggest as the alternative
if we did not proceed in this direction.

Mr. HAnius. Well, we agree with your objective, and we don't see
any satisfactory alternative, because we agree with you as to the
desirability of preserving effective State laws, but I simply express
the reservation that this is going to require considerable ingenuity
and good will to work out.

There is, you know, a similar provision in the National Labor
Relations Act which was put in by the Congress in 1947 in an effort
to induce the States to enact little Taft-Hartley acts. This provision
is better drawn than that in that that law permits an agreement ceding
jurisdiction only where the State law is exactly the same as the Federal,
and for that reason the provision in the National Labor Relations
Act has become a dead letter.

Now this, I think is markedly superior in that it gives the Commis-
sion some element 01 discretion.

Mr. HAwmis. Isn't it also true that in the Colorado case that the
mere fact there was no Federal agency in the field led the States to
contend for the point that they contended for in that case, that there
had been a Federal agency operating interstate ?

It is conceivable that the various States would not have taken the
position that they did take; it would not have been at least aggresive

trying to assume some jurisdiction, but lacking any Federal agency
they obviously would have lost any jurisdiction over those cases if
they had not taken the potstion that they took.

Mr. Ilmus. Yes. If the Supreme Court had not upheld Colo-
rado's jurisdiction in that case, there would have been no relief avail.
able to the plaitiff anywhere.

so
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Mr. Htwxxs. Thank you, Mr. Harris. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HAm.s. In general, as I said at the outset, we wholly endorse

the bill and its purposes. We would like to express our pleasure, also,
that job training, and this as we read it includes apprenticeship, is
specifically coveird.

As it affects the ap ication of the bill to unions, we have said time
after time that the AFL-CIO wants and needs legal support and
help from the Federal Government in carrying out the AFL-CIO
civil rights policy in this area. ILR. 405 would provide it.

We have said time after time that Federal authority must and should
be invoked if the attack on discrimination is to be fully effective. H.R.
405 would provide that authority. To say that we strongly support
this bill would be a gross understatement. We have been fighting for
these principles for many years.

It is argued, we know, that discrimination springs from prejudice,
from bigotry, and that legislation cannot cure it.

We will agree that legislation cannot cure prejudice. But legisla-
tion can prevent at least a part of the fruits of prejudice from coming
into harvest. Legislation is the way, the only sure way we know, to
limit the degree to which people can act on their prejudices. It can
eliminate discrimination.

it is the practical approach. If we waited for the prejudices, them.
selves, to vanish, the wait would be infinitely, intolerably longer.

It seems to us that the time for waiting is long past. I have heard
it said that even- this legislation will have to wait; that these hearings
are more or less exploratory. We hope this is not the case not in this
year that marks the centennial of the Emancipation Proclamation.

Mr. IOOozSLT. Mr. Harris, may I comment on that as we go along I
The chairman of the full committee, Mr. Powell, has a wit

me and we trust that we will have the full cooperation of the minority,
and I have no reason to believe that we will not, in our determination
to bring this bill in its final form as reported by the full committee
to a vote on the floor of the House.

I am not so naive as to suppose that we would have an easy ability
to do so by getting a rule out of the Rules Committee.

As I am sure you know, sir, there are other ways in which a commit.
tee may bring legislation to the floor, one of them specifically being
what is known as Calendar Wednesday. I think it is fair to say that
the chairman of the committee will pass over no opportunity to bring
this matter to a vote in this Congress in plenty of time to make sure
that the other body will also have time a act if it so desires.

Mr. HARms. Well, we are certainly hopeful that the chairman will
succeed in that objective and we share it with him.

Mr. RooswELT. Shortly from now the exploratory stage will be over
and we will take it up in the full committee. Full committee action,
I think will be fairly expeditious.

Mr. iHimis. Let me conclude by quoting from President Meny's
testimony a year ago This mi how he summed it up then:

Finally, we feel strongly because of our dedication to our country. I could
speak at length about the physical lowe of good brains and strong bodies we suffer
because of those who Judg* a man by other standards than his abilities. That
would be tragic enough In an era when we need every ounce of our strength, and
the fullest development of our resources to secure our Nation against attack.

But the greatest loss to America s moral and spirituaL If a citizen of this
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country finds his way blocked, If he cannot achieve his highest degree of use-
tulneti, only because he is a Negro or a Jew, a Catholic or an Asiatic, because

he is an Italian or a Pole; because ho Is 85 or 40 or 45, those who are responsible
for blocking him are betraying the American Ideal in the eyes of the world.

On that basis alone, we In the AVI"IO would ask the Congress to formulate
and expedite legislation along the lines we have Indicated. You have our sup-
port and our enthusiastic collaboration, The Congress can maintain and re-
store the Image of America that is In the heads ot us all.

Mr. Chairman, that job is still undone. It should be delayed nolonger.
We thank the committee for this opportunity to present our state-

ment.Mr. RoosEvzT. Mr. Harris, our thanks to you, to Mr. Meany, and
to the organization you represent. We are grateful for a constructive
and fortiright statement.

I have just a few brief questions.
I am sure you probably have noticed that LR. 405 differ from

the presentation ofthe committee last year, particularly with referenceto section D(b) and also in section 9(c). The point of section 9(b)
is, the authority for the Commission to file a written charge on its own
part, and yet not, at the same time, destroy it. We have pretty well
covered this, but I presume that you are not ill opposition to it its it is
presently written.

Mr. I ARJmI. No. I would say we prefer it as it is presently written.
Mr. RooszviLT. Now, as to 0(c), the Commission-type hearings are

somewhat different from the previous bill and, of course, the basic
change here in this section is to enable the Commission, on its own,
to start the processes of the enforcement.

In the legislation last year, the fundamental difference was that we
had to go directly to the Federal District Court for any enforcement,
whereas now the Commission may issue its own cease-and-desist order.

Do I gather that you are in favor of the right of the Commission
to issue Its owtj cease-and-desist order and then proceed from there for
judicial review, if necessary?

Mr. HAuMIs. Yes. We think that this procedure is preferable to that
in last year's bill. This follows in this respect the procedure used
under the National Labor Relations Act whereas last year's bill
followed the procedure used under the Fair Labor Staldards Act.

If the Commitsion is to have a major and centralizing role, and
particularly if it is to undertake the job of conciliation and persuasion
we think it is preferable to give it authority to issue its own orders and
to go for enforcenment to the court of appeals as under the National
Labor Relations Act.

If you introduced the District court's step into the enforcement
proceeding, that delays enforcement for an additional year, on the
average. Each tier of court review averages out to about a year in
the Federal courts.

Going to the court of appeals has the further advantage that a
more uniform interpretation is attainable within some reasonable
length of time than if you start out in a hundred different district
courts.

Mr. RooazVFw. Lastly, Mr. Harris, would you not also feel that
the fact that Mr. Carey, when he appeared before the committee,
stated that he felt that part of the benefit of such an act as this would
be to sort of give a shield to a well-meaning union local or employer,
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too, in a community where there was, perhaps, a rather adverse feel-
ing on this matter, and enable them to simply point to the law and say,
"look, we are following the law." This gives an umbrella of protection
which, perhaps from the point of view of more steady and quick
advance it is often of great advantage.

Wouhd you agree with that I
Mr. HARRIs. Certainly would agree with it, and I think that proba-

bly what Mr. Carey has in mind is that in organizing campaigns in
various Southern States the employers, some of them incidentally
from the North, have used aplpeaIs to racial prejudice against uniol,
and have pointed to the position taken by unions in favor of racial
equality and integration, that they have used these appeals in trying
to keep unions out of plants and they have pointed out that the union
is committed to the proposition of treating Negroes equally.

For example, in many plants in the South the Negroes are currently
confined to what is called a common labor pool. They are denied
opportunities to move into other lines of job progression and of
promotion. Our unions invariably oppose that and fight to give the
Negroes the same opportunities for advancement as the white workers.
They fight to break down these segregated common labor pools.

Well, one of the propaganda arguments that is used against us
by unscrupulous employers is that a union in the plant wil do that.

Now, a law of this sort would, of course, free us from that sort of
pro a anda.

If also would, as you suggest, be an answer that we could give to
some of our white members in 'he South with whom we have argu-
ments on the subject, inevitably.

Mr. RoosEvELT. Of course, the same thing applies to employers.
Mr. HARMIS. Yes.
Mr. RxmiVFl 4T. Mr. Bell, do you have any questions?
Mr. BJXLL. Yes.
Mr. Harris, on page 2 of your statement you mention the fact that

there is a considerable amount of discrimination in the areas of voca-
tional and academic and apprenticeship training programs.

I am thinking particularly right now inasmuch as the vocational
education bill is now being considered in our subcommittee on voca-
tional education, whether or not you think that vocational education
programs so far have worked to the detriment to some degree at least
of the minorities, or are you familiar with this particularly

Mr. HAPMUS. Mr. Shiskin, the director of our civil rights depart-
ment is here. If I might, I would prefer to have him answer that,
as I think lie is more familiar with the matter than I.

Mr. Roosrv.LT. All right.
Mr. Shiskin we are happy to have you.
Mr. Bowes SiisKiN. Wr. Chairman, I think we can say that the

vocational aspect of it which is under the program of Federal assist.
ance through the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
vocational training as such, has fallen short of giving equal oppor-
tunity to minority workers and that no sufficient steps have been taken
to make sure, even through administrative action, to see that this is
not the case, but I would say that this is about the valuation one could
give on that

I would not say that the program, itself, was detrimental to ad-
vancement opportunities. The programs are good. The only prob-
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lem is that in many situations where there is need for positive, affirma-
tive assurance of equal opportunity to workers regardless of race, that
has not been done and has not been followed through through the
necessary administrative actions. More needs to be done there.

Mr. Roosvxr. This act would certainly help in that direction.
Mr. Ssxiqr. A great deal.
Mr. Buh .I understand in this act on vocational education there is

no clause in there which covers, in essence, the Powell amendment.
Now, individuals have testified before our committee in which they

have said that actually there ought to be some clarification in the way
of legislation on this matter because administrative order as you
pointed out, is not the only solution and can't be the whole soIution to
this problem, because we must also legislate on this matter as well as
depend on Executive order or Executive action.

o don't you believe that whenever we have bills involving this
matter that wherever possible we should have the Powell amendment
placed in there as an increasing lending strength to the intent of all
our laws?

Mr. Huaums. Where you have a program which is administered by
the Federal Government, the Federal Government has, of course, full
authority to administer it in a nondiscriminatory fashion without
putting in a Powell amendment.

The objection to s Powell amendment and the only one, as far as
we are concerned on almost any subject is that it may simply result
in a fight inside the Congrew which will kill the measure.

Therefore, where you g to a federally administered program where
discrimination can be obviated simply by proper administration wheth-
er you have a Powell amendment or not, we would have our reserva-
tion about seeing one put in, simply because of the legislative difficulty
it kicks up.

Mr. Brij. Excuse me.
Mr. Harris, you have a situation where the Executive order has not

been effected as in the case of vocational educational programs where
for years this has been a problem to minorities, where you have jobs
that are training facilities for nonminorities that take in things iike
welding and sheet metal work and so on and where there are job open-
ings and then they have vocational training for Negro people or other,
minorities that involve things like cooking and sort of menial task
training.

Now, it ooours to me that apparently in this case the Executive order
is not adequate. Therefore, I think every step should be taken to place
the Pow amendment as an additional indication of the intent of
the bill.

I think it is wrong to assume that every time somebody brings up
the intention or their desire to put in the Powell amendment that that
persw. or that Congrewman is accused of trying to kill the bill. This,
is not the case. Many times the Powell amendment is a desirable in-
dication of the intent of the legislation and I think this is particularly
true in the vocational education program.

Mr Iloos w. If the gentleman will yield for a second, isn't a
better roach instead of battering your shot through each thin and
perhap- having some different types of wording, perha would it not
be to do it as % fundamentl change across the board as we do
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it here and then we would not have to be doing the thing on each and
every s tuation as it came aloll I

Mr. B. Well, my good friend, Mr. Chairman, I do want to say +

that actually if we are sincerely desirous of doing something in tis
area, I think we have tot to use every possible way and place it inhgf'slation as well as inxecutive orders in taking our action.

don't believe you can say that is scattering your shots. I think"
that is saying you are trying to close every possible loophole.

I wanted to also point out that I think you indicated, Mr. Harris,
that certain labor organizations have been not too effective perhaps 'in
some of the actions against preventing discrimination. I was wonder-
ing if you don't believe that in many cases this does not Involve the
leadership, itself, but maybe some people down further in the line.
For example, I understand that UAW as is many others, has a very
forthright effort to frustrate this action or this discrimination but
that in many cases it is some of the people down further in the line
that actually are causing this. Isn't that true?

Mr. Ibanis. That is certainly true. There are some situations
where the policy of the international union and of the international
union leadership against discrimination is absolutely clear but that
policy has met with resistance in the local union. I believe there has
been an instance of that in the Rubber Workers involving one of their
local unions in Alabama, where the General Counsel of the National
Labor Relations Board issued a complaint against the local while mak-
ing it plain that the local was acting in defiance of the policies of the
international.

Another problem that we have, as you mentioned, is that normally
the union has no voice in hiring. Now, in the situation that I de-
scribed if the employer hires Negroes and then puts them in a com-
mon labor pool and refuses to give them an opportunity for advance.
ment, if there is a union in that plant it can lht for equal rights for
those Negroes; but if the employer goes beyond that and simply does
not hire Negroes at all, there is normally nothing that the union can
do about that.

Mr. Bw. This I understand.
As I understand it, you believe, then that the HL 405 will to some

degme at least improve the situation as far as discrimination but that
it does not actually do the job as thoroughly as you would like it to;
is that correct I Is that the general analysis of your view I

Mr. HARMis. No. I would say we regard it as a quite adequate bill.
We think it would do the 'ob.

Mr. Bwu. That is all Mr Chairman.
Mr. RoosxvzLr. Air. Pucinski.
Mr, Puomsi. Mr. Harris, it is always nice to have you before this

committee. Your statement today is as convincing as one would ex-
pect of someone who gives as much thought to the subject as you do.
I do know you have been associated with this subject for many years
and I am very happy to have the privilege of hearing your testinony
today.

Mr. HaRis. Thank you.
Mr. Puoiwes. Mr.'Harris, on the question that you had with my

very fine and distinguish colleague from California, Mr. Bell, re-
garding the so-called Powell amendment, would it be your feeling thatga g 6- .- •
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any time the minority party in Congress wants to start discharging itsresponsibility toward major leislation that wO could get the Powell
amendment, if necessary, into is legislation.

The only reason we leave it out is because we know that we are not
going to get their support for it and then we have some problems in
our own party and, as has been stated earlier, the best way in the
world to kill a bill is to put the so-called Powell amendment in it.

Now, would it be a fair statement and conclusion that any time the
minority in this Congress wants to sincerely and honestly support
legislation, put the Powell amendment in it, that we can get that
Powell amendment into major legislation I

Mr. HAw. I don't thin there is any doubt that you could get it
in legislation that would go through the House. There might be some
additional problems in the Senate.

As the chairman said, if you once enact H.R. 405 or a measure like
tls, this would make an end to the controversy once and for all.

As I was suggesting earlier, though, I think on the issue of the
Powell amendment, that there are two different categories of legis-
lation. H.R. 405 umdertakes to regulate employment practices and on-
the-job practices in private industry so that there is an absolute need
for a Federal law authorizing intervention in this field.

When you come to a program of Federal grants-in-aid, that is ad-
ministered by the Federal Government, I think it is perfectly possible
for the executive branch to administer that in a nondiscriminatory
fashion without there being a Powell amendment in the legislation.

Mr. BELL. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. PUCINSKI. Yes.
Mr. BEw. Though you believe tiiat every effort should be made to

not only take executive action but also to take legislative action, do
you not?

Mr. Harris, I think you have stated that in your testimony, that
you also believe that every effort should be made to use the Executive
order when it can be effective and also to take legislative action, and I
think you could safely say that the Powell amendment is legislative
action.

I might want to state quite frankly here, also, we must remember,
that the Rules Committee to which some of the troubles exist here is
dominated by not the minority party. I just wanted to make that
statement. I know I am outnumbered here so I think I better quietly
desist

Mr. PVCINBKI. Well, we would not want you to ever stop because
you are outnumbered because we on this side have a great deal of tol-
erance for the dissenting views of our minority members.

Nevertheless, Mr. Harris, in your statement you have touched on
the quest ion of discrimination because of age and you point out that the
bulk of your testimony, however, is devoted to the problem of discrim-
ination because of race. I am in agreement with you. However, there
has been some discussion among some people interested in this legis-lation that leaving the a provision in this bill might, to some ex t
jeopardize its ultimate job of passage. I do not share that fear. I
anything is going to help get tiis legislation through, in my judgment,
it is the bar against discrimination Neause of aim

It is my sincere hope that the committee will not drop age, but am
I correct in assuming that even though you have dealt mostly on the
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question of racial discrimination in your testimony that you are not
in any way reducing your interest in the age factor?

Mr. HARRIS, No. We are in favor of tile provision with regard to
age. Mr. Meany's testimony last year dealt with that at greater length
and we did endorse it and we are for it.

Mr. PuCIXsKx. Mr. Harris, would you care to comment on the con-
clusion that I have made based on a great deal of study of the anatomy
of our unemployed force in this couItry, that tabut half of those
people, in my judgment, are unemployed because of age discrimina-
tion There is nothing else wrong; they are perfectly qualified to do
the work; they have got the experience; they want to do he work and
they are available, but they can't find a job simply because they have
passed the arbitrary age of 40.

Would you have any idea as to whether or not my coiilusion is
correct?

Mr. Ilf.nis. I don't kiimw what the statistics are but I [il sure
that the older group is a group among which the iu!eflsloyfelt iH
coneentzllted, just as the Negroes are and certain other disadvantaged
groups.

Mr'. PUCINSKI. Now, the middle-aged Negro really has two strikes
on him. No. 1 is the problem of discrimination because of his race.
Let us assume that in many eoinimlnities where even State laws exist
or where there is not the pra(t ice 1)d the pattern of violent discriuina-
tion because of race, this Negro then has to surmount a second obstacle,
i 56Nofl( ]hrdle, of age.

Mr. HAnIs. ,Yes: he does.
Mr. PUVINSKIt. So, in the case of the middle-aged Negro, he really

ts two strikes on him. Would that be correct?
Mr. TLmuius. Yes. I think that is quite correct.
Mr. IPUCi.sKi. It. would then Feem to me that if the legislation ig

really to be meaningful, that it is incumbent upon tile Congress to
retain tile age factor in this legislation, even though I am mindful of
the fact there are those who night have a tendency to want to abandon
it because they fear it is going to be difficult to pass the legislation.

W1 would you agree with that conclusion ?
Mr. ltn n.is. Yes. I would agree with that conclusion.
I'. PucIRsxi. Thank you.

Mr. Ioost~vF.LI. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. AwitLw s. Mr. Harris, just some question on tie Powell amend-

ment.
Did I understand that it is your view that this type of amendment is

IIIIecesIsarty to the Congress because it merely expresses tile intent of
the congress not to violate what is already t ie law?

Mr. I-LUIRs. I think it is unnecessary in the case of Federal Govern-
ment programs administered by tile lpderal Government. This, of
course, is something quite different. 11.R. 405 is a Federal regulatory
statute which enters the field were the Federal Government is now
not active.

For instance, iil the administration of Government contncts, tile
executive branch oftrhe Government has found it possible to institute
a program .,f insisting on tile inclusioll of nondiscrimination clause$
in Govwr. nt contracts without having separate legislative aiithoriz%-
tion.
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I think when the Federal Government spends money or subsidizes
any of these programs, it can do that. There may be some laws such.
as the Hill-Burton Act having to do with hospital construction where
the Congress has specifically included a separate but equal provision
in the law. In other words, the reverse of the Powell amendment.
. There may be need to get those separate but equal clauses out of the

law in order to permit them to be administered in a nondiscriminatory
fashion, but where there is a Federal grant-in-aid program and thelegislation is silent, I don't see why the-Federal Government can't i
sist that it be administered on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Mr. HAwkNs. Perhaps we are getting off on a tangent.
Since the reference has been made to the clause in the hospital act,

would you not agree that insofar as this is unconstitutional that it is
inoperative, that this clause, itself, in violation of the law does not
itself support the separate but equal operation of providing hospitalfacilities for N -in the Deep South i

Mr. HA TS. The provision in the act is certainly contrary to the
spirit of the Constitution but whether it is a technical violation is, I
would say, a very difficult constitutional question.

Mr. HAWKINS. Was this not settled in the school cases where the
Court ruled that separate but equal was unconstitutional and conse-
quently carries with it any provisions in any law which might exist
where this principle is actually written into the law t,

Mr. HARius. Well, where you have a publicly administered hospital
and that hospital discriminates on grounds of race, I have no doubt
that that discrimination is unconstitutional. But it is a somewhat
different question where the Federal Government hands out money to
private individuals or enterprises and the private individuals then
proceed to discriminate.

To say that the Federal Government is under a constitutional com-
pulsion to police the expenditure of its grant goes beyond what has
been held in the school cases. I am sure you know that for many, many
Years the Federal Government did hand out Federal funds both to
State institutions and to private institutions without undertaking any
responsibility to police their use.

Mr. HAwiws. Without concluding anything on this, I would liketo]Vt back to-AsI-qt
H As I sy, where here is no legislative barrier to their

doing it I certainly think they can see that it is expended in a non-
discriminatory fashion and should.

Mr. HAwig8. Now with specific reference to H.R. 405, section 9,
which I certainly thQin we will agree is the heart of this bill, the en-
forcement part of it, would you agree that as this administrative pro.
cedure is now proposed that it is no more severe and certainly nostronger than an existing administrative agency such as the Fee
Trade Commission or the National Labor Relations Board and many
others that we could name?

Mr. HAmus. No. I don't see that it is any more stringent than those
agencies or the way. the Fair Labor Standards Act is enforced or the
way various provisions of the Landrum-Griffin Act which regulate,
say, like title IV regulating union elections, is enforced, , #

Mr. H wzns. Would you enumerate what you would consider some
of the advantages of this type of enforcement over that of the Court.
enforcement
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Mr. H us . Well, I think that the purpose here is to put emphasis
on conciliation and persuasion and I certainly agree that that is desir-
able to the extent that it is successful. It should-be tried first in every
case and if the Commission is to perform that role, I think it can
better perform it where it has authority to conduct hearings, to enter
an order which ultimately would be subject to enforcement in the
courts of appeals.a

A disadvantage of the district court enforcement is that it tends to
get you into a more legalistic proceeding and also you are apt to get
very divergent interpretations around the country.
. There must be something more than a hundred different Federal
district courts. Where they hand down divergent decisions, that
conflict can ultimately be eliminated only after years of review by
the courts of appeals and by the U.S. Supreme Court.

So a much more centralized interpretation is possible if the casesgo in the first instance only to the 11 courts of appeals and thereafter
subject to permissive review by the Supreme Court.

Mr. HAwKIis. Would it also be a costly process to have the cases
handled by court, enforcement., not only long delays, as you have indi-
cated, but would it not also be costly I

Mr. hAMTs. It would certainly be more costly than if the initial step,
the hearings, for instance, are handled by trial examiners It is cer-
tainly much more costly to have thorn handled by district judges.

In some parts of the country, the district court dockets are exceed.*,ta(VIy crowded.ir. cTrwKNS. Ts it also a fact that orders issued by the commis.

sion have no force and effect if the respondent chose not to comply
with such orders but that the actual enforcement of the order would
still be by court action?

Mr. It4RRrs. Yes. This bill is exactly patterned after the NationRl
*Labor Relations Act in that respect. the orders have no legal force
and effect; they are enforcible only if either the-in this case the
Commission or under the NLRA, the Labor Board-either they must
take them to court, for enforcement, or the other party can take them
to court to set them aside.

* In either event, the court may enter an order either enforcing the
order or setting it aside, but the orders do not have themselves any
automatic legal effect. I think we would probably prefer to see a
procedure both het and under the National Labor Relations Act
where the order did become automatically legally effective unless
the other party took it to cout within some designate period of time.

An enforcement scheme of that sort would be more effective and
speedier than this, but I take it that you have felt that this is just
about as strong enforcement as you can have any hope of getting.
.. Mr. THLwKLr. What you are really saying is that this act, rather

than short circuiting any constitutional safeguards, actually contains
'many long steps that must be taken before any actual court action can
be instituted and that therefore the procedure is one primarily of

"persuasion and conciliation' preserving only court action as a final
resort.

'llIMr. Hmws. That 's certain true. If we were drawing the ideal
'bill without reference to the difculties of getting it through, I think
*we would levor some method of speedier enforcement along the lines
I have described.
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Congressman Pucinski has conducted extensive hearings oil the ad-
ministration of the National Labor Relations Act, and one of the points
that his subcommittee made in that connection was that the enforce-
ment provisions lean over so far in giving the people affected due
proem, they not only give them due process but they give then
extensive opportunities for delay.

I think that the National Labor Relations Act and this bill are
both far from ideal in that respect.

For instance the Commission can enter an order under this bill
or the Labor Board enters an order under the Labor Act. The re.
spondent may have not the slightest doubt that the evidence fully
supports the order. There may be no real basis for legal attack on
the order, but the respondent can sit back and wait for tie Board or,
here, the Commission to go into court and get an order of enforce-menit.

Now, that means about a year's delay. They use that year's delay,
and they could do it under this bill, too, sinply to get another year
when they have no hope of ultimately prevaiing in the proceeding.

Mr. HAWI~Ns. Thank you, Mr. Harris.
I would like to commend you on your statement because you have

-in effect said that this bill is not as strong as you would like the bill
to be and I think that statement should be related to the fact that
the unions, even those of the AFIo-CIO, would be included under the
act. 1 think it is commendable that you, repress nting labor, have
come before this committee, allowed the committee to examine your
views.
I think that it should be pointed out, and I do this in every meet ing,

that Chose who oppose this type of legislation anti who have certainly
beea invited to come before tbis committee--these are public hearings
and they have received sufficient notice--are the ones that are or(l i.
narily absent; yet, they are the ones who propagandize in a manner
in wfich they cannot be examined on their views on this type of legis-
lation that grants individuals their constitutional rights, trial by
jury and so forth. Opponents of this type of legislation attempt to
show that it would wreck the economy, yet are not so anxious to
come before the committee in order to do something about their views.
I think that it is commendable that you have done so.

1M11r HAMMIS. Thank you.'
Mr. toosmaVErT. Will my distinguished colleague yield for a mo-

mentI
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. ROOsiziET. The Chair would like to again emphasize that the

staff of this committee, public statements by the chairmen of others,
have repeatedly said that if there is anybpdy.opposed to this measure

"will they come forward and express their views for the record, and
to this day not a single organization nor a single person has asked
to appear before this committee in opposition to tlis bill. I think
that speaks volumes for itself.

Mr. Harris, thank you very much for your presence and for your
cooperation with the committee.
, The committee at this time will, as its concluding witness for the

.day, have the privilege of hearing from Mr. W. HP -e Thompson who
is a member of the 'ational Board of Americans for democratic
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Action and appears not only for himself but officially for the Ameri-
cans for Democratic Action.

Mr. Thompson, we are happy to have you with us and you may
proceed in any manner which would be most convenient for you, sir.

STATEMENT OF W. HALE THOMPSON, AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC
ACTION

Mr. TyoMoSx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, you have our state-

ment. I should like to read it and, then, given the opportunity, I
would like to make a few comments of mny own.

Mr. RoosEvr 4T. You certainly may, sir. Proceed.
Mr. Tnomsow. I am a member of the National Board of Ameri-

cans for Democratic Action.
In private life, I serve as an attorney, practicing in Virghnia. My

practice includes work in handling discrimination cases of all sorts.
I can state from professional experience as a lawyer that I have come
across many instances of discrimination in employment as well as in
other situations.

I thank the subcommittee for allowing ADA time to testify on
this legislation. The need for legislation clearly prohibiting job
discrimination continues. Sixteen years ago the concept of enforce-
able legislation to end job discrimination entered the mainstream of
American public policy with publication of President Truman's Civil
Rights ConIittells lIstoric doument, "To Secure These Rights."

ut doors continue to slain shut. All too often, employers reject
capable job applicants, choosing not to fill open jobs, simply because
of the applicant's race. Some labor unions--particularly construc-
tion and machinist craft labor organizations--prevent persons willing
to undertake an apprentice training program from doing so simply
beeuise of the applicant's race.

We all accept the goal that American society should be one in which
each individual enjoys the highest degree of liberty, opportunity, and
security compatible with the-liberty, opportunity, and security of his
fellow man. By liberty we sure.ly mean the full assunmce of equality
of opportunity in which all Americans participate and share equitably
in the benefits offered by an expanding economy. Failure to achieveequality of opportunity i indefensible. Today 's job market is one
of persistent inequality of opportunity. ADA supports this legis-
lation because it profits discrimimnation in employment in (ertain
cases because of arbitrary and unjust classifications of rce, religion,
color, national origin, ancestry or age--cassiflcations that have no
basis in equity or Justice.

First, let me comment on the specifies of the legislation.
ADA is most pleased that this year H.R. 405 includes Commission

enforcement with cease-and-desist powers. Commission power more
effectively encourages successful mediation-mediation that results in
enhancing equality of opportunity. .

Nevertheless, those provisions relating to the staff of the prolsed
Commission causes us some concern. Requ9irin division of the staff
on the basis of types of violations is unneco .usily limiting.

Section OB limits charges to only thoe situAtions in which the vie.
tim ~an be specifically identifed. Experience indicates, however, that
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job discrimination is more adequately protected when "any person"
es a charge. This tends to protect individuals from coercive

,premsres.
As is natural and appropriate in a free society, we have additional

suggestions to offer which if adopted we believe will more completely
raainst job discrimination. Our additional suggestions mdi-

cate our disturbance at the slow p rogrea-indeed, if prog.s itvi
be called--of ending job discrimination. In 1961, theU.S. Civil
Rights Comniission issued a report with the following findings con-
cerming the cause of the Negro' "depressed economic status":

(a) Discrimination in vocational, academic, and apprentice-ship trmnn p rogra;
(b), Disrnintio by labor organizations--particularly con-

tru in and machinists crafts;
(o) Discrimination in referral services of State employment

offices;
(d) Discrimination in training and employment opportunities

offered by armed services, including its civilian aspects;
(e) Discrimination by employment services, including Govern-

ment contractors, and the Federal Government.
With the exception of the Federal Government employment, dis-

crimination remains substantially unchanged from 1961.
It is for this reason ADA believes that section 14, in its entirety of

H.R. 405 is insufficient to meet the problem of job discrimination most
completely. The legislative branch should mandate the executive
branch to improve and expand the scope of insuring "equal employ-
ment opportunities for Federal employees" and preventing "an un-
lawful employment practice" by a contracting agency or instrumental-
ity of the United States.

Our intention is not to demean the Executive order, issued by Presi-
dent Kennedy, barring discrimination in Federal jobs or its contract-
ing agencie. The Executive order was a necessary and useful step.

The question facing the Congress now is how to best promote the
abolishment of job discrimination in all forms. The setting of specific
legislative standards that encourage and enforce a policy of equal
opportunity in Federal employment, and employment under Govern-
ment contracts and subcontracts, applicable to both employers and
labor or anizations is also necessary to end job discrimination. There
is no valid reason why the Federal Government should continue to
support and approve apprenticeship and worker training programs
which deny individuals equal opportunity to participate and receive
benefits from a program that this designed to help all Americans
increase their skills and employability.

Nor should public policy sanction appeals to race prejudice in union
representational elections by employers, labor organizations and in-
dividual or groups of employees. In the absence of an Executive
order barring apprenticeship and worker training programs that di.
criminate from receiving Federal funds legislation is necessary. Al-
though ADA believes that the NLRB has the authority to prohibit
appeals to race prejudice in union representational elections, legisls-
tion in this area woild more effectively set national policy andactively
di'ourage such appeals by both employers and unions,

,Th pose proposals can be found in the declaration ofpolicy In te bill introduced by Cogressman Roosevelt being con-
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sidered in these hearings. This bill appropriately acknowledges the
Nation's continued progress in ending discriminadion, and also prop-
erly states that discrimination in employment on the basis of race,
religion, color$ national origin, ancestry or age "is incompatible with
the Constitution."

Such arbitrary discrimination, purposeful or not, is engaged in by
all levels of government,-.local, State, and Federal.

A comprehensive survey in Atlanta of President Kennedy's Execu-
tive order barring racial discrimination by concerns that do business
with the Government reveals thab the overwhelming majority of firms,
surveyed are effectively contravening the Executive ord r.

The firms involved were operating under the highly publicized Pla"
for Progress, actively supported by the Chairman of the Preskdens
Committee on Equal Opportunit:, Vice President Johnson which,
call for voluntalT compliance with the Executive order. Te sup.
Reporters of Plans for Progress, and the executives of the firms involved,
inve spoken loudly of their nondiscrimination pledge which, in fact,
in nearly all instances, is a false illusion.

The Southern Regional Council, a southern interracial group, well
rejected for reporting facts accurately, states that only three firms
are actively creating equal job opportiui ties pursuant to the Executive,
order,

The Southernl Reg ional Council report, issued in January 1968,'.
prompted an Army, Navy, mid Air Force investig tion. The conclu-
sions from the investigation are reported to be disputed witlin'the
Government. But one fact is agreed upon.

For the sake of discussion only, I will accept the lowest common de-
nominator of agreement. Eleven of the twenty-four Atlanta concerns,
involved have failed to comply with the Executive order. The major
criticism leveled at these firom is that aonie have neglected to develop
a broad recruitment policy complying with the nondiscrimination
goals incorporated into the lExecutive order.

Other Government officials are reported to believe that-
The Investigations bore out the conclusions of the council's report. It was

substantially correct, they thought, in Its Implication that the obligations underthe Plans for Progres and the Executive order (lid not mean very much tomany of the Atlanta branches. (New York Times, Apr. 17, 11 03, 'Negro Job
Pledge is Found Ulouted.")
ITo the be1t of my knowledge, the Times quoted has not been chal-

lenged and still stands.
If the Federal Government expects to end arbitrary discrimination

on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry on all gov-
ernmental levels--Federal, State, and local-it must not encourage
such discrimination on the Federal Government level. This is esr-
cially true in the enforcement of the administration's own Execut],
orders.

Anything less than speedy and thorough enforcement of the Execu-,
tive order by the chairman of the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity makes a mockery out of the words "equal
emp loyment opportunity y."

In' short, the Federal Government must lead the way to a nondiso
orli inatory pattern in all of its activities. It must int the example
and a good place to bebu is in the Presiden ts Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity. The incontrovertible fact is that the Fed-'
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oral Government can lead the way to a nondiscriminatory pattern
only by affirmative action.

Tt must go beyond verbally spanking discrimination.
The Government must have the administrative ability to perform

its duties. The evidence to date sadly reveals that the President's
Committee on Equal Employment Opportuiity chaired by Vice Presi-
dent Johnson, is not doing the job for whicn it was created in a
thorough and complete faSion. The high moral tone of the Com-
mittee Chalmnan's speeches is no substitute for Committee action;
namely, full compliance with President Kennedy's Executive order
that includes prohibition of racial discrimination by firms that do
business with the Government.

The Civil Rights Commission put the issue squarely in 1961. The
Commission recommendations were valid; they are valid now.

The principal enforcement agency for Federal polley in this field (equal
employment opportunity) 15 the President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity. This Committee has already taken steps to overcome obstacles
encountered by the former Committee on Government Contracts In administer-
lng past programs of nondiscriminatory employment. * * *

The Committee's potential effectiveness is, however, limited. Establied
only by Executive action, it is necessarily limited in budget and legal authority.
Its jurisdiction over labor unions in indirect and tenuous. Its authority over
employment created by grants-in-aid and over federally assisted training pro.
grams and recruitment services is not clearly defined.

In conclusion, ADA supports enactment of the legislation under
consideration the Roosevelt-bill, with our suggested changes.

We st.rongiy urge the committee to more adequately strengthen
nondiscriminatory job opportunities by enacting legislation that
encourages and enforces i policy of equal employment opportunity
in Federal employment, and above RI1 in both employment under
Government contracts and supported and constructed by Federal
grants-in-aid.

Mr. RoosgVELT. Mr. Thompson, thank you very much for your ex-
cellent statement.

I would just like to make sure that we are in agreement, of course,
that in the proposed bill 401$, section 14(a), we make sp-eific, "The
President 'Is authorized and directed"-not Just authorized, but he is
directed-"to take such action Ps may be necessary to provide protec-
tion within the Federal establishment to insure equal employment
opportunities for Federal employees in accordance with the policies of
the act."

Now, we have put that in, very frankly, as well is action (b), the
one that follows, in order that there can 6e some legislative authoriza-
tion for the present Executive order. We felt that if the act is then
enacted, that then the President can come back and say that in com-
pliance with this basic act he has set up the following machinery and
they will be in a better position to come before the Congress for
budgets and all the other necessary authorizations for proper enforce-
ment.

I would iust like to make a comment that I wholly agree with your
statement. that while I think that the purpose and the intention and the'
good will of those associated with the President's Committee cannot be
questioned and that there is ample evidence that it is not doing the lob,
in a satisfactory manner and that if there is any other assistance which
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the president may need beyond that which is contained in this bill, we
are going to invite the administration to state it and we will certainly
put it into this bill.

Mr 'lroxmPoN. Thank you,
Mr. RoosEVzLT. I am sure with the help of the minority in this

instance.
We feel very strongly that this sign to give a givat deal of publicity

to a large nmlber of firms and even unions ostensibly coming forward
to comply and then not to have them carried out really sets the whole
area of discrimination back rather than advancing it.

IVe feel that the evidence which has been collected and which you
have referred to is strong enough and justifies you and all the others
who were very properly interested in this area to emphasize this to"
those responsible in the strongest possible terms.

Mr. TuomrrsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roo8xsrv.iT. Mr. Bell.
Mr. BmL. I wanted to thank you, Mr. Thompson, for a very fine

report,
Mr. Tuori'so.. Thank vou Mr. Bell.
Mr. Bvu, Mr. Chairman, i was wondering if it, might be advisable

to furnish to the committee just for its reord or information, to obtain
the Southern Regional Council report for the record inasmuch as 11
of the 24 Atlanta concerns involved, according to this statemen failed
to comply with the Exe.utive order. It might be helpful tohave it
in our record.

Mr. Tiprvisos. Mr. chairman , we will be glad to submit that re-_
port to the committee . I

Mr. ROOSEvELT. If you will do so, Mr. Thompson, without objection
the (.ominittiv will accept it, not as part. of your testimony, but sub-
mitted for the convenience of the committee and put in the file.

Mr. Timio. Thank you.
Mr. Br, T,. Mr. Thompson, you say here on page 3 of your statement

th,--
There Is no vulld reason why the Federal Government should continue to sup-

port and approve apl)prenticeshlip and worker-training programs which deny in-
divldtal eqtul Ol)l)rtunlity to participate and receive I"eefits from a program
that Is designed to help all Americans Increase their skills and employability.

I am inclined to certainly agree with this, but it os to the heart
of--I know you were here ' short time ago when I raised the question
about the vocational training aspect of our problem.

Mr. TiiorrsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bra,. In all sincerity, this is a very serious problem because the

large percentage of unemployed people that need some training in,
teelhnical skills that would help them obtain better jobs, a large per-
centage of them are minorities and if they are not getting the proper
ype of vocational training, there is a lot of reason to thin that there

is no reason that the Federal Government should be supporting legis.;
lation in areas or supporting schools in areas where this exists.

Now, do you believe that the Federal Government should not give
fund or aid to a training program of schools where discrimination is
taking place I

Mr. ThoMsoM. I do believe that if the Federal Government made
a firmi policy that there shall be no discrimination irl programs whiox
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are supported by tax moneys, that those people who are now adminj -
isterina those programs would administer them under proper legisla','
tion without discrimination.

To illustrate my point in that connection, I come from a city which
until quite recently was a one-industry town. The largest industry
in Newport News is the Newport News Shipbuildmn & DIr Dock Co.
Ever since I can remember, the Newprt Nws Shpbuildig& Dry
Dock Co. has been making its living off the Government; it has built&
some of the fiest ships in the world. At the same time, that shipyard
has maintained apprentice school I suspect that is equal to any that.
industry has maintained. Until just a few years ago, no Negro could
ever hope to be admitted to that apprentice school. Within the past,
few years, one or two, as a matter of fact, I think about three have
been admitted to the program on a very selective basis.

I have talked to any number of students in high school and some
who have graduated and some who have dropped out. Many of those
who hopped out of high school have dropped out because they felt
that there was no future for them. They knew they didn't have any.
money to go to college. They knew they could not go into the appren-
tice program at the shipyard, and, yet,tax money was supporting thatshipyard. ... %

Ifiat same shipyard, getting away from the apprenticeslip program
for a moment, I remember reading about the founding ofthe ship.,
yard by the late Collis P. Huntington who said he was going to build

yard that was going to build god ships at a profit ifit could, but
it was going to build good ships. It started off under Mr. Hunting-
ton's management employing both whites and Negroes. I think, if:
I remember correctly, the yard was founded around the turn of the'
century, some 60 years ago employed Negroes and whites.

In 60 years no Nero has been able to work up to be a foreman 'in
that yard. until quite recently, no Negro had worked up to be a
leadman in the yard.

You can look at the publication of the Newport News Shipbuildg
& Dry Dock Co., today with respect to its workers and you will find
where they have awarded prizes ]for suggestions which save money on
improved work, and you will see pictures of Negroes in there, but
none of those Negroes have ever been able to go up the ladder in theshi yards.

Ir. BL. This is primarily due, Mr. Thompson, as I understand
it, because of the actual employment policies in the company, itself'
is that correct? But, also, you are adversely affected: I say "you"; f
mean the peopleyou spoke of--are affected by the inability, perhaps, to
get adequate training. Isn't that a factor involved, too, in promotion,
or do you think it is entirely-

Mr. THom soN. That is certainly one of the factors, Mr. Bell.
I will cite a personal example to you. I finished Hampton Insti-

tute in 1940 and applied to the shipyard for a job. At that time,
they had separate iring halls and, as a matter of fact they didn't
have the hiring hAll for Negroes because they went into a bullpen to be
picked and most of the time they were picked on the basis of bulk,
stoop strength.

I was not too big a fellow at that time, bUt eventually after getting
up very early in the morning and going and getting up to thes,
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it was sort of a pen-like situation, I was finally called in and the em-
ployment manager interviewed me. They ask you your statistics,
including education. I had just graduated from Ham ton Institute
with a H.S. degree. When we got down to that point., e said, "You
have too much education for me, boy; no job available."

That has changed, to some extent but basically, because of the fact
that the shipyard has maintained the policy of racial exclusion in its
apprentice school program, Negroes have been denied opportunitiesfol' upa ading.

Mr. DZL. ut you would say, though, that if the vocational train
ing area, for example, were improved so that Negroes could get train.
ing in some of the-higher skills that are needed rather than the skills
that they are now training them in some institutions or vocational
education in some areas of the country, which are skills that are rela-tively not of a very high category and where there is not a grat do-
mand, don't you believe that if there was an improvement in that
status that it would be a considerable aid to further improvement ti
better jobs and thus further promotion to the Negrof I assume you
feel this way; do you not ?

Mr. TiioxPsor. I do.
Mr. BE.L. Now, the next question is: Obviously, then, the Executive

order that we are talking about has not worked in solving this prob.
lem not only in the employment level as you are pointing out, but also
in the areas of vocational education andin many other areas ts Mr.
Roosevelt has mentioned, the Executive order is maybe helping but it
is not doing the job; would you not concur ?

Mr. TitoMsoz;. I wouldsay that the Executive order has created
a climate for action but there has not been a whole lot of action.

Mr. BELL. There has been a climate but, as you say, there has not
been a lot of action.

Particularly you mentioned in the Federal Government contracts
in your statement that the Nondiscriminating Committee which Vice
President Johnson heads is also not accomplishing the job. Therefore
I would assume that you also feel that every effort should be made to
eliminate this kind of discrimination and that we should not depend
entirely on Executive order but that we should try to write in legisla-
tion on this.

Mr. ThomPsoN. I am convinced, sir that the Executive order will
not solve the problem; it has not, and I certainly believe that legis-
lation is necessary in this area.

I am particularly concerned about this because the South is becom-
ing increasingly more industrialized. We have had the Dow Chemical
C6. come into our area recently and I was very disturbed the last year
when I talked with a young engineer who was telling me about the
employment policy out there. Now, the only Negroes that I know of
who work in the Dow Chemical plant in the peninsular area of Vrh-
ginia are persons employed in the menial capacities--janitors, at
cetera. I know of no technical people employed by that plant in the
Vireinia are.,

e same is basically true of the American Oil Co. which estab-
lished a refinery there on the New York River. We sent a number
of people whom we thought were capable of doing technical jobs, or
certainly learning how to do them, when that company established its
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plant at Yorktown. To my knowledge, I know of no Negroes who
have been employed in a technical capacity there.

Mr. Btre. Now developing this point a little bit further, Mr.
Thompson, if the Executive orders are, as you say, giving a proper
climate but really are not actually completing the jib or improving
the job substantially, then legislation should also be added to this as
a help to this program. Then in legislation getting into this area,
don't you feel that in many cases where intent is not indicated that
the Powell amendment serves a good purpose in having it in legis-
lationf

Mr. TuompsoN. Mr. Bell, I think that the philosophy behind the
Powell amendment is good. However I, of coursee have not had the
experience that you gentlemen have had in politics, but we watch
Congress pretty closely and I think that sometimes the Powell amend-
ment defeats legislation that might get support from other people.

Nowt in that connection it would appear to me that the Congress of
the United States could eliminate al[ of the Powell amendments by
merely enacting legislation establishing it as the policy of the U.S.
Government, that there shall be no discrimination in any area where
the Government participate and where it is constitutionally em-
powered to act.

Mr. BEL.. I certainly concur in this viewpoint. My only point, of
course, there, Mr. Thompson, is, if you don t secure such legislation,
the Powell amendment certainly is a help in this direction. I think
you agree to tliat; (o you not? It is a step in this directio .

Mr. TuomisoN. I agree to the philosophy of the Powell amendment,
but,-

Mr. RoosvzvLT. Would my good friend yield for one moment I
If a coalition of Republicans and Northern Democrats would be

formed I think we would pass this legislation; don't you, sir?
Mr. l'owsoxi. I would concur.
Mr. BEzx. I do want to repeat again that the Riles Committee is

controlled by the majority p arty.
Mr. THoMmsoN. Mr. Bell, may I make a comment on that?
Mr. Chairman, I smiled when you made that observation before Int

from the point of view of those of us who live in Virgina, we suspect
that some of the people who wear the label, "Democrat." are just
wearing a label; that we cannot say that they are Democrats who con.
trol the Rules Committee.

My examination of the record shows that the Honorable Howard
Smith has voted more on the Republican side than he has on the
Democratic side.

Mr. BELtT,. Mr. Thompson, without getting into the personllities of
the individual Congressmen-

Mr. TiomP5ox. I am sorry, sir.
Mr. BE.LL. N o, I am just saying without getting into that I do

want to point out to you that, on matters pertaining to civil rights,
you will find, generally, the minority party's position pretty good,
not as good as some, as we would like perhaps, but there are some
areas. For example, there are some minority members that, do not
go along as much as some ofus would like the'u to, but generally
speaking I do not think they are the cause of ,y stvmnj it. t)i.
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Mr. RooszvxLT. I thix* it is a fundamental principle that the ma-
Pjority of the members of a committee control a committee. There-
sore it is really sophistry to say that any particular party necessarily
controls it. It is tile people who will vote, and if the people on the
Republican side of the Rules Committee would support tile rest of
the Democratic members of the committee, we couldhave legislation
out of the Rules Committee. Therefore you cannot escape the respon-
sibility just saying that the Democrats control the Rules Committee

Let me just emphasize what I said before. This legislation this
year is not going to be dependent just upon action by the Rules Com-
mittee as I hope everybody understands.

Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. Ilwxms. I simply wanted to ask the gentleman from Cali-

fornia, our distinguished colleague, in view of his questioning of
the witness, which seems to indicate that he believes Executive orders
are not sufficient and that we in Congress should pass legislation,
does this mean that he intends to support this legislation and that we
can expect support from the Republicans on the Rules Committee as
well as in the House in getting through the Congress this specific
piece of legislation such as indicated is needed to be done in addition
to Executive orders?

Mr. BzLL. Let me say to the gentleman, my good friend from
California, that I cannot speak for all the Republican members on
the Rules Committee. However, I think that you will find my own
personal record in the Congress on matters pertaining to civil rights
is very good and I will put that up against anybody in the House.

As to this particular legislation, my inclination is to favor it. How-
ever, I want to hear all the witnesses before I completely state what
my position will be.

11r. H4twKiNs. I am very much encouraged that at least the Repub-
licans 'have not taken a specific program committing themselves in
that at least there is an open mind-as yon have expressed among
Members on the other side of the aisle and which I think is most en-
couraging. I agree with the chairman that this is the most. encourag-
ing thing we have had and the possibility of getting this at leat
through the House seems to be very excellent. . .

Mr. BLL. I want'to point out that I have introduced a civil rights
bill of my own and in addition to this my only hesitancy about thebill
is I have not had a chance to read it yet. I just started out on this
questioning of witnesses on it, so I can't specifically say that I am
definitely for it because I do not know enough about it yet, but my
inclination is certainly to be for it.

Mr. HAwKs. I am sure the provisions are so excellent that when
you know all about it you will be very much with us.

Mr. RoosmvzT. Mr., Pucinski.
Mr. Pucism. Mr. Thompson, did I understand you to say that the

Executive order is not the decisive vehicle for bringing about a greater
degree of eliminating discrimination in hiring practic6s?

Mr. TuosoN. That is my position, Mr. PuNinski.
Mr. PuciqIrr. Why do you say that sir I
Mr. T HOMsoN. Because it really &es not have any enforcement

powers in the first place, and in te second place from my own ob-
servations and from the studies that I have been able to read in con-
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nection with this problem the Executive order has just not- been ef-
fective at all in solving the problem that we are faced with in this
particular area.

* Mr PuCmNsi. In view of that explanation, and I agree with you on
that explanation, you leave me somewhat confused as to your testi-
mony before this committee today; You lament the fact, at least from
your statement on page 5, that the action must go beyond verbally
spanking discrimination.
" Whatother tools would you say are available to the executive branch
of Government if, as you have stated here, there is no enforcement
powers in the Executive order I

Mr. RIoosvEFLT. If the gentleman will yield before the witness an-
s 8wers, actually the Executive order does have the possibility of refusal
to grant a Federal contract or the taking away of a Federal contract
for lack of compliance.' However, the problem there is, as one can
easily see,. it is a little difficult to enforce because you might disrupt
up a very important piece of national defense work if that was actually

-put In practice.
Mr. PvowXsx. Mr. Thompson, I wonder if you would then explain

to me what do you mean by that statement? I gather that you are
saying that the Executive order has been limited to a verbal spanking
of discrimination. Now in light of what you said there is no enforce-
ment powers here. What more would you say can be done within the
framework of the Executive order I

Mr. TnomrsoN. First of all, I believe that the Committee could
require periodic detailed plans of progress in connection With the
order when it is issued to a particular concern. For instance, take
my example with respect to the shipyard in Newport News which
would die if it did not get Government contracts.

If the President's Committee would police the situation in Newport
News, I do not think it would have too much trouble in getting some
action out of the Newport News situation.

Mr. PUOiNSKi. What kind of action would you want
Mr. T oursom. I believe that if it would not represent suicide for

us that the actual cancellation of a new contract would let industri-
alists-know that the President means to enforce the Executive order.
'Mr. PvoiusK. I did not understand that. What was the suicide

course I
.M ThouPsomr. I said if it would not mean suicide for us, I am

Icogvnizant. of the fact we have to keep our defenses up and in an
in istry like the Newport News Shipbuiilding & D ck Co. whih
builds battleships anT submarines and other utensi&I of war I would
not like to see the defense of the country hampered by a cancellation
of a contract particularly, but where such could be done without
"nnpair'ng the defense of the United States,. I would like to See it done.

Wr. PficrsK. Have you made any inquiry of either the Vice'Presi-
dent or anybody else as to whether or not this could be done without
jeopardizing the defense activity ' * I I'll

Mr. Thompson. I have not personally, *
Mr. Pvci.sKr. In other words you do not know for a fact whether

,t.his is thpdecision~that the Commitso, hato make.
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Mr. Puoxw;sxr Then, Mr. Witness, I am even more baled by the

statement that you have made in your statement on page 5 in which
you say:

The evidence to date sadly reveals that the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity, chaired by Vice President Johnson, is not doing the
Job for which it was created In a thorough and complete fashion.

I was under the impression that Mr. Johnson had been doing a very
dedicated job. Do you have information to thecontrary I

Mr. THowpsoN. Well, see, I represented one man in the shipyard
in Newport News and I keep referring to the---

Mr. PuoImsK You represented what, sir I #
Mr. ThoPsoz;. One employee of the.shipyard in Newport New6

who filed a complaint with the President's Committee. After going
into the matter and talking with him, and I have forgotten the name
of the naval officer who was sent down, it was my judgment that that
complant should be withdrawn at that time until wehad properly pre.
pared a situation which I felt would be more satisfactory in terms of
testing the President's order,

Now you may be baffled by the statement which we make-.--'
Mr. PCsKx. I am not baffled, I am somewhat concerned because

as I said, Mr. Thompson, I thought Mr. Johnson had been doing a very
dedicated job and r would like to have from you some information if
I am incorrect in that assumption.

Mr. Tiroupsox. I can only refer you there and that is where we got
our situation from, from the Southern Regional Cottnl's reportt whh
we have agreed to file with the committee in this connection.

SWe read a lot of things in the papers and I think that certainly Vice
President Johnson has gone farther than perhaps some of his predeces-
sors in this connection, but when we get right down to the fftcts of
the situation in the areas that I personally know and based on the
Southern Regional Council's report. , We don't see too much progress
as having been made.

Mr. PuoCNsKr. This is the point I want to clear up, Mr. Thompson.
I agree with you that this legislation with itq provisions for cease-and
desist machinery certainly is going to go a great deal further in reduc-
ing or eliminating many of the problems in the Executive order, but
I was under the impression--and if I am Incorrect in that conclusion
this is your opportunity to tell me.

I was under the impression that the executive branch of Govern-
ment, both the President, Mr. Kennedy, and certainly the Vice Presi-
dent, Mr. Johnson, have been doing everything humanly possible with-
in the scope of their limited authority and executive powers to bring
some immediate relief to the problem pending a final action by the
Congress through legislation.

Now am I incorrect In that conclusion I.
Mr. Taoxmso4. I do not believe so, sir.
Mr. Pucvasmi, In other words, you feel that they have been doing

as good a job as they can within their limited p6wer
Mr. Tiouzsoiv. With what they have, they have done a very good

job. I think they could have done pmore, as I have indicated m my
testimony. The executivqbranchi is in position todo abetter job.

Mr. Pucissza. Is there doubts in your mind that the admixistra-
tion is supporting this legislation?
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Mr. 'ThoMPsON. If my memory serves me correctly, in the. Presi-
dent's message on civil rights to the Congress, I read io mentor of
this type of legislation. r may be in error but it seems to me that the
President's message did not cover this particular kind of legislation.

His message was fine and I think it had the right philosopIical tone
from my point of view but it did not get down to the specifics insofar
as the legislation that we are considering today is concerned.

Mtr. PUIrNsKI. Mr. Thompson, is there any doubt in your mind
that the President and this administration is supporting this legis-
lationI

Mr. ruouPsoN. No there is no doubt i1 my mind that the President
is supporting it, but I would like the President to speak out on this
particular piece of legislation because I am greatly concerned about
it and many, many other American citizens are greatly concerned
about it.

Mr. RooszvELT. Would my colleague yield ?
I think, to quote the President, so we can have the correct quote,

he stated, "Other measures directed toward these same goals"--and
he refers to the general goals, "will be favorably commented on and
supported as they have in the past and they will be signed if enacted
info law," which to me is the challenge to us to get it passed so that
he can have the opportunity of signing it.

Mr. PUCINSKI. 'Now, Mr. Thompson, you state on page 3 regarding
the action of the National Labor Relations Board and. the practice
of appealing to racial prejudice and union representation elections.
Are you aware of the investigation that the committee which I had
the honor of chairing last year did a rather thorough study of this
whole subject and we had recommended very strongly in unequivocal
terms the National Labor Relations Board set up a series of test cases?

Now, the question that came up before my committee, testimony
before my committee by some very distinguished American attorneys
who have a long record of very dedicated efforts in behalf of civil
rights, these are men who have a strong belief in complete equality,
sat in that very chair where you are sitting and raised some very
serious questions as to where do you draw the line between constitu-
tional' freedom of speech and the appeal to race hatred. It is a, dif-
ficult problem.

My committee spent perhaps more time on this problem than any
other single problem in our investigation of the National Labor Re-
lations Board. We came to the conclusion that the problem could
only be resolved through a series of test cases, to be set up by the
National Labor Relations Board to get some expression from the
courts as to where do you draw the line in the charges that race ap-
peal is an exercise of constitutional freedom of the press.

Are you aware of our committee report at all, sir I
Mr. THoMnPON. I am aware of it, sir; I am not thoroughly familiar

with it.
Mr. PuomNsKI. Now, I am very happy to tell you that the NLRB

has been preparing several cases and has issued some opinions already
which are designed expressly for the purpose of determining just
exactly what are the limitations within this very important field,
b't t do believe that your pint is well taken.
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I am ghul that you mentioned it in your testimony today. This is
one of the big problems ill tile South. Many of the or anizing efforts
are frustrated because of appeals to racial hatred and prejudice

I would like to congratulate you on this although I would like to
tell you that the NLIB is aware of this problem. From what we
have seen the rulings are handed down designed to see if we can get
some clarification.

Now, my fial question, Mr. Thompson, you may have herd my
earlier question of Mr. Harris, the witness that preceded you. This
legislation provides a prohibition against discrimination in hiring
practice because of race, religion, ethnic backgroid and age.

I have heard some people indicate that perhaps we ought to drop
the age provision because in their judgment it would strengthen the
bill and enhance its chances of passage. Do you share that view,
sir?

Mr. TuiOMPSON. I do not.
I think one of the tragedies of our situation today in America is

that we are not using talents of people who are trained to do good
jobs. Yesterday morning I read in the Richmond Times Dispatch
where an accountant 46 years of age had become unemployed because
his company had folded up and moved away and lie had been trying
since that time to get a job.

Now, 46 is young to me because it is even younger than I am, and I
think it is tr gie that, a man 46 years old who is capable of doing it

01) is unable o get, one because it will upset, the pension plans of
somebody. I am definitely in favor of keeping that provision in the
act.

Mr. PucIxsKi. )o you agree, Mr. Thompson, with the statement
that I made earlier to the other witness that actually in the case of
the middle-aged Negro lie has two strikes on him?

Once he overcomes the hurdle of racial discrimination and finds him-
self in a position where he might be able to find a job, then lie is con-
fronted with the second problem of having the age factor.

So, actually if we were to leave the age factor out of this legislation
we might find that in the long run we really have not helped an awfui
lot, of people by confining ourselves.only to race, religion, and ethnic
background. Is that a fair assumption?

Mfr. TuoMwPSON. I would think so. I would agree with it.
Mr. PuCIYNSKT. Thank yon very nich, Mr. Thompson, for your

very fine statement.
Ar. Tito:rnsoN'. Thank you.
Mr. IIoo sENT. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. 1A.%WK 's. Mr. Thompson, on page 2 of your statement, you

mention the agreement and support of the Commission enforcement
under 11.11. 405. Would you elaborate somewhat on that statement
to ain(iente what you consider to be the advantages of the administra-
live enforcement as compared with judicial enforcement; that is, the
long delays, the cost. and these factors? .

9r. TnoitPsoxN. Ar. Hawkins I think Mr. Harris took care of that
pretty well and I am pretty much in an agreement with this situation.

We lawyers have a tendency sometimes to trust the tried and true
situations., Now we have used the commission type of administrative
procedfire in NLRB in other areas of Government and it has worked
very well. I believe that if the matter were left to the judiciary, cer-
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thinly its initial stag in terms of enforcement would result in consider.
able delay and certainly would do more harm than good to certainly
the individuals in the upper age groups. w

Mr. HwmIxNs. Wouldyou also agree it would not encourage media-
tion, conciliation, and ffiendly persuasion which steps many times
will actually present discriminationI Administrtive enforcement
will allow it tobe handled in a flexible maner, without the long delays
and the cost of court enforcement.-

Mr.*TuoMrso.;. That is perhaps the really saving grace so to speak
of thocommission type of situation as we view it. In a court type of
situation you get your protagonists and your antagonists from the
beginning to the end. In a commission type of situation you can cer.
tainly sit down and talk and mediate.

Now that is another one of the reasons why we favor the commission-
type situation.

Mr. HAwwms. May I just say in conclusion then I commend you
on your statement.

With respect to the shipyards, I would like to let you know that
if your shipyards do not wish to build the ships for the defense of
the country on a nondiscriminatory basis, we have in San Francisco
and Los Angeles shipyards that P am happy to say are doing it on
that basis. We would like very much to get those contracts.

Mr. T.HoM N. While we are very definitely opposed to any type
of discrimination in our local yard, we want to eep as much work
there as we can.

Mr. HAwxzNs. You want to keep the business.
Mr. PUoINsR. If the chairman will permit, I am just wondering

if this is not one of the really basic issues here in this whole thing.
You want to move along on this legislation and everything else,

but not at anyone's expense. Of course, I know, Mr. Thompson, your
statement is made somewhat in jest, you are very deeply interested
in this problem, certainly your testimony here today demonstrates it,but there is a tendency I think to equate this whole problem of job
opportunities and equality in job opportunities in a much greater
spectrum of economics, of defense, of perhaps even politics and various
other thin.

It is myhope that we can get this legislation through this Congress
to remove all those forces and factors and then give the Commission
the right to deal with this problem in a manner that is going to remove
the discrimination.

Mr. THomoz. Mr. Pucinski, judging from the profit sheets and
reports that have just been recently mad by the board of directors
of-our local, shipyard, they are hardheaded businessmen and they
are in there to make a profit.

If this legislation is enacted and if the board of directors of our
local shipyard, and I think it is true of the board of directors of
any corporation, if they are going to lose money by discriminating,
they are not going to discrimiate r . .

Mr. Pucmrisxr. This is the very point we have been making, Mr.
Thompson. This is why I asked you earlier, I gathered from your
testimony here that you were perhaps placing a great deal of blame
oh the Prident's Committee or failure to act when it would be my
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impression at least that the Committee has many problems to deal
with, that this legislation if adopted would eliminate.

In other word-s, by passing the legislation we could then put this
whole problem strictly on the basis of the strict interpretation of
the law. This is the law of the land and you have written in here
machinery for cease-and-desist orders.

MY only point is that I think you were perhaps unduly, if you
will permit the observation, and it is made in g6od faith, I think
you are perhaps a little unduly critical of the Vice President and
the Committee when in my judgment they are doing the best they
can within the framework of their authority.

Now, once we get this legislation passed, I think we can see some
real action in this whole field of equality of opportunity.

Mr. Tuioumsox. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Roosv Tvi,. Mr. Thom pson, may I join my colleagues in thank-

ing you and your colleague or your very helpful presentation to the
committee. We appreciate t very much.

Mr. TitoMrsoSr. Thank you, sir.
Mr. RooSiv.FLT. The committee will next meet in executive session

on Tuesday morning at 9:15 in room 428 to be followed by open
session in room 304 at 10 o'clock next Tuesday.

(Whereupon at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, May 7,1963.)

III
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TURSDAY, EAY 7, 1988

Houst or RzmIIw8E.NT.%TivE8,
GENUaAL SURCOMMflV.19 oN LIAWe,
Cotmmin oN EDawOCATION AND L.Ro,0

Waasington D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, in

room 804 Old House Office Building, Hon. James Roosevelt (chair-
M of the subcommittee) n .reRdsiet.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt, Dent, Daniels, Hawkins, andGill. .

Also present: Jay Foreman, co-- I and Adrienne Fields, clerk.
Mr. Roos T. The co please.. The

committee has the p1 re this norni' of we Ig a ver distb.muo", ed coil m. ]hp the-Holorable iini D. ;1newl, I"
whose. 011ror the Congress of nstructive ass ance to tile

ur he ill under con rati ng, proposed ml Equa
Opportunity qualifies rtai yto vo inform on thimatter whkiclwill ,1* o s to the pbcommittee\\

, We want weloor to, Jo n to me mitt and o afhure
you we a very grate u a i take t me to with

P in any ner i t nient tD on.
OF .N . _ R TI INfl

Mr. Di uz,. Mr I I ci -l grateful you
aad the m Ibershiip the con oI- tIhe pi-I ege andlt Prpor;
tunity to before the conin this I 1,mirng wdi.u ZII t'qua,
o°Ppro ti lre ftislatio'.

For the ryc iv nais iJo 1) 1) Di1 the 110)istrict
of Michigan, an I appear Ix port. my bills, .C21 and
H.R. 48105 mid . author y the distingu. (i chairman
of this u eon ftt aw other siili01r bills, to )ibi t discritni-
nation in employ en use of race, religi olor, nationality,
ancestry,' or age. "I am particularly pleased that je clairnin has drafted Iis.

latlon which would attack ' the twofold problem of discrimint on
in employment because of race, religion, color, nationality, and an-
cestry, and also because of discrimination because of age, Which is
an equally pernicious practice existing.-

The justifications for effective fnir employment legislation are
so numerous, and the urgency for its enactment so greti, that' a
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time-consuning restatement of the need for this type of bill appears
almost criminal. Yet, if continued rediscussion will eventually affect
acceptance, I am most happy to enter my views.

Job discrimination is a malignant social evil that corrodes a nation
slowly but fatally. It spreads in all directions tainting everything
with which it comes in contact.

Examined in its purely material manifestations, employment dis-
crimination is appallingly wasteful. In order for our economy to
grow and our standard of living to continue to rise, we must make ef-
fective use of all the manpower resources available to us. By per-
mitting discrimination against Negroes, Jews, Catholics, Asiatics,
and otier American minorities in areas such as trade apprenticeships
and industrial management positions, we are keeping key factors in
our economy undermanned to the detriment of all.

And what is the effect on those who flid the doors to opportunity
rudely slammed in their faces with no regard to their ability or po-
tential contribution? Many become part of the defeated and de-
moralized portion of our people who reside in the slums of our great,
urban areas amidst abject crime, disease, and hostility. They are
forced to join the growing numbers on our welfare roles.

Raymond M. Hilliard, director of the Cook County Department of
Public Aid, conservatively estimated that unemployment due to dis-
crimination directly accounts for over $70 million additional yearly
costs in Chicago's welfare grants, and if trends continue, a fourfold
increase in we-fare costs can be expected in Chicago within the next
10.years. Similar problems exist in all our major cities. Let me say
this is a particular problem in our city of Detroit.

Seeing no additional job opportunities resulting from continued
education, the children of those discriminated against will drop out
of school and join that one-third of the young people in this country
who will enter the labor force in the next 10 years without high school
diplomas; a segment of the population which will increasingly sap
the Nation's strength both in human and economic terms.

Finally, any whio regard the Declaration of Independence and the
U.S. Constitution as living documents relevant to the America of today
cannot possibly view job discrimination as just and morally proper.
Those who would leave the administration on fair emplo ment legis-
lation exclusively to the States must be rebuked with ti e fact that
present State laws fail to cover 100 million people, and that they vary
greatly in coverage and effectiveness.

For the reasons above, and the myraid of related ones, I most strong-
ly urge passage of meaningful Federal fair employment practices
legislation by this Congress. And while I would like to join with
those who will attack this statement as hyperbole, the facts and the
faces of those discriminated against, who confront me regularly ask-
Mg only an equal chance, will not permit me this privilege

31r. Chairman, I was interested to note one other thing the commit.
tee might consider and that is a study on manpower and on the moral
and productivity costs on industry entitled "High Costs of Discrimi-
nation" by Elmer Roper, which comes up with vel interesting figures
which state that surprisingly the economic loss from discrmunation
in the United States is $30 million a year. That is a terrific suffering
for the economy which during the past few years has been lagging
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rather beyond what you and I and the other membership of the Con.
gress and the administration would like to have. So Ithink, if on
no other grounds than that we find adequate and abundant justifica-
tion for enacting this kind of legislation I would like to pay tribute
to the chairman and to the committee /or holding hear*g on this
legislation. I have been a great admirer of the distinguished chair.
man of this committee for some time, as a matter of fact ever since
my coming to the Congress and I am particularly drou of my a.s
sociation with him in a number of endeavors, I am hopeful that hisvigorous and enthusiastic sponsorship of this bill in this Congress,
as he has given in the past, will result in enactment of this legislation.
!As I was driving to the office this morning I was thinking what a
fine thing it would be if we could resolve these problems, so, in the
words of'one of my good friends back home, we could simply like or
hate each other just as ordinary citizens and not because of the color
of our skins or some peculiar fact of our racial or religious ancestry.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I want to, on behalf of the committee, thank you
very much for your help to us and say we are going to need, we recog.
nize, all the help we can get in enacting this legislation.

Our present plan, for your information, if it appears that we can
successfully, get through the Rules Committee, assuming we will be
successful in having this bill reported by the full Committee on'Edu-
cation and Labor, is to move for its consideration on the calendar
Wednesday and my good friend well knows the problems that exist
there. We will have to organize a well-considered effort to overcome
the kind of opposition we can expect and yet I hope my friend will
agree that when you see the kind of thing which is going on in Birm
ingham, Ala., when you know that even in the good State of New
Jersey, represented by my friend, Mr. Daniels, and as well as right
here in the Nation's Capital there are tensions which result in a very
bad image of our country tiuouglout the world that certainly this
is the time to be doing something which would edectively lessen those
tensions and certainly restore some of the lost standing and dignity
which we undoubtedly have lost as a result of some of the things that
are happening across the country.

would you not think if there hs not been an urgency before, there
is certainly an urgency now for the passage of this kind of legislation I

Mr. Dn ori..I think, as a matter of fact, the urgency is even be-
yond what we might suspect. I rather question how lOng this country
can expect its Negro citizens to continue existing under a philosophy
which perhaps may be justifiable in different eonomic circumstances
during the davys of slavery but which are certainly not justifiable
during these days of an enlightening democracy of the kind we preach
abroad.

It is interesting to me to note that despite the repressions and dis-
criminations which our Negro folk face almost ever% day in their ex-
istence, they have remained loyal, devoutly loyal to their country , per-
haps more so tian many of those who. would oppose them and deny
their rights. Witness some of the situations we have observed in the
southern part of the United States, with citizens council and'some of
the other people of that class, and I am just hoping that we cai 'r01ve
that program before the Negro citizens of this country. give %up in
abjet disgust and despair an to resort to some of the extreme ttach-
ings which are abroad in the land.
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Mr. RoosmT.aT. I thoroughly agree with you. I can assure you that
I am certain this committee is going to do all in its power to do some-
thing about it.

Uri Daniels.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions to present to my

colleague. Mr. Dingell. However, I do wish to take this opportunity
to compliment him for his stand. He has always been a leader and in
the forefront of the fighting for civil rights. I have observed Mr.
Dingell's position on many issues of this nature in the House and his
stand here is completely consistent with his position in the past and
he is to be complimented for his stand.

Mr. DiroFi~ . I thank my good friend. I certainly will say lie has
been in the forefront of the battle for civil liberties during the time I
had the honor of observing his contributions to it.

Mr. RoosrnrFrT. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. No questions.
Mr. Roos vxTr. Mr. Dent.
Mr. DEEqT. I arrived too late to hear my friend, John Dingell, but

I am sure whatever lie had to say was beneficial to this committee and
I know it would be in the interest of the ordinary persons in this coun-
try who need spokesmen like John Dingell in the (ongrem of the
United States. I also know that at this time it is important that men
like Mr. Dingell and others join forces in trying to get through the
Congress of the United States some worthwhile legislation such as
that sponsored by our chairman and others in order to alleviate this
very great injustice that has been done to a great segment of the Ameri-
can people and I for one thank you for coming.

Mr. DIN oEL. I thank my dear friend for his kind remarks.
Mr. ROORSVELT. We appreciate your coming. I might add for the

record that the absence of our minority members is not deliberate.
There is a thing called the Repuibliean conference going on. I think
they would be spending better time in here than there, but that is
just a personal opinion.

Nevertheless, on their behalf I will also thank you very much for
your help to the committee.

Thank you.
Mr. RoosrvF.TT. The committee will have, as its second witness Mr.

Murray A. Gordon on behalf of the American Jewish Congress.
I might say that the American Jewish Congress has been a strong

supporter of the rights of minorities in relation to the practical effect
in this area and we are appreciative of the fact that they have come
to us today to add to our record which we will have to have in good
order in order to have a good chance to pass the bill.

STATEMENT OF MURIlAY A. GORDON, ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN IEWISH OONGRESS

Mr. GoorDON. Mr. Chairman, I need hardly say we welcome the op-
portunity to testify before your subcommittee in this subject with re-
spect to which the congress has felt very strongly for a long time.

For the record, my name is Murray A. Gordon. I am on the na-
tional governing council of the American Jewish Congress and a
member of the Law and Social Action Commission of Congress. I
am a.lamwyer who lives and practices in the city of New York.
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I have submitted a statement and I will not at this time undertake
to read the text of the statement to the committee. It runs approxi-
mately 11 pages and I am sure that the chairman will accommodate us
by incorporatig the statement in the record.

Mr. R)OOmVjyrum. We most certainly will and without objection the
statement will be included as you have submitted it, but of course
you may proceed in any manner which is most convenient to you.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF MURRAY A. GoaDoN ON BEuALF 6TIlE AMERICANf JEwisU
CONOSESS

The American Jewish Congress is an organization committed to the principle
that the destinies of all Americans are indissolubly linked and that any act that
unjustly injures one group necessarily injures all. Believing as we do that
Jewish interests are Inseparable from the interests of Justice, the American
Jewish Congress cannot remain silent when persecution, discrimination or
humiliation is inflicted upon any human being because of his race, religion or
national origin, In the thousands of years of our history we have learned one
lesson well: persecution of one minority may at any time extend to similar
persecution of all minorities. More broadly, we have a special Interest in the
preservation of human rights, deriving from an immemorial tradition proclaim-
lng the common origin and end of all mankind and affirming, under the highest
sanction of faith, the common and inalienable rights of all men.

We therefore welcome this olHprtunity to appear before this subcommittee
to present our views on the pressing problem of discrimination in employment
based on race, religion or national origin.

Our concern with discrimination in employment is two fold. First, we speak as
members of a minority group. Jews, who themselves face discrimination In
employment. Second, we speak as members of the general public concerned
with the evils of discrimination against all minority groups.

DISORIMINATION AGAINST JEWS

Discrimination against Jews In employment is manifestly a far less serious
problem than that faced by Negroes and other groups clearly Identifiable by
reason of color. Jews have shared In the growth and expansion of the Ameri-
can economy and In lip prosperity our Nation has enjoyed In recent years.
Nevertheless, there is continuing evidence of discrimination against Jews in
the employment market. kiixact information Is difficult to obtain. Religious
groups are not easily identitied and there is an almost complete lack of statistical
data upon which to base any objective conclusions. Nevertheless, studies in
sellflc areas have revealed patterns of employment attributable either to exist-
ing bias or to the cntliuing effects of barriers leveled in recent years.

A study made by the American Jewish Congress in 1095 accumulated the then
available evidence of employment discrimination against Jews. (Waldman,
"Employment Discrimination Against Jews In the United States-1055," Jewish
Social Studies 208-218, July 19,M.) In brief, the study shows that many basic
industries in the United States are almost exclusively non-Jewish. As a result,
Jews have tended to concentrate in marginal Industries and In the professions
where they can be self-employed. Studies of employment agencies, both public
and private, revealed that a high pro portion of the job orders placed with them
excluded Jewish applicants. For example, the public employment service in Los
Angeles reported that 17 percent of the 5,M35 job orders received (luring a 2-week
period discriminated against Jews. A survey by the Chicago Bureau of Jewish
Employment Problems of 20,000 job orders placed with commercial employment
agencies in Chicago revealed that 20 percent were selfically closedI to Jews.

Studies of the employment experience of colleges and law school graduates also
revealed markedly different treatment for Jewish graduates as compared with
the non-Jews,

There is nothing to Indicate that the situation has changed substantially since
this 1055 survey, although some progress has been made in States having fair
employment laws. A number of recent surveys indicating continued discrimi-
nation against Jews may be mentioned.
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1. This subcommittee heard detailed evidence at hearings held in Chicago in
1961 from the Chicago Bureau of Jewish Employment Problems (an agency which
American Jewish Congress helps to finance) showing that the Chicago employ.
ment agencies are still getting a high level of job orders that discriminate against
Jews.

2. The same bureau published a report in January 190, entitled "Memorandum
on Management Opportunities for Jews in American Corporations." It sum-
marized the experience of the bureau in dealing with larger corporations. Itpresent a number of cases of companies that absolutely exclude Jews from upper
echelon positions. Many of the case histories Involve corporations holding Fed-
eral Government contracts. The discriminatory practices in these cases are
frankly admitted by top company officers. Among the conclusions reached in the
study are findings that-

"In companies that are among the Industrial and business elite, the strlcteqt
exclusionary practices against Jews seem to prevail.

"No general loosening of attitudes toward acceptance of Jews in management
positions is visible.

"Softening of policies, in contrast to practices, seems to have occurred. Rec-ognition of merit policy standards by top management seems widespread, even
if it is not implemented."

3. A study of the prospects of Jewish graduates of engineering schools (Ducket,
"Should He Become an Engineer?" Congress Weekly, July 21, 1958, p. 12)
concludes that the barriers that used to exist to initial employment as engineers
have been greatly reduced but that discrimination "becomes more prevalent
when promotional and administrative posts open. The Jewish applicant ts often
passed over unless he possesses extraordinary abilities."

4. Discrimination against Jews in the banking industry has been particularly
severe, although there are some signs of improvement. In an introduction to a1961 Philadelphia study, the president of the Federal Reserve Bank in Phlla.
delphia, Karl R. Bopp, conceded that "prejudice and outmoded attitudes with
regard to members of the Jewish faith still exist. This remains a disturbing
problem." The survey showed that, although Jews comprised 25 percent of the
college graduates in Philadelphia, only slightly more than one-half of 1 percent
of the officers at the six largest banks were Jewish. Four of the six banks had
no Jewish officers.

5. A similar situation exists among insurance companies. Jews are, of course,
employed in large numbers in the sales force, but only a very small proportion
appear in the home offices of the large companies. It is sometimes suggested
that this may be because Jews are not attracted by the relatively low salaries
and slow promotions in the insurance business. However, this explanation Is
refuted by the fact that insurance companies managed by Jews, which have
similar employment policies, have no difficulty finding Jewish applicants.

STATS FAIR EMPLOYMENT LAWS

Laws prohibiting discrimination in employment and providing effective en-
forcement provisions by an administrative agency have now been enacted in 20States (listed in the table below). In addition, Delaware and Idaho have laws
prohibiting discrimination in employment which are enforced by penal sanctions.
The table below shows the population of each of the 20 States with enforcibleFEPC laws, and the nonwhite and Jewish population in each of the States.
(The figures for total and non-white population are from the 1960 census. The
figures for the Jewish population are the most widely used estimates, appearing
in the American Jewish Year Book of 1961, pp. 62-63.) It appears that the
20 States have a population of 112,119,806 or 60.2 percent of the country's iotal
population of 179,828,175. Of the total nonwhite population of 20,491,443, the
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20 States have 8,287,097 or 40.2 percent. They number an estimated 4,987,800
Jews, or 9&8 percent of the country's estimated total of 5O31,500.

Total Nonwhite lewishpopulation population population

Alaska ........................................................ 220,167 51,21 300
California ..................................................... 16,-717,204 1,201,974 6 ,80
Colorado .................................................... 1,753,947 63,247 21,300
Connecticut .................................................. 234 111,418 101300
rllinois ........................................................ 10,08) 158 1,070,908 27,300
Indiana ....................................................... 4,62 498 2 ,944 24,700
Kansas ....................................................... ,178,611 99,948 3,900
Ma&s.chusetts ......................................... 148, 678 125,434 22100
Michigan .............................................. 1,828,04 737,329 102.700
Minnesota .................................................... 8,413,864 4, 261 84,900
Miouri ...................................................... 4,319,813 3K8846 80,90
New Jersey ................................................... -- 60,782 827, 779 380
New Mexico ................................................. 951,028 78, 200 700
Now York .................................................... 1678%,304 1,495, 233 25389 00
Ohio .......................................................... 9,706,397 796,699 162, 200
Oregon --------------------------------------- 1,708687 36.6850 8,800
Pennsylvania-----------------------............11,810,368 86,62 484,6
Rhode Island ............................................... 8590.488 20,778 24 700
Washington .................................................. 283,214 101,53 13i,200
Wisconsin .................................................... 8,951, 777 92,874 38,400

20-State total ........................ ............. l112,11980 28,097 4.987,
U.S. total......................................... 179,323,175 20,491,44 81,300

The various State and city agencies enforcing fair employment laws have
found the practice of discrimination against Jews reflected in their caseloads.
It is not surprising, of course, that by far the greater number of complaints filed
with all the agencies are based on race. Nevertheless, a substantial number
throughout the years have been based on religion.

In a survey made by the National Community Relations Advisory Council in
1954 ("Job Equality of the Jewish Worker"), statistics from eight State and
four municipal agencies were compiled. Out of a total of 0,959 cases filed with
the various agencies since the first law was passed in 1945, 702, or 11 percent
were on the basis of Jewish religion. The disposition of the cases did not differ
significantly from the treatment of non-Jewish cases. In 29 percent of the cases
disposed of, discrimination was found and adjusted. In 42 percent, no discrimi-
nation was found. The remaining cases were disposed of on other bases.

While we have not made a complete study of the caseloads of the various
agencies since 1954, there is some reason to believe that the proportion of com-
plaints from Jews has declined. Thus, the 1961 report of the New York State
Commission for Human Rights (then called the State Commission Against Dis.
crimination) shows that only 48 or 7.8 percent of the 658 formal complaints of
discrimination in employment based on race, religion, or national origin received
in 1961 were based on Jewish religion. This represents a slight increase over
1959, when the proportion of complaints of discrimination In employment based
on Jewish religion was 5.2 percent.

On the other hand, the seventh annual report of the President's Committee on
Government Contracts, covering the period from August 18, 1958 to October 81,
1960, reported that 283, or 28.4 percent of the 1,207 complaints received, were
based on "creed." Experience indicates that the bulk of these complaints were
based on Jewish religion.

THIS NEED OF FEDMLk LE0GSLATON

The success of the various State employment laws enacted since 1945 In reduc-
Ing employment discrimination In the areas they cover teaches two lessons: first,
that such legislation can be effective and, second, that only national legislation
can deal with the problem nationally. State laws have been enacted In the
areas where resistance to equality is weakest It is Idle to hope that such legis-
lation will be enacted In other States where employment discrimination is an
even heavier drain on our national resources.

Federal responsibility for this problem has been recognized at least since 1941,
when President Roosevelt Issued Executive Order No. 8802 establishing the first
Federal Fair Employment Practices Committee. Bills for broad Federal fair
employment laws have been introduced in Congress at every session since 1044.
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They have been blocked by minority opposition using the undemocratic device of
the filibuster. As long ago as 1947, a distinguished group of disinterested citizens,
the President's Committee on Civil Rights, recommended: "The enactment of a
Federal Fair Employment Practice Act prohibiting all forms of discrimination
in private employment, based on race, color, creed, or national origin." ("To
Secure These Rights," p. 107.)

The American Jewish Congress has consistently supported such legislation. At
hearings held in 1947 before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare. the late Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, speaking as president of the
American Jewish Congress, strongly supported the broad Ives bill then pending
in Congress. In support of the bill, he said in part:

"Nothing more gravely threatens American democracy today than the fact of
its Incompleteness. Democracy to be sure must be complete. An incomplete
democracy Is an insecure democracy. Despite all the progress we have made,
American democracy remains alarmingly incomplete because millions of our
fellow citizens are still being denied their legitimate democratic rights and full
equality of treatment on account of their race, color, creed, or national origin.

"In no area is this denial of democratic rights more serious or destructive
than in the field of employment-the denial of work or promotion to qualified
applicants solely because of racial or religious considerations.

"Such discrimination In employment severely affects not only the particular
groups against which it is directed but the entire Nation. When members of
these groups are denied jobs for which they are qualified, they are forced to
accept less remunerative employment or none at all. The living standards of
these groups are thus lowered and their members discouraged from developing
their skills and special abilities. The Nation loses an Important source of skill
and manpower and lowering the living standards of any group in the country
adversely affects the economy as a whole."

Support for such legislation has continued to the present day. The Democratic
Party platform of 19060 expressly pledged:

"The new Democratic administration will support Federal legislation estab-
lishing a Fair Employment Practices Commission to secure effectively for
everyone the right to equal opportunity for employment."

The American Jewish Congress firmly believes that the time has come for the
V.S. Congress to level the parliamentary obstacles to majority rule In its pro-
ceedings and to enact a fair employment practices bill. For two decades action
on this legislation has been a prominent feature of the unfinished business of
Congress on civil rights. A fair employment practices bill should be supported
by this subcommittee, reported by the full committee to the House and promptly
voted on and passed by that body.

H.R. 405

The American Jewish Congress specifically recommends approval of H.R. 401,
now before this subcommittee, which was introduced by Representative James
Roosevelt. The various provisions of that bill have been before the Congress for
many years and have been fully analyzed and discussed at earlier hearings of
this committee. The bill reflects many years of careful consideration.

We have but one suggestion. Section 4 of the bill would grant a blanket
exemption for "a religious corporation, association, or society." section 7(b),
which would bar discriminatory advertising, would be inapplicable "when re-
ligion is a bona fide occupational qualification."

The American Jewish Congress does not support blanket exemptions for
religious organizations. We believe that they should be covered by the law
in their normal operations. We therefore suggest omission of the religious
exemption for religious groups from section 4. However, we recognize that
some jobs do have bona fide religious occupational qualificatims. Accordingly,
we suggest that the bona fide religious occupational qualification exemption be
made applicable to all of section 7, rather than only section 7(b). If the
exemption is valid, as we believe it is, it should apply not only to advertising
hut also to the actual employment process.

PRZBIDSNT'S COMMITTEES ON EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTIINITY

Wholly aside from the matter of a general fair employment practices law,
we suggest that this subcommittee give careful consideration to proposals to
give permanent statutory status to the President's Committee on Equal E uploy-
ment Opportunity. These proposals can be considered as a part of or Inlde-
pendent of a broad fair employment bill.
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Legislation along these lines had the support of the last administration.
Furthermore, the Republican Party platform of 1960 expressly promised-

"Continued support for legislation to establish a Commission on Equal Job
Opportunity to make permanent and to expand with legislative backing the
excellent work being performed by the President's Committee on Government
Contracts."

As this committee knows, the President's Committee on Government Contracts
and the President's Committee on Government Employment Policy have been
re)laced by the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity,
established by President Kennedy pursuant to Executive Order No. 1002;
That Committee has been given valuable additional powers. Nevertheless, it
is clear that It suffers from lack of statutory authority, as did Its predecessors.

Legislation to give the Committee statutory status was the first key recom-
mendation of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in Its 1901 report on em-
ployment. Its unanimous recommendation read as follows:

"That Congress grant statutory authority to the President's Committee on
Equal Ehmployment Opportunity or establish a similar agency-

"(a) To encourage and enforce a policy of equal employment opportunity
in all Federal employment, both civilian and military, and all employment
created or supported by Government contracts and Federal grant funds;

"(b) To promote and enforce a policy of equality of opportunity in the
availability and administration of all federally assisted training programs
and recruitment services;

"(e) To encourage and enforce a policy of equal opportunity with relect
to membership In or activities of labor organizations affecting equal employ-
ment opportunity or terms and conditions of employment with enhployers
operating under Government contracts or Ftleral grants-n-amid."

The Conmnisslon's report presents extensive evidence of the need for slch
action. It shows that discrimination In employment, ntnrticularly against
Negroes, is still widespread, that a large part of the employment market is
created, directly or indirectly, by Federal funds and that the Federal policy of
equal opportunity has not yet been made consistent or thoroughly effective In
that part of the market. The Commission found that the newly created Presi-
dent's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity had been able to achieve
substantial gains but nevertheless found :

"The Committee's )otential effectiveness is, however, limited. Established
only by Executive action, It Is necessarily limited In budget and legal authority.
Its jurisdiction over labor unions is Indirect and tenuous, Its authority over
employment created by grants-In-ald and over federally assisted training pro-
grams and recruitment services is not clearly defiedd"

We believe that any bill to make the Committee permanent must he carefully
drawn to insure achievement of its purposes, Including the three objectives set
forth in the recommendations of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. One
reason for the effectiveness of Executive Order No. 10925 is the detail in which
It spells out the standards required of Government contractors and the procedure
for correction of discrimination. Thus, bills cast in general terms would not be
adequate.

We respectfully suggest that this committee direct Its staff to prepare a detailed
bill to create a permanent Commission on Equal Employment Opportunity. The
main points of this bill should Include the following:

1. It should establish the structure and powers of the Commission.
2. It should prohibit discrimination in employment by all Government agencies.

by all employers holding Government contracts or Federal grant funds and by
labor unions dealing with such employers.
8. It should detail the nondiscrimination provisions to be carried In Govern-

ment contracts and agreements for Government grants-In-aid.
4. It should spell out a nondiscrimination requirement for Government train-

ing programs.
5. It should prohibit discrimination and segregation in federally supported

employment services.
0. Finally, it should provide effective enforcement procedures.
We believe that there Is imperative need for such legislation, that it c.an be

enacted at the present session of Congress and that It would work effect timely.
The President and the leadership of both parties In Congress have an obliga-
tion to support such a bill and to see that It Is brought to a vote In both the House
of Representatives and the Senate.

The shame of discrimination in employment created by public funds has been
on the conscience of the Nation for 20 years. It has been dealt with so far only
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by halt.hearted measures. This subcommittee should recommend legislative
action to vindicate the responsibility of the Federal Government to purify its
own proceses,

Mr. GomoN. I will summarize the statement briefly for the benefit
of the members of the committee and then with the permission of the
chairman I should like to make some supplementary remarks.

This statement demonstrates there is of course a continuing pattern
of discrimination that is, particularly among Negroes but, without
surprise, among Jews as well. Because of the continuing pattern of
discrimination in employment the American Jewish Congress re-
peats and renews its support o legislation which undertakes to pro-
vide equal employment opportunities. More particularly, we are in
support of the bill introduced by the chairman of the subcommittee,
H.-l. 405, and the companion bill H.R. 299. We have pointed out a
minor exception we take to the one portion of the bill which provides
for a blanket exception for religious associations and organizations.

In our view it would be sounder to provide that wherever member-
ship in a particular religious order or faith is a reasonable qalifica-
tion and reasonably related to employment, that that shall be an ex-
clusion or exception from the operation of the act. Therefore. we
would suggest that instead of simply having such a qualification in
terms of advertisements that it be extended as well to the section of
the bill that deals with the unlawful (liscriminatory patternls as well
as the advertising patterns. We would be opposed to a blanker excep-
tion, for religious associations which in many instances may Involve
the hiring of people for forms of employment where religions quali-
fications have no relevancy.

Beyond that, we propose in the statement which has been submitted
that in addition to supporting the bill which is under consideration.
that this subcommittee give serious consideration to the possible al-
ternative of providing a statutory basis and authorization for the
President's Committee for Equal Employment Opportunities, which
is a more narrow area than that covered by the bill. It relates to
the problems of employment in Federal Government and to the pat-
tern of discrimination among Government contractors, and I need
hardly remind the committee ihat the estimate is that private industry
services in excess of $30 billion a year on the contracts let by the
Government.

We think, as was recommended in the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights report, No. 3 of 1961, that it would be in order to provide, by
way of legislation, for the effective elimination of discrimination
where there are Federal ,griants-in-aid in the various public employ-
ment services which are financed and to a certain extent supervised
by the Federal Government and in the training programs which are
financed by Federal funds and more particularly wti respect to dis-
crim llnatioll on the )art, of unions whose members are enployaes of
contractors working under Federal contractors and Federal grants-mi-
aid.

We think it is necessary that these various objectives be implemented
in the form of leg, slat ion rather than simply in the form of Executive
order, )ecause legislation provides for a greater stability of person-
nel, a greater assurance of the flnancing required, a greater specificity
in the criteria and standards which would be employed, something we
think lacking in the present structure of the Pirsident's Committee.
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Most important, it Would provide for more effective vehicles of,
enforcement than are now possible by way of Executive order alone.

I think I need hardly remind the committee that what we are
proposing is less than what is contained in the 1960 plank of the
Democratic Party, and barely the equivalent and not much more
than the equivalent of what was contained in the plank of the Re-
publican Party in the 1960 campaign.

Now there are some additional considerations that I would like to
urge upon this subcommittee that gro beyond the scope of what was
covered in the formal statement wlich has been submitted.

The concept of law undertaking to meet the problem of discrimi-
nation in employment goes back to 1983 in some unemployment relief
legislation of the time, and attained national stature of signiflance
in 1941. Since that time, and in the more than 20 years that have
expired since that time, there has been such a wealth of discussion
of the reasons and merits supporting such legislation or executive
action that I do not think it requires any recounting of it. I think
the constitutionality of any legislation in this field is abundantly
clear. As far back as 1945, the Supreme Court sustained legislation
.which would prohibit discrimination among members of unions end
just the other day the U.S. Supreme Court sustained comparable
legislation with aspect to employment arising out of the Colorado
IfostesR case.

The legislation you have drafted, sir, is founded on the commerce
clause and the privileges and immunities clause of the 14th amend-
inent, and is as well founded and supported, I believe, in the aspects
of the 14th amendment which permit the Congress to implement
the objective of that amendment, and in the national police power
as exemplified by the Securities and Exchange Acts of 1932 and 1933.

It may he that there is even firmer constitutional support. As I
read the recent decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court dealing with
citizens' problems and the like, as the Court begins to expand the
conception of what constitutes State and governmental action and
brings within its posible provisions ]public utilities, which are licensed
by the Government, public facilities which require licensure by gov-
erinment, you come much closer to the continental concept of P-rivate
governments which would be subject to constitutional limitations.

You may recall the decisionn of the U.S. Supreme Court in Aarsh v.
A labama, where a company town was considered to be the equivalent
of t government for all intents and purposes and, therefore, subject
to constitutional limitations.

So there may be serious questions whether the Constitution might
not be used as a sword in addition to legislation; whether a pattern
of discrimination on the part of a large industry, requiring ffov-
(,rnment support and approval in a whole variety of ways, ielud-
ing liconsure or contracts, doesn't constitute action of government
just as action by a certified labor union is an act of government for
constitutional.purposes. But if the Constitution is not a sword to
Use to fight, discrimination, it certainly will never serve as a shield
to pr'of ect disnrimination as against legislation.

So that I think that no one today would seriously dispute the power
of the Federal Government as well as the State governments under
the Constitution to provide the kind of legislation that you have

22-052-43--
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drafted here I think it is also too late in the day for anyone to argue
seriously that this type of legislation is undesirable because you can-
not legislate morality. That is an argument that one finds wherever
important social legislation is developed, In the early days of the
workmen's compensation law in the State of New York, it was sug-
gested by many of the commentators that it would destroy the moril
fabric of our society. We heard the same thing in connection with
social security. We certainly heard similar arguments with respect
to antidiscrimination legislation on the patterns of employment. But
we have had such legislation now for almost 20 years.

fore than 100 million people in the country are now living in States
which have legislation prohibiting discrimination in employment.
This is more than 50 percent of the people of this country; 0l)ercent
of the Jews in this country live in States and municipalities which have
such legislation. More than 40 percent of the nonwhite p)opulation in
this country live in such communities and the experience simply hasn't
sustained the suggestion that such legislation is unonforcible or would
create great racial conflict and hostility or be subject to great abuse
or that it couldn't be lived with by management andindustry.

Experience proves that none of this is true. So the real question
that I think the Congress has before it is what is to be done politically
in connection with a problem of this order of magnitude? M.ore par-
ticularly, what shall -be the role of the liberal political leadership in
this country l Is this type of legislation to be blinked at, to be treated
perhaps only for purposes of exploitation because it doesn't have any
serious prospects of passage I

I say it would be the height of lack of realism, particularly in days
such as today, to view this type of legislation in that Posture.

I think it is fair to start any such discussion by saying that this type
of legislation and on a national scale is inevitable.

The four great objectives of the Negro community in this country
today are equality in voting rights, in housing, and in school and in
job opportunities. The priority is not for us to determine but that
each of these is crucial to the welfare and the future of the Negro com-
munity is obvious. If it wasn't clear to us before it is clear to us today
that the Negro community intends to get equality on all four scores.

The Negro organization in this country today has demonstrated
the courage, the commitment, the conviction to this cause, and the lead-
ership to see it through. And to the bargain they have, I think, the
support of the overwhelming consensus of the country; all decent
thinking and feeling people In this country today, the overwhelming
majority of them support the aspirations of the Negro people for equal-
ity in job opportunities.

So the question before the Congre", including the liberal leader-
ship of the Congress, is whether this inevitable development on a
national level is to come through legal or extralegal channels. Is it to
be resolved on the floor of Congress or the streets of BirminghamI
Are these problems to be solved by demonstrations, by boycotts-and
I take it there is a familiarity with the notion abroad tht perhaps
one of the solutions to thi problem for the Negro community is to
undertake effective economic ycotts of national concerns and in that
way, in an extralegal fashion, to enforce what the Congress ;oes not
undertake to do because it turns its back upon legislation of this sort.
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The question is whether this type of legislation is to be the result of
consensus or conquest; whether it is to be planned or improvised in
each community as the problem takes on some particular shape accord-
ing to the exigencies of a particular community; whether this problem
is to be resolved in such a manner as to leave livid and unresolved scars
such as after the Civil War or whether it is to be part of the on-goin%
resolution of problems in this country which is part of our democratio
process?

We in the Jewish community, can serve as a litmus test as to what
may £. expected by liberal leadership according to your tone and
attitude today in 1963. Many elements in the Jewish community out
of self-interest and otherwise, have been in the forefront of the light
for the rights of the Negroes and equal opportunity in jobs. You will
be surprised to know the extent to which the so-culled liberal Jewish
community has been under attack by the Negroes in the community.
They olni11enge our credentials, they challenge our conscience. They
say the white liberal leadership in the community has done too little
and too slow. They say that we have not shown the depth of commit-
ment and conviction that the problem requires, that. we talk a good
game but when it. comes to our offices andomes we practice the same
practices that we condemn on the part of others.

Now I don't now undertake to say how valid or how erroneous
those charges are. I do tell you that this has caused a measure of
lack of confidence even on top levels of leadership and much more ugly
overtones among the Negro community even in an area such as New
York City. It is not just hostility but overt anti-Semitism in many
respects. Even the leadership of the white Jewish community, which
has such a greAt community of interest with the Negro, if that leader-
ship continues to consider these probleins in terms of 1040 or 1950 in-
stead of in terms of the current demand for action by the Negro, they
are out of step and once out of step they lose important channels of
communication between the white and Negro communities.

I urge upon you to consider that this type of legislation requires
passage in order to provide planning and legal channels, in order to
encourage the role of moderate leadership not only among the Negroes
but among the whites as well. I need hardly tell you that those of
your colleagues from the Southern States, those whose petitions are
not frozen because of circumstances or their own convictions, need
your militant leadership to permit elbow room to take a position.
They may not be able to assume the initiative and the leadership in
problems of this sort. If you do, you provide them with room for
action. If you do not, they are condemned to silence on this.

It seems to me in the last analysis that it just is not realistic today
for anyone to say that "Well legislation of this sort, because of its
difficulties will never see the light of day on the floor of the Congress.
It should be ignored." The very least that you owe--and I talk to
the liberal leadership of the House-the very least which is owed to
those Negroes who are prepared to go to jaif and suffer physical
violence in support of their convictions, the least you owe is to carry
the fight forward even if it doesn't seem to have grat chances ofsuccess. This is the least which is owed not only because of what
they have done but even more importantly, I say to you, from the
bas'Is of the experience of the Jewish community, if it is intended to
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eep channels of communication open with Negro leadership in the
Negro community; you have to in order to have a basis for even
talking to that community, you have to make a fight comparable to
the flght they are making today. And at the least that calls for the
most vigorous action possible on the p art of the liberal leadership
of the Congress and of the Democratic Party in support of legislation
such as is here before you now.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for the opportunity of
being here and speaking to your committee.

Mr. RoossvmT. Thank you, Mr. Gordon. Thank you for a very
eloquent and, I think, a very forceful and useful statement. I want
to emphasize to you that members of this subcommittee are doing
exactly what you have urged us to do. I think it is proper, I have
said it before, but I think it bears repeating over and over, that the
chairman of this committee, and I am sure the full membership of
this committee, will report a bill of this type. We are faced with
practical difficulties of which I am sure you are aware and that is
as to the means to bring it to the floor of the House. However we
are determined to find those means and we will bring it to the Aoor
of the House and we will make a fight and I am sure it, will be a
colorful one.

Frankly, I feel that organizations such as yours, and others with
whom you have worked in this area, have an equal responsibility to
mobilize the exprslon of public opinion. I would thorouglily agree
with you if you held a poll of some kind that you would find tre..
mendous support for this kind of legislation. It has worked in other
States. There is no problem with it. There is no real reason to
be against it. As I said, we can't get a single person or organization
to come and testify against the bill, which I think is indicative of the
moral position at least which the bill has. Yet, we find, when we get
fo the practical consideration at. the highest level, they tend to hold
h,,k, indicating that other things have p iorities.

Now, you have listed the four great aims of the Negro community.
You have said you don't give them a priority, but unfortunately, some,
or the leadership of the country has given them a priority. In giving
the priority, they have ignored what you have listed as the fourth great
aim. M[y contention is, and I think the committee generally agree,
you cannot give them priority, that they are part of a total package,
so to speak, which must go hand in hand. When you do try to gi ve
them priority and ignore one or two of them, you are really hurting
passage of the other two, because we get involved in complicated isues
such as we have here in the District of Columbia and in other areas.
It is time that we find a way, working through your organization, to
bring to the leadership of both political parties the requirement that
they not give priorities but that they take this full package and they
go really forward to do a job with it even if we have to sit here all
summer or all winter or however long it may take. We cannot be ds-
couraged by the fact that while we may be able to get through the
House there will be a filibuster on the Senate side. Let there b6 it flli.
buster because if I think there is one issue upon which you could break
a filibuster in the other body it is this issue. I think it requires such
leadership which I think at the moment you ought to see on this side
of the Congress rather than on tile other. While we are very happy to
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have you here, really you don't have to fire up the leader-hip in the
House. I think you may have to fire up the leadership on the other
side and down on'Pennsylvania Avenue.

Mr. Goaaor. I am sure, Mr. Congressman, you are familiar with the
fact tlhat insofar as Congress is concerned, and I understand it is not
nwcessary to make any brief on its behalf but the question of discrimi-
nation in jobs has been of the highest order of priority. We have, it is
true, conducted much of our activity on the local level. I think you
will find that the antidiscrimination Jaws in many communities are
based upon legislation which we helped draft. And we assisted in
mobilizing public opinion on the State and local level and I think we
are entitled and I hope I can say this--I think it was Oscar Wilde
once said he was modest only in his immodesty and I don't want to be
charged with that-but I do say in this area we have attempted to do
as much as our resources would permit us to do and to mobilize com-
munity sentiment very considerably. There is much more to be done.
I will bring home to my organization at least, that message.

Mr. l K)stwvm'r. I appreciate it very much. There is only one other
content I want to make. I think your suggestion relative to the
llresitlent's Committee on Equal Employnent Rights established by
Executive order should be implemented from a statutory point of
view. There is a clause in this bill which would give it some statutory
backing, but probably not enough.

Our'problem is whether to take this as a separate bill because that
part of it would deal strictly with employment within the Federal
Government and with those agencies outside of the Federal Govern-
mant with whom the Federal Government is dealing or has some direct
contact such as contracts in the defense area, or whether to include it
in this bill.

This is a difficult )arliamentaly 1)roblem merely because you then
bring in an additional area for the opposition to talk about and cnter
U l)on, and we feel the most important thing now is to break the barrier
which has resulted in all employment that has nothing to do with the
Federal Govermnent which is after all the greatest area of employ.
wen01t.

I hope that if it is decided not to go much further along that line
that, nevertheless your enthusiasm for this legislation will not be
diminished because, as so often happens, somebody comes forward and
says: "They didnt take my advice on this point now I am unhappy."
So the basic need will stifl be there and l)robably if they have once
done that we can go forward with the other imlplementation much
more easily.

Mr. GOnzRnN. I think I made clear we support the bill as it now.
stands. The one suggestion I would wake with respect to the prob-
lent you have raised, air is that I believe that, even if it be the subject
of separate legislation, I think the administration of it should be ulti.
nately in the same Commission. I think it would be far more feasible
and effective to have the Federal contract. and employee situation
governed by the same Commission which would have the functions
prescribe d under your legislation and particularly the powers which
your legislation gives t iat'administrat ion.

Mr. 9I4)(wIvF:T, I would agree with that and appreciate it.
Mr. Dent.
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Mr. DFxNT. Mr. Gordon, I was particularly interested in one phase
of your off-the-cuff remarks in which you questioned the action in
eliminating discrimination where the Government has grants.in-aid.

Would you suggest, and by the way, you went on to elaborate alittle, but would you suggest in this area, speaking to discrimination
in employment, tliat there is an area m education in which there is
discrimifnation in employment in institutions where they do receive
grants-in-aid from the Federal Government ?

Mr. Goi)oN. I can't say, I can't say that I have considered that
problem specifically, but, as you do raise the problem, there are very

r ted grants-in-aid on the elementary and secondary school level
from the Federal Government. There is a National Defense Educa-
tion Act which, I believe, makes provision for it.

There is much more in the form of Federal grants to the institutions
of higher learning, including those in the South where discriminatory
patterns exist.

Mr. DE.NT. For the moment, let us forget the question of the South
since it is a picture that is all inclusive.

In other words, the discrimination goes beyond that of employment,
and it goes into the area of education itself, discrimination as to class-
rooms, discrimination as to schools, and so on, and in fact all of the
four phases of discrimination appearing to be the object of this dis.
cussion insofar as you have started out with, are all practiced in the
South.

Now, those of us from the North, who have, for a long time, been
connected with FEPC legislation are wondering whether or not there
are some weaknesses in our own Northern States, which are not habit-
ually connected with discussions of discrimination, and yet reports
that I am getting, as chairman of a certain select subcommittee, are
that in New York City alone there are great pockets of discrimina-
tion in employment in the educational system itself, although the
educational system itself is desegregated, as it were, and there is no
discrimination and the classes are all open to all students, yet the
complaint is, in this area covered by the Roosevelt bill there is dis-
crimination in employment in the school system. have you any
knowledge to that eftct?

Mr. Gonnoi. I would be surprised to find that is the case. I would
say there is segregation in our schools in New York on a do facto
basis. This is because we essentially have a neighborhood school
policy. The school is in a neighborhood and the students generally
go to the schools in the neighborhood in which they live and this
results in de facto segregation. Even where there are methods to
overcome it by an open transfer policy which permits the parents to
send their clhldren to another school if there is room for the child
in the other school, the poor level of achievement of Negro children
who come from the do facto segregated schools cause these children
to find themselves in the poorer classes in the white school and the
zet effect is you have segregation by class instead of by schools. Buton the employment level, sir, I have no knowledge of any pattern of
discrimination against instructors in our elementary and! secondary
schools.

Mr. DzNT. In n supervisory capacity
Mr. Gomo . You mean promotional opportunities I
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Mr. DPNT. That is right, for the teachers themselves.
Mr. Goanox. I do not know what the percentages are. I am not in

a position to state that. I should be very surprised if there were any
deliberative policy of discrimination. I would not be surprised if
the number of qualified people, the supervisory employees in the
educational system, had this situation.

Mr. DzKT. That brings us back to that point where we, at least in
Pennsylvania's legislative activities felt was the primary source of
discrimination as such. That is, the lack of open opportunity in
the field of labor or economics. In other words, you talk about hous-
ing and you talk about educational opportunities, But is it not true
that in order to be able to afford better housing they must first be
given the equal opportunity for employment? As they improve their
employment conditions don't they find themselves, any discriminated
group this is, whether it be of Italian extraction-and anybody in1
their ri ght mind tLat doesn't think for a long, long time, and even
today if it is looked for they will find discrimination on the basis of
nationalit as well as on color and creed, so if they better themselves
economically because we knock down the barriers to employment,
don't they then find themselves in a position of getting into better
areas of housing, that is, by being able to afford better housing I Is
it not true because there is much discrimination in employment there
is a natural tendency to bottle them up in a ghetto type of housing
development proposition where it necessarily then follows that their
schools, because of the area school tyipe of operation are then dis-
criminatory schools because of the fact there are all colored in a
certain area? So is it not true that basically the problem in the
United States is to try to equalize job opportunities in every phase
of employment before we can reach into these other areas, as much
as we may try to reach into them?

Mr. GosnoN: I think you lave to go a step back. I think you are
undoubtedly right that this js a reciprocating pattern and that each
of these four components affect the others and that it is correct and
right to consider this in a total context. hut if I may suggest, even
in the field of employment, to provide equal job opportunities but
without equal capacity means you will once again find a pattern of
discrimination since thie Negro community may not be fully qualified
to hold supervisory or better positions to which you have reference.

Here I think the point made in this employment report of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights is wholly rigit whlen they emphasize the
need to fight discrimination on training and apprentice levels, to
see to it that the Negro has equal opportunity for training in connec-
tion with employment.

Here, again, it seems to me that while your bill doesn't specifically
refer to that it does refer to advertising and it refers to employment
and promotional opportunities. Not in so many words. It does not
specifically relate to discrimination in training and apprenticeship
programs, although I think it is a very fair implication to be drawn
'from the bill. And I would say to you, sir, that you are wholly
correct, that the man who hasn't got the money to pay for 'ood
housing or live in a good neighborhood, where there is a neighborhood
school practice obviously is not helped as much as he would be.
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Mr. DENT. Of course, the pattern of employment training and vro
motion is due to a condition that we have long harbored in the United
States, and that is, it might be called by some a form of paternalistic
iepotimw n or whatever name you want to give it. But is it not true
that in almost all of the instances, up until this generation, at least,
the foreman always had his son come up following him and the brick-
layer likewise his son and the tradesmen in all of the various crafts
and the so-called unionized crafts and trades were followed by their
family members into their own field. I remember in the Moldinakers
of American you could not become an apprentice unless you were a
son and if thie member did not have a son lie was allowed to take the
next of kin or next in line of kinship. That has been going on for
many, many years. How do you break that down if I am a member
of an organization of bricklayers, say, and there is a vacancy for an
apprentice and I have a healthy son of 21 or 22, or 19 years of age who
wants to follow me in the bricklayin trade, how do we break it down
and say we have to give it to solely eise? Is there anything wrong
with this boy IWhy cannot he follow ? Is it not true in medicine
Is it not true in banking I Is it not true in the legal profusion I

Must we go through the whole pattern by first giving these people,
even in the jobs that are available today, if you give them steady work
they will gradually build up to the point were they will elevate
themselves. That has been true in many of the racial groups and the
nationality groups. No especial favors were given even to them.
I think the largest nationality group in the United States, and I
happen to be the son of an Itahan group and they were not given any
sl)ecil favors and they took menial jobs but concentrated on spend-
ing whatever they could to increase the opportunities for their chil-
dren. Although they made many personal sacrifices, you will find
that in almost every instance sons and daughters of t he first Uenera-
tion from the immigrant Italian came from very poor families, but
they were given something the Negro was not given and is not given
today; they were at least iven an equal opportunity to the )obs that,
were available and which, being given that opportunity, even m menial
jobs and ordinary jobs, they at least had that advantage over the
Negro. They were given that opportunity to Ko to work and provide
some kind of a betterment for their children and their families. That
is the one thing that I believe is primarily in this whole situation,
That is to keep from barring the Negro from what jobs are available,
whatever level the jobs are on. That is why the Roosevelt bill, in my
opinion, cannot be encumbered with too much of a bite at one time.
I found, in 80 years of legislative work, that sometimes a battle of
!ong standing has been lost over many, many years of trying because
in our desire to improve it we failed to pass fle fundamental things
that have to be passed, like an outright antidiscrimination act w
employment.

All the other things will follow, maybe at the next session, but at
tis time I wil say if we get a good, strong piece of national legisla-
tion on A_ e basis of empoynWet and employment alone, thaT the
others wil folow i turn, whereas if we put them a.11 inder .e
bundle, we will do as we have done in the past so many times, fail.
That is why we failed for so many years in _Pen"ylvaia and until
we finally came down to where we made it strictly fair employ-
ment practices legislation. I think you, from your experience, will
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be able to testify that we have moved into the other areas now by hav.
ing a good stopping stone to start from. Although I support all of
the antidiscrimnatory legislation that we can possibly get through,
I think that this session of Congress would be remiss if it does not
take a strong position on discrimination in employment at least at
this time.

It will be the basis for a start toward that equality in education
and in housing and in the other areas where equality is necessary if
we are to be, if we are to maintain a growing nation and a unied

Mr. Roossvwr. Will my colleague yieldI
Mr. DINT. Yes.
Mr. Roosxvzvr. I think it is important because I gathered you didn't

think we had touched strongly enough on apprenticeship, but in sec-
tion 5(d) of the bill we do specifically say:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for any employer, labor orga-
nigation, Joint labor management committee controlling apprenticeship or other
training programs, to discriminate against any individual because of his race,
religion, color, nationality, origin or ancestry for admission to or employment in
any program established to provide apprenticeship or other training.

It seems to me we hit right at the core of the thing. We had not
sidestepped that at all. I thought I gathered you said we had men-
tioned in passing, but had not ben specific.

Mr. GowDoN. No, I knew it was here. I didn't suggest it ld been
wholly overlooked. The problem we had, you will notice we referred
to the possibility of this being extended in terms of an extension of
what is now being done in the equal employment opportunities com-
mittee, the President's committee, does not cover this area with any
degree of specificity.

Mr. RoosixiFur. But this would. This would strike directly at it
whereas the President's Executive order, in my opinion, is not getting
at it at all.

Mr. Gomwo2. I aree,.sir.
Mr. RooSEVBT.All right.
Mr. GomioN. I may say, Mr. Dent, with respect to your comment,

that needless to say the fact that we may suggest there are other or
additional onsiderations that might be taken into wcount doesn't for
a moment intend to minimize the tremendous importance of the bill
as it stands, that we would consider it a cause of great rejoicing for
such a bill to be passed with or without any other refinements which
have been discussed here; no question of that.

Mr. DF.T. Would it not be a better thing at this time for all of the
forces of decency and fairness to get behind this bill as it is written I

Mr. GoRDON. No question about it.
Mr. DENT. In or er that we can get something to start from with-

out throwing in all of the other elements which we know are neededor required but bring tip the opposition whiph , in the main, i opposed
to the whole picture, but will give us something to lean on. That is
why I would like to see all of the elements fiht for this legislation
as written rather than with the refinements whch, as I said before,
are required and needed. Let us leave them for a later data but get
what we can tostart with.

Mr. GonnoN. Yes, I have no doubt in my mind that the real problem
is how you go about getting something like this passed. There is no
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question about that. What I undertook to urge here today is the feel-
ing that, and this is why I took the occasion to speak off the cuff and
beyond the statement, that I think what is needed is to mobilize the
resources both in and outside of the Congress for the passage of such
legislation. It will not do to say it does not have a great chance of
passage because there are parliamentarian difficulties which have arisen
in the passage of such legislation. Whatever was said on that score
2 or 3 years ago cannot be said today.

Mr. DwsT. It also follows in legislative maneuvering that the sim-
pler the legislation is and the less subjects it covers, the more oppor-
tunit.y you have of passing it. Get tile primary objective across first
and then go into the skirmishes to take the sidelights. This is my
advice as an old legislator with a few years of standing.

Mr. RoosEv&lT. That is good advice.
Mr. Daniels.
Mr. DA J . I it have no questions, but my thinking coincides with

that of Mr. Dent. We have a bill here dealing with unfair and dis-
criminatory practices and we know the need for this legislation today
and I think, as the witness has stated, we should concentrate our efforts
in getting this bill across. There are other problems, that is true,
but let up take them one by one and make some progress. Let us get
our foot in the door. After we get our foot in the door, then we will
fight to extend the legislation so as to cover other avenues where the
clvil rights are being denied.

Mr. RoosEvmT. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Gordon, I have just one comment on one of the

statements you made which tended to imply that there is a strong
anti-Semitism in the Negro community and th at there is a breakdown
of operations among isponsible leaders. I don't know whether or not
this remark is intended to include Los Angeles and San Francisco
and other places on the coast, but I think, for the sake of the record,
it should lie pointed out there is a good working relationship among
the responsible leaders of these groups,. particularly in Los Angeles
and San Francisco and that the campaign that succeeded in obtain-
ing the Fair Employment Practices Act and one which is continuing
today iII the fild of housing was spearheaded by the responsible itad
ers of the Catholic Interracial Council, NAACP, Jewish Community,
AFL-CIO groups, and others. I think that it might best appear in
the record that while there may be some anti-Semitism in the Negro
community, that among responsible leadership in various groups there
is a working relationship.

I am not acquainted with the rest of the country, but I certainly
feel we do have it and I certainly wouldn't want to give the impres-
sion that nothing is being done about it in the Negro community in
Los Angeles, and-elsewhere, to also work on this threat of antisemitism.
I thinkthis is getting off the subject and I don't want to go into it, but
I simply for tie sake of the record, want to point out that it is recog-
nized and there issomething being done about it.

Mr. Gonomx. I appreciate that and of course for the record, I don't
mean to tggeat that this is a prevalent condition, nor have I, I hope,
even inplie4 there is any such attitude of antisemitism in terms of
the Negiro leadership. But you have the Black Muslim leadership in
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California and New York and this represents a sentiment largely of
extreme groups but it rejects sentiment be ond just extremists.

Mr. HW Ns, I do not think the Black Vfuslim group in Los Aft-
ples presents much of a threat to responsible leadership, certaii"y8
it may elsewhere. I think that there is this recognition that as 1onk
as responsible leaders act and act militantly we are not afraid of the
inroads that such groups will make I think that it is only where
there is a void created by lack of leadership with the total program
that you have such other groups coming to the forefront. It is cer-
tainly not a great issue on the west coast at the present time.

I am not suggesting we don't have many problems but certainly I
think that there is a recognition that cooperation among the various
gioups is the way that we achieve success and ceilainly there is not a
feeling that any group is going to go it alone and that they will tol-
erate antisemitism among the Negro people and at the same time fight
the battle of freedom that is being fought throughout the country.

Mr. GorwoN. Perhaps the climate is better in California in more
wtys than one.

r. HAWKINS. I invite you to visit the coast.
Mr. Chairman, the only other suggestion is whether or not some

consideration should be given to the suggestion of Mr. Gordon, that
in terms of the blanket exemption given to religious groups whether
or not a more selective type of exemption could be suggested.

Now, I cin see, for example, that there is some adm inistrative dif.
ficulties in not having some type of exemptions, but to state that a re-
ligious group, for example, should be able to discriminate on the basip
of age, for examlple, I think leaves the bill in somewhat of a vulnerable
position. I would certainly suggest, if at all practicable, that some
thought should be given to some method to narrow that exemption,
because I think it is the basis of the legislation, as I see it, is that it is
good morality and on that basis certainly we would expect that those
programs based on morality would be brought under the bill.

I realize you have given more thought to this than the rest of us,
but I wanted to suggest if something can be worked out I think it
would remove what Ianticipate would be oposition to the bill from
many demagogues and baiters who will use ths as a means of pointing
out why they are not supporting or do not want to support it, and il
would rationalize the opposition. I simply offer it as something to be
considered before reporting the bill out.

Mr. RoOSEpvLT. appreciate my friend's suggestions and certainly
the committee will consider this when we get to the executive commit-
tee meeting stage.

I think i should say, however, that one of the touchiest areas that
you can legislate in is to begin to impose any kind of restriction upon
a wholly religious gioup and even if you give them a partial exemption
and not the rest of it, it is very difficult to explain to them that you
are not interfering in what they consider to-be an area in which there
should be no Government intrusion of any kind.

Following Mr. Dent's and Mr. Daniels suggestions, frankly, we tried
lust not to get into that area at all and if it 'is possible to rewrite it so
they would fully understand it and accept it, that would be one thin#.If it is not possible, probably we had better leave it as is. That
something we can discus.,
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Mr. HAwaums. I suggest whatever is to be done be done in conjunc-
tion with them. I thiklthey may suggest the way out, simply the way
the American Jewish Congress has suggested linitilg it and I think

te tiers themselves may assume some imitations.
Mr. RoosqvuL. Without objection I will ask counsel to explore this

with some of the religious groups and see if they have any suggestionswhich m, ht accomp ish the purpose that Mr. Gordon has outlined,Mr. ONl.
Mr. Gru. One further question on that point. I did not fully under.

stand the suggestion you made. Perhaps you could give it to me again
in a capsule f6rm in relation to these religious organization exemptions.

Mr. Gowxo. Section 7 of the bill.
Mr. { AWKINs. That is page 7 of the bill, section 4?
Mr. GoR6Do. Yes, but section 7 if I recall correctly, refers to im-propriety of advertising. You will notice in section 7(b) on page 11,

it permits a reference to religion, t discrimination based on region
in Rdvertiging whenl religion is at bona tide qualification -for empoy-
ment. But thattest is not used in connection with section 4, which is the
one involved, or rather section 5 which defines what shall constitute an
unlawful act of discrimination. There is no reference made to this
type of relationship to religion being a bona fide qualification.

Instead, there is in section 4 a general exemption to a religious
corporation, as oiation or society, and this appears on page 7, and
there is a blanket exemption qlite apart from whether the religion
constitutes a bona fide qualification for employment by a religious or-
ganization. We suggested that that qualification goes too fart hat,rather, tle test which is used In the advertising section of the statute
should be employed in determining whether there can be discrimination
on the ground o religion where tNat is a bona fide consideration in the
employment of someone by a religious corporation.

Mr. GrLIt. What you are saying is, you are not attempting to set
up a situation where a Catholic organization might be forced to
hire a JiaptiAst or vice versa

Mr. Gonno . No.
Mr. GiLT. You are interfering with hiring where the mligious

affiliation is important to the occupation?
Mr. GomDON. If you are hiring a gardener, for example, for the

church grounds, it would be hnd to see precisely why you would
reqtuirea particular religious affiliation in such employment.

Mr. 17r.,r. A preacher might have a little trouble explaining it.
Mr. Goat',s. r understand, sir, Nit no more so than an employer.
Mr. tDhr. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. GorrDO. Perhaps counsel will want to take into account in

connection with this particular exemption whether you do not raise
problems inder the first amendment in making a special provision ofthis sort for religious institutions. Curiously enough the constit -
tional lawyers have long been troubled as to how you ever get standing
to raise first amendment problems in Federal legislation. If you hadthis exemption blanket exclusion, vou would have provided standing
tor someone who claims he is discriminated against because of a
provision which makes a special dispensation for religion.

Now, there is a thesis currently by Professor Kurland of Chicago
University, and you may be familiar with this, which claims that the
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establishment clause of the first amendment requires the Government
to be religion blind just 0s you are trying to make provision for em-
ployers to be color blind in employment, His thesis is that you may
make no special dispensation for religion, but must treat it thie same
as you would any other element in a society when you pass general
regulatory legislation. I suggest to you, while it may be politically
expedient to have this type of geal exclusion, I think you may
very well be generating constitutional questions under the establish-
mont clause of tie first amendment.

Mr. RoosxvY T. Fortunately, we have a separability clause so if
it is held unconstitutional, the rest would not be.

Mr. Giu. Just to put it one step further, you would not want us
to exclude coverage situations you could conceivably find in pertain
churches where1 among persons of their own religion, they might
discriminate in hiring on the basis of color or racial extraction?

Mr. GowN. The section on religious organizations leaves that
possibility open, it seems to me, so, for example, in a church of ii
particular denomination would be allowed to discriminate in terms
of color, where they may have members of different colors as con-
stituents of their faith.

Mr. Giu. For instance, take a religious college which has a great
number of people on the payroll: you might find the hiring dis-
criminatory situation you have just discussed in such an organization?

Mr. GoRDoN. That is correct.
Mr. GiLT. You would not want to exclude that situation from

covocage IV
Mr. GoDoN. No. From our point of view the only instance in

which there could be a religious qualification as an exemption from
the ban on discrimination would be where religion is a r 4onable
qualification for the job, I think you are right, sir. As the bill now
stands it would permit a particular church to discriminate on the
basis of color as well as religion.

Mr. Gnz.. Now, let's move to a more general subjectL In your
off-the-cuff remarks, you mentioned the need for legislative action in
order to strengthen the hand of the moderates on the problem that
exists in the country today.

Mr. GoRo. Yes, sir.
Mr. Gmi. I am sure that most of us sitting here are somewhat

amazed at the extreme restraint being exercised by the colored people
in Birmingham. I am sure if some of us were in that situation we
would be reaching for the squirrel rifle.

Now, specifically, why and how do you see the force of legislative
action as encouraging and helping the moderate groups in the com-
munity I

Mr. Goiwxo. Because, sir, without having this type of issue resolved
in a forum such as the Congress, you leave it to the streets and how
long one can expect the Negro community to follow the responsible
moderate leadership which it Is now following, when there is not the
safety valve or theprospect of a legislative resolution, the moderate
leadership in the Negro community will give way to the extremist
leadership if there is no legislation resulting from this conflict. If
the problem cannot be resolved successfully as a result of the pressures
which they are exerting, if those pressures are not responded Co here in
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the Congress, I think the next step Is once the sentiment has been gen.orated and once there is momentun-there is no question it wilJ.be
exploited by demagogs an4 other extremists in the Nero community
because they now point to the fact that white leadership has failed,
that liberal white leadership failed, and that the extreme measures
they are talking about are the only feasible alternative and unless
demonstrated in the Congress by legislation of this sort that that is
not so, you run the kind of risk you talked-about.
I -Mr. GmL. Is it not also possble that some reasonably effective

legislative action will strengthen the hand of the white moderate aswill I
Mr. Gow o. This is precisely the point I made in the statement.

I arewith you.
r.GJtj. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.

Mr. Rooa LT Thank you, Mr. Gordon, very much. We are very
grateful and I think you have given us a great deal of food for thought
as well as a very eloquent off-the-cuff statement which I am sure we
will borrow when the time comes to use it in the debate.

Mr. Go, ON. Thank you again for the opportunity, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooszvzLT. The last witness is Mr. Herbert Hill, labor secretary

of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
We are very grateful, Mr. Hill,'for. your coming.
Now, you may proceed in any manner you find convenient.

ftATE M OF HERBT KLL, LA0 SEC ARY' OF TIVE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR TV ADVANCEMENT OF COLOR=
PEOPLE; AQo AW By LAB XC. z, ThaJ Yon.

Mr. Clarence Mitchell, the director of the NAACP Washington
bureau, is with us this idor _lng and has a brief statement regardin
certain technicaJ, aspects of the proposed bill which r will not read bu
will present.to thepcon ittee fr inclusion into the record. '

SMr. R mvz. Mr. Mitehell is an old friend 'and we are always
happy to i have inhd give gmr t consideration to his state enti.

Mr. Mrrcazut. I wonder if you would indulge' mi. for a f a'

Mr Roos Si W,'T 1,at wif l bu to Mr. Hill..
IMr. u , Y I means. P ,

16Mr.i M tn. I will not even leave my chair, but I thifik in these
troubled ties we should never miss ' opportunity to go on record
with.a word'of appniation to people like you and your colleagues
Who have been working foi this cause in season *and'out and'[ would
like to be on record as saying that to not only you, but I was tbe first
Mibor secretary of .he National Associationfr' the Advancement of
Colored Peop e and your honored mother, Who, As you know, iS great.
ly, loved b Ml who have had, problems, was, on6ef the first memberso a ,ubcommitte of our nation board of direc or With which
1 worked as a laboi secretary for the NAACP.

I did not want this" oppoRunity .o pass without having the record
Ahow that no matter how W,d things , may be here and elspwheret
there are people of various r ahd faiths whbare working together
with a firm conviction we are going tW win and miany of them are right
here in this room
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Mr. RoosavT. Thank you very much, Mr. Mitchell. I am very
grateful and without objection, Wr. Mitchell's suggestion will be in.
eluded in the record following the statement by Mr. Hill and without

objection, counsel isinstructed to make recommendations to the corn-
* mittee concerning the recommendations from Mr. Mitchell,

Mr. Hm. Mr# Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Herbert Hill and I am labor secretary of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People whose nationat office is located
in New York City at 20 West 40th Street. .

I wish, first of all, to thank the committee for this opportunity to
appear and to present testimony on the urgent need for the passage
of a Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Act.

The entire Negro community throughout the United States is today
faced with a major crisis of unemployment., What for the white
worker has been a mild or temporary recession has become for the
Negrb worker a major depression. Ners now constitute a very
large part of the hard core permanently unemployed group in Amer-
ican society.

1n northern industrial centers one.of every three Negro workers
were unemployed during the 2 ears and a v6ry high proportion
exhausted all of the' mp oymen - ensation benefits.

More than 50 1cent of all the unski Negro workers in the
country w emp loed for substantial Per since 1958 and it'is
evident tht I u il edNeg rker, 45 years and over who
lost his j will never a it w k a uctive ,ai I employment.

Durin the past 5 78rs le. to o Ne o unplo int was con-
sistQntl between and 2 tim .s r than the parable rate
for w) te work .Of at 8s ce is fact hasince 1952,

pnco of N o d white workers has
ncreasing.

B December of 195 , e nh an w was a reachingho oretw li. n l c;.b w dNa gron
60 r dt 1whi o ave Since hat time,

ver;,e thd dgNeYr0
I . olrs has' ng~e 6 rolter. sou ros t eatais't bureau tii S. partmen f Labor.

As a result fa ma 'on t ogical cha ges in the
co y unski t and's e  Jo occupati na are sappeanrmg

at the ate of 85,000 a week rly million year. is peisely
in th 'ob classiti at' ia e e ispro onate on-
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At the sent time, I w ben of e entire Negro

community directly and adversely affected g erations of
enforced over ctration of Nero wage e rs in the unskilled
and marginal see of the industrial ec y.

A continuation of ts even greater crises in the
years to come unless fund al and rapid chaugos take place in
the0 ccupational characteistics and mobility, of Negro labor in the
United States. Negroes ma be slowly winning'thebroad lel and
social struggles for full citizenship rights but are curt*4i losing
th battle for economic equality and job opportunity., :,
, The continuing economy crisis for 'Negro wage earners requires
0he imm mediate enactment of a strong Federal equal employment
opportunity law with broad enforcement powers and wide JUrisdiction.
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The experience of the past decade establishes very clearly that there
i3 absolutely no substitute for a Federal equal employment oppor-
tunity law.

The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunty has
very limited powers in crying out the intent of Executive Order
10025 which requires equal employment opportunity by contractors
doing business with the U.S. Government.

The President's Committee which was established as the enforce-
ment agency under the Executive order has operated without statutory
authority and inadequate funds, thus, its in -otence becomes evident
when confronted with, for instance, the powerful forms in control of
the textile industry.

The association has filed many complaints with the President's
Committee regarding major producers in the textile industry and here
we are forced to report eventually no progress for Negro workers in the
major manufacturing industry of the South.

Absolutely no pogress has been made on behalf of Negro workers in
the textile industry the largest and most important manufacturing
industry of the South. Our investigations indicate that Negroes com-
prise less than 2 percent of those employed in southern textile manu-
facturing and that Negroes are rigidly limited to menial jobs.

The association filed an extensive series of complaints with the
President's Committee against some of the most important southern
textile companies. These included Deerin g-Milliken, Beaumont Mills,
National Spinning, Dan River Fabrics, Reeves Bros., Spartan Mills,
Drayton Mills, aid others.

The southern textile industry is now engaged in a variety of evasions
and circumventions of the President's Executive order.

One is forced to report the inability of the President's Committee
to open up new job opportunities for Negro workers in other impor-
tant sectors of the economy such as in public utilities, the building and
construction indust., and skilled craft jobs in the metal trades.

This judgment is based upon the fact that the NAACP has filed
over 60 complaints since the establishment of the President's Commit-
tee. Confirmation of our judgment regarding the extremely limited
potential of a President's Committee without i statutory base and
with inadequate funds and staff is to be found in the 1061 Employment
Report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights:

This Commission's investigations In three cities--Atlanta, Baltimore, and Do-
trolt-and a Commission hearing In Detroit revealed that In most Industries
studied, patterns of Negro employment by Federal contractors conformed to local
Industrial employment patterns.

In the automotive industry, for example, even though each of the three manu-
facturers contacted bad adopted a companywide policy of nondiscrimination, em-
ployment patterns varied from city to city. In Detroit, Negroes constituted a
substantial proportion-from 20 to 30 percent--of the total work force.

Although their representation In nontraditional Jobs was slight, all companies
employed them in all classifications other than management positions, and one
company employed Negroes in administrative and management jobs as well. In
Baltimore, each of the companies employed Negroes only in production work and
not above the semiskilled level-as assemblers, repairmen, inspectors, and ma-
terial handlers.

In Atlanta, the two automobile assembly plants contacted employed no
Negroes in assembly operations. Except for one driver of an Inside power
truck, all Negro employees observed were engaged in janitorial work--sweeping,
mopping, carrying away trash. *I
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Lack of qualified applicants cannot account for the absence cf Negroes from

automotive assembly Jobs In Atlanta. Wage rates are relatively high for the
locality and the jobs are in great demand. The work I at most semiskilled and
educational requirements are extremely low presentt employees averaging a
third-grade education).

There are Indications too that, In the same geographic location, patterns of
Negro employment are substantially the same in plants of Government con-
tractors as in plants of noncoutractors. The commission mailed questionnaires
to a 5-percent sample of all manufacturing and assembly plants in Atlanta,
Baltimore, and Detroit.

While the returns were limited, they showed no appreciable difference between
Federal contractors and iAoncontractors in the proportion of Negroes employed
or In the types of lositions in which Negroes were working, A similar conclu-
sion was drawn on the basis of questionnaire surveys of Federal Government
contractonrs by the commission's State advisory committees in six Southern
Stares, Kentucky, Louisiana, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
Wept Virginia.

The history of Government contract compliance agencies during the
Eisenhower administration and during the present time gives ample
proof that the concept of voluntary compliance in relation to equal
employment Opportunity for Negroes is a fallacy.

On April 6 1962, in an appraisal of the first year of operation of
the Pi eident s Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity the
NAACP stated:

The admdnistration has relied for favorable publicity on a superficial approach
called plans for program . The so-called plans for progress-voluntary agree.
ments entered into by a few large corporations may yield high returns in pris
notices but only superficial and token results for Negro workers In new Job
opportultIea.

The plans for progress have not produced the large-scale job opportunities
for Negro workers that have been so long denied them. It is our experience
that major U.S. Government contractors operating vast multiplant enterprises
regard the signing of a plan for progress as a way of securing immunity from
real conIliance with the antidiscrimination provision of their Government
contract.

An analysis of the status of Negro workers In companies that signed the-plans
for program fully sustains this view. We believe that the plansfor-prog rm
approach is simply a euphemism for what in previous administrations was
called voluntary compliance.

In January 1963 the Southern Regional Council issued a report
entitled "Plans for Progr: Atlanta Survey." This study con-
firmed the judgment of the National Association for the Advancemeat
of Colored People rezardina the inadequacy of voluntary compliance
and concluded with e following statement Mardin the operation
of the plans for progweu in the Atlanta e "Abt felt-andreadily
stated--that the plan was not applicable to thenL

A few said it would become applicable when the hiring of a Negro
would be advantageous, for example, when the Negro market de-
manded it. Some did not even know of the existence of the plans for
proure, while others who knew, and who did employ a fMw Negro
janttors 'or porters on their staffs, felt that they were thereby uphold.
ing the object of the plan.

To sum up, indications are that the interpretation of the voluntary and
affirmative provisions of the program Is being left to the Individual signers
themselves.

In a letter to President Kennedy dated March 18 1968 Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the NAACP, said that the 1,0 N1 em-
ployed in the Nation's vital space effort in the Cape a.naveral-
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Cocoa are& in Florida are denied equal job opportunity as a result of
t pattern of discrimination by major Government contractors and sub-
contractors in Cape Canaveral.

In his letter to the President, Mr. Wilkins noted that "the Govern-
ment's role as the principal employer in the area is apparent."

Complaints f ed by the national office of the NAACP with the
President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity are now
pending.

An extremely serious problem confronting Negro workers through-
out the South is the discriminatory practices of State employment
services. The operation of State employment services in Southern
States is characterized by a mixed pattern of racial segregation and
discrimination.

All job orders are racially designated and all job referrals, some-
times formally and sometimes informally, are made on the basis of
race. Major industrial corporations operating with Federal Govern-
ment contracts cannot possibly be in compliance with the President's
Executive order banning employment discrimination where such con-
tractors in the South are using the facilities of the State employment
services. The U.S. Government is 100 percent responsible for the
operatin costs of all State employment services.
Federl funds are provided for these agencies under the Wagner-

Peyser Act atid the funds are disbursed by the Department of Labor
which administers the Federal-State emiployment service program.

It obviously makes no sense for the administration to issue Execu-
tive orders banning employment discrimination while agencies of the
Federal Government subsidize such discriminatory pi ictices. The
association has repeatedly called upon the Department of Labor to
take decisive action to eliminate the broad pattern of discrimination
and segregation in the operation of State employment services.

Even in the North the operation of the State employment services
represents a very serious problem to Negro workers. It is necessary
to recognize that racial discrimination is an inevitable and inherent
conseuence of the normal operating procedures of the U.S. Employ-
ment Service.

The State employment services receive funds and rewards from the
Federal Government based to a very large der ee on th6 number of
gross placements made during the year. This inevitably places
operating personnel in the position of responding to arbitrary and
discriminating job requirements in referring workers for jobs and in
selecting them for admission into training facilities.

A further problem is the usual tacit assumption by local employment
service personnel that there are "white" jobs and "colored' jobs.
This is a result of the prevailing hiring pattern in many localities and
the reluctance of employment services staff to innovate changes in tile
established racial pattern.

Another example of how the manpower services of the Federal
Government operates against the best interests of the Negro worker
is to be found in the current operaion of training programs under
the Manpower Development andTraining Act.

Because the colored worker is extremely vulnerable to unemploy-
ment as a result of discrimination and technological change, Negro
workers more than any other group in the work force qualify for large-
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scale training under the Federal Manpower Development and Train-
ing Act. I

However, reports from NAACP branches and my own investiga-
tions clearly indicate that Negroes are being limited to programs t )at
simply perpetuate the traditional concentration of Negroes in menial
and unskilled jobs. Thus, in Pensacola, Fla., there are all-Negro
programs for chambermaids and waitresses.

I would question whether many of the Congressmen who voted for
this bill intended that Federal funds be used to train chambermaids.
This is not the intent of tle enabling legislation.

In Birmingham, Ala., there are all-white programs for electronic
machine operators and arc welders, but Negroes are limited to laundry
machine training and shirt pressers training.

In Beaufort, S.C., there is a dubious training program for Negro
waiters while in Greenville, S.C., there is an all-white program lor
general machifie and tool .machine operators. This is, in my opinion,
a travesty on the intent of the legislation.

In addition to the rigid pattern of racial segregation in training
programs conducted under the Manpower Development and Training
Act, in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and other
Southern States, reports from northern communities indicate that
because of the statutory requirement that there shall be "reasonable
expectation of employment" as the basis for admission into training
programs, unemployed Negro workers are very frequently screened
out of admission into the desirable programs for skilled craft training.

The consequences for Negroes of the Manpower Development and
Training Act have been either nontrining or segregated training or
training for the lowest and least desirable job classifleations. In my
opinion, a continuation of this pattern will simply extend and deepen
tfhe job qap between white ond Niegro workers.

Another serious manifestation of Federal responsibility in prac-
tices that adversely affects the economic base of the entire Necro com-
munity is to be found in the fact that the Department of Health
Education, and Welfare, each year distributes $55 million of Federal
funds for education under the Smith-Hughes Act, a very large part
of this is given to vocational training programs in which Negroesame either totally excluded or limited to uneual segregated facilities.

Vocational and trade schools in the Southern States receive a very
large part of these Federal funds but even a cursory examitlation of
vocational training facilities in the South reveals a pattern of segre-
gation together with a lack of adequate programs to qualify Negro
students for higher technical education or for skilled employment in
the new industrial installations in the area.

In most southern urban areas where there has been a tremendous
growth of manufacturing operations we find that the limited pro-
grams offered in Negro vocational schools are obsolete in terms of
modern industrial technology. Thus, while white students in voca-
tional schools are studying advanced technology in tool and die making
and for the automotive and aerospace industries, Negroes are limited
to home economics and other service occupations and here also the
Federal Government has a direct responsibility for helping to per-
petuate the pattern that makes the Negro worker an unskilled worker
and most vulnerable to large-scale permanent unemployment.
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Another serious barrier to the Negro worker is the functioning of
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the U.S. Department
of Labor. This Bureau, in giving certification to an apprenticeship
program provides the legal )asis for various public subsidies to ap-
prenticeship progras.

The Federal government, through grants-in-aid coming from the
U.S. Office of Education of the Department of Health Education,
and Welfi.re, provides funds which subsidize apprenticeship training
programs in many States. The national pattern of Negro exclusion
from skilled craft apprenticeship training is well known and has
reached scandalous proportions.

The Federal Government, therefore, is directly subsidizing discrimi-
nation in the skilled trades whenever a trade union or employer ex-
cludes Negroes and members of other minority groups from admis-
sion into a registered apprenticeship training program.

Much has leen made 61 alleged progress in opening job opportuni-
ties for Negro employees in Federal agencies, however closer exami-
nation of V pattern of Negro employment in Federal agencies and
the continuing complaints received-by NAACP units throughout the
country indicates that there is more press gentry than progress re-
garding Negro advancement in Federal agencies.

Based upon our.experience we are forced to agree with the state-
ment of Mr. Adrian Roberts, vice president of the American Fedora-
tion of Government Employees in the Washingn area, as reported in
the March 5, 1968, issue of the Washington Star, who charged that
Federal agencies have manipulated statistical data to give a mislead-
ing impreson that they are doing something about ending discrimi-
nation in the hiring and promotion of Negroes.

Mr. Roberts, a career official of the-U.S. Department of Labor,
testified before the Subcommittee on Equal Empoyment of the Dis-
trice of Columbia Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mittee and stated that-

Citizens in the District of Columbia area who believe in the fundamental con.
cepts of democracy are impatient with the continuous stream of platitudes In
public speeches and agecy news releases on the subject of equal employmentopportunities.

7%ey resent the manipulation of statistical data on Negro employment In an
effort to show dramatic programs $ 6. However, when a true accounting is
taken of where we are and where we ought to be, it is clear that there is need
for full speed ahead.

The operation of State and municipal fair employment practices
commissions is absolutely no substitute for a strong Federal fair
empio ,ment practices law. With one or two exceptions, State and
municipal fair employment practices commissions are drastically lim-
ited in their effectiveness by inadequate funds and inadequate staff.

Most of these agencies are si mply complaint-taking bureaus that
often take years to resolve an individual complaint received from an
aggrieved citizen. We know that in practice only a very small frac-
tion of all individuals who are the victims of employment discrimina-
tion .because of race or religion ever file complaints With State and
municlpal commissions; therefore, in terms of the realities in elimi-
nating discriminatory employment practices.

The fundamental approach must b toward the initiationofafirma-
tive action based upon the overall pattern of employment discrimina-
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tion. In addition, one must note the unfortunate inability of State
and municipal fair employment practices commissions to eliminate
discriminatory racial practices in many important areas of the job
market where there are expanding job opportunities. Primary among
these is the building and construction trades areas, which by the way,
should represent major sources of new employment to the Negro work-
er who has been forcM out of the heavy industries.

For the past 10 years there has Wen a vast expansion of employ-
nient opportunities in the New York buildling and construction trades.
In the plhysical reshaping of New York City as in other urban centers
there has been a trenmendous increase in the rate of residential and non-
resident ial cost ruction.

Virtually all new construction work in New York City is performed
by union labor operating under collective bargainin agreements with
hu)lding-trades unions that make contractors entirely dependent upon
union-controlled hiring halls as the exclusive source of labIor supply.

Almost all of the 19-international unions in the AFL-CIO building
trades department have locals in New York City. New York State
has had a Stateecomnmission against discrimination for 18 years-it was
the first State--the New York Commission for Human Rights, the
agency which administers the State fair employment practice statute,
operates with one of the largest financial budgets and staff resources
in the country, yet, for all of its efforts it has not been able to alter
the pattern of racial discrimination in building trades unions in the
city of New York.

Loe1 l 28 of the International Sheet, Metal W, workers Union, AFL-
(10, has jurisdiction over all sheet metal work done on new construc-
tion projects throughout the five boroughs. Its membership is ap-
proxinately 3,200. There is not it single Negro member in local128,
nor has a Nlegro ever been admitted into the apprenticeship training
program controlled by this local union.

Negroes who have applied through the years have been denied ad.
mission on one or anotfier pretext as was Mr. James Ballard, who filed
a complaint in March 19013, with the civil rights bureau of the State
attorney general's office which served a complaint on local 28 charging
them with discriminatory racial practices.

Local 2 of the United Association of Journeymen, Plumbers and
Steam Fitters, AFL-CIO one of the most important of the building
trades unions in the AFILCIO, has jurisdiction over all plumbing
work done on new construction work in Manhattan and the Bronx.

Its membership is a approximately 3,300 and has remained stable
through the past decade. As of the first quarter of 1963, there has
been full employment for all members of local 2 and in addition
more ttan a thousand union men from other locals in the surrounding
area have been employed in the plumbing trade in Now York City,.

After years of protests and the flin of complaints with civil
rights agencies, local 2 now has admitted two nonwhite apprentices.
But the admision of one or two Negroes into a union-controlled
apprenticeship training program is not a significant change in the
racial pattern but rather is regarded by the discriminators as a stra-
tegic accommodation to community pressure and does not represent
any significant gain for the large Negro community (New York
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We have a representative here from the State of Pennsylvania, if
I may make this comment about this in Philadelphia.

The State of Pennsylvania has had a fair employment practices
law since 1955 and Philadelphia has had a municipal fair employment
practices statute since 1948. Yet, at the present time there is a
rigid and total pattern of Negro exclusion from the major building
trades craft unions in the Philadelphia area where there are vast
construction projects. The Philadelphia Tribune in its issue of Feb-
ruary 12, 196, stated that,-

Philadelphia labor unions have fostered a pattern (f racial discrimination,
that Is unsurpassed even in the Deep South.

George Schermer, executive director of the Philadelphia Human
Relations Commission, stated on March 4, 1963 that major unions
in the AFL-CIO Building and Construction Trades Council were
guilty of discriminatorT practices. Mr. Schermer singled out Plumb.
ers Iocal 690, Steam Fitters Local 420, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 98 and International Brotherhod of Elec-
trical Workers Lineman's Local 126 among others.

The pattern of Negro exclusion from the major AFL-CIO building
trades unions continues unabated even in cities and States where there
has long been a fair employment practices enactment. This is sig-
nificant as it indicates the serious inability of such agencies to reach
the skilled craft occupations where there is a rigid pattern of dis-
crimination as in the printing industry, the building trades, skilled
metal crafts and others where there are expandiidi job opportunities.

Thus, today in the United States there are more Negroes with Ph. D.
degrees than there are Negroes who are licensed plumbers or licensed
electricians. 9

Year after year tens of thousands of nonwhite students graduate
from vocational Aigh schools in the major urban centers of this
Nation, but after satisfactorily completing their courses of study in
a variety of craft skills young Negro workers ready to enter, the labor
market are denied employment opportunities in the building and
construction trades and are forced' to take low-paying menial or
unskilled jobs if they are to work at all.

Many of them are forced to completely abandon hope for work in
the craft for which they were trained. Is it any wonder that there is
a large proportion of school dropouts each year among Negro youth
in vocational training schools who soon enough learn the realities
of the racial practices of building trades unions in New .York City
and elsewhere and express their sense of futility by leaving school
at an early age I

Adoption of a Federal fair employment practices law that would'
decisively intervene,,once and for all in breaking the national pattern
of Negro exclusion in the building trades, and in other skilled craft
occupations would have a very.real and significant effect in the rate
of school dropouts among minority groupyouths.

On iqovember 1, 1082 the leaders o 121 AFL-('IO union, at
a special White House ceremony, signed an, agreement with the Fed(t-
eral Government to eliminate discriminatory racial practices within
alated. unina The pledges committed each union, among, other-
thifgs, to accept all eligible applicants for membership without re-
gard to race, creed, color, or national origin; to end segregated loeals-
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and to eliminate discriminatory practices in apprenticeship training
prog aes.,

Almost 6 months have passed and we have yet to see any sig.o
niflcant change in the pattern of anti-Negro practices by several major
affiliates of the federation.

These include discriminatory practices by trade unions in four
areas: exclusion from membership because of race. (this is now done
most frequently by tacit consent even where the "lhly-white" clause
is removed from the union's constitution) ; segregated locals; separate
racial seniority lines in union contracts; are the refusal to admit
qualified Negroes into union-controlled apprenticeship-training pro.
grams.

It is clear that only a Federal equal employment opportunity act
wfth strong enforcement powers and which specifically includes tides
unions within its jurisdiction, can remove the barriers of trade union
discriminatory practices which in certain industries are the decisive
factor in determining the status of Negro workers.

The dual considerations of securing employment opportunities and
of achieving the most effective utilization of the Nation's manpower
supply must be recorded as among the most vital and urgent needs of
the American community. SureFy there are few other questions that
so directly relate to the welfare of our citizens as well as to the coun-
try's place in a world where industrial power is a decisive factor.

IlotT political porties have recognized this in principle. The Re-
publican Party platform states:

We pledge continued support for legislation to establish a commission on
equal job opportunity. * * 4

The Democratic Party platform more specifically-quite specifi-
cally-endorses fair employment practices legislation which is in-
cluded as major item in the party s platform on civil ri hts.

It is evident that support or nonsupport from the White House
can be the decisive factor in determining passage or defeat for fair
employment practices legislation, however, there is also a direct party
responsibility for both political groups in the Congress.

The New York Times of September 2, 1960, carried a front page
story from Washington, D.C., stating that-

Senator John F. Kennedy pledged himself today to supporting a drive early
in the next session of Qongress for passage of the Democratic platform plank
on civil rights.

The N ew York Times also reported that.-
Mr. Kennedy centered his news conference on the civil rights issue and

promised to put the power of the White House, if he is elected, behind the fight
to get the Democratic plank passed in the next Congress.

In the volume entitled, "The Speeches of Senator John F, Kennedy
Presidential Campaign of 1960" issued as part 1 of the final report of
the Senate Commerce Committee on Freedom of Communications
(Rept. 994, pt. I, 87th Cong., 1st sess.) there appears on page 77 the
following statement of Senator John F. Kennedy:

The Democratic platform calls for fair employment practices. I have sup.
ported It when I was in the Hrouse of Representatives when it came up. t
would feel that we should take action in every available area to expand dvL
rightJobs a" all the rest ofit
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For the Negro wage earners in America and indeed for all who are
advocates of civil rights, what the members of both political parties
do on the issue of fair employment practices in this session of the
Congress will be far more important than all the rhetoric of party con.
ventions and campaign speeches.

The dubious rationalizat ion that support for this bill will endanger
other desirable legislation is completely specious and must be clearly
rejected as an exercise in political chicanery.

What the administration does on the issue of equal employment op.
portunities will be long remembered and will be the decisive issue in
determining the civil rIlghts record of this Congress and the Kennedy
administration.

Mr. RoosmvLT. Thank you, Mr. Hill, and I gather that we may
count on you and the NAACP in the organization battle lines when
this matter is finally reported by this committee.

Mr. HILL. Absolutely .
Ar. ROOSEVELT. Andalso when we face the problem of getting itimplemented.
Mr. HiLt,. May I say we are prepared to mobilize all of the 1,600

branches and the State and regional organizations of the NAACP for
the purpose of giving the greatest support, possible to this bill.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Dent, any questions I
Mr. DENT. I have no questions.
I welcome Mr. Hill here. I have known him for quite a while and

he is very forceful in his presentation always and Ibelieve he means
everything he says.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Daniels.
Mr. DANIELs. No questions.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. H.AwKINs. I would like to commend Mr. Hill on his statement,

as well as the NAACP. It was an excellent presentation, very fine.
Mr. RoosEv T,. Mr. Gill.
Mr. GILL. Mr. Chairman, I do not think we have time to go into

much detail, but I would like Mr. I-Till or someone he can designate to
give us a written breakdown on a question that has come up before.
Why is it that the State fair employment practices acts apparently
have been relatively ineffective and yet the feeling is a Federal act
would work.

This is the problem that bothers me because I do not understand
the mechanics or the mechanical reasons, if there are any, for this
failure which would not apply to the Federal act.

Mr. WILL. There are two points I would like to make, if I may,
very briefly.

One of the serious limitations on the operation of the State and
municipal commissions is that before the machinery of the commis-
sion can bein to move there must be a filing of a complaint by an
aggrieved individual. I do not want to elaborate on this point, but
I think it is evident that this establishes a very serious limitation.

The commissions that are solely concerned with the resolution of
individual job complaints may secure a measure of justice for the in-
dividual who signs a formal complaint, but it does not alter the em-
ployment pattern, it does not alter the industrywide pattern.

There are some commissions, like the Massachusetts commission, in
terms of the formulation of the statute, which do have the power to
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initiate claims but for a variety of reasons which are known only to
those commissions do not choose to use tiat power.

Of course, there i8 the other problem, that is that most of these com.
missions, sir, have very inadequate staffs, and have limited fitnds with
which to operate.

I might mention that Princeton University is now doing a rather
elaborate study of the operation of these commissions. I have seen
some advance reports and -I believe in the next 6 months Princeton
University will make public its results of the study in this area and
they go into some detail on this.

I would hope that one of the important differences between the op-
eration of a State commission and a Federal commission would be
that the Federal agency would be given the power to initiate com-
plaints on an industrywide basis.

It would not wait for the aggrieved individual citizen to file a com-
plaint when he has been denied an opportunity for which he is quali-
fied, but there would be affi native action on the basis of Negro exclu-
sion in entire industries across the country.

Especially today, since we deal with big business and big unions,
and most of the major corporations of America are multiple-plant
operations, it seems to me it is very obvious that there is much to be
gained by this.

Mr. Gitx. You obviously mean that, one, Federal commission would
have more adequate staff, and two, a Federal commission would be
able to move, on its own motion, into areas where discriminatory prac-
tices are evident?

Mr. HnuL Yes; and thirdly, with full enforcement and penal pow-
ers-we have learned that the idea of voluntarism in this field simply
doesn't work, that the commission be granted full power to invoke
sanctions and be prepared to use those sanctions when justified.

These are the three basic needs of such an operation.
Mr. Giu4 . Thank ou Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Thank you very much, Mr. Hill.
We are grateful to you for your cooperation with the committee

and for what I think we all agree is a very excellent statement and
it will be most helpful to us.

(The following was submitted by Clarence Mitchell:)
To: House General Subcommittee on Labor.
From: Washington Bureau, NAACP.
Re: H.R. 405.

We respectfully urge the subcommittee to consider the following proposed
technical changes in the language of H.R. 405. We believe that if these changes
are adopted, they would result in clarification of coverage that would assure
maximum coverage within the present framework of the bill.

(1) Section 5(a) (1), insert following "compensation" on line 17, page 7, "pro-
motion, training, opportunity for training, Job assignment, job classification, re.
employment."

(2) Section 5(b), add at the end of the section, on line 10, page 8, "or to
accept Job orders that in any way discriminate against or classify individuals on
the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, or aticestry."
(8) Section 5(c) (8), add on line 24, page 8, following the first "to", "enter Into

any collective bargaining agreement or otherwise."
(4) Section 5(e) (d), add "or training" following "employment" on line 8,

page 9.
We believe that these suggested changes will make it clear that it is the inten-

tion of Congress to prohibit discrimination in any aspect of employment, train-
ing, promotion, or other personnel or related action.
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' The Chair would like to read into the record at this point a letterreceived from the Honorable Adam C. Powell, chairman of the ful-Comumittee on Education and Labor, addressed to me datec
,May 6,1968 -

Due to the protest made to me by the Washington Movement, a group composedof outstanding citizens of Washington, D.C, the charges made by our colleague,representative Charles Dige, of Michigan, the repeated stories in the Washing-ton edition of the Afro-American by its editor, Mr. Charles Sumner Stone, as well,as the article carried in this week's edition of the Saturday Evening Post, chargesthat racial tensions In Washington, D.C., are due to the lack of employment, Iam requesting you to hold open hearings forthwith on denial of equal employmentopportunities which comes under the jurisdiction of your subcommittee.
It is the considered Judgment of the District of Columbia Superintendent ofSchools, the head of the Urban League, the Saturday Evening Post authors, Mr.Stone, and many others, that Washington Is In for some serious trouble thissummer If some kind of remedial action Is not taken Immediately.

Very truly yours,
ADAM 0. Pow1iL, Ohairan.

Now, the chairman would like to ask of the members of the commnit-tee whether it is agreeable with them that in compliance with thisrequest that the hearings of the committee be extended '2 further days
giving opportunity, at our invitation, to be arranged by counsel forthose mentioned, as well as others in the area, to present as much factualinformation as possible before the committee and of course those whoare adversely criticized to have the opportunity to come and makewhatever statement they may wish to make before the committee.,

It is the feeling of the Chair that this matter is in line with the verybill we are considering and cannot be separated from it and that there-fore it should be a part of the present hearings.
Without objection then counsel is instructed, at tile earliest possibletime after consultation with members of the committee, to set up the2-day hearing at the earliest opportunity.
Is there further business to come before the committee IWithout objection, the committee will stand adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 12:30 p.m., to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.)
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TUESDAY, EAY 21, 1963

Housm oF REPRtEINTATIVFS,
GENERAL SU-BCOMMITrI, ON LABOR OF THE

(OMMzirEE oNr EDUCATION AND LABOR,
WaaAington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 429,
'Cannon Building, lion. James Roosevelt (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Powell, Roosevelt, Pucinski, Daniels, Haw-
kins and Martin.

AIso present: Russell C. Derrickson, staff director; Dr. Deborah
Partridge Wolfe, education chief; Jay H. Foreman, subcommittee
counsel; and Richard T. Burress, minority counsel.

Mr. ROOsEVxLT. The committee will come to order, please.
The committee this morning will begin an extension of earlier hear-

ings on H.R. 405, a proposed Federa! Equal Employment Opportunity
Act. It will be conducted today and again on FridIy, May 94, in this
room.

They will concentrate primarily on job discrimination within the
District of Columbia and atre being held at the suggestion of the chair-
man of the full committee, Mr. Powell, who is present today.

In recent weeks, several sources, including Chairman Powell and
Congressman Diggs. and various publications, have indicated that the
Nation's Capitaimight be in for a tense summer due to racial dis.
crimination, and much of the trouble has been attributed to employ.
ment discrimination, which, of course, is the specific area of respon.
;sibility of this subcommittee.

There can be no question that this discrimination leads to a loss of
incentive among Negro youth, due to bleak employment prospects.
This results in school dropouts with all of the ominous consequences
arising from the unsupervised activities of unoccupied youth.

There are a number of witnesses who have been invited and asked
to come to testify before the committee, our purpose being to get a
.true picture of job discrimination within the District of Columbia.
When we are finished, we are hopeful it will then be also possible for
:us to make ipectfle recommendations to, we hope, the full committee
so that the situation may be improved and we may do our share in
exercising public responsibility to avoid any circumstances which
might lead to the kind of unf6rtunate circumstances which we know
hurts not only the local community, but which makes a very bad image
-of the failures of our national economy.

On Monday, June 3,Mr. Hobart Taylor, r., Executive Vice Chair-man of the President s Committed on Equal Employment Opportu-
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nity, will appear before this subcommittee to present a factual record
of the progress of the President's Committee in eliminating employ-
mont discrimination by Government contractors and to answer such
question as the subcommittee may have.

Mr. Chairman, may I say to you we are delighted to have you
present today and we trust that the hetrings which will be held in
these next 2 days will fulfill the responsibilities which you delegated
to us in your communication.

Mr. PucIN8KT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question. Is
.z the intention in these hearings to limit ourselves only to the gee-
gra hic confines of the District of Columbia, or are we going to look
at the overall metropolitan picture in this area? The reason I ask
this question is that it appears to me that there are great limitations
on employment opportunities, as such, not only within the District
itself.

It would seem to me then that in order for these hearings to really
get a true picture of the situation that exists in this general metro-
politan area we should not confine ourselves only to the narrow con-
fines of the District's boundaries, but rather look into the situation
that exists across the Potomac and in other surrounding areas where
people who live in the District by the very nature of the economic
complex here, would have to seek employment opportunities in some
of t he surrounding suburbs.

Mr. RoosEvELT. May I say to my friend that, of course, the basic
legislation before us is applicable to all metropolitan areas and all
areas where there is job discriminat ion.

Our particular hope in the next 2 days, however, is to hear from
people with specific reference to the problems that exist within the
District, and anything which shows that the problem within the
District goes into areas outside of the District certainly is pertinent
to the problem before us.

Mr. PUcINSKi. I thank the chairman for that.
Mr. RoosmxiT. I, however, would like to emphasize that it would

seem to the chairman, and I think to Mr. Powell also, that we have
a very distinct responsibility in relationship to the problems of the
District because there is no home rule in the District.

This is a Federal responsibility. It should be, in our opinion, a
model for the country, and certainly there is at least some indication
that perhaps it falls far below the ideal that we would like to see
established within the area of direct Federal responsibility.

Mr. PuciNsK. If the chairman will yield just one more second,
I am particularly happy to hear that Mr. Hobart Taylor is going t
appear before the committee on the 3d of June to give, a picture
of the activities of the President's Committee under the direction of
Vice President Johnson. As I have stated at these hearings before,
it is my judgment that the Vice President has done a truly spectacular
job, within limitations of the Executive order, in trying to eliminate
many of the discriminatory practices that have plagued tle Federal
Government for .manyyears. I will listen with great interest to
the testimony of Mr. Hobart Taylor to see whether or not there is
any basis for criticism voiced here earlier before these hearing. It
is my hope that the President's committ" is going to be 'ible to
establish beyond any reasonable doubt that it has done a very effective
job and is doing a very effective job.
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I think that a great deal of credit goes to the Vice President for
his determined efforts in trying to break down discrimination at least
at the Federal Government level in hiring practices.

Mr. Roosvyr.,LT. I would say to the gentleman that I am happy, of
course that his statement has been made. But I want to point out
that if there is any doubt in this area, the best way to resolve the doubt
is to have the record before us and to make a factual examination.

Mr. PJucXsIu. As I say; that is why I said, Mr. Chairman, I am
very happy that Mr. Taylor has been invited to testify before the com -
mittee. This will give us a chance to weigh all of the facts in this
matter.

Mr. ROOSZV1.LT. I thank the gentleman. The first witness before
the committee this morning is Mr. Victor Daly, Deputy Director of
the District of Columbia office of the U.S. Employment Service.

Mr. Daly, we are happy to have you, sir. We look forward to your
factual statement,

You may proceed in any manner most convenient to you, sir.

STATEXE OF VICTOR DALY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DISTRICT OF
COLUXBIA OFICZ, U.. M OY I SERVICE

Mr. DALY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I want
to express my appreciation for the opportunity to testify on this very
important matter which concerns all of ns andquote to you from my
experiences as the Deputy Director of the U.S. Employment Service.

As you know, the Employment Service for the District of Columbia
is a unit of the Department of lAbor.

The U.S. Employment Service for the District of Columbia has
publicly stated again and again that the absence of equal employment
legislation in the District o0 Columbia is one of the basic causes of the
current ills that now beset the city of Washington.

Employment, housing, public welfare, and a declining tax base are
all adversely affected by the distortion of the local labor market. We
reiterate that position here and now. We urge the Congress to enact
legislation with strong powers of enforcement.

Let us make a close examination of employment conditions here in
the District. One of the chief difficulties of the local labor market is
the racial composition of the work force. This is purely an artificial
situation, the removal of which would go a long way in restoring
balance and sanity to abnormal employment conditions in this city.

Speaking frankly, and with some notable exceptions, the business
community includin the construction industry, sim ly is not 'ving
employment to nonwhites except in custodial or unsksJled capacities at
the very bottom of theladder where wages are at a minimum and op-
portunmty for advancement is virtually nonexistent.

Within the past 2 years the retail trades have made a positive effort
to relate discriminatory hiring practices among sales personnel. To
the utter amazement of many of these employers, their programs of
merit hiring have worked exceptionally well.

They have met with neither customer resistance, nor difficulties
from their-own employees. The same is true of the local public utili-
ties companies-transit, telephone, gas, and electricity.

Among the construction trades the operating engineers have success.
fully integrated their local union and the Carpenters' District Coun-
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il is moving rapidly toward a well integrated organization includ-
ing their apprenticehip programI

But this is the end of the rainbow. The business community inO
eluding the banks, the savings and loan associations, the insurance com-
panie, tie mortgage and investment houses, the title insurance firms,
and the real estate offices, have Wdhered to a rigid policy of radically
discriminatory hiring .

Indeed, it might be said, that these companies have openly defied
the efforts of the community, the District government and the Fed-
eral Government to bring alut a chane in policy by persuasion and
negotiation. We feel that only legislation can remedy this evil.

Due to the vast redevelopment and slum clearance activities in this
area, coupled with the enormous amount of public building, the con-
struction industry is rapidly becoming one of the largest employers
of local labor.

Unfortunately, up to this point, the construction industry has con-
tributed absolutly nothing in the hiring and training of Negroes in
the skilled trades.

Mr. RoosxvNT. Would you mind If I interrupt d you just for a
moment? You have spcifically named banks, savings and loan as-
sociations, insurance companies, mortgage investment houses, title in-
surance firms, and real estate offices.

It would seem to me that, lacking their coming forward to give us
their view of the situation, this committee would be very properly
within its jurisdiction-Mr. Chairman, I ask for ur view on this-,
if we subpenaed some of these people and askedthem point, blank
what they intended to do about the situation which yot have said in
your official capacity is an area in which thire is no progress being
made.

I seems to me that they have a duty to come before this committee
and discuss it with us. We are not accusing them of anything. We
are simply sayin g that on the record now there is an official statement
which says that in this area there is no progress, and if you could help
us by indicating to us, because of your knowledge of the District, wlo
would be the most representative spokesman for each of these areas,.
the committee would appreciate it in order that we can then go for-
ward and take the necessary steps to have them express themselves
before the committee.

Mr. DAi. I will be happy to do that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooavLT. Thank you.
Mr. MAr nr. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. RoosxvxxT. Yes.
Mr. Mmm.. The witness also goes into the labor unions and the,

construction industry. I would suggest also that some of the union
officials of the District be subpenaed and brought in to testify.

Mr. RoosavxLT. We have done just that. It is already apSart of
the program of the committee. The only reason I mentioned these-
other areas is that these other areas are not presently scheduled to.
appear before the committee, whereas, the local unions, tie specific
people, both those who are cooperating and not cooperating, we have
scheduled to hear. If at any time you feel there are representatives:
of other areas which you would li to hear, if you will let the Chair
know or Counsel know, we well, of course proceed and invite them to)
appear before us.
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Mr. PowzuL. Will the Chair yield I
Mr. RooszvzLT. Yes.
Mr. Powr",. Have any of the' representatives of private indus-

try or management been requested to come and have not complied.
with the request 1 .

Mr. Iooszvn.T. Mr. Chairman, we invited the board of trade,
as seemingly the organization that represented generally industry
in the District, to come and discuss this matter with us. The boarM
of trade replied to counsel that they felt they had no responsi.
hility in this area, but, however, they are now scheduled to appear
before us.

Mr. PowrL. Have you invited any of the construction unions
Mr. RoosnvvT. Yes, Plumbers LocA No. 5 is scheduled to appear

before us, a member of the local Hod Carriers Union is scheduled'
to appear before us. And the IBEW Local No. 26 is scheduled
to appear before us.

Mr. PowRIL. I think it is a very good idea to subpena represent-
atives from those gaps both in labor and management which at the,
present are not filled in the list of witnesses.

Mr. RoosmrT. Counsel is instructed to confer with Mr. Daly in
this area and to try to get s eciflc representatives where these gtps
are in both management and labor and the committee will go for.
ward to make a rounded hearing.

Mr. PUC NSJLz. Mr. Ctirman, if the gentleman will yield, these,
labor unions that the chairman has listed as being scheduled to appear
are, I take it, appearing voluntarily. We have not had to subpena.
those organizations.

Mr. ROOSEVzLT. That is correct.
Mr. IPtcwnsxi. I also understand that the board of trade is also,

going to appear voluntarily without subpena.
Mr. RoosivELT. That is correct.
Mr. PumNsit. So that as far as we know right now, we have no

cause for subpenaing anyone. First we are going to invite them.
Mr. RoovzLT. We always first invite people, I will say to the

gentleman, nd if we do not then get a response, there is nothing-
left for 0s to do but supena them, but we do not do so until we
have invited them to come of their own free will.

Mr. Pt CINSKT. I agree if they do not want to come, this is a suf-
ficiently important subject for us to exercise, the power of sub'
pena, but in my judgment we ought to exercise all other care in
getting these witnesses before the committee rather than to try to)
drag them in.

We are trying to resolve a problem here and I think we can do,
much more effectWve work if we work together on this thing.

Mr. RoosvraT. The Chair will assure the gentlenui that that
has always been his policy and it will continue to be so.

Mr. PfcINSEI. Thank you.
Mr. Ro(o oVzLT. Proceed, Mr. Daly.
Mr. DALY. This applies to the failure of the construction indus.

try to hire Negroes in tits skilled trades&
This is one of the chronic causes of racial tension in the District

of Columbia. The craft unions in the building and construction
industry have traditionally performed the manpower functions of
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recruiting training, qualifying and referring workers for employ.
meuat in all trades connected with the industry.

The community has no quarrel with this procedure if it is done on
a fair and equitable basis without racial or religious bias. The unions
enjoy a virtual monopoly in the Washington metropolitan aret input, to construction, and where public funds are involved, the unions
have a legal as well as a moral obligation to see that these progranis
of apprentice recruitment, training, and employment are carried out
on a strictly nondiscriminatory basis.

Under the present system apprentices selected by the craft unions
and/or joint committees are the only ones permitted to work on pub"
lie construction in the metropolitan irea.

Unfortunately., up to this point, these selections have not been made
on it fair and equitable basis.

The Negro community comprising 54 percent of the population
and 80 percent of the pubio schools las been systematically excluded
from, apprenticeship training in the building trades.

Repeated efforts to place qualified young Negro high school gradu.ates in apprenticeship trainingi with the craft unions have met with
massive resistance by the organized building trades in the District
of Columbia.

The contractors, who actually do the hiring, have done nothing to
check these abuses or to comply with the requirements of the equal
employment policies of the Federal Government.

Consider these few statistics. The District public schools provide
the classroom instruction neesary to supplement the on-the- 'ob train-
ing of the indentured apprentices. Currently, an area skills survey
based on information received last January (1963) f rom thW Voca-
tional Education Department of the District of Columbia public
schools, revealed that there are only 66 registered apprentices iII the
skilled construction trades receiving the instruction in the Districthigh schooll.

this number, 44 are in carpentry; 16 are training as operatingengineers; 4 ret. metal lathe trainees, and 2 are reinfor ed concrete
rodmen apprentices

To our knowledge, 4 of these young men are nonwhite-all in car-
pentry. Some of these figures may have changed slightly since last
January (1063). That is downward. Some of these boys may have
have dropped out.

The apprenticeship program in the District public schools has been
in constant decline for the past several years. The Plumbers and
Stoamfittors Union maintains its own training program outside of the
local public school system.

The electricians use the facilities of a local private high school.
The bricklayer give their classroom training at a nearby high school
in Prince Georg" County. In Montgomery County, there" are 128
registered apprentices in the county schools.

Of these, (11 are in the electrical trades, 39 in the metal trades and theremaining 22 are scattered among other miscellaneous building crafts,
as plumbers, pipefitters, ironworkers, and so forth.

There is not a single Negro apprentice in this group of 128, But
aside from, this, another disturbing element in this discouraging pic.
turo is the fact that the overwhelming majority of these apprentices
in the county schools are indentured to Districtof Columbia contract.
tors, or contractors who do most of their work on District jobs.
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It tlhero is to be equal employment opportunity iin the skilled con-
struction trades, there will have to be a meaningful and effective pro-
grain of apprenticeship trahinig open to all usegents of this com-
in ity wit-houtregarc to race, crCed, or national origin.

Without trained apprentices there never will be an ample supply
of skilled journeymen. This moans a perpetuation of the status quo
and relegates the Negro construction worker to a hewer of wood and
a drawer of water.

Speaking here in Washington recently, before the National Associa-
tion of State Apprenticeship Directors, Mr. 0. J. Ha gerty, president
of the A.F-Ci) Building and Construction Trades D department,
warned that the Nation is faced with a dangerous shortage of ap-
prentices.

He stated that the number of apprentices continued to decline in
every State in the Union except California. Mr. Haggerty emphasized
the grTowing danger to our national property and securit unless
2 million skilled craftsmen were added to the labor force by 1970.

One ray of hope in recent weeks on the local horizon has been the
insistece of the Department of Lalxw, working in close conjunction
with the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity,
that contractors working on Government construction open up their
apprenticeship programs to 911 qualified applicants in the community
without regard to race, creed, or national origin.

Followingaserle of joint n eetins with contractors and representa-
tives of the local craft union; the Department of Labor has instructed
the U.S. Employment Service for the District of Columbia to develop
lists of qualify a licants for apprenticeship training from this year's
graduating classes for later use.

In line with this new approach to the problem, the Labor Depart-
ment's Advisory Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity in
Apprenticeship and Training has announced a five-point program to
broaden opportunities for minority groups and to enforce a policy
of nondiscrimination.

The Committee acted to encourage the establislnment of apprentice-
ship information centers across the country to gather data on the ex-
tent of minority representation in apprenticeship; to devise enforce-
mnent machinery for the nondiscriminatory clause in Government con-
tracts and to develop preapprenticeship guidance programs.

Lally, such an information center is now being established in the
offices of the U.S. Employment Service for the District of Columbia.
It is our intention to utilize the services of a strong local advisory com-
mito, composed of both management and labor, to enhance the ef-
fectiveness of the information center and to refer as many qualified
applicants for apprenticeship training as the contractors can hire.

Equal employment opportunity legislation would give added body
and force to these prognms. We endorse the proposed legislation and
urge its enactment.

Mr. RoosvmT. Mr. Daly, thank you very much for your factual
statement. I have just a few questions. We have quite a long list of
witnesses so we will try not to detain you very long. '

You have, I think, without question, made a 6lear case of the exis.
tenco of laek of eqnal opportunity and while you have dwelt upon
the construction industry, unquestionably the same principle must be
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applied, should it not, to the other areas that you mentioned earlier inyour staeent?
Mr. DALY. The business community. Yes; sir.Mr. ROOzVELT. You say that the local information center is nowbegin established and you are going to use'the services of a strongweaf advisory committee. It seems to me that there is an urgencyhere that demands a timetable. When is this going to be done? ,Mr. DAL .Well, we are having meetings every day on this subjectand the Under Secretary of Labor has salid that the local informationcenter should be set up by the first of June. We are working on thatnow. We have prepared a skeleton organization for the formationcenter. We are Selectmng personnel and we hope to be in business bythe first of June on this, in order to be able to counsel and advisethe graduting class of high school students, which will be graduacted in the week of the'9th of June.

Mr. RooszvRLT. What cooperation are you getting from the school
system #Mr. DALY. The public school system has supplied us just withinthe last 2 or 3 days with a list of all of the Igh school graduateswho have designated b direct questioning an interest in apprentice-ship training and we have also solicited an obtained a similar listfrom the parochial high schools in the District of Columbia.Mfr. RoO- vELT. Mr. Daly, I have for years watched private indus-try recruit from schools and universities and the way they do it isnot to get just lists. They go and set themselves up on the groundand they get boys and girls in, and they talk to them and they pressthem and invite them, and they give them all of the facts and thentry to steer them by direct contact.
Mr. DALY. We are doing that.
Mr. ROOSvzrL. What are your plans and what are the District ofColumbia school plans to get yourselves on the spot so that you inter-view these people It does no good to just express a pious iope thatthese graduates will come forward and get into apprenticeship train-ing programs. .They won't go into it unless you go after them. Iwant to know what you are going to do to get after them.Mr. DALY. In the past we haven't attempted to do that becausewe had no apprenticeship opening to offer to these young people, butas of now this list has leen furnmished to us and we are sendini outour counselors and our testing unit. We are giving them aptitudetests. They are going into the schools and tl ey are in the schools as

of this moment.
Mr. Rooamv=T. 'And what do tley have to offer. when they get

there ?,
Mr. DAdr, We are offering them the possibilityof apprentioeshiptraining. .. .Mr. Roostvaur. WhereI

Mr. D~r.. We are going to supply thePepDartient of Labor withthe list of qualified applicants who , have. indicated an interest in
apprenticeship training.,

Mr. oomvzT. 'The, worst thing that could happn, Mr. Daly, Just
between you and W is after you get there and get all these peopleinterested and then they inake application, they never hear a. bles4d
word after that.
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Mr. DALY. That has been the procedure in the past. There is no

question about that.
Mr. RoosevELT. What is the hope that it is going to be different?
Mr. DALY. Well, because the President's Committee and the De.

partment of Labor, the Solicitor's Office and others in the Department
of Labor, have been in constant communication, shall I say, with the
joint apprenticeship committees of the District representing the vari-
ous trades, labor, and management, the people who have selected the
apprentices in the past.
They have been meeting with them almost daily in the metal trades,

the electrical trades, the carpenters, the bricklayers, the sheet metal
men, all of them. They have been meeting with them Government
contractors, the joint committees, who represent both labor and man-
agement, and representatives of the Department of Labor to resolve
this very matter.

Mr. ROOSiFJpT. As of this Tuesday morning, however, there has
been no announcement, has there, as to how many apprenticeship jobs
are open to these hi gh school graduates that you are seeking

Mr. DJ.r.y. No. We have n1o orders. The employment service op-
erates by employer orders. As of now, we have no orders for ap-
prentices, but we have been told to supply available apprentice candy i-
dates to the Department. The Department itself is dealing directly.

We will not be able to go beyond or above that. All we can do at
the present time is to submit, to them for resubmission to these joint
apprentice committees the qualified candidates and see what happens.

.Mr. ROOSEVELT. Without objection, I would like to state that I think
it is the duty of this committee to invite the Department of Labor rep.
resentatives to come hero and establish publicly for us what are going
to be the results of these conferences. I can think of nothing that
would create more tension more rapidly than for you to go into this
area and get people all excited about training that is going to be held
and then have no orders, as you well put it, for apprentices.

That would really be putting the cartbefore the horse. Without
objection the committee counsel is instructed to et the proper repre-
sentative of the Department of Labor here to tel us specifically what
they are doing on their end to complement the program which you have
outlined here that you are doing on your end.

Mr. DAL-Y. I think you ought to broaden the invitation. I think
you ought to include those on the President's Committee that are
working in this area in this particular field.,

Mr. Z1VOWELT. Do you know who the gentlemen are I
Mr. DALY. Yes. I will be able to supply Mr. Foreman with the

names of the people.,
Mr. RooSEVirLT. We will ask them here also. The thing that bothers

me is that this situation isn't a new one, Mr. Daly.
Mr. DA Ir. No; of course not, and it is not loclhere. .
Mr. RoosVELT. That is ri ht.
Mr. DALY. It is nationwilde.
Mr. RooeELT. But this is a Federal Government area where, rkiy

gr"oous if we don't do the job here, how could we be asking people
todo itinother area.& It seems to me, without exercisig any criti-cism, that we am just a little bit late, to prt i mildly, in gieting down
to the brass tacks of getting some solution td this.'-
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I want to emphasize that I am not criticizing you. You can only go
so far. You have a program on your end of it. You are going to
tell these young people what a good thing it is if these opportuni-ties exst. But if you tell them that and the opportunity does not
exist, you are being asked to do a disservice instead of a service.

Mr. DANIMs. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the witness a question?
Mr. Roouvmr. Certainly.
Mr. DA Ki&u. On page 4 of your statement you mention the fact

that only 66 registered apprentices in the skilled construction trades
are receiving instructions in the local high school, and of that number
only 4 are nonwhite?

Mr. DALY. That is right.
Mr. DANxmw. Do you expect to recruit many qualified apprentices

froin the high schools by the program that you propose to set up I
Mr. DALY. We do, andthe great majority of them will be nonwhite.
Mr. DAzsip. Do you thin% you will be able to recruit a larger

number than four from the local high schools?
Mr. Roo svF.LT. Would you excuse me just a minute? Did the

witness s4y that most of these job openings that would come up would
be nonwhite I

Mr. DALY. I said most of the apprentice applicants will be non-
white.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. So that we must establish a willingness on the part
of the contractor-

Mr. DALY. And the labor unions.
Mr. RoosEvLT. And the labor people -
Mr. DuLY. The joint committees.
Mr. RooszvELT. To open the doors so these people can be taken care

of *in other words, to reverse dramatically the pieent figure.
kr. DAMILS. I think, too, Mr. Chairman, that it might serve a

good purpose if this information committee would go into the local
schools to encourage these boys to study these trades so that they can
got the necessary skill and training in the schools to qualify for these
irobs.

Mr, DALY. Well, it has not been a question of qualifications in the
past. The prime question has been the lack of opportunity. These
boy are quidified to take the training. There is no question about
that.

But they do not have the job openings. When they study in the vo-
cational high schools, 8 years to be an electrician, and come out and
they can't find a job as an electrician, they take a job as a busboy or a
soda jerk in a drugstore, that type of thing. They are completely un-
deremployed and the 8 or 4 years of training that they have hiad at
public expense have completely gone down the drain.

Mr. DANirLs. Perhaps, Mr. Daly, I misunderstand your statement.
You are now sting that the boys are trained but because of the lack
of the opportunity to go to work at the trades or which they have been
trained, conseiuently they have to take other work beneath the digni-
ty of the training that they have received?

Mr. DALY. Maybe we don't understand each other. When the boy
omes out of school after 8 years of trade school vocational training,
he is not trained togo into industry. He is trained to go into appren-
ticeship training. What I am saying is that of 66 boys that ar cur.
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rently in the local high schools, taking their 144 semester hours of
related book learning along with their on-the-job training, only 4
of those boys are colored.

Mr. Pow. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooszvwT. Yes.
Mr. PowELL. Isn't there an Executive order as regards the employ-

ment of people in the construction of public buildings, without regard
to race creed, or color I

Mr. bALY. I didn't quite get the question.
Mr. Roosmvwr. The chairman's question was: Is there not now in

existence an Executive order with respect to public buildings regis.
tered in the District of Columbia that there shall be no discriminiation
in hiring by the contractor

Mr. DALY. That is right.
Mr. RoosuV 1LT. What has happened to that?
Mr. DALY. And the subcontractor has signed that agreement and the

prime contractor has signed that agreement.
Mr. RooszvELT. How long ago was that ?
Mr. DALY. But the labor unions haven't signed the agreement.
Mr. PowELL. What did you say?
Mr. DALY. The labor unions have not signed that agreement, so

the feel no obligation under this contract. They have no contract
with the Government. They are only contractors with the subcon-
tractor.

Mr. RooszvrlT. So the subcontractor and the contractor are in the
position of saying, "We can't get people" ?

Mr. DALY. That is because, "We only hire the people that the
unions send to us."

Mr. RoosEvELT. So the Executive oder is being circumvented by the
lack of labor cooperation I

Mr. DALY. It doesn't reach down. That is right.
Mr. POWEL. How many years has this order been in existence ?
Mr. DALY. Well, ever since the old Executive order.
Mr. POWELL. Nine years. Congressman Diggs charged that it

wasn't worth the paper it was written on.
Mr. PucINsKr. 'Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. RoossET. Certainly.
Mr. DALY. This has been going on and is the same gimmick that is

used to keep these men off the job.
Mr. PumcrsKi. Mr. Daly, isn't it a fact, though, that the Executive

order goes to the contractor on his hiring practices, but the Executive
order does not go to the apprentice program? According to your
own statement on page 6 the President's Committee on qual C.
ployment Opportunity has stated that it now is extending that Execu-
tive order to the apprentice program. Isn't that what is really happen-
ing here now ?

'Mr. DALY. I suppose you could interpret it that way, but I think
the President's Committee, in its meetings with the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship Training, has to admit that the labor unions do not have
enough Journeymen.

They don't have Negro journeymen in the labor unions. Take the
plumb rs, the steamfitters, the electricians,.the sheet metal workers.
They don't have a single Negro in those unions. How can they sup.
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ply them to a subcontractor if they don't have them as members of
the union I

That is their argument, So the President's Committee and the De-partment of Labor has gone to the source of the subject. Let us get
some apprentices and get them into these unions so as to stop that
argument.
• Mr. Pumitsv. That is exactly right and this is why your testi-mony today, to me at least, is extremely hopeful. The chairman said
that it comes too late. I agree. But I also agree that we are 100 years
too late in this whole field of human rights and, as I see the picture
now, if I understand your testimony correctly, in this building trades
construction field, you now have three agencies moving together.

You have the President's Committee on Equal Employment Op-portunity setting down the rule that the President's Executive order
on nondiscrimination goes down to the apprentice level and applies
to the apprentice program, on the one hand.

These unions have said repeatedly before this committee that they
would have gladly tmined Negro students in the apprentice program
if employers would hire them, but the unions have said they have no
control over the hiring of an apprentice. They can only train thoseapprentices that an employer will hire. Here again.you have your
own Department and the President's Committee saying to the con-
tractor: "You cannot participate in Federal contracts if you dis-
criminate in hiring practices."

You have the two movements now going forward. Finally, if I
understand your testimony correctly, we have your agency setting up
information centers to make available to youngsters of all minoritygroups complete information on opportunities in the apprentice
program.

It would appear to me, Mr. Daly, that you have brought before
this committee certainly a hopeful picture and I am hoping. the
chairman is correct If all of these agencies move with a spirit ofurgency in this field, it seems to me that we can see some sigificant
breakthroughs in this whole area.

Is my assumption correct, sir ?
Mr. DALY. Your assumption is exactly correct, with the added hope

that the proposed legislation will give body and enforcement to thisprogram. Thi purely a voluntary program up to this point.
Mr. PucisNK. You are right. We have established early in these

hearings that as laudible as may be all of the efforts of the executive
branch of the Government, unless you pass this legislation, meaning.
ful legislation with enforcement procedures, you are always going
to have a gap, and I agree with you on that.

Mr. R66szv=z. Mr. Daly, just to supplement what Mr. Pucinski
said, it is true, however, at the moment, while the President's Com.
mittee has a whiplash over the contractor and his contract can be can-
celed for noncompliance, there is absolutely no similar whiplash over
the unIon apprenticeship program.

Mr. DALY, That is right.
Mr. RooszvzLT. That is a purely voluntary proramn, They can

continue as they are. I think you would discover, if you looked into
i, that most of these apprenticeship prograTm do not need the Fed.
rl Government and don't care whether they have the Federal Gov*
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ernment's approval or not, and therefore, without this or some legis.
lation, there is no direct control over those apprenticeship programs,
that is, no similar whiplash as you have over management.

1, at some point would like to have this committee consider that,
if we cannot get direct jurisdiction by legislation over these appren.
ticeslufp programs which will force them to be nondiscriminatory, in
order noto be able to have a contractor come and say: "Well, I can't
get the workers from the union," I think we should work out somne
basis where the Dej)artment of Labor says: "All right- we will
cooperate with you in putting apprentices on the job, and give the
contractor assistance in whatever the course may be, and set up a Dis.
trict of Columbia apprenticeship program which will break this
down and give us a w edge so that we can have some ability to provide
these contractors with the people we know would be glad to be there
if they thought they could ever get into the job and work"; is that
correct I

Mr. 1)Aixv. Exactly.
Mr. PuCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, with this observation: that certainly

nobody will quarrel with the statement by tlhe chairman, and the most
desirable pattern for us to follow is to get this legislation through tile
Congress but nobody can deny that it is a very tortuous route that
this legislation has to go through before it becomes a law. The point
and thrust of my colloquy with the witness is that as desirable as this
legislation is, and we are going to do everything we can to pass it, I
certainly hope that these young students who had their opportunities
denied are not going to ave to wait that long.

There is machinery that is now moving to bring them some inmedi-
ate relief, right now this minute, without. waiting until we go through
the tortuous route of this legislation.

This legislation, in the final analysis, will strengthen this program
and it is very desirable, but I think we ought to move through these
executive agencies as quickly and forcibly as possible.

Mr: RoosEvELT. Mr. Daly, again, though, what Mr. Pucinski says
is a pious hope. If the unions want to come along, if they will cooper,
ate with the machinery that is now getting into motion, fine. But,
suppose they don't. Suppose all these fine efforts by the President's
Committee and everybody else on this program just simply result in
more pious statements: "Yes, we will do anything," but nothing gets
done.

Mr. DALY. They say the most, powerful force in the world is an idea
whose time has come, and I think the time has come when these unions
and these contractors are beginning to realize that the public cer.
tainly in this community sees behind the veil that has obsoured this
whole picture, and if nothing comes out of this legislation, certainly
out of this hearing will come, I hope, a complete unveiling of what is
taking place here and what has transpired. It cannot stand the light
of publicity.

Mr. POWHLL. I would like to say that something will'€ome out of
this legislation because Mr. Roosevelt and I have decided that as soon
as the committee marks up this bill, I am going to start calling it for
the Calendar Wednesday and I will separate the sheep from the goats.

Mr. DALY. Absolutely, more power to you.
Mr. R O *vT,. Mr. Martin, do you have any questions ?
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Mr. M,%wnr. Yes, A few moments ago in the discussion you were
talking about the 06 registered apprentices now in the public school
program here in Washington. I ou further stated that there would
not bo openings for these people. When you made that statement
were you referring to both the whites and the nonwhites in this pro-
gram. or would the whites get openings and get jobs from it I Would
you clarify that for me ?

Mr. DA T'. We haven't had the problem of Negro apprentices before.
The Carpenters Union now has four; they will be graduated from their
apprenticeship training in the course of the next 2 or 3 years, so that
we have no background information.

We have no past information to go on on that, but I can say this:
That in each of these skilled trades there are more job openings than
there are candidates to fill them for apprentice work.

Mr. MAnrq. I believe you made the statement that these people
would not find jobs in apprentice training. Were you referring to
only the nonwhite when you made that statement I "

Mr. DALY. Yes. I was referring to the nonwhite high school gradu-
ate who wanted togo into apprenticeship training.

Mr. MARtni. The whites were finding jobs but the nonwhites were
not?

Mr. DALY. Yes; that is right.
Mr. M4Lnviw. Under the Taft-Hartley law, I believe that law states

that the hiring halls shall be operated by the unions. Quite obviously,
from your testimony here and other information that we have re-
ceived, the unions, particularly in the craft unions in the construction
field, have shown a great prejudice against nonwhite employment.

Since the Taft-Hartley law specifically states that the unions should
operate the hiring halls, what would be your recommendation in re-
gard to an amendment to the Taft-Hartley law taking this power away
from the unions and setting up the hiring halls through a third disin-
terested party ? Would that correct the situation at all?

Mr. DALY. That I suppose would call for an amendment to the Taft-
Hartley law.

Mr. MAWTIn. That is right.
Mr. POWEmL. There is in the Taft-Hartley law a clause that. you

can't discriminate. It has never been used.
Mr. MARTIn. But my point, Mr. Chairman, is that Taft.-Hartley

specifically gives to the unions the power to operate these hiring halls,
and my further suggestion is in regard to an amendment to Taft-
Hartley to remove this power from the unions and operate the hlrini
halls through a third disinterested party, if that would perhaps cor-
rect a part of this difficulty.

Mr. DALY. Frankly, that would be outside of the area, of my coin-
petence. I wouldn't be able to, without study, determine whether a
union should or should not be permitted to operate its own hiring hall.

We would have to have further considerations. We would bave
to take into consideration the question of whether the construction that
was proposed was public construction or private construction. You
might have to go into details of that nature.

Certainly you couldn't control the hiring policies of it union without
fair employment legislation or equal opportunity legislation if the
union confined itself purely to private construction, any more so than
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r ou could say to a garment manufacturer who was in business forhimself, "We want to control the people that you hire." The inanu-
fact urer has tile ight to cho0e his own people.

Now, if he is going into making Navy uniforms and he is working
for the Govermnent and uisihg public finds, then you would have the
right to step in and say, "Well, if you are going to continue to work
for us as the Federal Governument on public work, then wo want to have
something to say about whom you hire to work in your shop."

Mr. M1ARTIN. According to your testimony here, one of the nijor
difficulties is the unions themselves in the construction industry, the
craft unions.

Mr. D.ux. That is the whole neat and core, I would say, of the
Taftl-Hartley law, that gives the unions a certain amount of protec-
tioni, but, oil the other hand, is aimed to protect the public.

The reason I take such a dim view of giving these unions the ex-
clusive right to choose their own apprentices to put oJi the-fe jobs is
because they control the construction of public buildings, and public
funds are involved, and where public funds are involved, then there
ou ght to be some sort of Federal control over who works on those jobs.

Don't think it is fair to say to one segment of the population any-
where here in Washington or on the west coast, "This is a public build-
ing and although we have no Negro apprentices and no Negro iourniev-
ment, yet we repreent this, that, and t ie other union and we iave the
exclusive right to hire for construction on this job."

I don't think that that is fair, and that that is what I wean when I
say the idea has come of age, iid I think that when it is explained to
the public and when the 'people understand it they will no longer
put up with this type of discrimination on public construction.

Mr. MARTwq. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that it might
be well to go into this point sometime along in the hearings here in
regard to that possibility of amending TaftHartle to remove from
the unions exclusive power of handling the hiring halls. That is all.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Daniels?
Mr. DAzimL . No questions.
Mr. Rooszvjwr. Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HMwxws. Just this point, Mr. Daly. On page 6 of this state-

ment of yours you indicate that a series of joint meetings have been
held with contractors and representatives of local craft unions and
that from these meetings you are preparing a list of qualified ap-
plicants. Are we to assume that you have some assurance that the
representatives of both contractors and the local craft unions will co-
operate with you through the apprenticesip joint committees in the
removal of disrimination and that this list that you will prepare will
actually be a live list and that they will recruit qualified persons from
that list? Is that the definite understanding that the agency that you
represent has with these two groups

Mr. DALy. That is our hop-Mr. Hawkins. That is the under-
standing that we have with themembers of the committees, from the
President's Committee, and the Depaltment of Labor.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training, which is a segment of the
Department, as you know, has given us th6ir assurance that as a result
of these joint meetings between themselves and the joint apprentice
committees of each one of these trade unions that some,-I have no
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idea as to the number--of these young men that we are now interview
ing, counseling, and testing, and have designated an interest in al
prenticeship training, will be selected for this apprenticeship traminn
beginning this fall, and that is thai most progress that I know tJlia
has been made in this field*
, Mr. H.Awzws. The term you use "for later use" refers to a use some
time this summer and before the fall I

Mr. DAL-Y. Yes. The apprentices are selected in the summer anc
ty bemin trainn at the time the school opens in September.

Mr-LINs. Thank you.
Mr. Pucno=s . Just one moment. Mr. Daly, K would like to com-

mend you for raising this question in your opening statement about
the declining tax base and what this type of discrimination means to
the revenue resources of the District.

I think that this is a point that is too often overlooked in this whole
discussion of civil right&. All over America local communities are
reeling under constantly increasing local taxes and I think that the
America people have not been uatoly told what discrimination
costs in denial of job opportunities. 9o better example of this is there
than right here in the District where you stated in your statement that
54 percent of the ovulationn in the District is Negro.

Deny these peop e job opportunities and, of course, the money has
to come from wome place to provide the facilities, education, and what
not. I think that t is is an argument that certainly should be more
developed in my judgment, to show the American people the full c(t
of discrimination in this country.

I want to congratulate you for including that in your statement.
Mr. DALY. Thank you.
Mr. RoosEvCT. Mr. Daly, we are very grateful to you and for your

cooperation with the committee. You have been most helpful to us.
Mr. DALY, Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the commit-

tee.
Mr. RoosEvZLT. Thank you.
The committee will now ask Mr. C. Sumner Stone Jr., the editor of

Afro-American, to come forward and be our next witness. MIr. Stone,
I know that you have made a good many studies and devoted a good
deal of time to this situation, so we are happy to have you give us your
point of view.

STATMENT OF 0. SUXNE STONE, EDITOR, AFRO.AMERIOAN

Mr. S&wx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is C. Sumner Stone, Jr., and I am the editor of the Wash-

ington Afro-American newspaper.
Mr. Chairman, the Washington Afro-American newspaper consid-

ers it a signal privilege and honor to be invited to testify before the
House of Representatives Education and Labor Committee's General
Subcommittee on Labor.

Dr. Carl J. Murphy, chairman of the board of directors of the Afro-
American newspapers, largest Negro newspaper syndicate in the
world, extends to this distinguished committee his sincere wishes for
the success of this subcommittee's work and likewise eprees his
apprcation to the members for their concern about racial discrimina-
tion in employment.



I shall concern myself briefly with three aspects of racial discrimi-
nation in employment in the District of Columbia.:

1. Racial discrimination in private businesses in the District of
Columbia.

2. The relationship of the board of trade to the perpetuation of
these practices i local industry and businesses.

3. Continuing racial discrimination in the District of Columbia
government.

First of all1 let me make two points about the District o Columbia
which are painfully obvious, but can never be repeated too often:

1. The District of Columbia is the capital of tie United States of
America.

2. It is the only major city with a majority of Negroes.
Consequently, when an employer refuses to hire Negroes, he builds

an iron curtain of bigotry against a majority of the population. This
is both economically irresponsible and morally unsound.

Only 8 months ago, Howard University students threatened to
picket the construction of a new men's gymnasium unless Negro work-
ers were put on the job. Of the contractor, subcontractor and unions
involved, not a single one of them hired or welcomed Negroes into
their membership.

Racial discrimination in the construction industry in the District
of Columbia is one of the most insdlious problems we have. The
unions all compound this sociological felony by their unholy con-
spiracy with management.

In Washington, D.C., there are 24 Federal savings and loan associa-
tions, 12 banks with a total of 67 branches, and more than 400 insur-
ance companies and agents operating in the District of Columbia;
none, with the exception of the Negro insurance companies and the one
Negro bank pursue a policy of merit hiring.

In fact, First Federal Savings & Loan Association and National
PemanAnt Savings & Loan Association have both declared they have
no intention of practicing fair employment to include Negroes.

I might point out that a fairly new bank, District of Columbia Na-
tional Bank, struck a blow for democracy when it elected Dr. James
Nabrit, president of Howard University, to its board of directors and
hired a Negro teller. American Security & Trust Co. hired a Negro
teller a year ago. This, I found out, was done after Negro ministers
picketed the banks downtown.

But, it is an accurate, fair, and honest assessment to make that the
banking and insurance industries and Federal savings and loan asso-
ciations of the District of Columbia practice the most nefarious kind
of racial discrimination in employment by refusing to hire Negro sec-
retaries, typists, tellers, and accountants on the basis of merit.

It is a sorry indictment of the financial power structure of this city
that Negroes are rigorously excluded from jobs in this significant
industry.

The relationship of the Metropolitan Washington Board of Trade
to racial discrimination in private employment is best delineated by
this composition of its membership.

Until a year ago, the 7,000-member board of trade was lily white.
It now includes seven Negro members.

While the board of trade ably and with sincere dedication concel-
trates on the economic development of the District of Columbia, it
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also has involved itself with both political and social problems, whilerigorously disolaiining any responsibility for the maturation of a
racially hat.Std city.

One political arena where it has been notoriously active has beenhome rfle for the District of Columbia. The board of trade opposesit. This is t~ctly a political issue and the board of trade's enormousinfluence has perhaps provided the balance of power against the reali-
zation of the frmacse for District citizens.

We bave been in the middle of the development of the conmunity. We havestuck our noew into everytbiug. We have been in some measure responaible for
most of the Important couclualoua conceranln the city of Washington--
said the board's exeutive vice president, William H. Press, somne time

-'Ti one critical area where the board of trade has persistently re-fused to stick its nose in has been that of fair hiring. Since it proudlyclaims credit for "most of the important conclusions concerning Wasl-ington," it can be justfllably fied partly rtslonsible for the evorityor racial discrimination in employment practiced so lovingly by the
overwhelming majority of its members.

OIcasionally, the 1hoard of tritde reveals an enlig htened posture
and agrees to participate in signifiant programs such as the summerem)loyment program of the Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board.v sending out a special bulletin to its members as it did on May10, mediating its partici)ation, the prestige of the board insured afew employers responding to the need for summer jobs for 16-18-
year.olds.

Mr. Chairman, I have a copy of this special bulletin here that wassent out by the board of trade on May 10 describing the program andwhat the board of trade should be in relation to that particular
job.

Mr. Pow.LTJ. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent for it to be
included in the record.

Mr. RoostmVT. Without objection, it will be included in the record
following your testimony

Mr. STosz. The board is to be commended for its role in a programso vital to the economic and social development of Washington,
D.C.

However, by Ignoring the seriousness of racial discrimination inDistrict employment, b. refusing to take the initiative among itsmembership to voluntarily era4icate unfair hiring, the board of tradehas been a willing partner to the development of racial exclusionamong, g the DistricPs businesses and industries. Its silence has meanta grudging if not enthusiastic consent to racial discrimination.T-o put it bluntly, if the board of trade can fight against home rule,
it can ght for merit hiring.

In the District of Columbia government, racial discrimination con-tinues almost as rampant ao it was 2 years ago before the advent of
the Kennedy administration.

A study made by the Washington Urban League in October 1062revealed that despite the fact that Negro employment continued toremain at 47 percent of the total 25,558 employees, employment gaisof District government Negro employees were much lower since 1900
than white employees.
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In other words, t comparisons of the )obs and salaries Ietween Ne-
gro, and white employees of the District government was more un-
favorable for Negroes after 2 years under President Kennedy's equal
oportunity program.

ood exam le of just how rotten the District government is with
racia, discrimination m employment is manifested by these figures:
in 18 departments of the District government there is not a single
Negro in the top 207 jobs.

These departments are General Administration Buildings and
Grounds, Corrections, Fire, Highways and Traffic, Licenses and In-
spoction, Police, Public HealthWelfare, Sanitary Engineering, tn-
enployment ComIxpmaion Boaxl, Motor Vehicles, aisd Zonig Ad.
justments.

The Police Department is perhaps the worst segregated Depart-
ment of all. Of its top 27 jobs, none are hold by Negroes There
are no Negro captains and though the District population is 54 per-
cent Negro, the police force is only 14 percent Negro.

We have been "blessed" with a Negro District Commissioner who
has been totally inept in breaking the hard core of racial discrimina-
tion, in District government employment.

Other than a most important and necessary symbol, Commissioner
John Duncan has not materially made a dent in the steel wall of racial
bigotry in the District government employment.

To im It upt raoi-discrimination in the District of Columbia is
rapidly approsu3ing a crisis stage.

The cont-inued denial of jobs to Negro men and women, the inability
of young Negro school dropouts to find any kind of a job and the
existence of a pattern of underemployment aniong Negroes, the failure
to utilize the Negro for the job for which he is best qualified is pro.
ducing a festering sore of racial tensions.

When peple cannot flixd the means to put bread in their mouths and
food in their children's stomachs, they become susceptible to the most
extremist racial philosophies.

If this subcommittee can do anything it must focus the blinding
glare of ugly publicity upon the employers in the Capital of the
world's richest democracy who still believe that their fellow Negro
American citizens are second-class citizens.

And it must lend its prestige to a consideration within the Con.
=ress for a law which will once and for all bury the body of Jim Crow
i employment.

In the District of Columbia, Negro individuals have a median in.
come of $8,848 while white individuals have a median income of
$5 180

While Negro families in the District of Columbia only have a median
income of $4,800, white families have a median income of $7,692.

Mr. Chairman, it is time to close those two gaps. America is way
overdue.

(The special bulletin referrnd to follows:)
S cZ BULMMId P l NsHW NT "fi MwMNOPOLrrA WAmSro'ow BOA" of

ovum= R" MI'LTM W 03'i. TO i8-yubo0LO

Information about the Iummer employment program d teloe JuvenileDelinquency Planngn Board has been deported In the pres But because of
the great community Interest in youth problems and because the U.. Employ.
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meat Service for the District of Columbia, the Urban League, and other agenciesare also sponsoring such activities the following material-hopefully clarifying
proceoiua-l furnished to our service members.

The Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board seeks to find summer Jobs for asignificant number of young people 16 to 18 years of age this summer. Theybelieve about 850 such jobs will be offered by Government and hope the same
number will be provided by private employers

Emphasis Is being placed on nontechnical physical tasks such as busboys,service station and parking lot attendants, laborers, kitchen helpers, etc. Pre.ailing wageo are suggeted. The Cardoso High School area has been selected
as the target area.

The Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board will accept applications for em-ployment, Judge their acceptability, provide counseling seasons and arrange
appolntnlets with respctive employers, Sessions during the summer, partlcu.laly early, will be held to discuss and work out problem& This Board wouldalso assist by maintaining contact with the summer workers' Immediate super-
visors and make evaluations respeetng the employment.A working committee composed of representatives of the board of trade,District of Columbia Chamber of Commerce, U.. Employment Service, schools,etc., is proposed to develop appropriate training programs in September.This activity has strong administration support, notably from the AttorneyGeneral and Charles Horsky, Presidential adviser. A meeting of these menand local leaders Inaugurating the program Is planned during the next couple

of week&
Employers who can offer Jobs to these specifications should communicate withHenryHolmquist of the Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board staff at 1420New York Avenue NW, room 218, telephone National 8-822Mt This staff willcoordinate the program with tbe.U.S. Employment Service and other partieipat.

Ing agencies.
Mr. Room =. Mr. Stone, I certainly agree with your conclusion.Let me just ,ask you one question. I am glad to see yOu list 13 depart.ment in the District government where not a single Negro is in thetop 207 jobs. Do you know of any Spe iflc instances of where therehave being applications for those jobs or efforts to attain those jobsand whether there are records aval able to the committee of any com.

paints filed with the President's Committee? IMr. %.i& Not at this level Mr. Chairman. There have beencomplaints filed with the President's Committee for other jobs andwe have had several complaint. filed in our newspaper. We printed
Stories about people that applied for job., seoretaries, and so forth,4fnd wereturned down.

There was a policy statement issued about a year and a half ago thatther would be a far employment policy pursued by the District ofColumbia government, and after we printed it in the paper on thefront page about 20 people went down to a ply for Jobs and someallegations of discrnmination were made and ied with the President'sCommitte, at that time. But I know of no instances at the top jobs.Mr. Roos dAVi. Do you know what has happened to those cases
that were filedI

Mr. S7o,. I don't, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooszwLr. You have no record of that I
Mr. STOr.. No. I don't.
Mr. Roosv=ET. Do you know where the committee could find out

about them ?
Mr., &rs.N It night be with the President's Committee on EqualOpportunity. We directed these people each time to the President'sCommittee, but the President's Cofmmittee has a peculiar policy and Imust iay I disagree quite emphaticall with Cojqgresian Puinskci'saases .en ot to e President'.,Qomnit,, .. ... .
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They refer the complaint back to the Department which is discrim-
inating. They have a FEPC office in eact Department and in some
instances the personnel officer of that Department is the FEPC officer.

Therefore, if racial discrimination is beingpracticed in employment,
the man who was responsible for it is the FOPC officer.

Mr. Rooszvm:iT. What I am looking for, of course, is factual evidence
as to disposition of these cases.

Mr. SiVN. I don't have the evidence of the disposition. As I said
before whenever we had complaints to our newspaper we referred
them back to the President's Committee and they in turn referred
them to the Department which is practicing discrimination.

Mr. RoosEvvlr. Without objection, the counsel is directed to ask the
President's Committee for the factual disposition of complaints re-
ceived against the District of Columbia government and to ask for a
breakdown of the manner in which these were settled.

Mr. Powr.LL. Mr. Chairman I
Mr. Roos8vRLT. Mr. Powell I
Mr. Powati. On May 5, I charged the board of trade with dis-

criminatory practices. On May 7, the board of trade issued a reply
saying they ad no power. Prior to that they had said, "We have
stuck our nose into everything in the District."

Get this timetable now. On May 5, I charged they were discrimi.
nating. On May 7, they replied that they had no power.
OnMay 10, thea issued tis order which is now part of the record,

which did show they had the power to provide jobs. Therefore the
board of trade stands itself condemned directly .

Mr. &roNU. In fact in this particular bulletin they say that the
Juvenile Delinquency board hopes to find summer jobs, about 350 jobs
by the Government, and hope the same number will be provided by
private employers.

In other words, board of trade is endorsing thls and taking the
leadership in this particular program.

Mr. PosEWvLT. At this time, there are no figures as to what the re-
sults of these summer jobs will be I

Mr. STosx. No, sir.
Mr. ROOsEvLT. How they will be distributed or what ?
Mr. STox. It won't be done until the middle of June sometime, and

the Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board, which is running this pro.
gram, will have the figures on it. ,

Mr. RooszvrLT. Then amain, without objection, the counsel is in.
structed to ask the Juvenile Delinquency Board to give the committee
a breakdown as soon as it is available of the people who are hired in
order that we may find out what kind of people are-hired.

Mr. POWXLL. These 207 jobs that Mr. Stone refers to, and I want
to congratulate Mr. Stone for his fine statement and his fight here in
the District, are not civil service, are t.ey I

Mr. STo. o; Ye&. They are al civil servants. They are not Board
Commission appointments and I think the District of Columbia gov-
ernment will probably attempt to refute this by indicating the num-
ber of Negroes who have been appointed to board.
. I am tWlng about jobs with paid salaries, in other words, the di-

rectors of the various departments, the chiefs, the supervisors, the
managers. These are the ones I am talking about.
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Mr. Roosmvur. Do you know of Negroes who are on the eligibility
list for these civil service jobs C

Mr. SToxv. No. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROSzVELT. You don't know whether there are any on it, but

one of the arguments that is going to flow back to us-Ican hear it
already-is that they are not appointed to these jobs because there are
no applicants who have sought to be on the eligibility list.

What do we do about that ?:
Mr. Sro". I don't know what you do about it. I just find it pretty

obvious in a city which has a majority of Negroes that we cant find
anybody who is qualified for the civil service.

I think the Police Department is a good example where you have
54 percent Negroes. Yet. the Police Department is recruiting outside
the District.

Mr. PowELL. You say the Police Department is recruiting?
Mr. STr;& Yes, sir. Heavily outside the District, and most of the

people hired in the last 2 years have been outside the District. There
are very few people hired within the District and the figures are 14
percent of pohomen are Negroes.

Mr. RooizvmT. Of the 14 percent-this, of course, we can find out
and will find out-do you know of any who have taken civil service
examinations in an attempt to qualify for higher appointments, such
as captain, on the list I

Mr. Smox. They have this system where in the civil service exam-
ination, the written examination counts 40 percent and then the evalu-
ation counts 60 percent, which is done by the Police Board.

Therefore, if you pass your written examination, you must get a
fairly high rating on your 60 percent to be able to qualify for lieutenant
or captain. It is a very subjective evaluation of a policeman's abilities.

It should be the reverse. The written examination should count 60
percent and the evaluation 40 percent.

Mr. POwML.. Let me ask one other question. Back to these 207 jobs,
yoki say they are all civil service ?

Mr. SrovFx Yes, sir.
Mr. Poww. Do all of these jobs require the District of Columbia

civil service examination-is that what it is called I
Mr. STowz. The District Commission. They are under the Civil

Service Commission of the U.S. Government. I think it is the samething.M. Powiau The Civil Service Commission of the U.S. Govern-

ment?
Mr. SiOtT. Yes, sir.
Mr. POWELL Do they use the rule of one out of three?
Mr. Soxiw. What do you mean by that ?
Mr. PowmL. Well, any three people come in at 98 percent, 97 per-

cent, 96 percent. They can pick the 96 percent if they want to.
Mr. Sroxr. This I don't. know. I am not sure whether they do that

or not.
Mr. Powzu. Is there any racial identification in civil service I
Mr. STme. No, none. Only when they go for interviews. In fact,

we had one severe case in which we printed the list of all the job
vacancies in the District of Columbia a yeat ago.

A Negro girl-this was one oomplaint.-calledon the phone and they
were very enthusiastic about her coming down, discussed her skills
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over the telephone and when she arrived they insulted her so badly
she broke down and cried and left and she filed a complaint.

We pursued the matter quite faithfully because of the experience
she had. They needed a secretary, but when she arrived to take the
test, and so forth they discouraged her.

4 r. Roosivwr. What happened to that caseI
Mr. s'roNm. She didn't get the job.
Mr. Roos~vmT. She did not
Mr. STaih. No, sir.
Mr. RoosRvxir. Was it decided acinst her?
Mr. Soxs. They pointed out tat they filled the position within

the Department. Yet, that morning the job was still available, but
within 24 hours, they filled it within the agency.

Mr. Powiur. )o you have any reason you can offer why the num-
ber of Negro employees in the Distriet of Columbia government is
less now than it was

Mr. S ooxE. It is still the same, but I think the Urban League is
better qualified. Mr. Sam Harris is lere. He did a very good
analysis. No, I don't; I just think that they have not been operat-
ing within the President's mandate on equal opportunity. This is
ob oills.

If after 2 years Nezroes have a less number of good jobs than we
had before the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity order
came into effect, then there is more racial discrimination in the Dis.
trict of Columbia, despite the fact that we have a Negro District
Commissioner and Negroes in other policymaking positions.

I think it is at the lower levels, the directors of departments, and
so on, that you have to ooncentrata.

Mr. Powr.rz. Each one of the three commissioners has an area of
authority. What commissioner is in charge of employment of workers
for the District government I

Mr. STONY.. Mr. Duncan is in charge.
Mr. Powi: . A Negro CommissionerI
Mr. SToxt. Yes. He is in charge. There has been almost no

impact made on it.
Mr. RoostE~vFYT. Mr. Stone, as the editor of the Afro-American, do

vou have any information as to the kind of inmigration into the
District of the Negro population ? Is it still heavy? Is it continu-
ing? Would you say that the work force is being expanded, as we
are sometimes told, in areas where a fairly large number of rela.
tively unskilled workers are coming into the District and unable
to find jobs in the District ?

.fr. STOxE. A study was made in 1959. Mr. Chairman, about the
inmigration in relation to the welfare recipients. I can't recall the
exact figures and perhaps the Urban Leage might have this infor-
mation, but the inmigTation figures are fairly heavy among the
lower economic groups and the unskilled workers.

A visual perception can be made of unem loyment just by traveling
in the Negro community on Massachusetts Avenue, and 14th and 15th
and 17th Streets where the Negroes are just hanging around. They
can't find jobs.

This can be seen by people.
Mr. Roosov w. Do you know of any effort by the District Com-

missioners to attempt to try to set up some program to either train
as4-*-m-1I
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these people or work out some opportunity for them to be trained,
or go to some area where their ski or lack of skill could be used ?

Mr. SToNs. There is none whatsoever. They have been very un-
responsive to this particular need in the District. This is the basis
of this problem in the District. Despite the fact that we have a
high middle-income, Negro homeownership, and so forth, one of the
highest in the country, nevertheless this small percentage of Negroes
unskilled, lower economy, illiterates, welfare recipients, is the basis
of the present difficulties in the District of Columbia.

Mr. ROOSzVeLT. What I am trying to get at is it would seem to
me to be obvious, not only in the public sector, that any community of
this kind would have begun, knowing the facts as they must know
them of the immigration, to worry about setting up some kind of a
program that would either attempt to make use of the skills as the
people may have, find out what the skills are, and if they have no
skills, then find out what. they can do with the unskilled part of the
population. It is amazing to me that you know of no such program.

Mr. STONE. If they have it it is a secret to us so far.
Mr. RoosvzLT. Mr. Pucinski I
Mr. PcmxNsKr. Mr. Witness, I don't have a copy of your prepared

statement. Did I understand you correctly to say that there are less
people working for the Federal Government now than there werein 9601

Mr. Sroxs. No. I said that the Negro employee is worse off in
jobs. In other words, a study was made indicating that the employ-
ment gines have been much lower since 1960 than that of white
employees on a comparative basis.

Mr. PVC1NsK. As a very responsible newspaperman what is the
basis for that statement ?

Mr. S&roz. The study made by the Urban League, and here it is.
Mr. PucINsiL Do you have this study ?
Mr. RoosvEzLT. The next witnesses will be from the Urban League

and I am sure they will give it.
Mr. SoNz. This gives it ; total employment. It gives the job classi-

fication, the number of Negroes at the various GS levels. It is all
in this particular labor market survey and it indicates that Negroes
cannot make the same gains and the better jobs as the white employees
can. In fact, they even lost.

This was an analysis made of all the Negro and white employees
in the various 0S categories, from 08-1 to GS-18, and after 2-year
periods the Negroes actually lost ground.

Mr. PUCImi. Here in the District?
Mr. S~oNz. That is right.
Mr. ROOSE T. WouAi you yield ?
Mr. PUvNsxr. Yes.
Mr. RoosvrLT. Without objection when this is submitted to the

committee it is my intention to instruct counsel to refer this to the
President's Committee and ask them for their comment.

Mr. Pu.cisat. I was just going to ask you whether you know
whether this is caused by any decentralization of agencies. Theremay have been a change and a loss here in the geographic confines of
the District, but do you know whether or not the total gains or net
loss, either way you want to look at this, for the whole Federal
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Government, whether that statement would be true in that instance I
Mr. STOxz. No; it is not true for the whole Federal Government.

It is just true for the District government.
Mr. PUtrnsax. In other words, then, Mr. Witness, to state that

there has been a decline in job opportunities in the Federal Govern-
ment here in the District-

Mr. STo z. Not the Federal Government, the District government.
Mr. PvciNsxt. We are talking about the District government?
Mr. SToxv. Yes, the District government, not the Federal Govern-

mont.
Mr. PmoiaSKz. I am glad you cleared that up because I was won-

dering I thought theKennedy administration had a pretty good
record in this field of job opportunities for Negroes at the Federal level
and therefore I was somewhat confused when I heard your statement.

Mr. SToq. The District government. We are, talking about 25,000
employees in the District of Columbia; the Federal Government, about
174,00b Federal employees.

Mr. PuoNssKI. I am very grateful to you for clearing that up be-
cause you had me worried for a while.

Mr. RoosumT. Let the Chair interpose, however, that he sees very
little difference between the District government and Federal respon.
sibility.

Mr. Pvcxx. Let me ask the chairman then how does he relate
the Federal administration's jurisdiction over the District govern.
ment's licyI

Mr. loosJ6rvL. Well, the Chair would like to point out that the
administration saw fit to appoint a special White House adviser--Mr.
Horsky, I think his name is--to indicate the administration's specific
interest in the District of Columbia.

It would seem to me that part of that interest and Mr. Horsky'sresponsibility was to stir up the people to do so ng when ey
are presented, or must know, facts which indicate that solutions to the
problems are not going in the right direction.

Mr. PucNsi. But if my good chairman will yield, the fact of the
matter is that Mr. Horsky's position is a purely advisory position.

He has no standing in law and conversely the witness pointed out
here the very distinguished Negro member of the District community,
the Commissioner---

Mr. SroNs. That is your personal asessment, very distinguished.
Mr. PUtoNsi1. I was of that imp ression. At the time the Com-

missioner was appointed I read the editorials in the Washingtol press
and they were extremely laudatory of his qualifications and the fact
that a great breakthrough had been made.

Mr. RtoostrVT. I don t think this committee is attacking Mr. Dun-
can and I do not want the committee to be in that position, but I do
want to say that I must recognize that every Commisioner is ap-
pointed by the President, that hie has a responsibility to the President,
and that when the President puts into office special assistants for
District affairs, he indicate I think, a cross-link and desire that the
Commissioners do a proper %ob and all Mr. Stone has done is to point
out that there are problems wh ich somehow or another should have been
attacked with the greatest possible vigor.

I am not saying they haven't been. It is simply that we want to find
out whether they-have been.
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Mr. Smiz. That is why Mr. Horsky was appointed, because the
District Commi's'ners have been failing in their responsibilities.

Mr. PuciNsia. This is where I might have some disagreement with
m ver distinguished chairman, wlhom respect very highly.
Tr. u~v-rr. I got distinguished too in a hurry.
Mr. Pucxvsxzsi The fact that the District local government has cur.

tailed opportuty in the government for the Negroes uertainly is
worthy of the highest condemnation, particularly when the Negro
population h" boon increasing in the city. My only point here in
%uestionmn the -witness is to try to ascertain some line of respon-
sibility. Ihere is a tendency, I have noticed, very frequently to try
to blame the White House and the President for every single little
defect that occurs in this country. I am under the impression that
both President Keniedy and Attorney General Kennedy, and the
whole Democratic administration has done a tremendous ob in try-
ig to bring about a greater equilibrium mi human dignity for all

M r: .& I couldn't a, ree with you more.
Mr. PuozNssx. This is tte only point I waited to make here, 11r.

Witness, to ditinouish between the shortcomings of a local govern-
ment over which Mr. Kennedy has only extremely limited control.

I certainly think this legislation is necessary and it is necessary to
hiclude the District in this legislation for the veor things thatyou
have enumerated here, but I ,on't think it is quite proper to even
leave a remote inkling here that this reduction m job opportunities
at the local District level is a function of the President.

Mr. &roxr. I don't think I implied that.
Mr. Roosmvw. I do not think either that he has said that. I think

the distinguished gentleman from Illinois is the only one who has
that impression.

Mr. Powuu. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all
members present be distinguished.

Mr. Puoxzsx. The only thing I wanted to get straight here was
that I wanted to get the recordstraight as to where is the line of
responsibility

M & Nn. Let me say that no President in the history of America
has shown more concern for the Nation' Capital than President
Kennedy.

This 'is a fact. His special message to Congress, his appointment
of Mr. Horsky, his reIeated answers in press conferences about the
District of Columbia, his very profound concern, all have been tremen-
dous steps forward, and not only the President in the White House,
but Attorney General Kennedy and his personal blessing and several
members of the family for home rule in the District of Columbia, and
no other-President can claim this record.

Mr. Pucla!. Your testimony has been very helpful in clarifying
these lines of command here and I might add as an aside that in that
very chair that you are sitting in now Attorney General Kennedy sat
not too long ago, and stated to this committee that he is never satisfied
with the progre being made in this field of human dignity, and I am
glad we now have the record straight

Thank you very much.
Mr. S2 o& We certainly are in agreement.
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Mr. DANmL. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions, but I want
to compliment Mr. Stone for coming here and giving us the facts
which pertain to the District, which will enable this cvnmittee to do.
a more enlightened and better job. I know Mr. Stone. He appeared
before my onmittee when we studied the question of Federal aid in
our schoo area and he was very, very helpful to our committee in bring
ing before the committee information which we could not obtain from
any other source, so, Mr. Stone, I wish to compliment you in coming
here today and giving us the benefit of your testimony.

Mr. Ro~sxv=T. MrW. Hawkins?
Mr. HAwINs. My question may not properly be directed to Mr.

Stone, Mr. Chairman, but the information furnished to me is that
the unemployment rate in the District is 2.7. In view of that, since
we have some other districts, particularly my own, I would be very
pleased if our unemployment rate was that low. I

There must be some explanation for this rate in the context of
the subject that we have under investigation. There must be a
tremendous amount of underemployment or some other explanation.
Perhaps Mr. Stone or some representative of the Urban League might
discuss this phase of it, as tohow this low unemployment rate could
be possible at a time when there apparently is a lot of discrimination
also involved. I would like to try to get some connection between
thetwo.

Mr. S-roi-. The unemployment rote among Negroes is three times
that. In other words I think it is 6 percent.

Mr. }-IwxzNs. It deals with a large number of Negroes represented
in the total population. It still doesn't seem to give a good explanation
as to how the unemployment rate among Negroe could be three
times this with the relatively small number of whites in the labor
force as compared with other cities, how the overall rate could be
this low.

It seems to be the fact that prevents some action around here on
the theory that the unemployment rat is not a very. alarming one.
In view of that as an argument which is constantly being used, I just
wonder whether or not there is some explanation that just doesn't
show up in the actual unemployment rate.

Mr. STozq. I think Mr. Harris of the Urban League, the economist,
can answer that better than I can.

Mr. HAwyiss. The only other suggesion I would have, Mr. Chair-
man, is that we might invite Mr. Duncan, who has been referred
to here today, because of his responsibility in the field of employment
in the District.

I would suggest, if it is in line with the thinking of the committee
and the chairman, that we might include Mr. Duncan among those
that we invite to this hearing.

Mr. RoosELT. Without objection, if it is agreeable with you, Mr.
Powell we will invite Mr. Duncan to app before the conmitte
We will forward him a transcript of to(al 's record so that 'he ma
know what matters have been discussed.

Mr. Pow=L. Surely.
Mr. RoosmTv. If there are no further questions, Mr. Stone, I want

to thank you very much for your testimony and your presence with
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us. I think we can truthfully say that you have raised some interesting
problems for the committee's consideration.

Thankyou.Mr. S '4. Thank you.
Mr. RooseVwT. The committee will now hear Julius Hobson, chair.

man of CORE for Washington, D.C. Mr. Hobson, I know you have
a problem in getting back to your job, so I hope we get you there so
you don't get in trouble.

STATEMENT OF LSU HOBSON, CHAIRMAN, WA$HINGTON CORE

Mr. HowoN. Thank you. Let me say that I thank you very much
for the opportunity to appear here and to discuss discrimination and
employment in the District of Columbia.

My name is Julius Hobson and I am chairman of the Washington
chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality. This is my statement:

Since early March 1961 the Washington chapter of the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE) has been engaged in a campaign designedto create an economic atmosphere in the District of Columbia in which
all jobseekers and all employees will feel free to apply for any and all
jobs for which they can qualify or be trained.

We in CORE believe that this can be accomplished if all public
and private business establishments in the city can be persuaded to
employ at all job levels without regard to race, creed, or color.

To this end we have talked to many business executives in the city
and as early as March 1961 CORE wrote letters to the Washington
Board of Trade and to the Merchant & Manufacturers Associaiion
asking them to use their mood offices to persuade their members to
practice immediate fair hiring. . .

We pointed out to these organizations that there existed at that
time, and still today, an emergency unemployment situation among
Negro jobseekers in the Nation's Capital, in that 17 percent among the
Negro labor force was unemployed compare with I percent of the
white labor force.

We are certain that this high rate of unemployment amons Negroescan be traced directly to job discrimination practiced openly against
Nego jobseekers by the owners of Washington's private business es-tablishment&

Mr. Roossvm.T. May I just interrupt you, Mr. Hobson, for a mo-
ment I Where did you get this figure of 2.?percent I

Mr. HAwxs. Mr. Foreman of the committee obtained that at my
request and perhaps Mr. Foreman can best explain it.

Mr. FonRAx. The Bureau of Employment Security. Those are
the figures for the metropolitan area as of last month.

Mr. RooszVELT. That is the metropolitan area.
Mr. FoPz Aw. That is the distinction that should be made.
Mr. Rooezmr. I think it is important that we make that distino-

tion. If you eliminate the metropolitan area and restrict it to the
District of Columbia and the confines of the District of Columbia I
think we have an entirely different situation which, probably would
be much nearer what the witness is now talking about.
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However I think it would be well if we instruct counsel to ask the
same source for a breakdown of figures within the District of Colum-
bia.

Mr. Fou x,. They don't have a breakdown based on racial distine-
tions.

Mr. RooSEvrrT. I mean total unemployment. If Mr. Hobson is cor-
rect in that 17 percent of the Negro labor force is unemployed and
only 7 percent of the white laboWr force, that would still make an
overall figure of probably at least 10 percent.

Mr. H Aw 8. At least 10?
Mr. RoosEvELT. And in excess perhaps of that figure. May we ask

where you got your 17 percent 1
Mr. Vlossori. In defense of my 17 peent, lot me say that I don't

base the unemployment rate on the Labor Department information on
people who are drawing unemployment compensation,

There are a number of people who are entering the labor force
There are people who are out of work who are not eligible for unem-
ployment compensation and who are not counted in the Labor Do.
partment's rate of unemployment.

Mr. RoosevzLT'. Where did you get the figure?
Mr. Hosow. This is an estimate. My figure is based on studies

which have been made in the District, private studies. One is called
"Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital," the decade of progress which
was published in 1959.

I projected this 17 percent based on an original figure there of
about 11 percen the overall figure of 11 percent. Now in this there
are some projections, but I absolutely do not separate the Labor De-
partment's figures because they are figures which relate to the number
of people who were drawing unemployment compensation with the
number of people who are working, and this, to me, does not gIve
the icture at all of the employment situation in the Nation's Capital.Mr. . Counsel should try to secure from the Labor De.
partment their figures as they arrved at them, as to the actuit
unemployment figures for the District of Columbia, even though it may
not be broken down.

(The information to be furnished follows:)
DEPAvTuRN? or LADon,

U.S. EMPLOYitNT S RYICe Fos Tnt DismiOr OV COLUMBIA,
JAY H. PoRSUus, Meg .8, 1968.

Counsel, General Subcommittee on Labor,
House of Representat,,eu, Wauk ipotom D.O.

Dr.AR MR. FoucmA: In your letter to me, dated May 21, 1968, you asked that
information be submitted to your subcommittee on six specific points. My
comments follow:

(1) The most recent estimate of unemployment for the Washington metro-
politan area is 2 percent. This Is for the month of April 1963 This is the
low point for the past 12 months. The high point was 2.9 percent In February
and March.

(2) Within the District of Columbia it is my opinion that the rate of un-
employment would be approximately 4 percent

(8) I would estimate that the rate of employment among Negroes within the
District of Columbia would be approximately 8 percent.
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(4) I have discussed these estimates with those persons who hold key positions
with the USES for the District of Columbia who are knowledgeable on this
subject and they concur with my conclusions.

(5) Employment and unemployment estimates are calculated by formulas
and procedures prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau
of Employment Security on a nationwide basis. The figures include controlled
estimates of domestics and other self-employed person& The formulas and
procedures are not devised to provide estimates for single parts of a metropolitan
area either here or nationally. For this reason it is necessary to submit personal
estimates of the District of Columbia share of the total area employment and
unemployment figure.

(6) Answered above.
hope the information I have submitted Is suicient. If not, I would welcome

the opportunity of trying again.
Sincerely, Psan Z. Hwrv. Direoor.

Mr. Roospvazir. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. Hosox. The appeal to the Board of Trade and the Merchants

& Manufacturers Association was to no avail. Thus we started in
1961 and are still engaged in picketing and boycotting private busi-
ness establishments in the city. I

Since that time, we have been able to persuade over 175 business
establishments to employ more than 580 N egroes in jobs such as sales
clerks, assistant buyers in department stores, secretaries, and routemen
and driver salesmen in some potato chip and ice cream companies.

(See attached selective buying list.)

WAsMOMTON CooMuas or IRAL EQUALITY
Washigtons D.

CHRISTMAS SELECTIVE, BUYING LIST, WASHINGTON CONGRESS OF
RACIAL EQUALITY, 19M2

Since early 1961 Washington 00WR has been engaged In a campaign to create
an economic atmosphere In the District of Columbia in which all Jobseekers
will feel free to apply for any and all Jobs for which they can qualify or be
trained.

'CORD believes that this can be accomplished If all public and private business
establishments in the city can be persuaded to employ at all Job levels without
regard to race, creed, color, and that this practice should apply particularly to
those Jobs which require contact with the public,

To this end we have talked to many business heads in the city, and as re-
cently as November 21, 1982, CORE wrote letters to the Washington Board of
Trade and to the Merchant & Manufacturers Association asking them to use their
good offices to persuade their members to practice immediate fair hiring. We
suggested that their members start by employing Negroes as temporary sales
personnel during the Christmas season. This, we stated, would help to relieve
the emergency unemployment situation that exists among Washington's Negro
citizen& To these requests, we received no reply. So we appeal to you, the
buying public, with the following requests:

(1) Let your eyes be your guide.
(2) Don't shop in any store in which you do not see Negro salesclerks.
(8) Don't buy job discrimination-unfair hiring practices cannot exist If you

refuse to support them.
(4) Don't buy where anyone is denied a Job because of his race.
(5) Don't cross our picket lines.
(6) Before you buy ask if the store employs Negro salespeople.
(7) Patronize the stores on this list, and all others in which you see Negro

salespeople. Use your buying power to encourage efforts In the direction of
fair hiring practices
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SUPPORT FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES, DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT TnX

FOLLOWING] STORM

This is not a complete lint of all the stores which employ Negro salespeople,
because the employment situation changes daily. The Hst does not constitute a
CORE endorsement of the firm's promotion, wage, or other employment practices.
Nor Is It a consumer recommendation as to quality or price. The following stores
have taken Initial steps In hiring Negroes. However, if this pattern does not
continue in the direction of merit hiring then CORE reserves the right to reopen
negotiations and If indicated take further direct action.
DepartmenW store
0-E-M, Inc., Chillum and Queens Chapel Roads, Hyattsville, Md. (and at all

other locations).
Hecht Co., Seventh and F Streets NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other loca-

tions).
S. Kann & Sons Co., Eighth Street and Market Place NW., Washington, D.C.

and at all other locations).
Lansburgh's. Seventh and Eighth and 8 Streets NW., Washington, D.C. (and

at all other locations).
Morton's, 814 Seventh Street NW., Washington, D.O. (and at all other locations).
Sears, Roebuck & Co., 911 Bladensburg Road NE., Washington, D.C. and at all

other locations).
Woodward & Lothrop, 10th and 11th and F Streets NW., Washington, D.Q (and

at all other loactions).
Murphy, 0. C., Co., 1214 0 Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Ohidrew'so
Esther Shop, 1210 0 Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Drupstores (oha*a.)
Drug Fair Stores, 1701 K Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Peoples Drugstores 14th and U Streets NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Standard Drugstores, 914 F Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Rexall Drug Co., Seventh and E Streets NW,, Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Fe atd41me store* (o"n)
Grand, F. & W., Inc., 400 Seventh Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Kresge, 8, S., Co., 1101 G Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Woolworth, F. W., Co., 8200 14th Street NW., Washington, D.C. (also Langley

Park location).
Murphy, 0. C., Co., 1214 0 Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
Neisner Bro&, Inc, 1120 Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
offt shops
MacMannes, Inc., 1812 0 Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (also Langley Park

location).
Purniture toess
Walker Thomas Furniture Co., 1031 Seventh Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (we

found no other Negro furniture salesmen In the city).
Jewslrv stores

We found no Negro jewelry salesmen in the city.
Record shops

The record shops seem to have the best hiring practices of nnv line of husqlnen
In the city. It would be easier to list those that do not employ Negroes as sales-
men. However. as you shop let your eyes be your guide.
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Men's clothing at oes
Bruce flunt, 1323 V? Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (ani at till other lmations).
Cavalier Men's 81)op, 112-l128 Seventh Street, NW., Wwlulgton, I).C.
National Shirt Shops, 94 F Street, NW., W hlngton, D.C. (and at all other

locations)*
Seely Brow., 1845 10 Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
University Shop, 18180 Street, NW., Wahlngtot4 D.C.
Hersop, 941 1 Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
Bond Clothes, 1335 1 Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other locatioul).
Loule's Clothing tore, O3 D Stret, NW., Washington, D.C.
Raleigh Ulaberdasher, 1810 3' Street, NW., Washington, I).C. (and at all other

locations).
Stewart Men's Clothes, Inc., 910 r Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
Young Men's Shop, 3942 Minnesota Avenue, NE., Washington, D.C.
8Aoe DIoIW
The Bootery, 10M8 Connecticut Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
Crosby Shoes, 1115 F Street NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other locations).
Kinney Shoes, 110K Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and all other locations).
Richs, 1819 P Street, NW.. Washington, D.C. (and all other locations),
Holiday Shoes, 1801 r Street, NW,, Washington, D.C.
Hahn Shoe Storew, 14th and 0 Streets, NW., Washington, P.C, (and at all other

location.).
rorythe Shoe Store, 1223 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

Joseph DeYoung Shoem, 13th and F Streets NW., Washington, D.C.
William Allen Originals, 1014 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all

other locations).
Red Cross Shoes 1008 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

Jelleff's Inc., 1214-1220 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other
locations).

Mr. 1kri, 1808 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
Lermer Shops, 1111 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other locations).
Raleigh Haberdasher, 13101 Street, NW., Washington, D.C. (and at all other

locations).
We found no other women's shops which employ Negro salespeople.

Top stores
Children's Supermarts, Inc., 501 g Streets NW., Washington, D.C. (and all other

locations).
Foo4 etor**

Nearly all of the food stores In the ctry, prticularly the chain stores, hire
Negro cashiers. But be careful-watch for those which employ Negro cashiers
In only Negro neighborhoods. This ts a form of discrimination. Let your eyes
be your goudl"
Liquor etort

There are many liquor stores In the city employing Negro salesmen, so when
you buy your Christmas stock, let your eyes be your guide.
sIeotrical ppl4R0e6
Todd's Discount, 1102 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

This list to be revised periodically. If you feel your store practices merit
hiring and you wish to be so listed, contact CORI at the address below.

Mr. ousm. That selective buying list, if I may depart at this
pont, is a list of the stores which we have dealt with and which we
have picketed and talked to and have been able to introduce a form
of tokenism and get them to employ one or two Negroes in jobs which
Negroes have notheld before.
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COU. however with its limited resources has not and will not be
able to eKti a real change in tile total job situation as it affects No-
poes in this city. All we have been able to do is to introduce token-
i81n, hoping that the employers will practice fair hiring which will
be evildencd in the community by the appearance of Negroes in jobs
heretofore denied them.

We believe that legislation like H.R. 405 would bring a much
needed solution to the social problem of unemployment because of
racial discrimination.

The need for such legislation is evidenced by the fact that the eco-
nomic position of the Negro in the Nation's Capital has deteriorated
over the last decade.

The chart, and that is attached here shows that in 1050 the median
family income of the nonwhite family of the city amounted to 64
percent as much as that of the white family.

By 1900, the nonwhite family was receiving only 62 percent as
n uch as the white family. This fact in itself is not so revealing, but
when viewed in the light of the changing population ratio, becomes
alarming.

Tite chart shows a simultaneous change in the nonwhite population
ratio of the city from 35 percent in 1950 to 55 percent in 1960

If I may depart at this point, I would like to say that 55 percent,
which differs from 54 percent, is a rounded figure so that Is why it is
5 prcentL...A brief look at the characteristics of the fleeing white population

indicates that those leaving are usually the lower and upper middle
income groups which are moving to the suburbs

The Negroes remaining in the city and those entering are of all In-
come classes. Under conditions of fair employment the figures should
reflect an Increase in the median family income of Negroes and a
decline in that of whites.

Specific eases of job discrimination in private establishments in the
District of Columbia: Firms which practice open job discrimination
either in the forms of outright denial of jobs to Negroes or by hiring
one or two for outward appearances (tokenism), are too numerous
to be discussed in the time allotted here. But to gve the committee
some idea of the job situation in the city, here are at ewcases in point.

1. The Western Electric Corp., 1201 South Hayes Street, Arling-
ton, Va.

Here is a company which is one of the large contractors with the
Federal Government which installs telephoneleavy equipment in all
Government buildings in the city, and yet up to April 17, 1983,
employed no Negroes as installation men.

This particular branch of the company operates in the District of
Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, with other 1,000
such jobs.

The qualifications for these jobs are a high school education, ability
to learn a color code in a 3- or 4-day course, and to learn to do the job
while working. These jobs pay from $1.77 to $2.77 per hour.

181
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Since April 17, 1068, the date of the attached memorandum from
CORE, this company has put on three Negroes.

The whole Western Electric Corp.. the main offices of which are
located at 195 Broadway, New York City, operates in 44 States in the
United States employing about 151,000 workers, of which about 5,800
are Negroes.This is less than 5 percent of the total, yet this company is an "equal
opportunity" employer with signed contracts approved by the Presi-
dent's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity.

CORE has conferred with Western Electric Corp. officials in New
York and District of Columbia and has been able to persuade them to
acept Negro job applicants.

However the company refuses to make special efforts to correct
what is a blatant example of long-standing job discrimination-all of
this done under the cover of a signed contract as an equal opportunityemployer.

(See attached memorandum and statistical breakdown on the com-
pany).

APRIL 17s 106.
Memorandum:
To: Mr. H. I. Romnes, president, Western iectric Co., Inc., 195 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.
From: Julius W. Hobson, southeastern regional officer, Congress of Racial

Equality, 4801 Queens Chapel Terrace N., Washington, D.C.
Subject: Discrimlnatlon against Negro employees and jobseekers by the WeStern

i0leetrie Co., Inc.
The Washington chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality along with CORIE

chapters in many other cities in the country Is engaged in a campaign to create
an economic atmosphere in which jobseekers will feel free to apply for any and
all jobs for which they can qualify or be trained. To this and CORI i seeking
to persuade employers to hire at all Job levels without regard to race, creed or
color.

It hu come to the attention of Washington CORE that the branch of your com-
pany located at 1201 South Hayes Street in Arlington, Va., does not employ
Negroes as Installation men. In fact, according to our sources, the company em-
ploys no Negroes as office personnel or in any other regular capacity.

The Arlington branch just hired some 100 now installation men in the District
of Columbia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Virginia area and not one of these
persons was Negro. Of the approximate 1,000 installation men employed in this
area by Western Electric not one is Negro.

The Arlington division has a history of either excluding Negroes from its em-
ploy or of successully discouraging their employment as in the alleged case of a
Negro who applied in 196. This man was requhe to take two extensive tests,
which are not given to white employees or jobseekers. The Negro applicant sue-
ceeded in passing both tests, and supposedly was given the "choice" of working
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far atway from home in Birmingham, Ala., or of not receiving employment with
the firm at all. According to our sources, he refused the job In Alabama.

At present, when Jobseekers Inquire about employment at the Arlington
division by telephone, they are asked their race. When It is found that they are
Negroes they are Immediately discouraged from applying. The employment
record of the Arlington division stand* out as vastly unfair, our sources tell us,
In that the only Negroes working there are occasional warehouse employees who
are, In fact, regular employees of the Freight Ways Co. which Is engaged by the
Arlington division.

We have Information to the effect that the Western Electric Co. employs about
17,300 Installation men In 44 States of the United States, about 70 to 80 of whom
are Negroes. Thus, Negroes make up about 0.4 to 0.5 percent of your total
Installation force. This Is poor tokenism at best.

These 70 to 80 Negro Installation men are scattered throughout 16 Western
Electric divisions (excluding Arlington which employs none), and represent an
average of about 4 to 5 Negro Installation employees per division.

We understand that your divisions are located in the following places: Albany,
N.Y.; Atlanta, Ga. (east); Atlanta, Ga. (west); Chicago, Ill.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Cleveland, Ohio; Dallas, Tex.; Los Angeles, Calif.; San
Francisco, CaliLf.; New York City; Newark. N.J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Washington (State); Northwestern division (location not given);
Arlington, Va.

We are told that the tasks performed by Installation men in your company do
not require extensive training. These jobs carry with them the necessity of
learning a color code which is taught by your company in a $-day training
course. We are also told that installation men are trained while they work on
the Job at the beginning rate of $1.77 per hour, and after 5 years they earn
$2.77 per hour, and $8.47 per hour (merit top rate) after 0 to 10 years.

Our sources relate that you have about 800 women employed throughout the
United States as Job clerks, not one of whom is Negro. An excellent example of
tokenism in the employment of Negroes by your company Is that of the Texas
division with approximately 1,600 installation men, only 2 of whom are Negroes.

Becattse it has come to our attention that your company does extensive busi-
ness with the Federal Government, we are referring this information to the
President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunlty. In fact, we have
observed that your crews Installing equipment In Government buildings are all
white. We believe that the Arlington division is in violation of any contract It
may have with the Federal Government in that a requirement of these contracts
is that workers be employed without regard to race, creed, or color.

We have asked CORE chapters in each of the cities with Western Electric
divisions to Join In this effort to eliminate what appears to be unfair employ-
ment practices by your company. A copy of this memorandum has been for.
warded to Mr. Milton Maylan, your area manager in Arlington.

We are deeply concerned with those companies which deliberately and openly
deny employment opportunities to any Americans, particularly if these com-
panies realize profits through doing business with the Federal Government, thus,
being indirectly paid by all taxpayers.

We hope that It will be convenient for you or your representatives to sit with
us In conference to discuss this matter as soon as possible. We think that it is
to the economic advantage of your company as well as to the economic advantage
of the entire United States to see that all Americans have the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness through the open and unqualified opportu-
nity to earn a decent and fair living.
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Mr. Honsor. This statistical breakdown of the company was sub-

mitted to me by the company.
2. The Potomac Electric Power Co., Washington, D.C.CORE has been attempting to persuade this company to practicefair employment since early 1961. The company employs, to ourknowledge, not a single top-flight Negro electrician. It has approxi-mately 8,600 employes, about-350 of whom are Negroes, and theseNearoes are excluded from 15 of its 40 divisions.(See attached menio on the public utilities in the District of

Columbia.)
WASuJxOTON UjwAxi LKAOU

Washington, D.C.
Ocroiz 10, 190.

NOTE8 ON UTILIZATION OF NONWHITE EMPLOYERS
Waulihigton G Light (o. "e of July 8, 1968

According to company representatives, the Washington Glas Light Co. employsapproximately 2,450 workers, about 00 of whom are nonwhite. Approximately277 nonwhite employees are In salary brackets above $5,000 a year. Nonwhitesfunction as maintenance men, construction inspectors, crane operators, bull.dozer operators and pipe men. The company has an approximate 9-pereentturnover rate. Because of the specialized work, all new employes start at theunskilled level and are channelled into one or more operations.
Employees must belong either to the International Chemical Workers Unionor the Office Workers International, both AFL-CIO. Strict observance oftenure and seniority rules governs promotions and eligibility for all Job vacancies.The eomDany has Indicated its willingness to accept nonwhites In startingpositions and in crafts and office work. Emphasis would be placed on career-minded young high school graduates, who could pass aptitude tests for prospec-ive jobs as assistant servicemen.

Potomac Bletrieo Power (Oo. o of October S, 1968
According to company representatives, the company employs approximately8,000 employees, 850 of whom are nonwhite. Nonwhites are employed in 25 of

the 40 divisions of the company.
8ince July, the company has employed three nonwhite female clerk-typists andone male typist in four divisions previously all white. Nonwhites also have beenrecently assigned for the first time to the following divisions: underground lnes,street lights, substations, and generating.
In the crafts there are four classes of workers: helpers, Junior mechanics,maintenance mechanics B, and maintenance mechanics A. Most nonwhites areclassified as helpers; two as Junior mechanics; there are no nonwhite. classifiedas maintenance mechanic.The company states that for over a year nonwhite applicants have been given"preferential consideration." this policy continues currently, but company notcertain how long it will. Company has a very small turnover in employees.Mr. Hoasor. That is a memo given to me by the company throughthe Urban League on the number of employees which it has.Mr. RoouvaLT. Just so we can make our record clear, the 8 600employees are not the total employed in the District of Columbia,

however; are they I
Mr. Honsox. That is right. No; they are not.
Mr. R owvT. The total employment of the company ?Mr. Honsor. The total employment of the company, that is ri lit.This picture can be repeated over and over, particular, in the pub Hutility companies in this city, all of which are so-called- "equal oppor-tunity employers," doing business with the Federal and District

governments.
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Because of the time we cannot relate details on many of the private
companies in the city, but we recommend the following list to the
committee as evidence of the need for legislation such as that pro-
posed in MR 405:

I nAme Briggs Meat Products & Ice Cream Co., which employs
no NegM salesmen. I name Central Linen Service, a case which I
referred to the President's Committee on Federal Employment
Policy or on Equal Employment Opportunity, pointing out some of
the difculty and the unfiairness vested upon the Negroes that work for
that company.

(Memorandum to Mr. Percy Williams follows:)
APRIL 9, 1963.MSMoM*PUMt

To: Mr. Percy Williams, President's Committee on Equal Employment Oppor-
tunities, Room 3828, OAO Building, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

From: Julius W. Hobson, chairman, Washington Chapter, Congress of Racial
Equality, 4801 Queens Chapel Terrace NEg., Washington, D.C.

Subject: Discrimination against Negro employees of the Central Linen Service,
2149 Queen Chapel lUoad NE., Washington, D.C. (This firm does business
with the following Government establishments: Fort McNair, Fort Beivoir,
and Walter Reed HospltaL)

The Washington Chapter of CORE is engaged In a campaign to create an
economic atmoopher in the District of Columbia In which all jobseekers and
employees will feel free to apply for any and all jobs for which they van
qualify or be trained.

To this end CORE has been holding hearings every Saturday at the offices of
Local 1 of AFOME, 1834 Ninth street NW. We recently beard testimony from
the employees of Central Linen Service, and subsequently cooperated with thew
in their efforts to organize the company and thereby gain better working condi-
tions and better wages.

The following are charges brought before us by the Central Linen Service
employees:

1. Negro employee of the company use segregated toilet facilities. One rest-
room in the plant is reserved for office personnel and one for plant personnel.
This amounts to de facto segregation since there are no Negroes employed in the
office.

2. Negro employees receive only $1 per hour for overlme work and for work
on Sundays. This IS the same as the regular hourly rate paid during regular
working hours.

& Negro women have been fired because of showing Interest In organizing
the workers in order to acquire better working conditions.

4. One employee, Mr. Oliver Taylor, stated that he was fired because he re-
fused to allow one of the managers, Mr. Sam Pear, to use profanity in address-
ing him. This employee was also active in attempting to organize a union in the
plant.

5. There are no Negroes employed in the plant as office personnel or in man-
agerial positions.

6. The employer states that he has some Negroes employed as supervisors, but
these employees receive only $1 per hour, the same as nonsupervisory personnel.

CORE related these findings in a letter to Mr. Sam Pear, one of the managers
of Central Linen Service. We asked for and were granted a conference with
Mr. Pear on- Saturday, March 80, 198. We were told at this conference by Mr.
Pear that none of the charges in the letter was true and he insisted that we
talk to his employees. We agreed and he assembled them in the main plant
of Central Linen. The following were the results of that conference:

Upon questioning the employees about working conditions as well as racial
mscrmnation at the plant, four employees, Rebecka G. Harper, Viola Shelton,

Saundra Johnson, a~d Matthew Perry stated that working conditions were all
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right, and that they were satisfied. Four other employees, Uider Walker,
Anna Miller, Grace Simpson, and Bertha Cromatie stated that working conditions
were bad and that they had been discriminated against because of their race
Five employees stated that they had heard Mr. Sam Pear use derogatory language
regarding Negro omployeas at the pin ut. According to fiv employees, Ms
Ethel Pear has stated that she woud seek to fire some of the employees Involved
and has asked some others to resign.

The firm has already been charged with unfair labor practices and a hear-
Ing Is In process before the Labor Relations Board. The union involved in this
affair Is the United Transport Service Employees, J. P. Oovngto interatonal
vice president, 465 Florida Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.

Attached are handwritten documents submitted to CORE by employees at the
Central Linen Service. These employees have expressed a desire to cooperate
with any official agency in seeking a solution to this problem, and upon your re-
quest I will be glad to refer them to you.

Mr. Hossox. The Bond Bread Bakery Co. practices tokenism in
employment of Negroes. Ithas2or8 Negro salesmen out of about 800.

The Continental Bak Co. also employs one or two Negro sales-
men out of hundreds, and this can be repeated over and over.

The above examples can be multipied many times Only two or
three of the automobile dealers in the city employ Negro alesmen, and
to our knowledge, none empoy Negro mechanics.

Negroes. are almost completely excluded from employment in other
than menial Jobs in all but one or two of the retail furniture stores
in the city.

They are almost completely absent as workers in the jewelry stores,
the insurance companies, the large financial institutions, the theater
chains, the airlines, large real estate firms, and many other large and
basic business chains m the city.

Finally, we say again that the need for legislation such as that pro.
posed in R. 405 cannot be overemphasized-for the District of Colum-*
bia and for the United States as a whole

For all practical purposes the Negro in the Nation's Capital is ex-
cluded from participating in the mainstream of the city's private eco
nomic life, in spite of the fact that he accounts for the profit mar-
gins in almost all of the privately owned retail establishments in the

This a situation which must be corrected It is a situation which

requires honest and concerted effort to chan . CORE estimates that
at the present rate of employing Negroes in token jobs, it will take
another 350 years for them to catch up to their fellow white cities.

That is why we appreciate the opportunity to appear before thiscommtteansuppor of HR. 405, in the hope that this will be the
special shot in the arm necessary to remove the shameful blight of
denying Americans the right to fullr participated in what we so
proudly call the most affluent society in world.

22-402----18
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(The charts attached to the statement follow:)
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Thank you.
Mr. Roo szw. Thank you, Mr. Hobson I thank you particularly

for your very concrete statement. Mr. Rlobson, how valid do you
thin the excuses are that we will probably get In reply from these
companies that there are just not people available because of lack of
education and training in some of the area that you have disoused
here?

Mr. Hoso. I really don't think they are valid. I would like to
say that our approach to a company is considered unreasonable by
some people's definition.

We say to them, "You kept Negroes, out for 50 years. Now you find
some and put them in." I have picketed-I have the list here-t
least 100 companies in this city. I can think of one store who could
not possibly find a Negro salesman, but the moment you bring eco-
nomic pressure to bear, they go out and find a Negro and he is work-
ing the next day so they can get the picket line out.

I do not buy this myth of the unqualified need. There are a lot of
qualified people, and we are concerned about jobs primarily for these
people who are not so qualified, not the qualified.

Mr. RoossVxtcT. Would it be correct to say that this legislation would
remove one of the so-called defenses or resistance patterns because if
this legislation went into effect the fear of unfair competition would
be eliminated; would it not ?

Mr. Llonsow. I think it would. I don't quite understand what you
meni by unfair competition.

Mr. YIhosE-Lvr. I have often heard it said "L ok, if you force us
to d something over here by picketing and then we take some Negro
employees, then we will get boycotted by other pails of the population
an ditis unfair topicket us."

Mr. Hosoz;. We have convinced the merchants in the District of
Columbia that that isn't true. Every store has hired Negroes. You
go downtown now and the complexion has started to Change. In
fact, some of the stores such as Bond's have Negroes which we put
there who are now leading salesmen.

M.r. R osE)sv.LT. Of course, speaking wholly from an economic point
of view, if we can improve tis median income picture every ody
is going to benefit on the profit margins.

Mr. Ho o. It is, indeed.
Mr. Roo vvr. I don't see how this can fail. It seems to me to

be in their own selfish interest, quite apart from the moral reason
involved, if for no other reason.

Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. Pv-kxo. Mr. Hobson, this legislation provides that there

should be no discrimination, not only because of race, color, or creed,
ethnic background, but also because of age.

I am under the impression that in many intances the Negro has
about two strikes on him. No. 1,very frequently he can't get a job
because of the color of his skin, but in many industries once he has
overcome that problem, there is a second discrimination and that is
because of age.

There is a great deal of discrimination in America today in hiring
practices because of age. I would like to get your opinion, sir.

There have been some who have suggested we ou1ght to remove the
age factor from this legislation because it might in some way hurt
this legislation and its chance of passage.
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Would it be your judgment that we should leave age in this bill
if we want to make a truly effective FEPC bill I The reason I am
asking that question is that if we do not put age ip, then there is
going to be the defense against breaking the color barrier by raising
the question of age.

A employer can say "Well, look, I don't discriminate against
peope because of color, ut we have a policy in this company of not
hiring peo l past 40,1 which incidentally is a growing tendency in
American industry all over this country.

For that reason, I wonder if I can't have an expression from you,
sir, as to whether you think that race and age are acceptable in this
proposed legislation if we want to do a realty thorough job? .
Mr. Howz;. Of course, my position is that I am against discrimina-

tion on any basis and since I d6n't measure freedom or measure justice
in part it seems to me that it ought to be the concern of any official
group that we eliminate discrimination no matter on what it is band,
and, therefore, without too much knowledge of this ag problem in
industry, I would say that by all means le us put anything in that
would eliminate discrimination.

Mr. RooYST. Thank you very much. Thank you for your very
fine testimony.

Mr. RooVST. Mr. Powell ?
Mr. Pow=A. I would just like to congratulate Mr. Hobson for the

Job lie is doing and tell him to keep on picketing. I started picketing
myself 88 years ago and we never lost a fight. Thirty-three years ago
I always found qualified Neoes also.

With respect to these pu.blio utilities, such as the Potomac Electric
Power Co., do they have union contracts?

Mr. oms. Yes, they have union contracts.
Mr. PowErU Western Electric#
Mr. Hoso. Western Electric also is organized by the Communi-

cations Workers, yes.
Mr. Powrs The Communications Workers have a contract with

Western Electric. What about the bakery company contracts I
Mr. Hossox. yes, the bakeries, the potato chip companies, and com-

panies like that that have driver salesmen, are organized by the Team-
sters, the local 67 local 88 here in the District of Columbia.

Mr. Powuu. ive you had any conferences with them?
Mr. Hosox. I have had conferences with the Teamsters Union.
Mr. Powztu And?
Mr. Hosos. Their official position on paper is that they will take

anybody in the union that the company hires I might say for clan-
fication in that connection that we look at the employer for hiring, not
the union.

The employer in America has always had, and he has today, the
right to hire and the right to firet, and we don't go to him and discuss
his problems with the union.

Tat is his business. What we say to him is, "You kept Negroes out.
Now you put Negroes in " and we leave it entirely up to himr..

We o to the unions, o course, and try to get them to cooperate, but
we don t stop just because the union d6esn't cooperate. That is the
employer's problem.

Mr. Powimu Thank you.1
Mr. Roospvuz. Mr. Daniels

!90
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Mr. DA mLs. Mr. Hobson, in your appeal to the Washington Board

of Trade and to the Merchants & Manufacturers Association to elimi.
nate dmicriminatory hiring practices, which was made in 1961, did you
receive any affirmative reply from them as to their attitude, in
area?

Mr. Hossox. The only reply I received from the Board of Trade
and Merchants & Manufacturers Association was to the effect that
they were satisfied with the employment picture and that they did not
agree with my position that there was unfair employment in the
retail establishments.

They added also that they had no control over their members and
that they could not persuade their members to do anything.

Mr. DANimL. In other words, they absolved themselves of any M
sponsibility in this area. Is that correct?

Mr. HossoN. That is correct.
Mr. DANiES. And as a consequence of the attitude that the took,

you, through CORE, picketed the establishments that you felt were
engginin discriminatory practices I

r. Homo€. That is correct.
Mr. Dmz.Ls. And you have made a great deal of progress in that

area, .according to the testimony you have given this committee this
morning.

Mr. HoasoN. Well, I think it ought to be kept in perspective in the
)Iht of the total problem. As I said before, we have done nothin.
Wo have only introduced tokenism. I guess i1 you look at 500, it look
important, but compare it to the need and it is hardly worth men-
tionin

Mr. DANI )LF. I agree with you that it would be to their benefit to
employ the Negroes in their establishments here because in that way
they would spur the economy and everyone would benefit by It.

Mr. Honsok. That is correct.
Mr. DANwE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. RooszvLT. Mr. Hawkinst
Mr. HAwxINs. No questions.
Mr. RooszvzLT. Mr. Hobson, we want to thank you very much for

your cooperation and your help to the committee. As I said earlier,
I think because you have been specific you have been very helpful to
us and we appreciate it

TIh committee had intended to have as its next witness Mr. Walter
B. Lewis, the director of job development for the Washington Urban
LUague, and I believe he was to be accompanied by Mr. Samuel Harris.
However in view of the lateness of the hour and the fact that there is
a rather important guest who is going to arrive, and because of the
importance of some of the materil which has been presented to the
committee and where, Mr. Lewis, it has been referred to you for its
correctness, it will be wise, I think, if we would ask you to oblige us
by being our opening witness at the next session of the committee.

Thank you very much.
Ve appreciate it.

The committee will stand adjourned until May 24 on Friday at
10 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 12:85 p.m.. the subcommittee was recessed, to re-
convene at 10 a.m., Friday, May 24, 1968.)
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Hous ow RzM WAuiwv.

'The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess in room 429,
Cannon Bui!ding, Hon. James Roosevelt (chairman of the suboom,
mittee) presiding.

Present : Repesentatives Roosevelt Powell, Dent, Puoinski, Haw.
rns Gill, 00o3ae11 and Bell.

A. present: Russell C. Derrickson, staff director; Dr. Deborah
Partridge Wolfe, education chief; Jay H. Foreman. subommittee
counsel; Advienne elds subcommittee clerk; and Richard T. Bur-
r,~ minority counsel.

r. RoosivzLT. The mmitt4* will please order.
'lA e committee wil ntinue today its hearings on sod Federal

eql employment pportnity leginla ,id in a ular, H
45 but we are nentrating, % st on matte relatingtoe District oColumbia.
The record ill show at th lasetin f the commit Mr.

Walter B. is, thed tor of ob do e Wash
Lan e wato y 'amI Harnst or and research, b

appearance the convenin the minutl ayo
Mr. Lew and . rris, 1 u com ow at thi t #o

We want expre ur a . e tur e
floor over you.

Mr. .Than ou ,si
Mr. Roos v)vr.Mr I.d firs,.and

s ou and Harris answe may

qoiT1111T AER B DEVAWINO1, R&N BY,'

Mr, lama. Thank ou, .Chairmant an awkins.
I am Walter B w ewis assiof the Of the

ton UrbA Le, onwh 0 appear today to resent a state
ment on em loyment discrimination in the Nation's Caital. I am
accompan12by Mr. Samuel E. Harris, our director of Housing and
Research, whowill be available for questions.
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If the chairman please, I will summarize our statement with the
request that our whole statement be included in the record.

Mr. RooszvzLT. Without objection, your complete statement will
apa mr following your summarization.

Mr. Lzws TLank you.
It is our intention to share with you a picture of employment oppor-

tunities and the lack thereof as well as a statistical quantification of
employment discrimination in the Washington labor market. As to
the latter, our oral testimony will include only a summary of this
statistical picture, however, we are filing as a part of the statement
our complete analysis thereof.

A review of the current status of employment opportunity in the
District reveals that the most significant point in this whole field
is tha most employers no longer considered it politically and eco.
nomically wise to openly state tlat they have discriminatory hiring
and upgiding practices.

Most employers, at least publicly, profess that they follow a merit
hiring policy. We hasten to add, however, that in our experience
actual practice does not always equal public pronouncements, and our
statement below indicates the gap in income differentials has actually
widened in the last few years.

Turning now to actual facts we believe greater efforts are being
exerted on all levels of the Federal and District governments to pro-
vide equality of opportunity in employment and upgrading for non-
white employees.

We be ieve that for the first time efforts are being undertaken to
insure that merit hiring policies adopted at the top axe filtered down
to the supervisory level.

A great deal more must be done to insure merit hiring and pro-
motion, but examples of governmental action such as the personnel
file review which was instituted at the direction of the President's
Committee on Equal Employment Oplortunity is an example of the
type of regular policing of employee skills necessary to insure regular,
merit, upward mobility among all employees.

This program is very similar to the one the Washington Urban
League recommended to the Civil Service Commission more than a
year ago. We still feel that, while greater numbers of Negroes are
entermn on to Federal employment, most Negroes are doomed to
remaining at entrance grades or near entrance grades much longer
than performance, qualfication, or accident would warrant.

The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, the
Civil Service Commission, and the District of Columbia Commission-
ers Council on Human Relations are beginning to watch employment
practices closer now than was the case in he past.

However, fair employment policies are doomed to failure as long
as agencies are required or permitted to investigate themselves.
Neither equal employment officers or liaison employees can be ex-
pected to fairly and objectively judge practices when such practices
are originated and/or condoned by their supervisors,

An effective prgra of policing discrimination and bias will never
be developed until an outside agency i charged with the responsibility
of receiving, investigating, and-adjudicating all charges of discrimina-
tion and bias.
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In general, private industry is sorely lagging behind the efforts of
Government to provide equality of opportunity. Our investigation
shows that even where progress has been made-=progress in terms of
more jobs available--ithas been in low-paying industries such as re-
tail trade and service establishments.

Even in areas where white-collar jobs have increased, technical and
craft opportunities have not increased at all, and contrary to popular
notions, often the better paying jobs are not in the white-collar cate.
gory but in the blue-collar jobs.

Certain other prestige and lucrative positions are generally not
open to Negroes. Notably, in this category are the finance, insurance,
and real estate classifications. A few banks have hired some Negroes
in the last few years, but according to our information this represents
a net gain of. approximately 10 jobs for nonwhites above the usual
menial or service position&.

Saving and loan associations, real estate and mortgage finance, in-
surance and title companies continue In the old patterns and tradi.
tions of discrimination.

Many of these companies have pointedly advised our staff that they
are not interested in merit employment. It is interesting, that while
savings and loan associations freely finance nonwhite dwellings they
find no need for Negro help, except as doormen porters char force,
and messengers. The policy of such firms can tes be illustrated by
the comment of one financial institution president recently to the effect
that "I can't open my bank without George" (George is the doorman).

The best penetration and progress is found in retail sales. Themajor department stores routinely hire sales and clerical personnel
and most of them are more and more employing trainees in executive
and management areas.

Utility companies vary. At least one com any seems to be mak.
ing a valiant effort to follow a merit hiring policy but jobseekers con.
tinue to express doubt of the company's merit hiring cy.

Our experience with this company is by far the bes of al such oom-
panies, and to our knowledge a very large percent of new employees
m both white collar and operational positions are nonwhite.

Chairman Poww.. May I iterrupt for a minute? Have you anyobject ion to identifying the company IMr. Lzwm Normaly we don't identify such companies. I think

counsel has names of them already. From what I have seen some of
them have been called to testify.

Chairman Powzu. The only reason I ask that is that naturally
when you single out a company as being far and away the best com-pany-

Mr. Lvwws. This is the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
Chairman Powsm. Thank you.
Mr. Lwn. Other companies have shown a willingness to him non.

whites in white collar clerical or other visible positions, but have shown
no inclination to move in the crafts nor elsewhere in headquarters
administrative operations.

Substantial opportunities are now available for bus drivemw and
1wi hboard operators In local transportaton companies, but we have

c.ie4 no obang in whiWoollar and super ry per41onel in 'thisoberisoasporoti
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In the same vein, opportunities for employment are extremely lirn-
."ited in the liquor industry, chain drug and grocery store (office' and
managerial positions) group and plan insurance companies, automo-
bile and taxicab insurance companies, the District courts and' other
specialty clothing stores.

Tourism next to Government, is Washington's largest industry.
However, kfegroes, by and large are limited to only menial positioZIs
in the largest hotels while satlctorily holding a range of positions
in smaller hotels. lt is interesting to note that'in an industry where
service is the principal item for sale, Negroes are systematically ex-
eluded when under other circumstances Negroes have been sought f r
their service qualifications. Positions from which Negroes are ex-
cluded in some hotels include waiters, waitresses, bellmien and room
positions as well as front desk and office positions.'

Chairman Powu.r. Mr. I4ewis, we are trying to he specific in this
hearing.' You havo given a pretty good nilark To some of the smaller
hotels, you have concentrated your feeling of unfairness to the largest
hotels.

I think it is'our public duty to tell people where these large hotels
are so we know where to go to work. In the meantime, lacking some
proper machinery to do it, at least we can exert the largest possible
kir of public opinion.

Have you any objection to stating the large hotels in this town
that are not doing the job or are doing it as yi descrilie

Mr. Ltwis. On the large hotels, let us say all of them.
Chairman PoWEL,.L Let me enumerate them. Do you include the

Mayflower Hotel I
Mr. lixiws. Yes.
Chai man PowFu.. Do you include the Park-Sheraton Hotel I
Mr. L isw. Yes.
Chairman PowEL,. Do you include the Statler I
Mr. Lxmwms. Yes.
Chairman POWFIT. Do you include the new International Inn.
Mr. Lwxs.- Yes.
Chairman POWEM. Do you include the ShorehamI
Mr. ISwMe. Yes.
Chairman Powtuxr. That will do. At least all of these large hotels

you feel, fit into the category you have just described?
Mr. Lswis. Yes.
Chairman Powsur. Thank you, sir.
Mr. LFwis. We are possibly on the threshold of some advance in

the construction industry-the area where the least progress has been
made in this city in the last decade.

We say possibly, because we, as a total community, have only just
recently been able to focus attention on the great dearth of jobs for non-
whites in Washington's third largest industry.

As the community is no doubt aware, for some time there has been
little if any opportunity for Negro apprentices, journeymen, or master
craftsmen in the electrical, plumbing, carpentry, plaster, bridkayem
and kindred craft: p capnty p bc y

The only areas where Negroes have found employment comment
surate with their ability have been with the labor and ,pratd
engineering lelds.
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The Federal Government, after H6ward University students served
as catalysts, has shown more finnness in enforcing equal opportunity
obligation requirements of public contractors.

Real efforts have been exerted to force contractors to live up to
their agreement and apprentices and journeymen have been recruited
with the assistance of the Washington Urban League.

This covers a summary of the soft and hard areas of employment
Uow to qtantification of employment discrimination and bias.

The most tngibl measure of the effect of discrimination in era-
ployment is that of income inequahities. During 1950 the median
]amily income of nonwhites within the urbanized area of NMetropolitan
Washington was only 52.1 percent as large as the median, family in-
come of whites.

The comparable percentage in 1960 was 56.8 percent. If this rate
of decrease in the income gap witnessed during the 1950's is typical
and continues at the same rate, income equality would not be aclivered
with the year 2000.

Not all of the income inequality can be attributed to inequalities in
employment, because labor as a group receives only three-fourths of
the national income dollar. For this reason, the lack of ownership
of capital among nonwhites can account for nearly 55 percent of the
observed income differential among nonwhites.

This means that in the absence of discrimination in employment and
equal qualifications, nonwhites would only earn 75 percent as much as
whites.

The present lack of any significant capital ownership is a product
of past effects of employment and educational discrimination, which
kept nonwhite incomes near the subsistence level, thus preventing any
appreciable accumulations of surplus income for capital investment.

Capital accumulation by nonwhites can occur only after employ-
ment and educational discrimination have been reduced sufficiently.
The difference between this 76 percent and the actual 57 percent is the
result of some combination of educational differences and discrimi-
nation.

For this reason a discussion of employment inequalities must involve
a disaggregation of these two influences. The following discussion
is designed to separate these influences in their effects on the industrial
distribution of nonwhites in Metropolitan Washington.

That racial discrimination in employment exists in the Nation's
Capital is common knowledge, though a willingness to admit its exist-
ence seems to vary directly with the degree to which an individual is
affected by it.

More important than the existence of this phenomenon, is tho ques-
tion of whether or not the attitude and behavior of the area's employ.
era are shifting rapidly enough so as to negate the need for the estab-
lishment of a legislative act to prevent discriminatory employment
practices.

A most important question for your subcommittee should be what
incontrovertible proo; is there with respect to the existent of dseri-
nation in employment I

in response to this question, we have presented a supplementary
statement which answer this, question in depth. We would like to
only summarize the highlights of that statement.

1W7
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To begin with, employment discrimination against Negroes is de-
fined as any behavior on the part of an employer toward a Negro em-
ployee or potential employee, which reflects a negative evaluation of
tht 'rson a race to the extent that the employer either refuses to uti-
lize that person or underuitilizes him, ard/or underpays him.

This behavior results from prejudice, which is not measurable. The
emlts of prejudice may be measured indirectly from the employmentgap between Negroes and whites as reflected in quantitative differences

On the distribution of the two races between industries, or in the quali-
tative differences in income by race among the various industries.

The term "industry" here, rfers to the broad industrial classifica.
tions used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

It is acknowledged, however, that differences in education and train-
ing account for a part of the employment gap between Negroes and
whites. For this reason a statistical technique commonly eiown as
the expected came method is used to separate the influence of the objec-
tive factor (9ualiflcation difference) from the observed total employ.
ment inequality between Negroes and whites.

With respect to the quantitative differences in the distributions of
whites and Negroes among industries an index number was developed
for both 1950 and 1960. This index (a summation of the differences
In the proportion of Negroes actually employed within each industry
and the proportion which would exist if there were no differences in
qualification and discrimination was nonoperant) could var from
[ (ompj~lete se.gregation of whites and Negroes by industry) and 0
(perfect equality in employment).

This inequality index number was 0.284 in 1950 but had increased by
88 percent during the decade 19500. The induence of discrimina-
tion was determined by, first of all, computing an index number for
the influence of qualiction.

This was accomplished by estimating the proportion of nonwhites
which would be employed within each industrial classification, if non.
whites were employed in strict accordance to their occupational
distribution.

The value of this index number was 0.220 and 0.213, respectively, in
1950 and 1900. When the latter index is expressed as a ratio of the t
first, then the mifluence of qualifications on [he total inequality pro.
duces a measure of the influence of discrimination. The measure of
discrimination increased by one-third between 1950 and 1960.

Use of this technique perndtted the identification of industries in
which Negroes are underemployed and overemployed. Negroes were
found to be underemployed within the following industries, with the
degree of underemployment stated in items of a percentage of the
present number of Negroes employed within the industry:

1. Transportation, communication, and public utilities came to 120
percent.

2. Business and repair services came to 44 percent.
3. Construction came to 42 percent.
4. Manufacturing came to 24 percent.
5./Fiance, ins trance, and real estate came to 15 percent..Variance by indust were also found with respect to the income

differential between Negroes and whites. By accounting for the
influence of education upon these differentials, two industrial classi- re

1 08
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fications were found to show no discrimination by income--these
were the trades and business and repair classification. The most
discriminatory in terms of income differentials were the finance, in-
surance, and real estate i and personal services classifications.

Using both the quantitative and qualitative measures together, it
conclude that in terms of industrial classifications, the following
three industries were most discriminatory:

1. Transportation, communications, and public utilities;
2. Construction; and
3. Finance, insurance, and real estate.
Educational differences were found to be an insufficient explana-

tion of the employment and income gap between Negroes and whites.
In fact, for 1960, the income gap between Negroes and whites who
live in the District was found to widen a the level of educational at-
tainment increased,

Since the influence of discrimination appears to be a much more-
significant factor in explaining the employment gap between the,
races, and discrimination was found to be increasing, it was con.
eluded that the only manner in which this racial gap can be elimi-
nated is through the enactment and enforcement of prohibitive poli-
cies against discriminatory practice.

Our documentation clearly shows that the lack of education and
training is not the sole reason for underemployment; however, we
should reexamine our total educational and training philosophy for
the District.

The community has spent an inexcusable amount of time on whether
the answer to our discipline problem can be found in corporal punish-
met or mi kicking kids out of school.

If we can develop a program which insures absolute, conformity
with prescribed standards of conduct, if we could discover how to
keep all youngsters in school, for our dropout rate is alarming, thenwould we be t-aining young people for gainful economic lives'when
they leave school 
thWe think not. Our present curriculums are not geared to challenge
the interest or Initiative of our youth nor are we producing large
quantities of young people who are ready to move into a job if one is,
available.

The potential dropout must clearly see that boys who stay will be
trined with skills salable in our job market. And we cannot talk
about reducing crime, the dependency load the welfare caeis and
family dislocation, or more housing, better he lth protection, or any
of the other middle-clas hopeAsandaspirations until we can produwe
more and better m aing a icfairer distribution of jobs. Jobs are our
keys. They unlock al doors.

The rest of our statement we include for the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STA'ATm3 or WALTI B. Lzwts, Dn=oms WAs omzoow Ufw Lrao
Mr. Chairman and members 4 the subcommittee, I am Walter B. Lewis,

assistant executive director of the Washington Urban Loou, on whose be-
half!I appear today to pent a statement on employment discrimilnation. Inthe Nation's Capital. I am accompanied by Mr. samuel Z, larr our 4j-rector of housing and. research, wh will be available for queatlaus
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The Washington Urban League i an Interracial, nonpartisan, nonprofit so-
cial service, planning agency, whose programs are directed toward improving
working, living, housing, and welfare conditions of the nonwhite residents of
the District of Columbia. Employment1 traditionally, has been a major focus of
all urban leagues across the country and Washington is no exception, OUr basic
program Is aimed at working with employers to the end that race is not a factor
in initial employment, training, promotion, or firing. One of the major tools
it accomplishing our objective Is the presentation of specific and cumulative
facts on employment oppportunlties or the lack thereof for nonwhites, as well
as detailed Information on the problems of nonwhites as they attempt to enter
the employment market.
It is our intention to share with you a picture of employment opportunities

and the lack thereof as well as a statistical quantification of employment dis-
crimination in the Washington labor market. As to the latter, our oral testi-
mony will include only a summary of this statistical picture; however, we are
filing as a part of the statement our complete analysis thereof.

A review of the current status of employment opportunity In the District re-
veals that the most significant point In this whole field Is that most employers
no longer consider It politically and economically wise to openly state that they
have discriminatory hiring and upgrading practices. Most employers, at least
publicly, profess that they follow a merit hiring policy. We hasten to add, how-
ever, that in our experience actual practice does not always equal public pro.
nouncements and our statement below indicates the gap In Income differentials
have actually widened in the last few years.

Turning now to actual facts, we believe greater efforts are being exerted on all
levels of the Federal and District Governments to provide equality of oppor-
tunity in. employment and upgrading for nonwhite employees. We believe that
for the first time efforts are being undertaken to insure that merit hiring
policies adopted at the top are filtered down to the supervisory level. A great
deal more must be done to insure merit hiring and promotion, but examples of
governmental action such as the personnel file'review which was Instituted at
the direction of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
ih an example of the type of regular policing of employee skills necessary to In.
sure regular, merit, upward mobility among all employees. This program Is
very simular to the one the Washington Urban League recommended to the Civil
Service Commission more than a year ago. We still feel that, while greater
number of Negroes are entering Federal employment, most Negroes are doomed
to remaining at entrance grades or near entrance grades much longer than per.
formance, qualification, or accident would warrant.
.,Tho President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, the Civil Bery-

lee Commission, and the District of Columbia Commissioners Council on Human
Relations are beginning to watch employment practices closer now than was
the case In the past. However, fair employment policies are doomed to failure
as long as agencies are required or permitted to Investigate themselves. Neither
equal employment officers nor liaison employees can be expected to fairly and ob-
Jectively Judge practices when such practices are originated and/or condoned
by their supervisors. An effective program of policing discrimination and bias
will never be developed until an outside agency is charged with the respon-
sibility of receiving investigating, and adjudicating all charges of discrimina
tion and bias.
In general, private Industry is sorely lagging behind the efforts of Government

to provide equality of opportunity. Our Investigatlon shows that, even where
progress has been made-progress in terms of more Jobs available-it has been
In low-paylng Industries such as retail trade and service establishment. Even
In areas where white collar jobs have Increased, technical and craft opportunities
have not Increased at all; and contrary to popular notions often the better pay.
Ing jobs are not in the White-collar category but in blue-collar Jobs. 4 , 1

Certain other prestige and lucrative positions are generally not open td Ne.
groes. Notably, in this category are the finance, Insurance, and real estate
classifications. A few banks have hired some Negroes In the last few years, but
according to our Information this represents a net gain of approximately 10
Jobs for nonwhites, above the usual menial or service posltions. having and
loan associations, real otate and mortgage finance, Insurance, and title com.
anies continue In the old patterns and traditions of discrimination. Many 'of

these companies have pointedly advised our staff that they are not interested
In merit employment., .. It is Interesting, that while savings and loan asbocla-
tions freely finance nonwhite dwelling they find no need for Negro help, except
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as doolmen, porters, char force, and messengers. The policy of such firms can
be# be illustrated by the comment of one financial Institution president recently
to the effect that "I can't open my bank without George" (George is the door-
man).

The best penetration and progress is found in retail sales., The major depart.*
meant stores routinely hire sales and clerical personnel and most of them are
more and more employing trainees in executive and management areas.
,Utility companies vary. At least one company seems to be making a valiant

effort to follow a merit hiring policy but Jobseekers continue to express doubt
of the company's merit hiring policy. Our experience with this company Is by
far the best of all such conipanle, and to our knowledge a very large percent of
now Mployoes in both white-collar and operation positions are nonwhite.
Other companies have shown a willingness to hire nonwhites in white-collar
clerical or other visible positions, but have shown no inclination to move in
the crafts nor elsewhere in headquarters administrative operations. Substan.
tiol opportunities are now available for busdrivers and switchboard operators'
In local transportation companies, but we have noticed no change In white-collar
and supervisory personnel in this industry, .

In the same vein, opportunities for employment are extremely limited In the'
liquor industry, chain drug and grocery stores (office and managerial positions),
group and plan Insurance conipanies, automobile and taxicab Insurance com.
p ailes, the District courts, and other specialty clothing stores. Tourism, next
tO Government, Is Washington's largest industry. However, Negroes, by and
large, are limited to only menial iositions in the largest hotels, while satis-
factorily holding a range of positions In smaller hotels. It is Interesting to
note that In an Industry where service Is the principal Item for sale, Negroes are
systematically excluded when under other circumstances Negroe- have been
sought for their service qualifications. Positions from which Negroes are ex-
cluded III, some hotels include waiters, waitresses, bellmen, and room positions is
well as front desk and office positions.
,We are possibly on the threshold of some advance in the construction indus-

try--the area where the least progress has been made in this city in the last
decade. We say possibly, because we, as a total community, have only Just Me
contly been able to focus attention on the great dearth of Jobs for nonwhites in
Washington's third largest industry. As the community is no doubt aware, for
somp tip4e there has been little if any opportunity for Negro apprentices, journey-
men; or master craftsmen in the electrical, plumbing, carpentry, plaster, brick.
layers, and kindred craft. The only areas where Negroes have round employ-
ment commensurate with their ability have been with the labor and operating
engineering fields. The Federal Government, after Howard University stu-
dents served as catalysts, has shown more firmness in enforcing equal oppor-
tunity obligation requirements of public contractors. Real efforts have been
exerted to force contractors to live up to their agreement and apprentices and
journeymen have been recruited with the assistance of the Washington Urban
Ueage,

This covers a summary of the soft and hard areas of employment opportunity.
*Now to quantification of employment discrimination and bias.
The most tangible measure of the effects of discrimination in employment is that

of income inequalities. During 1050, the median family income of nonwhites with-
in the urbanized area of Metropolitan Washington was only 52.1 percent as large
as the median family income of whites. The comparable percentage in 1960 was
M0.8. If this rate of decrease in the income gap witnessed during the 1950's Is'
typical and continues at that same rate, income equality would not be achieved
with the year 2000.

Not all of the income inequality can be attributed to Inequalities In employ-
ment, because laboi as a group received only three-fourths of the national In-
come dollar. For this reason, the lack of ownership of capital among nonwhites
can account for nearly 55 percent of the observed Income differential among non-
whites. .This means that in the absence of discrimination in employment and
equal qualifications, nonwhites would only earn 75 percet-as much as whites,.'
The present lack of any significant capital ownership is a product of past effects
of employment and educational discrimination, which kept nonwhite Incomest,
near the subsistence level, thus preventing any Appr'ciab)e accumulations of '
surplus Incoyme for capital Investmqnt. Capital accumulation by nonwhites can
occur only af(er employment and educational discrimination have been reduced
sufficientlv. The difference between this 78 percent and the actual 57 percent Is
thei result of sme combination of educational differences and discrimInation.
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For this reason a discussion of employment inequalities must involve a dis.
aggregation of these two Influences. The following discussion is designed to
separate these Influences in their effects on the industrial distribution of non-
whites In Metropolitan Washington.

That racial discrimination n employment exists in the Nation's Capital i
common knowledge, though a willingness to admit its existence seems to vary
directly with the degree to which an Individual in affected by it. More important
than the existence of this phenomenon, Is the question of whether or not the
attitude and behavior of the area's employers ar shifting rapidly enough so as
to negate the need for the establishment of a legislative act to prevent dis-
criminatory employment practices. A most important question for your sub-
committee should be what incontrovertible proof Is there with respect to the
existence of discrimination in employment. In response to this question, we
have presented a supplementary statement which answers this question In depth.
We would like to only summarise the highlights of that statement.

To begin with, employment discrimination against Negroes as defined as
any behavior on the part of an employer toward a Negro employee or po.
tential employee which reflects a negative evaluation of that person's race to the
extent that the employer either refuses to utilise that person or underutilizes
him, and/or underpays him. This behavior results from prejudice, which is
not measurable. The results of prejudice may be measured indirectly from the
employment gap between Negroes and whites as reflected In quantitative differ-
ences In the distribution of the two races between Industries, or in the qualitative
differences in income by race among the various Industries. The term "In-
dustry" here refers to the broad industrial classifications used by the U.B.
Bureau of the Census.

It Is acknowledged however, that differences in education and training
account for a part of the employment gap between Negroes and whites. For
this reason a statistical technique commonly known as the expected cases meth.
od is used to separate the influence of the objective factor (qualification differ-
ence) from the observed total employment Inequality between Negroes and
whites.

With respect to the quantitative differences in the distributions of whites and
Negroes among industries an index number was developed for both 190 and
1960. ohis index (a summation of the differences In the proportion of Negroes
actually employed within each industry and the proportion which would exist
If there were no differences in qualification and discrimination was uonoperant)
could vary from 1 (complete segregation of whites and Negroes by Industry)
and 0 (perfect equally In employment). This Inequality index number was
0.284 In 1950, but had increased to 0.806 by 1960. More Importantly, however,
discrimination was found to have increased by 83 percent during the decade
1900-60. The influence of discrimination was determined by, first of all, com-
puting an index number for the Influence of qualification. This was accom-
plished by estimating the proportion of nonwhites which would be employed,
within each industrial classification, if nonwhites were employed in strict ac-
cordance to their occupational distribution. The value of this index number
was 0229 and 0.218 respectively iA 190 and 1960. When the latter Index is
expressed as a ratio of the first, then the influence of qualifications on the total
Inequality between whites and nonwhites Is derived, and when removed from
the total Inequality produces a measure of the Influence of discrimination. The
measure of discrimination increased by one-third between 1950 and 1960.

Use of this technique permitted the Identification of industries in which
Negroes are underemployed and overemployed. Negroes were found to be
underemployed within the following Industries, with the degree of underem-
ployment stated in Items of a percentage of the, prwnt Aumber of Negroes em-
ployed within the Industry:

1. Transportation, communication, and public utilities..................-120
2, Business and repair services....__._.. . ........ .... 44
8. Construction------------................................. .-..... -42

4. Manufacturing ................. 24
5., Finance, inuace, And real tdte....... .................... 15

Variances by Industry were also found with respect to the income differential
between Negroes and whites. By accounting for the influence of education
upon these differentials, two Industrial classifications were found to show no
discrimination by Income--these were the trades and business and repair
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classification. The most discriminatory In terms of Income differentials were
the finance, insurance, and reel estate and personal services classiflcations.

Using both the quantitative and qualitative measures together, it concluded
that in terms of industrial clausiatios, the following three Industries were.
most discriminatory:

1. Transportation, communications, and public utilities;
2. Construction; and
8. Finance, insurance, and real estate.

Educational differences were found to be an insufficient explanation of the.
employment and income gap between Negroes and whites. In fact, for 1060, the
income gap between Negroes and whites who live in the District was found to.
widen as the level of educational attainment increased. Since the Influence
of discrimination appears to be a much more significant factor In explaining:
the employment gap between the races, and discrimination was found to be.
increasing, It was concluded that the only manner in which this racial gap can
be eliminated is through the enactment and enforcement o prohibitive poU..
oles against discriminatory practies.

Our documentation clearly shows that the lack of education and training is.
not the sole reason for underemployment, however, we should reexamine our-
total educational and training philosophy for the District. The community has;
spent an inexcusable amount of time on whether the answer to our discipline
problem can be found in corporal punishment or In kicking kids out of school.,
i we can develop a program which Insures absolute conformity with prescribed
standards of conduct, if we could discover how to keep all youngsters In school
for our dropout rate is alarming, then would we be training young people for
gainful economic lives when they leave school? We think not. Our parent eur,
riculums are not geared to challenge the interest or initiative of our youth, nor
are we producing large quantities of young people who are ready to move into
a Job If one Is available

The potential dropout must clearly see that boys who stay will be trained
with skills salable in our Job market. And we cannot talk about reducing crime,
the dependency load, the welfare cases, and family dislocation, or more housing,
better health protection or any o the other middle class hopes and aspirations
until we can produce more and better training and fairer distribution of jobs
Jobs are our keys. They unlock all doors.

-MIWTMU1I? M 5 UAT0WX U M OPOUWM WASHINGTON, 1*80-5o

Employment disrimination against Washington's Negro labor force is pro.
nounced and was greater in 1960 than It was 10 years earlier, This conclusion
may appear untenable to some when confronted with an observation which i
frequently used to show the very opposite. This commonly used counterargu.
ment Is based upon the fact that as a group, the Neo in Washington as higher
earnings, more white-collar Job., and in general, a higher standard of living
than that of Negroes in any other major U.8. city. The presence of the non-
sequwtur contained in this counterargument Is obvious.

Ths counterargwent is presented not so much for the purpose of erecting
a. strawman, but rather to illustrate the generally faulty nature of reasoning
which Is commonly embodied In the arguments of foes and proponents alike,
when addressing the issue of employment discrimination. It is not really nec.
essary to use such an extreme. case of the counterarguments. A much more
tenable and convincing argument could simply point out that Negro professionals
in Metropolitan Washington, for example, increased by 118 percent during the
intracensus period, while white professionals Increased by less that half that
rate (49 percent), hence, If anything, employment opportunities for Nesroes
were much better in 190. This counterargument Is as equally fallacious as
the first. Its fallaciousness will become obvious in the demonstration of proof
for the conclusion that discrimination has Increased, Before presenting this
demonstration, however, a presentation of, the nature and Justification of the
analytical framework which is used in the proof seems quite requlsitive.

We must first of all be clear on the terminology which we are using, What do
we mean by discrimination in employment? It Is crucial that we be cear on the
definition which is used In the analysis to follow. A simple definition is sulflclento

R ~t (MidI~ -ro Bdijoe"wforia Oba~r in the Nak' 2*ad" -'AS o m p r o e e n l v e s t u l l o r t h e Trb ea p t r n r D n ' N o p a f i

Samuel 10. Harrla rector o oust and rearuh, wan r ,agU .
22-65--8---14
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Let us refer to employment discrimination as any nonobjective behavior on the
part of an employer toward an employee or potential employee, which reflects
some intuitive negative evaluation (prejudice) of the employee's race to the
extent that the employer, when confronted with a manpower need, will either
not use the employee, underutilise him and/or undercompensate him. We should,
it seems, be In agreement about the complete Inability to -directly quantify
preindice.

What Is quantifiable and measurable Is the effect of racial prejudice as mani.
tested in the income, occulational, and industrial differentials between the
white and Negro segments of the labor force. Arguments developed in these
terms are commonly referred to as the focusing of attention on the racial gap,
the assumption being that the only true measure of progress in pursuit of racial
equality Is the rate at which the socioeconomic gap between Negroes and whites
decreases.

The only difficulty In this approach is that the entire divergency between the
socioeconomic status of Negroes and whites cannot be explained In terms of
current acts of discrimination. The fact that historically Negroes have been
denied equal access to educational and training facilities must have some rele-
vancy and as such Its effects on the gap must be accounted for If the employment
gap Is to be used as an imputed measurement of racial discrimination In
employment.

One very important empirical study conducted within the framework of the.
socioeconomic gap has relevance to employment discrimination In Washlngton.
Ralph H. Turner, a noted sociologist, using what Is referred to as the expected
cases method employed a summary Index of the differences in the occupational
distributions of nonwhites and the total -labor force in southern, western, and
northern regions of the United States for 1950, derived from U.S. census reports.,
By using a table of cross tabulations of education and employment by race, he
was able to hypotheses the expected occupational distributions of nonwhites,
given their lower level of education, and assuming that discrimination did nqt.
exist. By using a summary index of the difference between the hypothesized
distribution of nonwhites and the distribution of the total labor force, he was.
able to express this Index as a percent of the first Index (the measure of total
Inequality), thereby determining the influence of education on the occupational
gap.' Having eliminated the Influence of, education, the residual difference In
occupational distributions was attributable to discrimination. His major iud-.
ing was that education was less of an influence in the employment of Negroes in
the southern region of the United States than it was In the northern and western
regions. This finding Is significant because Washington, though a part of the
southern region of the United States (and this is reflected in Its housing patterns)
Is more northern in its employment practices.

A statistical measurement of employment discrimination in Metropolitan
Washington employs the Turner technique-at least In principle. Because of
data limitations, only the methodology is identical. In the Turner study the
expected nonwhite occupational distribution was predicted on the basis of non.
white educational attainment. Cross-tabulations of education and occupation
are not available In the standard publications of the U.S. Census Bureau for
small areas (SMSA or smaller). For this reason, the available cross-tabs
(employment by occupations and major industries) are used. There is, in fact,
a methodological basis for preferring these tabulations for use in the analysis,
because a person's occupation, when coupled with the relative demand which
each major industry has for labor within the various occupational grouplng,
determines the probability of his employment within each Industry. More
importantly, however, from the standpoint of public policy, It is preferable to
be able to make comparisons of the performance of the various Industrial
groupings, on the question of the degree of discrimination.

Despite the lack of cross-tabulations for education and occupations, there
remains an indirect approach to their interrelationships. This approach will
also permit a clear demonstration of the effect if any, education has upon
employment inequality by race. Education becomes an Increasing factor In
employment at the upper end of the occupational spectrum. A reasonably valid
generallation Is that most professional, technical, managerial occupations
require at least I year of college as the minimum. As the table below Indicates,
for both 1960 and 1960, nonwhites represented a higher percentage of the total

Is alh 0. Turner, "Tt I of Discriminaton In the Uzployment of Nonwbites," American
oarau of sociologry, voi LVIII, 1, November 1952.
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number of persons having completed 1 or more years of college, than their repre-
sentation of persons employed within the professional, technical, and managerial
categories.

Ye ...................... Nonwhites boving Nonwhites employed Pato of nonwhite per.
completed I or moro in proiossional, tech. ceutas with I or mor
years of ollege ass ulcal, and managerial YeaM of college to Uo-.
percentage of total occupation as a per. white perceae f
population with this centage of tot,) emos professonal, =1419

vel of edcaution. ployment within then iind m ral em-
ocupations. ployme4t.

(1) (s " (8)

19.........................., 7.0
190........10.7 7:

Source: U.S. Bureauofthe Census US ConsusoflPopulation 160, detailed for the DlalctofColumbiA
P0.9 and 1960, detailed oharactt;c icrthe Vistriot of Columbla, ko-M-1oo.

Of greater significance than the disproportionate nature of the relationship
between nonwhite education and employment, is the lack of responsiveness of
this disproportiouallty to time, as reflected in the education-employment ratio
(col. 8). In terms ot the general level of education as measured by the median
level of school completed, nonwhites gained relative to whites during the 1950-00
period, The nonwhite median years of school complete in 19M (8.9) was 72
percent, the median value for whites. The nonwhite median in 190 (10) was
81 percent, the median of whites. Despite the relative improvement in nonwhite
educational status, there was no relative improvement in nonwhite employment
patterns as the following discussion will demonstrate.'

Basically this analysis In designed to answer two questions:
1. To what extent does the difference in the willingness of firm within each

of the major industrial classifications to employ Negro labor (given the qualify.
cations of the Negro labor force as reflected in its occupational distribution)
distort the industrial distribution of Negro labor from what it would be if racial
discrimination were not a factor? What change occurred in this distortion be-
tween 140 and 1900?

2. How great is the difference between the willingness of firms within major
industrial classification to employ Negroes? What are some possible explana-
tions for these observed differences?

The first question is answered by use of the expected cases method (see happen.
dix attached) which yields an index of the total difference between the actual
industrial distribution of nonwhites and the total labor force (if there were no
racial differences in job qualifications and Job preferences and employers weft
indifferent toward employing whites and nonwhites, then both races would be
identically distributed among industries). This index number could vary
between 1 (if the labor maret were completely segregated, i.e., Negroes and
whites were employed in different Industries) and 0 (whites and nonwhites em.
ployed within industries In accordance to their proportional representation in
the total labor market). For 1050 the index number of the total inequality In
nonwhite employment was 0.284, compared to a much larger index of 038 for1900.

The total difference In the expected distribution (the distribution which would,
be observed if Negroes were hired in accordance to their occupational distribu.
tion), and the distribution of the total labor force is measured by a similar In-
dex. For 1960 the value of the index was 0.220 and somewhat smaller, 0.218 for
1060.

When the index of the inequality In the occupational distribution of nonwhites
is expressed as a percentage of the index of the total difference in the Industrial
distribution of nonwhites and subtracted from 100 percent, the influence of dis-
crimination on the total Inequality ts derived. The influence of discrimination
on the Industrial employment pattern of Negroes Increased by one-third during
the last latracensus period (20.4 percent in 1950 to 80.4 in 1900).

Answers to the second question relating to the distortion of the employment
pattern of Negroes among Industries by discrimination i determined by the
percentage difference In the Industry's expected share of nonwhite labor, and Its
actual share. (See table No. 11) Obviously with the existence of a distorted
employment pattern, nonwhites will be underemployed In some Industries and
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ovoremployed in other. Neglectns the agricultural and mning Industriea
(because of their Inignificance-together representM4 only I percent of the

area's total employment). Nonwhites are found to be underemployed In five.
Industrial categories: Transportation, communication, and public utilities, 120
percent underemployed; business and repair services 44 percent; construction,
42 percent; manufacturing, 24 percent; and finance, Insurance, and real estate,
15 percent, Pow induotria categories overemploy Negroes: Wholesale and
retail trade, 88 percent; personal mrvlces, 20 percent; public administration, 17
percent; and profeesonal service, 18 percent It should be noted that the
industries which overemploy Negroes account for nearly soven-tenths of the total
employment In the metropolitan area. Their ranks In terms of total employ.
mnet is 1, 2, 8, and 5o respectively, thus suggesting that reative ese is a relevant
factor in determining whether or not an Industry will owremploy Negroes. In.
general, the larger Industries on the average, hired four Negroes for every three
whites during the 10 years following 1960 (Le., the average percentage Increase
of nonwhite employment over -the 1950 level was one-fourth larger than the
percentage increase of white, while the relatively smaller Industries employed
only one Negro for every two whites hired. A negative correlation of -0.84
exists between the relative proportions of Negroes and whites among the indus.
tries in 1960 and the relative growth rates of the indimtries between 1960 and
1960. This suggests that a characteristic of industries with sluggish rates of
growth is a relatively higher' percentage of nonwhites both of which are char-
acteristic of the larger industries The relevancy of these facts became clearer-
when It is realied that ad C! I es wit the highest growth rt also have higher-
Income diferentilso between Neres and whites though generally paying-higher
wages.
TALx II,.-A comparison of tmderempl mm and overemloyment of ionwlhitee

by ftdu~v#" for the WuAinston SMA-t 1960 aOsd 19601

Different between the actual proportion
of nonwhites employed by industry
and th. ex p _ proportion bae
utt nouwbtth occupational dWe
bndon to

Number A; pgroentage ofactua proportion

190 I90 1950 l90

aauatun........ .. . . -.0. 008 . -0t
l ax-oreft oommmla m e ....... - .00'  -27. -120-

l ..08 6S 9.6 -8
Finane#, U s .and real Wtt..- ... ................... .001 -. 00 - .  -1
Bn and repair V ........... .................. .00 -. OOB -14.

81.0 .1 1.8 20
rtertanm st nd Q.. . ................. .... .01 .000 -L8 0

.04 0PutbldmnItattk ......... ...................... .Oe

*Undemploymat i indicate bYa neptive s/gn, while overomploymuat I posit/r. T table wa.
amputed etom the one appeal in the appendlL
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The expanding Industries, In order to attract an experienced labor supply,.
bad to offer higher wages in order to bid workers away from other industries.
The evidence suggest a greater reluctance to pay Negroes these higher wages
because even when Negroes are hired, It is at a much lower level than whites.
The larger, relatively slower expanding Industries, because of generally lower
wages, in addition to not being able to keep some of their white workers, are
not able to attract new white workers as fast no Negro workers who have less
choice in their place of employment.

The discussion thus far has dealt with the measurement of discrimination In
terms of the relative number of Negroes within certain Industries. This, how-
ever, is not the complete story. There Is a need for some qualitative measures,
i.e., equal pay for equal work, also. An Indirect measure of this would be the
racial income differentials by Industries. (See table 3.) It was pointed out
earlier that the nonwhite population Is on the average, 81 percent as well
educated as the white population, Though education is not a perfect predictor
of Income, the relationship between the two Is sufficiently strong so as to per-
mit its use as an indicator of the relative income inequality between Negroes
and whites, among industries. Any bias In using education in this manner
should equally bias each industry. On this basis, it is assumed that the income
differential between Negroes end whites should be proportional to the educational
differential. By expressing the observed Income differential between whites
and Negroes as a ratio of the expected differential based upon education (81
percent) then an index of income discrimination is obtained for each Industry.
These Indexes are presented below and the Industries are ranked, in accordance.
to the site of their respective Index,

Index of Income dif.
income dis. ferentll raok

Industrial classification erMinnation (1l5h to
(income dif. low)
ferential)

Construction ...........-------------------------...... 0.72 8
Manmifactiring ................................................. 83 4
Transportation, commi,noatons, and public utilities..................... .83 6
Wholesale and retail trade .................................................. 1.02 10
Finance, Ins-rance, and real estate .......................................... .(i 2
Busin ess and repair service ................................................... 99 9
Personal service .......................................................... .. 03 1
Entertainment and reereational services .................................. .. 86 6
Professional and related services .............................................. 90 7
Public administration ........................................................ 90 S

It is quite clear that with the exception of the wholesale and retail trade and
the business and repair categories, all industrial classifications have some
amount of Income discrimination, and the greatest amount of discrimination
occurs in the personal service category.

Just as an observation on Incomes and education, it should be noted that
racial income differentials are for the District, positively correlated with the
level of educational attainment-meaning that the median Income of Negroes as
a percentage of the median Income of whites, decreases as the level of educa-
tional attainment for the races Increases (see table 4). For persons having
never attended schools, there is little Income difference between whites and
Negroes. While Negro college graduates earn a little over half as much as white
college graduates.

When the quantitative and qualitative measures of discrimination by major
Industrial classification are combined, the trade Industrial classification Is found
to be the least discriminatory, while the three most diserlinniutory are transpor-
tation, communication, and public utilities; construction and finance; Insurance
and real estate, in that order.

In conclusion, It should be noted that, of the two factors accounting for an
employment gap between whites and Negroes (education or training and racial
discrimination) only the latter Is an Invariant with time, and relative Improve-
ments in the educatioft of Negroes does not seem to have any effect upon the
employment gap, hence In the absence of some effective public policy prohibiting
racial discrimination, the employment gap can be expected to persist for another
100 years (at the present rate of change In the Income gap).
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Median incorne by years of school completed-By sex and race, 1960, District of
Oolumbia "

Male Female

Years of school completed -

Non. Ratio Non. Ratio
White white nonwhite White white nonwhfto

to white to white

Number, school complex e e ................ $2,429 $2. 225 0 96 $920 $1,048 1.140
I to 4 year ........................... 2, 72 2,1700 .991 1,028 1,074 1.048

6 to 7 year ........................... 3,90 3, 9.W MT 1,438 1, 90 Oft
8 yetrs.......................... 4,109 3.304 .814 1,931 1,540 .m

high school:
I to3 years ............................ 4 .793 3,647 .701 3,I15 1,87 AN
4 years ................................ 5,127 4.001 .7sO 4,103 2, 920 .712

College:
I to3 years ............................ 5,967 4,403 .734 4,5 8 3,841 .883
4 or more years ...................... 8,554 5,227 .611 5,238 4,023 .W

Total ................ ..... . 8,408 .3,54 .063 3,703 2,01 $a

I Computed from "U.S. Census of Population, llstrict of Columbia, Detailed Characteristic ." P.C.
8 ). 10-D table 138. "Income In 199 of Persons 25 Years Old and Over, by Years of School completed,

olor an Box, for the District, 19t0," p. 10-178.

APPcNiDix III

Tns EXPECTED CASES MmII)O APPiIED TO TIlM 31EASURIMNT or DzsoainiM A-
TION IN TIE E PLOYMIENT OF NoNwitiTzs Axboxo INDUSTJtUE

A table is prepared with columns correspor ling to the 11 census occupational
categories and rows to the 12 census Industrial categories. In cells of each
column are entered decimals describing the Industrial distribution of the total
employed labor force within the respective occupational category. These ded-
mals are multiplied, for each column, by the number of employed nonwhites in
the respective occupational category. This yields an expected frequency for
nonwhites In each cell. Summing these expected frequencies b rows yields an
expected frequency for each industry. These are the Industrial frequencies ex-
pected on the basis of the observed nonwhite occupational distribution.

For each industry, the proportionate frequency is also computed. This is the
frequency expected without the occupational distribution being taken into ac-
count. To secure this frequency, the total number of employed nonwhites In all
industries is multiplied by the proportion of all employed workers (white plus
nonwhite) who fall into the given industry.

The expected and lroportionnte frequencies are taken with the actual dlstribu-
tion, in order to statistically remove the effects of nonwhites having a different
distribution among occupations,

This procedure involves the following steps:.
1. Express all three distributions (observed, expected, and proportionate) in

proportional form.
2. Within each Industrial category, subtract the proportionate frequency from

the expected frequency. This gives the difference due to occupations (Do).
3. With each industrial category subtract the proportionate frequency from

the observed frequency. This gives the total difference (Dt).
4. Add all the Do's (irrespective of sign), which have signs identical to Its

corresponding Dt ' I
5. Add all the Do's (irrespective of sign), which have signs dissimilar to the

corresponding Dt; subtract this total from the total obtained in (4), the re-
mainder will be a numerator in a fraction which has the sum of the Dt's as its
denominator. .

(. This fraction constitutes the proportion (or percentage) of the observed
difference between the industrial distribution of nonwhites and the total popula.
tion, which can be attributed to differences in occupations. The residual differ-
ence In industrial distributions. can be attributed to discriminatory practices.
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Proporionate, expected, and atual dtribut"oi of "onwMle labor force,
Washington standard metropofla* ore, 1950 and 1960

1980

Urpr spected Do Actua Dt

~& l u tu e .014 0.02 +0.009D 0.002 -0.012
t t...... . .. . . 001 .001 0 0 -. 001

Co nsctruo .. .00 +. 014 AM +-000
Manu acturig .......... ...... .01Itportgtion, commundcat ons, and. L 0 I.0 OfI .0

- pubu eu t ......................... . 077 .0W4 +,017 .74 -.0
Whol- " m retail trade ........... *... .171 .160 -. 006 .183 +.012
1 nanrce and real etate ......... .047 .027 -. 010 .038 -. 000
Vuslsmw and rpar ovion ............... .0218 .016 -. 007 .014 -. 00
Personal srvice.. +. 10 .224 +.137

a nand reeation ser.. 0 .000 'I0 .006 -. 001
.8061 .217 -. 001 .41 -. 0

l9o

expected Do Actual DI

cullm ........... 0.000 0.026 +0.017 0.009 0
..................... . 001 .001 0 .001 0

.. ..... ..tn... . 0 .00 105 +.039 .074 +0
Maufct................ 0..). :072 O6 06 -. 022011pr~io, 00011 lxw dja

pubic ....................... .007 .068 +.021 .041 -. 026
Wholesale and retail trade ................. .161 .148 -. 013 .211 +0
Finance, insurnce, and real estate .05 .039 .014 .04 -0
Buuines and repak services .............. .0n .026 -. 007 .018 -. 015
P eon al . .. ... -............. .. .11Ui.tertaintont iZla* * t*l*on serviml..... .006 .009 " Ol :ON0 "' 00! 1

proftiopal service ....................... .ma .124 -.038 .140 -. 010
Publoadrnalon ........... ....... 2 .20 -. 070 .266 -. 02

Doeu0.261.

lnquality due to occupational dlflenoe-o. -80.0

o -284.
c0218.

Inequality due to occupaUonal d 0ffec - .218

Mr. RooemIJT. Mr. Lewis, your concluding remark is exactly what
Have been trying to tella great many people, and I must say we have
not had complete succs: that there should be concentration on jobs
and job employment and from that can flow all of the other matters.
We should not drop our interest in removing bias in housing or in many
of the other thing that we are making efforts toward, but we have
left un ked th e very cornerstone of the thing and we have only
been going to the edges of the building instead of putting the founda-
dionin,

I want to thank you for your statement. I think it is complete and
with the addendum, I think it is factual. I think it will be of great
help to the eommitte&. I have a few questions:

No. 1. 1 want to point out that on page 2 where you talk about the
necessity for policing existing programs, especially under the Presi-
dent's Committee and i the -Federal Government, that ILR. 405
would not reach into this area at all.
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Mr. LEwis. I am aware of it Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rooszwvr. I am, therefore wondering whether you would ad-

vocate that we set up or ask the President's Committee to reconsider
their enforcement policy under the existing order so as to provide for
some kind of a body which would make an impartial judgment on the-
complaints as they come to the committee and are then referred to the
department concerned I What would your suggestion be as to the best
method of handling or changing the present policing r

Mr. Lzwis. Let me say my personal feeling and the feeling of my
agency is that the best method would be that policing the Federal em-
ployment practices as well as those of contractors obviously would be
in the total Commission, as applied to private industry. I am sure
the reason you left it out was on a sound basis. However, short of
that, I would think, and we have found in our experience this is true,.
that an outside agency-if you want it to be the President's Commit-
tee on Equal Employment Opportunities that is fine--this agencyshould have the prime and sole responsibility for receii the com-
plaint, actually investigating, adjudicating, and making the decision..

We have found in te F eral side where there are equal employ-
ment opportunity officers and liaison officers in each Department that"
these people are quite vulnerable to the policies of their supervisors.
Often these are lower-level employees. You ask them objectively, with-
really their jobs at stake, to investigate the policies of their own Do-
partment to issue objective opinions about what is happening, and to,
make orders.

We feel this taxes the human power just a little bit too much. There
should be a separate ngency that has the prime responsibility. I would
recommend that the resident'ss Committee should reconsider its pres-
ent procedure where an employee who has a complaint may either file-
with his agency or with the Freident's Committee, but in either case
the complaint goes to the agency for investigation and for report
back to the Committee; that they revise their procedures so that the
outside agency has the prime responsibility.

Mr. ROOSEvELT. I am told, and we have not yet gotten it in the
record, although I am sure we will, that the President's Committee,.
out of the total number that it has processed, has decided in favor-
of the complainants in possibly two-thirds or three-quarters of the
cases that have come before them.

I wonder whether you in the Urban League had any figures as'
to the actual disposition of the cases that have come before the Presi.
dent's Committee in relationship to the District of Columbia pri-
marily?

Mr. LEWvs. This is the thing I usually like to say. I am glad'
you asked that question, Mr. Chairman, because we have found the
Committee extremely uncooperative in providing a breakdown of
figures in the District of Columbia. National figures are available,
but we have not I'oen able to get figures in order to analyze them, to
determine whether this general claim that is made is aplicable to
the District of Columbia. We see only the other side of the picture.

Complainants who come to our shop who make complaints and see
it go through the mill, and we draw some conclusions from that,
obviously we are not in a position to observe all the operation, but
if the Committee could be helpful in making these figures available,
we would be appreciative.
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Mr. RoospWELT. Have you any written evidence of your effort to
get these figuresI

Mr. HMUts. Yes. I have been in contact with the Committee over
the last 6 months trying to got the figures released. They told me
that they had them available but that they had not been cleared asofyVat,

Mr. RosseLT. A verbal discussion, I gather.
Mr. HAmUs. Yes, by telel)hone. .
Mr. Rm(uSEvEL'. Who have you talked with in the Committee?

What I am trying to do in this hearing is not to deal in wlertlities.
I want to know who the people are that don't respond. Who did you
talk to in the Committee T

Mr. HAwas. I talked to the administrative assistant of Mr. HobartTaylor.Mr. Roo#vELT. What isthe name?

Mr. HARmis. I don't remember right now.
Mr. LEzws. We will get it for you.
Mr. RoosmvlT rq. Wil you supply us with the name ?
Mr. Lwis. Yes, we will.
(The material referred to follows:)

WASIIINoTON UBHAN LEAoux, INC.,
1314ahingiton, D.C., .une 5, 19063.

Ho11. JAMES ROO5VELT,
Chairman. Sisboonimittee on Labor, Committee on Edsdcatlon, flohINe of Repro.

tentative, Congresa of the United Statos, lVaahington, D.C.
DetAR MR. CHATRnwN: In response to the question with resis'ct to the sharing

of information by the President's Committea on Equal I-jmploynent OplportunIty
which you raised during the testimony of the Washington, Urban League on
Friday, May 24, 1963, I would like to share with you the names of the lrsons
with whom I have talked, and further clarify my oral tstin lIvioy,

My first contact with the President's Committee on Eijual Employment Oppor-
tunIty was by telephone sometime during the month of November, I spMxko
to the committee's information officer, Mr. John MICuhly. ie Indilcatel that
It had not been decided at that time whether or not any detailed Information
relating to the relative employment of Negroes and whites in metroliltan
Washington would be released to the public.

I called the President's Committee again in April to find out if a decision
had bon made. This time I asked to speak to Mr. Hobart Taylor. I was
referred to his assistant, Mr. Williau Kendricks, who indicated that Ihe
information was available and would be sent to me within 2 or 8 days. After
about a week Mr. Kendricks called me to say that the information was too
bulky for mailing but that I would be free to use it In his office, provided he
could secure the necessary clearance. I received another call from Mr. Kendrhlks
on the 24th of May. At that time he indicated that, although lie had not
secured official clearance, I would be able to come to his office and examine
the data. On that same (lay (May 24) I received in the mail a State-by-State
partial summary of Negro employment by the Federal Government.

As for my professional reaction to this report, I find fhe presentation far
Inferior to the presentation by the District of Columbia Government on this
same subJect. In the form in which the data is prsented, meaningful comparl-
sons of white and Negro employment are made extremely (ifficult, There is
a great need for the data to be presented in the form contalned in the Urban
League's analysis of this data which Is enclosed. It ws neessary to compute
the median grade level of Negroes and whites and them impute the earning
from the known salaries corresponding to those grades. It Is our opinion
that the President's Committee should not leave this type of work to outside
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agencies. It Is difficult for us to understand how they can operate without
some overall picture of the magnitude of the current problem, This picture
is not contained within their own data, though It should be.

I hol that our analysis will be of value to you.
Respectfully yours, SAMUEL ID. HARRIS,

Director of Hlousing and Researlu.

Tits CUIRRECNT UTILIZATION OF NEGRO MANPOWER HtY TIHE YEnERAL GOVERNMENT IN
METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON

The Federal Governuaent though the most Important source of eml)loyment In
Metropolitan Washington and long considered to be less diserlminatory in Ito
practices of Negro employment than the private sector of the local economy, re-
veals a pattern of discrimination which Is no better than the private sector and
worse than that of the District of Columbia government.

Recent employment statistics complied by the U.S. Civil Service Commission
for the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, indicated that
as of June 19(12, Negroes represent 22.8 percent of the Federal Oovernment's total
employment within Metropolitan Washington. Negroes represent only 1 percent
of Itho total employment abovo the level of 08-11 and within the W-B (blue-
collar) category, Negroes have only 2 percent of the better paying jobs ($8,000 or
above). The median grade of Negroes within white-collar jobs Is 3.1 (first step
within grade 8), which Is only 37 percent of the median grade level of white per-
sons In white-collar Jobs (third step in grade 8). Expressed in terms of Income
differences, Negro white-collar workers had a median salary of $8,800 which ts
58 percent as largo as that of white workers (0,300). The salary difference
between Negro and white blue-collar workers is somewhat less (68 percent).
Surprisingly, Negro blue-collar workers had annual earnings which were nearly
$400 higher than the earnings of Negro white-"ollar workers.

The median earning of all Negro workers employed by the Federal Govern-
ment In Washington is approximately (11 percent that of all white employees.
This income displrity between Negroes and whites in Federal Government is
greater than the disparity in income between the races In several of the area's
private industries. Consider for example the area's largest private Industry
wholesade and retail trade. In 19(10 Negroes within this Industry had earnings
which were 83 percent as great as that received by white employees within this
same Inlustry. The employment pattern of Negroes employed by the District
government Is also better than the pattern of the Federal Government. Negroes
employed by the District government earned 84 percent as much as white em-
ployees it June of 19112, the same time covered by the Federal Government em-
ploynent census. As the accompanying table indicates, the earnings of both
white-collar and blue-collar Negro workers in the District government exceeds
that of Negroes In the Federal Clovertunent. In addition, the earnings of Negroes,
relative to whites in the District government are greater for both types of em-ployment.

The Washington Urban League released an analysis of the employment pat-
terns of Negroes in the District government In October of 1962. This report in-
dicated that the relative employment pattern of Negroes at that time had deterlo-
rated since 1010 when Negroes earned 90 percent as much as whites. Since the
current census of Federal Government employment Is the first and only one taken
for time local area It Is not possible to draw conclusions about the rate of prog-
ress in the utilisation of Negro manpower by the Federal Government. One or
two alternative inferences are possible, however, on the basis of what happens
In the District government. Btause the present employment pattern of the Fed-
eral Government is so much worse tian that of the District, It can only be con-
cluded that the Federal Government's pattern In 1900 was either much worse
relative to the pattern of the District government and hence, some progress has
occurred or like the situation in the District government the relative employment
pattern of Negroes in the Federal Government has also deteriorated.
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A pomparioe of the evel of pmploymen a" home gap# betwe" whites ax4
Negroee empotve4 by te DEia*o ane4 Pedrei Govnmnnt in Metropolftan
Washhgto* Geof June IM8

District government Federal GoverMment

Whi* Negr aproet White Negr as pren
o whithue

median median

GseltIon Act:

se n 0 ............ $811 4.1 4. 0 ...... .....
"41 410456 6&0

.e' ..on...t..................1 .1 K 8 , 6 & ,
_ , ....... .... ...... ...... ... . 0....... . .. . . .. .. .... . . . . . 8 .

S ernln~s oomputed from the grade level, using the appropriate pay for those grade levels.
8ouroe: eport onanpower utilisatlon In the Distric of tolumbla municpad government as of June 30,

IS. and = egro employmet tn the Fedeal0Goernment by sivil service re&o te and pay ost4gori.

.Xr. Roosv '. Mr. Lewis, going from there, I think it is factual
that the President's Committee has no statutory standing. It must
operate on whatever budget the President gives it out 6f his own
eocutive funds. Would you advocate that we introduce separate

legislation to give the President's Committee statutory standing and
a budget under which it oould operate with respect particularly to
the District of ColumbiaI

Mr. Xauws. Without commenting on whether it would be separate
legislation or what have you, I think it would be extremely helpful
to give this agency statutory authority, because it does depend en.
tirely upon the Preoident now.While we are encouraged by the activities that are going on now,.
wethink it will be a muc more solid baseimf it is part of the regular
enforcement procedure.

Mr. RoosnmL. The reason that I brhng this up is that obviously
f they don't have the funds and they dont have the personnel, It fs

pretty difficult for them to do a complete job and they are not con.
centrating just on the District. They aie concentrating, as you well
know, all over.

Mr LmM. YeO
Mr. RoommT. On the other hand, the effect of Federal Govern-

ment employment in the District is of such an undue proportion as
agis most communities that it would seem that we were almost
Justified in doing something rather different for employment in
the District in t 9 0 respet.-

Mr. Iawzs I might indicate as you probably are aware, that the
Commissioners' Council on Human Relations started out privately
financed with a grant from the Meyer Foundation. It now does have
budgetary approve, surprisingly from the congressional District
Committees; the sta is really too smidl, but we lave a preevient ond
it is operating out of the regular budget of the District of Columbia
government

Mr. o . Let me attack that as an angle for a minute. Sup.
poe we.took that body and gave statutory standing to that body with
instructions to the Preident's Committee that any matters having

214
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to do with employment within the District should be referred to that
boy, and that body should undertake to settle the matter within the
District.

How would you feel about that I
Mr. Lawxs. Are you talking about private employment only?Mr. ROOe LT. I am talkn only about Government employment.

In other words, any complaint that comes in regarding employment
in the District in government employment, regardless of what de.
apartment it was, whether it was under the District government or
not, should be referred to that particular body which hias now existed
for some time.

Mr. Lwa. I anticipate some hazards in that type of suggestion in
that you are asking a department of the District of Columbia gov.
ernment, which doesn't have supervisory control in any fashion over
the personnel departments of Federal governmental agencies, to
police the policies of such agencies. I would hesitate to suggest that
as a pOeibale answer.

Mr. RooezvzLT. Suppose we took them out from under the District
government and gave them independent statu and directed them to
handle all discriminatory matters regarding discrimination in Fed.
eral Government employment, whether it was the District govern.
ment or the non-District government, within the District of Columbia.

Mr. Lwis. Within the District of Columbia only ?
Mr. RoosEVrT. Only, in order to try to do something specific about

the problem within the District of Columbia to get some action.
Mr. LEwis. My first comment would be that this would be a step.

You would be creating a National Capital Fair Employment Agency,
However, I would like to caution the committee to think in terms of
the total metropolitan area as the employment market. A great many
Federal employees, even those who reside in the District, work in
Maryland and Virginia. With the Government's present program
of decentralizing agencies we will have any such decentralization in
the suburban area, so while you would get the area agencies that are
located within the physical boundaries of the District, if you are going
to tackle this problem completely, I think you ought to think in terms
of the total metropolitan area and not just the political confines of
the District of Columbia.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. If we took in the tripartite thing of Virginia,
Maryland and the District, we would really give it the jurisdiction
that would make it really accomplish the job.

Mr. Lawis. The standard metropolitan area. Th. boundaries are
clear. If you included that, then I think you would be on your way
to handling the problem.

Mr. RoSVELT. That is very helpful.
On page 8 you refer to the fact that in a few banks, some Negroes

in thelast few years have been hired, but according to our informa-
tion, this represents a net gain of approximately 10 fobs for nonwhites
above the usual menial or service positions. That is really nothing
more than token effort, is it not ?

Mr. Lmwis. That is right; absolutely.
Mr. Rooszvrw. It doesn't really mean anything in relation to the

overall employment.
Mr. L*xs. That is why I gave you the figures.
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Mr. Roosmwm. Also, a little further down on that page you say
that savings and loan associations, real estate and mortgage finance,
insurance and title companies, continue in the old patterns and tradi.
tons of discrimination. Many of these companies have pointedly ad.
vised our staff that they are not interested in merit employment. I
presume this is verbal advice.

Mr. LEwis. Yes. And by our field visits. There you need not ex-,cet anTr of themer. rosjvwr. What is that

Mr. LewIs. There you need not except any of the savings and loan
associations.

Mr. ROospvT. Unless we can identify them to some degree, Mr.
Lewis, the problem is that somebody comes in here and makes a flat
denial. They say nobody has ever talked to me, we know of no such
statement having been made, and wham, that is it. Again I would ask
if it is reasonable to ask that you try to specifically give me at least
two or three examples of what companies have pointedy advised your
staff. If you feel that this will injure your efforts in this area
and you want to give it in confidence to the committee, at least that
is some progress in this area, although I would like to pinpoint it pub.
licly also, it it is possible.

Mr. Lmvxs. I would like to take your invitation under advisement.
Mr. RoosRWvFT. On page 4 you say "Substantial opportunities are

now available for busdrivers and switchboard operators by local
transportation companies."

Mr. LFwis. Yes.
Mr. ROOSVvtIT. Does that include D.C. Transit?
Mr. LEwis. Yes.
Mr. RoospvELT. Does the second part of the sentence, that we have

no change in the white-collar and supervisory personnel still hold?
Mr. Lzwxs. Yes.
Mr. RoosEvLT. Mr. Pucinski.

* Mr. PUcINSKI. Mr. Lewis, do you know how many people are em-
ployed by the local District government in all capacities and levels t

Mr. HRRIs. We do have a report. It is an analysis of the employ-
ment patterns in the District of Columbia government over the past.2Vyeama

r. PUcINSKI. Is this the report here?
Mr. HAnns. I have it here.
Mr. PUoINSKz. Is this report part of your testimony?
Mr. HARms. It is not included in our prepared statement.
Mr. RooS mLT. Would you care to submit that report for the

record?
Mr. HAus. We will be pleased.
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Mr. RoosvnT. Without objection, it will be accepted as a part of
the reord.

(Mr. Harris' statement atld the report refend to follow:)
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL E. HARRIS, DIECToo or HoUsINo AND RxZssAOr,

WAs5uNOTOK UimAN LICAGUE

Our inquiry into employment practices of the District of Columbia govern-
ment Is prompted by the Urban League's subscription to the principle that
government should lead the way in implementing fair employment practices.
When it does not, this should become a matter of public concern since it can
serve as the basis for corrective action.

An analysis of the District government's manpower utilization reports for
1060, 1901, and 1962 has revealed a clear pattern of Negro employment lags in
each of the District government's major employment groupings, In each In-
stance, Negroes have gained in total employment numerically, but have experi-
enced a reduction relative to white employees In the number of better jobs.

Total employment in the District of Columbia government increased by nearly
2,400 persons between March 30, 1900, and June 80, 1962, with Negro employment
increasing proportionately and remaining at a constant 47 percent during this
period. The bulk of Negro employment was concentrated within the wage board
classification, and public schools. White employees held most of the positions
under the Federal Classification Act and within the Police and Fire Departments.

Negroes held 05 percent of the jobs subject to the Wage Board Act in March
of 1960. However, only 9 percent of the Negroes within this grouping were
classified above the level of WB-9, while 54 percent of the wage board's white
employees were classified above that level. During 1962 the percent of Negro
and white employment above the level of WB-9 was 10 and 65 percent,
respectively.

In 1960, Negroes held 03 percent of the professional and administrative posi-
tions in the public schools, however only 5.4 IK'rcent of them were classified
above the lowest grade, class 18. Of similar positions beld by whites 10.8 per-
cent were above the lowest grade. In 196.2, the percentage of white personnel
above the lowest level did not change, but the percentage of Negroes was lower
(4.0 percent).

In 1002 only 8.4 percent of the 3,812 Negroes subject to the Federal Classifi-
cation Act were classified above the level of G8-9, compared to 29.2 percent of
the nearly 0,000 white employees covered by the act. Between 1960 and 1902,
the Increase in the number of Negroes above the level of GS-0 was two-thirds
less than the increase in the number of white employees.Total Negro representation in the police department increased from 13 percent
of all policemen in 1000 to 15 percent'if 1902. But the percentage of all Negroes
above the level of private was 18 percent in 1000 and 15 percent in 1002. And
the percentage for white policemen increased from 80 percent In 1960 to 32 per-
cent in 1962.

The pattern for firemen has been similar. More than 10 percent of all Negro
firemen were above the level of private in 1960, and less than 9 percent were
above that level In 1902. The related percentages for white firemen was 27 per-
cent in 1960 and 26 percent in 1962. The Negro percentage of total firemen
increased slightly from 12 percent in 1000 to 18 percent In 1902.

There may be nondiscriminatory reasons for this emerging job pattern, but
when this pattern is translated into income, the fact remains that the salary
gap between Negroes and whites has widened.

In 1000 the median salary of Negro employees expressed as a percentage of the.
median salary of white employees was 90 percent. This percentage was lower-
In 1962 (84 percent).
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Oomproiaon of upper kel Jobe of DOulrc$ povermeos b raoe
A. WHITE' EMPLOYED

Above the level of Grade 0
Umployment gTroupng Total

number Percent of Percent of
Number total cag

Cloadlt&lon Act:
O.... 0.011 1,004 18.7

$1900 I'm7 17.9Ion. ........................ 0, 1.o81 M. ....2 5
'We Board:-19 0 .................00 Oo ... ..oo ... . 1.21 I 42 33.

Above the level of Private

Employment grounwg Total
number Percent of Percent ofNumber total change

19"G

Firemen:

tam .................................. 264 26. o . ....lid ........................................ 9,1 263 .... 614 .20 2 ........

lw .ploym nt grouping Total.. ..... I.*.

number Percent of Percent of
Number total ch

1960.........: .......................... 1,28 08....
Teachers' slry Act:

lw 1 ........................... 1,21 187 10. 81,86 168 10.7.........
Jlt~ ~ ~ I us Mi 1 0 -7,u i,

* Includes nonwhites other than Nepoes, but estimated at less than 2 percent of the total.
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B., NEGRO EIMPLOYS!)

Total Above the level o1 Grade 9
Puplort groupgPerent

Number orb="' Number of tod ;" t

Clasfltiou Act:
o.* ...... ............. 3122 34.2 74 2.4

191....... ..................... 8,03 87.1 94 ?.7 ....
102 ............................. 8, 812 38,9 127 ,.4.........

Walo Board:
90........ ................... 4222 64.6 am 8.8 ............1961................................... 4,181 67.2 810 12.8 (2.0)

192............................ 4,356 80.2 454 10.4 .........

Total Above the level of private
Employment grouping.......... As percent Percent Peoent

Number of both Number of total ob
rm

Fiemen:
190.." .......... . ........ 187 12.2 14 10. . ..... W.
1961 .................................. 141 12.8 18 0.2 (0.0 i)
190 ............................... .189 1. 14 . .........

Polloemen:
10.............. ....... .80*000 383 12.8 01 1.....

1901. .......................... 881 14.1 06 17.3 (88
lo ............... ...... 484 18 80 1890 .. .....

Total Above the level of ola

Employment grouping As percent Per"et Percnt
Number of both Number of total cha

Teachers' Salary Act:
190....................8004 83.8 181 8.4.....

1901................................... 8,278 ft 188 8 .2 (.. )
192.......... ............... 8,14 ft 17 4.9 ........

(From Washington's Labor Market, Washlnton UrbanOctober 1982l Leage, Wahington, D.C.,

Jo AND SALARY GAP WxDN BErwEE Nso AND WHITE Woaxas 129 DiSTRmoT
oF COLUMN aX GOVPUMZNT

Although the District of Columbia government operates under the Board of
Commissioners' stated policy of fair employment practices, employment gains
of the District government Negro workers since 1960 have been much lower than
those registered by. white employees. Consequently, a comparison of the jobs
and salaries between Negro and white employees of the District government is
more unfavorable for Negroes today than it was in 1960.

Statistics on employment and income by race for the District of Columbia
government are contained in annual reports of the District government for the
years 1900, 1961, and 1062. The reports are entitled: "Report on Manpower
Utilization in the District of Columbia." The Washington Urban League has
Just completed a detailed analysis of these reports. A summation of the findin"
are presented below.

2 52-48-16
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Total employment by the District of Columbia government Increased from
23,180 in 1960 to 25,558 in 1902. The percentage of total Negro employment
remained at 47 percent during this period. Negroes held about 39 percent of
the District'S 9,801 positions subject to the Federal Classification Act in June
of 1962; only 3,4 percent of these 3,812 Negroes were classified above the level
of 08-9. However, more than 19 percent of the white employees subject to
the act were classified at levels above 08-9. Although the number of Negroes
classified above 08-9 increased between 1960 and 1962, the increase of Negroes
was only one-third the increase of white employees in the same grades.

Among the District government's departments, the Police Department affords
an excellent example of the declining significance of Negroes in upper level
jobs. Although Negro representation in the Police Department increased from
13 percent of the total policemen In 1900 to 15 percent in 1962, the percentage
of Negroes above the level of private decreased. In 1060, 18 percent of all
Negro policemen were above the level of private compared to 15 percent in
1902. Contrarily, the percentage of white policemen above the level of private
increased 1rom 30 percent In 1900 to 32 percent in 1962.

The failure to upgrade cn the basis of merit has resulted in widening differ-
entials between the median salaries of Negroes and white employees. The
median annual salary of Negro workers as a percentage of the median annual
salary of white workers was about 90 percent in 1960. The percentage de-
creased to 84 percent In 1961, and remained the same in 1962. The numer of
Negroes with annual salaries above $6,000 increased by only 324 between 190
and 19062, while the number of white workers with salaries above this level
increased by nearly 1,400 during this same period.

Whitney M. Young, Jr., executive director of the National Urban League,
has repeatedly stated that the only meaningful measure of racial progress is
the closing of the socioeconomic gap between Negroes and whites. By this
criterion the District government is moving backward. However, the Urban
League is mindful of the fact that the study covered only a 3-year period. Copie
of this study may be obtained by contacting the editor of this newsletter.

EDITORIAI-DEMOCRACY, RACE AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS

In a democracy the distribution of the fruits of labor must be determined
solely on the basis of each person's ability and efforts, A distribution based
upon subjective factors such as race, color, or creed is inconsistent with
this fundamental democratic ideal. However, a historic fact is that these
subjective criteria have been used. This may be less of an indictment though,
if the passage of time brings with it a sufficient curtailment of the practice
to satisfy the aspirations of those being deprived. Has this practice been suf-
ficiently curtailed? The answer to this question is so crucial that antagonists
to greater "deliberate speed" in integration have corruptively distorted statistical
data used in their arguments that the present speed is sufficient.

Consider for example the arguments used in support of the so-called tremen-
dous progress of the Negro since World War II. "The Negro now has more
income and is better trained, housed, and clothed titan he was 10. 20, or 30
years ago." Recently, a leading national magazine made comparisons of the
economic conditions between U.S. Negroes and the populations of several Euro-
pean countries Indicating that Negroes were much better off. Negroes have
a gigantic [sicl purchasing power of some "$20 billion" per annum.

These arguments are at best misleading, If not ridiculous. It is completely
Irrelevant that Negroes are better off today compared to themselves yesterday,
or that their income is greater than that of certain foreign countries. What is
the true meaning of 11 percent of this country's population receiving only 4
percent of Its gross national product? It Is certainly no basis for rejoicing.
Negroes are Americans. As such the only significant question Is "how well
does the economic conditions of Negroes compare with those of other Americans-
both yesterday and today?" But how do we make this vital comparison? Do
we use money or real income, or do we use occupational advances?

AMXZR1AX TEAMWORK WORKS

On September 12 of this year an editorial In the Washington Post, "Income
and Race," suggested that money income was a useful measurement. It stated
that nonwhite median family income as a percentage of the median family income
of the Nation's white population was 50 percent in 1950 and 50 percent In 1900.
Did this Indicate progress? Not necessarily. Using any years that you prefer.
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you can show what you choose. For an example: the nonwhite percentage dur-
ing the Korean war year of 1052 was N percent, while it decreased to (51 percent
during the recession of 1958.

Independent of whether or not Income differentials between the races are In-
creasing or decreasing, they cannot possibly. tell the complete story. They do
not measure real Income; I.e., what each group can purchase with their dollars.
A cursory glance around Washington will tell you that Negroes must pay at
least 20 percent more than do whites for comparable housing,

Does the fact that in Metropolitan Washington, the percentage Increase of non-
whites within the professional occupations was twice the increase of whites
within this category during the 1050-O0 decade indicate a reduction In employ-
ment discrimination? Not necessarily, if we consider the fact that these are
shortage occupations within the area, and the fact that nonwhites have always
had more than proportional Increases in shortage occupations. Besides, non-
whites had only 151 percent of the total increase in Jobs within these occupations
during the last decade and represented less than 7 percent of the area's profes-
sionals In 1950.

Because of the great case of misusing statistics, it is incumbent upon social
researchers that they develop greater moral integrity In the interpretation of
comparative economic statistics. Because, if the economic progress of the Negro
is an Illusion, then social researchers who conceal this are only hiding this
Nation's feet of clay, rather than providing bases for recasting them Into
impenetrable steel.

NONWHITE EMPLOYMENT IN METRO AREA

During the month of October total nonwhite employment in Metropolitan
Washington is expected to reach 202,(X)0 or 25 percent of the 805,000 persons em-
ployed fit the area. Although the annual increase in Washington's total em-
liloynient for this year is above average and the percentage of the work force
tIemIloyCd Is only half that of the national average, more than 50 Irctnt of
he area's unemllloyed are nonwhite.,
This year's expansion of employent-in all major industrial classiflcations

will be above their average annual Increases with the exception of manufactur-
Ing, finance, and services. A continuation of present trends In the economic con-
ditions of Metropolitan Washington will result in this year's average employment
exceeding that of 1961 by I5 percent. This would be the largest Increase In aver-
age annual employment of any post-Korean war year except 1959.

Growth of rates' of the major industries of Metropolitan Washlngton

Percent an- Percent ex.

Industry nul average pecttd
(1949-1) (1961-0 )

Total employment ................................................... 2.4 5.1
Manufacturinig--------------------------------------------.......... 3. 2.8
VCons4truction---------------------------------------------8......... .9 a.ITransportation, communications, and utilities ............................... 1.4 3,Wholeale and retail trade ........................................... 2.4 & 0
Financial, Insurance, and real eahite .................................. 3.8 .7service ..................................................................... 4.7 2.8Qovernneat ................................................................ 2. 4.2

"Comiled from: N0ovaaricultural Emplopnent Manufacturing Hours and FArnings, Washington Metro-
politan Area, 1937 810," U.. Department of Labor, U.S. Employment Service for the District otColumbia.

Nonwhite labor has not had a proportionate share of this year's
buniper increase in total jobs because of the fact that the service in-
dustries are increasing tteir employment at a rate which is only
three-fifths their average annual rate. The services represent tl'e
area's third largest employment category, and employ the largest per.
centage of nonwhite workers (29 percent).

Government and cmostructiont have led in this year's em payment
expansion. However, both began to taper off in August. The con-
tilluition of the seasonal decline in construction employment for
October will be sharp, and could add as many as 800 nonwhite workers
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to the lines of the unemployed, bringing the estimated total of non-
white unemployed to about 11,700 or 51 percent of Metropolitan
Washington a unemployed.

Unless this post-World War II trend of nonwhites representing an
increasing percentage of the unemployed is arrested, nonwhites could
represent as much as 60 to 7 percent of Metropolitan Wushington's
unemployed within 10 years.

BRetimtedI October employnt for an worker nd tonwhite worker, by
industry: Washington metropolitan area

All workers Nonwhite Percent of
Industry (in workers (in nonwhite

thousands) thousands) workers--
Industry

Total employment .................................. 2 W6 02.0 2. 1
nSfturiun ................................................. 36 8.0 17.1

9ustructloa--------------------------------67 18.0 26.8
Tranportation, communications, and utilities-----------------47 11.v 2& 4
Wholesale and retail trade .................................... 163 33.0 20.2
Finance, insurance, and real estate ............................ 42 7.0 1&7
Service ........... ...................................... 146 41.0 29.0
Oovenme : .................................................. 816 87.0 270
Unemployed .................................................. 23 11.7 51.0

I Estimates r all workers were derived from seasonal Indexes compiled from U.S. Department of Labor
mothiy.eueployment data for the District of Columbia, 194941. The estimates ot nonwhite employment
ae b ae upon U.S. Census reports of employment by industry, 1900.

ABOUT THIB 1IfWStwrr

Some thought about the content of the newsletter should convince the reader
that, though we cannot always distinguish between effects of present and past
discrimination in the labor market statistics, the entire community needs to make
an effort to "close the gap" in terms of employment opportunity and educational
attainment If equal opportunity is to become a reality. We must also motivate
and train our young people so that the next generation of workers will have
higher standards of attainment and will at the same time face greatly diminished
discrimination. None of these things will happen automatically under the eco.
notaic and social conditions of the next decade.

WASHINOTON URBAN LXAOU,
Dr. Jzaouz P. PICKAO,

Research Committee.

Mr. Pucxzxsm. More or less, how many employees are employed by
the District government I This is not the Federal Government, but
the District government I

Mr. Lzwxs. In 1962--these figures come from the manpower utiliza-
tion report of the District of Columbia government-the total employ-
ment was 25,535. In 1900 it was 23,180.

Mr. PuciNsiu. Do you have any idea how many of these local gov-
ernment employees are Negro?

Mr. Lrwis. Yes.
Mr. HARRis. Forty-seven percent for all 8 years.
Mr. PVcaxsIu. Forty-seven percent for 3 years?
Mr. HARRs. Yes for 1960,1961, and 1962.
Mr. Puc us. We local government has increased by roughly 1,500

from 1960 to 1962, and the number of Negro employees remained
relatively consistent with the increase, I take it.

Mr. Lzwzs. That is right.
Mfr. HlA ns. But the difficulty is not in terms of quantity. It wr

the level at which the Negro employees were hired.
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Mr. PurnNSX. Do you have an analysis in your study as to what
type of work these people dot'
Mr. HAms. Yes.
Mr. PucxNsx. Without going into the full detail, give me a sum-

mar. sir.
Mr. LUwis. Our figures are on grades, not what type'of work

they do.
Mr. PuqoNSK. What is your general conclusion as the result of

your statistics there on the type of work, the grades that they hold?
Mr. HARuus. The bulk of tie jobs held by nonwhite employees is

in the categories below GS-A. The bulk of them would be below the
level of GS-5, really. Within the categories above GS-9 there was
a relative decrease in the percentage of nonwhite employees from the
1060 to 1962 period.

Mr. PvCJNSKI. Do you know whether or not these new people that
have been hired or do you have any information which would lead
you to believe that there have been applicants for the higher grade
positions from the Negro community?

Mr. HARRIS. I can say that there would be more Negroes qualified
simply on the basis of the relative increase in the average level of
educatonal attainment by Negroes in the last 10-year period.

Mr. PucINSKI. W e so frequently hear in these hearings the reason
that Negroes are not in the higher grades and higher positions is
because really there is not an availability of people qualified for these
positions. That is why I am asking you whether you have any
information there which would indicate whether or not you had people
who would meet the standards of a GS-9 and who have applied for
these positions. You told me earlier that there has been a decrease
in the percentage of people above grade 5 in these last 2 years.

The question, then, is, Do you have any information that would
indicate that there were qualified people apj)lying for these positions?

Mr. LEwis. Let me sity, lest. we be trapped, a usual escape method
used is that, Negroes have not applied. We have no quantitative proof
that the number of Negroes applying having ineased or decreased.
We can surmise that in the Was hngton area where there are so many
Negroes with higher qualifications, with so many Negroes in Federal
Government holding comparable positions, it is reasonable to con-
clude that with vacancies widely known, more Negroes would be
applying for District of Columbia government positions.

hasten to add, however within the last 6 or 7 months the District
has begun a practice of publishing all vacancies. This has increased
from our information and from other sources the number of persons
who would apply for the vacancies, but until we got a procedure
where j)Oitions were posted either in the District government or
publicly, it was logical to conclude that persons would not be apply-
Ing where no vacancies existed.Mr. Pt'c,;szr, I think this p react ice of posting vacancies is a good
one. I think it should be applied to all Government agenciesCer-
tainly I think it should be applied very strictly in the Feeral Govern.
ment to give everybody a chance to move ahead. One of the things
that has distressed me, and this applies to all Government employees,
Negro and white, is that there is a closed fraternity-

1r. lawis. That is right.
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Mr. 1PucuNslr. That knows in the establishment where the proimo-
tions are and where the vacancies are. You have to be a member of
the club. This I want to tell you, Mr. Lewis, applies to white Fedend

lmploypes just as mueh as Negro, If you are not a member of th
lub you learn about these things only after they have already been

filled.
Mr. Lwis. That is right.
Mr. Pvt'ON$K. So this business of publishing promotion vacancies

and opportunities I think is a good one. You saey this was started
0 months ago. As a point of eurmpoity, how did thmt come about?

Mr. Lmwis. My understanding s it was it decision of the EqualEmltj)oynment Conmsioher, Mr. 1)unan, to make this a Jlmtetwee. ILet

nie coninent briefly to what. you said. It is fine to Ist vaaeancies, hut
let, us be sure it is a meaningful posting be seii often jobs fire Iposted
after theyr have Ibeen filled. If it is going to have meaning, you would
have to have it pri'VISO added to it lht jobs Ivouid be pos(ld 'but you
would not fill the jobs ittitil it reasOilton b letith of time or stlted
period of time after the I)(est ing so that pet.4ons, in terested could apply
andl have their itiil i licat iois considered.

Mr. lP-vixsKi. 'rherre is no qut'Stion tbat there his Ixen over thii
years a great deal of discrimination, but I again nmke the point that
I nade many times: that, the Negro ini trying to move 11) the ladder
il (,overlmaent serve frIequently has two stakes ol him: No. 1, the,teitdev toward discrimination. and No. , the faet that he is nt a
immemlbet of this inside group, this clique. Buit here many of the whitAl
en ployees a re also discrim wilted against.

I'l my judgment, this is one of the great prolblems of Government.
I think you put your finger on it wheln you said that you have got. to
find somne meaningful way to iro!t these , aldvnlln'llellt opportunities.
1 wonder if you i ave any siigge stion ol this, because yieiV ),oil tire
louhing on t )ro)lem that affects the white employee as well as the
Negro employee.

I am convinced after watching .ob advancements over the years
that there is the so-called cocktail circuit where the big jobs are filled
at these soit of meetings, and you have to know somebody in the
Government within tihe establ ishment to ,take the troniotion. nbhis
is a kind of cruel and brutal dis crimination against both the white
and Negro Federal worker who is not a temlr of this inside clique.

Do you have any suggestion on how that can be corrected ?
Mr. Lr.wis. I hnve suggested n ntethod that we think is working,

at least it offers greater opportunity--the regular pul)lishing of
vacancies. I'mean more than julst the Civil Service posting of exam.
inations. But the printing in neWSm)pers, dissiminition of informa.
tion in tile various media, will be very helpful, not only tied to tle
job and qualiflentions, hut the agency and the installation. All of this
would be very helpful.

I would li1 e to ly also that while I accept what you say about the
cocktail fraternity, I hasten to add the problem is compounded for
Neroes since very few of them are in the fhateriity.

Mr. PtvctNsKt. That is exactly what I said: thp Negro has two
strikes on him. T am trying to find some sugwestion, I think that
very frequently-without in any way minimizing your testimony,
b cause I think you brought this coint tee sol excelVlent testimony-.
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I have come to the conclusion that in many instances we see what
would normally appear to be discrimination and what one would nor-
mally describe as discrimination tells only Imlf the story.

This worker is not moving along because he doesn t belong to the
club. r point out that this applies in many instances to the white
worker in the Federal Oovernment as weW as the Negro worker.
That statement I made about belonging to the club, I might say, is not
necessarily my own conclusion. I was very happy to have my belief
fortified recently by inder Secretary of State 1owan, who appeared
on a television program and nade tho very same statement, tit you
have to belong to the cocktail circuit in order to move along and
advance in the Government.

This is a lamentable situation. I wish we could find some way, if
we ar going . to have a career civil service systein to assure every
worker in this Government an equal opportunity to move along and
advance on the basis of his ability and not on the basis of who he knows
or(perhaps sonie highly placed relative someplace in the department.

illy conclusions too fart off
Mr. LEwis. No; they are sound. I think there are several means of

communication. here are several employee newspapers that are
published regularly, the general posting on all bulletin boards; the
release of information regularly Io the local newspapers would help
tremendously.

Mr. PvctesiKT. But as you said, yours-lf, frequently the publication
comes too late.

Mr. Lywis. That is right.
Mr. PITINKI. They go thrigh the motions. They meet the letter

of fie law and so they publish, but the spirit of the law has been long
ago made a mockery of, simply because tiey have already cast the die.
Somebody along the line hias already taken care of filling this position
t through l)erhaps means other than strictly merit.

As you yourself have said, and I agree with you, the publication
usually comes too late. I wish that we coutd devise a better system.
I was wondering if you have any suggestion, other than publication.

Mr. LEwis, We W14ll give it soie thought and we will be pleased to
submit additional informatlion.

Mr. lVCmNSK1. Thank you. You said there havo been som0 gains
made in the building trades and at. least. you said .you are hopeful that
the situation is improve g in the building trades in the l)istrict.
Would you care to elab),rate on that ? What is the basis for thathopef ui'"loteIMr. rI:wis. At least for the first t hno, starting with the President's

Committee's interest, Seretary of Labor Wirtz' interest. the P.S.
Department of Libor, as well as our whole range of agencies--
might, add, including statements from the board of trade-that an
area in which practically no opportunity has been available to non.
whites has been ]it the construct ion idustr1-y business.

Now it seems at least we have had so,e0 action to say We are not
going to turn our head any more. We are going to look at what you
are doing. There has len feverish action on the part of a number
of agencies and individuals to recruit journeymen, master crafts-
men, as well as apprentices. Our agency has b" working with the
Labor Department in furnishing them a list of prospective journey-
men.
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I share the committee's concern. After you have gone through
this procedure, where are the jobs, where are the opportunities or
apprenticeshipI We don't have an answer to that. "We are produc-
ing the bodies so that no longer can they say "no Negroes have applied;
we don't find people to go into our apprenticeship programs."

At least now n the District, for instance, there is a joint committee
consisting of people from the I)istrict of Columbia Apprenticeship
Cotincil and tle District of Columbia Human Rlelations Council that
is jointly studying the apprenticeship practices in the District of
Columbia to the end of mhkng recommendations for establishing a
more equitable distribution of the apprenticeship opportunities.

We recognize that an information center will be of help because one
of the problems a young lad coining out of high school with the voca-
tional training that is available in high school has is that he could
not find where to go to get information. There has been a fair
amount of buckpassing as to who has the responsibility of finding the
apprenticeship jobs.

le realize that in the long run, until we can get properly trained
young people moving up through the apprenticeship ladder, we will
never get enough journeymen into the field because persons who tare
trained S ourneymen and have found little or no opportunity either
turn to other fields or go into marginal or contractual work and
they are no longer interested. This is our problem in attempting to
recruit journeymen. They have other commitments.

Mr. RoosvFv.iT. In the specific instance of Howard university, is it
not true that when really tough action was taken by the Department
of Iatbor with respect to the contractors and so forth on the work being
done out there that qualified lersonnel were foundI

Mr. Uivis. T'hat is right.
Mr. ROOSFVErT. And they were put to work.
Mr. Lzvmws. And they were in unions or eligible for union member-

ship, too.
Mr. Roosv*vmT. So part of what we have been told may be true;

there are not enough people, but also, they have really never tried
hard enough to find people who were available because when it was
done they turned up with the people.

Mr. Liwis. That is right.
Mr. Roosm-.mTm. If my colleague would yield one step further, I

would like to say for the record that I appreciate what you have said
and the comments you have made about progress, because I want to re-
iterate that if progres now continues, would you agree with me that r
there is no excuse for any kind of violent action; that the point we must t
cary through is to go ahead and do things now? We have laid some 8
of the groundwork, some of the machinery is there. Whether or
not tflere is violent action will depend on how well we follow through y
on what has now been started. t

Mr. Lwis. I think in any situation, in any locality, the extent to
which those in a position to make policy cause their actions to reflect le
their statements, we would have no violence Obviously frustrated Oc
people are the ones who ar prone and subject to creating violence. tl
'If jobs are made available, there is no reason to be violent. There is
no reason to losefaith in our democratic principles and ideals.

It Is only when we find ourselves facid with the stone wall that we th
have protestations of equality, but because there is no real showing on or
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the part. of policynmkers that theyreally believe and priwtice equality
principles plvsent situations suggesting demonstrations exist.

Mr. Rookwira:r. Would you agree that while the wall undoubtedly
has existed, that we are beginning to take down the wall and whether
or not we take it down fast enough is the real issue that we are now
faced within the coming months .

Mr. ,, wis, At least I will say we have lit the ladder on tei wall.
flow fast it cones down will dictate what happens in the long run.
Mr. ROOS.v:LT. Thank you, sir.
Ur. I'VcINsKr. I father from your statement and the subsequent

answers that there ias been a great deal of progress made in the
l)istriet in this very difficult field of human rights; is that correct ,

Mr. Lmvs. In tie field of hunian rights; yes.
Mr. l'u('J HKI. Last night I heard an editorial, a WTOP editorial,

in which they raised somie very seriotis objections to the rash of articles
il nattional Inagazines ll over the country describing Washington as
l[elitown, U.S.A. Tie 'lA'lO1 e(ditorial took issuo witlh this and they
listed many of the big improvements that have been made and are now
being madle il the D)istrict.

I ton sorry I don't have the editorial here to read it in its entirety,
and I think I am paraphrasing it reasonably correctly. Would you
agree that soine of the national magazines have painted a distoted
picture of the situation in the Iiatrriet, or is it really as bad as some
have said it is?

Mr. LEwis. I am testifying on eniployment and I can't be an au-
thority across the field.

Mr. PC.INSKI. This deals with employment, it deals with living
standards, it deals with housing standards, it deals with denial of
civil rights in the District, and these various other things. In light
of your testimony, there has been a great deal of inprovenment. Attor-
ney General Kennedy sat, in that very chair where you are sitting and
said we are never satisfied with the degree of progress. Obviously,
as long as there is an iota of discrimination in this country against
any American because of his race or religion or ethnic background, we
are not satisfied, but the statement you made here indicates progress.

I am wondering whether or not this statement then is in conflict
with the rash of national articles that have appeared painting Wash.
ington as something just absolutely horrible.

Mr. HAms. I would like to respond to this. When you say prog-
ress let us be certain that what you mean is limited to the area of
public accommodation and institution of justice, not in terms of the
socioeconomic level of Negroes relative to white.

If we place Washington in perspective and compare it to other
major U.S. metropolitan areas, we find that Washington ranks rel.-
tively low despite the fact that Washington has the highest level of
income for both white and nonwhites. If we compare the income
level of nonwhites to whites in Washingon relative to the relative
education of Njp" and whites in Washington, and if we compare
this index to a similar index for the 15 largest metropolitan areas, we
find that Washington ranks 12th.

In other words, what I am saying, our study has not shown that
there has been progress. Our study has shown that employment dis-
crimination has increased; despite the fact that the education level of
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Negroes relative to whites has increased, that the employment pattern
has not changed.

Mr. ?PuOzwsi. Are you speaking of the District government or the
whole index I

Mr. HArUs. I am speaking of the whole index. This is illusory.
I would like to emphasize this point. There has been no progress in
terms of where can people get enough jobs, where can they make
enough money. It is fine to be able to go anywhere you want in order
to spend your dollar, but the question and the important issue is where
can you make enough dollars I

At all times we are impressed by the fact that Negroes have more
places to spend their money and we interpret this as progress. This
is not progress. Our study documented the fact that we have declined.
Unless this rate of decline is stopped and some meaningful progress in
terms of jobs, income, and what have you is made, then the violence
which you have spoken of will come into effect. I want to clarify this
point because it is often misunderstood.

Mr. Pucinsx. You feel that this legislation before this committee,
then, would go a long way in resolving the very situation that you
now describe. Perhaps I shouldn't say a long way. That is a com-
parative statement. Do you think that this legislation would help
to improve the situation that you describe?

Mr. ROOSJVELT. If the gentleman would yield, I think we must
point out that, the legislation before the committee would help in
the nongovernmental area, if the gentleman wants to reply in 9hose
terms. I don't think there is any legislation before the committee
that deals with the governmental area.

Mr. HARRIS. I am not addressing myself necesivrily to the prob-
lem of government. I am talking about the private sector because
this is where the greatest problem exists.

Mr. PvticNsKi. I believe you were discussing the private sector.
Would this legislation help meet the problem you described?

Mr. HARRrs. It would be a first step. The necessary secondary
Step must be that we must. not only stop the present practices, but
we must. give Negroes some preferential treatment. Otherwise, if
we stop what we have done in the past, we maintain the present lovel
of the gap. The present legislation before you is to stop the practice
and maintain the persent gap to prevent it from widening as our
statistics have indicated it is d6ing.

Mr. PvcxtS. What do you mean by "preferential treatment,'?
I don't understand that.

Mr. HARRIS. It may be necessary to take a Negro wvho, in terms of
certain objective criteria, may not be equally qualified and give him
an, opportunity to see if he can do the work. In other words, we
may have to relax some of our stiet entrance qualifications and
develop training prgrams to meet his needs. .

Mr. RoosavmT. To be more specific, taking'the apprenticeship p)-
gram, a union says "We have on our waiting list for admittance 40
people. Not one of them is a Negro. Theyliave been on anywhere
from a few weeks to a number of years" They said, "If we open
it up we first-must take all of that list before we will let a Negro come
in, which may take 2 or 8 years." So what you are in essence saying
as an example that something a little more radical needs to be done;
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that we have to take some of these people and at least give theni an
opportunity because they have been kept out, to assume tleir rightful
place on the list which would have been theirs if the list hod been
opened at an earlier time.

Mr. L iws. Also, you may have to approach it from this point of
view: some firms found when they adopted a merit hiring program
that they may have to give preference in terms of hiring Negroes w)
that they can overcome the disadvantageous position of the Negroes
for so long a time.

Don't kid ourselves and think we are not being fair because we
have given preference to whites for an awful long time in the very
denia 'of the opportunities for Negroes.

Mr. PucsK. Mr. Lewis, I have never believed that six wrongs
make a right and I don't believe that now. I am just wondering, Mr.
Harris, if what you propose won't in the final analysis set up some
extreme precedents for the future. I was wondering if you would not
prefer to meet, this problem of deficiency through an accelerated man-
power retraining program to bring these people into the thing imme-
diately and give them a salary instead of a dole to restore their
dignity? You immediately start training these people to meet the
high standards that are required normally. I am wondering if you
would not meet this problem by getting some more money for the
schools of this District to give every youngster an even brenck in intol-
lectuid opportunity.

T was very much impressed with the survey at the Amidon School.
We frequently hear statements made that there is some sort of it lesser
intellectual capacity among the Negro. Certainly the Amidon School
has completely destroyed this myth. There you have a. population
which is 60 or 70 percent Negro and 50 percent I believe of tJiat pop-
uliation comes from substandard economic conditions, the public hous-
ing unit on the southwest area, and yet 96 percent of the students in
that school scored above normal or above the national average in the
tets that were given these students.

When you put. all these figures together you can't help but conclude
one thing. This business of the Negro having a subnormal intellect
is it myth and completely unfounded. Given the right opportunity,
as lie is at. the Amidon School, the Negro child pogreses as aiy other
(hild does intellectually. I am wondering, rather than write in
standards that. would give some concessions or some preferential
treatment, whether or not we should not. attem t to have a crash
program, if there is a deficiency, to bring that Negro up to par or
normal or whatever you want to call it as quickly as possible. Won't.
that be the better approach?

Mr. I-UTIMs. If we were in an academic setting I would agree with
.you because you have described an optimal approach to the problem
in the District of Columbia. I think the realities of the -louse Dis-
trict Committee will not permit anything of this nature to happen.
Thei are not going" to spend the money for the schools. You are not
goinv to get Amidon situations all over the District of Columbia.. I
think we have to be realistic. r think we have to be realistic when we

considerr tho attitudes of employers.
Mr. Prrcmszr. I say we can never come in here and comnmmie,

with mediocrity. To follow your path in my judgment would he to
accept and compromise with mediocrity. I think we have to fglht. as
hard as we can never to compromise with mediocrit.y.
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Mr. HAwus. We have done this for 100 years.
Mr. Puoirsu. I am aware of your. problem. I am aware of the

fact you have problems with the District Committee. I am aware of
many shortcomings that exist in the Nation's Capital that are shame-
ful and lamentable. I am sure they play heavily on many Members of
the Congress who see this thing happening. The fact remains that to
follow your course of condoning that substandard in the long mn
would not serve the best interests of the very group that we are trying
to help with this legislation. .

Mr. LEiwIs. You say you don't want to compromise with mediocrity.
We have been doingthat all along. Madison Avenue sells it every
day. What we are saying, however, is that employers who have been
employing Negroes wih some degree of regnlarity in many cases have
been taking only qualified Negroes, creating higher standards than you
find for other people.

I have not found anything in my training and experience that tells
me that in every ease ill the whi ites who ar.e enuIloved are so hi. h1v
qualified. IV, are merely saying that in order to close this gap we have
to recognize te filet that1 there has ben no trainii€ or limiited I raining
or limited experiene. I llnd nmvself lalughing when we say we must
have Negroes with training and experience.

We are suggesting that if we ever really hope to do something with
established agencies, we have to say, for the next 50 jobs we are going
to employ Negroes.

Mr. PVCINSK. Mr. Lewis, I think you have put your finger on it
and am Iglad yo ,did. You have drawn a (list inction. Where there
is experience, and I know that this experience factor is directly used
as the very club with which to destroy opportunities for I)eople in the
Nearo community, in that instance I would have to agree with you.
Where could this Negro get the experience where he has not had op-
l)OItunitie8 for years? In this instance I would have to agree with
you that we night want to relax the experience standard if he has
the other qualifications. But I do not think I could agree with Mr.
Harris that we ought to set up a preferential system.

Mr. Roosv, rT. If the gentleman would yield T don't think Mr.
Harris has suggested that we ask any employer to take an unqualified
mnan for a job, have you, Mr. Harris?

M r. HARRIS. I havre not.
Mr. IROOSmv'rT. I don't think we should leave that impression. T

think what Mr. Harris has said that if there are five jobs open and
if there are five white people and five Negroes available for them who
are qualified, until the gap is closed that maybe outl of tei five. three
should he Ne roes and only two whites.

Is that right ?
Mr. Honms. That is right.
Mr. Lrwis. Ve may have to say we will give preference to residents

of the District of Columbia.
Mr. Pt,'VNsit. Whatever method you ue, what you basically are

tITing to say is that we cannot take 12O years to close the gap?
Mr. ,.ws. Exactly.
Mr. Roos,wv,'r. We have to go forwa r with some kind of machinery

to close it. but you are not trying to ask for preferential treatment il
trying g to hire people who are not qualified?
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Mr. PumiNsKx. I am glad yu clarified the point and that Mr. Harris
agrees but if ,ou go back to the record that is not what. prcipitated
this lenlgthy discussion. I am glad we have the record straight. I
would hke to congratulate both of you gentlemen for the really great
contributions you have made this morning.

Mr. Roos :VJ wx. Mr. Ha wkins.
Mr. HrAwKINS. May I simply underscore what Mr. Pucinski has

snid? I think I had ile wrong inpression also. I certainly think the
record should be very clear that the proposed legislation certainly
does not imply that employment or its benefits wil be distributed on
a racial basis. Actually it seeks to achieve just the opposite. I would
certainly think that uniler the proposed legislation it would be illegal
to actually select individuals on a perential basiR even though we
nmy for expediency think that should be done. One section of the bill
says- that th s shall be an unlawful employment practice for an em-
ployer, labor organ ization Or a c( itimttee controlling apprenticeship
to (i-.rininfte against any individual because of his race and religion
or color or national ancestry, in any program established to provide
apnehit iceship or other training.

l would assume froma that lwvsion it woks both wa s. A white
Person denied an opportunity on an aljrnvilticesA p program would
cortainlv have a siut. I think that to me is the real emsence of this
legislation, tit it shall be on the hIsis of ability. T also wiiant to say
tit vertainly I follow Mr. h1arris and Mr. I4ewis in their concern about
tw ecolnomic status of the Negro in that he has lbeen denied these op-
portunities up to the present time. But it seems to me that the solu-
ion lies primarily in the direction that Mr. Pucinski pointed out, and
that is in building up, in training programs and additional educational
progrims, a bicklog of individuals who can qualify for the positions
which this legislation seeks to protect. I think this places a tremen-
dous responsibility on local leaders to (10 so.

Mr. Lewis, you had suggested in the field of apprenticeship training
you have been helpful in submitting a list of I)er.sons who might be
selected on anprenticeship programs.

I assume that this is not, in support of a philosophy of giving pref-
erential treatment to them, that the individuals selectedi have been
selected because they have ever, rvason to qualify for this tyne of
thing, this type of training. I would like for the reord to indicate
that. i the infhod of apnronch so that we do not imply in any way
that this legislation somehow is going to correct all of the faults that
have been perpetuated in a system up to the present time.

Mr. Lnwrs. I am not sure that we need to concern ourselves with
what this piece of legislation purports to do. T am sure you will Ie
considering other ap)roachelis. But what I have said, and take the
situation of the printers, equally qualified-suppose you get AO
qualified Negroes and iO qualified whites, I am iying in order to
close this gap we will in all probability not leave this to accident, or
to pulling names out of the fiat. We w*ill in all probability have to
devise some means to give preferential treatment to nonwhites if we
are going to close the gap. Because we can't start out from today and
say we are going to be fair from here on out: now we are going to
pick just, on merit when we have not overcome a whole era of
unfaines.6
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Mr. -HLwxisi. Would you be more speciflo on how you intend to
give this preferential treatment and who is to give it, keeping in mind
this is what has been happening thus far and this is the reason we
obj ect to it, Who is going to be giving the preferential treatment to
idividuals?

I can assume that there are instances in which such preferential
treatment could be handed out on a purely favoritism basis and not on
the basis of individuals best qualified for the position. It sounds so
easy to say we are going to give preferential treatment, But I am
somewhat uncertain on what basis this so-called preferential treat-
mont is going to be given.

Mr. Ilewxs. Let us suppose we could eliminate qualifications as a
factor for a job and we have x jobs and y number of people. I nt
convinced, in the best interests of the communities, we will have to
make a determined effort in many cases to give preferential treatment
in terms of numbers to nonwhites if we ever hope to close this gap.

Mr. HAwKINs. What you really then are suggesting is that through
leadership of labor organizations, through the leadership of trade
organizations, that every effort has to be made to get this leadership to
take a positive, aggressive attitude n formulating policies to recrtit
Negroes as a group f

Mr. Lywxs. Andalso through the leadership of management.
Mr. HAWTINs. Not legislation but through leadership of the groups

that ordinarily control the means of employment and training.
Mr. Lirwis. And also through the leadership of ree9nagement who

ultimately has the responsibility of hiring people.
Mr. HrAWKINS. I suppose the most comparable situation is that in

my own State in California we had the same problem in the field of
apprenticeship training that Negroes were not welcome, were not
representeil in that particular field. We were surprised that the
American Indian in the State of California had a larger representa-
tion in apprenticeship training than even the Negro did despite the
small number of American Indians. The explanation was that there
was an agency in this particular instance that engaged itself in a
positive, dynamic program to see that American Indians received this
type of training. This was the explanation. The Negro community
lacking such a Federal or local agency that did this, then did not
receive the communication, the knowledge of the program, how to go
about training for it, or how to go about screening to become appren-
tices, and consequently this was the explanation of the small number
that were on the apprenticeship program, plus discrimination and so
forth. You are suggesting that this type of aggressive policy rather
than in any way enacting legislation to give this preferential trtet-
ment, I assume this is what you are suggesting.

Mr. LEwiS. What we are doing now becomes the legislative intent
of any bill that passes, I think the record also ought to state that
the encouragement of the Commission or whatever or whomever
would be charged with enforcing such legislation would be helpful
as well.

Mr. HAwxxs. 'Thank you. The only other question I would like
to ask, Mr. Lewis, is that many statements have been made that
certain tesions ae building up i the District that are likely to

lead to a serious conflict. I know tis has been touched on by you
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already. Do you have aay specific evidoe that there is an acum-
mulation of such tensions that may make serious conflict rmter un-
mediate in the District, other than general statements that unemploy-
ment leads to tensions that are likely to erupt# I think the same
could be said of Im Angeles or any other metropolitan area of the
country. I don't, know what information has led to these statements.
They are certainly serious statements. Do you of your own knowledge
know of any serious conflicts that are building up in the District of
Columbia

Mr. lewis. Let me say according to my knowledge the tensions
here are no greater or less than you would find in any urban center.
The frustration abounds and people are angry. I would think this
committee would be concerned, probably overly so, because Congress
does have the responsibility of making the decisions as to what hap-
pens in the District. The city council or some Governor's group would
have the responsibility in a State. But we can only point out the
problems as we see them here. I am not in a position to say Birming-
ham will come to Washington tomorrow or next week. Would say
if proper decisions are not made, in all probability, they will come.
How soon I don't know. If we are able to say they will not come
tomorrow, or next. week this should give us no solace. Decisions
should be made and made soon so that this need not happen. It
should not he n measure of how far we have gone down this pathway
before we get to action.

We always say you can't get a traffic light on a corner until some-
body gets killed. But, if we know that traffic is heavy on that corner
we ought to get the traffic light there before someone gets killed.
If we know certain act ions are necessary we ought not to be concerned
whether it comes next week or 2 weeks later if we don't have it. I
am not in a position, Mr. Congrssman, to say that the tensions are
of such a nature that they wil explode tomorrow or the next day.
I would suggest that they may be coming and we want to get about
it; about the task of providing the lsitive action so that the need
will not exist.

Mr. HAWKINS. In effect you are saying that the tension is no
greater than elsewhere except they are compounded here by the
inability of the individuals to do anything about it.

They are not in the position of having the right of voting out of
power the individuals that they consider are the ones not giving them
good government. They have nothing at all to do with the police
force that is the symbol of discipline. They have no choice in the
matter. For this reason this has compounded the tensions in the Dis.
trict as compared with other areas. Is that a true statement?

Mr. Lrowxs. Yes.
Mr. HAwwrs. Thank you.
Mr. RoosnV z.T. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. (OoDE=. Mr. lewis, these hearings started on a morning when

we had a Republican conference and two other subcommittee meetias
markumgup legislation. These kinds of conflicts make it very d1l-
cult. This morning we were marking up the vocational education
bill, among other things. This is the'phase where we are actually
writing the legislation to come out of the suboomittee, as you wel
know. I was trying to get through a special national demonstration
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project for th District of Columbia to train oungstersfrom 16 to 21
years of agestake them into' a resident facility, and have a mQdern,
well-equippdfacility and I wasthinking in terms of a$4or $5 mil-
lion project. I proposed that and we had quite a discussion on it this
morning. I think you will agree sometimes there are awfully impor-
tant responsibilities at two, or three places and we can't be at all
places at thesaime time.,,

Mr. Ltvws. I accept that.
Mr. GOomL. I appreciate your statement. Unfortunately I was

'not able to- hear it. I have not read it*i ts entirety. I might say
.to you that I do agree there is a very serious problem in the District
of Columbia, and that perhaps more in the District of Columbia than
in other parts of the country there is an effort to meet this problem,
although it may not be a particularly effective effort at this time.

I am interested in- the suggestion that you have an overall policing
'agency to police the enforcement in discrimination and bias. Would
you develop that a little bit for me ?

Mr. RoospmEVT. Before the gentleman does it, we have pretty well
covered it in the record. We have gone into it in rather great detail.
We have another witness who we must get off before 12 o'clock,

Mr. GOODELL. I will defer it. I will read your testimony in the rec-
ord on this point, Mr. Lewis. Thank you.

Mr. BLL. I would like to say, Mr. Lewis, what a pleasure it is to
see you here and I am sorry we have not been able to be here. I can't
add very much to what Mr. Goodell hus said except to say it is a real
pleasure to see both you and Mr. Harris and I Will read your state-ment.

Mr. Tinwis. Thank you.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Gentlemen, we want to thank you very much for

a most distinct constructive and full discussion and we are grateful
oyou for accommodating the committee.

Mr. LEpwis. Thank you.
Mr, RoosvnT. The committee will have as its next witness Mr.

William C. Latimore, a member of the local Hod Carriers Union. The
Chair would read into the record a telegram received from Mr.
Latimore:

Three hundred union construction laborers residing and working in the area
of the District of Columbia signed petitions that were sent to the House Educa-
tion and Labor Committee-.

And let me say that this petition was received by Mr Powell, the-
chairman of the full committee, who referred them to the President's
Committee on Equal 'Employment Opportunity and- these were
received a number of months ago-'
requesting a much-needed investigation into the methods 'being used b yl the
Plumbers Union to prevent us from performing work we have been perfdiinlng
for years. We have only received token phone calls from the resi4ent'g Com-
"ttee.., Congressman Powell has expressed concern and we have met with a

. ember ot'his staff. Sone of us who provided testimony at a recent. National
14abor Relations Board hearing were discharged from our Jobs, We,'feel that
much eon be accomplished in' the field W 'employment oprtunfties 'for Negres
in the Distrilt of bolunibia if the deplorable methods'used by the Plumbers Unibn
to foist Its concept "upon the/Washington, D.C., construction industry is made
pb bi,,W therefore, m patmipf to appeXU befre .y4ou subc mjnittee

Sige,' dl.ia.. m.. C. tatimore, 1011 Kenyon Street NW., WAsh-
ington, D.C.
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The Plumbers Union which has been referred to here hag been
invited to appear in order that the ay lave opportunity to makesuch 66mmentg as they want to make, Mr. attimorei we are happy
tohave you.

Mr. PbczsuI. Mr. Chairman, i have a question to ask of this w..t
ness. I am sure that we want to hear this witness' testimony but iwould like to find out whether or not, No. 1, there is a legql case pehd
ing now involving the dispute between the Hod Carriers Union and
the 'lumbers Union and whether or not this testimony will in anyway jeopardize the lull judicial prices of that proceeding. No, 2,
whether this is a case of jurisdictional dispute between two unions
rather than a case of outright job discrimination. I would like to ask
the chairman. I presume he has looked into this case in both inst.nbes
and I would like to have his judgment before we proceed.

Mr. RooSEvELT. Mv information is, and Mr. Latimore, would vou
correct me if I am misinforme-l, I think it is contained in part pf 0
Latimore's own statement, that his union has filed ciarges with fhe
National Labor Relations Board with regard to the rights of tie
l::borers to install certain facilities Outside. This is 'a juriisdictional
matter which is before the N

My understanding is I have Jo to it, it is a verY narrow
legal case as to action within this partic br are,. My under-
standing is tha r. Latimore's testimony will not al with thejibris-
dictional asp ts of it but Will de* t the matters discrimiiation
that ar'e v ved.

STA FMN . L ITM RE,

Me'. AmfonE. Thank y , r. hai an
Mr. airm ladies a ntlemen, .nname William C.Lati-more I amc ns ctio o . am eY ' d. Ihav worked

conti iously as a ion try since was 17
years Id, with t e excel of 6 en in the U.S. A during
World W II, I joi the nto h nfD.C., i 1941.' S e at t ey wo foi union con ac-
tors. I ave wit ed many i construct on methds, and Ihave see quite a few mac place onsfru on'la rs.
beforenyo r committ y bec use't N r6! utuoi laboreir's" in
Washingto . D.C., are corned a .ut er Itype o replacement,
the replacem t of Negro: un borers by w'hte embers of the
Plumbers tnio Te union laborers in te-Was 60n1.C., area
are Asking that t c0mittee investiga66-t 1 dsbeing used' :by
the Plumbers Union t are persuasive 'h f A contrator tomake an almost instant c il a m gh .kfor a conta to
crew at'4lmost -double the cost. 1f, has'be ome almost, common pra-ticefor pipelaying crews, on.,un',ii buildin jdbs to hig rmbak
tohite, Placklaborerso W white plumber. o ' haiig Irwin bla: k

I think it is well to nite here just what we are concerned with. ' '
havo vey 'little education tnd poses no skill. W"e do not eim t
be nhnbers. Weare not asking t6odoh the wr o! f hlmber. W.
t.ek only tharight to do the work we'now tin do.- Thd . iftialint-ifi bf sabitary' sew "~~j ianwtri~ n r~it~ in

Y~ ~~ M ' 1 He
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public streets and -highways is accepted by the construction industry
in the District of Columbia as the work of laborers'. We have installed
these same nonmetallic pipes on union building jobs throughout, the
area down through the years. The Plumbers tnion, on the otier band,
has conducted an unremitting campaign over the years to exclude us
from doing this work on union building construction and on Federal
proverties.

We haye done this work for years without the benefit of a 5 -year ap-
prenticeship involving mathematics the use.of a surveyor's instru-
ments, the pouring and handling of hot lead, knowledge of plumbing
oodf., the -threading and joining of metal pipe,. and other subjeetq
which undoubtedly require schooling. There can hardly be any quep-
tion that such a background is not necessary for the unloading and
handling of concrete pipe, using a pick and shovel to prepare a. ditch,
pushing one piece of pipe into another piece of pipe, the mixing of
cement, or spreading tie cement around the joints with a rubber-
floved hand or a piece of board. Ironic enough, the ability of the
laborers to do this work has never been questioned. On nonunion
building construction jobs this work is done by laborers.

Our union has filed charges with the National Labor Relations
Board in regard to the rights of the laborers to install these outside
-utilities. There is a case before the NLRB right now concerning this
same thing. The current case has to do with the construction of a
hangar by the Arthur Venneri Construction Co., at Andrews Air
Force Baise in 1960. We have been told that when the decision is
handed down it will probably concern only the jobs at Andrews Air
Force Base in 1960. A lot of good that will do us in 1963. Some
laborers who Provided testimony at this hearing were discharged from
their jobs. That was over 4 months ago. Our union officers told
us they filed charges immediately with the National Labor Relations
Board. , We have notheard anything from those charges.While the case concerning the construction of the hangar at Andrews
Air Force Base is still being heard before the NLRB hearing officer,
the same contractor, the Arthur Venneri Construction Co., found it
necessary to replace a subcontractor who employs laborers in the
installation of utility pipe with a contractor who employs members
of the Plumbers Union. Six Negro laborers were laying pipe.on, the
afternoon of Wednesday, May 15, 1963, on the jobsite lor buildings
being cnstructed by the National Capital Housing Authority out
in Southeast Washington, D.C. On the morning of Thursday, May
16,1963, these six e 0o laborers had been replaced by white members
of the lumbers Umion. It would be well if this committee would
find the time to ask the Arthur Venneri Construction Co., why the
quick change in subcontractors. Information concerning this incident
is attached to this report.

Gentlemen we are not going to sit ind depend upon our union
to fight is light. ,We know what our union is up against. We know
the might of the Plumbers Union. In the jungle of the union con.
structI9n industry in the District of Coumbia area, the P1unbers
Union is the king of beasts., We know we cannot win this fight alone,Wo intend to solicit help from al corners of Society to b5ringour
plighttotheattention of the public.

A iccordxto a Plumbers Union Official'who testified' during the, t
current NLRX B hearing, the Plumbers Union ha exclusive right to
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install sanitary sewers, storm drains, waterlines, and draintiles within
the property line. Within the property line, according to this official,
includes all private property and Federal property if the same is
not open to the general public. ThUs, this mighty Goliath, the Plumb,
ers Union, has said that the union laborer who Lys pipe will not lay
ripe on any of the thousands of square miles of Government-owned
[and in the area. The Negro pipelayer cannot expect to receive as
wages any portion of the millions of dollars being spent by the U.S.
Government on construction in this area. Because he is a Negro
he cannot expect to lay pipe in connection with tie erection of millions
of dollars' worth of privately financed buildings being constructed
by union contractors. During this same hearing, one Plumbers Union
witness gloated over what he terms his "personal victory" after he
succeeded in having a Negro pipe crew join the ranks of the unem-
ployed. It mattered not to this Plumbers Union witness that the
contractor was a nonunion contractor. When asked if his objections
were because the contractor was nonunion, his answer was: "No
because niggers were putting in that pipe. That is why I objected.'
Gentlemen, all of this is a matter of record. I refer you to those
records.

If the Plumbers Union is allowed to maintain their position of
excluding Negro laborers from laying pipe on union and Federal
building construction in the I)istrict of Columbia area, hundreds of
Negroes will be forced out of work. 'We cannot expect the utility
contractors in this area who employ large numbers of Negro laborers
as pipelaying crews to keep them on their payrolls. We must re-
member that these utility contractors are business people. If they
ca.n only stay in Iusiness by hiring members of the Plumbers U7nion to
do the work we have done, it is fair to assume that they will stay
in business.

If this pliase of our work is going to be taken over by the Plumbers
IUnion, then we think we should have every right to membership in
the Plumbers Union. We have not attempted to seek membership
because we do not possess the qualifications the Plumbers Union
supposedly require for membership. If they claim the work we
have done for years they should claim us too. If the work we are
doing for $2.70 up to $2.85 per hour as';a member of the Laborers
Union pays $4.65 per hour to members of the Plumbers Union,- we
would much rather belong to the Plumbers Union.
. This situation that exists in the Nation's Capital makes a joke
out of tins committee and all the Government's equal employment
opportunitiesprograms. The Negro union laborer who lays pipe
is being denied employment on thousands of miles of land owned
by the Government and on millions of dollars worth of buildings
being constructed by, the Government right here in the Capital of
the United States of America. The Negro union pipelayer on the
District of Columbia's welfare roll is unemployed not because there
are no more pipes to be laid; he is there because he has been replaced
by the most vicious system imaginable. : His work is now being dons
bY a highly skilled and also. highly paid, white Plumbers Union
member.

While the Federal Governmentqppears to be much concerned about
the advancement, of, Negroes who possess Ithe, qualifications I- for. ad4
vancement, the Federal Government must also be concerned about us.
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We represent the bulk of the Negro population in America. We
have hardly any education and, as I have said before, we have no
skills. But we are American citizens. There should be just :as much
determination on the part of the Federal Oovernnent to see that, we
are provided with the same guarantees of equal employment oppor-
tunitieson jobs we are capable of performing.

(The information referred to follows:)

PAMTs

The following Is a list of Jobs by union contractors where Negro laborers
working as pipelayers were removed and replaced by members of the Plumbers
Union.

Contractor Owner and Job location Year

Arthur Vennri Co ...................... National Capital H~ousing. Anger I1l. and Bruce St. SHF... 10963
R. M. Thornton, Inc .................... Southwest redevelopment ............................... 103
Norair Englneering Corp ................ Goddard Spuce Center ................................- 1063
Arthur Vennerl Co ...................... Andrews Air Force liase ................................ JIM
R. M. Thornton, Inc ................... Soldier's Itome .-....................................... 1
John Tester & Son, Inc . ........... Catholic University .................................... 191
Norair Engineering Corp ................. Pentagon Plara Apartments ............................ 1957
Volio Construction Co------------. quantleo Marine lase .............. 1................... 1957

)o .................. ...... ..... (10 ..... 1............................................. I9"
Blake Constrution Co ...................... 0do ................................................... 1010
Day & Zimmerman ..................... Naval Propellant Laboratory, Indlan lead, Md ........ U10

The following laborers were laying pipe Wednesday afternoon, May 15, 1963,
for buildings being constructed at Aiger Place and Bruc-e street 84., for the
National Capital housing Authority. One of these six laborers earned $2.85
per hour while the rest made $2.70 per hour. The Arthur Vennerl Construetion
Co. is the general contractor. The Perfect Equipment Co. was awarded the
original subcontract for the laying of the utility pipe.

On Thursday morning, May 16, 1903, the six laborers mentioned above and who
will be listed below had been replaced by nienbers of the Plumbers Union. The
union scale for plumbers is $4.05 per hour. Since the Arthur Vennerl Co. Is a
union contractor, it is safe to assume that these mneuners of the Plumbers
Union are making the union scale.

Ben Randolph, Sr., Dickerson, Md.
Ben Randolph, Jr., Dickerson, Md.
John Pressley, 1414 Girard Street NW.
James DeVaughn, 1410 Oliver Street N4.
Willie Strong, 1728 Capital Avenue NE.
'Shepard Johnson, 1524 F Street NE., apartment 211.

Mr. RoOsnV uT. Thank you, Mr. Latimore. Let me say first, espe-
cially in view of Mr. Pueinski"s question, that we cannot interfere with
the case which is presently before the National Labor Relations Board
to which you referred and which refers to something that occurred
in 1960.

However, I think this committee has a perfect right, and if I may
quote the chairman of the full committee who is present as being in
agreement, that this committee has complete right to find out whether
the NLRB is willing to take jurisdiction on a matter whichwill decide
whether or not the Hod Carriers Union of which, I believe, yon are a
member has established jurisdiction in this area, and whether it is
proper ior it to be upheld in its claim that in this type of work as you
have described it, the Plumbers Union should be excluded.

As to whether or not the Plumbers Union then wants to negotiate
with the Hod Carriers Union to open up its membership to you is a
matter for the Plumbers Union and not for this committee.

nos
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III otir words, that wvoild be a consolidation of 1uioIns which Ave
c('tailiy 41on't want, to iml)ede or to have any jurisdiction over.

I think I will iI)Striuct, 11111M. there is objection, Counsel to 1iquire
of the NLRB i1s to whether oL not it monsiders tliat it does have
iiirisdiction with respect to deciding fundamentally whether the lod
barrierss Uniou 1ires established it jurisdiction in this particular area
-is you have described it, and if it answers "Yes," we will then furt her
iiuire as to whether or not and how soon they intend to make a deci-
SIMI in this matter.

This is obviously a. matter which affects, many people and many
workers who have a right, I think, not to be held in suspense while
the Government takes the necessary steps to reach it decision any
longer than is necessary.

I think this commfittev has a right to state its opinions to the Board
that if it claims the right to make such a, decision that we expect that
it, will make it at the earliest p ossi)e time and we would like some in-
formation as to when that time would be.

I think, depending on further consultation between counml and
chitirman of the full committee, we will also have to decide whether we
think we have a proper case for us here to perhaps present a statement
to the Board as a friend of the court, so to speak, as to our feelhngs in
the matter, based up on our study aid investigation of the matter.

I think until this bas been established, Mr. fatimiore, that we don't
probably have too much to go on except to establish from your point
of view, which I think your statement clearly makes, that what is
happening today is that your claim is that work which has historically
been done by your union is now being taken over by another union,
and the effective result of that takeover is the denial to the Negro of the
ability to do that work because he is not eligible for employment in the
plumber's union.

Is that correct, sir?
Mr. LArTIMOJE.. I Would like to inodify that a little bit, To my way

of thinking, sir, and to the way of our fellow union workers, anytime
that I havre done a certain type of work for 20 years or better, anl then
someone comes along all of a sudden, or down through the years off and
on you get disputes, and it concerns nothing but a Negro regardless
of how many white members there are involved, I will say 96 percent
or 96 Negroes are hurt, and one white boy, I won't say four, for the
simple reason in our labor union we don't have too many white boys
because they have a. better education and can d other things.

They are not looking for the bull work that we have to start with.
That is why we base our little a argument in askin,. anybody we can to do
whatever they can to try to straighten this situation out for us.

Because those are the things that we didn't have to go to school to
learn. We learned them by doing hard work. When anybody says
you can't handle that pipe no more for that truck and that is my job
and you are making twice as much money as I expect to make, I think
it is race. That is our way of looking at it. I have talked with numer-
ois people. A lot told me the same thing you are saying, that this isa
jurisdictional dispute.

As I said, our officers carry our unions jurisdictional dispute where
they can. I have known it tohappen before.. -

Mr. RoosievrT. Mr. Latimore, will you let me interrupt you a little
bitI '
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Mr. L rmon. Yes, sir.
Mr. RooszwmT. Is your union a member of the AFL-CIOI
Mr. LAMto R. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. RoOS vwqz. Have your officers to your knowledge, complained

on this Jurisdictional matterto the AFL-CIO
Mr. LAT IMon. Yes, sir. They have. They have had more than

one case before them and nothing has been solved all down through
the years.

T e biggest thing we would get is a letter from the International,
especially at Quantico where I was at the time, settle your dispute and
go back to work.

That didn't secure our job whatsoever one way or the other.
All that said was "Settle your difference." We are trying and hoping
that some of you learned gentlemen who know more about those things
than we do can look into it for us.

Mr. RoossvzLT. Can you give the committee the names?
Mr. LAnmoim. They are on the back of the same report that each

of you have, the most recent job.
Mr. RoosEvErLT. I mean the officers of your union?
Mr. LATxPxo~. Yes, sir. I will give that information. That is not

here.
Mr. RoosrvP.LT. Because what the committee will want to do is to

find out whether the officers of your union have used the machinery
set up by the AFL-CIO to decide a jurisdictional matter. There is
such macWhnery.

In a matter where it deals with race discrimination, if, as the AFL-
CIO has testified before this committee in many instances, they want
to eliminate, and if the main issue here is, as you have well put it,
clearly a racial issue, it would seem to me that the AFL-CIOhad a
responsibility also to iron out this matter.

twill instruct. without objection, counsel to ascertain for the com-
mittee, and by letter, what specifically the AFL-CIO has done to try
to r-solve this jurisdictional matter within the union.
"Chairman Powwux. I would like to first say that if your statement is

true, it is a shocking indictment, particularly in this day and hour. I
Would like to usk you, Mr. Latimore a few questions.

Does your union ban from itsc membership iite laborers
Mr. AJLATonn. No, sir. h
Chairman PowL. Do you have any white members?
Mr. LATriOmn. Yes, sir.
Chairman PowELLr. How many Negroes, to your knowledge, belong

to the Plumbers tTnion ?
Mr. LATrmoP. None, to my knowledge, sir.

''Chairman PowEul,. Who is the. hea4 of the Plumbers Union t
" Mr. LJT XTORr.' do not know the Plumbers.Union president's name

i this paticular time, sir, for the Simple reason that ns laborers we
don't go into all those details.

ob il rmhn Powi a'. W ho is the head of the Plumler*. tnion ITnterna-
fionlVl

Mr. TiAnnoRE. I do not know, sir.
' Mr. ]R0osEV L. Mr. Chairman may T sy that I think fithe Plumbers

TT ion representative is here." h isto be head next in order and weiflih, himineitistrder e. d we
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I
Chairman Powmra. According to your testimony, the Plumhers

Union is now admitting laborers U
Mr. LATMORE. According to my testimony the Plumbers Union is

now admitting laborers I No, sir.
Chairman Powr,. They have members in the plumbers union do-

ing labor workI
Mr. LATIMorE. That is what I said, sir, at double the cost. Tihe

same work that I and other laborers have done down through tile
years.

Chairman POWELL. This complaint was originally filed with nie as
the distinguished chairman from California, 4r. Roosovelt, indicated,
and I submitted it to the President's ('ominittee around the first of
March.

Since then, I have not heard one word from the President's Coum-
mittee in acknowledgment of my transmission of your complaint.

What have you heard from the President's Committee?
Mr. LATIMORE. I have, heard front someone from a Mr. Hobart Tivy-

lor's office over the telephone one night, sir, and in this testimony I
would like to express my al)preciation and thank you also for wnt
you did in connection withm referring it, to him.

But so far as hearing anything, I only heard from Mr. Robert
Nagel, I think his name was. We had a telephone conversation one
night in which he told me the same thing which I just said in tMis
report, that dispute concerned only the Andrew's Air Force Base
and no other base.

I explained to him over the telephone that it did not only concern
that case. It was before the hearing at that timle. But it concerned
all Federal installations, Quantico Marine Base, Soldiers' Home, and
every other Federal installation. He asked ine about the other cases
and promised that we would contact each other. But we have not been
able to say anything else one wpy or the other concerning it.

Chairman Powit,. May I instruct the counsel to find out from I he
President's Committee why they have not had the courtesy of reply-
ing to my letter concerning this and to find out what they have done
and to submit to this committee a progress report if there is any
progress That is all I have to sa ,.

Mr. ROOSEVELrT. Mr. Pucinski?.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Witne s, you say you had been doing tiis work

for a long time. As I unde stand this disptite, this involves the lav-ing of fipe between the building and the first connection in the malin
line. is that correct? When we we,, ;dlking here about this spir
that leads from til main line to the bIilding itself, is this about what
we are talking about?

Mr. LA orIM0RE. No, sir. That is not the way I understand it and
not the way I, have understood it. As I have read here, do you re-
member me saying what the plumbers have claimed? Just a moment,
and I will read it to you again.

Acording to a plumbers union official who testified, the plumbers
union has exclusive right to install sanitary storm sewers, storm drains,
waterlines, and draintiles within the property line.

Within tho property line., according to this official, included all
property itnd Federal property if the same was not open to general
public, which, as I sai dbeoWre, the Quaitic6 Marine Base, Fort; B6l
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voir, the Soldiers' Home, and numerous other installations where the
public is only admitted for certain purposes and nothing more.

They say iye cannot do that work which we have done in years gone
by.

MVr. PucINsKI. When was the last time that you did that work?
Mr. LATIMORE. The last time I personally did that work was in

1958, not because I was not still a laborer and pipelayer but because
I was working as a form setter on another job.

My colleagues who also do the same work, laborers, as I just told
you in this same report, were just. laid off last week at the National
Capital housing job in Southeast. That is the most recent.

Mr. PUOINsKI. Again, this is for doing work between the first con-
nection and the inside property. Let me tell you why I am asking
these questions. As far as I know for 50 years in this country there
has been a running dispute all over the country between the various
trade unions, namely, the plumbers and in this instance, the excava-
tion workers, as to who has jurisdiction for that spur between the
main line and the building.

If this is a labor dispute, then I think it properly belongs before
the NLRB and I am wondering why you have not had it adjudicated
a long time ago. If this is really a subterfuge to bar you people from
doing these jobs because of your race, then I think it is a serious
matter for this committee to consider.

What I am trying to find out from you is where is the dispute. Is
it over that piece of spur that runs from the main line to the building?

Mr. LATmotE. My answer to your, sir, will be no, emphatically no.
Because they also say that they have the handling, unloading, as I said
in my testimony.

Unloading of concrete pipe and things like that, as all you gentle-
ment know, has never been anything but labor work. I ilon't know
how it came about or what pressure has been put on anybody to stop
us, but any time that a highly skilled man with all those years of
education, learning mathematics and things that you have got to have
to be a plumber, has to come down and load and unload a truck that
a laborer has been doing all his life, I am not here just speaking about
a piece of )i)e going 7rom a spur, as you were. I am speaking of
the overall handling of that pipe. That has all been taken from us.

M1r. I Nt(';JSKr. Mr. Chairman, I would strongly recommend that we
look at the briefs in this matter before the NLRB to see whether this
is a jurisdictional dispute or as has been suggested by the witness this
is a subterfuge using a urisdictional dispute to bar these men from an
opportunity to earn a living . I have one final question. In the tele-
gram to the chairman, you said that you had made some complaints
to the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity.
Well, how were those complaints conveyed?

Mr. LATTMORI. They were filed through a letter and sent through
the mails, sir.

Mr. PtrcxNsKr. You have sent,a letter to the President's Commission?
Mr. LATIMOE. Yes, sir; with the signature of 300 or better fellow

member union workers.
Mr. PuciNsKr. And this committee can have a copy of that letter?
Mr. LAT'MORE. I do not have a copy of that letter with me, sir, but

I will be able to get one for you.
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Mr. PucxssKi. And the letter was addressed to whom sir ?
Mr. LATIMORE. The letter with the signatures was aadri'id'ft6 Mr.

Powell and the Committee on Equal Employment,
Mr. PUcINSKL To this committee?
Mr. LAT2NIORE. Yes.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What happened to that letter that was sent to this

committee?
You got a reply from this committee?
Mr. LATiAIORE. I have the reply. But Mr. Powell's committee wrote

me saying that they did not take a stand in hearings on this and they
could not intervene in hearings before the NLRB. But according to
what I said, just like I told you gentlemen, we still believe it is race, I
don't care how you put it. le said he would forward it to a Mr.
Hobart Taylor who would look into it. Approximately I month later
I received another letter from Mr. Powell's committee, witli the
attached letter from Mr. Hobart, Taylor saying that they would con-
tact me and get more information before they acted on it. I also have
those letters, not with me but I can produce them.

Mr. PUCINSKI. When did all of this happen?
Mr. LAwi-bRo,. March and April.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Of this year?
Mr. LATIMORE. Yes.
Mr. PUCINSKI. You got a letter that Mr. Taylor was going to con-

tact you personally?
Mr. LATIMORE. That is the matter as far as I know.
Mr. PUTcINSKi. Have they contacted you?
Mr. LATixORE. No, sir. Once I talked to Mr. Robert Nagel over

the telephone. He expressed concern and felt sorry for us but that
is all I heard.

Mr. PUCTNSKI. I understand you to say earlier in reply to a ques-
tion by Mr. Powell that Mr. Hobart Taylor had called you one eve-
ning at home?,

Mr. LATIMORE. Mr. Robert Nagel.
Mr. PucINsKi. Not Mr. Taylor?
Mr. LATIMORE. From Mr. Taylor's office if I was informed right

over the phone.
Mr. PucIxSKI. What did Mr. Nagel say?
Mr. LATIMORE. He only asked the questions about the job as I

said before and explained to me that the only thing that he saw was
the job at Andrews Air Force Base in 1959 and 1960.

Mr. PUcINSKI. All of this happened last April and you have never
heard any more?

Mr. LATimORE. No, sir.
Chairman POWELL. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. PUcINSKr. Yes.
Mr. POWELL. I don't remember having received an acknowledgment

of the letter which was sent March 1, as the chairman oy this
committee.

Mr Ro s vm T. Mr. Chairman, I think the witness testified he has
received a letter from this committee saying that you had been told
that they would look into the matter further.

Chairman POWELL.Tht is right.
Mr. Roos vwT. At that point the matter was dropped.
Mr. PuCINSKI. Mr. Chairman; the witness said that Mr. Hobart

Taylor advised this committee that they would contact him and then
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as I understand from the witjiess ometimes later Mr. Nagel called you
at home.

Mr. LAvTMORE. That is right.' ,
Mr. PucI NSKr. And got some information from you and thip would

be around March or April ?
Mr. LAIon. Yes, sir.
Mr. PUTOINSKI. And nothing more happened after that?
Mr. LATxoum. No, sir.
Mr. PucINSKI. It is my understanding that we are going to have

the spokesman for tho President's Committee here. I think perhaps
we ought to probe this question at that time.' Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man, and thank you, Mr. Witness.

Mr. RoosavsLT. Mr. Bell.
Mr. BELL. Mr. Latimore, I certainly agree with the chairman of the

full committee, if these facts are accurate, this is one of the worst
travesties on our system and philosophy of fair play I have run across.
You have said, I understand, that there are no Negroes in the Plum-
bers' Union.

Mr. LATIMOP.E. To my knowledge; no, sir.
Mr. BELL. To your knowledge do they particularly attempt to ob-

struct membership of Negroes in the plumbers' union in this area?
Mr. LATIMOPx. -Mr. Bell, I would not venture to say because my

answer to a question put directly to me like that would have to be this.
I am not a plumber, but if you are going to take the work I have done
all down through the years then take me, too, and teach me some-
thing. That is the only answer I can give you.

Mr. BELL. You don't know whether there are Negroes in the na-
tional Plumbers' Union or not?

Mr. LATimOP. I do not, sir. As a laborer I do not have the time to
get out and try' to find out these things like some of the other agencies
which do." I am only here on behalf of the Negro laborers who have
gotten together and met at each others' houses from time to time and
not here for any union or anything like that. Because they have their
fight over there now. 1 am only here trying to help us.

Mr. LEiLL. As far as you know, you have had no other conflicts of
jurisdictional interest with any other union besides the Plimbei's
Union .
.i sd~crtioti No, sir. That is the main one that wehaveany jur-
isdie'fialdisputes withlinthe union.

Mr. B . n o r.nky Mr C chairman. That is all.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Hawkins. .
Mr. HAWRzNS. I have only one question, Mr. Latimore. On page

3 of your statement you said that according to a Plumbers' Union of-
ficial the Plumbers' tTnion has exclusive right to install sanitary sewers t
and so forth.. Do you know who gave them such exclusive right

Mr. LAIwoPw. NO, s~r; I do npt know who gave them such a righ. m
But if memory serves me right, a Mr. Les Deal is on record at the h
NLRB hearing, was the plumbers' Union otlMcial or representative Who e
testified to that efect. That they were g-iven the eixCusi v right. Aq- it
cording to our uttion officials, and I am quite au t s a matterr
of record, every instance-ever since May 1t5 or 1. otW41,th digging
of ditches, the tamping of pipe, and al those things were ConsirdereSth br~ work., There was sucW an agreement made up, a
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Mr. HAWKINS. Considered by whom I
Mr. LATIMORE. By the two unions. That is what I am getting at.

An agreement was made between tle United Plumbers Union and the
International Hod Carriers & Builders Union of America and they
both signed it in 1941, but it doesn't seem that the agreement meant
anything at all to them because from time to time the same thipg has
been happening.

Mr. hAWKINS. Since 1941, has this demarcation of rights as to who
should lay pipe ever'been questioned by either group

Mr. LATIMLORE. Yes, sir; it has on numerous occasions. If you will
look on the back of that same page you will note some of the instances
where it was.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. The Chair is going to say that the full committee
was scheduled to meet at 12 o'clock. In deference to the other mem-
bers of the full committee we will have to adjourn in about 4 minutes.

Mr. HAWKINS. May I simply defer any other questions, Mr. Chair-
man, in view of the time?

Mr. Roos VFLT. Mr. Gill.
Mr. Gnxi,. Mr. Chairman, there won't be an opportunity to got to

all of the facts of this matter. I would merely like to say that I ap-
preciate Mr. Litimore's suspicion that there is racial discrimination
in union membership. This is quite possible in certain parts of the
country, including Washington, D.C. But this particular jurisdic-
tional dispute involves an argument over who lays the pipe on which
side of the property lines. To my knowledge it has been carried oil
in other parts of the country where there is no question of racial
discrimination. In fact I handled a case for the Electricians Union
in my own town where the makeup of both unions, laborers and elec-
tricians, was roughly similar and they still fought over this question.
So this is a urisdctional problem that cuts across your discrimination
problem. I wonder whether it would be possible perhaps at some
subsequent, hearing for us to explore a little further this concept of
jurisdiction inside property lines which in this case you say is the
District line. , I 1

I know in the exhibit that you have attached here on pVe 7you have
listed some projects that appear to be Irivate projects, have you not?

Mr. LATIMRE Yes, sr.
Mr. GuLL. On; this for instance, tile Catholic University was not a

Government project, i would assume. I don't know what the Pen-
tagon Place Apartments are but I assume that is a private project.
Are these instances in which the argument was made thit they twere
being constnited within the District and therefore all lind was o-
eminent land, and the prope y line extended to the boundrie of
the District and ,not fo tie street?

Mr IrATr om. No; it goes a little farther than that, sir. Because
now any union .contractor putting up. a building,-I mean the, way we
have understood it regardless ofwhether it is on GoVermnent p'
erty or Federal property or not, if a union contractor puts that build-ing up his hands are so tied to start With that we still don't get 'ny of
thwt. work regnrdless., If. it iS -jus, a'big housing project, such i s the
National, Capital honii rn's oect,, i a union' contractor had iat
• sp , ifl orki t would stil lM the W*r4 of ;.the plumbem accordg to
a plumbers union, 6fflciiltestmmony.
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Mr. RooslEvr. The Chair is going to have to bring this to an end.
I would just say to you, Mr. Latmore, that the committee will go into
this matter. We will give Mr. O'Donoghue of the plumbers uniont
.the first chance to be beard at 2 o'clock this afternoon when the sub.
committee will reconvene to be followed by the other witnesses we
have previously scheduled for the committee, local 26 of the Interna-
tional. Brotlierfhood of the Electric Workers, Mr. Beavers Negro
American Labor Council, and Mr. Linton Collins, counsel, District
Board of Trade, and Mr. Zahn, vice president of the C. & P. Tele-
phone Co.

We will do everything we can to ascertain what can be done to
resolve this matter in the interest of eliminating the racial issue which
seems to be involved.

Mr. LATIMORE. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROOsEvLT. The committee will stand adjourned until 2 o'clock

this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was receqsed to reconvene

at 2 p.m. of the same day, Friday, May 24,1963.)
AFTER RECESS

0,

(The general subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., ion. James Roose- P
velt, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.) P

Mr. RoosxvEyT. The subcommittee will be in order, please. fl
The committee, in view of the testimony this morning concerning U

local No. 5, has invited Mr. O'Donoghue, representing local No. 5.
If you have a statement at this time we would like to have you make

STATEMENT OF PATRICK O'DONOGHUE, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D.C., REPRESENTING PLUMBERS LOCAL UNION
NO. 5

Mr. O'DxooGiuE. At the outset. I want to state that my name is

Patrick O'Donoghue. I am an attorney. My address is 1912 Sunder- ti

land Place NW. Washington, D.C. f am the attorney repre.witing ti
Plumbers Local Union No. 5. tw

I want to thank the committee for this opportunity of appearing. V
We did not learn until very late last night that Mr. Latimore was
going to appear. We do not have a prepared statement. I would like
the opportunity at a later date to submit a written statement, but I
would like to take a brief time to state for the record what is the posi-
tion of Plumbers Local No. 5 in view of the test imony of Mr. Latimore.

Mr. Chairman, Plumbers Local No. 5 is a labor organization, a local
union, with territorial jurisdiction in the District of Columbia area.
It is chartered by an international union, the United Association of
Plumbers & Pipefitters of the United States and Canada.

To put this dispute in proper perspective, we have to start off some
years ago when.the AFT; chartered the United Association and gave
it exclusive jurisdiction over the plumbing and pipefltting industry.
A dispute developed years ago between theiaborers and the plumbers.

Every building has in its waterlines, storm sewerlines, sanitary Ca
'Se*erlines. These lines run from the building out to a street where

pa
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they connect. into the main sewers. You will have a water sewer, you
may have a storm sewer, or a sanitary storm sewer. The plumbers have
historically and traditionally claimed the right to perform any work
of the installation of these pipelines both that run from the building
to the street and in the street.

A dispute developed with the laborers over the right to do this
work. In 1941 the plumbers union and the laborers union, the inter-
national union entered into an agreement which is known in the in-
dustry as the 1941 agreement. Under that agreement, the plumbers
who had jurisdiction )y the AFL over all pipework wherever located
qrave to the laborers the installation of nonmetallic pipe in the street.
'rhese lines are of two types. They are nonmetallic line, concrete or
terra cotta, or metallic.

This 1941 agreement gave the laborers the nonmetallic pipe in the
street. The plumbers were to have all other pipework within the
property line both metallic and nonmetallic, and they were also to
have all metallic pipe in the street.

Subsequent to the 1941 agreement, a dispute arose between the
Plumbers International and Laborers International as to the meaning
of this agreement. The Building Trades Department of the AFL ap.
pointed a national referee to render a nationwide decision on this dis-
pute. That referee affirmed the position of the plumbers and held
that all work within the property line, all pipework was the work of
UA and all nonmetallic pipeline in the street was the work of the
laborers.

When I use the phrase "UA," that is the common term that the
plumbers union is known in the construction industry. It is the
United Association.

Mr. RoosEvELT. Can you give the committee a copy of that opinion?
Mr. O'DoNooHuli. Yes; I will furnish a copy of the 1941 agree-

ment, the Hutchison decision, and also what is referred to in the trade
as the green book. It is the bible of all the building trades unions and
contractors that contains various jurisdictional decisions, jurisdic
tional awards by the national joint board national referees, et cetera.

Subsequent to the Hutchison decision, the national decision, that is,
the decision that had application throughout the United States, the
two business agents in this area, the business agent of the Laborers
District Council and the business agent of the plumbers local union
in 1949 got together and made an oral agreement modifying the
Hutchison decision.

Under that oral agreement, the plumbers agreed that the laborers
could do all work in the street both metallic and nonmetallic.

(Copy of agreement and dispute follow:)

MEMORANDUM or AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNrzD ASSOCIATION or JOURNEYMAN
PLUMBERS & STEAMFITTERS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, AND TiHE
INTERNATIONAL HOD CAI=IERS', BUILDINo & COMMON LABORERS' UNION OF AMER-
ICA OvER ALL WORK ON SUBWAYS, TUNNELS, HIGHWAYS, VWADUCTS, STREETS,
AND ROADWAYS iN CONNECTION WITH SEWERS AND WATER MAINS

All the leveling, caulking, and making of all Joints by any mode or method on
water mains, gas, gasoline, and transportation lines is the work of the United
Association of Journeymen Plumbers & Steamfitters of the United 'Stxites and
Canada (with the exception of work under compressed air).

All the digging, breaking of concrete, back filling, tamping, resurfacing and
paving of all ditches In preparation for the laying of all pipes and all of the un-
loading and distributing of pipe for said ditches shall be the work of the
laborers.
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All of the laying of clay, terra cotta, ironstone, vitrified concrete or nonmetallic
pipe and the making of joints for main and side sewers and drainage only is
the work of the laborers.,

In the event of any dispute arising between local unions of both internationalunions over work not covered herein, it is understood that the said dispute will
be referred to the general presidents of both organizations for adjustment.In witness whereof the members of the committee hereinafter listed certify
that they as a committee have negotiated and executed this agreement with fullauthority from the respective international unions which each committee repre-
sents.

Dated at Washington, D.C., January 23, 1941.
Committee representing the International Hod Carriers, Building & Common

Laborers' Union of America:
.Toseph Marshall.,
Herbert Rivers.'
Peter Fosco.
M. D. Cox.
James Bove.
Attested and approved:

Jos. V. MosEsCHi,General President, International Hod Carriers, Bttilding if Common
Laborers' Union of America.

Comtnittees repr6senf1ng the Vntited Association of Journeymen Plumbers &
Steamfittors of the United States and Canada:

M. ro Garrett.,
Patrick J., Drew.
Charles .J. Laurence.
teo A. Green.
Tohn J. McCartin.
Attested and approved:

GEOUOE M]ASTERTON,General President, United tatcs association of Journeymen Plumbers ds~team fitters of the United Statee and CTanada.

WAsRnwroo, D.O.j February 15, 190.In the matter of: A DISPUTE between UNITED_ ASSOCIATION OFPLUMBERS AND STEAM FITTERS INTERNATIONAL HOD CAR-RIERS, BUILDING AND COMMON LABORERS UNION OF' AMERICA
Presentation: By oralarguments and by documents.
Appearances:

For Plumbers and' Steam Fitters: George Masterson, 1X. 1. Burkholder, and
W. J. McLaughlin.

For Hod Carriers and Laborers: Vincent F. Morr eale, John W. Garvey, 4nd
H. C. Kaiser.'

Board of Review: Louis K. COmstock, Chahirman; Lt. Col. C. D. Barker; and
John P. Coyne (absent).

Matter In Dispute: Violation of Agreement of January 23, 1941.
Date o; Hearing: January 5, 1943.,

Wherever the terni "Plumbers" Is used in this decision; It shall be dl~ened tomean 'I.Untted Association of Plumbers knd Steam Fitters of America.'
Wherever the term "Labore%.a' isrtlsod iq thts decislopi it ball be deemed tomean "International Hod Carrieri-s,',1 dining and C6nim'' Laborers Union ofAmlerica.Y
On member 10 there came. to the attention of the Board of Review, a"stop-

page of work on the effluent sewers at the synthetic rubber plants under construe-
tion for the Goodrich Rubber, Company and the C4rbidp and carbonn CoemicalCorporatln at LouisVille Kentucky. One plant was being egnstructe by Ford,
Bacon & Davis, and the other by Bat on & Cook. ... . "

The Rubber Administrator brought the case;to the Board of RevleW* nd de-
manded relief fronithe work stoppage. .The Chairman. of the Board of Review made an attempt to bring about, anamicable settlement of the issue between the Plumbers u nd Laborer 1by personal
contact with the Presidents, of t two organizations. This attempt, failed be-cause both Presldentawere out of reach, away from WashIngton -

"I The stoppage was sbodetrimental to early production atthetwo:0lants that theBoard of Review summoned the representatives of both organizations. ta ahearing, and ordered an immediate resumption of work pending a decision.
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The hearing was set for December 80, but, on urgent request of the Laborers,
was postponed to January 6, and was held'on that date.This case, when first brought to the Board of Review, had the external ap-
pearance of a jurisdictional dispute. Investigation before the hearing took
place indicated that the issue between the parties was one of interpretation of a
written agreement between them, dated January 23, 1941.

This agreement appears to have been made necessary by the gradual rise in
importance and organization of contractors engaged in heavy construction,
and the consequent clashes In jurisdiction between the parties. A copy of this
contract Is attached to this decision as n appendix.

When the War Production Board, early In 1042, declared cast Iron pipe to be
a critical material, its use for underground sewer lines was automatically barred.

The use of cast Iron pipe for sanitary and waste seweriines varied in different
parts of the United States. In some localities, It was required, and in others,
either vitrified clay or cast iron could be used,

But when the use of cast Iron was barred by action of the War Production
Board, some type of non-metallic pipe was required to be used in all localities
outside of buildings. The "Plumbing Standards" issued by the Federal Public
Housing Authority in February 1942 required the use of east iron pipe for sani-
tary sewer services under buildings; from a point five feet outside the buildings,
either cement concrete or vitrified clay pipe is permitted.

Under date of June 15, 1942, the War Housing Mobilization Specification..
Number XXXV was issued, Section 8504 covering the use of either vitrified
clay or cast iron soil pipe, 

Since the date of issue of that specification permitting the alternate, the War
Department has issued Instructions to the field to use vitrified clay only. The
same practice has been adopted by, the Navy. The Defense Plant Corporation
has adopted a similar policy.

These citations show how changes in engineering practice have been wrought
by the exigencies of war as exemplified in the disuse of materials formerly speci-
fled. These changes have not been brought about by the action of either of the,
parties to the January 23, 1941, agreement.,

Neither party to that agreement is Justified in taking advantage of such
changes! to increase his allotment of work allocated by that agreement. Any
readjustment of allocation by mutual agreement would be recognized every-
whore as sound and sensible. Lacking such an arrangement, neither party to
the agreement Is justified in seizing Jurisdiction which the agreement was not
designed to give and did not authorize.

The title to the agreement, which in effect Is a 'preatmble, describes tle juris-
dictidnk of the parties and the areas of work covered by the agreement. It
reads as follows:

"Memorandum of Agreement between the United Association of Journeymen
Plumbers and Steant Fitters of the United States and Canada, and the Interna-
tional Hod Carriers, Building and Common Laborers Union of America over
all work on subways, tunnels, highways, viaducts, streets and roadways in
connection with sewers and water mains."

The decision rendered by the Building Trades Department In a Jurlsdlctioral
dispute Involving the issues in the Instant case but arising from the laying of
non-metallic pipe at the Bowman Field Airport, WrightAirport. and U.S.-.Govern-
ment Warehouses, all in the Louisville area,, neither, added anythig to nor
detracted anything from the plain wording of the agreement. It merely afred
in new phraseology what had already been stated In the agreement.

There was an abortive attempt, mad ii Auguat 1941,; to amend the opening
paragraph by the insertion of the words "and building construction" in connec-
tion with sewers afrd water mains.

The Committee appointed to clarify the agreement made the following sug-
gestion as ag Inte pretation of Paragraph 4 of the agreement:

"Interpretatlon 'f paragraph No. 4-The installatioA and laying of all clay,
terra cotta, Ironstone, vitrified concrete or non-metallica jlp ard the making of
joints for main and side sewers and drainage outside oT any building or structure
Is the' work f the laborers. Al i gtallations ind t)' buildths oist*iticture
shall be the work of the memberS of th61 Uilted Asselatitni. ..

This signifies that the Committee thought that the Jurisdiction of the Plumbers
should be limited by the walls of structures. The recommendations of the Com-
mittee have not been duly accepted, of record, by the International Presidents of
either organization.
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The agreement of January 1941 therefore stands as originally written. The
January agreement is self-Iimiting to "subways, tunnels, highways, viaducts,
streets and roadways in connection with sewers and water mains."

As the sewers 14 this case cannot be described as falling In any of those cate-
gories, and as they lie wholly within the boundaries of the sites,

'Tayr ARE UELD BY Ti BoAM Or RkvI8w TO Il WItUIN TUIT JuRISDIOTION
OF Tx UNITED ASSOOIATION O PLUMBERS AND STEAM FITTERS. IT Is ALso
HELD BY THE BoAD or REvIsw THAT TilE PLUMBERS VIOLATED THE TIITRD

SE(rION OF THE STABILIZATION AGREEMENT BY STRIKING BICOAUSE TUE SEWERS,
TUB SUBJEoT or Tis DECISION, WvcB imNo LAIn ay L4nowls.

BY ORDER OF TUE IIOARD Or REVIEW,
Washington, D.C., January 29, 1943.

I I Louis K. COMSTOwc, Ohairman.

MaiMowNDUM or AomMEMNT between the UNrrED AsSOCIATION or JOURNxYMEN
PLUMBERS AND STEAM FITTERS or TUE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, and the
INTERNATIONAL HOD CARRIERS, BUILDING AND COMMON LABORERS' UNION OF

AMEUoA over all work on subways, tunnels, highways, viaducts, streets and
roadways in connection with sewers and water mains.

All the leveling, caulking and making of all joints by any mode or method on
water mains, gas, gasoline and transportation lines Is the work of the United
Association of Journeymen Plumbers and Steam Fitters of the United States and
Canada (with the exception of work under compressed air).

All the digging, breaking of concrete, back filling, tamping, resurfacing and
paving of all ditches in preparation for the laying of all pipes and all of the
unloading and distributing of pipe for said ditches shall be the work of the
laborers.

All of the laying of clay, terra cotta, Ironstone, vitrified concrete or non-
metallic pipe and the making of joints for main and side sewers and drainage
only Is the work of the Laborers.

In the event of any dispute arising between local unions of both International
'nions over work not covered herein, it is understood that the said dispute

will be referred to the General Presidents of both organizations for adjustment.
In witness whereof the members of the Committee hereinafter listed certify

that they as a committee have negotiated and executed this agreement with full
authority from the respective International Unions which each Committee repre-
sents.

Dated at Washington, D.C., January 23, 1941.
Committee representing the International Hod Carriers, Building and Com-

mon Laborers' Union of America:
JOSEPfH MARSHALL.
HERBERT Rns.
Pzaza Fosco.
M. D. Cox.
JAMES BovL

Attested: Joe. V. MoRESOIII,
General President, International Hod Carriere, Building and Oommon

Laborers' Union, of America.

Committee representing the United Association of Journeymen Plumbers and
Steam Fitters of the United States and Canada:

M. F. GARRETr.
PATPtoK J. DREW.

itIARLtS J. LAURN NM.
Lvo A. GPfN.
JOHN J. MOCAXTIN.

Attested an4 approved: GEORGE MASTERtTON,
General President, United Assooiation of. Journeymen Plumbers and,

Steam Pitters of the United States and Canada.
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DECISION BY THE NATIONAL REFEREE OF THE JUIID)INO AND CONSTUOTION THADEs
DEPARTMENT, W M. L. HUTOIESON, IN TUN JURIDIOTIONAL DISPUTE BETWEEN
INTERNATIONAL *J0D CARRIERS BUILDING AND COMMON LAsouLsits UNION Or
AMEItaA AND UNITED AssooiATIoN or JOUaNsYMEN PLUMBERS AND STEAMWIT-
TICHS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA IN THE MATTIS O4 INSTALLATION Oi
NoN-METALLI0 PIPING FOR SEWERS.

Tho following is a r~sumd, conclusions and findings by the National Referee
for the Building and Construction Trades Department, In the case of the
Common Laborers' Union of America and the United Association of Journeymen
Plumbers and Steamfitters of the United States and Canada, In the matter of:
installation of non-metallic pipe for sewers.

The hearing was called to order, by the Referee, on Monday, October 8, 1940
at 10:00 A.M. In the Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Present at the hearing were representatives of the Hod Carriers and Com-
non Laborers' Union; Plumbers and Stedinftters; Bricklayers International
Union, and the Brotherhood of Teamsters.

Representatives of the Hod Carriers and Common Laborers' submitted pre-
liminary objections to the Referee having jurisdiction in the dispute.

Their objections were primarily based on the contention that there was In
existence an agreement between the Hod Carriers, Building and Common
Laborers' Union and the United Association of Journeymen Plumbers and
steamfltters, and in substantiation of their contention they submitted an agree-
ment is of the date, January 28, 1941, between the two organizations.

In their remarks In reference to their preliminary objections the statement
was made by representatives of the Hod Carriers and Common Laborers' that
they were ready to meet any of the trades that have any claim to work covered
in the agreement.

Representatives of the United Association of Plumbers and Steaifitters re-
plied to the objection raised by representatives of the Hod Carriers and Com-
mon Laborers', but stated that they recognized the agreement as of January
23, 1941.

After hearing both parties present their views in reference to the agree-
went, and listening to considerable dicusslon, the Referee stated that he
was placed In the position of having to make a ruling on the agreement as
of January 23, 1041, and ruled that said agreement was a bona fide agree-
ment, without any interpretation of the meaning thereof, and should stand
as an agreement between the two organizations; *Ilth the understanding that
there should be no infringement upon the jurisdiction of other organizations.

After the above ruling was made the two contesting parties were asked to
arrange to meet and see if some mutual understanding could be arrived at,
after which thb hearing was adjotlrned at 11:80 a.m. (October 8th) untIl
the next morning at 10 a.m.

The hearing Wa reconvened on Tuesday, October 9th, at 10 a.M.
A report was asked for by the Referee as to what, If any, progress was

made in reference to reaching an understanding, and it was stated that ho
understanding was reached.

The Referee then stated that while It was permissible for the two organiza-
tions to enter into an agreement, such as *as reached January 23, 1941, inasmuch
as no understanding was reached yesterday Afternoon In thb conference that
was held by representatives of the two organization, he would rule that the
cao whfeh waS referred to him by the Acting President of the Building and
Construlction Trades Department in May 1944 wduld bde heard as per thatarrangeineflt.

A representative of the Hod Carriers then daked If the dlsut0 before the
Referee was covered by the agreement.

The Referee, In reply to that question, stated tit Until be heard the evl.
dence he would not be able to determine whether It came under the agreement,
or whether it did not, and that he would reach that concluslok after he had
heard th6 evidence.

A representative of the Hod Carriers and' Common Laboreri' then stAted,
if a hearing was going to be held on th merits of the case they were In th,
unfortutnate position of being unable to pattiOi*to for the reasonS 1 that the

29052"C) 1?
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agreement Itself is self-explanatory to some degree, and in order to clarify it
more, the respective International'Presidents of the disputant parties appointed
comnmittees for the purpose of clarification, and when they reached an interpre-
tation they sent a letter to the respective International Presidents, which letter
they stated they wished to read.

Objections were raised by representatives of the Plumbers whieh brought
forth a discussion as between them and representatives of the Hod Carriers
and Common Laborers', after which the Referee stated that he would allow the
letter to, beread and then determine whether It would go Into the record, or
whether it would not.

After the letter was read the Referee asked what the purpose for reading
it was, and was answered by a representative of the Hod Carriers and Com-
mon Laborers' that the purpose In reading the communication was to show
that the Interpretation arrived at by the committee was In good faith.

The Referee then ruled that In the original agreement no reference was
made in regards to appointing a committee to interpret the meaning thereof,
and further ruled that the letter would not appear in the record.

After some discussion and statements by representatives of the two organiza-
tions, during which reference was made to a decision rendered by the Acting
President of the Building and Construction Trades Department, representatives
of the Hod Carriers and Common Laborers' asked to be excused, on the grounds
that participation by them in the hearing on the merits of the case would
constitute a waiver of their rights, with leave to appeal the matter further.

In the discussion they were asked If they wished to appeal. They stated:
With leave to appeal the matter further. They were Informed that it was up
to them to follow the laws of the Department and the Federation Inasmuch
as the Referee had no authority to say whether they had a right to appeal or
whether they did not.

Representatives, of the Hod Carriers and Common Laborers' further con-
tended If they participated that they would waive their rights as the work
in contention was covered by the agreement which had been recognized, and
inasmuch as they had other tribunals to go to they Interjected the last request
that they be given leave to appeal.

A discussion (off the record) was had at this point, when it was again asked
by one of the representatives of the Hod Carriers that his point be made a part
of the record. Asked to repeat his statement, he stated, they were unable to
participate In the ease on its merits. He was asked if hewanted to use the word
"unable" or "unwilling". He replied, we are placed in the position of being.
unable to participate in the hearing by reason of the fact that It would constitute
a waiver of our rights, in the absence of a ruling by the Referee as to whether
the dispute was covered by the agreement

They were informed by the Referee that it would be a part of the record as to
why they were not going to participate.

The Plumbers then proceeded to present evidence to substantiate their claims
for work, as per the decision of Acting President Gray.

They presented extensive briefs and evidence to substantiate their claim, 94on-
sisting of numerous exhibits and illustrations of installations of the work In,
contention. t

After they completed, presentation of, their evidence the matter was reported
to the Executive Council of the Building and, Construction Trades Department,
for consideration, and action, for the benefit and information of the-Referee as,
to what thedesres of the Council were'in reference to making a. finng and,
decision, because of the Hod Carriers and Common Laborers' withdrawing from
the hearing; after which the Executive Council took the following action:

"Action of Council: Referee should proceed and render decision I- accordance
with Section 7, Page 26 of Constitution of Dept ...... : ......

"Vote: Unanimous V. P. Hutcheson not voting." . ,
Pursuant to the foregoing action cf the Executive Counil, and after reviewing, R

the evidence, I have reached the following, conclusion. ,t
That the agreement as referred to between the Internationai ,Hod Carriers,,

Building and Common Laborers', Union, ot .America and the United Association
of,'Journoymen Plumberso and Steanitters -of the United States and Canada,- d
covers work on, subways,. tunnel highways,, viaducts, streets, and -roadways n th
connection with sewers and water mains, and, therefore, does not apply to the
question at issue, which is, the decision rendered by the Acting President of the R
Building and Construction Trades Department, Richard J. Gray, which was
rendered under date of March 18, 1044, in the dispute between Laborers and 312
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Plumbers over the laying of sewer pipe from main sewer into dwelling, or from
inside property line to dwelling, and is not in any way referred to by the agree-
ment of January 23,1941, entered into between the two organizations.

Records show that the request for a decision came to the Acting President in
the regular manner, and that he rendered his finding on the date of March 18,
1944, and in referring to the matter stated it was a Jurisdictional dispute between
Laborers' and members of the Journeymen Plumbers and Steamfitters over the
laying of lateral sewer pipe from main sewer into dwelling or from inside prop.
erty line to dwelling, and the following decision was rendered.

"Dtoxsiox

"The work in dispute shall be done by members of the United Association of
Journeymen Plumbers and Steam Fitters".

In this opinion of the undersigned, acting as Referee, the decision rendered
by Acting President Gray, was in conformity with the evidence submitted to me
as Referee, and in no way comes under the agreement entered into between the
two contending organizations as of January 28,1041.

Therefore my decision is as follows:
1. That the agreement, dated January 23, 1941, between ' the International

Hod Carriers, Building and Common Laborers' Union of America and the United
Association of Journeymen Plumbers and Steamflitters of the United States
and Canada Is a bona fide agreement between the two organizations, but
should not be accepted by the Department until clarifying language is inserted
therein giving to the Bricklayers International organization jurisdiction over
work on sewers which they have heretofore performed.

Also that there should be a clarification in reference to the unloading and
distributing of pipe so that there would be no infringement upon the recognind
jurisdiction of the Teamsters International organization.

There should also be a further clarification if any other organization presents
evidence to show that the agreement infringes upon their Jurisdiction.

2. That the laying of lateral sewer pipe from main sewer into dwelling, or from
inside property line to dwelling is work that should be done by, or under the
supervision of, members of the United Association of Journeymen Plumbers and
Steamfitters of the United States and Canada.

Wu. L,. Huvxwsoft,
National Referee, BuldMng and Oonetrvotio Tradee Depat*ent.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Has that ever been reduced to writing? I
Mr. O'DoNooHUz. It was never reduced to writing. Howevethat

agreement was reached after many discussions with John: Dunlop.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Has it, ever been ratified by either the local or the

laborersV
Mr. O'DoNuoHUm. It was ratified by practice from 1941 until about

a year ago."' This, oral agreement provided that the laborers would
do the work in the street. It provided further that al, work within
the property line was the work of the plumber.

Since 1949, and prior to that time, this; has been the area practice
in this preai The overwhelming practice on a11 construction Project
uniiofnt'cotruction projects, h eas e n tlat ths line of demarcation
between the work of the plumber and tlhe workof he lab0r 6) 4 i been

s ou know m 196Z the Supremne Court, i a decison mv n~

theI EW i that er, lo 1 )k), of th6 4tional Labor
Relatibfi§Act thiBordwhete it ad Y UisdicOonal dispute before
it, was required to determine these disputes on the merits.

The Laborers International t nibi,4 who has been dt isged' wit
decisions of the national joint board ,ote sett!emie o urisdc-
tional disputes; which is. tbl body set, Iet the, A 0 for the
settlement of Iildoitildsn~, a uie to tI I~tn l i~be
Relations Board an4 t '~e ~gt, th or oma eiso
jurisdict6il dsl t
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Unfair labor practice charges were filed by the Arthur Venneri Co.
on a job involving the Andrews Air Force Base some 2 years ago
claiming there was a jurisdictional dispute between the plumber and
the laborer over laterals. When I speak of "laterals," I am talking
about the pipelines that run from the building to the street.

The National Labor Relations Board, after the complaint was
filed, rather, the General Counsel of the Board issued a complaint
and ordered a hearing. The laborers hoped in tis hearing to estab-
lish that they had area practice. This hearing took 6 months. There
are over 10,000 pages in the record. The record is primarily devoted
to witness after witness coming forward, both contractors, superin-
tendents, and testifying as to what has been the area practice, who
put the work in on this job, who put the work in on that job. We
have the record in our office. You are welcome to read it.

We submit that this record establishes conclusively that the work
involved, that is, all pipework within the property line, is the work
of the plumber and that has been the overwhelming practice in this
Metropolitan Washington area with few exceptions on every union
job, the plumber doing this work.

An interesting thing is that this statement which was prepared by
Mr. Latimore makes many charges. There are a great leal of half
truths and misstatements. He states that the Plumbers Union, by
the various means it is using, is attempting to put laborers out of
work. The truth of the matter is, gentlemen, that the laborers have
suffered a great deal by mechanization. They are losing work. They
have tried! to gain the work of some other craft.

If the laborers, or it is the laborers actually who are trying to put
plumbers out of work. They are not only trying to put plumbers out
of work, they are trying to put members of their own union out of
work.

You must understand that mechanical contractors, when they bid
a job, that is, contractors who do electrical work, plumbing, and heat-
ing, they bid the entire job. They will bid the outside utilities,
they will bid ail the plumbing in the building. This is all one sys-
tem actually.

These mechanical 6ontraotors employ not only plumbers, but there
is a laborers local union in this city that is made up of plumbers'
helpers, laborrs.

Mr. Aoosmvi T. What is the name of that unionI
Mr. O'Doxo rwm. Th6 name is local 115, It is named Plumbers

Laborers Local. Our mechanical contractors employ members of
this laborers local union.

Mr. EooszV=T. Is thbis laborers local union recognized by the AFL-
CIOI

Mr. O'Doowttg. Yes;. It is a.iated with the Laborers Interna.
tional to which th same local union which Mr. Latimore belongs to
is also aflitecd.

Mr. Roosuv=T. Of your knowledge, and I presume you do not
represent them

Mr. O'Do ur~nf. Vo; I do iiot.
Mr. 1AIoTo=0r. Of your ktiowledge,.are the ranks of this union

0onto the laborers of r. I4timor' union
Mr. O'DooG4rtr. I *6ld assume so. I really don't know.
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Mr. ROOSwVELT. Counsel will be instructed to ascertain what the
facts are regarding the Laborers Plumbers Union.

Mr. O'DoNooinu. Wben our mechanical contractor will do the out-
side work, the plumbers laborers helpers will do all the excavating.
and do a lot of the work. The plumber does the actual installation,;
that is, he puts it in the ditch, he makes the joints, he handles and
carries it. But these laborers work right along with them.

What Mr. Latibnore is advocating is that we put out of work these
plumbers and these plumbers laborers that work along with them
and we replace them with laborers such as Mr. Latimore. who work
for what we call excavating contractors. Excavating contractors gen-
erally do street work. They use members of Mr. Latimore's local
union to do the work.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. To your knowledge, does the Plumbers Laborers
Union have any racial bias in its ranks? To put it more directly, do
they have any Negro members?

Mr. O'DoNoGWuE. Yes, they are primarily Negro. Their business
agent is a Negro. That is a fact. He is a Yegro. They have worked
right along with us for years. We have ry good relationships
wfth them.

I might point out to the committee that their wage rate is higher
than the wage rate of Mr. Latimore's local union. I think they are
paid 15 cents an hour more than Mr. Latimore.

The point I am trying to make is that this entire matter is basically
a jurisdictional dispute.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. O'Donoghue, of course, as you present it, that
certainly is the case. But the point that was brought up this morning
by Mr. Tiatimore that the committee was particularly interested in,
were laborers kept by the Plumbers Union from working if they were
Negroes?

Mr. O'Doxootiuz. No, sir.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. The implication of the testimony this morning

was that is so. Of course, the matter of the Plumbers Union itself
is a separate matter and I presume at this time you don't want to go
into that.

Mr. O'DoxoGHuE. I am willing to testify about that, too, Mi. Chair-
man.

Mr. ROOSIVELT. Let me ask you specifically: Within the Piumbers
Union are there Negro members in local No. 5?

Mr. O'DoNoGiutn. Yes.
Mr. RoosI vmT. How many?
Mr. ODoNoGHUR. I believe at the present time there are five.
Mr. RoospVFr4 T. Out, of a total of how many?
Mr. O'DoNoont. Probably 700.
Mr. ROOSEvELT. Five out of seven hundred?
Mr. O'DoNoour. Five out of seven hundred.
Mr. ROOSpVELT. You wouldn't think that sounded very good, would

you when you just say it.
Mr. O'Doo~0uuE. I think it is very good when you look at the

record. If you will recall, Mr. Cecil Rhod", who, was the business
manager of Plumbers Local No. 5, testified before you 2 years ago
that he had never, since he had been a business manager of that local
union ever had a colored individual apply for membership in Plumbers
Local 6o. .;
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Mr. ROOSE:VELT. Let me interrupt you there. We also had testimony,
and I have it in front of me now by Mr. Victor Daly, that on June 4,
1957, Mr. Daly, who is now the deputyy Director of the U.S. Employ-
meut Service here, that Mr. Daly took a gentleman with him to meet
Mr. Point, of local 5, had him apply for training as a plumber, and
at the time of his application Mr. Point was wor in as a plumber's
helper in the maintenance department of Howard University.

Mr. Point had extraordinary references and graduated with high
honors from high school. The previous day Mr.Daly took Mr. Point
to the joint apprenticeship committee of the Plumbers & Steamfitters
Union at Connecticut Avenue and M Street. Mr. Daly was told by
the executive secretary of the committee, Mr. A.. J. Rittinger, that
Mr. Point would have to make application directly to the Plumbers
Union.

The following day, June 4,1957, he took Mr. Point to the Plumbers
Local No. 5. Up to the present time, Mr. Point has not received a
single communication from Plumbers Local No. 5 concerning his
application. Mr. Daly over several years called the local several times
and was always told that the union had not reached Mr. Point's name
on their list and that they always gave preference to sons of plumbers.

It so happens Mr. Point at the present time is a full-fledgedplumber
working for the Federal Government in Freedmen's Hospital. But
that does not coincide with the statement that you just made that no
one has ever applied.

Besides which, that is not what the committee thinks is important.
What the committee thinks is important, or at least some members
of the committee think is important, is what is the Plumbers Union
No. 5 doing to get people to apply in order to rectify a situation that
they know is creating a tremendous social problem in the District?

Mr. O'Doronur. Mr. Chairman, I will tell you exactly what we
are doina and what we have done. Since Mr. Rhodes testified to you,
I don't kNow about this particular incident you are talking about,
Mr. Rhodes died shortly after he appeared before you, there is a new
business manager of that local union, Mr. Mann whom I have talked
to. I checked with him this morning. Since he has been business
manager no colored individual has applied except 2 weeks ago.

Mr. RoosEvELT. That is not the point.
Mr. O'Doxoo= i. Let me continue and go further. You asked me

what Plumbers Local No. 5 has done. As you know, this Metropolitan
Washington area has been going nonunion over a period of years.
The union contractors are doing a much smaller portion of work today
than they did 10 years ago. The best part of the work outside of the
Government work that is done outside of the District of Columbia in
Maryland and Virginia, at least as far as plumbing and pipefitting
is concerned, is nonunion.
Mr, R OosEVwT. Wh I
Mr. O'DONOGHUZ. Wage rates. There are a lot of reasons.
Mr. RosEVFELT. Obviously, though, contractors are able to go non.

union and get Negro nonunion people at a lesser wage who are com
petent to do the Job. You can' therefore, tell me that there is any
excuse for local No. 5 not to have turned around and let some people
get on your list so you could be in a position to compete.,

Mr. O'DoxoGImW. Mr. Chairman, I am afraid you did not let me
finish.
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Mr. RoosEv:LT. I will be happy to let you finish.
Mr. O'DoNoajtu. Since Mr. Rhodes appeared here, Plumbers 5

and a sister union have been conducting an organization campaign on
these out-of-the-District areas. We hai four elections. Two we won
and two we lost. We recently signed one of the seven largest nonunion
contractors. He had among his employees doing plumbing work some
colored men. These men are now members of Plumbers Local No. 5.
Plumbers Local No. 5 is willing to take all of the employees of any
nonunion contractor that are doing plumbing and pipeittng work
if they will sign our contract.

We have been conducting an intensive organizing campaign. We
have spent a great deal of money trying to organize these nonunion
contractors and their employees, white or colored. We want them as
members of our orgaization.

Mr. RoosEvFLT. What are you doing on your apprenticeship pro-
gram to get them in there?

Mr. O 'DoNoUU. As I understand the various bureaus of the Dis-
trict of Columbia government working with the Department of Labor,
are preparing a list of qualified individuals. They are giving them
tin aptitude examination. They have gone around, I believe, and
solicited all of the high schools here in the District to try to get
qualified individuals.

The only requirements Plumbers Local No. 5 has, and many of
these skilled trade unions, that the man has to be between 18 and,
I think, 22 or 23, and have a high school education. The Department
of Labor is going to permit this list--and the Assistant Solicitor has
advised thelocal union he hopes he will have 20 or 40 individuals
on that list who they are going to send to the apprenticeship training
school, and request that they be given admission to the apprenticeship
training school.

Mr. RoosEVELT. Are you ready now to say you will accept themI
Mr. O'DoxooHu . I will not say that we will accept all 40 of those.

I say that they will be treated fairly and in a nondiscriminatory
manner.

Mr. RoosEvzT. I am not interested in all the pious statements. I
want to know how many of those 40 or 20 that come to you are you
going to open the door to and let into your training program t

Mr. O'DoNoOHUx. I do not know.
Mr. RoosioviT. They have been screened. Everything has been

done to make sure you get only the best. You don't have to tell me
they will be treated fairly. You will find out that there is a reason
because they are not sons of plumbers that they can't come in. You
sayv ou are treating them fairly. I am not interested in that.

What are you going to do in the way of opening the doors so these
people can get the apprenticeship training?

Mr. O'DoNoonlm. We are going to open the door.
Mr. ROOSEVLT. How wide are you going to open it?
Mr. O'Doqornmm. I have no idea at this time.
Mr. R osEvLT. Go back to the union and come back to this com.

mittee with a statement that means something. We are not interested
in pious statements, as I said over and over again., I want to/know
in terms of jobs. I wantto know in terms ,of people coming for ap,
plication how many Will be open to these Nego students who come,
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properly screened and qualified to enter your apprenticeship training.
Wen you are ready to answer that, come back and talk with the
committee.#' '

Mr. O'Doxoourp. Mr. Chairman, I think you must understand
that we only have a certain number of vacancies in that apprentice-
ship training program. To give an apprentice full training you must
not have only classroom study, you must have on-the-job training
for 5 years. These apprentices in this school are the last ones that
are unemployed. Every effort is made to insure that they have con-
tinued employment during these 5-yeitr periods. We have only so
many jobs and so many spaces. I don't know personally the number
of spaces. I

Afr. ROOSEVELT. If you cannot at the present time assure these people
jobs in the future, that is one problem we can tackle. But certainly
if you are telling me that your employers will not give these people
the opportunity of on-the-job training, you have as a union to give
these facts to the Government and this committee now so we can discuss
this with the employers.

Mr. O'Doxoonuz. I haven't said-
Mr. Roos~vnLT. You just said you only had a limited number of

these spaces for on-the-job training.
Mr. O'Do0aoorIu. That is right. That is the only work that our

employers have. We are limited in the number of apprentices that
can be taken by the amount of work. The contractors, in agreement
with local No. Shave that is.

Mr. ROOS'VELT. What is the ratio they take and how is that
decided?

Mr. O'Doxomm. By contract, I believe one apprentice is permit-
ted for every five journeymen that are employed.

Mr. RoosEVnLT. If you can't and haven't because there is not enough
work going around, that is one thing. Then maybe we go into a pro-
gram which subsidizes and makes available on-the-job training. But
I don't want you to come back here and simply say "We couldn't do
it because." I want you to come back here and say "We want to do
it and we can do it if something can take place."

I don't want you to be passive. I want you to be affirmative. You
have been passive. You sat back and sald "We can't help ou-selves.
There is nothing we can do in this thing." 1

Come back in here and tell us how to do it. Make a few suggestions
as to how it can be done and we would be glad to take it up and try to
help you do it.

.0'Dxooinw. Mr, airman, that apprentice training school
has a list, am qure, of 400'or 500 people who are waiting, and have
waited for a long'priod oftime to get a spot.

Mr. RooeEvE1z T.hey are all white people?
Mr. O'DoxoGyoJr. They are, and we have assured the Government

that we will give preference to thesePeo0ple who are now being screened
and will be referred to thecomitte But as ftr'as to the exact num-
bers, I dpn't know. I don't think they know. Ithik they have tolook at t6' individuals. 'They have to weight lot of fators in the
selection bf the iidividuals who are actually going t be taken into the
appreinticesip traiing program.

Mr. Roosi T. All' .e. n siy to you, that until now, and from the
previous testmony we have had from- the gentleman who unfortunately



died, not one bit of progress has been made between the time he
appeared before this committee and now.

Mr. O'DoNooHum. There has been progress. I just described to you
how we organized one of the nonunion contractors.,

Mr. RosezT. Because you were losing ground the other way,. so
you finally had to get a few more dues-paing members and organize
something and go to work. I think that is fine. That is not what I am
talking about as progress in the apprentice field. You have not made
any progress in the apprntice field.Mr. ODoNvoonmv. Tn the apprenticeship field

Mr. RoosevniT. Yes.
Mr. O'DowooHu. We have never had anybody to apply.
Mr. RoosEonT. That is not an excuse, as I explained to you 100

times.
Mr. O'DoNoGHr. What you are asking us to do-
Mr. RoosEVMLT. Go out and get people to apply Go to the Urban

League and say "Help us get popie to apply.' Have you ever done
that ?

Mr. O'DoNooaut. You are asking the committee to discriminate
against all of the individuals on this lengthy waiting list.

Mr. Roos vmr. I am asking them not to discriminate. I am asking
them to open the door and give people a reasonable opportunity to
get on your list. I have evidence before this committee that people
have been turned down and the door has been closed. We are asking
that the door be opened, and until it is opened, until we can see that
it has been opened, we are not impressed by any pious statements that
you made about good intentions.

Mr. O'Doxownu. Mr. Chairman, you named one instance I am
not familiar with that instance

Mr. ROOSzVrLT. It is high time you became acquainted with it. It is
a rather old one.

Mr. O'Do oow*n. It is my information from the apprenticeship
training committee, from the business agent of the local union, that no
one has applied.

Mr. RoObsLT. I am just telling you that is not true and your in-
formation is not correct. I suggest you go back and look into it.

Mr. O'DoxoGHuz. If you can gi v me any more--
Mr. R OSrvzWLT. I just finished giving it to you on the record.
Mr. O'DoNooHutm. You gave one old example.
Mr. Roosmvuvr, It is not up to me to go back and dig up the exam-

ples. It is up to you to go back and et tether with the Urban
League and anybody else who is available ithe cmmunty and do
something about a situation that everybody admits is a serious situa-
tion in the community. You owe that as 'a part of Your public duty.

Mr. O'DoioaHvm. I think these local unions, Plumbers Local No.
5 and its joint apprenticeship training committee, have disguised this
matter with the various (vernment agencies.'

Mr. R Xv"VT. They have disnssed it With us and kiot evin goen
anywhere. They have discussed it with this pnonittee and hive got-,
ten nowhere.' This committee isnot about to let this situation continue
any more.

Mr. O'Doodxiu As I remeniber, Mr. Chaifrin, I *M preseit the
last time Mr. Rhodes testified, and when he testified, you turied'to
the Urban League representative and a few other representatives and
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said, 'Why don't you people get busy and take people up to that ap-
prenticeship training committee and that local union," and that was
not done. That is my information.

Mr. RoOSEVFmT. But they got no cooperation from you did they?
Mr. O'DowoNG ! Cooperate--they never brought anybody.
Mr., RoosmLT. It is tMir 3ob to bring them to you wholly. That

is cooperation.
Mr. O'DoNorom. Of course. 1 think it is primarily their respon-

sibility. As you were told we have a long waiting list of hundreds
We don't go out and get anybody to apply to that school. We only
have so many spaces.

Mr. RoosiviLT. That is the only way people can get employed in
this area, and you know it, that is, to get on that list to become quali-
fled. Isn't that correctI

Mr. O'Doxoouu. No, that is not true at all. That is not true at all.
A lot of these men learn their apprenticeship nonunion. As far as
the plumbers local union is concerned, men solicit their own jobs.

Mr. ROOsEvELT. In other words, what you are telling me is that the
apprenticeship program is not of great value in the employment?
Pr. O'DoNoUoa. It is in giving training.
Mr. RoosEvELT. It is in giving training; is that right f Then if all

of its value is just in giving training, suppose we open up the doors
altogether and give everybody training on some kind of a system and
come up and ask if you need more funds to give more people train-
ing That is what you ought to be interested in. It should not be a
closed door at all, should it? I am asking if there are qualified people
in the District who happen to be Negro and they want to get train-
ing along with the white people that you have on your list, if this is
not an employment prerequisite that all it does is give them the train-
ing, and the Negro feels that he has no way of getting the training
that will help him get the job later, isn't it then feasible for you to
work out a program to open that door? It i not possible now to sug-
gest ways by wvich we might make it possible to open that door so
they can be trained under your apprenticeship program?

Mr. O'DoxouoH. I am afraid you are misunderstanding me. We
can't separate the classroom study from the on-the-job training.
They have to go hand in hand. You can't train a man in the class-
room. You have to give him on-the-job training.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Let us do that.
Mr. O'Doxouor. That is what is done. As far as employment of

apprentices is concerned with the contractors who are in agreement
with us-understand, your contractors don't have a majority of the
work in the area.

Mr. RooszmvT. How about the Federal work ?
Mr. O'DoNouoH. Definitely they do, yes.
Mr. RoosvmT. Isn't there some way we can get some of these peo-

ple employed on the Federal work as apprentices ? .
Mr. O'DoNotGH. The only apprentices that are working for our

contractora-maybe I misled you,,' some way-the only apprntief
which are working for local contractors are apprentices that are in the
apprenticeship tr Mning school.

~~Io oe yL. That' is right. That is just what I am tryg to
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Mr. O'DoNouou. But there is only a limited number of those that
can work. If our contractors, say, double their volume of work, we
double the number of apprentices.

Mr. Roosiavom. Can t we also, however, maybe try to think of some
way in which we can have a program for on-the-job training of peo-
ple under a different formula than you have now ? You say it is a
5-to-1 formula?

Mr. O'DoNoVGH. Five to one.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Maybe, temporarily, we make it 5 to 2 until we get

a few Negroes an opportunity to get the training.
Mr. O'DoNouGH. This 5-to-1 ratio is a nationwide pattern that has

been worked out and has proved valuable because of the needs of the
industry.

Mr. RoOSEVELT. All right, there is a greater need today, my good
friend. We have to break down something, that the country. that
the world, knows is wrong. Are you going to tell me because it has
been done for 150 years at 5 to 1 it has to ie done for 150 years more
at 5 to I?

Mr. O'DoNooam. I tell you how you could help us. You get some
of these nonunion contractors to sign an agreement with us, who
have all this work in this area, and we will broaden.

Mr. ROOSVFLT. That is the kind of subterfuge, Mr. O'Donoghue,
and leading down the trail and trying to divert from the point, that
this committee does not appreciate. I will tell you, frankly, that is
the negative attitude which makes Plumbers Union Local No. 5 one
of the targets that we have had to talk about. I would hope that you
would drop that line and come in here and say: "If we can we will
work out a way for the District of Columbia to make it 5 to 2." This
is a national capital. This is a place where we want to set a national
standard. If we can contribute to this we are going to try to find
a way to do it and we will work with you to try to do it.

Mr. O'DowooiHmU. I have told you, Mr. Chairman, that the local
union contractors have had meeting with the officials of the Depart-
ment of Labor.

Mr. RooswVmT. The Department of Labor reported to me yester-
day that they have seven ready to go and that the one toughest place
where they don't seem to be making any progress is your union.

Mr. O'Doxoomnm. I can't believe that.,
Mr. RooswVET. It is true.
Mr. O'DooGnuz. I can't believe that.
Mr. ROosmvELT. You check with them.
Mr. O'DoxoGumE. They told the representatives of the, contractors

and the local union that they would contact them and they would
present them with this list.

Mr. RoosVET. That is right. But they also reported that you are
the only one--not the only one, I beg your pardon-you are one of the
ones who have not gone beyond that point. After the presentation of
the list, no program, no suggestions by you that there will be any
action.

Mr. O()'bJrOGUS. That 1hst has not been presented at this time.
Mr. _oossmT. I didn't say it had. Th ey don't want to p resent a

li . They want to know afterthey present a list 1if there wilfbe some
action. You are one of the locals, and I emphasize "one of the local,"
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ote of the ttade. *heft there haa been n6 cooperation beyond saying,
"Whet we get the list We Will ee .wht we can do," I don't know why
you want to argue about it. Why don't yott wy: "Now we are pledged
and we will go fot'ard to try to 9e and we will report what, bperfi-
caly, we think we cart do with at least some of the people on the listas we get it"?

Mr. D'DoaooHt. I think they have already given that assurance
to the Department of Labor.

Mr." RIo6 z v zi. They hace hot gih it and you have not given it tome.
Mt. O'D0%oonft. I AM hot in & l0sitiolt to &ive u an assurance as

to th exact number of individuals on this lst who are going to be
accepted..

Mr. RoomvtLT. If y6u don't kmdW-if yota don't give tae the dtact
number I *6&nt to kiv *vh attd hW are you going to try to at least
take cake of noie of the members.

Some of the nenbers oti thk list.
Mr. O'DozooHtUE. I think I can say this. That the local uiion and

th6 contctrs are -ig to do that.
Mr. Ro vrF . When I see it I will believe it. I am keady to Wait

tos e andbelieve it. C
Mit,. O'D0 odiftri. Let us Wait and se. Time will tell a td it is not

too far bif'
Mf'. R6OSVf LT. It cath't be too far oR.
Mi.. O'Drno af. As I uhdeitand the Department of Labor is in

thlb recess b6f p~prihg this list.
M. 5gRvsiLT. B3ut you better b6 ieAdy when that list comes to you

to have ioire plan of* action ready on it or you will be back up before
this committee, beisve the. M. Hawkins, do you have any questions ?

Mr. H AwkiS. I cei'tainly want tosay, Mi. Chairman, that X agrewith everything th~t ou have said. Cetinly as a friend of labor I
am beconiini a litlt~b'i Ppatient also at the finbiatrasftnent that Somi of t
the unions actually 'ace us ni. Mr. O'Don&huo, I understand that
recently a nonunion contractor was added t.te membership of l6cal
, that is, theplees. Am obg that additional meinlerp howmnany of tose wer$ NresV b
Mr. O't)o c rvdit . . b
Mr. HAWKINS. Is that the fiveyo ibtletretd to t , I
Mr. O'DoNoomun.. That is right.
Mr. Aw s. So this is the-fal progress that you have made since tcthe last hearing. and this was made merely by adding a nonunion con- iftradtor to the lis t w
Mr. O'DYMJonttt. I *6hn~t siy Ykirely adding. We spent thousands

of dollars to add that nonunion contractor a
Mr. Itikins. It flo ioii conltr-actor had not beeni added then

you would not have hhd &ny members is that th6 situatiOn ?
Mr. OSPoloo k,. No. Let rUe p btk. We stvck this c6tractor

fially, .Md Wehad taki .t6§e m&fi or' 9h6 r4 t tli.se lnen itii t e
local u4ion prior to the strike which was way back in August o last ac
year. Wo dfdhft.gi thb C6ntidor- .

Mr. ' s. Th ethe iv *ho worked. the non-

Mtjr.OG, ft~ooGU. 'That is right.,



I Mr. O'Doxooau That is right.
Mr. H4 WXs, AO part 0 0 OO# to orsoizo thia nonn

contractor?
Mr. O'Dooeiga. Tbht is ri 1$.
Mr. HAwxs, Tht is a =., qf bo*-4or entrc ipto thq union,

isn't itI
Mr. O'DoNoa= . I won't qay it is a bc4lc- ntrance.
Mr. Roospvwr. It is a side door.
Mr. HAwlaNs. I am corrected, it is a side dopr.
Mr. O'Dowoovag. You ave to realize the nature of the industry,

we have so many member and so much work. We poul4 open up the
doors to 8,000 members but we could not ptut them to work

Mr. HAwxs. I am trying to .aoertain whether the fact IS that
the o*y Negro members of te umon ae tbw who were added 4a a
result of the orga zig c ama nonmuni. cntractor?

Mr. O'DoNoOIWL Thatisa fact. Waxe Aontinuimg our organing
drive. We Iave A target of bot 10 cntrtos, the 10 largg zjon-

unon contractors, 4nd we are continuing our organizing et& I
believe many of the plumbers working for these contractors are
colored.

Mr. HAwxws. I asume it is necessary for a plumber to be licensed
in the District by the local government ?M. O'Do (oHUE. Not a jour peymnn. Just a ia4ter plumber.

Mr. HAwxws. Is any hceneata1rqured u ?
Mr. O'DoNoqItn. Yes, for every jo, you are required to have a

master plumber and a master plumber's license
Mr. )Cwxis. Are the nqonp oA plumb~r Icn i any way by

any licensing law in this District I
M1r. 0'Doooi . Ye, there are a great 4eag of maser plupnjV

who 4rd nonunion.'
Mr. HAwzns. I assume- t40y 'jutze~er~n t~ si ordar

tobelicensedl
Mr. O'Do0RVouu. lT 140 0;&~u toyu *nrl iu"t44

District of Columbia a.unyan pIml~rd~szt W~e to be A-
censed. Bthecontracetors are all mastr plhmbers and they 14vet
be licensed. In other words, every job ha to (aiy a aster p lumber
on it but that is gen raly the cAtmtor. He 4s th license -Itough
there are many mater p=ttn, "

Mr..LAwx4s. Is it psiblo for e to out and become a plumb
tomorrow morng without any skll n te field? What woud Id
if I wanted to become a pjumbeP,? Whrtt would I ~lve to 4o if I
wanted to work for a nonunion contractor I

Mr. O'Doopnr4. You wqU4 prqbaby go "t S :onion *op
and larn the trade.

Mr. H~ww rs. This, h"i ben m only ayiI4~ NWM b~v~
besuaWe t6 ~intohi duspr,t

M,. XA ofwzNX t t h. e tha.04,t # o4tune uoug. to .ve spwm
.quaiut.noehip with Q o . Me y0 W A t y get9

Mr. O'DosoGMMu Lo.cl '6 t*Pkes o1WeyMi
Mr. Y14W1=SN0. Pa UW yo 4aw otieia

FIQITA PUPOWISINT QPJQRITVWW
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Mr. O'Dozoonim. This apprenticeship training school gives ad-
vanced journeymen training also. • '!

Mr. ZwxS.s What about the helpers of local 115 18 1 there any
effort made to advance them into the phunbors local ?

Mr. O'Dowooxvs. I don't believe so. They have certain work
jurisdiction and that is their local union. Just as there is no effort
to advance the plumbers into the electricians.

Mr. HAwxuNs. Local helpers don't become plumbers, is that the
situation I

Mr. O'Dozoonvz. No.
Mr.' HAwnims. Certainly Mr. O'Donoghue, I again want to under-

score what the chairman has said. He said and r certainly hope that
the next time we have a representative from your union before this
committee that you at least will be able to show much more progress
than the addition of members merely by the method you have indicated
today.- I am not satisfied that is the correct method. I don't think
it is good for trade unionism either. Certainly I hope you will show
some progress. I am very impatient about the thing, I must confess.

Mr. 0'DoNoor . I might say this; Congressman. This problem
we have been actually spending the most time on here discussing is
something entirely unrelated to this problem that is raised in Mr.
Latimores statement.

Mr. RoosvEzr. It is not really, Mr. O'Donoghue, because as it was
raised by Mr. Latimore it was raised in the context that it was impos-
sible to get into Plumbers Local 5 if you were a Negro. That was the
fiat statement that he made. In'discussion with Mr.-Hawkins you have
brought out the fact that since the last hearing at which we said we
thought some means should be found to change this situation, the
actuality is that the only people that have changed the situation are
people who have come in through this side door of your taking over
some workers of a nonunion contractor in order to get him to submit
to organization. That is not a very fundamental program, it seem
to us. It is time to open up the door of your list of apprentices who
are waiting and see that the opportunity to get on those lists be opened
to a reasonably large segment of the community that seems to be now
excluded. I am willing to wait and see what ha pipens in the month
of June with the Labor Department and your local when they present
the list to you of 20 to 40 ople they will have certified to you as
competent educationally anfotherwise to find a way to get them in.
Very frankly if you just come back in and say there is not enough work
And the ratio of 5 to 1 is sufficient that it doesn't open the door, that
is going to be no answer to the majority of this committee. Mr. Bell,
do youave any questions I

Mr. Bair#. Mr. Chairman. Mr. O'Donoghue, I want to state first
of all that I, too, completely afree with the remarks made by the
chairman and Mr. Hawkins., in this is a dam that is going to
burst but we are going to have to. push it and make it move faker.
I noticed as I came i that you said something to the effect or did I
'understand correctl ,that the majority of the people that can appl
for this, amventicesl' training must have, a, hih school educ'ationi

Mr. 0'Do 1oil. Eighteen years old and a high school education.
I believe that is the only requirement. -J hey can'be beyond a certain
age.
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Mr. Bz. Is it, necessary in their training they have a high school

educationI
Mr. O'Doz0moit.. Very definitely so.
Mr. Bmz. It is very awnitely necessary
Mr. O'Doxpioap. Yes. They take a, great deal of mathematics,

blueprint reading in this apprenticeshin trainingcourse, surveying.
Mr. Rooszv=. If my olleague would yiel however tat is not a

necessary requirement of the ptumbers labiorers union, is it?
Mr. O'DowoGnuu. No.
Mr. Roosvwvr. You know of no such requirement in that area?
Mr. O'Dozoouuz. No. The apprenticeship training course has

been approved by the Department of Labor. It is a rather detailed,
complex, and complicated course and it turns out at the end of the
5-year period a very highly skilled competent craftsman.

Mr. Bmi. I have no -further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roosnww. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Donoghue. We will

certainly welcome the additional statement you said you would like
to make to the committee. 'I can assure you that following the June
conferences we will be in touch with you to take up the matter further.

Mr. O'DoNooHum. If I might make one further statement or com-
ment, Mr. Chairman. We d-o believe that the problem we have just
discussed is one problem. The problem of Mr. Latimore is a juris-
dictional dispute and we resent the fact that this racial question has
b injeen in that dispute when it just doesn't exist, tiere. This
dis .pute exists all over the country and has absolutely nothing to do with
thii question of race, color, or creed. We also want to say to this
committee we would request that this committee investigate and find
out who prepared that statement for Mr. Latimore. Whoever pre.
pared it was intimatelv familiar. with the record, this 10,000-page
record, and we are sure if an investigation is made it will be discovered
that was either prepared by the laborers international or representa-
tives or lawyers assisted -in the prparation of it.

Mr. RoosovewT. There is nothing wrong about that, Mr. O'Dono-
ghue. Anybody can assist a witness in the preparation of his state-
ment. His statement will stand on its own according to the facts.
You have told us where to look for the facts. Counsel is instructed
to look for the facts. If there is no racial question, if as you indices
there is this other union which is an affiliate of the Plumbers Union
which is open to Negroes on the laboring end of it, if the agreement
exists and is valid, then the specific complaint of Mr. rAtmore with
respect to his union is a matter which we would no longer feel we
had to pursue further. However, the basic racial problem had been
raised before this committee previously with reference to Plumbers
Local No. 5. We will proceed as you have requested to satisfy our-
selves concerning the claims you have made as against the claims Mr.
Latimore has made. If we find that you are accurate and the sit-
uation is as you have pointed out as far as your pursuing any further
our request with respect to Mr. iatimore, that would end the matter.
That does not end the, matter, however, with the basic other problem
which is raised herewith respect to looal No. 5.

Mr. O'Dowoonu. I would agree with you there, Mr. Chairman,
but our purpose in appearing here is to make clear to this committee
that these two things shouldbe segregated and separated.
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Mr. Roosiaw We don't like the word -. grepted but we will pro.ceed to separate them,.,r. 0 )ozroo , Separated, egouse me. I used the wong term r
in the wrong form. But 'tey are two separate items nd this ques-tion of *s urisdiOtional dispute hws absolUtely, nothing to do withthis problem of discrimilnadtin.

Mr..RooSemamw. Thank you, sir. The committee will now hear fo m1Mr. Linton Collins, counsel for the District of Columbia "Board ofTrade.- 
'Vkm happy to. welcome you before the committee.

OTATEMI Z OF LINTON X. OOLLXNS 31=T OPLTAN WASHINGON in
BOARD OR TRAD* d

Mr., GCoLurs. Thank you, Mr.- Chairman, I am very happy to be
Mr. Roo Az. Make yourself comfortable and proceed as you twish.
Mr. C..xnss, 'Thank you very much. .i:Mr. Chairman, and members of the General Subcommittee on Labor:I am Linton M. lins a member of the bar of the District of Colum-bif, a director and also the general counsel of the Metropolitan Wash-ingtOn Board of- Trade. The statemcit I will now make has been ap-proved by the executive committee of the board of trade and, I amauthorized bthe committee to present it to this subcommittee toda, str" Rooeifwumw'r This sounds very wel and officially prep'red.Wea p n r c i e i t . .. ...
M .CoLLINs. We appear in response to Chairman Rosevelt's invi- tatation dted fay 16, 'to testify on the problem of employment dis- cialcrin.natio within the District and the position of the board of trade SYStin relation'thereto.P It should 'be noted that our executive vice presi- r Ident in a letter on May 13, informed cOunsel to the subcommittee that awith respott J. 40&-am

We would not be able to submit anything of value to your committee, since we seWare a local oi;rgaazati0;concerned with 14etropolitan Washington, We've had a Wolicy of our board of, directors for many years against becoming'Involved In na- , Vtional ,egmluation -roa, since we look to the'Chamber of Commerce of the CorIqatt r arortantaataons to cover suc matters.
According to the Washington Post of May 8,1963o this subcoznmit- UP,tees' decision 'Ito hold a special 2-day public hearing on the problems of be Ifi'raciadcrinaton by employers in the Nation's Capital, .* * t Ccame in response 'to a request'by Representative Adam Clayton tPo~eUl, • his article referred to Mr. Powell's criticism of the board bwlg4of trade when he alleged that, "it has done nothing to help solve the verproblem of discrimination." It also contained excerpts of a state.ment by the board of trade following Mr. Powell's comments on May AP6,1968. -We believe our complete statement released on May 7, 1963, additsuldbecome a part of this record It reads as follows: of thAny statement or Implication that the Metropolitan Washington Board of Trade problcontrols or attempts to dictate i individual employers policies concerning the ei inployme t of Nqgroe Is completely erroeous, ' "relaten. b.iai4 rewgIeso that each empl yer should and does have ftH responsi- coope1ability and athority t determine his own personnel polices within te Provislons not bof applicable -stdtutes. A *e have for many years and as our member firms contrInsist, we refrain from suggesting specific hiring practices, particularly those In-volving race, creed, color, or partisan political conilderations.
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From tjipo to tIW tA9 board of trade does Adopt POlIple q94904*p W~rad
c Wni~~ Improvement 004Us. The 'a"-4SWt~to~wt ~~c ~~r
Poelscomment4 w" s~ our board of rectors on -Apr1 1, 196, when a jolit

report Of Our education a4l pubAco protee on committees Wap Adopted Whl~a in-
cluded the following:

,Wtepsshn0l4 be ltAken to orate 4L pra to Provide o bivtW! qxpAowpa~t
a aweUthe. tpchlng "An traltz) $A p ,i o oye s~~~,for yWl# oan1o

otherwise see gainful employment. 6=41it sould be given, tq scho?1 drp
outs. Teachlng and training Of employable Akll shuld'be" euplaswl
I 1TIb board 49U'44 make cmzc~rtgd o to .n L1t3 f ~rworkers Into the labor wplo o x1turticlrotherua n e4,
oll bo accomplish In a cordinaw effort by Wong"~es on ta~h

In the develovmzqgt 9f 4,00W oinp1oY*01%!V go o~N'~
Before I continue that quote, Mr. Chairznapi if I may X should

desire to hand to you asanezchibit a oonv of axledflorufrm 1
Washington Post of A.pril16, 198, in w c that peridal #a. oqpli
mented the board of trade upon its sttemen of pojyand aotimon c
that matter.

3b. 1tiWw=1s endingg). Without ob0tin and it It is your -
Sire Mr. Collins) we Will enter this into n~orda ti oi

(TPhe materia to befurnishedfollovi:)
(IEdtoria ttom the Waahlagon Post Apr. 14o 1W]3

Of all Washlngtozi's civic, leadership, tlhe bo of trads box rep E*4l demaon
stratd itself the most porsua~ve ip dealing tQo, ress. T bqa 4 t

spknspport for an expanded4 sebool buftgt dohbly Ist~ig Z
recent statement, tlhe board, opndclued-4
"that the rocomendatioe Of, theo Macarthy report are valid ani4 sound, bu
that many will go unheeded and cannot be. implemented uzlawept ~ an-
cial support ts forthcpmnt One of thegarndeIoci 1thpuU
system appears to be 0h0 lcofsciu wbro taedcW*lor;L It In
readily apparent that the public schools need an adequate budget to support 000~
acquisition. I?erhaps of greater lMpoxtance, Is theneed for adequate f~indsfor
the construction of more schools and the Acquisition of More teachers to Insure
smaller classes,, classes, for '49Owr. pUMl 4n ;j4a1 001ClASq for pupija Witb
severe be11r ~r bles."

po~s tW= only 0ippl e ar4's iii~ coatutv sugg
roVing the, young hih school graduate's Opportunities for emploUment. #no

Card nonly announce Its support of, better VTIOeZ traI4= =4 s1 f OF
consideration of matching grants by industry to, boys #10, *c~~lIsttto

Th~ e~r4 noenl . proeto !,An w)~cbh bi kh Icoo pu ima
be integrated l Ntp 1oa1utry And busjns 1fi th buslne"s a1nd iut' shorn
the c~st." * Until' the employmnt rates among youngNegroes can'be railed, itter
allt the atmosphere in; the seoc a npo~e IrMiPrOV04; Otfor, tht 14440
the Atmosphere 0f the sresTbe bqsrd. Ias pcLed, 01te I~t$bp

buge i ut mttro p64p9lroy ut0f~emst drect so0 ntrst9

everyoneP*4 w UOlvep In t*is do$~' Ocrl es h 5Ser

Appropriate means of implementing this policyare being formulated, In
addItio, board of, trade representatives. are activelY. FartlipiatiIIg ii the work

of te Uitel ltu~lngQ~gnIzation,,the Juvenile Del uquency 1'laniln' 13ar1
the omisones Mapower Ciommittee ai~d other 1rouvs concerned- iyithtie
problems Mr. Powell recited. . ' I-. , -

In, conclusion,, It'should be said that the solution or Improveipent oft the"'e ond,
roe;Ate coM~~lunity pxoblemswIll require. -te inItlative and t0 whele~

certlqn'aA4, lea0 rh6 of ahngob~ many ,n Ner " ttI V1s wedo
not, N eve that' the' kind of -leadpirshlp exhilbited by, Mr.' Powell la~st 1 4nda

,contributed to an easing of tenstobs and'ebiroction'of uhioatisfactoty, tonditiOns.
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The board of trade has always recognized each employer's right to
establish and observe his own personnel policies and considered it
inappropriate to infringe on those prerogatives. Our philosophy
with respect to board of trade responsibilities in these matters was
well and correctly stated by our then president to Mr. Julius W. Rob-
son, president of CORE, in a letter dated August 4, 1961, which con.
tained the blowingg pertinent, paragraphs -

You ask the board Of trade to cooperate with CORE in its efforts to achieve
Job equality. We have considered this very carefully and have been unable
to perceive how this can be done effectively., We have not heretofore engaged'in such activities for at least three reasons which in our opinion make the board
Inefieacious respecting them now and :in' the foreseeable future.

(1) This organization is a voluntary membership association which can beand has been a valuable business and community agency in many areas, such as
attracting new business to Metropolitan Washington, tourist promotion, taxa-tion, community facilities, local government operation and the like. Such ac-
tivities can be pursued with the approval and support of our members.

On the other hand, the widely diversified group of business and professional
people and firms comprising the board makes some activities inappropriate for
and/or unacceptable to large segments of our membership. For example, pricing
some trade practices, competitive merchandising programs, and fiscal policies andpractices Additionally, and specifically' to the point at hand, the board of
trade's assistance is not sought and would not be welcomed by member firms
concerning their internal operating policies, including personnel practices.

(2) In the board of trade, as in any voluntary association, people of widely
diverse views concerning some subjects do nevertheless cooperate fully and
beneficially in seeking objectives commonly sought by the overwhelming ma-
jority. If and when those in authority disregard this proven principle and par.
ticipate, in activities considered by many members to be inappropriate intru-
sions In their private affalts, then such members nominally withdraw fromthe group and in due course it becomes an ineffective agency for accomplishing
those objectives - In which all had and still retain a common interest."

May I add, that has been our experience.
(8) Since its organization in 1889, the board of trade has followed thepolicy of not becoming involved in racial, religious, and partisan political

activities.
In the circumstances, I am sure the committee will understand that

we have assembled no data respecting employment Practices as they
relate to r creed, nationality, or partisan political affiliation. The
only factual information we have respeqting District of Columbia em-
ployment is material compiled by the Cnsus Bureau the U.S. Em-
poment Servic w parti iarly its recent completed 'kill Su-rvey ofh ashin .on Metropolitan Area, 1962-67," dated May 2, 1968, and
similar publi documents which the committee doubtless has in its files.

We understand that most businessmen are alert, as they must be, tochanging conditions and are striving to adjust personnel practices to
the requirements of present and future market factors. This is a
laborious, time-de process i man business classification par-
ticularly those dealing with a large pred-ommiantly white clientele.

It general knowledge that competent trained Negro personnel are
scarce in many occupations and that firms which have adopted pro-gessive nondiscriminatory policies are having difficulty securing qual-
ified Negroes for many jobs. Nevertheless, it would appear that con-
siderable progress hasbeen made.

For some tune, the board of trade has been appraising community t
social developments. We are most hopeful that appropriate construc-
tive programs respecting them may be developed promptly. This, too,
is a laborious, time-consuming process for an organization which was F
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formed for-and has devoted three-quarters of a century to--business,
economic and physical development of the Nation's Capital.

It is complicate by the fact that nearly two-thirds of the popula-
tion of the city of -Washington resides in nearby Maryland and
Virginia and, that a rapidly increasing portion, of its employment is
also outside the District--which is but the central core of the entire
city. Several yegs ago we changed our name and purposes to en-
compass Metropolitan Washington. Since -then we have made im-
portant strides to metropolitanize our interests and activities. This is
relatively easy with respect to new business development, tourist pro-
motion and similar work. It is not so with respect to social matters.

The board of trade recognizes that in today's world an organization
of business and professional people must broaden its interests and ac-
tivities for community good to include matters which were considered
to be outside its purview in the past. It is seeking ways of doing this
effectively with respect to the problems under discuson today and
other community social concerns.

As examples of the board's efforts in this direction, let me cite just
a few present activities which Just a short time ago would have been
considered to be outside the area of interest of the organization.

Our executive vice president is serving as a member of the technical
committee which has been establishing the United Planning Organiza-
tion and our president recently became a trustee of this newly orga.
nized group.

A vice president of the board of trade is serving as a director of the
Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board, another newly organized
agekioy.

At a meeting of community leaders in the Attorney General's office
last week, at which the Attorney General was seeking support of busi-
ness and community leaders for this program, the president of the
board of trade assured the Attorney General that the board would
wholeheartedly cooperate in efforts to make the summer hiring project
for 16- to 18-year-olds an important project of local business estab-
lishments.

If I may interrupt a minute, Mr. Chairman, for your information
I am going to hana you a special bulletin which was forwarded, to
our members-service membeir-on May 10, 1963, before this meeting
of which I spoke last week.

I might also tell you that in following that up, the board of trade
is getting out a letter now to the major employers in this community.
I think it is going out today, urging them todo something about this
particular program in which everyone is so much concerned.

Mr. RooiE"wr. Thank you, Mr. Collins. This bulletin is already
in the record, but in order that it may follow smoothly in the record,
without objection, we will have it included immediately following your
testimony again.

Mr. CoLursS. Fine, sir.
Our executive vice president and another member are serving on

the Commissioners' Manpower' Commission which is administering
the program provided by the Manpower Development and Training
Act.

These activities clearly show that the Metropolitan Washington
Board of Trade is aware of the problem confronting our city. We

269
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as hpf* that pwgrw way_ bo 4evW!# prgnrptly whiigh wW

4y14~ followzng O w*pf tlw rSv)y~ l Wah nn
.tr.jw"p~u~ by r ce for
th #lsriot of OOiiwA .S.~~ 4 Q~iyo U; y~

The Job market for Negroes in this auea has widened greatly In recent Sears,
and skows eveary sgn of widening (rtI$r.

FrmAge 29:
AO result of t4e changes wlbc) have already Occurred and have absorbed

previously existing reservoirs of uuOsed skills among Negroes, and as a result
of changes now taking place, it seems evident that young Negroes now catering
high school or collee and plannlg to eIteg th labpjr paret iA 8 ox 4 Yqars,
Awed 1mnt teo, aUpMrOp* ;0o 4 P past ddW;IW'to$T pr#eeCas. They

-Y Rtan tor a akilei job Mfirket in 1's area or about the s ne breadth and
d pth as m y the young white stUdents.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. R. AoET. Than y914, Mr. Collins, May I s~y that the last of-

ficial yoti0 is .oe of a pi91 hope wjich vr obviouly the evidecebefore this committee 4oes u~t sub tantiat.. seen t me, theUgh
Mr. Collins, tlat there is some mcpxaistaeny in Yomi teotpony .

OU say onpage 2 "We refrJn from sustng specific hiring
practices. en you turn right around 1nd WeI us specifcally how
you are going about to suggest to your members how to. hire unler
the delinquency program. t(

Mr. C&Lixs. Mr. Chairma, I think that is reconcilable.
Mr. ROOspvLT. I am glad it is reconcilable and if you can do it

there you can find a way to do it in the other area also.Mr. CoLiaxs. As I stated, thip is a voluntary organition as any
chamber of commerce in the United States would be. Itis the one
community organization in any city. 'We could not hmtruct any
business firm beongin P to our organization that "you must do this or re
that" in connection Witl their personnel policies. -

However we are endeavoring, and I think I can say safely that the
majority o the members ?f th0 board and the leading members o ef
that orgamiaztion 4re cognizant of the situation that exists and are cc
beto think in term of doing something about it.

situation that must evolve and I am sure you can appreciate
what I mean by that. ha

.M;r. JrOF IT. Yes, sir. But if you semt out a special bulletin,headed "4Summer E mployment of 16- to 18-year-olds,"'which I think
is fine-I am praising you for it-.why can't you send out a special in
bulletin which:would be headed sometig o the line that thetime has come to break down r&ci inequalities i the Metropolitanto
Washington am, I ha

Mr.'C6ums. I think that would be a little difficult at the present
time under the existing situation, confronting our membershi , ti4 s tvolunutry, organiz~4ion. We are doing what we can without ifni tr- thfering or intruding to the private hzebms or any particular prob-o anypdat P;0. ra",atcl

lmofany particular biisineW 1km, whc bywolreet
Mr. ROOSEVLT. I didn't ask you to intrude in them. I asked you

to send out a simple bulletin. You are not intruding when you suga
guest to them that they try t0 give summer employment to 16- and 18e
year-olds. mo.
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Mr. Comns, 'We are following that up and asking them to co-
operate in this pror t.

Mr. RoonvLT. .y shouldn't you als ask them to cooprate i i
program which would try to give to qualified members or to get quali.
fled members employment in areas wfiere we know that there is under.
employment in a certain segment of the District's population I

Mr. CObums. I am certain we are coming to that and very rapidly.
Mr. Rooszvnw. Please do, that is the most encouraging thing you

said yet. You said a minute to it couldn't bo done.
Mr. Couras. We ate coming to it. We have to be careful. We are

walking on a narrow life, I know you can appreciate.
Mr. RoosvT. The line is not so narrow. I am afraid there are

too many people who are afraid of walking on edgs when the edges
are not there at all. If they get out and walk I think they would ind
the path is pretty broad and they would have a lot of good support.
It is that fear, why it is there, I don't know, unless it is the intensity
of some people who make more noise than the rest of the population.

We saw the same thing in Birmingham, Mr. Collins. We saw
exactly the same thipg happen as you describe. The voluntary boards
there was no leadership, there was no effort, until the thing reached
a boiling point. Then what happened.. Then the volunteer responsi-
ble members of the community who had never up to that time opened
their mouths until there Was real discord and a real -blowup, their they
came forward and did the job. Isn't it a much better program to try
to do it before that happens.

Mr. CoWss. I personally would agree with that. If I may make
a personal observation, too, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. RoopVrovT. I recognize you reasonably couldn't clear this With
the board but you go ahead and make it.

Mr. COu~i. I think it is encouraging in the situation to which you
referred that the btisiness leaders of that community were the ones
that finally mbved in to try to work out an answer.

Mr. k1o;"LT. But mighty latd. Actually the trouble iA it is en-
couraging that they did it at all, I have to agree, but it is very dis.
couraging that they didn't do it until the Whole thing had blow up.

Mr. CiLLkis. let us' hone that wont happen here.
Mr. Rooszvw. Let us hope it doesn't happen here. Franly we

have asked you to come before this committee so that you will imple-
ment the kind of things you have done in other areas. You h&ve de-
tailed them to us here. We hope that you wil ty to make s6me effort
in the board of trade to circulate the information that has been placed
before this committee that will be in the record aid draw the attention
to the fact that if they will exercise their responsibility now, it will not
have to happen in Washington.

But it undoubtedy wll happen unless the community exercises
the kind of leadership which caie much tob late in the case of 3ir-
mingham. I want to urge you, for instance, to recognize that part of
the reasons for H.R. 405 is that there is well established in many 'eas
discrimination not just because, of race but because of religion i
some areas.

It is Wcause we know we cannot live as Americans in a. tV
where tose things are practiced. Actually I think yqu if you
examine into it, or if your mem rs would examine into itl4 1,
monetary interest to eliminate it, too.
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If we can raise the income level of the part of the population that
now is lower than the other part of the population-the NegTo popula-
tion is not equal to the white population-if we could raise this with-
out lowering the other, then, we are,in a position where everybody
profits. Won't you agree with that?

Mr. CoLtjNs. Personally.,
Mr. ROos vF T. These are our efforts, I commend you for the sen-

timents that you have expressed, You say frequently here that you
hope that programs will ie forthcoming. It is a very nice hope. But
hoe unfortunately is not enough at thii time. We have to push them.

We have to bring them about. Just as I am sure you would agree
that if there was a serious matter here in the District that had to dowith taxation, you would not just hope that some program could be
worked out about it that would be fair. to stop business from being
driven out of the city.

You would come together with a program. You would work on apositive step. Mr. Coiins, you have a tfie organization, and you your-
self, I know, through long and intimate association, have all of the
bilitytodo this job. I think you have made the case here today for

doing it. We appreciate your coming forward to us.
Mr. CowNs. Thank ou.
Mr. RO0msVmT. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr, HAwKINus. I have a couple of brief questions, Mr. Collins. May

I commend you on a forthri ht statement, although I don't agree
with much of it. On page 2 o this statement you say that the b6ard
should make considerable efforts to encourage the assimilation of
N o workers into the labor unions a-id particularly the building

In view of the fact that you have said that the board of trade has
nothing to do with the internal operating policies of your members,
I am wondering how you can possibly reconcile that with this state- t
ment which tends to simply that you are going to make some concerted (
efforts to encourage the assimilation of Negroes into the labor move- tment.
How do you propose to do one that doesn't involve your membership

and refuse to acet the responsibility that involves your membership I
M Mr. CouiNs..1 believe my statement has stated that we are gettinginto an area which heretofore would have been considered to be out- I

side of the purview of the function of a board of trade or chamber y
of commerce. This is the first statement of policy that the board has f
made on this social problem. IT
.I have tried to bring out that the board members, many of them, are f
concious for the first time, perhaps as the chairman has said, a little
late, of what the problems. We are encouraging that' I don't believe
we could take any given firm in this town and go to them and say you
have to hire x ntuimber of people. We can encourage them to look at
this situation and do their bestlo help in some of it fo6r the community's cc
good . w1 . : .. ... .4 't w
Mr:. w . I. am not disagreeing with -lou comIetely. I feelthere is more that you could do. -But assunmig that is your PoIicy,

then perhaps you are going to live with it. I am simply look ng at
the apparent tnadiotion thatyou intend to do something about the
mebnbershp of tr4de prions, Athat :ou say you can't do with your

rth

i
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I am wondering how you reconcile those two positions.
Mr. COLLixNS. I don't know that I could answer that, Mr. Hawkins;
Mr. HAWKxIxs. To be consistent it would seem to ine that you should

encourage the assimilation of Negro workers also into the labor force
of those members that belong to the board of trade just as you have
suggested that it should be done with the trade unions. Let us leave
it at that, then.

On pag 6 you also say that we are hopeful that programs may be
developed promptly which will niake a substantial addition to the
progress aredy made. Then you refer to the very fine statement
that you concluded with. On this we certainly take no objection,
I am wondering if there is any specifications that you can give to
us that are a little bit more than a hope that you have that programs
may be developed promptly.

What do you mean by programs should be developed promptly?
What type of programs are you hoping should be developed ?

Mr. COwNs. There are several committees. The board of trade
has probably some 80 standing :committees and they are probably
very large in size, of 40 members or more on each of them. They
meet and work very conscientiously. I think there are a number of
those committees that are studying now some of, these problems to
see what programs we can go forward with.

Mr. IWKNS. Certainly, Mr. Collins, I believe inasmuch as it has
been expressed that there are certain tensions in the District which
are likely to become worse it would seem to me it would go a long way
toward preventing those tensions becoming worse if the public gen.
erally knew more about your program and some specific plan that
you would have as a bo rd of trade to do somethEng about easing
those tensions, particularly in the field of employment.

May I merey suggest that. I think it would be a real contribution
that you have the opportunity of m.akn i this District to the easing
of those tensions by making more widely known. what specific plans
that you have other than expressing what seems to be h6pes for this
development and things that are going to happen in the future.

I cetainly hope you can outdistance local 5,. which we have .Just
heard from, in makig pr It seem that both of you're mak.
ing progress very slowly. It is a little disappointing to some of us,
I assure you. -May be you ha been making more.progrep- than what
you have been wiling to tell us but I certainly hope that for the
future of the District and the things that have been expressed about
mounting tensions, that we do have more specific programs emanating
from tehboard of trade in the future.

Mr. COLLINs. I believe you will, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HMwiwws. o Thank you very much..
Mr. RoosaviT, Mr. Bell.
M Bwah Mr. CollinhI note that on page 2 you stated. that your

committee- On education and public protection adopted a resolution
which said that steps should be taken to create a program to provide
worthwhile employment as well steahing and, ri .in employ-
able s.Is or youth who Aann't otherwise secure gainful, employment

onPrilriyshould be given to dr opo uts.What steps in ths directioiospifically ha the board of taken,
Mr. Coias. Mr. 13ell, I don't believe I could personally, ans'e'

that. I do know that the education committee is making some studies
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on that now. I do know that through the agencies, of which I spoke,
in which we are participating now as a part of the board of trade Y
work-the manpower organization, United Planning Organization,
the Juvenile Delinquency Planning Board-thought and studies for 6.
finding means of giving skills to people, who need them for new work, Ir
are bem considered.

Mr. B-i. Going on a minute, I think one of the main points the H
chairman i trying to get at also, as you know as well as do, that
having jobs and trtihin. and so forth for our youth is one thing. But M
not having the jobs available other than Government for them is some-
thing else.

I Wgree with the chairman very much that we have all got to make
a much greater effort than we are making in this direction. I would
like to know how many nonwhite members ire on the board of trade.
Tell is something about the composition of the board of trade.

Mr. Coraws. The board of trade always has been predominantly
White. We have elected in the last several years quite a number of
tht 6utstandin Negro citizens of this community to its membership.

Mr. Bka. HoW many of them are there I
Mt. Cori§, I don't know the exact thumber. I am sure there are

IS or moe. I know there are several names of important colored citi-
zens in this community up for election right away. I have been so
advised.

Mr. Bma,. Are any of these nonwhites on the policymaking level 1
Mi. Cowtr*s. No, sir. I would say this. That those colored n-

tlee who tre members of the board of trade have been invited to
every function and meeting of the board of trade. Some of them have
attended. Commissioner Duncan of the District of Columbia is a me
member of the board of trade. mer

As a matter of fact, I went to a board of trade dinner today toi
honor Seinator Fulbright and I sat next to Mrs. Duncan. I

The Coiinissionet wts there, Mr. Duncan. r do know that several all
of these men come to our functions regularly, social and otherwise. an(

Mr. Bviu Mr. Collins, do you actually behlev6 that you would actu-
ally lose memberships if you were to make a statement such as the one
the chairman sug ted, that you feel thpre should be carried on fair
employment practices among all industry? t oI

Some kin 6of broad statement like that, do you think that would diT.
actually cause loo.6of memberships or problems for yon?

Mr. Courts. I think there would be some. Some people are pe-
culiar about th t , is I am sure you well recognize, Mr. Bell. I think
we are moving forward and I think w have made tremendous prog-
ress. I think the board of trade, or some of its officers feel, they Oot
can claim credit for a lot of th6 progress that has been made in the
District of Columbia through and by our quiet but elective work.

hope it 'an imd S'ea. 1hliibtin to th6 ittefitit o th brday
of dr&tort at 1t n6it M.etIh What bWtlh you ind M. Ahwkiis ia6 n

r e*h n f. whei

thit th b6iAd t&d h~s ti W Wil Old busing c)iMAtd f this
community that they must d %i, thiui Just pa s.6y M!t bYg &d torn
VWtEIi 'otI' t- gui o0 heir that e f k1io can be 9ibsttially in- total
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I think that a heater effort must be bent in this direction. Thank
you: that is all, . Chairman.
i. RoosEVELT. I know you are in a hurr. I will ask Mr. Pu-

cinski if he has a question. Mr. Collins, unfortunately, has another
appointment.

Mr. PUINSi. No Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROOSievJLT. The next witness before the committee is Mr. J.

Hillman Zahn, vice president Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
Mr. Zahn, we are happy to have you, sir, and appreciate your co-
operation with the committee.

STATEMENT OF ;. UILLMAN ZA jN, VICE PRESIDENT, TH
CHIESAEAKE & POTOMAC TEL HONE CO.

Mr. ZAHN. Thank you.
Mr. RoosEVFwT. I am sorry we could not get to you this morning.
Mr. ZAHw. That is perfectly all right.
Mr. ROOSrVELT. I propose thlat you proceed in the manner most con-

venient to you.
Mr. ZAUN Mr. Chairman, and members of the general Subcom-

mittee on Labor. In my position as vice president I am responsible
for all operations of the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. My
company is glad to be of any assistance that it can to your committee
in its investigation of employment practices within the Washington
community.

The committee requested that we have a representative at this
hearing because of our experience in the District of Columbia. In
my remarks today I will report regarding my company's employ-
ment policy, the progTess we have made in employing persons of
minority groups--particularly Negroes-and our experience in im-
plementing our integrated employment policy..

It is the policy of the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co., that
all applicants for employment and all employees are recruited, hired,
and assigned on the basis of merit without discrimination because
of race, creed, 9olor, or national origin. The employment policies and
practices of the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co., are such as
to insure that all of its employees are treated equally and that no
distinctions are made in compensation, opportunities for advance-
ment, including upgrading, promotion, and transfer because of the
employee's color, religious belief, or national origin.

The preceding paragraph is a direct quotation from the "Plan for
Progress" which the company voluntarily signed in mid-1962 in
cooperation with the President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity. In taking this action, the company reaffirmed its non-
discriminatory employment policy established some years ago.

We have been actively recruiting employees in a nondiscriminatory
way and we have made evident to the community that we were really
not concerned with an applicant's color.' The result has been that
where we had 506 nonwhite employees at the time of our June 30, 1962,
report to the President's Committee on Equal Employment Oppor-tunity, we today have over 650. This is 10 percent of our present
total employment. This percentage has increased from 7.8 percent
on June 00 of last year.
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My company ordinarily recruits the bulk of its employees from
the local high school graduating classes. Young girls start out as
operators or clerks. Some young women with more experience or
perhaps a college education are employed as service representatives-
our top vocational job for women.

Young men come into the business as office assistants, motor mes-
sengers, coin collectors, or perhaps as framemen working in our central
offices or as cable splicers helpers. There is considerable turnover
among the young women-they leave in order to get married.

And, I iIght add, raise families. The young men generally stay
with the company and make the telephone business their career. Pro-
motions to more responsible jobs within the work force including
management jobs are the rule as employees gain experience and in-
creased skills.

We have a tradition of promotion from the ranks on the basis
of demonstrated ability which we think makes employment wtih
the company attractive and makes effective use of people's abilities.• I believe that today we are getting better qualified nonwhite appli-
cants than we were getting in the past. I think it is because such
employees, or potential employees, have learned that they can progress
in accordance with their capabilities and they get satisfaction from
this knowledge.

That is the kind of atmosphere we think is conducive to healthy
employee morale and to operating efficiency in the company.

No significant public resistance has been experienced in implement-
ing the company merit employment policy. Some years ago there
were several minor incidents which were readily closed when the
policy, its basis, and background were explained to the individual
customers involved.

Except for a few minor incidents, which are now history, there
has been no employee resistance to the work force integration underthe company's merit employment policy.

All of this leads me to the conclusion that offering equal opportuni-
ties for employment to all members of our community is good busi-
ness for my company as well as helping in the solution of a serious i
community problem. c

Mr. Rooswroz. Mr. Zahn, may I very frankly commend you for
what I consider to be an excellent statement. Your company was ir
cited this morning by the representatives of the Urban League as
one of the companies that had made a sincere and honest effort to k
progress along the lines which you have outlined. o

I don't know whether you want to' comment on this. But if this
is true for a company of the size, of the type of employment which
is available in the telephone company can you honestly say that this hr
is not possible for almost any kind of occupation that you can
think of? . ,Mr. ZAUN. I can say that I have recommended our policy to any- ar
one or to many other employers that I have discussed .is with. re;

Mr. ROxOvisvr. Again I think you have highlighted on page 2
your increase from 7.8 to 10 percent. I know that, shows progress in is
the right direction and I know you Will continue to work in this an
area, particularly because in this area the situation may be a little
more difficult than you may find it in other areas-: sta
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I can only voice the hope that your statement can somehow-Mr.
Collins has lef t-I am going to see that he gets a copy of your state-
nient, and if we can get the same philosophy adopted by the other
business people of this community I think we are going to make some
real headway.

I recognize and I want to emphasize that hand in hand with this-
and I would like your comment on this-must go a continual effort
in certain other areas. This perhaps is the core because once you
have established this, as you say very eloquently, when the community
understands that there is this opportunity in your company, you get
better qualified personnel.

Mr. ZHN. That is ri ht.
Mr. RoosEVIET. Similarly the lesson to be learned is that we can-

not fall back on the fact that people just don't seem to be qualified.
We have to make sure that the opportunity to be qualified is there
and that once qualified then they know they can make use of those
qualifications. The two things seem to me to go almost hand in hand.
Is that not correct ?

Mr. ZAHN. They most certainly do. It is amazig, as a larger em-
ployer-we are employing a large number of people--even though we
advertise the fact that we want applicants, we stl run into the situ-
ation where people apparently don't know we are hiring.

We have advertised relarly for employees, and we are now enter-
ing our busiest season. "INg th months of une, July, and August
we will probably take on 60 to75 percent of all the people we will hire
for the year.

Mr. RoosErELT. Are you getting cooperation from the unions that
you work withI

Mr. ZAHN. Yes. Our union is in complete accord with our employ-
ment policy.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Are these the Communication Workers?
Mr. ZAHN. The Communication Workers of America.
Mr. RoosEvLT. Mr. Pucinskd.
Mr. PuciN~sxr. Mr. Zahn, I want to congratulate you on your testi-

mony and I want to congratulate you for bringing along my former
colleague, Jim Mundez, the greatest utility expert prod-uced in Chi-
cago. You are fortunate in having him. Jim was a newspaperman
in Chicago and he was the best utility expert in the field and I presume
that is why A.T. & T. hired him because he was doing a great ob on
keeping the people of Chicago informed on the intricacies of utility
operations.

I was very much impressed with the statement you made on page 8
where you say no significant public resistance has been experience in
implementing the company's merit em ployment policy. If you can
make a statement like that here in Washington, D.C., where we know
that there is a rather serious cleavage between certain elements of
another community, then this represents a great deal of hope for the
rest of the country.

I wonder if you can elaborate on that statement because to me this
is a very significant disclosure. So frequently we hear employers-
and I believe Mr. Collins alluded to that in his testimony when he was
asked if he would lose members if they integrated the board, if I under-
stand the question correctly, and his reply was, "Yes, we would have
some loss of membership."
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I don't think the board of trade is much different when you reduceit to the lowest denominator than the Chesapeake & Potomac Tele-phone Co., Thy all deal with People.
Mr. ZAIN. That is right.Mr. Puciqsi. I am impressed by the fact that you say thathave found no significant public resistance. This to me some atrefutes the fears expressed by Mr. Collins and many other employersaround the country, who have said they can't hire minority groups)ecause it might have some adverse impact on their business.Perhaps I should ask you,' How do you arrive at this particular

conclusionI
Mr. ZAHN. I arrive at that conclusion based on the fact that wejust have not had trouble other than a few minor incidents some timeago.
I think the reaction of the public is the same exactly as 4 managerof a business. When you are managing a business you want the mostcompetent employees to give you tle most efficient operation. Theother factors of their race, religion, or color are immaterial. Whena competent telephone employee han the service for a customer,

the customer is app reci t v. 4
Theseotherifaa0rs a un unimportant. Many commendations thatwe'get from customers, the customer may not know in the case of anoperator what religion, race, or color the operator is. But they don'tsibte1to commend them forperforming god service.9 1r. PucxSwi. Are we talking about people who come into physicalcontact with your subscribers, people who work i the public serviceo ces or people who operate through the wires of the telephone.t. Zr, zn. I am referring to th se cases where our employees comein contact with the customer. Obviously on % switclboarg you aretalking to an operator and there is no way of knowing at all what colorthe person is. But in our public office on 13th Street where the forceis integrated completely under thp leadership of a Negro manager wehave had absolutely no comment.* Mr. PuciNsI. Iprumne, Mr. Zahm, that you hptve a training pro-grm for' all ofyour einplbyees* regardless of race, color, or creedbefore te assue the i.1 Of P contact Wi ou customerdon't on y :. rvi.. 0 Icc t. yur mers,'*Mr. ZZnW. y.s. We have a training prograni. Upon entering thebusiness youhave to be trained inyour ol anT then do it.

Mr. 4orirsrx. A fi0 ret in assuming, that any. person, regard- tless of hs race, color oi6eedt 'given the proper training, as you do toal of your empoye can proaup the kind of reactin from the custo-mer'that you' sa] you have here where'there is no significant publicresistan ce, . .. .. - • ,
In, other words, wrat i am ti to find put, if those who claim thaty caire people of a certain race or relgous background orethnic background' i they would give those people the same or equaltrainingas they give aUtheir other employees, they probably would talso encounter n9 sigficant resistance when you have the final test,the contact with the cu mer.Wopld that be a fair assumpton o .n the basis of your experience?Mr. 4Uz. J 0 ld' say coxpetence on the pat of the person per-foring the task or providing the service overcomes these other pos-sible objections. 

h
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Mr. PtcaOsIm. My final question then is your Negro employees
have found no particular difficulty in absorbing the training that you
give all your employees before you put them into these service jobs
where they come in contact with your subscribers, is that correct f

Mr. ZAHN. Absolutely not. Those that have the aptitudes and so
t forth have absorbed the training and have done just as well as any

other employees.
Mr. POciNaKr. Then Mr. ZaI can only draw one conclusion.

When we hear testimony that there is some sort of inferior ability or
capability or intellectual capacity among the Negroes, I have to again
draw the conclusion that this is a my th e

3 'You demonstrate in your company that giving these people an equal
opp ortunity of tritining and al the other factors being considered,
gvihg them equal treatment, that they can assume a responsible posi-
tion in your company and deal with loth Negro and white customers
in this particular atmosphere here in Washington and produce no
significant public resistance..

Am I correct in that assumption?
Mr. ZAHN. That is right. We have found in our quest for em-

ployees-and we do actively recruit employees--that ability and talent
are randomly scattered.

Mr. PucxNs kr. Your testimoy is very helpful and I would like to
congratulate you for it. Thank you.

Wr. RoosEVLIT. Mr. Bell.
Mr. BEU.. Mr. Zahn, I would like to congratulate you, too, for a

very excellent statement and for the position you have taken and
your company has taken on this matter.

I wanted to ask you, I assume from your statement also that the
promotional system has worked well for Negrfs in your organization
as well as for al others.

Mr. ZAHN. We think that one of the reasons-and I refer to my
statement-we are getting a higher number of qualified Negroes than
we did some time ago. , I thiik one of the reasons is that we have dem-
onstrated that you can get ahead in the telephone business, and we
hire our employees, usually ag I metiiohed, the young hgh school
graduates, with the thought thitt they Will hIot only do the job they
are hired into, but they will have the potential to go beyond flat and
move dh- iti the business

M. Bza. Is yodr compaity or any of your associates members 6f
the board of trade?

Mr. ZAHN. Yes.
Mr. Bft. Ha*e you taken any position in the board Ot trade on the

mitto that Wajust disused by the previous witness?
I&f.- ZAiV. The boa.d of trade is fully aware of the position and

our oenploytint atuatiort and te 1alt that we tre aim equai oppor-
tunity 6r, intpted iftployeit.

Mi, BftL. Inyour opinion are there many others in the board of
trade that are like this f

Mr. AgrN. Yes; I think there a re. I am sure there are.
Mr, Bztt. ArA they itiakitg their voices felt In this issue!
Mr. Zkbt. I believe 9o.
Mr. Th6. And yoQ Ay you are?
Mo. ZAM. Jertithhl. We hith0e made public ttement ot it and

have never, hiddeni thi. 'Ad I sy we recommend it to any employer.
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Mr. BmL. Do you think there is anything that can be done in the
board of trade toward moving ahead in this area as to changing their
outlook on things, as indicated by Mr. Collins I -

Mr. zZaw. ,Mr. Collins indicated that he thought so. I am in com-
plete agreement with him on that.

Mr. Bm. You 'think, more could be done f
Mr. ZzAn. I think it becomes an economic matter. I have indicated

that it is rod' business as far as we are concerned. We want em-
ployees. a want competent ones. I am really notraid by my corn-pany to be proud or happy about any situation. I am paid to be
critical of it. . , ,  P . r -1..,

I am critical of it. I am critical of our level of earnings, I am
critical of our service I am critical of our employment practice. So
my job and the job 61 any organization with vitality is to try to get
better. This is our objective as a company.

Mr. BELL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROOsEVELT. Mr. Zahn, I thank you very much. We are very

grateful to you. We congratulate you, and we hope your influence
will be widespread in the rest of the community.

Mr. ZAHN. Thankyou, ir.
Mr. ROosEmvE. The committee will now here from Mr. Joseph

Beavers, representing the Negro American Labor Council. Is Mr.
Beavers present ? If not, we will ask Mr. R. W. McAlwee, business
agent, iocal 26, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, to
please come forward.

We are very happy to have you. We appreciate your cooperation
with the committee and I'suggest that you proceed as you may wish.

0TATE,12 O L W. ]CALWE USESS AGZIfT, LOCAL 26,
INTE NATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF WORKERS

Mr. 96MM'w.. Thank YOU, Mr. Chairman. All provisions of this
bill H.R. 405, pertainingto an individual's right to be employed or
have the right' to hire withoutdiscrimination in any manner as de-
scried withn the bil is wonderful legislative thinking regarding c
human relations forall citizens of our country. I

The labor or anizationswho inadvertently have been discriminating
against not only those in the minority groups, but also majorities,
have publicly declared a nondiscrimination policy and are quietly
without grand fainfare trying out programs to help. wipe out racial
and religious prejudices.

SThe fill impact of certain vicious antiunion legislation enacted byCongress to oppress the collect!ve-bargaining rights of.organized
labor, and the unfriendly titude byiaome factions in management has
once .aai rade labor wake UP to vality, that the. socalled wall of
security built i1i the days of labor exploitation is badly in need of
repair., This means reorganizingthe, unorganized without regard to
any preferences whatsoever.'

Thnis unfort.nately means,.that the unqualified prson will neces-
sarily be i~ser~iiate againt. $or a-while. This bill does not stress
too strongly that a person is expected to be qualified for the.job heseeks, particularly this must be true,ina building trades situation.

Many unions, and my. own particular local, have made plans which t(
are wgrlng: today, to tr and retrain workmean to bring, their w



B qualifications up to benefit the worker, the employer, the customer,
and on the Federal work, the taxpayer. All of this being done with-
out any discrimination to anyone.

The bill does pertain to the age of apprentices and speaking for my
own trade, as an electrician, it is my opinion that we necessarily have
an age limit for our apprentices in the construction group. The trade
is very hazardous and in order to acquire habits of safety, a man must
be young and mentally and physically coordinated and an active, alert
person.

Our international union has a full-time safety director and the
IBEW stresses safety to its entire membership continually.

In regards to the Commission as prescribed in H.R. 405, if it could
operate without becoming an "inquisition" court or a competitor of
other civil rights committees, the communities of this country would
benefit greatly.

Certainly many atrocities of flouting Davis-Bacon, Walsh-Healy,
the Wagner Act, Taft-Hartley, and Landrum-Griflin would be bared.
The taxpayer's money being wasted today on Federal projects in
this city y having fly-by-night contractors or unqualified contractors
on jobs that total to millions of dollars is disgusting.

These contractors refuse to bargain with unions and therefore, keep
many people oppressed. Our union membership is based on demand
and supply not per capita tax.

Labor unions cannot organize the minorities, the unorganized, or
anyone, without relief by Congress in other legislation.

To legislate employment is a toughjob. Gintlemen, that statement
of mine was very brief because I did anticipate some discussion. I
was informed in the letter that 15 minutes would be allowed.

Mr. RoosrvmT. Thank you.. For the record, could you repeat how
long you have been with local No. 26 and in what capacity ?

Mr. McALwE. I have been business manager of local 26 for 4
years.,

Mr. ROOSEvELT. What is the total membership of local 26?
Mr., McALwm. We have approximately a little over 1,000 members,

of which 800 are in construction and the rest are divided up betweenmotor repairmen, signworkers and maintenance people.
Mr. ROsEVET. How many Negroes are there in the local I
Mr. 'MALwzP. At the present time we have two.,
Mr. Roosmxrmr. Two members V
Mr. MoALwm. Two. Theyar appr notices.
Mr. R osiVcu . They are apprentces.
Mr. MoALwa. They are members, they are apprentice.Mr. RooszvzcT. You mentined that you are working on programs

to remedy the situation. Can you describe what those remedies

Mr. McAmwr. Atthe prese n time we are seeking in relation quali-
fied Negroes for apprentceships. Last year we had 10 boys withtheir qualifications equboythtthe ast. hite applied .applied in

,Eight of them chose'to go to college. Whether they ended up in
college we honestly have not checked this year because at this time
we have a lot of people, wo will say, interested in what we are trying
to do. This has got to be with us a gradual integration. , Right now
we are seeking qualified Negro applicants for apprenticeship.
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Mr. ROosiVELT. Are you cooperating with the new program that
has been set up here in the District to secure a list of people to present
to youfor your apprenticeship programI

Bft. Mo ' w . e are.
Mr. RoOarSVELT. Is your thought that you will take some people

ffom that program and implement them into youi apprenticeship
train program?

Mr. MoAx VFm. From those suggestions and other areas too. Other
people that are interested in getting the Negroes in our iocal because
honegtly *e are a little bit selfish in the fact that we want the Negro
working in this town for our union. Since the AFL-CIO in conjunc-
tion with -our own international and our own local union is starting a
tf~mendous organizational drive to organize the uniorganized.

So that means in this town with the maintenance, house wire and
commercial wiring done in the predominantly Negro sections we want
that work and we want it for our members which will be at that time-
we don't know how many now-there will be a sufficient number of
Negro union electricians and apprenticeships and possibly contractors
because one of these boys has already told us that he wants to be a
contractor when he becomes qualified.Mr. Roosmm=. Specifically, what groups are you working with
6, do this I

Mr. MoALwm. We are working with the President's Committee on
Equal Opportunity. We are working with it through the public
schools. -We have a gentleman that is associated with the s0hoois,
who i seeking out the qualified boye for us.

Aft. Roosvinur. Is he an official of the school board?
Mr. MoA.L*m No. We never have been approached by the school

bbifd or Ahy official of the Board of Education to do this. In fact,
we have never been approached by the USES or any other Govern- e
meant oisam'zatioii except the President's Committee.

Mr. &. Nobody representing the District government hat
fver been to you I

Mr. MoAivmE. Severl people weike Wht up, I thin, at one time
by USES. One *as a boy that had eyeglasses so thick that h6 had t
to bend down like this to I out hig application. Another wa seit
as an applicAiit for apprenticeship and he was age 29. We have a a
definite age limit of 24 approved bY the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training of the Department of Litbor.

You see what happened *is thig. Necauab before the national
election we were really made a political football. It ha scared Per-
tain people off# pAitularly in the Diltrict of Columbia, the USES
office, *W06cisier §6me people in that office ve6r antiuxun,

Uiif iuitiejl, it has ared 6 lot 6f people oit. I can't say that
we have advertised in the paper. We have approached Negro *our-
n en electricians to join local t. They refused.

We have had theih working here, and we ha*e had them workinghere before this iue g to bi quite a national thin.
Mr. Roomur. When they refused, on what grounds did they

refuse f V t
Mr. MOALwxL Th* refined because they were happy with their b

present employer bedase he gave them 2 weeks' vacation and a fifth
of whisky for Chximaa.,
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Mr. Roosww. Wait a minute, that is not a reason for joining a
union.

Mr. MoALww. I said they were happy because of that reason.
Mr. Roosmmwr. They wanted to stay nonunion I
Mr. MOALwi= That is right.
Mr. RoosEVrJrT. Mr. Daly, who, as you know, is the Deputy Direc-

tor of USES informed this committee that in the case of Mi. Rufus
H. Parker o? 1211 Evan Street of Northwest, who mi a. graduate of
Phelps Vocational School, had 3 years of electrical training there. Is
this the one that you referred to who couldn't see?

Mr. MoALwm I don't know Mr. Roosevelt.
Mr. ROOSEV1LT. He tells us that he took Mr. Parker directly to an

employer, the Walter Trueland Co., electrical contractors, then work-
ing on the Capital Park Apartments in Southwest Washington. That
was on June 9, 1958.

The contractor interviewed Mr. Parker, said he felt Mr. Parker was
well qualified for apprenticeship training but the contractor did not
induct trainees.

Mr. Parker would have to go directly to the union local at 1745 K
Street. Mr. Daly took Mr. Parker from the contractor's office and
went directly to the IBEW office. He introduced him to Mr. Palmer,
director of the committee.

Mr. Palmer gave Mr. Parker an application form to fill out which
Mr. Parker did and left the form with Mr. Palmer. From that date,
Mr. Parker has never heard from the union any further.

Mr. Parker is currently working at the Government Printing Office
as a laborer.

Mr. McALwFm. That could quite possibly be true at that time in
1958. What Mr. Daly probably doesn't know, or no one knows be.
cause we have never been asked before, but a Negro journeyman
electrician did work oni that particular job , j $ t

Why Mr. Parker was never notified or never heard anything from
the apprenticeship program at that time, I do not know because I
was not in office myself. But I imag'ne what happened is that Mr.
Parker's name was placed in line With thp hundreds of other boys
that apply for apprenticeship to our particular local.

Mr.Powells committee sent representatives about a year and a half
ago to our apprenticeship committee and examining: board and met
with them and saw the enormous multiplicity of applications we
have for electricians 'n this town, because we have been cited by the
Labor Department o- having a good apprenticeship program.

Hundreds of -boys apply yearly. Mr. Parker may have been in
line and his qualifications may not have met the ones that were chosen
at that time.

Unfortunately, we do not have the training facilities nor do we have
the jobs that we can put on hundreds of boys each year. We do not
try to hide the fact that in the past-we have had one of those grand-
daddy clauses in the union-that it has been a grandfather, father-son,
orpressure group.

Don't see any of the names around here now, but even from Capi-
tol Hill, Senators and Congressmen callin u, not for their sons
but some that works for them or some~ioy that they know or
one of their constituents has moved into town and the son wants to
be an electrical apprentice.
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Why 'do they want to f It pays the top wage. It is a trade that
a man can learn and go anywhere in the country and earn a living.
No. 8, he would have the union security which has many benefits. In
years past, in the, history of the local, we did all the electrical work
in Washington from house wiring on up through the top govern-
mental job. which were few and far between in, those days.

Why do ,unions discriminate against anybodyI Surely we have
discrinated against Negroes, any race, color, or creed. You name
it, we have. There has ien a certain majority. Why? Because in
this town, in the days of the depression, the construction trades were
the only ones that saw depression.

The Federal workers were here, the white-collar workers were here,
they didn't have the word "blue collar" then, they had jobs. The
construction trades suffered.

Our people were out of work. Now comes the greatest boom to the
labor oigaiz ations, the advent of your public works program. We
had a man in the White House that was friendly toward unions and
labor.

Things picked up. In this area, Boiling Field became a big place.
Fort Myer was rejuvenated. Quantico was rejuvenated; Fort Bel-
voir; the Pentagon was eventually built.

This created a tremendous labor force for us. But what happened?
Our boys still remembered that they had to go out and do anything
but electrical work, or the other unions will say whatever their trade
may be, to make a living.

They would not scab. This is one of the hardest nuts to crack with
an old union member, I am not going to be forced to quit my job and
security. Keep them all out, unless he is a qualified man.

It is simply a matter of economics. It is not a matter of this man is
s Negro is he Jewish, Italian, Polish, or anything like that. It is
simply that the people in the unions feel, and wrongly we admit now,
thatthismannomatterwhoheisisgoing toget mylob.

That is a feeling which is hard to overcome.
Mr. Roosxvmw. Mr. McAlwee, that is as frank a statement as I have

heard before this committee.
Mr. McALwr. That is it. It has to be frank, because it is the truth.

One thing which I would like to, if I may, expound on for a brief
moment, and I know you have a lot of questions.

Some people in this town are under the false impression that local
unions, ad',especia ly Local Union 28 go around and scream and
holler, "Racial discrimination." We don't ' We don't have time for
it and we never did.

I was born and raised in this town right here at Third and A Streets
Northeast, practically on Capitol Hill. At that time it was not like
it is today. I lived at Sixth and B Northeast, and I spent my life,
or the majority of it, in Northeast and Southeast Washington, where
it was always integrted,
. I have lived around Negroes all my life and so have all the people

that lived in Northeast and Southeast Washington. Not in Chevy
Chase or Bethesda, which were then country towns, or Silver Spring
or the Northwest section of Washingto.e.ir

We have compassion for these people, believe me. But it does gall
me, as a person and a citizen of this community, to have people come
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t in here and tell us that, if we don't do this or we don't do that, there
is going to be a racial riot.

We never had them as kids. We never had them as adults. We
worked with more Negroes in this town than any other metropolitan
area, including New York City. There are no racial problems here.
We get along with them. They get along with us.

It is very disturbing to have strangers from other parts of the coun-
try to come in here and tell us we are going to have a race riot here
such as Birmingham, or other places like that, where people will not
go along with the times or progress.

We can't stand in the way of progress. Our discrimination has
been economically and not racially.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. It ends up that way, though. The end effect is
racial. It may have been started for economic reasons, but the basic
result is racial discrimination.

Mr. MCALiwi. That is very true. This we will overcnme. We
have full-time organizers now, who are seeking out the house wiring
people, the small commercial contractors, who are in this town, some
N/e foes. .... __

ur territory covers seven counties in Virginia and five in lMary-
land, too, not iust the District of Columbia. There is Federal work
in all areas. We furnish the men for those jobs.

We cannot survive ourselves and organize! Negroes or anyone when
we are refuted daily in our efforts to get jobs for our people that we
have working now.

Because contractors are allowed to come in here from other parts
of the country, bring their own people with them, taking the working
dollar out of this area and go back where they came from or stay
here and continue to bring the construction industry down, as far as
the money spent on construction is concerned.

The clients, the customer, of which the U.S. Federal Government
is one right now, in a lot of places is not getting his money's worth
on building construction.

Mr. ROOsEvELT. That is another statement of this problem, perhaps,
but certainly not one that this subcommittee is looking into at the
moment.

Mr. McALwin. It enters into the broad picture.
Mr. RoosEvF.rT. Yes.
Mr. McALwn. Another point I would like to make, Mr. Roosevelt,

today at our referral hall, 50 electricians applied for work and it
has been that way since the winter. At the time the 1 Negro was put
on during the heat of the political battle, there were 80 men that
applied for work that day at the hall. I

Mr. RoosExvT. How many qualified electrical workers are there,
in your opinion, in the District I Are most of them nonunion? Do
they have to have any license ?

Mr. McALwEE. Yes, you do. There are various licenses that have
to be obtained for work in the District, but not on Federal work.

Mr. RoosEVELT. How many of these licenses are held by Negro
workers?

Mr. McALvwEE. That I wouldn't know. I would have to get that
information from the electrical board. Not too many.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Not too many?
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Mr. McALwzz. No. I assume this.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Suppose one of these applied for membership in

your union would you accept him f
Mr. MoiA LWm. Several years ago, as this committee through its

investigation knows, three Negroes applied for membership in local
union 26 at the same time one white person applied. They were given
examinations which under our bylaws requires that a man serve a 6-
month probationary period and then take an examination.

He must have the licenses that are required on our jurisdiction. At
that time, it was three, Arlington County, Alexandria, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. They had the licenses. They took our examina-tion which is typical or identical to the examination that the appren-
tice takes when he comes out of his time.

The Negroes failed miserably, the white boy just got by. The
Powell committee has seen the examination papers and have told us
that it was a fair examination.

It wasn't an examination to keep anybody out or let anybody in.
That is open for anyone to take a look at.

Mr. ROvOsrvET. Did the have the necessary licenses?
Mr. MoAxw=. They did. In regard to licenses, the licenses are

given on the basis of the National or the District of Columbia code.
This is a book, a set of rules and regulations that an electrician must
know in order to install a job for safety features.

If you took enough time you coula memorize the book. Someone
says how many No. 14 wires are allowed in an 8-B box, you could
answer him because you know the question.

Mr. Ro0osPVUT. It would be pretty good t memorize the whole book.
Mr. MoALw. You would. That was just a figure of speech be-

cause it is practically impossible to do that.
Mr. RooSmELT. That iismy point. "
Mr. McALwn. You could memorize enough to pass a test given by

the electrical boards because it is only given on code. Where they did
fail was in the technical and the theory and the practical questions on
the examination.

Mr. RoostEvT. I will be very interested Mr. McAlwee, to see what
the results of your cooperation with the President's Committee and c
working on the apprenticeship level will be. I think it obviously must
become somewhat disturbing that when there are certain qualifications t
to become qualified as an electrical worker and get certain licenses,
then when four people, three of whom are Negro and one white, apply
and hold those licenses all three Negroes fairand the white man suc-
ceeds, it would probably on the surface be some presumption that the
test was of the kind of a test which would eliminate otherwise quali-
fled men as accepted by the legal'authorities.

Mr. MCALWU. I am tring to remember back now because this is a
very important point. The toy that passed did not pass with flying
colors. He passed with a 70, which is passing. le was a nonunion
electrician and had been working in the field as a construction electricalworker;.

The other ones did not have the practical experience on heavy con-struction work to 'pass the examination. One was an electrical esti-
mator with an electrical engineering degree from Howard University.

ti
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But this man had not worked at the trade. He did not know the
trade. He knew the book but he didn't know the trade as a worker.

Mr. ROOssvELT. He still couldn't gain entrance into your union so
that he could get that experience?

Mr. Mu-AL*W. No, sir; because, as I told you, if he had passed, he
would have been a member today.

Mr. Roosvww. He would have what ?
Mr. MoALWF . He would have been a member of local union 26

today.
M. Roos~vwr. He probably would be working today, too?
Mr. MoALwsz. Probably. Iai ne he is still working.
Mr. RoosBpvr. I can't understand it. Here is a guy you admit

has all the educational qualifications and probably better than most
of the members of the union and yet he an't get into your union I

Mr. MoALwzig He can't get into the union, not because he is an
electrical engineer. We are not hiring engineers. We are hiring elee-
tricians. The contractor wants to pay that man $4 an hour ot for
what he knows up here in relation to knowing it only, he wants him
to install the electrical work, which a lot of people forget.

The man gets paid for not only what he knows but also for what he
can do.

Mr. RoospvvT. But he can't do it unless he knows it ?
Mr. McAtwim. Would you say it was fair for the contractor to pay

this man $41 an hour to teach him the trade? This is what we have
finally arrived at. It we have people in our local union, we are going
to train them to be electricians. These two we have are being traid
to be electricians. They will be electricians. And many more behind
them will be electricians because they will have the training. They
can go to a contractor and say "1[ am a trained electrician, the sca~e
is this, so I deserve it because I know the trade." Not because I am
white or Negro or a Chinaman or Indian. We took quite a beating
on that because we do have Chinamen and Indians in our local and we
didn't have any Negroes.

Mr. RoosxIT. This is the disturbing thing. When you are in a
community with this kind of population it is Wncredible.

Mr. M6ALwzE We know that having two is what some people call
tokenism. We know it. We realize it.

Mr. RoosevFuT. You admit it ?
Mr. MoALwvm. That is right. But we didn't do it for tokenism.

We did it to integrate in a way that no prejudice feeling would be
held against any Negro. Because if you can show them if trained
properly they can do the work, it lets down a lot of barriers.

As I say, the biggest one is economically, not because a man is a
Negro. B causa on all construction jobs in Washington, there are
more Negroes on the work than white people.

Mr. ROSvT. Let me ask you a question. If in this June grad-
uating class, the President's Committee comes up with 30 eple of
whom 20 are Negroes and brings them to you and says that these
people are intelligent, bright people, we would like to see you give
them an opportunity to become electricians, what are you going to do
about it I

Mr. MoALwm. A certain percentage will probably become appren-
tice electricians if they so desire
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Mr. RoOsEvnT. Have you any idea what percentage
Mr. MoALwu .Nopn
Mr. Roosilmmm. How are you going to decide what percentage?
Mr. MoAAvw . Strictly on thel'ir qualifications in comparison with

other people that have applied. This we are doing, remember, we will
be discriminating,

We will be disriminating against the boys that have been on this list
for years. We did it last year, we will do it again.

Mr. ROOSBVMT. Some y aid this morning that what you are
doing, and I think properly, is saying that we have had an imbalance.
We will try to rectify the imbalance because in essence some of these
people got on the list who might not be on the list if we had not in the
past kept certain people more or less out.

Mr. MoAuWmi. THa could be possibly true. That is a good way to
look at it. As I sy, we don't expect a boy that wants an electrician's
job jut to be an electrician, to be pushed ahed of people that beat him
on qualifications. -It has become that tight in our own membership.
My job, gentlemen, is like yours. i am elected. Have you ever had
your irate constituents call you up in the middle of the night, jump on
you because you didn't vote this way or that way?

Many times you have. "McAlwee, why didn't my son become an
apprentice this year?" Why, because he didn't pass his marks aca-
demicHyin school and he was absent 40 days out of the semester.

We can't start a boy that has not proved himself. I got a big kick
out of Mr. Zahn's statement because years ago when I got out of high
school, I app4ed for a job at the C. & P. Telephone Co.

One of. my best friends whose father was a supervisor at the C. & P.
Telephone applied. Guess who got the job.

Mr. Rooszv=T. I wouldn't doubt that years ago, I hope. Let me
Ut say that I think you are realistic. tou have told us your prob-

- You have told us the pressure on you.
At the same time, I think you recognize that probably somewhere

along the line, we are going to have to take that list and say we are
going to start again from scratch.

We will let everybody apply, white, nonwhite, whatever it may be.
We will let. everybody come out on a merit basis with a brandnew list.

Mr. MoAxw. What we do hope i that our organizing program
will be successful, that it will encompass many Negro journeymen in
their own particular classifications, such as house wiring, sign workers,
and people like that.

Mr. Roosnzu. You are doing a very dangerous thing. You say in
their own particular classifications?

Mr. McAiWiL . Yes.
Mr. Roosmvr. What you are saying where there are Negroes now

employed and primarily only Negroes we will try to see there are more
Negroes that can come into the union and this will show that we are
not anti-Negro.

Mr. MoAiwmm. Not for that reason.
Mr.' Roosmmm That is the effect of it.' What we are talking about

is getting the opportunity based on merit for everybody straight
across the board. Frankly, Mr. McAlwee, I don't think you are going
to convince iiS that you'a're doing the job and I don't think you are
allowed to do this job.
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There will be legislation that will prevent you from doing this job
unless you devise a system that wipes out the whole business and sets
it off on the basis of merit. So, if there are 40 Negro children coming

/ out of high school, qualified, they come down and apply, and there
are 40 white children that do the same thing, that they will be given
the opportuity and the best 40 are going to win.

Mr. McALwEE. Somewhere in the testimony of one of the gentle-
ment this morning-I forget right now who it was--there was the
thought of improving the vocational schools in this town.

Gentlemen, it is one of the most vital things that could be done.
They are still operating in the twenties.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. That I thoroughly agree with. But I equally say
to you that is no good if after you get them out they have no oppor-
tunty. ,

Mr. MCALIWVE. Why would we take a boy that would come out of
one of the vocational schools against one that had a course in aca-
demics?

Our own particular trade involves at the present time very high
class mathematics which a boy has to start at the first year. Elec-
tronics is the coming thing. We recognize it. It is not a magic word
anymore.

It is here. It is being installed in the New House Office Building.
It is only in its infancy to what it will be in the construction business.

It. has been in industry a long time.
Mr. ROOSEvELT. I understand what you say and I am sympathetic

with it. I think that the proof of the pudding is going to ie in the
eating. It is true that we have to improve vocational schools. You
have to contribute to that.

Mr. McALWEv. We were accused one time of withdrawing out of
the vocational high school system here because of a Negro issue. It
was not true. When we thought about it, it might have been true but
it was not true at the time, because the schools didn't have the facilities
for us to train our people,

Mr. ROOSEVELT. -It is a rounded program. You have to be part of
the rounded program. You have to take that responsibility. As
I said to the gentleman from the Plumbers Union, you can't pass the
buck any more.

You will just have to sit down and say, "We know there is a prob-
lem, how can we help solve it ?" When we call you in here we are
going to expect to see fle results of that constructive effort on your
part.

We know it can be done. The gentleman from the C. & P. in spite
of your personal experience has shown that it canbe done. It is a
question of the will to do it. It may take a feW unpopular moments
along the line.
. It ,is true that maybe you lose your job in the process. I hope you

won't because I think you are kind of a fellow that can make this thing
work.

I think we have to do everything we can to educate your members
about how important it is to them to have this thing worked out this
way instead o) through some other method. :

I want to say that Iam happy to have you here. I think we under-
standeach other and understand the problem. We will be watching
very closely to see what progress you make in local 26. Mr. Pucinski?
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Mr. Pucixsxr. Is local 26 in favor of H.R. 405
Mr. MOALwEE. We are in favor of it.
Mr. PucISK. Are you supporting this?
Mr. McALwEE. That is right.
Mr. PUciSBKI. There were some statements in your statement from

which I gathered that you had some reservations?
Mr. MCALWFn . Very minor reservations. Some of the language

of the bill itself could be stronger. As I did express myself, the age is
very important to our own particular trade.

Mr. Pucr'irsi. If this legislation is ap proved and signed into law,
how are you going to deal with the problems that you told this com-
mittee now exist in the absence of this legislation?

Mr. McALwEE. In what respect would that be?
Mr. PucIvsri. You told this committee about this being an eco.

nomic problem and not a racial problem. You told the committee
of various other difficulties that you are having in integrating your
operations in this committee.

You tried to make out a rather strong case that these are really
matters almost beyond your control. I gather from your testimony
that you would like to improve the situation but you can't because the
matter is beyond your control.

These men want to protect their jobs and everything else. All of
these problems will continue to exist, I am sure. But if this law is
passed, how are you going to deal with these problems? t

Mr. MoALwEE. The law would certainly back up anything that we
would attempt to do. As I told you, we are faced with the problem t
of not too slow, we hope, but reorganizing our line of thinking and
our methods and our actions. If we get rebutted in certain economical
fields where this man, say we went to organize a contractor, he is
not going to do business with you because you want me to hire some
unqualified people and he may even say Negroes.

Mr. PcINSKI. On that point, in this area that is not the reason
why these people resist the unionizing of the building trade across
the river in Virginia and the surrounding areas here.

You are not trying to tell us that you are having trouble in organ-
izing because you might bring along Negroes with the union. Are
you?

Mr. MCALwEE. No. I said that would be an example where the
law would help us.

Mr. PuTCINKI. You are not trying to tell us that you don't let
Negroes into your union because you will lose these contracts?

Mr. McAwF. Certainly not. I told you the reason we have not
let anybody in, because we don't have room. We are not only dis-
criminating against Negroes. We are discriminating against every-
body at the present time. Hundreds of people.

At the same time hundreds of people are discriminating against us.
Mr. PUc NSX&. Do you feel that the building industry is really

slack in this area?
Mr. McAmwm It is.
Mr. PrTCISKL" Do you have a surplus of craftsmen?
Mr. McAwir. Yes. We do. But we are not using that as an

, Puc*sa. Is this. true of the nonunion construction across the
MO.pr
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Mr. MOALWEE. It is true of them also.
Mr. PUtbINSu. It is down, too?
Mr. McALWF.E. Yes. As large as it seems to be in the whole picture.

Plus we have the influx into this area of many, many contractors and
many, many people because of the unemployment in other areas.
St. Louis Detroit; in the North, Chicago was very bad this winter.

We had a bad winter but not as other places did. Florida is bad
unemployment. We get calls from Michigan.

Mr. PucINsx. You said in your statement, as a matter of fact, you
called it scandalous, that these contractors are coming into this area
and doing jobs without union help and they are inexperienced people
and we are losing a great deal of money because this stuff is going up.
Isn't that what you said?

Mr. MCALwn. That is right.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Is it because these people can hire help, nonunion

help, much cheaper than what it would be if they were union help ?
Mr. McALWFE. Yes. That is the problem.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Don't you think it would 'be somewhat unfair to

those 50 men that reported for work one day that you couldn't take
care of by setting up a climate in this area that permits unorganized
workers to be available and accessible to these unorganized contractors.

Don't you think that the way to solve that problem is to open your
union to all the people, regardless of their race, color, or religion, make
them union members and train them, give them some experience, and
then when a contractor comes in here and wants to get help he finds
that he can't get help anyplace but through this union h

Isn't this the way to help these 50 men?
Mr. MCALWEE. his is exactly what we have been working on for

over a year, in my own particular local.
Mr. PvcINsK. In that over a year, all you have done is attracted two

Negro apprentices?
Mr. McALWPYE. We didn't attract the Negro apprentices.
Mr. PUCIxszK. You only have two?
Mr. McALWEE. We went out and sought them. Out of 10 we got 2.

The other eight boys wanted to go to college, for which I don't blame
them.

Mr. PUcINsKx. But the point I am trying to find out from you is
this- --

Mr. RoosEvr.T. If the gentleman will yield, couldn't you discover
that the eight boys were going to go to college and subtitute eight
other boys who didn't want to go to college?

Mr. McALwm. Probably we could. These boys were recommended
to us.

Mr. RoospVmT. What I am talking about isusing the initiative.
Mr. MoALwEB. The Negro union leaders in this community come

to us and say take my boy,he has a good union background. He may
not be as qualified.

Mr. RoosEvwr. You could have found eight others without too
much trouble.

Mr. MoALwm. Probably, but we didn't have room.
Mr. PuCINSaL The point I was trying to get at is this: That you

people here are not creating a situation that invites nonunion con-
tractors into this area by the very policies you have maintained.
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Mr. MOALWxz. That is true. !'Most of these people that come in
here come from unorganized areas where unionism organizationwise ig
is resisted very highly .i

SMr. PucNsX. You take in seven counties. There is a lot of non.
union help around here in construction. Do you make any effort to Ac
organize these'Nego workers ?

Mr. McAtw, . -Yes.
Mr. PucixaI. That are not working on these projects?
Mr. MoALwm. That is right.
Mr. PucrNsax. The Nego workersI
Mr. McALwin. That is right. qu
SMr. Puonsr. How many have you organized in the last 12

months?
Mr. MoALwrx. We have approached 11. The only 11 we found on wh

'high-rise apartments, which is heavy construction. Ten said no. qua
One wasgiven an apIicatlion and we never heard from him.

Mr. Ptasw. I don't know how you do your organizing around
here but I 'have certainly seen some pretty terrific organizing going on the
in this count. . haI I don't think they necessarily stop with the first no. I presume you
have good organ izers here who will stay with it. The thing that I
can't understand is that if these nonunion construction jobs are going Witon around here and I happen to know from my own observation that whthey hire a awiu lo. egroes on these sobs, it doesn't seem to me lowyou are doing a very intensive job of organizing if you tell me that in Nthe last yearyou haven't attraefed Negroes. senYou only have two Negroes in your whole union and those two are forapprentices? I

Mr. WoALww. That is righL gaMr. PucNsAr. Therefore, Mr. McAlwee, I wonder if this is the Ikind of situation that supports the testimony that you gave here this tooI
afternoon. exp

Mr. McAtmwim. I am sorry I didn't keep a diary or some record worof the many hours I have personally spent in trying to organize the Munorganized in this area, which would include Negroes. 50 eWe have a full-time organizer. He was the one that approached outhe Negroes and he caine back to me with their answer. hay
Mr. Puqnsxr. He is a white organizer IY
Mr. [cALwm. He is. on],Mr. P rcnqsxi. Have you ever considered hiring a Negro organizer? AMr. McALWE. Mr. Pucinski I know ;you don't~ave time but oud

you: appoint someone from thi committee to go wth our own or-
ganizer to seek out qualified Negro electricians? There are none. the

Mr. PucTNsKX. They are doing obs here." They are building build- Tings, aren't they, and people live in those buildings and some of those to o
buildings are PHA endorsed and some are, VA supported, aren't trai:-they? imar'

Mr. McALwzm. There are very few Negro electricians. frorrMr. R1OOSpwVLT. But there are some. We know there are some. We comlcan sxo and get the license numbers.., YMr. McArwEl. Yes, let me explain. We et rebutted tlis way. You tracwould say there ,are hundreds of'them inthe GSA, why don't they is F:
apply ta local'8.' Because they know they can'tfill the job.



11 An electrician in our sense of the word is not one that screws in a
Lightbulb, not one that fixes a receptacle or a plug.

Mr. PucaSKI. Let me make sure I understand what you are say-
ing. You are telling me and this committee that the General Services
Administration hires men as electricians who are not qualified?

Mr. McALwE. They are hired for the job they can do which is
maintenance.

Mr. PUINsii. Do they have elec'triviais on their payroll?
Air. McALwEE. Maintenance electricians.
Mr. PpctNSK. If they are maintenance electricians they would not

qualify for your union. Would they ?
Mr. McAimwE. We would not sty that all of them wouldn't.
Mr. PftIoSKI. Then when you come here and tell this committee

why doesn't the GSA electrician join my union, because he doesn't
qualify for your union. He belong.4 to some other union. He is not
an electrical installation man, is he I

Mr. McALwE. No. I was trying to point out as you say, that
there are hundreds of Negro electricians, that is true, but they don't
have experience.

Mr, ROOsEVELT. You can't say that. They are working on FITA
projects all over towvn I will take you up on what you said. If you
will come with me I will take you around to projects in this town
where I will show you the kind of electricians who are not just fel-
lows who screw in bulbs.

Mr. McALwEi. There are not enough'hours in the day but I will
send you an application form and the experience sheet which we have
for ever body. Sometimes we get bartenders come in and apply.

I will sen the committee one. I thought they had one because we
gave it to Mr. Clark and the other gentleman that was up before us.

Let these boys take a look at it. We had one Negro come in and
took a look at it and say, "I know I can't qualify.' This is not an
experience sheet. Are you an engineer? It simply states have you
worked on certain types of work.

Mr. Puczsxz. This is exactly the point I was making. You had
50 electricians come to your hiring hall this morning to get & job and
you had to turn them away because you haven't got jobs, because you
have established a closed society.

You have established standards that are absolutely impossible not
only for the Negro but even the white man to meet.

Mr. McALwEE. That is right.
Mr. PUOINSrI. Therefore, these workers became a ready market for

what--the nonunion contractor who comes into this area, depresses
the wage standards.

This is why I asked you at the outset if you won't be wiser as a union
to open the door to these people, bring them in, give them an apprentice
training program, qualify them if you have to, and you provide the
market of skilled labor in this area so when these contractors come in
from all over the country, nonunion contractors, they will have to
come to you to get the experienced help.

You people have been driving these people into the nonunion con-
tractors. As a result we are getting substandard construction, which
is FHA supported.
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We are getting substandard construction which is VA supported,
which the Government is going to get stuck with and is already getting
stuck with all over the country as you well know. For this reason,
I just can't understand your thinking in this whole concept.

I Just can't understand it.
Mr. MoALwm. Maybe I didn't express myself clearly.
Mr. Pucrnsu. And I say this to you as a friend of the IBEW and

you know this.
Mr. McALwFx. Maybe I didn't make myself clear when I said that

we have plans and the progress we are making. That is exactly what
we have been working on for a long time.

Mr. Puorsiu. You are working on it now I
Mr. McAwww. The very thing you reiterated we are working on

right now.
'Mr. Pucizsx. Hallelujah I We are going to see a new era in the

District. Is that right?
Mr. McAwmz. We hope so. C
Mr. PucumsKI. This is very encouraging.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. We want more than hope. We want to see it.
Mr. MoAmwm. Maybe I didn't make it clear, I want to say certainly B

Negroes will be organized.
Mr. RoosnVzLT. Let us say that we would appreciate very much, Mr.

McAlwee, if you would give us a progress report 90 days from now and
another 6 months from now and another one a year from now. d

This committee wl-lbe in business that long, at least. te
Mr. McALwz. If I may interrupt, we would like help in certain

areas, Davis-Bacon Walsh-Healey.
Mr. ROSEvW. 'ou are talking to the right committee and you are th

getting all we possibly can give you. re
Mr. MoALwi. Give us the right to picket and we will organize

everybody. Su
Mr. R%6osELT. That is not necessary to the accomplishment of the o

other but We will help you in that are., ic
Mr. MoALwza I am not saying it will end discrimination but it

will certainly help. , gr
Mr. Roosmvr. Thank you very much, we appreciate it. CC
The committee will stand adjourned until Monday, May 27, at 9:45 p1

a.m. in room 219.
(Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene k

at 9:45 a.m., Monday, May 27,1968.) be
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MONDAY, XAY 27, 1963

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL, SUBCOxmrrEE Or THE

COMM TEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
WaMington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 219,
Cannon Building, Hon. James Roosevelt (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt, Hawkins, Gill, Martin, and
Bell.

Present also: Jay H. Foreman, subcommittee counsel.
Mr. ROOSEvLT. The committee will come to order, please.
The committee this morning has asked two representatives of in-

dustries which have been named in the testimony taken by the commit-
tee with reference to the proposed Federal Equal Employment Op-
portunity Act, and specifically job discrimination in Washington,
D.C., to come to the committee and discuss with us the situation in
their own particular instance and in the industries which they
represent.

I would like to emphasize that the witnesses appearing before this
subcommittee were not requested to testify because they were the worst
offenders of a policy of equal employment opportunity, nor even ser-
ious offenders.

Rather, they were asked to appear as representatives of' business
groupings which have received a good deal of criticism before the
committee, as well as publicly, for retarded efforts to achieve fair em-
ployment practices.

Because of their long experience within the District, and their
knowledge of their specific types of enterprises, these witnesses have
been requested to testify in older to inform the subcommittee concern-
ing employment practices with which they are familiar, and to aid us
in understanding the situation, and of course, we hope, help us in ar-
riving at conclusions which can be of positive assistance in reaching a
better situation than that which seems now to exist within the District
of Columbia.

Our first witness this morning is Dr. Mifton Elsberg, president of
Drug Fair, a substantial and successful operation in the.District.

Dr. Elsberg, we are happy to have you with us, and within the con-
text of what have said, it you would like to niake any comment at
this time, and perhaps introduce the gentlemen who are with youto
the committee, we will be happy to have you doso.
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STATEMENT OF MILTON L. ELSBERG, PRESIDENT, DRUG FAIR;
ACCOMPANIED, BY MORRIS FREIDSON, DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL,
DRUG FAIR

Mr. Erainwio. This is Mr. Freidson, who is our personnel man. The
other gentlemen are from the loan industry.

I have no specific comment to make, (3'cept that I do not feel we have foi
aproblemn. And when 1 say "we," I speak tor Drug FaTi.

We have always been an equal opportunity employer-and I mean girl,
always. We hire because of ability, and not because of race, color,
creed, religion, or anything else. 1 1

I would assmne the best thing would be that if you have specific
questions, I would'be glad to answer them. But when you mention a re

problem-we have no problem.
'Mr. 11oosF.vmT. Let me, then, ask you a few questions, first, and and

then. Will yield to my colleagues. ill,
Oneof the statements that has been made before the committee is

that the city of Washington and the District of Columbia is obviously wid
an area where there is a very heavy concentration of Negro popula-
tion, I believe somewhere in excess of 54 percent, and in many in-
stances it has come to the attention of the committee that the numbers I
of Negroes employed are far out of proportion to their percentage of
the population.

But even Worse, and contributing to things such as school dropouts, T
anad therefore, a rsa esult of the shool dropouts, delinquency and
things of this kind is the fact that they are denied tie opportunity
t work up to the higher positions in the particular employment area
thatf'they may have been granted admission to on the lower level. ter,

So I think what we would like to do is to be specific and ask you, for t
instance, how many employees does Drug Fair have all together? neec

Mr. ELsBiE. Approximately 2,500. f .
Now, excuse me.' Are you speaking of the total number of em- -t?

ployees in the entire firm, or the Washington area only I witt
Mr. ROOSEvELT. Metropolitan Washington.
Mr. Eruwax.' Metropolitan Washington I Over 2,000. (101'
Mr. RoosEvIMT. Of these how many would you say were Negroes, or T

nonwhites ? F
Mr. ELsn BE. This is a guess; 80 or 8 percent. of t,
Mr. Roosrviou. Thirty to thirty-five percent? T
Mr. Ezsau . ,-yes.! fled
Mr. RoosEvEr. In what kinds of employment are they, this 30 to 35 ind

percent, generally assigned? B
Mr.' E.LsBEo. I would say that they are assigned completely D

throughout the organization. L
Now, there is a problem, but the problem is not of our making. We

have a problem'of creating sudicient interest to get enough qualified disc
applicants.to apply for positions. Indicative of this are some of the il tl
ads that we run and if you wish, I will just read the headlines of the thei
ads to indicate the types of jobs. sloT

At the moment we are advertising for key punch operators for our qua.l
IBM, and very obviously in the ad it says: p busi

An equal opportunity employer. Career opportunities. Young men inter-
ested in career with rapidly expanding firm. An equal opportunity employer.
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We also have warehouse hel , office help, clerk-typists.
As far as advancement, theahead of our food division, thle commis-

sary division, who is completely in charge of buying, distributig,
Y ..ration of food to all of our fountains, started wit, us is a porter.

goleis now completely in charge and incidentally has white people world.

il with and wider him, if that is the term.
I'he secretary to one of our vice presidents came to us as a soda

fountain girl, and is now a secretary and assistant buyer.

Two of our-I do not mean this the way it sounds-street girls,

girls who travel around our stores, known as supervisors, supervise

all of our fountains
We have, incidentally, three supervisors, altogether. Two of them

are colored. One is white. They supervise the operation of the soda

fountains, which are ianaged both by colored and white.
W ithi our distribution center, we have set up an overall manager

and section heads-one in charge of shppig, one ' charge of receiv-

ilg, order tilling plus other separate sections with a foreman in each.

I would say tiat at least 60 percent of the section heads are colored

and have white working with them and under them.
We have pharmacists who are colored.
In accounting, two of our bookkeepers are colored.
Mr. ROosEvElT. Two out of how many ?
Mr. ELsuERo. Two out of--
Specifically, bookkeepers, maybe 10 or II. This is a specific (talli.

This is not the entire department.
In our IBM system, which is comparatively new with us, we have

o1e. But we hadi one who was qualified, who incidentally was a por-

ter, originally, but was a graduate I think of a business school, and
at the tine he came with us lie had some sort of personal problem and

needed a jobd and we had an opening, and he started at that .

He showed ability, he showed interest, and he became a file clerk,
a typist, and is now employed in our IBM system.

.n our shipping department, the manager is colored. He has been

with the company 6 years, starting as a porter, became a driver, an or-

der filler, is now head of our shipping department.
The same thing in our receiving department.
Frankly, I do not have too many statistics, because I was not aware

of the questions I was going to be asked, and I got these up in a hurry.
The whole point is that as far as we are concerned, we employ.quali-

fled help period. And I do not think this is too unusual within our
industry, . I .

But we have problems getting qualified help* We have a specific
program on now, where we are working with Mr. Taylor of the Urban
League, who is trying to get us the sort of qualified help we need.

We were approached by Howard University recently., They are
discussing changing some of their pharmacy courses a bi"--efically
in the business administration end. And they asked us to sit in with
their professor of business administration to advise him what they

should concentrate on, what new courses, to make their graduates uore
qualified for the type of pharmacy as it is today, which is a retailing
business.

Mr., Roo(vLr. Now, are you unionized V Do you have a union to
teal, with?
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Mr. ELSnMG. No we do not.
Mr. ROosEvELT. o you have an industry association?
Mr. ELSBERG. Yes; the National Association of Chain )rugstores.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Do you have a local chapter?
Mr. ELSBERG. No. There are two members locally, People's Drug

Store and Drug Fair. But We meet periodically throughout the coun-
try on a national basis, and every 2 years there is a complete con-
vention.

But there is no local chapter; no.
The executive secretary of the association is now stationed in
M i Do you and People's Drug generally, would you

say, cover thbelargest share of the industry in the metropolitan area
of Washington? Do you do the majority of the so-called drug
businessI

Mr. EL sBsE. We do a good portion of it; yes.
Mr. RoOSeVELT. I am not trying to make you out a monopolist.
Mr. Esizoa. This is one thing f would have no objection to. I wish

it was true.
Mr. RoosEvELT. As far as you know, People's Drug have the same

basic policies that you have?'
Mr. ELSBERG. I think so. Macy does not talk to Gimbel too often,

but we do discuss things generally at meetings. And the inference
that I got, and this is purely conversation, is that their policy is the
same. But they do have the same problem.

Mr. RoosEvEiT. Are you a member of the board of trade?
Mi.-,ELBERO. Yes, I am
Mr. RooslvEt. Would' you feel that if the board of trade made a

concerted effort to join with the general industry in the metropolitanarea of Washinaton to create a nondiscriminatory hiring practice poI-
icy, this would be injurious to the board of trade,

Mr. ELsn=RG. I cannot give an unqualified, answer to that, nor do
I think they could, either. I do not think they could speak for every
business, unless the businesses get together and say, "You speak for
US."

So they are in a peculiar position. Certainly any organization of
any stature who would come out and say "We are in favor of it; we
w ohid' like to help"--ceitainly that should help. But I cannot answer
specifically.'

Mr. ROOSE VLT. Did you receive from the board, of trade a pamphlet A
urging you to help the delinquency program by hiring certain delin-
quency prospects during thesummer months?

Mr. EtsBuiai. I am not aware of one, if there was. til
Mr. RoSrVELT. One was presented to us, and it seemed to me that a

if the. board. of trade could actively seek your support in solving a
delinquency program, there would be no reason why they should not
actively reco#ze that there is a discrimination problem in the Dis-
trct." There re strong feelings, as voiced before this committee, for
instance, by Mr. Walter Lewis of the Washington Urban League, in of
which , he specifitallY mentions the chain drugstores of the area. to

You mentioned you were working with the Urban League. I would to
rather hope, that one of, the first things you would. dowould be to try to
to convince Mr. Lewis that if he is coming before a committee, he

the
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should not include the chain drugstores in the list of people he con.
siders not to be cooperating in the so-called program.

Mr. ELsBEIRO. Frankly ram amazed, because Mr. Freidson in par-
ticular meets with Mr. iaylor, who is employment director for the
Urban League, and they are in telephone contact with each other at
least once it week. They meet for lunch at least once a month, where
the discuss our problems, the problem being, "Help us to get help."

So I am amazed at Mr. Lewis. And I do not know Mr. Lewis.
Apparently Mr. Freidson met with Mr. Lewis, too.
Mr. RoosmTL. I would hope you would get together with Mr.

Lewis and Mr. Taylor and either have them correct the record as it
relates to your industry, or try to let us know the basis upon which
there is reason for the flat statement that includes you.

In other words, we do not like to have someone mentioned in testi-
mony without giving them ample reason to find out why they are men-
tion d adversely in the testimony

Drug Fair was not specifically mentioned. As yot, pointed out,
there are two primaTy sources. When you mention the chain drug-
stores of the area, naturally, there are only two that come to mind
outstandingly, and therefore at least indirectly you would become
concerned.

It would be of interest to the committee, I think, if you can get in
touch with them and then either jointly or separately let the com-
mittee have some kind of communication as to what you think and' they
think, after discussing the matter can possibly be done.

Incidentally, do you personally, Mr. Elsberg, have any thoughts
on the quest of an equal opportunity act which would be applicable
to the District such as they have in New York and Calif6rnia and
other places, which are now before this committee for consideration as
legislation?

Mr. ELSBERG. I do not think I am qualified. I would certainly have
no objection to it. I do not know that that is the answer.

I do think that somehow there should be something done to makethe colored people more aware that those who are equal opportune ty
employers mean what they say. Apparently they do not belie.e it.

As I have mentioned to you, we have put these advertisements in.
When we put them in for a higher caliber of help, we get very few
answers from the colored race.

We have opened some new stores around town, and we need clerks.
And I would say that there are a portion of a percent that will answer
it, and of that portion, there are very few that are qualified.

We opened a new store at 12th and E. And out of all the applica-
tions we had,, I think there were two that we were, able to hire that are
salespersons.

Mr. R1OOSVJLT, What are the qualifications, generally, for hiring a
clerk?

Mr. ELSBEtG. Ability to communicate with the public.
First of all a reasonably good background. I mean a background

of honesty, a background of a certn amount of intelligence. Ability
to handle money which is part of the educational thing. They lave
to at least know how to count. And they hoe to know how to speak

to people.
And providing they have nothing on their records to infer that

they would not be the sort of people we want--and this is the same
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qualification of anyone, white or Negro-and that is the only qualifica-
tion-ability, honesty, integrity.

Mr. ROOSEVLT. Now, have you ever been to the schools or to the
school system to discuss this matter with them?

Mr. EL5SBEo. The public school system?
Mr. RoosvELT. Yes.
Mr. ELBzRG. No. We are in very close contact with Howard, be-

cause, frankly, as to the school system, we do not use many under 21.
We find it is a problem, white or colored. In some of our Virginia
stores, we handle wine and beer, and of course we do not want anyone
under 21 there. In other stores; we have found that the younger
element-and I mean the younger teenagers--first of all, most of
them are not serious enough for these jobs, and we do have a certain
position to maintain, a certain dignity, as far as the drugstore goes.

And secondly, the other teenagers will not permit them to act in
the decorum necessary.

So we have stayed away from the youngsters. So we stick to
Howard University, because apparently they have the best source
for us. And they have helped a lot.

But unfortunately, they just do not have enough to fill the positions
that we need. But they are working on it. As i have said, they have
asked us to help with their courses. Maybe there is something they
can do within it to accelerate this program.

Mr. ROOszvELT. Have you ever thought of contacting the District
Employment Office ?

Mr. ELSBERO. We are in close contact with USES. Mr. Freidson
is in very close contact, he says, with the Deputy Director.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWxINS. Mr. Elsberg, I assume, then, your main problem

is one of getting qualified help. Is there any particular reason for
that, that you find it difficult to locate qualified help
I assume this is not a racial problem. I assume you would have

the same problem in getting white qualified help. Is there any par-
ticular explanation why, in this great industry, there should be such
a scarcity of qualified help ?

Mr. ELBEZRG. Yes. This building is one of them. Unfortunately,
or fortunately, the Government is swallowing up most of the younger
qualified help coming out into the field. We also lose quite a Few
to the Government even after employment .

Unfortunately, we are a 17l-hour business, and ours entails working
mornings, afternoons, or nights, and not, many people would prefer
to do that, over working in an office in a Government job.

And you are quite right, sir. The problem of getting qualified
help is not limited to the colored race. We have a problem all over
our stores getting qualified help. And it is getting worse every day.

Mr. HAWWNs. And you sy that you have :been in direct contact
with the Public Employment Service, the U.S. Employment Service?

Mr. ELSUERO. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKIN.S. They have not been able to send you qualfied help
Mr. E o;-0h, they .have. They continue to do it. 'ut there

are justnot enough.
And inidenfa ly we do not tell" them we want white or we want

color. We say, 'We want a persn whocan do this job." And

"no
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they themselves I think send us more white, primarily because their
qualified appliants are more white than colored.

Incidentally, I am amazed at what you say about Mr. Lewis.
Is that his name?
Mr. RoosivFtT. I am instructing counsel to send you the exact part

of the testimony, so that you may know the exact words that were
used.

Mr. ELSBERO. All right, because frankly, we have been closer to.the
Urban League, I guess, than the other organizations.

But as an example, CORE, whom we have not worked as closely
with-we have a letter from them i which they ask if we would object
to having one of their photographers go through our premises to show
our equal opportunity employment.

There was- an article in the Afro American: "Drug Fair's Big
Happy Family Built by Prexy's Philosophy." They Stated the reac-
tion they got meeting the colored help within our organization. And
their own editorial comment, if I can find it-the Wording is not im-
portant-in which the editor agreed that, after talking to the indi-
viduals he seemed to feel that that was our philosophy. And it is.

Mr. ROOSovELT. Would you like to leavethat for the convmittee files?
Would you want to send a copy? f

Mr. ELS E G. I would rather send a copy. This is my only one.
And apparently they fluctuate in opinion. I would like to have this
as a reference, because the next time they are liable to say something
else.

They put us on the honor list recently, along with ;Safeway Stores
and a few others, regarding the statement Mr. Pearson had made in
his column. I do not know how we happened to go into that, but
apparently they feel we do not advertise and have not-been advertising
heavily i their paper in the last few years because of a statement Mr.
Pearson made a couple of weeks ago.

Apparently we knew this statement was going to be made, but at
any rate, I will send you a copy of it.

Mr. HAwKINzs. Mr. Chairman, in view of the conflict in the testi-
mony of Mr. Elsberg and Mr. Lewis on exactly the same subject, I ain
wondering whether it might not be a better idea if counsel for this
committee would write to Mr. Lewis, giving him the testimony here
this morning, and ask'in for his comments on why the Drug Fair
and representatives of this industry were included in the remarks
that he made, so that we would have that in the record, and not have
to rely on these two parties getting together on the outside, because
one orthe other certainly hasbeen Unfaifr, and I think that to that ex-
tent it should be cleared up.

Mr. ELSBERO, Now, it is conceivable that Mr. Lewis, and I cannot
speak for the industry, was speaking for the industry. And since
there are only two of us representin the chain industry here--,

Mr. _ HAwxIxs. This statement did not. exclude anyone, in the
industry.

Mr. ELSBEEG. It did not.
Mr. Hw s. Now, I do not think that it excluded anyone from

the industry. In order to be very fair--and I think that your state-
ments have been certainly most enoouraging- would thfin that we
could clear it up one way or the other, so that either you will be pointed
put as a culprit or given a clean bill oihealthby Mr. Lewis.
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I think that we should do that, because he did make the statement
and did include in his written statement that the drug industry had not
been very fair in terms of employment.

Mr. ELSBERG. I would assume that he has the sane problem in terns
of his organization that I have in mine, lack of communication. And
I would like to request that if you do write this letter, or do call what-
ever you do, you call Mr. Taylor,, with whom we have been directly
working, and get his opinion. It 'is conceivable that maybe these two
do not communicate. H-do not know.

Mr. RoosmT. We will send him a copy of the transcript, and we
will save you this conflict. We would like to have you be specific.

Mr. Martint
Mr. MAR z. In other words, what you have been saying to us, as I

interpret it, Doctor, is that you do not discriminate in hiring. You
ask the employment service to send you these people, and if they are
qualified, you hire them, regardless of race.

Mr. ELSBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAwm. Which I think is the American way to do things,

under our free enterprise system.
Mr. ELsBml. I think so.
Mr. MA=N. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roosm ' LT. Thank you very much, Dr. Elsberg. We are grate-

ful to both of you for giving this help to the committee.
And we will, of course, furnish you copies of the correspondence,

and then we will appreciate any further comment that you may want
to send us by mail.

(The above-mentioned correspondence appears on p. 311.)
Mr. ELSBERG. All right. If there are any specific figures you want,

I will be very happy to supply them.
Mr. RoosEvELT. Thank you so much and we will excuse you. And

if you want to stay, we will be happy to iave you stay.
(The following newspaper artilce was submittedby Mr. Elsberg:)

[Article in Afro.Ameruan of Set., 28, 19611

DBUG FAIR'S BIG HAPPY FAMILY BULT BY PREXY'S PHILOSOPHY

"$People are people andI the di4ty of man is all important," Milton L. Elsberg,
resident of Drug Fair, told the Washington Afro-American In an interview
gently.
"I believe that all, men are created equal;" he said in a recent interview with

the Washington Afro-American, explaining the growth of the company since 1988.
Mr. Elsberg was born in Baltimore, Md., and was the second of three sons.

He attended elementary school and the high school at Baltimore City College
where he was active in dramatics, track, and tennis.

Aspiring to become a doctor, he took premed work at the University of
Maryland and majored in pharmacy After finishing his premed, studies and
getting a degree in pharmacy he - was still too young. to meet the age requirements
of his profession.

After several attempts at dramatic work, radio diskJockey, and a job with
a New York stock broker, he came- to Washington in 1985 and went to work
as a pharmacist at the National Press Pharmacy.

Three months later he became manager of the Southern Drug Co,, where he
became afilliated with Robert Qerber; his partners and in 1938 both. men, opened
their first.DrugFatr,tn Arlington's Buckingham Shopping,Center.

This was, the first of a chain of drug department stores now totaling 65.
When asked, about, the successful growth, of his company and to what it could

be attributed Mn Eiebepg saldl "Betunately we, were in, a period of a growing
economy and it mushreoued. , :

"I think that our customer philosophy is responsible also. That is, we believe
that when you give the customer service and courtesy they will patronize you.
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"We sell nationally famous merchandise and we sell it at prices which are
as low as economically possible.

"There are no secret formulas, no magic, to doing business," he said.
"When we started," he continued, "there were 8 of us; today we employ over

2,000 people.
"I thank God for the opportunities that I have had and I welcome the

opportunity to help someone else."
The Washington Afro-American talked to a number of Drug Fair employees,

both white and colored, and they echoed the company's philosophy.
Among them was Mrs. Alverna M. Miller, of 3961 Clay Place NE., who told

the Washington Afro, "I think that Drug Fair is a nice place to work.
"My duties were explained to me prior to and upon assuming my duties as

central desk coordinator, and raises are granted according to a person's ability.
"I have received," she said, "all of the benefits that other employees receive

and I do not feel that I received my job to effect token integration.
"I believe that Drug Fair is interested only in getting their work done effi-

ciently and effectively."
The 20-year-old Mrs. Miller has been with Drug Fair for 8 months. She

began her employment as an osalid machine operator.
She was promoted to her present position about 5 months ago, and she super-

vises the work of three other employees.
Mrs. Miller is also a registered cosmetologist.
Another employee, Mrs. Dorothy 1E. Jackson, of 2445 S. Oakland Street,

Arlington, Va., told the Washington Afro, "I can't think of any place where you
are treated as well."

Mrs. Jackson is the private secretary to Harold Elsberg, vice president in
charge of purchasing, and she has been employed by Drug Fair for 6 years.

She continued, "Even our personal problems are of concern to the company.
Why Just last week something came ap and I needed someone to intercede for
me. They did so without hesitation.

"Mr. Elsberg once said, 'We are just like one big happy family here,' and I
agree," she said.

"Why even my daughter, Daphne, works here in the office.
"She got the job on her own after wanting to work part time."
She said, "If you are a good worker there Is nothing to hold you back. There

Is just no color line here.
"Since I have been working here I have never been discriminated against either

by the employees or the persons with whom I come in contact.
"I also have the authority to purchase without prior approval in the absence

of Mr. Elsberg. Who knows, maybe one day I might be a buyer," she said
smiling.

Mrs. Jackson came to Arlington from Huntington, W. Va., and she and her
husband Charles have two children who are still at home. They are Iris, 16, and
Charles, Jr., 5.

After touring the Drug Fair warehouse we returned to Mr. Elsberg's office still
overwhelmed by the sizable operation, and asked, "How do you do it ?"

Mr. Elsberg replied, "See that door, it is open all the time and anyone can come
in at any time. Their problems are our problems, it's as simple as that."

Mr. ROOSEvELT. Our next witness is Mr. W. F. Morrison, the execu-
tive vice president of the First Federal Savings,& Loan Association.

Mr. Morrison, you have heard this discussion, and generally, of
course, the comments that I made as to Dr. Elsberg may apply to you.

We are specifically referring to testimony given to this committee
by Mr. Walter Lewis in which he indicated that financial institutions
still continue in the old patterns and traditions of discrimination, and
has even indicated disinterest in merit employment.

And then the Deputy Director of the U.S. Employment Service for
the District of Columbia stated that such institutions have adhered to
a ri'd policy of racial hiring.

When you get as strong a statement as that from the Deputy Direc.
tor of the USES, Mr. Victor Daly, naturally we want to know some-
thin about it.

. would be happy to have your comments.
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STATEMENT OF W. FRANKLIN MORRISON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, FhIZRTFEDFRAL SAVINGS& LOANASSOCIATION

Mr. Mo RoHSo. Mr. Chairman, I indicated to the committee that I
could not appear and testify for the industry or for First Federal, and
a few minutes later they came back and asked if I would come per-
sonally and speak personally.

And I want it clearly understood I am not speaking for First
Federal. y u r Im

Mr. Roosiwn=T. I understand you are not here officially represent-
ing either First Federal or the industry, but you are somebody, I think
you will agree, who knows something about the industry At least I
hope you would not be first vice president unless you did know some-
thing about what was going on in the industry.

Mr. MomusoN. I hope our board of directors believe what you be-
lieve about me, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. RooavwLT. I do, and that is why we have asked you to be here.
Mr. MomusoN. Personally, I have been at this business of helping

the minority groups for a long time. When I was in Chicago, I was
a director of the Illinois Federal Savings & Loan Association, which
was manned by a board of directors who, with the exception of my-
self, were all colored.

I found myself in an interesting position. Every one of those mem-
bers of the b6ard of directors had abetter education than I did. They
had doctors' degrees, master's degrees, and they were fine, upstanding
citizens and dido fine job.

The association, when I went with them, was I thmik $25,000 in
assets. At the present time it is approaching $20 million. And it al-
ways has been a fine, outstanding organization.

Since I have been in Washington, I have served on the National
Voluntary Home Credit Committee which was instrumental in making
many loans to minority groups of all kinds.

AdI have been active in placing loans through this committee and
through ourselveo to minority groups.,

And for the record I would say they pay just as well as any other
kind. They axe excellent loans. We are very pleased with them.

In addition to that. Mr. Eisenhower appoited me to the Conference
on Housing of Minority Groups, and I spent two profitable days there.

For myself, ' have no prejudice and I think that there is a need for

equal opportunities, and I think tAat the other side of the street has a
Spi-oblem or two.

Among ourselves we have problems. And I do not think that pass-
ing legislationyu have not asked me this, but I do not think pass-
ing legslation is the answer.

I think the real answer is probably a better educational system, a
better educational system fromf both sides, to educate the whites as well
as the colored people to understand the problem and to work toward
qualifying themselves for these jobs, because in a financial institution
requirements are much more strict and much more demanding than
they are in general industry.

MIr. RoosEvMT. Mr. Morrison, of course an educational system is
obviously one of the basic needs and would do what you say, but I
think you would recognize that if you have a better educational
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system, mid then you have a closed door to the graduates of that edu-
cational system, that system will not stay good very long, because the
dropouts will continue.

The claim is made, and I think rather accurately pinpointed, at
least the impression is a very strong impression that there are areas,
even if you are qualified, even if you end up with a good record, that
you cannot in many instances get a beginning, and even if you get a
beginning, you cannot get an opportunity for advancement.

The average fellow who is a little emotional, maybe, or maybe is
stirred up bY people, is influenced to the point where he says, "To heck
with it. If that is going to be the attitude, I won't stay in school. I
will make my own life my own way."

Then we have delinquency problems and crime problems and all
the other things that go with it.

Specifically, what is your impression with respect to the financial
community of Washington?

Has there really been, in your opinion, an intelligent effort to con-
vince the community that there is a nondiscriminatory hiring and
promotional policy in the financial institutions of Washington-?

Mr. Momusow. In the past I agree there has not been, but I find now
a much greater tendency to be alert to the problem.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. To be alert to it is not quite enough.
Mr. MoRmsoN. I appreciate that, Mr. Roosevelt, but to be alert to

the extent that they are looking for qualified people, and I would not
be a bit surprised before the year is out that there would be some
changes for the better in that situation.

Mr. ROOsEvELT. Is there any committee in the financial area that
has been appointed or is working together to bring this about a little
more rapidly than 'ust letting events take their own course?

Mr. MoPisoN. Not that I know of. There has been no committee
appointed that I know about.

Mr. RoosvWirLT. Is there any organization? We have had the Board
of Trade rather highlighted in this whole thing. 'Is there any
financial association to which one could communicate, trying to get
across the urgency of the problem, and urging them to take more
direct action I

Mr. MORRISON. There are savings and loan leagues, as you know.
There is one in the District of Columbia. And I cannot speak for
them, although I am an officer.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Well, now, is it possible that the Savings and Loan
League could take the lead in this matter, under their bylaws?

Mr. MoRmsoN. I believe they are in the same position as the Board
of Trade. They could write letters or make suggestions but they
cannot tell their members how to proceed.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. What about the rest of the financial area? What
about the national banks? Mostly we have national banks, I guess, in
the District. But what about in the Maryland and Virginia area?
Is there any central or all-inclusive situation?

Mr. MoRmsoN. I do not believe so, but I am not qualified to say.
Mr. ROosEvELT. You do not have any association which brings them

into the picture f
Mr. AfomusoNq. No.
Mr. ROOSEvrLT. Are you a member of the board of trade?
Mr. MoRisON;. Yes.
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Mr. R OosEVLT. And that really would be the only area to reach
everybody, as far as you knowI

Mr. MomRRsoN. That is right.
Mr. ROOSEVLT. It sort o- highlights the importance of the board

of trade, unfortunately. How many branches does First 1F7ederal have?
Mr. MomusoN. One.
Mr. RoosvtaLT. One branch. Do you know how many your total

employees come to?
Mr. MORmSON. Our employees? There, again, I am testifying only

for myself, and I do not think I want to put that in the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MORRISON. The District of Columbia Savings & Loan League

ran a school for school teachers at American University for, I tlink
3 years, at which I was one of the instructors. And among those
school teachers from the District were many colored folk.

We told them about our business, anc invited them if they had
qualified people-we did not run it this last summer, but the three
prior summers we ran that school.

That is the only effort I knew of.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Would you not think that perhaps the District Sav-

ings & Loan League might become a little more active, in view of the
criticism that has been leveled against them, and at this time that
they might undertake as a civic duty, to see what more they could
do in this area?

Mr. MoRIsON. Again, unofficially-
Mr. ROosEVELT. Putting it on a more personal basis, now.
Mr. MomusoN. I think it could be done.
Mr. RoosEvET. We would certainly urge you to do it, because,

again, when there is any substantial or important group--and I think,
certainly, the Savings & Loan League does play an important part in
the community life--which does not exert a degree of leadership, in
what obviously is a community problem, I think they are going to
be criticized. We would certainly hope that you, individually, and
then perhaps you as an official of your organization, and a leader in
the industry, would do what you could to at least convey our hope that
constructive steps would be taken. When and if they take place,
quite frankly Mr. Morrison, we hope you would be willing to com.
municate wilt us about them, so that we know about them, and we
are in a better position, rather than to just take some accusation that
would sound pretty horrible.

We are not able to say: "You ought to look into some other things
that are being done," which perhaps they do not know about, be-
cause as I think you know, part of the things that build tensions
sometimes is the lack of communication, the lack of knowledge.

If there are programs goig forward, and if there are efforts being
made, if they are understood, and if they are sincere, then, in maly
instances, tensions can be relieved and progress can be watched and can
be seen.

Frankly, my hope is that we can establish that communication, and
thereby establish the facts. But as you say, in your area, there seems
to be a good deal of work to be done. So I would hope that you would
be willing to do what you can.
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Mr. MoRmsoN. I would be glad Mr. Chairman, to carry that back
toour folks as i see them and see what could be done.

Mr. RoosnvFine'. Thani you.Mr. IIAWK0NS. Mr. Morrison, in your opinion as an individual, does
tile savings anid loan industry have a racially discriminatory policy?

Mr. MoiWrso-. I know of no policy like that.
You must, keep in mind, I think, Mr. Congressman, that we are all

individual mutuals owned by the shareholders, in the community. So
there are no tight, binding rules. Although we belong, in our case,
to three savings and loan leagues there are no rules that would bind
us to move this way or that way. it is an individual problem.

Mi. HAWKIxS. Does the industry, or, would you say the members of
the industry, employ persons on a basis of merit? b o they employ
Negroes in all phases of the industry?

Mr. MonausoN. Speaking pel'son ally, I would say there are some
employees even in the District associations, that are colored, in more
thaini just the inenim capfacity.

Mr. HAWKINS. In what capacity would you say they have been
employed?

Mr. MORRISON. I believe there are some in the bookkeeping depart-
inent of one of their associations.

Mr. H'AWKINS. Would you say that this is general?
Mr. MomsoN. Not general, no, sir; an exception, at the present

time.
Mr. HAWKINS. That there is a great scarcity of minorities employed

in this industry?
Mr. MojtwsoN. That is correct, at the present time.
Mr. HAWKINS. You implied that they were not employed due to the

inability to get qualified personnel. hid I understand you to make
that statement?

Mr. MORRISON. Yes. The door is open. But qualified people are
hard to come by.

Mr. HAWKINS. What efforts have been put forth in trying to get
qualified help 1?

Mr. MoRiIsoN. I am not testifying, again, for any association.
Mr. HAWKINS. I realize that,. I am asking you these questions

merely for your opinion as an individual, and not with reference to
the specific savings and loan company, or even in direct connection
with the industry as such, but merely opinions that you may have.

Mr. MoRRIsoN. I said a while ago that I think the attitude is
changing. That is as far as I could go.

Mr. HAWKTNS. What is causing the change?
Mr. MoRRIsoN. Realization that they have a community job to do.
Mr. HAWKINS. You said that you did not think that legislation was

the answer, but you favor education. May I ask you, in view of the
statement, just who is going to do this educating that you speak ofI
How do you propose thait itbe done by education, and who is to do it?

Mr. Affi0Rso. It is a community' problem. Education is always
a community problem. I do not believe that legislation can correct
that. I think it is education in the schools, or in the colleges, that
has to come about.

Mr. HAwxIss. Do you realize that here in the District, at least, the
only way you can obtain the education is through legislation? Would
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you exclude that type of legislation, or are you merely referring to
an FEPC act?

Mr. Momuso. No, I am talking about education in the schools.
And to qualify these folks for Jobs.

Mr. HAwKIns. Areyou indicating that there are no qualified Ne-
groes in the metropolitan area of Washington who could fill the posi-
tions in the savings and loan industry?

Mr. MoRnisoN. If, we were to search for them, I think they could
be found, yes.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, is it that you do not need any additional em-
ployees, or that you have an oversupply at the present time, that
causes you-not to search for any?

Mr. MoRmSoN. There, again, I am only testifying personally.
As my friend, here, says, we are getting sufficient help, but we do

have to go through a long process of qualification, because the finan-
cial institution is protected by the FBI, and we have to screen thesepeople very carefuly.or. HAW K IS. You do not think that that interferes with the em-

ployment of Negroes. do you?
Mr. MoimsoN. I did not say that.
Mr. HAWKINS. Well, you indicated that you must screen them.
Mr. MormsoN, We have to. That is right.
Mr. HAWKINS. You are not indicating that your failure to employ

any more Negroes than have been employed in the industry is due to
the fact that they cannot be screened by the FBI?

Mr. MonmsoN. Again, I am only speaking personally, Mi.. Con-
gressman. I am not speaking for the industry or First Federal or
anyone else, just myself.
IMr. HAWKINS. Well, I just do not quite understand you when you

give these various reasons why Negroes are not employed, and then
you indicate that these reasons are not valid.

Mr. MonisoN. I merely said that I think the attitude in the indus-
trVsup forachange. Idid not say that they were doing it now.

r. HAWKINS. When is this attitude going to change? And what
isgoingto cause itto change?

Mr. Moritsow. Personally, I hope, soon.
Mr. HAWKINS. We hope with you.
Mr. Momusox. I really do.
Mr, Roosicv1r. Let me just comment, if my colleague will yield for

a minute. I think I should also say that we have to have more than
hope, and I think you might pass the word that it has to be more than
hope.

Mfri MoRsoN. I would be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MfARn. I noted, Mr. Morrison, that you stated that legislation

along this line would not solve the problem. Could you give the com-
thittee some suggestions as to how you think that this problem we are
concerned with could be solved?

Mr. MomusoN; I Cannot Mr. Martin.
'The reason I say that: i think back to the prohibition amendment,

which was a good amendment; it was a good cause; but I think that
the fact that we could not enforce it caused more trouble in the United
States than we ever had before, because it made more people have
disrespect for the law than ever bWfore.
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Now, any such legislate ion, which tries to legislate social progress,
or force a situation,is liable to have the same fate as the prohibition
amendment.

Mr. ROOS VFLT. Will my colleagueyield?
Mr. Morrison, some of the so-called social legislation has been suc-

cessful. You take the SEC laws. This is in very much the same cate-
gory. What we were trying to do was to establish regulations which
basically would eliminate as much as one possibly could of misrepre-
sentation to the public and better honesty in the securities area. And
certainly you would not say, as a financial mar,, that this has not been
reason bly successful, would you?

Mr. Mo=sox. It is successful.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Right. It is successful. So that there are areas

where, if the legislation is sound and it is properly administered, this
kind of legislation can e helpf ul, can it not?

Mr. Moluisos. It can, Mr. Roosevelt.
Mr. RoosVE1i,. Have you rend II.R. 405?
Mr. MouRisoN. No, I lmve not.
Mr. HRosEVELT. Would you mind if I instructed counsel to send you

a copy for your comment?
Mr. MomltsoN. I would be glad to have it.
Mr. ROOSEVFLT. Personally; I am not asking you officially.
Mr. Momsov. Thank you.
MHr. MARTrx. In applications for loans, is it customary in the Dis.

trict in this area to specify as to whether they areI white' or black in
making an application?

Mr. MomusoN. My personal observation, my own observation, is
that it is not.

Mr. A RTnz. It is not required on an application ?
Mr. MowsoN. No, it is not required.
Mr. MATN. In looking over an application for a loan, I assume

that you look it over purely from the financial standpoint, and the
ability of the borrower to make the payyments, and so forth, so that you
would have a good sound loan?

Mr. MomusoN. That is right, sir.
Mr. MAmrN. So there is no discrimination that is practiced, as far

as the lending of money is concerned?
Mr. MopxIsoN. That is correct.
Mr. Roossm'LT. Mr. Morrison, we want to thank both of you gentle-

men for your kindness in coming before the committee.
Mr. Elsberg, did you have something further ?
Mr. ELsBERG. Yes. May I give a little explanation for the record U
This has nothing to do witfl what this gentleman said.
You mentioned some statistics and we mentioned some employee

numbers, 52 percent colored. 1Ve are primarily outside the District
of Columbia. We have 77 branches, and 10 of, them are here. Most
of them are Alexandria, Falls Church, and so forth, so that the per-
centages of the employees that we discussed, as compared with the 52
percent, are not applicable.

I just say this because of the 2,000 that we spoke of, I would say a
few hundred are in the District and that is all.

Mr. ROOSEVLT. Of course, Dr. Elsberg, the problem is, however a
Metropolitan Washington problem, because many of the people who
live in the District work outside.
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Mr. ELSBERO. There are some, but in our type of store, which is
neighborhood thing, and primarily we are neighborhood, we try to ge
employees in that area, primarily because of the peculiar hours tia'
we work. And so the ratio, the percentage of colored and white, ii'
Fairfax, Falls Church, Alexandria, woul& not be anywhere near the
number in the District.

And I say that just because of what was made a part of the record.
Mr. RoosvzLT. It might be interesting for you to take your Dis-

trict of Columbia operations and see whether they do vary very much.
For instance, are your Washington outlets more heavily staffed with
nonwhites than those in the outer areas?

Mr. ELSBERG. I would say--and this is an approximate figure-we
just opened a store at 12th and E, and I would say that was primarily
colored.

Mr. RoosErv T. I think it would be very helpful if you could give
us a few facts along that line, to show that especially, since, as you
say, you must try to take employees who are in the general area, if
possible.

Along that line, therefore, if you could show that within the District
of Columnbia you had quite a different picture, let's say than you did
in Fairfax County or other areas, I think it would be helpful to the
committee.

Mr. ELSBERG. I can say definitely that the number of employees in
the District of Columbia stores-there is a larger percentage of col-
ored than there is of white.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Well, if you have any specific figures, I think they
would be helpful.

Mr. ELSBERG. I would be glad to send them to you. I do not have
them available.

Mr. RoosFvEvLT. Thank you very much.
And we certainly appreciate your help.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow

morning.
(The above-mentioned material follows:)

Di8triot of Columbia area survey

1 2 8 4 5 8

Total Fountain Fountain Store Pharma- Sales-
employees managers spr- book- cists people

keepers

White ........................ 134 4 1 0 13 77
Nonwhite .................... 199 6 2 1 4 20

Total ................... 333 10 3 1 17 97
Percent nonwhite to total 8.. 00 66 100 23. 5 21

NoT.-Col. No. 1 clearly illustrates that equal employment opportunity is an effective practice of
Drug Fair.

Col. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 represent the responsible positions occupied by nonwhites in ratio to our total
employment for each category. Thischart makes quite apparent that nonwhites are actually engaged
In pursuit of a responsible nature and in a number and percentage that is highly favorable to the overall
number of qualified applicants or professionally trained personnel available.
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Pharmaoieto, District of Oolumbka stores

Active, registered Negro pharmacists ............ 135
Total active, registered pharmacists --------------------------- 1,035
Percent of Negro pharmacists to total ------------------------------ 13
Number of pharmacists In Drug Fair in District of Columbia ------------ 4
Total pharmacists In Drug Fair in District of Columbia ----------------- 17
Percent of Negro pharmacists in Drug Fair --------------------------- 28.5
Number of drugstores owned and operated by Negroes ------------------ 30
Total drugstores in District of Columbia -------------------------- 22
Percent of relationship ---------------------------------------- 10

NoT-.In a professional capacity, Negroes employed In Drug Fair, District of Columbia,
constitute 28 percent of the work forte. This Is far greater than the number of Negro-
white ratio of active, registered pharmacists in the District of Columbia.

Distribution center survey, Aleoandria, Va.

Classification White Nonwhite

Truckdrlecr ................................................................ 1 14
Truck helpers ................................................................ 0 8
Receiving ............................................................... 2 10
Shipping ................................................... 0- 1 5
Returns department ......................................................... I 1
Lift operator ................................................................. 0 5
Order filler ................................................................... 7 32
Stock clerk .................................................................. 3 6
Pricing clerk ................................................................ 0 5
Mechanics ................................................................... 2 0
Guard ...................................................................... 2 0
Inventory control ........................................................... 1 3
General management ....................................................... . 3 0

Total ................................................................. 23 89

Percent nonwhite to overall ................................................. 70
Commissary ...................................................... 2 i 11
Percent nonwhite to overall ........................................ . 84

NOTE.-Tbe above chart indicatess that white and nonwhite employees occupy the same type of positions.
Employment and pay is based solely on qualifications and job performance with equality for whites andnonwhites.

This survey does not include our office staff numbering many nonwhites in the following positions: assist-
ant to the vice president, typists, clericals, bookkeepers, electronic data processing development, mail
room, etc.

WASHINGTON URBAN LEAOUz, INo.
Washington, D.O., Juno 8, 1963.

Dra Mow s: This is in reply to your letter dated May 28, 1963, In which you
related your firm's experience with the Roosevelt committee and your reaction
thereto.

With regard to the questions you raised, I can supply pertinent information
from the public record that may be helpful in some degree toward your under-
standing.

As one of the contacts the committee made in its effort to get an overview of
the District of Columbia employment situation, the Washington Urban League
Joined in the consensus that an objective across-the-board appraisal of the
District of Columbia's major employers does not reflect a satisfying picture with
respect to the Implementation of merit-hiring and equal employment opportunity.

This view was based simply on (1) a determination of the total work force
of firms recognized as leaders in each industry; (2) the proportion of Negro
employees; (3) the job categories to which Negroes are assigned, i.e., top
management, middle management, unskilled operations, etc.; and, (4) the
income gap between Negroes and whites in designated industries.

Of course there are cogent reasons that, In some instances, make this disparity
understandable, but I am confident that if you took a detached objective view
you would subscribe to this conclusion. This conclusion did not involve attitudes,
procedures, and related considerations, but was based primarily on what the
statistics showed.
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With regard to my personal opinion of Drug Fair in this connection, I ha
been highly impressed in my contacts with you and your associates. It is r
considered opinion that Drug Fair has a positive action program in which j,'
openings are made available without race considerations. I can personal
attest this on the basis of examples in our iles that record your requesting t
league to refer applicants for Job openings in categories other than the trad
tonal; and several instances in which league referrals were accepted f
announced Job openings.

Further, I can attest that you and I have met regularly in cordial session
in which we discussed Drug Fair's employment needs, possible openings to whic
the league could make referrals, general assessment of Drug Far's activity
the area of our mutual concern and related matters.

in all candor, however, It has been my opinion that up to a point In the recen
past, Drug Fair, just as was the case with other. major employers, may bay
had a fair employment practices policy, but had no aggressive, positive action
program designed to implement its policy.

My contacts and conferences with you over the past year, and the tangiblE
results that have accrued, have led to my conviction that Drug Fair does In fac'
now have an exemplary action program that, In time will enable the company.
and the urban league to point with pride to achievement in this area.

It is our sincere hope here that the league and Drug Fair will continue the
excellent relationship that has been developed, with the community as bene-
ficiary.

It is my conclusion, however, that the ultimate determination with regard
to the subject of this discussion will not be made by the league, or any congres-
sional committee, but by the action and conscience of Drug Fair management.

Cordially,
RowmT L. TAyo3,

A88oolate Director, Job Development Department.

(Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, May 28, 1963.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1963

HoUSE OP REPRzSENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMNrNITa oN LABOR

OF THI COMMITTEE ONT EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Waehingto&n, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m pursuant to adjournment in the
Hall of States Room, the Skyline inn, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
presiding.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt (chairman of the subcommit-
tee), Hawkins, Gill, and Bell.

Staff member present: Jay H. Foreman, subcommittee counsel.
Mr. HAwKINs. The meeting will come to order. This is another

hearing of the General Subcommittee on Labor of the House Commit-
tee on Education and Labor. This is a continuation of the hearings on
H.R. 405, the proposed Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Act.

This meeting is called specifically on the question of job discrimina-
tion in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.

Unfortunately, the chairman of the subcommittee, the Honorable
James Roosevelt, is delayed, and we will continue the hearings in his
absence. We expect Mr. Roosevelt to be here before the morning ses-
sion is over.

The first witness this morning is Dr. Frank Jones, vice chairman
of the District of Columbia Commissioners' Council on Human Rela-
tions.

Dr. Jones, it is a pleasure to have you with us and if you have a
prepared statement to present to the committee, we will be very pleased
to have it.

STATEMENT OF DR. R. FRANK JONES, VICE CHAIRMAN, ACCOM-
PANIED BY PAUL RILLING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA COMMISSIONERS' COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS

Dr. JoNEs. We do have a somewhat prepared statement.
Mr. HAwwxus. You may either summarize the statement or read it

in its entirety.
Dr. JONES. I should like to have Mr. Paul Rilling, the executive

secretary, sit with me.
Mr. HAwmiis. We are pleased to have Mr. Rilling also.
Dr. Jozis. Mr. Chairman, I cannot divorce myself from the tradi-

tion of my heritage; the Urban League philosophy. You may find
me during this testimony wearing my second badge, the Urban League.

_ want you to know that we deplore the economic plight of the
Negro in our country, a plight stemming from ignorance, compounded
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by prejudice. This results in a strangling effect upon our Natior
depriving it of a significant economic value while providing psyche
logic trauma not only for the Negro, but strain upon the morareligious, and economic fiber of our oppressors must produce adver,
reactions upon their efficiency. There is recognized a wide gap in thi
economy between the Negro and white community which is reflectec
in the earning power for white males as $5,137 and for Negro malec
$3 075; for females white, $2,537 and for Negro $1,276.

These facts have been recovereA from the recent statistics.
Mr. HAwiaNs. May I interrupt just long enough to inquire wheth-

er or not you are reading from the prepared statement or is this a
prefatory statement to the statement that you have given to us?

Dr. Jo xs. I want you to know that, whereas I am representing the
Human Relations Council, I can't come here without representing
myself. These are the facts which I would like to present.

Mr. HAwK Ns. We are glad to have you in both capacities.
Dr. Jow~s. This represents a national economic tragedy depriving

the Negro of $12 billion to spend and the Nation's economy indirectly
of $28 billion annually; the difference being paid is for denial of equal
opportunity to be self-supporting. How long can the American
economy afford this luxury?

I know that I have been asked to appear here for the Human Re-
lations Council because our competent chairman, Mr. Aaron Gold-
man, finds it impossible to appear. I shall proceed with my prepared
statement.

The Commissioners' Council on Human Relations was established
Vb action of the District of Columbia Commissioners in August 1958.
The Council was designated as an advisory body to the loard of
Commissioners on the general problems of intergroup relations in
the District and particularly, on the implementation of the Com-
missioners' e ual employment policies within the District govern-
ment and on the part of businesses holding contracts with the District.

In 1961 the membership of the Councif, appointed by the Board of
Commissioners, was increased from seven to nine, and the Council
was given authority to investigate, upon complaint, discrimination in
private industry and to provide its good offices to help conciliate com-
munity tensions in human relations. The Council on Huian Rela-
tions now consists of nine members and a staff of two specialists in
iutergtoup relations and one administrative secretary. I have been
a member of the Council since its organization. I am now serving as
vice chairman, and as chairman of the subcommittee on apprentice-
sip opportunities.

It should be noted that the Council is primarily at advisory, edu-
cational, and conciliatory body. We have no enftoement powers as
do many public intergroup rlations agencies across tli6 country.

During the 41/2 years of its existence, the Council has been con-
cerned with study and action on a wide number of problems relating
to interracial and interreligious relations. I will limit myself this
morning to our activities in behalf of broadening equal employment
opportunities for minority group citizens of the bistrict.

The efforts of the Council to achieve equal job opportunities have
been centered in four problem areas: Within the District of Columbia
government, in business holding District contracts, apprenticeship
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training; and private industry in gene. Let me repot briefly on
our efforts in each area.

1. DISTRICT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

A regulation of the District of Columbia Commissionerls adopted
in 1953 forbids discrimination on the grounds of race, religion, or
national origin within the District government.

The Council bn Human Relations has been wholly or partly re-
sponsible for the following developments within the District gov-
* ernment.

I would like to comment on my own with regard to this.
(a) It is a fact that there occurred about a year and a half ago a peti-

tion from the Fire Department which pointed out the very definite
oppressive measures therein, the specific point beinfr that they were
unable to join the union. This was presented to the Human Relations
Council with 23 specific complaints.

After an open hearing in which the hierarchy of the Department
was involved and the firemen themselves had an opportunity to pre-
sent their position, all of these measures faded out and within about
3 months there was a completely integrated situation with the Fire
Department where Negro officers commanded posts in which there
were intergroup personnel. This has been a harmonious effort which
I think is unparalleled in District government, and it could be recalled
that this was probably expected to be one of the most difficult areas
in the District government to comply with the intergroup relations
policy as pointed out by the Commissioners in their order.

(b) The manpower utilization survey, an annual check of our prog-
ress toward equal employment which has been taken every year since
1960. This will be referred to a little later.

(e) The processing of 386 complaints of discrimination primarily
from District employees from 1959 through 1962. Twenty complaints
were handled by the Council in 1959, 36 in 1960, 105 in 1961, and 225
in 1962. Thus, there is an awareness in the community that the
Council exists.

In January of this year the Commissioners adopted a new con-
plaint process for District employees, involving the appointment of
equal employment liaison representatives in all district departments.
Under this new system, every complaint is first investigated by the de-
partmental representative. It is then reviewed and, if necessary, rein-
vestigated by the staff of the Council. In any case where the Council
cannot reach an agreement with a District department on the find-
ings in a case or on the corrective action necessary, the case is re-
viewed by a special committee of three which can recommend action
to the Commissioners. This committee consists of our Director, Paul
Rilling; Mr. Carl Coleman, assistant to Commissioner Duncan; and
Mr. Jimes Murray, Chief of the Employment Section, Central Per-
sonnel. Notices have gone up in all District offices notifying employees
-ofthese procedures and their departmental representatives have beenidentified.

This procedure, modeled after the employment policy officer system
of the Federal Government, has been in effect for 3 months. It is too
soon to measure its effectiveness but we are guardedly optimistic.
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DUring these 3 months, 41 complaints have been filed by District
employees. Of this number, 11 have been successfully resolved
through corrective action. In five cases, no probable cause of dis-
crimination was found.' Three complamits were withdrawn by corn-,
plainants. In 4 cases, we could findno jurisdiction for the Council,
and 17 cases are still under investigation or conciliation.STo date, we have been. able to reach an agreement with the depart-
ments on all cases. No case, as yet, has come to the special committee
or to the Board of Commissioners.,
-In processing the volume of complaints, we are handicapped by the

small size of our staff and this provides delays in completing investi-
gations.

The complaint system operates under the overall supervision of
Commissioner John B. Duncan, as the Commissioner designated by
the-Board of Commissioners to direct this function of the District
Government. There has been some improvement in the scope and
nature of Negro employment within District government since the
early_ 1950's but the council feels it is an area where improvement
lags behind the expected progress. It is not'satisfied with the progress.

Comparative data is difficult to come by. The manpower utiliza-
tion surveys have been taken only since 1960. The 1962 survey shows
thaV48.1 percent of District employees were Negro as of last June 30.
This is an increase of 1.4 percent over 1961, and compares with a
Negro employment rate of 22.8 percent by the Federal Government
in the Washington civil service region in 1962.

Negroes employed by the District in grades 5-11 show an increase
from 24.4 percent in 1960 to 28.2 percent in 1962. In grades 12-18,
the increase is from 6.7 percent in 1960 to 7.8 percent in 1962.' Of
255 employees of the District government who were earning salaries
of $11,000 or more last June, however, only 21 were Negro. We
estimate that only 25 percent of the districtt government payroll in
1962 went to the 48 percent of District government employees who
,Were Negro.

The council has been cooperating closely with the police depart-
ment in the planning of an expanded intergroup relations training
program of 40 hours for all recruits and 8hours f6r !all 6fficei of IV
the rank of sergeant and above. We belieVe- that this'traiini is an
important contribution to better police community relations. ff more
SN X roes Were visible at all levels of the department, this, too, would
substantially improve police-community relations. The promotion
system by manyofficers is considered'suspect. .
- I believe that the government of the District of Columbia must
move beyond its present emphasis n nondiscrimination and the com-
pliint system. We need a greater emphasis on affirmative action by
!department heads and personnel officers to recruit, employandiup- ex
grade qualified Negroes so that equal employment m1ay become er-
i'eality, not simply a goal, inI Distidct government. An intensifed pr
'effort should be made to, provide employees the opportunity to close
:the'gap which is a matter of record. That is'the gap between the in
white and Negro employees. Ste
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2. CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

Since 1953 it has been the policy of the District government to re-
quire nondiscrimination in employment on the part of firms signing
contracts with the District. In April 1962, new tighter regulations
were adopted by the Commissioners, patterned somewhat after the
contract compliance procedures of the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity. These regulations require the filing of
compliance forms by contractors, a complaint procedure involving
investigation and hearings, ' the obligation of affirmative action on
thd art of contractors, itAnd routine and special compliance reViews
'bjt ,he contract agencies.The Council urged, and helped develop, these new regulations. The
Council does not have enforcement responsibility under these regula-
tions. The contract agencies are responsible, with the Council named
in an advisory capacity. The contract agencies for the District are
the Procurement Office and the Departments of Building and
Grounds, Highways, and Sanitary Engineering.'On the recommendation of the Council, the District government has
taken a number of steps to encourage more equal employment by con-
tractors. All District contractors are required to post on their
promises posters provided by the Council informing employees of thecontr'at regulations.

Several years ago the Council staff met with representatives of the
District contract agencies and a number of the larger contractors to
discuss employment policy. On several occasions the Commissioners
have addressed communications to contractors calling their attefition
to the regulations and inviting their cooperation.

The Council *on Human Relations is not satisfied that District con-
tractors are implementing equal employment opportunity. We be-
lieve that the processing of complaints is not a sufficient means of
policing the enforcement of the Commissioners' policy. The absence
of complaints does not necessarily mean that conditions are satis-
factory. We believe that the District should take a greater initiative
to investigate conditions in contract plMts even in the absence of com-
plaints or obvious problems. We hope that there will be more routine
compliance reviews as are rovided for in the April 192 Commi's-
sioners' order. The stag of the Council is currently engaged ir dis-
clssions with the contract agencies concetning thele matters. * We
antidipate that new measures to police nondiscrimination on District
contracts will soon be announced.

The District government's nondiscrimination clause was recently
extended to hospitals that provide service to indigent patients at Gov-
ernment expense. Not ony are they required to recrut, hire, and
promote without regard to, race, bolor,: or ethnic origin but, also, this
policy is extended to applicants for positions on the visiting, attend-
ing, and courtesy staffs. Although several of thee hospitals have
stepped up their appointments of'Negro doctors, it i hoped that the
pace- will be, significantly increased as present, hospital contracts are
.renewed duringthe fiscal year. , "
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I would like to go away from my text for-a minute to present my
own position which is not a position taken by the Council although the
Council has been keenly interested in the hospital staffing as we recog-
nize it.

Although several accredited'hosPitals profess concern and interest
in the involvement of Negro physicians in the active as well as courtesy
staffs, there is little evidence of realization in this regard. The excuse
.that their staffs are filled is not acceptable. Their failure to actively
peek qualified Negro physicians to fill the gap so long present by their
longstanding repressive measures should not be condoned by our
Government-our Government which built their hospitals and our
Government which supports their indigent patients during this too
long period of adjustment.

A directive should be issued which requires a turnabout in policy.
This should be issued now and it is to be noted that one of these hos-

tals which is providing the token involvement of Negro staff mem-
rs in a few of its departments appeared before the Congress just

last week requesting $8,200,000 for an addition in which to perpetuate
this segregated policy.

When this Congress was considering appropriation for $20 million
for the construction of this hospital's original building 7 or 8 years
ago, I was naive enough to believe, after a conversation with the
president of one of the staffs of the consolidating hospitals, that
integration of its personnel, patients, and staff was merely a matter
of time. A matter of time, yes, a very, very long time. I can wait no
longer for the right, not the privilege of Nego participation in the
program of the Washington Medical Center.

Mr. Chairman, I do ere urge that a rider requiring immediate
integration of this hospital be written as a requirement to the appro-
priation before another dollar is expended to perpetuate this ugly
practice of segregation within our Nation. Why cannot our Govern-
ment develop a crash program aimed at closing this gap and do so
immediately I ? 

.

Mr. HAwmws. Dr. Jones, may I interrupt your testimony to ask this
question: the hospital that you spoke of you identified as the Washing-
ton Medical Center?

Dr. JONES. That is right.
Mr. HAWKINS. Is that a Government hospital?
Dr. JONES. No, it is not a Government hospital. It is a hospital for

which the Government supplied $20 million to build and which is
now asking $8,227,000 for an addition of 300 beds. This came to
another committee.

Mr. HAWKINS. Then it is a private hospital which has received
Federal assistance?

Dr. JONES. Well, that is a great deal of assistance, $20 million to
build.

Mr. HAWKINS.' Yes. The other hospitals referred to in the state-
ment you have read from-the prepared statement are both private and
publichospitals?

SDr. Joiq. 'hey are allprivate hospitals.
M A. rHAWKINs. You are confining the statement to the service which

is provided for which the Government pays some amount, such as
service to indigents and others?
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Dr. JoNEs. Exactly yes. By the order of the Commissioners which

was reissued in the fall, the extension of the contract with Government
was applied which provides for the employment on a nondiscrimina-
tory basis of all types of personnel.

Mr. HAwiKiNs. Then you are including all hospitals that have some
contract with the District government?

Dr. JONES. And every hospital in the District of Columbia has such
a contract--except Doctors.

Mr. HAWKINS. I see. Thank you.
Dr. JONEs. So we are not exempting any. I am making a particular

plea with regard to the fact that inherent in any further appropriation
that serious consideration be given to making this an American type
hospital which provides the opportunity for the participation of the
Negro in its staffing.

We recognize that of the hospitals in Washington there has been
a great limitation but I submit that in the last 2 years there has been
some tendency toward involving Negroes, but this involvement is
merely token.We have, for example, in Washington Hospital Center where there
are nearly 700 staff members, only 1 Negro on its attending staff and
24 are on its courtesy staff. These have Ken progressive over the last
4 years.

Mr. HAWKINs. All of these hospitals with contracts do admit Negro
patients?

Dr. JoNEs. Oh, yes. They couldn't live without the Negro patient.
Mir. -T,%wKT xNS. But in many instances the Negro doctor is not al-

lowed to follow his patient into the hospital, is that right?
1)r. JoNES. In many services he is not allowed. Even though, for

example, Washington Center has 24 Negroes on its staff, these are con-
fined to probably not more than 3 services, and the other services
in the hospital which must include, I should say 20 or more, have no
Negroes involved in the staffs which would handle patients in that
area.. This is an unholy situation involved in this issue.

Curently whereas a number of years ago, and let's go back 10,
there were a significant number of hospital admissions that were free
or indigent, possibly 65 or 70 percent being indigent in some of the
hospitals, in the one which I happen to have an interest, currently
in our hospital this matter has been reversed and third parties are
paying for 70 percent of the hospitalization. The Government is
financing a terrific number of these through insurance. That is, the
patients are financing it through Government insurance which lives
them the right, therefore, upon admission to select their physicians.
Since they cannot take their own physician into the hospital, they
are thrown on the mercy of the hospital to assign them a doctor who
treats them not like we used to treat indigents but the attending phy-
sician treats these hospital patients and gets paid for it from third par-
ties and, since this is a significant number of admissions over the course
of a year and since no Negro physician is on the attending staff to
provide this care, the economy's loss to the Negro physicians is great
because the third party pays the hospital staff doctor.

My contention is that there exists in this whole area an unholy sit-
•ation of perpetuating an evil, the evil being that in order for ono to
become a member of a staff, if he is located in Washington he must
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have the SUl)p t of one or two members of that attending staff to
sponsor his a )'pication and, since our relationship, that. is, the Negro
physician's relationship with the white surgeon's or physician's activity
is, very new in the District Medical Society and even t 1ough our mem-
bership is now accepted there and this isovery new the lack of knowl-
edge of.he ability of the Negro physician is ramplant and endorse-
ment is impossible.

M r. HAWKINS. Is this general in the area ?
Dr. JoNES. It is general in all hospitals.
Mr. HAWKiNS. Would you care to name specifically any hospitals

that do not follow such a policy ?
Dr. JONES. Yes, I ea,, name only one of the accredited hospitals.

Sibley does not. follow this practice but each of the other hoslpitals does
follow that practice. I say so because I happen to be in the field
where, even though my experience is known nationally, it was imnpos-
sible when I did apply for me to get anybody to endorse an applica-
tion.

I was foolish enough to ask one. lie had worked with me. fora num-
ber, of yeans, I asked him, "Whlio do you think I might get. to endorse
me?" I had been working'with him for 8 years. Ifelooced me square
in the eye and said, "I dln't have the slightest idea."

Mr. HAwKINs. Does the District government's nondiscrimination
clause cover these hospitals which have contracts?

Dr. JoNES. It does.
Mr. HAwKIN S. Has that clause been unenforceable, then, in such

a situation as this?
Dr. JONES. It is a new clause. It is less than 6 months old and there

is a tendency to provide token opportunities and this has occurred in
several hospitals. For example, 'Washington Center involved its first
man in internal medicine this year and to my understanding lie pre-
sented a very creditable experience which was commended by the vice
chairman of the board of the hospital as having come to him in that
fashion. He served 2 months in his rotation as an attending physician.

We have in Children's Hospital, two men on the attending staff and
in Providence Hospital which only within the past month took on its
first attending staff man.

Mr. HAwKiNS. Now, if the nondiscrimination clause is not observed,
what power does the District government have with respect to obtain-
ing compliance with its nondiscrimination clause?

Dr. JONEs. Well, it can only withhold a contract next year.
Mr. IAwKINS. You have the i)ower to withhold the contract?
Dr. JoNxs. That is the l)owei in the Conmmissioners' order.
Mfr. HAwKiNs. So far lhts this power been used ?
Dr. JoNms. No, it has not, and this token compliance of one or two

would probably be like the deliberate speed in the desegregation.
Mr. GILL. Would the irentleman yield at this point?
Mr. IAwxINs. Yes, Mr. Gill. p
Mr. GiLL. Doctor, there is a question that I am not clear on. You 0

are saying that these hospitals are not hiring,, Negro physicians to be
members of their.permanent staff ?

Dr. Jozin. It is not a matter of hiring because physicians are not
hired for this. They are selected to do this and serve voluntarily in
this position.
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Mr. GlLL. I amn trying to find out what the practice iii the medical

profession is here. Are you saying that this is the same thing in re-
gard to Negro physicians in private practice who have patients who
have to go to the hospital, that they are not allowed to follow their
patients?

Dr. JoNEs. Oh, they are not allowed. No. Dr. X is treating a pa-
tient and, although he is a qualified sp cialist in the field, if his patient
desires to go to one of these hospitals in which he has no privilege, he
cannot follow the patient.

Mr. GILL. Are there any of these hospitals where a private Negro
physician has privileges?

Dr. JONES. There is a token acceptance of courtesy privileges in
each of these hospitals.

Mr. GILL. What does this mean?
Dr. Jo Ns. By courtesy privilege, we mean that a surgeon or a medi-

cal man qualified by a specialty hoard, as a rule, has the endorsement
of two members of that staff who would recommend him for admission
to that particular service. The vote goes down to the Department and
the Department, upon receiving this application, agrees that he may
come in if there is a vacancy and when t ere is a vacancy he is accei)ted
as a member.

Mr. (hLL. In o0thr words, this is a private physician who wants
those privileges at a given hospital?.

Dr. JoxEs. Correct.
Mr. GILL. Do private physicians have privileges in more than one

hospital or are they limited to one?
Dr. JONES. Yes, they do have privileges in several hospitals. Most

of the men, I daresay, have privileges in more than two or at least
two.

Mr. GILL. Is the import of what you are saying that there are a
numl)er of Negro physicians in the District who have no hospital
pIrivile es at all?

Dr. Jf xvs. That is exactly what I am saying.
Mr. Gmr,. Do you have the numbers and the people involved?
Dr. JONES. Yes.
.Mi-. Gin. 1 think it wold( )e helpful to have tlat.
l)r. JoN-s. 1e have those who have privileges at the various hos-

pitals. in reverse, I can give you who has privileges where, and there
are (exa(tliy 58 1)rivileges extended to the hospitals in Washington on
a (',ortesy lasis.

Mrh. Gir',L. I am not sure how this applies Mr Chairman, but the
medical society in the District of Columbia has been in trouble with
the Government before on antitrust measures and it seems to ine that,
when you restrict a doctor from a, hospital, you are in effect depriving
him of a. basic source of his livelihood.

Dr. JoNEs. It is not as simple as that as I would interpret it. A
plan has to be established. There has to be an established criterion
of a mnan's efficiency and effectiveness before he is acceptable and this
standard is usually a board of accreditation.

Mr. GiLL. But he is licensed?
)r. T,;Fs. A licensed man does not connand privilege if he has

not. done some graduate study to sharpen up his talent and efficiency.
So ;ve only speak for those men who have this highly trained talent.
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Mr. HAwxuzs. If I may, Mr. Gill VMr. GILL. Surely.Mr. GAwxi With respect to those Negro doctors who do have

this qualification, this accreditation, and so forth, is there any dis-
crimination practiced against them with respect to their ability to
follow their patients into 'the hospital? Without getting into the
proeedures that any doctor would follow, we are concerned with
whether or not there is any refusal to allow Negro doctors the same
privileges as other doctors under the same conditions.

Now that, I think, is what we would like to know.
Dr. JoNEs. I am sure you would. That is what I am here to tell

you. There is very definitely that discrimination against them. That
is, the are not provided the opportunity in the smine way other doctors
are allowed.

Mr. BELL. As I understand it, Dr. Jones, is that not specifically
what you are talking about ?You are talking about the kind of doctors
that have the special training who are not allowed to be on the staffs
of these hospitals.

Dr. JoNEs. Exactly.
Mr. BELL. There is a difference between being a member of a staff

and having privileges; is there not?
Dr. JoNEs. Being an active member of the active staff, on the one

hand, and having courtesy privileges-when you have courtesy priv-
ileges you may bring a case into the hospital and render the service to
your patient. That is granted to large numbers of white physicians
ut to very few Negro physicians.
As far as the attending staff is concerned, except during the past few

months, none has had active staff privileges, on the attending staff,
and now there have been just a few who have gained this privilege.

Mr. BELL. As I understand the way these hospitals work, they want
to keep a certain category of workability among their staff; is that
not correct?

Dr. JONES. Yes.
Mr. BELL. So they make certain requirements to keep their stand-

ard up high.
Dr. JoNEs. Oh, definitely.
Mr. BELL. Now what you are saying in effect, is that in cases where

there are Negroes who have this standard and have this extra train-
ing, they are discriminating against them?

Dr. JONEs. They are ignored.
Mr. B.. They are ignored?
Dr. JONES. Exactly.
Mr. BELL. These are the people that they ask for to be on their staff?
Dr. JoNES. This is my plea.
My plea goes further: It is that they be accepted. Inasmuch as the

conciliatory measures which have been used in trying to open this
opportunity have been of little value. Since I have no recollection
whatsoever, nor have I experienced success with these kind of meas-
ures making a serious impact, I believe you in Congress have a re-
sponsibility to see that this action takes place by surrounding the
money which you appropriate with directives which would give thecommunity the assurance that all qualified physicians will be given
an opportunity to serve as members of the attending and courtesy
staffs of all hospitals financed by Government funds.
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I should like, further, to have the feeling prevail in all of the hos-
pitals that it not be necessary for a Negro physician to seek a member
of a white staff for his endorsement. This is a very traumatic expe-
rience to have again and again, as I have had it, and I wouldn't want
any young man faced with this.

If I could tell you of just one or two experiences which I have had
as I came along. I was professor of urology since 1933 at Howard
University. I retired last year from that position.

There were set up boards for criteria of qualifications of trained
people or people who sought to be accredited by these examinations.

One of the regnlit ions there was that two of the accredited specialists
would have to endorse in each location an applicant. When I sought
accreditation, there were only two men accredited and I had to, if I
wanted to pursue my work, seek each of them for support.

You would be surprised to hear the remarks which came from these
two men.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Gill.
Mr. GILL. I want to get back to this one point which I obviously

do not; understand. Mhen a privatee physician of Negro extraction
who is licensed to practice and is practicing has a patient that needs
to go to the hospital, why and under what criteria is he prevented
from going to the hospital to take care of that patient?

Dr. JoNEFs. First of all, he has to have privileges to go into the
hospital.

Mr. GILL,. Let us assume the man is in general l)ractice.
Dr. JONFS. The man in general practice has developed no talent

which is known to the hospital which would permit the hospital to
give him the responsibility of treating the patient within the hos-
pital. A license is not enough.

Mr. GILL. Even his own patient, if it is some disease which he is
competent to take care of?

Dr. JONES. That is a question of whether he is competent to take
care of this. This is something which has to be established within
the hospital.

Mr. GILL. Let us take a very common disease, childbirth.
Dr. JONES. That is very common and the hardest hospital staff to

break into.
Mr. GiLL. Is that right?
Dr. Jox~s. Yes.
Mr. GML. Why is it that the Negro physician who has the confi-

dence of his patient and has been taking care of the patient during
the prenatal period is not allowed to follow the patient into the hos-
pital I What is the professional excuse that they give for not allow-
mig him in there?

Dr. Jo~ .xs. That "The staff is filled, we have as many persons on
our obstetrical staff as we can accommodate."

Mr. BELL. Will the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. Giu.. It looks to me as if it is a restraint of trade here. They

are keeping somebody else out and making up a handy excuse.
Mr. BELL. I have complete sympathy with your position, Doctor.,

Is it not true that on these staffs in many hospitals tley have certain
criteria or standards and that there are many doctors that are not
allowed on hospital staffs because they do not come up to these cri-
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teria but in addition there is actually in this case discrifinatiol) ?
I wanted to clarify that one poilit that hospitals do have that

policy.
Mr. GILL. I am an old hand at fighting tie doctors who would

squeeze others out of their profession.
Dr. JoNEs. I can give you my position from my position in Freed-

men s Hospital where I am the director. Most any ethilcal practicing
physician can get. privileges to serve lis ipatielt iil o1' hospital if he
is licensed and ethical. lie has to make ail application and indicate
in what field he wants to work.

Mr. Gma,. This is just to serve his patient.
Dr. JONES. To serve his patient. We have to Silrroll( that. )Utienlt

who is our resl)onsilility iil tle hosl)ital with il of the i o(lern and
progressive niethods of tre'atmenl and we have a ]mSl)itlil atten(ing
staff which will supervise the case of this paltielnt if tie (leotors ability
is unknown to be suire that tle lrOl) ty)e of niedica1] 'c:re, is de-
veloped in this particular ease. So thlat, 11is is t 1 w:1 our respolosi-
bility lies. We have (lo.tors who get lwivileges witl 1 S1 isiou1 tiithey show that they are able to (h) the wvork.(

Ml'. GILL. Tlat s un your Center whicl is what ?
Dr. JONES. Freedmen's Hospit'l1. "his is now a Government

hospital.

1r. G mT,. The other hospitals (h) not extenl tlhe ril'ilge to Negro
doctors?

I)r. iJoNEs. None of the hospitals that I know of use this nwthod
and criterion. You have to come there with known aI)ilitv which is
certified by the staff, their own staff.
Mr. (IL. Even to take care Of iour own patient under supervision ?
Dr. JONES. Sure. This is impol ait. The hosl)itals nmust s11Pr0o1111d fi

their patients with the most niodern medical (are and to he a-ssured
of that they have to know of or Su)ervise the handling of every
case. Fhey are liable, you know, for the care of the patient even
though the patient is a private patient. 'Tl(Wy are ]iaiule for any
damage.

Mr. GILL. I do not want to clutter the record with further pursuit
of this but there does seem to le an added fillip to tle pratice of
some doctors and hospitals who strive to keep out people they feel A.
compete with then.

Dr. JONES. That is traditional.
Mr. I.AWKINS. I feel that tile question, )'. Jones, goes to this

problem: There is a different criterion used in the case of a Negro
physician than that which is used for a white physician.

Pr. Jo.NEs. Well, the way I would see it from this vantage )oint
is that the criterion which is applied generally in hospitals l;uiles, ex-
cept at Sibley Hospital, is that two ieiembers of the staff nrast know
that you are capable and that the entire staff, and it. has been in one.
hospital, expected to be unanimous on the staff that. the entire fratern-
ity in that partiCular department wants you or will accept you. in."

AMr. HAWIKUNs..This is true with respect to any physieian?
Dr. ,o,1'NS. It is yes.tice
Mr. HAWKINS. Are. you saying, then, that, while the criterion is

the same, that it is difficult for the Negro, for example, to get two in-
dividuals to recommend him whereas it is not a difficult thing for
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a white physician to get two persons on the staff to recommend him?
Dr. J, rs. Yes; that is true. I take the position that it sould not

be at all difficult for the staff of the hospital to accept recoimenda-
tions of people who do know that he has the knowledge, who do know
that he is an ethical practitioner just as they accept men from out of
town who come recommended. This project would be a logical method
of approach rather than to subject one of us to the possibility of rebuffswhich can he very traumatic psychologically.

Mr. Hawmixs. I suppose we have gotten quite a distance off the
prepared statement.

If you would like to follow it now, I think it was at apprenticeship
training on page 6.

3. APPRENTICESIIII' TRAINING

1)m'. JNES. The Council has been concerned, throughout its existence,
that aii mm fair and in.sufficient number of apprenticeship training
opolrtitliities is available for Negroes. During 1960 the staff of the
Coum('il tried to use education and conciliation during a number of
disci'ssi,,0s Nwith Jaborr officials al joint aIl))rehtiCe.Sli) comillittees.
Although a number of the labor officials indicated understanding and
a'rreinevm t with the expressed .need for more .apprenticeship oppor-timities f,,. Ne,-1.oes, there were few changes in lprevaillhg patterns.

Akfth present timle. the Counlcil oi nn uanl Relations and'the Dis -

triet of Columbia Apprenticeship Council are engaged in a joint
srvey of al)I)rentices now in training by trade ancT by race. Ques-
t ionnitires have gone out to all joint apprenticeship conmnittees and to'
1,30. nonunion employers who are approved for registered appren-
ticeship training. A number of responses are in. We expect to have
final results by Julv 1. The survey was initiated on the recommen-
dat ion of our council. I am happy to be serving as chairman of the
joint survey committee.

I would like to move away from the text for a moment to explore
further with you some of our experiences in the apprenticeship train-
ing program.

A bou t 2. years ago, probably 3 years ago, concern developed in
the community about the lack of apprenticeship training for Negroes.
As a result, the Hup)an Relations Council called in for a hearing the
Council on Apprenticeship Training.

It was quite clear from our interview that many things were hap-
pening in this program which were un-American and unholy. It
was filled with nepotism. It seemed that one to be an apnrentiee had
to be a relative or a friend of a journeyman or have bOMme favored
employer.n.i.manly of the instances, many of the particular apprenticeship

training programs, I would say in but a few of them never a Negro
had been involved, and I think that I could look at what we are expect-
ing to get out of our present study, out of some 338 apprenticeship
programs I would daresav not more than 10, and this is al estimate,
not more than 10 have or have ever involved Negroes in their appren-
ticeship program.

These apprenticeship training programs use our public schools to
enhance and develop their programs-by night school assignments to
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their trainees and almost without exception our folk, the Negro, is
excluded.

One can understand the impact that this will have on our economic
situation on the goals that can be developed in our youth and the op-
portunities which we might expect to cquire to make our families,
the family of our youth, self-supporting.

If there is no image of growth, I submit to you that it is a very
trgc situation.

W will have the facts on this and do everything that we can to
develop within the climate of the Apprenticeship Council the willing-
ness.

As I look at the Council today and compare it with what it was 3
years ago, there has been a significant change of heart of these people
and I suspect that this is not without some additions to the Council
itself and the interest which both the Labor Department and the Pres-
ident's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity has taken in
this matter.

At the recent Apprenticeship Council meeting, we had the privilege
of hearing a representative of the President's Committee make a very
strong supporting statement for the integration und involvement of
Negroes in the apprenticeship program. If this could be implemented
as I stated, it would be great progress toward the goals which we all
are seekig.

Mr. Hzwxws. Dr. Jones, there was testimony before this commit-
tee that several groups in the District are cooperating in a project
to obtain a list ofaprentices, Negro boys and girls who might become
apprentices. The Urban League was involved in this, the Department
of Labor, and one or two other groups that I cannot recall at the present
time.

Has the Council been involved in this activity, or do you know
about it?

Dr. JoNEs. We know about it. I happen to be the chairman of the
Employment Committee of the Washington Urban League and it is
"down my alley," so to speak, but the Council itself has not embarked
on this particular program though it has much interest, as you might
glean from the fact that the Human Relations Council has established
a committee which is in association with the Appreniceship Council
and we are working together to determine the facts and try to outline
them.

Mr. HAWKINS. So that you are actually involved in this community
activity as a council?

Dr. JONE S. Exactly. That is right. V
Mr. HAWKINS. May the temporary chairman interrupt the proceed- V

wings at this time to give the chair with pleasure to the permanent n
chairman of the subcommittee. r

Mr. RoosenT. I am going to ask Mr. Hawkins to continue to pre- SC
side. I have to be back on tle floor at 12 o'clock sharp. If you will r
continue to act, I will appreciate it. P

Mr. HAWKINS. All right.
Will you continue then, Doctor. T
Dr. JONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The apprenticeship problem is a difficult one, not only because of f

discriminatory practices but because of traditional patterns of favor-
ye
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iig family, and friends of journeymen for apprenticeship opportu-
nities. Those without connections, white or Negro, have difficulty
obtain ing a pprenticeship appointments.
The District of Columbia Apprenticeship Council may withdraw

certfication from any apprenticeship program which is operated on a
discriminatory basis. It may be that this power will have to be
utilized if this problem is to be solved as it must be.

With regard to public utilities, we are going to the businesses and I
do not think that public utilities are really private businesses but I
would like to say a word about the public utilities and I am moving
away from the text for these comments.

There are developing better employment policies which result not
only in economic gains but an improved public image in the public
utilities. Yet, there remain within each utility significant areas of
employment far removed from the grasp of a Negro applicant.

should say a word about financial institutions. My personal ex-
perience in trying to develop opportunities in employment among
hanks dates back to 1954 as an Urban League effort. It was continued
with the Human Relations Council and joined by our chairman, Aaron
Goldman.

We heard one board chairman say he "did not know that Negroes
wanted to work in banks."

And another said he "could not operate his bank without George."
Of course, you know George is a porter or doorman. This naivete

in those experiences would provide levity if there was not revealed
the serious situation of economic deprivaton which is thrust upon our
community by this thoughtless ignorance in high places.

I know that employment of bank tellers was initiated by an Execu-
tive order which required nonsegregation in Government facilities.
Expansion of employment in these areas is progressing but recruit-
ment in several banks and their experiences have been followed closely
by me and have been found to be very satisfactory.

Mr. hAwKiis. Doctor, may I interrupt you to ask you if possible
to name some of these institutions that you have referred to, those that
you cite as making progress as well as those that you feel are not
making progress? It would be better for the recora if we can have
some specific references. .

Dr. Joxrs. Ve have had personal experiences in interviewing banks,
as I have stated, back to 1954. I can go into this story pretty clearly.
It is very vivid in my mind.

In the Urban League we felt that the image created by a bank teller
would be very inspirational in trying to develop goals for the youth
who had an opportunity even to come in and exchange pennies for
nickels and to see these people working in these areas would surely
provide an image to which they might aspire. Feeling that this was
so, we urged upon first, the National Bank of Washington, which was
my first 'Visit, and they were concerned and I hap n to know the
president, who was at one time a clerk and then an ollcer in the bank
in which I have done business for many years, the National Savings &
Trust. He expressed some dismay at our concern for the employment
of Negroes as tellers and I could not help but believe that he thought
this was out of line.

We did have occasion, however, to go back to the same bank several
years later and find that his ideas had changed and he had employed
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a mIn to change, money at it front window, probably the first in a

private banking insti6tion which was not ordered and stimulated
y a Government action.
The second positive action which occurred was that in the American

Security & Trust, where there was a Government order that required
that no discrimination occur in banking circles and this occurred just
2 years ago, sir, and we have been working with this problem fanatic-
ally for 8 years, employed a teller.

The urban league was in the business of trying to select people for
them because our job was part of placement, more or less, €o that if
we picked a very skilled person to do a job we would expect him to
stay on the job and by doing such an excellent one others would become
involved.

However, instead of selecting a person from our rolls whom we
could recommend they selected a friend of the chauffeur of the bank
and she was the first to be involved in that area and it seems that she
has done an acceptable job, so acceptable, really, that I believe they
'told me that she was tie on] ypeson who had gone on leave for
pregnancy who had been paid during her period of leave. So her
effectiveness was very good.

Further, in that bank they have involved two persons ill the book-
keeping department and, l)ecause they seem to be persons who could
well represent them* at the front oAlice, they hope to involve these
persons into the front teller jobs.

These are the only three that I know of who have been involved
in this particular bank. They will do this transfer as soon as they
can get two other Negroes to go in the bookkeeping department for
they do not want the image to develop within these areas that they
are being removed from there because of pressures.

I can give you another one or two.
Mr. HAWKINS. So that, in general, you are saying that the rest

of the banks have not even involved themselves in such token empoly-
ment?

Dr. Jowxs. Well, the National Savings & Trust, when its now
president, Mr. Smith, became involved, went into this matter with
a wholehearted appreciation of the need and he had an unusual ex-
perience in that the first selectee was not a satisfactory employee but
this did not discourage him. He promptly involved two others and
each of these two girls is now servmig the bank wi(low. y

We had occasion to go to one of the banks, the Union Truist, and
with uso was a person who was resl)onsible for a $4 million deposit from
his organization and we got turned downi completely there and it
was in the Munsey branch of this organization that the chairman
of the board told me that he couldn't'open thie bank if it was not
for George. This is the type of thinking, and to go further into an
*rea of savings and loan, which I think is the most reprehensible b
of all, fley are adamant and remain adamant to the matter of
.emploving'Negroes.

Shall we lo0 at the biggest one, I think probably the biggest one in
the country. Perpetual, with its branches and expansion in marble P
who carry deposits of mine and many others of Negroes, who make IC
loans on Negro property and yet they have not involved a person be-
yond the most menial employees in this area.
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Mr. Chairman, I think there is a correction possible for this sort of
thing. .... 1

Mr. HJAWKINS. That is what this committee is seeking.
Dr. JoNEs. I suggest that iii these areas where Government is in-

volved-and I -don't think you will find that in the statement and I
don't think the Junman Relations Committee would say it, but I would
say it.

Mr. Roosrvuyr. Why would they not say it?
Dr. JoNEs. I do not know. They are a conservative group ap-

pointed by the Commissioners. We have really no great authority.
We work by the soft measures of persuasion and the background is
only what tie Commissioners will give us, and if you step out and talk
beyond the image, beyond the pal e of their thinking-we know our
stair people couldn't (1 it. They couldn't take that sort of position.
I'hiey are employed by the Commissioners.

Aft. (rL1. 11'61d the chairman yield ?
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Gill.
Mr. GILL. How are savings and loans and banks licensed in the

District,?
Dr. JoN*s. I am going to say this: that we have some experience

with that. For the past 2 years, we have been trying to develop the
background and the economic findings which would prevail upon the
banking group of which I think McMurray is the chairman. I think
it is in the area of Durham, N.C., for this particular area.

We are still trying to get the background whereby we could show
that there was a need for a new savings and loan operation in Wash-
ington.

Mr. GiLL. Is there not some form of regulation that they have to
meet before they can do business in the district? Who licenses the
saving s .uid loans and banks in the District, the Federal Government?

Dr. JONEs. The Federal Government.
M\ r. (4,., Not the District government?
Dr. JONEs. Not the District govermnent and there hasn't been a new

savings and loan organization here in 30 years.
Mr. GmL. Are these licenses renewable?
Ir. JoiEs. W hen you get them, that is it. It is just like a marriage

license.
Mr. Roos-viur. However, there would be nothing, would there, that

you know of, Dr. Jones, which would keep Congress from saying that
a condition of the continuance of the license would be a substantial
finding that the financial institution had a nondiscriminatory policy?

Dr. JONES. I was about to make the suggestion along this line,
that I believe it would be incumbent upon Congress because simpler
persuasive measures have never succeeded, to any great extent, to
make a regulation that wherever the Government insures funds
whether they be in banks or in savings and loans, that there would
be a responsibility of the agency doing business wider the Govern.
ment license to provide equal opportunity in employment.

Mr. GIui. You are talking a lout National Deposit Insurance Cor.
poration, if that is the correct term. -

Mr. ROOsF aVT. Or there is another one that insures savings and
loan associations.
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Dr. JoNEs. Yes. These are areas in which I believe this committee
has a great opportunity to make a forward step in the economic ad-
vancement.

If you just think deeply into the idea that deprivation, failure ofthe opportunity of the Negro to gain his economic independencethreatens the very life of our community, of our Nation, you willknow that we are throwing down the drain billions of dollars.
We have stated here earlier the fact that there are $28 billion ofluxuries not purchased in this regard because the Negro is not making

as much money as his comatriot and compounding the fact that,because he is-not making it, t ose who do make it have to support himin the welfare which is so prevalent and is coming under suchcriticism. tiMr. HAwm Ns. Doctor, I suppose we had better hurry along. We Phave another witness and have the time element.
Dr. JoNns. I am not sorry I am taking the time.Mr. HAwKxNs. This is very interesting and I think that is the otreason you are getting a lot of questions. However, we do have a Ct

time element and had better hurry on.Dr. JoNs. I did make the statement in the text which I have that pelikewise insurance dealing with Government employees' policies paid erby the Government withholding from salaries, and talking about in- frsurances now, this also can extend to insurances dealing with Gov-ernment employee policies paid by the Government withholding fromsalaries which involve a mere token representation.
I have visited a local insurance company employing in one large Itroom what appeared to be a hundred girls and not a single brown or reblack face among them. prMr. Chairman, I was visited last Saturday by a delegation of 10Russians interested in medicine. Their time allotted to me was a SUhalf hour. We sat around the table two hours before we went to atour of the hospital to see what we had, and I did my very best to 41fpresent a true image of the American tradition as it is written. OilI would so hope that I could have felt within my heart that the tliwritten tradition of America is true in the hearts of our people. in

er-
4. PRIVATE BUSINSSa

Although much needs to be done within Government and withincontract industry, the major problem is the lack of equal employment waopportunity in the private area of industry.
In the absence of fair employment legislation, the Council on Human berRelations can only ask and suggest that private employers makestronger efforts to secure and promote Negroes at all levels of their coroperations. We have assisted a number of employers inmoving ahead

in this area. We have also urged unions to admit Negroes more widely serto union membership and to refer them to jobs on a fair basis. The Stuactivities of the Council in this area might be summarixzed as follows:(a) Communications to employers from the District Commissioners anurging the provision of equal oppo.tunity for all citizens; 11a
(b) Consultations with- the public utilities and private flims Con- I

cerning their progress;
( c) Agreements by carpenters, reinforced rodmen, and other unions hayo begin referrals of Neg6res to construction jobs;
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(d) Employment of Negroes on seyeral construction projects;
e) Assistance in persuasion of the press to drop racial designations;

in employment ads;
(f) Publication of a pamphlet "Employer's Handbook on Merit

Employment," offering suggestions to private businessmen. We have
several of these which Ithink it would be well to pass to you for review..
Some 20,000 copies were distributed in the Distict through the Mer-.
chants and Manufacturers Association and the District of Columbia
office of the U.S. Employment Service *

(g) Consultative services to the l.C. Transit Co. and to several
department stores and firms on means for achieving desegregation..

Future plans include consultation to utilities and private firms in
the orientation of pilot placement and employees to integrated em-
ployment situations.

Among the more tightly segregated areas of the business community
have been the insurance companies, savings and loan companies and
other financial institutions, which I have already discussed oht the
cuff.

Although I do not speak for the Council in this regard, it is my
personal belief that the President should issue an Executive order
ending discrimination in employment on the part of any financial
institution whose funds are insured by the Federal Government.

The Council feels strongly that a congressional act or a Commis-
sioners' order outlawing discrimination in private employment is es-
sential to the achievement of equal opportunity in private industry.
In 23 States and 40 cities councils or commissions such as ours are
responsible for the administration of laws requiring fair employment
practices by private businesses.

I strongly agree with the published views of the chairman of this
subcommittee, Mr. Roosevelt, that job discrimination is a contributing
cause of our most pressing social and economic problems. During the
41/ years of its existence, I believe that the Commissioners' Council
on ftuman Relttions has made some contributions to the easing of
this problem. Widespread discrimination still exists, however, and
much more needs to be done, by the Council, by the District and Fed-
eral Governments, by private agencies and by enlightened business and
labor leadership.

Finally, your committee has a responsibility to provide those things
that you conclude will be effective means of arriving at a more effective
way to make the ideals of America.I

'Mr. HiAwwIss. There may be some additional questions by the mem-
bers. Mr. Roosevelt.

Mr. RoosWLT. I want to join in saying I think you have made a fine
contribution tothe deliberations of this committee.
I As you well know, we take this whole subject matter with great
seriousness and hope that concrete resultsare going to flow from tese
studies.

Dr. Jones, on page 2, you mention "the manpower utilization survey,
an annual check or our progress toward equal employment", Have
you copies of these Could the committee have them for tleir record f

Dr. Jo-s. Yes, I am sure we will be able to supply them.
Mr. RLLINo. We can give you one. If you require more we will

have to get themI
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Mr. RoosmViLT. I would think one would be enough for the com-
mittee's study#

Mr. CHuIRUAN. I ask that they be accepted for the committee's file.
",Mr. I- AwKrs. With no objection, so ordered.
Mr. ROOsEVELT. I am interested that you mention the number of

complaints received from District employees and how markedly triey
have risen in recent years; for instance, 225 in 1962, more than double
the complaints received in 1961.

I presume part of that is because of the knowledge of the existence
of the madhinery.

Dr. JoNEs. And supl~lements to the regulation which went into of-
feet in 1961.

Mr. ROOsmWPLT. Do yon have any statistical breakdown, and let us
limit it to 1 year, of the 225 in 1962. You later on gave us the ones
for 1963, these 3 months, but what happened to the 225? Do you have
a statistical analysis of those anywhere in the Commission's files?

Dr. JoNs. I might ask Mr. Killing to give the answer. t
Mr. RILLINO. The answer would be negative.
Prior to January of 1962, the complaint procedure was a rather

informal one. I would have to go back through each of the cases in
the file and draw out a conclusion from it. t

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I won't ask you to do that. I merely raise this point I
because I think you 'have certainly improved the machinery. In fact,
I am encouraged by the fact that the decision on these complaints goes
to this special committee. One of the weaknesses, I think, or possible a
weaknesses in some other procedures is that the complaint is really sort
of decided by the same people against whom the complaint is made.
I see you have gotten away from that which I think is excellent and I I
hope you can continue. i won't ask you for that but I want to point c
out that the result of these complaints is a very important factor, I e.
thiti, in whether or not the people involved consider this to be a good
system or not, so that I hope you can get as much information to the

pie working in the District government as to exactly how this is tc
done and the result after it is done so that the• p eole can gain con- :
fidence in the fact that a complaint is going to be farly pr .

Mr. RILLING. We have been giving to the press a monthly report
on complaints since January 1962 when we adopted a more formal tf
system of complaints.

Mr. RoosrvELT. I compliment you. ..
Dr. Joyrs. I believe there was inclhlded in the pay envelope of each p

f I the employees of -the District a statementofthe new po0icy.and
some idea of the method of implementation so that. each one Who carme fr
for his-pay wasmiade aware that such a thing exists. A.

Mr. RO0SEVELT.. Dr. Jones, I do not. know whether I am doing~you A
a disservieb by emphasizing this but we intend to have Mr. Duncan, C(
the Commissiner, fore us who deals directly in this area, and when
you say, as you do, that you believe that the government of the District tr
o,6f Columbia mukt n1ove beyond its present emphasis on nondiscrimina- lx
Stion andthe mplaint system, an whre you say later that the Coun- th
oil on Human Relations is not satisfied that District contractors ame in
implementing quat employment, I think you point the finger where as
itV ought to be pointed and particularly to me when you come: back i
and talk about the police department and specifically4ntimate th4t the
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police department could do more than it is presently doing partieu-
fly in upgrading and promoting personnel.
Dr. JoKEs. I made a statement which is not included there with

regard to the fact that policemen themselves are not satisfied with the
upgrading technique of promotion. It is suspect.

Mr. IosEvEWLT. It seems to me that that is a challenge to the com-
missioners to find out why and upon that statement whlicl oti have
made, it seems to me that there should be some kind of airmative
action by the Commissioners in consultation with the police officials.

Dr. JoNIs. I inade this off of the Humnan Relations record. I made
it- on my own and I am quoting an officer who has been promoted in
the area.

Mr. RoosEvi.LT. I think that that should add weight to it and I
think you pire to be congratulated.

Mr. Chairman, may I ask unanimous consent to read a statement
into the record at this time to be includedd after the witness' testimony
today.

Mr. IIAWKINS, With no objection, so ordered.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the

subcommittee has receive r romi .eton P. Fig ins, execu-
tive vice president Ineral manager of. dward-' Lothrop,
Inc., in response t ur request that the company sen a representative
to testify on al employment Op tuity within ie District of
Columbia. e letter oncl es w th t statement th Woodward

Lothrop, ",ould prefniiot to a pear be ore the sub mittee."
The subh- minttre guest ated, Due youraccess t informa-

tion whic will be i ful to th Co' nd y experien 'in ,the
Distict Columbia nta is requ te to test . The
company has chosen not to s th su mm ttee their xperi-
ence in e ployment within ist ct.

I since rlyregl. t ah r switat' a interest in the
District as ot e,i se fit not bng
to the nmmittee port f its Xin hiring and l)ro otion
of persol nel. W war othring ood conu y, rela-
tions is e ormous, f on in ono t s . ir unwilli essto
cooperate lly wit e subc q mite distr ing. 0 course,
the.,right subpena a witn I And ,is
this commit e. And I w a a. r tim disc thisit tle coro-
mittee as to whether .w think it is m enough bring this
particular exp ience an i am a to the c ittee.

We also have receivedd declinations on very :mue, he same, lies
from Mr. J. W. S tier of the National Permane Savings & lxoan
Association and Law Inabinet, of the: it te Building & Loan
Association, and, of course, generally applies- to. those
concern and to these gentlemen.

Mi. Chairman, I just want, to reiterate that this committee has not
tried to embarrass anybody and does nit now, tryi to embarrass, any-
body but that it must perforce" be of 'interest to. this committee that
there. still, in some areas, seems to be a lack otf appeciation of the
importance of this subject matter to the point where concerns such
as these will not even come forward, voluntarily to inform -the com-
mittee of, what they are doing.

Mr. Chairman, frsincerelyregret this-
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Mr. H,%witus. We will assume, Mr. Roosevelt, that you will ask
that this be discussed at a subsequent time and ask that some action o
disposition be made of the request that you will bring before the
committee?

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I will and I submit the letters of declination for the
record.

Mr. HAWKTNS. Temporarily they will be filed for further action.
Dr. JONES. May I say a word with regard to the letters of Mr.

Roosevelt ?
First of all, we have had an unusual experience with Woodward &

Lothrop and have found that over the past 2 years they have co-
operated most sincerely in the efforts to give equal opportunity in
employment a chance. I can quote Mr. Johnson, the vice president of
Woodward & Lothrop who publicly made the statement within the
last 6 months that his greatest and most unsatisfactory experience in
his whole hiring policy at Woodward & Lothrop was when, after
Christmas of 1961,-he found it necessary to separate the Negroes whom
he had hired at Christmastime because of )riorities which his em-
ployees had developed by longevity. This was followed by the fact
that in 1962, Mr. Johnson, through Woodward & Lothrop, employed
more than 100 Negroes out of 168 employees at Christimastimie.

We have seen Woodward & Lothrop develop when 5 years ago
they would not talk with us on hiring policy and they were most
recalcitrant in efforts to provide the opportunity.

We have seen them change now to one of the most progressive
areas within the District.

Mr. RooSEVELT. Dr. Jones, do you not see then, how important it
is that this be known? It is not very helpful just to have it in your
knowledge. This is important that it should be part of the public
record, that we should be able to tell people in high schools and in
universities that Woodward & Lothrop is able to still operate effi-
ciently and satisfactorily and what this committee is not necessarily
trying to prove but trying to find out if it is true that a nondiscrini-
natory hiing policy is to the economic advantage of the concern. If
the concern won't come forward and put it in the record, it is pretty
hard to establish. I hope you will get in touch with the vice president
and tell him that we are distressed that they have refused to come
forward and maybe they will reconsider.

Dr. JONES. You mentioned another with whom we have had some
contact-Mr. Stadtler.

Mr. HAwxINs. I do not like to cut this off but we are getting off
on a tangent.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I think, Dr. Jones, it might be helpful if we would
contact these people and ask them to reconsider.

Mr. HAwKs. This does not relate specifically to the witness
before us.

I think Mr. Bell has a question.
Mr. BELL. I just want to tell you, Dr. Jones what a fine statement

you made and certainly it is fine to have people like you working in
this area. It is a very important work that you are doing.

Dr. JomEs. Thank you very much.
Mr. BELL. I wanted to ask you one question before you leave. That

is about a problem of vocational education.
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You mentioned in your statement apprenticeship training, which
is closely diedd to this.

There is some thought in our vocational education program to set
up a pilot program of vocational education in the District of Columbia.
The features of it have not all been delineated completely yet, but
there will be a substantial effort made to set up a pilot program for
training of younger people in the )istrict.

I just wanted to know what your offhand reaction to that was
and if you thought that it might be a very good program?

Dr. Jomr~s. I think it would be a wonderful program.
I think to involve the vocational schools in a program which could

lead to an apprenticeship training would be a significant contribution
because in the selection of apprenticeships these people are ignored.
In fact it is said that they would prefer to accept the graduate from
an academic high school rather than one who has had basic training.

If there is something wrong with our vocational training, let's cor-
reet it and make it a worthwhile one.

Mr. BELT.. I agree with you and this is the problem of our vocational
training program in many areas. This would be one area in which we
would make the Capital of the Nation the ideal system for it and I
think would be of considerable help.

l)r. JOFs. I would do everything I could to support it.
Mr. Bi3ML. Thank you very much, Doctor.
)r. JoNps. Thank you.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Gill, have you any questions
Mr. GILL. No. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Again in behalf of the committee, Dr. Jones, we

would like to thank you for a very forthright and constructive state-
ment.

Dr. Jons. Thank you for the opportunity.
Mr. HAWKINS. Is Mr. William Pannill present ?
Mr. Pannill, do you have a statement to make to the committee ?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PARNIL, FMLOYKM MANAGER,
IfOPLEU DRUG TORES

Mr. PANNILL. Yes, I do. However, we were in New York over the
weekend and I didn't get the invitation until yesterday afternoon and
I don't have a formal statement for your subcommittee but I have here
a statement that I made in February of this year before the District
of Columbia Advisory Committee of the Civil Rights Commission.

Mr. HAWKINS. Will you read the statement in its entirety, or sum-
marize it?

Mr. PANNILr,. It is rather short.
Mr. HAwkIs. Mr. Pannill, we do have a time element. This com.

mittee must adjourn promptly at 12 o'clock.
Mr. PANNITL. It is timed for about 10 minutes, I think.
Mr. HAwKNs. If we do that I think you will understand the reason.
Mr. PANNmLL. I will: read it and if you have any further questions

-on it, I will be glad to come back after 12.
Mr. HAWKINS. I doubt if that will be necessary. We would like you

to proceed to summarize it or to read from it the most pertinent sec-
tions. I think that would be satisfactory.
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Mr. PANNMLL. I can out this down to a few minutes. Essentially, I
haven't included in this presentation any analyses of dates and figures
and statistics simply because I feel that you people are seeking infor-
mation in respect to suggestions and recoinuendations to assist in the
implemientation of a more progressive eiployieit prograni, essen-
tially suggestions and recommnendations for handling probllenls tlt
may triSO in organizations that are beginning to participate in- a nierit.
program.

I feel qualified to comnmeit in this respect because I am familiar with
and have assisted in the administration of such a lrogrni in our own
company.

Actually, we at Peoples have been involved in such a programs for
over 10 yeurs and it has been successful because we went into this tllilg
with planning, realism, and logic rather than blind theory.

Now, our cti'reiit policies are basically no di fferent t 1n t hey lave
been in the past. However, the total imlnber of Negroes ellli)loyed,
tli locations of their etpl()ylent , and tli various ('at egories of posi-
tions has increase(l. We now have Negroes ejliployed in every C(apa-
city in store, operations from food clerks to iantagenient. :uid, witl-
out going into detail, I can state that our employnient police luive
evolved from an original gradualisiui to a current enconiran ing pro-
gressiveness. 'Ve, as employers, lve been pleased, a'd tlis is
pointedly indicated by the progress of Negro eiil)ioyiuictit within
the company. This has been a mutually satisfyimig experience, and
we see no justihcation or advantage in lm ngig a proven sficesslul
program.

As I have previously mentioned, our policies have been continually
progressive and in the past several years our basic employment. )llilos-
ophy has not changed other than the introduction of Neg;ro employees
into areas and locations where they had not been previously enlployed.
Opportunities for promotion and advancement are available to any
employee in the company.

Many of our Negro employees originally doing menial jobs have
been promoted and moved into higher salaried and more satisfying
positions.

It has always been a policy of this con1 pany to promote from within
whenever, possible and all qualified employees amre considered for an
opening before an attempt is made to fill the vacancy with a new
person.
I We have in our company, today, porters who have advanced to

management dishwashers who have advanced to cosmetic clerks and
department heads. There are hmany individual success stories that
I won't attempt to elaborate on. But, when the plan for a nondis-
criminatory employment policy was first conceived in the company,
we could foresee many casualties and problems if a plan such as that
was put into effect without thorough and extensive research and
planning.

This,'I am sure, is where most organizations experiencing difficul-
ties have their major problems-neglect of planning.

I won't go into our strategy on this planiing other than to say that
it was quite complete and it is pretty th oroughly outlined here.
, Essentially we started out not by hiring a dishwasher or porter or

fountain girl but by hiring a plramacist in a predominantly white
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fleighib)( vlood 1111d, wvitl tlio planning and research that we did before
iml deiuelitilig this, it was lO(I- )clCeIt slcessful.

WVlitl this ti'Uh lsit ioU took I" U0', it's I said, it, was silecessfill and we
cousidered it, l)ot i ati iCcot)lllishliliet for us and also for the Negro.
This p)anl iiiiitist, tilat e. hO lt, i li ideit fillN, tinted out to be it havery
otitstaIn(ling einiiloveo aw(d today is oiC of 011r store nianagers.

lIleriei are otlif- Vrases t h:i c.mlldt go Iut o such 1 its le Imritei-dellvewry
b)v Nh( is I)wi al) isistilit IiiztII1ger with a w'y V I'ight, future, anld
f h;.so exanle)h)s Ir(e inelrely iilIl( ioIW(1 to Jpoit out wily we feel tlat
Mli1 1 0-elali le(l du oi t fin this cluige is tlie primary requiir&eilioelt.
in a sieessful program. :'1

l'Plli le'sistilliCe Io oll. Negi'o) elj)'loyees lilts really posed no prob-
lenti other talinl, of coli-se, (i't rdlll icals, bunt these people are ex-
l)evtt Ito It, (erit ii a1 oft ally gloul ).

'1o the ltIs isil issll), especially those in retail that are initiating an
e('it l ),llJdOvltei1t )rog.1111), Imlic i-'tsiStillict'e is viewed with lilUel
c(01)(11. l[oNev' ti hogreat imijority of WUshiiigtou residents have
aceit(e(l e(IIl ,Il i1lovi'let withl ap)r'eiat 6l 111 1d witi elit lhusillsn.

lit -l t'w lteiglhbovloods we could have had a customers reaction.
Ilere, a1oga in, our exl)QerinCO has shown th1t, planning can erect a
silloot It i1'tisfer evell in these areas. This is acconplished by upgrad-
ing of I)esolniel within the store. We have stores where ellployees
cam. to work originally as dishwashers, fountain girls, porters, and
tley lave low j)rogres4e d to cashiers, floor clerks, and other l)ositions.

Once this upgrading has been accomplished in a store, regardless
of tite area, we have faced no further problems with respect to place-
ment of adlditional Negro employees in tile same store.

One area we have experienced some difficulty in is the availability
of-we have here qualified peisonnel but we don't like to use the word
"(lialified"-people with ability. I don't mean this to be taken in
reference to all categories but 'primarily in the clerical field. Most
qualified clerical personnel have no difhcillty in obtaining em ployinent
lintd the availability of competent clerical workers among the unem-
ployed is low.

O)n occasions, we have contacted Mr. Foster, at Cardozo High School,
the urban league, the IT.S. Enqijiplovmieii t. Serving, wid otlier sources,
and all of these people have been most cooperative, but their supply
of qualified 1)eronuel has been restricted due to the demand for t iesee
people trained along these lines in industry.

This, I think, is somewhat of a definite. indication of progress in
equal employment in this particular field.

However I dont believe that a scarcity is a problem as such before
tile coimm ittee. Any proposal for encouraging more Negroes to enter
the clerical and secretiaral fields, I think, certainly would be met with
acceptance by most of the businessmen in this area.

Our future plans and policies do not call for the establishment of a
nondiscriminatory employment program because we already have such
a l)rograin, a program that was originated, organized, and instituted
b, tils comipiny on its own initiative. We are proud of it. We de.
fend it, and we promise to continue to exl)and it. 'hat, essentially, is
the breakdown of what I have in this statement here.

I don't know whether that is what you people were looking for, but
I think it gives you a pretty good picture of the employment pro-
gram within our company.
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Mr. HAwKiNs. Mr. Pannill, may I say that your testimony was
desired because there have been statements made to this committee
that, among other industries, the drug industry is one in which there
have been difficulties for Negroes in finding employment. It was for
,that reason that we asked representatives of your industry to make
statements, because we want to afford to you the opportunity of clarify-
ing this allegation that was made.

May I just ask several questions that might relate to that sub-
.ject? You have a total of approximately how many employees?

Mr. PANNULL. Are you speaking of total or the Washington area?
Mr. HAWKINS. In the Metropolitan Washington area.
Mr. PANNLL. Approximately 1,300.
Mr. HAWKINS. Now, have you any idea how many Negroes you

have employed?
Mr. PANNILL. Statistics on this would be false to you. It is es-

sentially 50 percent, but of this 50 percent all of them are not in the
type of jobs that we are talking about. I think what is more realistic
is the fact that of this 1,300 we have approximately 118 pharmacists.
Of these 118 pharmacists, 31 of them are colored. These people are
'in salary categories of anywhere from $8,500 to $11,000 a year.

Mr. NAWKINS. You have managers, I assume, of the stores as well ?
Mr. PANNILL. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Approximately how many managers?
Mr. PANNiLL. We have two managers and three assistants.
Mr. H&wKINs. In what other classifications do you have Negroes

'in an appirciable degree?
Mr. PANNILL. AsI mentioned here, we have Negroes in every cate-

gory from the level of manager, clerk, cosmetics clerks, department
heads. We have them employed in our warehouses, our photo lab
as photocopiers, developers, and enlargement people. We have them
as department heads in our warehouse, department heads in the stores,
also as cosmetic clerks, and drug clerks.

Mr. HAwKINs. Now, I assume these are confined to the District of
,Columbia rather than used in the outlying areas?

Mr. PANNILLI. We have them in other areas as well.
Mr. HAwKIs. You have them in the other areas as well
Mr. PANmTmL. We have them in Prince Georges County, Montgom-

,ery County, and Virginia.
Mr. HAWKINS. Would this be in areas in which there are a small

number of Negroes residing ?
Mr. PANiv . Yes. In fact, we have some in areas where there

is practically no Negro residential area at all. We also have them in
areas where there is a high percentage of Negro population.

Mr. HAWEINS. You also indicated that there is a shortage of quali.
fled personnel. I assume that applies to both white and Negro as-well ,

Mr. PANNILL. Well, I specifically mentioned clerical.
Mr. HAvnWs. Are there any other shortages within the industry

at the present time ?
Mr. PAN NLL. We always have shortages of people with the right

ability. There is a shortage of good pharmacists. There has always
been a shortage of good pharmaciss.However 'would sy that that particular categoIy is not as critical
:as som e of the others .....
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Mr. HAWKINs. It is the policy of Peoples Drug Stores not to dis-criminate in employment or promotion within tie chain of stores
that you operateV

Mr. PANNILL. I think we have a reputation of being the first people
to get involved in this type of thing without pressure from anyone.

Mr. HAWKINS. You said that you felt that an FEP proposal was
unnecessary. Are you in opposition to such a proposal?

Mr. PANNILL. I didn't mean it in that sense. I meant it in the
sense that we were not planning to institute any type of a new pro-
gram, that we have been involved in this program for 10 years and
we felt and were confident that our planning and progress had been
satisfactory, and I personally don't see any reason for changing this
plan.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you believe that the adoption of such a law would
cause you to change what you already are doing ?

Mr. PANNILL. I think we are well within the law.
Mr. HAWKINs. You think that you are well within the law?
Mr. PANNILL. Yes. I know we are well within the law.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Gill?
Mr. GILL. One very brief question. You said that customer reac-

tion had been minimal in most instances to the hiring of colored help.
How do you measure this? Did you hire colored help in white
neighborhoods where that help was to meet the public or was that
help in supporting occupations where they would not meet tbh public?

Mr. PANNILL. No, these were people that were confronted with the
public. Essentially I am referring to store operations here, not be--
hind-the-scenes employment.

Mr. Gi . These people were clerks and things of that sort?
Mr. PANNmL. Yes, where we thought we would have opposition

in particular was in Maryland and in Prince Georges County but
fortunately we did not. Of course, we had some but that was to be
expected.

GILL. Do you have a list of the stores in which this took place,.
and wherein you received no complaints, that could be made available
to the committee? I think this is a valuable type of information.

Mr. PANNILL. Basically, we have kept no records on the stores that
we received no complaints in because this was a policy of course and
whether we received complaints or not we are going to continue.
it.

Mr. GmL. But say you have a store X in Montgomery County
where Mr. Jones was placed in a position of meeting the public and
he was colored and there were no complaints. It seems to me that
there is precise and specific information which is useful to dispel
a lot of feeling that other retailers profess to have that they cannot
do this sort of thing. _

Mr. PANNILL. I could give you a list of them.,
Mr. Gin.. I think it would be very helpful to at least have this.

Of course, you have the date of hiring and the time that they were on
the job and what type of job they had and the fact that you received
no comlaints in an area of this sort is factual information that is
ver helfulf. .. ..e. P-ANNILL. In fact, one of the areas that we did this in was a

predominantly old school type of area in southern Maryland down.
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in Howard County in' Indian Head, and to my knowledge we have
received no complaint ol it.

Mr. Gi.. I thiink tins type of thing is useful and it would be help-
fil if we had it.

Mr. PANNzi 4. All right. I will direct that to you people.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. We would appreciate that information

being furnished to the committee.
(The information referred to follows:)

PEOPiLEs DRUGSTORES,
1t'ashilgton, D.C., June 10, 1.963.

CHAIRMAN, (oENiAr HVBCOMM1TThI.: ON LABOR, OF TIME CONrMITTEF ON I4,1IWICATION
AND LAno.

DEAR Sin: This information is made available to you in response to your re-
quest in reference to my statement before the General Subcommittee on Labor
on Tuesday, May 28, 1963.

The areas which I am personally acquainted with in which we had no adverse
customer reaction upon the employment of Negro personnel are:

1. We have Negroes employed in all of the 47 stores which we operate in
the District of Columbia. However, in 25 of these stores the Negro is em-
ployed in Jobs above the menial or labor type. We have them in ilsitions
in these 25 stores, ranging from salesclerks and cashiers on up to pharImia-
cists and managers.

2. We have Negroes employed in areas of Prince Georges County and
Montgomery County where they had not previously been employed. Among
the areas are:

(a) Suitland, Md.
(b) Prince Georges Plaza, Md.
(o) Hyattsville, Md.
(d) Silver Spring, Md.
(e) Langley Park, Md.
(f) Oxon Hill, Md.
(g) Coral Hills, Md.
(A) Wheaton, Md.
() Chevy Chase, Md.
(J) Bethesda, Md.
(k) Blair Park, Md.

.We have also employed Negroes in our stores outside of the Metropoli-
tan area of Washington in stores and positions in which they had not pre-
viously been employed. Among them are:

(a) Norfolk, Va.
(b) Richmond, Va.
(C) Newport News, Va.
(d) Akron, Ohio.
(a) Youngstown, Ohio.

For the purpose of this report the one most outstanding and awakening fact
is that in none of these areas in which we made these changes, was it necessary
for us to retract our strategy. I know of no Instance in which we had any un-
reasonable public or customer reaction to these changes, and for all practical
purposes I can say that this progression has been and Is continually being
successful.

I hope this is the answer to the information requested by you and if I can aid
you in any further way I will be glad to do so.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Bell? .PANNL.
Mr. Bh.r,. Mr. Pannill let ine ask you this. Ts your company a

member of the Board of TradeI
"Mr. PANNIL. yes, sir.
Mr. BELL. We had a witness testify before us that was considerablV

Akeptical or felt, -as a representative of the Board of Trade, that it
would not be a wise program for him as a representative to make. the
statement to* advise alT members to carry oil lond i(riminatory
,practices.
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I was wondering in your membership on the Board of Trade, if you
have at all or your representatives have at all tried to promote a bet-
fer feeling in this area ?

Mr. PANNIJr. 1 think the Board of Trade in conjunction with the
Merchants and Manufacturers Amociations last year adopted a fair
employment practices policy md to my knowledge the Board of Trade
has been participating in it. However, its the representative here, I
could not speak for tIle individual members of the Board of Trade.

Some of the organizations are made up of companies with three
employees, and I cannot qualify his statement.

Mr. BE. You have not seen amy particular attitude oil the part
of the representatives that would be hostile?

Mr. PANNi 4 ,. No, I haven't. Of course, these proposals are always
met, I think, with somne apprehension by certain groups but there has
been no discussion on it.

Mr. BEtL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS That is all, Mr. Pannill. Thank you very much for

your testimony before the committee.
The meeting is adjourned until tomorrow at 10 a.m., in this same

place.
(The following statement was submitted by Mr. Pannill:)

STATEMENT OF W. H. PANNILL, REPRESENTING PEOPLES DRUG STORES, INO., BEFORE
THIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF TIE U.S. COMMISSION
ON CIVIL RIoIhTS, FEBRUARY 28, 1963

My name is William 1. Pannill. I am the employment manager for Peoples
Drug Stores, Inc., in Washington, who currently employ approximately 1,300
people in this city. I am appearing here through invitation from Mr. Segal,
Chairman of the Committee, and I am sincere in hoping my contribution may be
of some significance in the development of your program.

I have not included in my presentation a detailed analysis including dates,
figures, and statistics simply because I feel that you are seeking information
in respect to suggestions and recommendations to assist in the implementation
of more progressive and successful equal employment program--essentially sug-
gestions and recommendations for handling problems that may arise in organiza-
tions that are participating in a merit hiring program. I feel qualified to coin-
ment in this respect because I am familiar with and have assisted in the ad-
ministration of such a program within my own company.

We have been engaged in equal employment at Peoples Drug Stores for over
10 years. It has been successful because its implementation was accomplished
through planning, realism, and logic-not blind theory.

Our current policies are basically no different than they have been in the
past. However the total number of Negroes employed, the locations of their
employment, and the various categories of positions have greatly increased. We
now have Negroes employed in every capacity In store operations from food
clerks to management. Without going into detail I can state that our employ-
ment policies have evolved from an original gradualism to a current encouraging
progressiveness.

We, as employers, have been pleased. This is pointedly indicated by the
progress in Negro employment within the company. This has been a mutually
satisfying experience. Consequently we see no justification or advantage in
changing a proven successful employment program.

As I have previously mentioned, our policies have been continually progressive.
In the past several years our basic employment philosophy has not changed
ether than the introduction of Negro employees into areas and locations where
they had not been previously employed.

Opportunities for promotion and advancement are available to 4ny employee
In our company. Many of our capable Negro employees, originally doing menial
Jobs, have been promoted and moved into higher salaried and more satisfying
positions.

It has always been a policy of this company to promote from within whenever
possible, and all qualified employees are considered for an opening before an
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attempt is made to fill the vacancy with a new person. We have, In our company
today, porters who have advanced to management, dishwashers who have ad-
vanced to cosmetic clerks and department heads, and many individual success
stories that I will not attempt to elaborate on.

When the plan for a nondiscriminatory employment policy was first conceived
In this company, we could foresee ninny casualties and problenis if a plain such
as this was not put Into effect without thorough and extensive research and
lanning. This, I am sure, is where most organizations experiencing diffleulties.
ave had their major problem-neglect of planning.
We realized that most changes in policy are usually questioned and in mainy

cases meet with resistance and resentment. Aware of this, we developed our
own educational approach through complete and thorough orientation of all
individuals Involved in this change. This was the answer to apprehenslons
with which many of us were concerned.

Our reasoning for such strategy was simple. It was based on observation 11ul
knowledge of people-their feelings, and their reactions to extreme changes.

In any situation Involving changes from normal procedure, the transitioll (-:-It
usually be accomplished smoothly and effectively through thought and thorough
planning. In our case, we termed it "employee education."

In 1951 we employed our first Negro pharmaclst. We were not forctel to do
this. The supply of pharmacists In Washington at that time was at an allti ,e
high. This was just after the World War II bumper crop of college stUidentts
had graduated under the GI bill. Negro pharmacists were having a difficult tini,
finding jobs. They were driving cabs, working In restaurants, and doing (od
Jobs. Our company felt an obligation toward these people, and shortly tfter
this our present program had its beginning.

Before we hired this Negro pharmacist we did a great deal of phitnizllg to In-
sure that this undertaking would be successful. The store we selected for this
change was in a totally white neighborhood. The customers patronizing this
store were of the upper income group. It had an excellent reputation and fol-
lowing of doctors, dentists, and nurses, and most of the employees In this stort,
were of the "old school."

If we were going to have a problem, what better store could we have chosen'.
We knew this and on the surface it did not appear to be a likely store for such
a project. However we were confident that our preparations were sound, and
our method of approach practical.

Our strategy was essentially this: The plan was discussed with the store
manager and the reasons for it thoroughly explained, lie was asked to consider
and analyze this plan in an intelligent, objective scipe, and to report back with,
any opinions or questions and give us his personal reaction and attitude. After
we secured the support of management, he approached the employees. After
gaining the support of the employees, they were thoroughly oriented and edu-
cated as to -the reasons, and need of such a policy and what problems might
arise. We also impressed upon them that this was a company policy and that
we expected them -to give us their continued cooperation at all times. We then
approached the young Negro who was to fill this position. His reaction was of
utmost importance in finalizing this change. We wanted him to be aware of
what this project was and why we were undertaking it and the bearing this one
instance could have on future policy. We wanted him to know that he stood -a
good chance of being hurt by careless remarks and comments-that it would be
a situation he might have to face squarely and unafraid.

The transition took place. It was successful. It was an accomplishment for
both of us-the Negro and the company. I might add that this same boy turned
out to be an outstanding employee and Is today one of our store managers.

There are other cases that I could go into such as the porter delivery boy who
is now an assistant manager with a very bright future. These examples are
merely mentioned to point out why we feel "education for change" is the primary
requirement in a successful equal employment program.

%Public resistance to our Negro employees has really posed no problem. Of
course, you have certain radicals, but these are expected to be critical of any
group.

For the bustnessnan, especially those in retail, initiating an equal employment
program, public resistance Is viewed with much concern. However, the great
majority of Washington residents have accepted equal employment opportu-
nities with appreciation and enthusiasm.

In a few neighborhoods we could have had a customer reaction. Here again
our experience has shown that planning can effect a smooth transition even li
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these areas. This is accomplished through upgrading of personnel within the
store. We have stores in which employees come to work originally as dish-
washers, porters, and fountain girls. Through upgrading theoe employees have
now progressed to cashiers, floor clerks, department heads and other positlons.
Once this upgrading has been accomplished In a store, regardless of the area, we
have ftgced no further problems in respect to placement of additional Negro
employees in -that same store.

One area In which we have exporienceml me difficulty Is the availability of
qualified persMnel. I do not mean this tW be taken In reference to all categories,
wut prinarily in the clerical field. Most qualifiedl clerical personnel have no
difficulty in obtaining employment and the availability of competentt clerical
workers among the unemployed is low. On occasion we have contacted Mr.
Forester at Cardozo High Rchool, the Urban League, the USES, and other
sources. All of these groups have been most cooperative, but their supply of
qualified pe1"ple has also been restricted due to the demand for people trained
along these lines.

This, I think, Is a very definite indication of progress in equal employment in
this field. however, I don't believe that scarcity is a problem as such before
this committee, but any proposal for encouraging more Negroes to enter the
clerical and secretarial field would certainly be met with acceptance by the
businessmen of this area.

Our future plans and policies do not call for the establishment of a nondis-
criminatory merit employment program. We already have such a program, a
program that was originated, organized, and Instituted by this company on its
own initiative. We are proud of it, we defend It, and we promise to continue to
expand It.

Thank you, gentlemen, for your attention and the courtesy of being Invited to
pairticipate in this conferenie.

I hope that I may have contributed something of significance to this challeng-
ing problem.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, May 29, 1963.)
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WEDNEDAY, KAY 29, 1903
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GENERAL SUBcOMMITTEE ON LABoR OF TME
CommriTEE oN EDUCATION AND LABOR,, Wa8/ingto, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:25 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, in
room 304, Cannon Building, Hon. James.Roosevelt presiding.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt (chairman of the subcom-
mittee), PuCinski, Hawkins and Martin.

Sta;ff members Ireselt: day H. Foreman, subcommittee counsel and
Adrienne Fields, subcommittee cler
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March 1. In these sessions we heard statements from representatives of the
Washington business community, labor unions, schools, and Negro groups, and
had an opportunity to question these representatives at length. On the basis
of a transcript of the conference and other materials submitted to the Advisory
Committee, a report is currently being prepared and will be submitted in the
very near future to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. This report will con-
tain a summary of the employment situation in this area, the findings of the
committee, and its recommendations for remedial action.

At our Conference on Equal Employment Opportunity, the Advisory Committee
and the community learned a great deal about the problems we face and the
progress that we have made. The overwhelming fact that was made clear to all
was that the hopes and aspirations of our community's large Negro population
have been and continue to be cruelly frustrated by racial discrimination.

Only in the last 10 years has our dominant Industry, the Federal Government,
gradually adopted practies of nondiscrimination that have brought Negroes into
middle and higher-ranking positions. This process has been sharply accelerated
since 1961. As Government opportunity has expanded, attention has become
focused on the private sector of the economy so that in the past 3 or 4 years
business pressure has forced some initial changes in the practices of non-
governmental employers. For the first time, we are noting the presence of
Negroes in so-called nontraditional occupations with the department stores and
the public utilities. It is only in the past 2 years that the first token admissions
of Negroes to formerly all-white craft unions in the building trades has occurred.
It Is a sorry commentary that even this minimal progress In opening employment
opportunity has come about in part through threat of crisis and racial disorders.
Sadly missing has been the force of law behind the expressions of our Negro
citizens in their quest for a better life.

If any theme runs through the employment situation in Washington, it Is the
sense of urgency which all of us must bring to the effort to eliminate job
discrimination. The Advisory Committee will report that "the denial of equal
opportunity in employment is a significant-if not the most significant-factor
in the high incidence of unemployment, social dislocation, school dropouts, crime,
and political apathy among Washington's Negroes."

The Advisory Committee further found that "no civil rights problem in the
Washington metropolitan area can be considered within the artificial limits
of the District of Columbia. Employment is no exception. The bulk of the
labor force is, and will continue to be, employed in the central city, but a large
and expanding job market does exist in the Maryland and Virginia suburbs.
In these areas Negroes are almost totally excluded from employment above the
menial level."

I consider it vitally important to the welfare and social health of the Nationlp
Capital that civil rights conditions in the suburbs as well as in the central city
be improved without delay. The elimination of job discrimination Is an essen-
tial step toward the improvement of these conditions. At the moment, as I have
indicated, employment opportunity above the menial level is strongly con-
centrated In the central city. It should be kept In mind, however, that Wash-
ington is expanding rapidly. There is great construction activity in the suburbs,
and we are beginning to experience an expansion of light industry. The Federal
Government must do everything within its power to insure that our Negro
citizens participate fully in this expansion of the Nation's Capital,

In view of these considerations, I strongly recommend enactment of national
fair employment practices legislation by Congress, and hope that favorable
action will be taken by the subcommittee, by the Committee on Education ansi
Labor, andthe Congress with regard t0 .R. 405.

Mr. PuciNsxl. It is my understanding, Dr., Howlett, that your
group conducted 8 days of conference here in the District last Feb-
rurry on this whole problem.'.

Dr. HOWLmTr. That is correct.
Mr. PtrawsKr. I am told that you certainly have a rich background

in this field, so if you will proceed in any manner that you want to,
to fet to the subject before the subcommittee.

Dr. TowTucrv. Thank you. I come here in mycapacity as Chairman
o the District of Columbia. AdvisoryCommittee to the U.S. Cor.
mission on Civil Rights, and told your secretary when she called me
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that I could not testify at firsthand on employment conditions here
in the District, that if I were to try to do that, my testimony would
be nothing but hearsay, but that I could tell you what my impressions
were sitting for 8 days listening to the statements made by. people
in business, labor, and the community in general, the schools, ll fhe
aspects of our life here in the District of Columbia.

She said that that would be suitable and it is about that that I would
like to make just a few comments.

The report of our findings covering 8 full days has proved so
voluminous that we still have not got it out. We are har~i at work
on it and expect it to be out in a very short time.

There will be many recommendations in connection with it, in ex-
cess of 80, relating to conditions which we have discovered here. Let
me capsule it all by saying that it amounts to a great feeling of frustra-
tion in the Negro community because of the de facto discrimination
that exists.

Now I want first to emphasize the fact that this is not nearly so
true of the U.S. Government as it is of private industry, for the
Government in the last 10 years has shown great improvement as a
result of which we find Negroes in middle and higher ranking posi-
tions. Since 1961 that has been sharply accelerated as a result of
which interest in the problem of discrimination now centers in the
private economy.

There have been some beginnings made, in the department stores and
public utilities. In the building trades, so far it is only token. The
improvement which is needed is vast and, as f say, great frustration
exists because of it.

In listening to the statements, it became clear to all of us that the
thing that we needed above all else was an FEPC.

(At this point, Congressman Roosevelt assumed the chair.).
Dr. Howinr. I was saying we of the Civil Rights Committee

heard statements for 3 days last winter by people who came before us.
I have been pointing out the fact that if I were to talk about em-

ployment conditions iere myself, it would be hearsay. What I am
doing instead is giving the impressions I gathemd from' hearing
statements by community leaders in all phases of public life in the
District of Columbia in regard to the problem of discrimination.

Summarizing our impressions, we, the members of the panel, there
were seven of us, as I recall we concluded on the basis of what we
heard that we needed an FEPC in the Pristrict more than anything
else.
We felt that if wo could by law enforce the kind of things that

people were* talking about, then many of tho's who did not wish to
disc iminate would be helped in their desire not to do so. The evaSions
in this matter of fair employment practices ae ver' ubtle and'they
all, as I observed it, revolve around the word "qualified."

"Yes; we will take a qualified Negro," the employer would say. But
who is a qualified'Negri I "

Well you get it both Ways; it is a two-edged sword.' It is true that
many Negroeswho apply or positions that they would like'to 6ecqpy
are not qualified for all the reasons that all of us uiderstaiid ; lack of
opportunity and so on; but it is also true that because tlii oniditI6n
prevails, employers who could find qualified Negroes hid behind the
screen of qualification in a de facto discrimination 'aid it came out

2COC a
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Over and over again that if we had an FEPC; this evil could be greatly
alleviated.

If everybody was stuck with the same set of laws, they would have
to abideby them and it would not be so easy to hide behind the
"qualified" formula.

There are one or two other things I would emphasize over and be-
yond the formal statement which I have submitted for the record.
' First is that this is a metropolitan problem. You cannot confine it
to the District. By the same token, it is a national problem, and we
think it is right to put this thing on a national basis. For that rea-
son, we hope very much that this legislation will be recommended by
your committee and passed by the Congress.

There is one other point that I would like to make in conclusion:
It took me some time to get hold of a copy of the bill but I got one
and went through it. I was very much struck with section 8, item "h,"
No. 6 which you will find on page 14, that I would like to under-
score because on this I can speak at first hand. You propose to create
a local, State or regional advisor and conciliation council. I func-
tion in this fashion lor the Civil Rights Commission. I am Chairman
of the District of Columbia Committee. In order to encompass any-
thing like the work that is before us, I have had to break this com-
mittee down into four subcommittees; one of them is the subcommittee
I am talking about, on employment practices. We have others on the
administration of justice and housing and so on.I am impressed, operating through this committee and the subcom-
mittees that I have created as to what this kind of advisory commit-
tee without any budget manned by volunteer citizens working with-
out pay, can do.

Such an advisory group does two things. It gives people who have
grievances an opportunity to be heard in a forum where their voices
are registered in the community. This, in its turn, registers upon
the conscience of people who may be quite ignorant of the conditions
that exist. I feel that this particular provision in the bill, is of very
great importance.

In conclusion may I add that the bill as a whole is very thorough-
going. It is well-conceived and well-designed to get rid of discrimina-
tion in employment which is: as we saw it, one of the chief factors in
the mounting frustration which exists in the Negro community.

Mr. RoosivmvT. Thank you, Dr. Howlett.
I want to thank you for your statement and for your willingness to

come before the committee and give us yourviews.
T was late, this morning because I was invited to go to the Gordon

junior High School. I don't know if you know, aboutit-
Dr. Iowtrr. Yes I do.
Mr. RO~sEELT. Tiey had 1,100 of the student body and we were

discussing dropouts.,
During the question period, these fairly young people, most of them

not yet in senior high school, the questions they asked pointed upothis
problem as just notg you could do. I would have given my bottom
dollar to hav had a transcript of the question 'that h ygun&pe-
lotot and asked. hsougpo

Ti d exactly what you are saying, that, "Yes, legisla-
tfion, is nec y. One of them asked,, wheer' I thought that any

AARWWW"
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law could really be effective because it moved so slowly. I pointed
out to them that part of the process of legislation is, of course, to
set the standard and some enforcement procedure, but it also is a fine
vehicle of education, and so is the work that you are doing.

As you said, it gives the people the opportunity to be heard in their
own community in the way that they could not possibly be heard any
other way.

Dr. HOwuLTT. I think this is a very effective instrument designed
to alleviate one of the problems that faces American life today. I
commend you for it an wish you success in passing it through Con-
gress and enacting it into law.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Thank you.
Let me ask you one other thing.
I have been reading with satisfaction that the administration is

now revising its civil rights program. I agree they have done much
more than anybody else has done for many years in the past. But
isn't it true that, while certainly no one can criticize you, though we
have to agree with moving ahead in voting areas and in integrated
schools; ti~at really part of'this whole problem includes equal oppor-
tunity in employment. If you can vote and you can't work, if you
can go to school and you can graduate and not use your skill, it seems
to me you have not really accomplished any final solution to the
problem.

Dr. HOWLETT. It is fundamental, and this I can document from my
own experience from people I have worked with.

If a man can't earn a living for his family without his wife going
out working domestically, ana the kids run the streets while both ol
them are at work, how can you hold them accountable for what the
kids are doing?

Yet, this is what we are doing in this city. We are blaming the
Negro for the things he does of which we disapprove, and we are
saying he does these things because he is a Negro. But the fact of
the matter is employment conditions are such that hard-working
people very often can't get enough money to live on, and look after
their children at the same time. We, through our discrimination
policies, create the conditions we then blame the Negro for. This
is unconscionable.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I thank you and I hope we can convince all people
that this is needed.

Mr. Pucinski.
May I first thank my colleague for proceeding and getting the"hearing started. I appreciateit.
Mr. rxioxi. Dr. Howlett, we are very grateful to you for your

first-hand information on this subject here.
Iwas ver happy to hear you say this is a metropolitan .pr lem,
Dr. HowL'r. Hwes; itis.
Mr. Pu0I.sKx. These hearings in the last few days have devoted

most of their attention to the problem in the District and the area
around the DiStrict.
"I~t bepoes very apparent that even if ongrs were to try to deal.

with thin problem on some reasonable baris, we would Je realy.aev7a-
ingthe full responsibility.
Dr. HoWLng. That is right.

849
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Mr. PuroJMs. Because what is happenin# all over America today,
whether it is Birmingham or Tennessee or Philadelphia or any other
community, demonstrates the urgent need for this legislation.

Certainly, one who is as closely related to the problem as you are
would be in a position to give us this information. I am grateful to
you.

I would like to direct a question to the chairman, if the chairman
would be in a position to give us some sort of a timetable on where
we are going with this hearing.

It seems to me that this is really the second year that we are hold.
ing hearings. We held hearings on this very extensively around the
country last year and some of the impressions gained in New York
and Los Angeles and Chicago are still very fresh in the minds of the
members of this committee.

I can't help but feel, Mr. Chairman, that we ought to start thinking
about ending the hearings and getting down to writing this bill andmoving thisbll because, from what is-happening around the country,
I don't think we have any time to waste.

Now, I think the Negro people have a generally good reputation
for maintaining the law.

Dr. Howrigr. That is right; under the conditions, I think it is
extraordinary.

Mr. PuCJNSKr. They have their share of the violations of the law
but generally, as a group considering the treatment they have been
subjected to in the South, i think that one can say they have an excel-
lent reputation for living within the law. The fact that their patience
is wearing thin, I think it is understandable and it is understandable
to many American people.

Now, these young people, as you describe your experience this morn-
ins, Mr. Chairman, are really in a dilemma. They are faced with aspirit of complete hopelessness. Sure; why go on to high school;
When you get your diploma, you cannot finid a job because of dis-
crimition.

We have studied this legislation for many, many years and thiscommittee 'has volumes and volumes of backound_ we can pre
vail upon this Congress to move very expeditiously on this particular
legislation, we can probably do more to assure those restless individuals
who nave been participating it all sorts of demonstrations that the
force of the American Government stands behind them in their rights
to job opportunities. I think we can do more to bring about some
better understanding than anything that I can think of at this moment.
The effect would be electric .

The President, of course, is going to have his civil rihts bill, which
Congress will undoubtedly want to move very expeditously, but be-
cause of the economic factor involved here, I wonder, Mr. Chirman,
i the chairman i n a position today to give us some sort of a time-
tabl6 as t;6 whether or not we can move this legislation to the floor
oiat least through our main committee as quickly as possible to show
this country that, No. 1, the Congress is aware of the economic factor
in- these great disturbances around the country, and, No. 2, that the
Conks~~s really moving to do something about it.

36w. RoosEVELT. I say to my colleague, lie is talking to this chairman
AowC
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Mr. Pumoics. Yes, the chairman of the subcommittee.
Mr. RoosevLT. May I say, my good colleague, that the timetable

as it is presently laid out, as the gentleman knows the chairman will
be back about the 14th of June; we intend to close the hearings shortly
after the Secretary of Labor speaks to us on the 18th of June. That
date was set at the request of the Secretary of Labor who, very frankly,
sent word to me that there had been some rethinking within his De-
partment and within the administration as to the advisability of this
hearing* it has never been a part of the administration program.

He asked that they be given until the 18th to finally come before
the committee.

It is a little difficult to turn that kind of request down,.so immedi..
ately following that the committee will then go into session to mark
up thebll.

If I .have to go to Geneva, I am counting on my good friend from
Illinois to carry the load and act as chairman in getting the bill
marked up in the subcommittee so when I come back from -Geneva it
will be ready for full committee action.

Dr. HowLumr. I should think in the light of the public statements
by the chairman of the Education and Labor Cominittee you ought
not to have any difficulty getting this bill on the floor.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Well, Ihave to say in all honesty that you perhaps,
Dr. Howlett, don't know fully the ramifications of something called
the Rules Committee.

Dr. Howuw.. I don't know as much about it as you do.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. This is not an ey bill to get out of the Rules Com-

mittee, but the chairman of the full committee has said, and we have
notified the leadership, that we intend to use what is known as Calen-
dar Wednesday. If the Rules Committee does not allow a reasonable
time to act on it, we will use Calendar Wednesday to get it to the floor.

Mr. PuGnsx. Mr. Chairman, that timetable that you described is
very encouraging.

I would like to see us shave it off a little more. I know that the
legislative process moves slowly, be it deliberately perhaps. I don't
want to create the impression that I want to rush into something, but
in view of the tremendous backlog of information and evidence that
this committee has assembled over the years, I would strongly urge
that if it is at all possible that we try to-we have, I believe, Mr. Taylor
coming up the third of June, next week I

Mr. RoosEvmT. No. I think he is coming the same time the Secre-
tary comes

Mr. Puon sK Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the chairman and the
staff would impress upon the executive branch and the Secretary of
Labor that a .week delay just pushes this whole thing back even
further.Now, I wonder if we cannot get them down here next week before
the chairman of our subcommittee leaves for his conference and let's
move along. This thing is getting very serious.,

I think the situation in the country is very serious and I think theAmerican people want some direct decisive action on the part of
Congress to deal with this problem.

For this reason, I wonder if we can just explore the possibility of
pdg this thing along a little faster. This is the 29th of May.

That M a M 2-we-k delay.
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Mr. ROOp4VZLT. If the gentlepa4, has any better pQliticql dynamite
kthan Ihave been able to Use up to Aqw, I will be glad to help him use
i and ignite it.'
,In 41a firness, the Attorney General is going before the Judiciary

Commit with his part of the so-called civil rights program andt

liqaly, the' Secretary of LUbor didn't want to come before our con-
t!fltee until that hadlbeen accomplished .

-/Mr. Pvdnusx. We are dealing with two different subjects.
The1 Attorney General is going to have for the Judiciary. rQal

programwhich is very encouragng and very good, but, as Dr; ow-
Iett mid1 here, and as witness after witness before this committee has
said, that even if you were to pass from what I have seen as the blue-
print of the program that the Attorney General is going to submit in
civil rights, if you are going to pass tat that legislation would not
get to the heart of the very thing that we have been talking about for
Inonths before this subcommittee.

I say in all honesty that the first priority, in my judgment, if. you
want to do something concrete about this problem, you want to make
a real moving, significant, meaningful contribution to the resolution
of what is going on all over the country, is to move this legislation
With the greatest dispatch because here we are talking about economics.

If I may digress for one second, Mr. Chairman, I think that we
Can compare this to the world problem. Our State Department has
been for years talking about self-determination and various other
things but had completely ignored the economics of survival. There-
fore, nation after nation has looked'upon us with some suspicion.

I think if we should bring this down to our own level. These peo-
ple want, work; they want to have opportunities to bring their chil-
dren up with dignity and these people want to have a change to use
their God-given talents.

§ o long as there is discrimination in employment practices, you are
going to continue having this unrest.,

For that reason, I would say that with all due respect to the Attor-
ney General and his testimony 'before the Judiciary Committee, I
think that the course of thIs committee should be a crash program to
get this legislation adopted so that these thousands of young people
all over America who are today flexing their muscles, who are showing
the restlessness and impatience with :the slow pace of their rights as
Ar herican citizens, that these people ,will have something meaningful
to look forward to.

,For that-reason, I again renew my request that we move with the
greatest dispatch on this' thinMr. Rooswxv r. I -will confirm the memberof th. committeeman try
toaccomplish just that.'

Mr. HAWKIs. As much as the subject has come up, I certainly
agre with my colleague about the neeesity of moving this legislation
asfait as possible, but I also raisethe question, that the so-called crash
program would certainly not I think,- have the desire to go 'forward
if ,it crashes into, a stones wall.- T rather agree with the chairman of
the subcommittee be cause I know of his sincerityin trying to move

this along as fast as possible.
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1, for one, am rather impatient myself but I wonder whether or
not my colleague from Illinois would agree that merely to get this
bill out of this committee to crash into a stone wall in the Rules Com-
mittee or without the full cooperation of the leadership would have
an undesirable effect on the very people that we would like to have a
desirable effect on.

It seems to me, basically, that the strategy is very sound in trying to
insure the very best possible reception for this type of legislation and
its handling in the procedure that it must go through.

I suspect that we have to rely primarily on that Judgment.
Mr. PcqNsm. If my colleague will yield, he makes a very strong

point and I would not want anyone to ever think because of anything
that I have said that I have questioned the strong desire of the chair-
man of both our subcommittee and our full committee to move along.

I think the gentleman from California, the chairman of the subcom-
mittee, Mr. Roosevelt, has done everything he can. The fact that there
are people within the Labor Department who have indicated they are
taking another look at this thing constitutes for him a monumental
victory if they come out for this legislation, as we hope they will.

But, again, Mr. Hawkins, if the administration is going to be here
on the lth, certainly I think we ought to make every effort to have
them here on the third and shave off a couple of weeks. Let us be
realistic, if we get all the help possible from all levels of leadership,
it is still going to follow a very rough course before it becomes a law.

We cannot lose any time anywhere along the way because by the
very nature of this legislation there is a whole series of booby traps
along the way that we know about that we have to overcome.

Therefore, if we can save 2 weeks here and 3 weeks there and 4 weeks
there, in the final analysis we can look forward to having this legisla-
tion acted upon.

I am perfectly willing to yield if the gentleman from Californi'N Mr.
Hawkins, is satisfied.

Mr. HAwKxNs. I have discussed this with Mr. Roosevelt and others
and I certainly know as one who has gone through this struggle on
the State level that there is a tremendous amount of support which is,
I think, in favor of such legislation but unfortunately I suspect that
this support has not been truly and effectively mobilized. I think it
requires a little time.

I think that from the lack of public support which we have received
ourselves in terms of this legislation that there is every reason to be-
lieve that there are many groups tha ,if this goes to the floor at this
paiticulr time, we know nothing about it would not be isefui in
trying to move the leadership or the administrator to a stronger
Position., . 11 1" '' ' . 1

I think certainly the desirabilit#y of having stronger supportifroim
the administration as has been indicated is most important to the task,
th6 h s you say, there is a need to speed 'it tle process Werever

May I,'hwever, ask Dr. Howlett one questions t
Doctor, from what you have said this morningO, there y Jsome

indication that an advisory committee ui has yoiur 0t a g ;onaladvisory committee which would be created under, th, p on the
bill that you referred to, might be ku1cielt. the provi "
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Now, would you sy that such advisory committees would be suffi-
cient since they would have no sanctions to imposeI That is, they
would have no enfoement powers to impose penalties for violations
of orders, but would merely be study groups to giye the public an
opportunity to be heard ?

Now, would'you clarify that a little bit to the extent that you are
also supporting the bill I

At the same time; think that it is obvious that you have indicatedthat your committees been very successful at least as an advisory
committee. Some persons might draw the conclusion that such an
advisory committee without any sanctions at all, without any penalties
involved in the procedure, would not be sufficient to obtain result In
other words 'it would be purely educational and would not be what I
would consider a very strong, effectivebody.
Dr. HowxVIn. It is far Km sufficient. It !s important in.a sup-

plementary sense only. .If you have the provisions that this bill has-
thiere are a lot of teeth in this bill-you can move right in effectively
on the discrimination problem.

One of the provisions in itthat I simply wanted to emphasize out of
my own experience is the value of advisory committees appointed
under the Commission. The advisory committees are supplementary.
They have no power except the power of public opinion.

But, I am one of those who believes very deeply in the power of
public opinion and feel on the basis of my experience that this is a very
Important element in the bi. oi

ven though there are no enforing powers in the advisory com-
mittew they have great power to mobilize public opinion and to make
an FEPC bill effective.

In other words, I believe in the conscience of people, and if Tou
get out before people thIrouh these adviory committees what is going
on that they don't like, this ]ust in itself helps, to mend it.

Mr. IlAwxIS. I share your great belief in the conscince of people,
but could you also. sy there may be some individuals who cannot be
appealed to on the basis of that conscience although there may be
very few individuals, some individuals, who need it? •

Dr. HowwT. If that were not the case, you would not need an
FEPC law. It is because that is true that you need the law.

Mr. HAwxiN. Certainly.
Thank you very much.,
Mr. RobszvELT. Mr. Martin.

.'Mr. MA S. No questions.
Mr. R .Dr. Howlett, let me again express our apprecia-

tion to You.
Could we ask if we could have the report of the conference when

itis ready I
Dr. 1HowrviTr Ye&
Mr. Rooaevvi.. I think it would be helpful to the committee to

have the report in the record after your testimony.
Dr. How -r -It should b rb ay in a wee& or two, and we will

see that you get one.
Mr.Ioo~v~~.Thiakyou. th

Pr owtMwr., Thank you foritoheportunity Ovf being heardo
Thi bveitoed re 0' fow
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Although the Uited States Comssion on Civil Rights has maintained
State Advisory Comittees in all States of the Union since its establish-
sent, the District of Columbia Advisory Comittee is. of relatively recent
origin. It was organized in the Spring of 1962 to keep the Commission
advised of civil rights developments in this important comnumity and to
supplement Oouission activities ii the District. Under the very able
leadership of Dr. Duncan Hovlett, the District group soon established it-
self as o.ae of our most active, energetic, and effective Advisory Comittees.

The Commission is particularly indebted to the District of Columbia
Advisory Comittee for its inquiry into equal employment opportunities In
the Washington area. By meas of the establishment of a Special Committee
(ad hoc) on Equal employment Opportunity, a working group of 25 leaders in
the fields of business, labor, and human relations was as sociated with this
important effort. All of them were uncompensated, and neither a budget nor
a staff could be provided.- The fact that the Special Committee produced
this outstanding report In spite of limitations and obstacles is a special
tribute to all of the members and especially to the Chairman, Mr. Ben
Segal.

On behalf of the Comission, I muld like to express our sincere
gratitude to the District of Columbia Advisory Committee and to its Special
Committee on Equal ftployment Opportunity for the preparation, production,
and, submission of this report. This is an important and substantial con-
tribution on the part of citizens who are intimately familiar with the
Washington scene. it is our hope that the sense of seriousness and urgency
which is so forcibly and persuasively expressed in this report ill not be
lost on the agencies of government to which the recomendations are ad-
dressed. This report demnstrates beyod question that the need for action
is imedate; all excuses fbr further delay and procrastination have been
exhausted.

BRI I. BERNHARD
Staff Director

U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights

i
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AO3

The District of Columbia Advisory Coittee, composed entirely of

private citizens serving without remuneration, is one of $1 such groups

throughout the nations estabished as fact-gatbering bodies pursuant to

the Civil RSihts Act of 257, and desired to assist the thited States

Commiselm on Civil Rights In the performnce of its statutory duties.

Four principal programs ae ourrntly being sponsored by the D.C,

Advisory Coimttee: one on the Centenary of the Emnipation Proclas-

tion, one on Metropolitan lousing, one on the Aadinistration of Justice,

and a fourth on Boplomnt Practices.

The last of these progas hUs been the responsibility of a Special

Ccmittee on Equal hpl y nt OportunIt, imposed of 5 members of the

D.C. Advisory Committee and twenty others selected to give the group as

broad a basis in the Washigto c mity as possible. The Special

Cmittee conducted the Confer V-ce' Jn this report. Lacking

the power of subpoena or the authority to put witnesses under oath# It

relied holly on statemuts voluntarily submittedp either oall or in

vritIng, by repremmtatives of industry, labor, the schools, end the

community organizations.

/Unpublished transcript of the Coaference on Equal ftloyment
Opportunity of the District of Coluabia Advisory Committee to
the U.S. Comission oA Civil Rihts, Febrary 27..Nuh 1, 1963,
(hereinafter cited as D.C. employment Conferenoe). The transcript
is In the files of the U.S. Commission an Civil Riohts, at 25 D.C.
(Opening remarks by Dr. Duncan Bovlett, Chairman of the D.C. Advisory
Committee.)

?J D.C. Employmnt Conference 6 (opening remarks by Mr. Dan D. Segal~
Chain of the Special Committee on Equals' oun Opportunityi-6
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The response, on the hole, was gratifyi g. Speakers from numerom
groups aPpered before the Special Co=ittee to present their view,
tievanes* end recmmndatIons. 04Y A few organizations vhich had

been asked to appear failed to do so, or at least to suait written

statements,

Aside fram its fact-finding mission, the Special Comittee feels
that an educational function was served within the community. The
conference, held on February 27 and 28, and March 1, 1963, was amply
covered bY the local press and other media. Residents of the area
ware aroused to the grave problems of employment discrijination, both
subtle and obvious, that plague minority groups in the District.

There Ws no attempt to Ignore the advances hich have taken
place, nor to conceal the serious inequalities still remaining. The
sole guiding principle of the Special Committee ws to uncover the
facts to the beat of its ability, and to provide the basis for recomnenda.
tons founded on such facts. The work of the Special Coittee foms

the foundation for this report,

:/ The Advisory Comittee and the Special Committee owe a greatdebt to tvo men for their efforts in digesting the transcriptsof the Conference for use In the report: Mr. Hal Witt of theDistrict of Columbia Bar and Mr. Alex Rode.

iii
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Treditionally, our nation has been committed to a principle so

simple In expression and yet so profound In its implications that it

has determined the very texture of our life.

"We hold these truths to be self-evidnt Is. . ' 8 there a school-

child in any part of the country, on an Isolated farm or in the great

urban centers, who has not heard the ringing phrase from the Declaration

of Independence and responded to itt Was there a ti m, throughout all

our history, when coma men wre not stirred to greater efforts by this

exhortationt

Whatever America has meant to men here and abroad. It has Invariably

been looked upon as a land of almost unlimited opportunity. Despite oc-

casional econooc lasp despite vars and Internal upheaval, this Image

of the United States has persisted: it was a place uhere the only limita-

tions to success ware each Individual's talent and Industry.

Neither class, nor soeatl origin, nor parental occupation Imposed

limits on a mn's sabitions. Along with our great natural wealth and

democratic Institutions, the keystone of initiative supported our

might and our progress,

And yet, nearly two hundred years after this principle was first

espoused, for soe Americans It is still not "self-evident that all

men are created equal, that ! Aey are endowed by their Creator with

certain unalienable Rights,$ that amn these are Life, Liberty# and

the pursuit of Happiness."
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For ambers of our minority groups, and particularly for nineteen

million Aerisl Seoes, the reality does not conform to the Ideal.

Across Ue oatinentp In every towp city ad suburb# the Neg

citizen finds his aspirations blocked by myriad forts at discrimination.

8m, like segreptiou, are overt and obstinate, though they are

gradually yUieldna before public opinion and the law. Others are fr

more subtle* and In a sean far more Insidious.

Among the latter Inequality In eqgoyzent Is perhaps the most

injurious. It sps the Negro's en*ery, wndermnes his notivation,

perpetuates his economic dependence, and creates widespread frustra-

ti=. As has so often been pointed outp all Americans are adversely

affected by such discrimination: we cannot'hope to maintain our

prosperity and growth hile ten per cent of our people are held In

fetters.

But Job discrimination Is not imply an economic question. It

has becom, In our tiw, a question of foreip policy, of domestic

tranquillity, of harmony amd cohaerence.-.a question, In short,* at
nation I power. Most basic of all, job discrimination 4.mo..lly
w'Ofg. The time is long past, if it ever existed, Woin men could

Justify treating others as loss than men.

Although discrimination against other minority groups has by no

means been totally eradicated, the Negro remains its principal victim.

There Is reason to believe that vhen bias against him yields at last,

all Americans will be freed. This stWy, therefore, concerns itself

primarily with discrimination as encountered by Negrois.

2
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Washington, D.C. Is n many ways an Ideal laboratory for the study

of discriminatory practices. It is visited aanually by countless diplo-

mats and forein tourists. It no doubt influences the visitors' view of

our nation as a whole, of Iti professed ideals and its way of life--an

not only are foreigners influenced thusp but thousands of young Americans

whose trip to the Nation's Capital may be the first and only contact they

will ever have with the seat of the Federal Government.

Washington is not a typical American city. There is little Industry

and relatively fe large commercial enterprises; the Government is the

dominant employer. And yetj because of its urban-suburban pattern

and the composition of its population , Washington offers fruitful in-

sights as a model for the study of 'ob discrlinations.

In 1960, approximately 5 4% of the D.C. population was nonwhite. In

nearby Maryland eM Virginia, comprising the remainder of the standard

metropolitan statistical area, the corresponding figure was 6.5%.

For decades, the Negroes have made up about 25% of the total area

population. These statistics confim a trend which has continued

for many years: an influx o; Negroes into the central city, and a

movement of whites to the suburbs. As far as can be discerned, the

pattern remains constant to the present day.

1/ David A. Sawer, "Pair Employmant in the Nation's Capital: A Study
of Progress and Di1...a," t n ourMMnal Of Intemrrop nations,
Winter 1962.63, 37.

U.S. censu of ovation: U6.

I/ ayer, op. Cit. sura. note 1, at 38.

U.S. coission on Civil Rihts, ousin in Washigto D.C,
396 2p2. I W
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l bad lry tmy orpes of d ntim ootrute to the "ghetto"

0040n. But ilquej mplqP mst opportunity must be considered a

Oenta factor ubich porpetuates the current situation. As Ber 1.

e0budt, Otf DireCto' of the COisiSon on Civil Bjhts pointed

* * * in the last aOns4si, the Manority cities can
only better himself tr incrasing his incemsj and this
Is to be done, oD If be is qualified for eaploymmnt,
t r ill OsPlor him at other than ain

In 1959, the averp nwhdito famit owned about 36% of the

avre..V ".ite family Inc the Distriat, a ratio that has remained

fxirlY stable for over twnty years. I e than 87% of Jobs in the

'wlIte-oolar and meuns ial catego r- n the metropolitan area re hel
bty whites, uhilo the maJoritY of Xegro workers could be found In either

service or nonu4 labor positions. A/Pst and present disorimination

=at be held a countablo for this Jnbaace, and it Is the f action ..

of this report to present 6c91 of the casuses and possible remedies for

such discarimtion.

iThe next "s as a mav of the q"Wlqynt situation in the
ashi area based on the Beployunt Conference end materials sub-

aitted to the Camitteg. FolloWn the s a W the findings and
the reecIM datIons of the D.C. Advisory Comttee.

/ oC. 10ozant Conference 12. (Testimomy of Honorable Berl I.Bermhard,U Staff Director.S. Cmmissim on Civil Rights.)

3/ _

4
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I. in D4*10 of unUQL AfISI

Disorealtion ts a relative tera. It you are the director of

persmnel services at the Potom Ziectric Power Company, you would

tae pride In the ftat that:

Today it a custeor come to our office to pa his bill,
the receiving teller my be a Negro; If he calls our
office to squire about a bill, he my talk to a Negro;
If he calls to ave service transferred frm one pl
to another be may talk to a lepgo; the an *o came to
read the etor*In his basement my be Negro; It he aweare
to be having voltage trouble, the mn *0 oscm to amke
tests may be a NeMo. All of these activities are In
different Dep rtmats of the Ccany. I/

But if you ar Julius Sobson, ys4smt of the ashington chapter

of CORN, you have a different stcr to tell:

We tried to set frm P a statement of agreement on
the hiring of Negsoes at all Job levels, and I don't
mean Just for window dressing, but In reard to the
basic Jobs In P O such as electricians.

Then ae no Negmo elctcImans at the com y. Own
are no Negroes In electronics. There are. no Negroes Sn
train.g for these Jobs, and they are the basic jobs In

As a union official, you are amem of the problems but your

ersonl c mint to fatir l~'nt is mequivocal:

The national policy of the AFL.CO is imll-knom to this
panel and to the Advisory Cittee, and w subscribe
100 percent to the national polity Sn the field of race
relations.

** * Of the hmdred locals affiliated, I think only a
handful do not have sam Negro madbers. * ** We
have been doing all w can Sn this field, by our actions
and by our cmacations vith the local ions. 3/

2/ D.C. lploymt Conference. (P. 2 of statement of arrM Boyd,

Potoac lectric Powr Caqumy.)

3/ at 238.(Tstlmy of Julius Robson.)

oat 1. (Test m of J.C. Tuner, Grater a t etral,
7ibowComen'l)&
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Or, if you ere executive secretary of the Building Trades Council,

you cite sm~e encouraging figures:

*** Bricklayers Local No. 1 has about 35 percent Negroes,
and Bricklayers Local No. 4 about 90 percent. *** Nearly
all (of the Carpenters Locals) have Negro members, but no
records are kept according to race. * * * For the Cement
Makers, it is about 75 percent. * ** The Electrical
Workers have one Negro. * * The Engineers * * * have
about 200 Neg o members. * The Steam Fitters Just
recently took in one Negro. * * The Plumbers recently
took in one * * * the Plasterers have about 2 percent
Negro membership. * * The Roofers have about 75 percent
of Negro workers. * * * The Tile and Terrazzo Workers
indicate that none have applied to local unions. ***

The statistics somehow seem less impressive when you are Stokeley

Carmichael, a member of the Non-Violent Action Group at Howard University:

The Federal Government appropriates all the money to Howard
University for Its new buildings. * * * The contract * * *
is given by the GSA. * * * currently working on the new
gymnnsium are a number of Locals. * * * The Electrical Local
A6 employs tuo Negroes and one (Negro) Journeyman. The
Sheetmetal Union #102 employs no Negroes. The Plumbers
Local #j5 and the Steamfitters Local jVO employ no Negroes
at all. * * * We think it is a blatant insult for GSA to
assign these Locals and these Unions to build the new
gymnasium, on our Oite. * * * W are not going to take this. /

Fey observers would den*y that some progress has been made in

combatting employment discrimination in the Washington area. The

concerted efforts of the Federal and District governments, of private

organizations, of industry and the labor movementp, have led to increasing

opportunities for members of minority groups. But for those who are being

discriminated against the question of how muc discrimination exists is no

longer central; the point that It exists at all is cause enough for anger.

_/ Id. at 208. (Testimony of Joseph Curtice, Building Trades Council.)

/ Id. at 21. (Testimony of Stokelay Carmichael.)
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in Washinton, hovr, we have not reached that advanced StaP

vber onlyevstlaa of the problem remain~. Discrimination Jii O10Y~-

m~ant Is iftIsprea*I sad substantial.
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In TEO PAC OF JKWW

Today, nearly ten years after the acmntou* Supreme Court school

desegregation decision, the Nation's Capital Is not an integrated city.

It is not Integrated in education, it is not Integrated in housing, and

it is far froo integrated In employment. A fore4up visitor--or, for

that matter, a high school student from low--vll soon discover the

"ghettos" of the city he will see schools only a few blocks apart that

are virtually all-white or all-eroj he will notice the racial make-up
of the city's menial laborers.

The mdian Incone of nonwhite citizens in the DistrIct is only
70 percent of Uxt of *Ito citiszee. The eoatc io gap has shorn

very little change over the last twenty years. Seven out of ten

unmaloyed persons in the District are nonwhite. The average nonvhite

family earns 56 cents for every dollar earned by the average whte

family and that 56 cents represents the work of more bread-winners

per family. Such, In the words of John B. Duncan, the District's

first Negro Ccmaisioner, is "the price of unequal opportunity."

Inroads have been made btr minority groups during the past decade

in securing employment iwre it was previously denied. Opportunities

in government have Increased, but the great bulk of Negroes are concen-

tnated In the lover inacme groups. In the Federal Governmenti, in 1961,

.. D.C. tlgoyment Conference Conference. (P. 2 of statement of
honorable John B. Duncan.)

;A-Id at 15. (Testiony of Nonora~le Berl I. Bernhard.)

14-j (P. 2 of testimony of John B. Duncan. )
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vhile Negroes comprised 8.9 percent of employees in the classified service,

they made up 18.1 percent of the ewoloyees in grades 08-1 through os-4, ,.9

percerLt of the employees in grades 08-5 through GS-12, and an infinitesimal

7/10 of one percent in grades 08-12 through GS-18. These figures are for

the Federal Government as a hole, but they are believed to represent

substantially the proportions in the District. Between June 1961 and

June 1962, employment of Negroes in the bottom four grades In;

creased slightly; in gvres GS-5 through GS-12 Negro employment

Increased 19 percent compared with 5.9 percent overall; in grades 08-12

through 08-18j, Negro employment increased 35.6 percent compared with

9.5 percent overall. While the impact of these figures is tempered by

realization that greater percentage increase means .few actual jobs when

the number was very small to begin with, the direction is established.

In the Government of the District of Columbia, there have also been

some significant changes. As of June 30, 1962, 12,302 out of 25,553

full-time positions in the District Goverment, 48.1 percent of the

total, vere held by Negroes. This compares with 46.7 percent In 1961.

However, less than 8 percent of poe itions classified Grade 12 and above

wre held by Kegroes.

Private industry in the Washington area, spurred by the "gentle but

persistent" efforts of such organizations as the Urban League, has

gradually opened log-barred doors:

W Id. (P. 6 of statement of Hobart Taylor, Executive Vice-Chaixma,

President's Cwittee on Equal Raployment Opportunity.)

~/ Id. (P. 5-6 of statement of Honorable John B. Duncan.)

Id. (P. 2 of statement of Harry Boyd, Potomac electric Power
9

-141 0- $-IM
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Zero Is no question that In absolute teme we are making
progress; I can state the names of dozens of local business
ftims which now employr Negroes, or ploy them In better
positions than several years ago.

Boris ShIshkin, director of the AFL-CIO Civil Rights Department,

cited an example of progress within the labor movement:

* * * the bricklayers' Union wae * * * lily-white. * last
sumer, I could look out and see the construction of a nov
addition to the U.S. Chamber of Ccmerce headquarters where
there were bricklaers who were colored and whitep working side
by side

Yet the difficulties encountered by a Presidential Cwmittee In

securing a Job for one Negro electrician on a Government contract Job

are vell-known, and symbolic of the hard core of problems which remain.

In government, In private industry, and In the labor movement, the

Negro worker Is finding new opportunities. But as Aaron Goldman, chair-

man of the D.C. Commissioners' Council on HEwan Relations pointed out,

the question which must now be asked is:

Is the pace fast enough to be described as progress? I
remember 25 years ego in a smll plane with an airspeed of
60 miles per hour trying to reach a not too far away airport
in the face of a 50 mile per hour wind. A quick calculation
of my actual ground speed soon convinced me that my gas would
never hold out for even such a short voyage. Viewed In this
relative scale, we are not making sufficiept headway at all
In equal eaploment opportunities when we consider the dis-
tance yet ahead and when we calculate the price of failure
In terms of delinquency, dependency, disease--in short, the
kind of social catastrophe Dr. Conant and others have pro-
phesied unless me find meaningaul work for our young people
In accordance vith their abilities. 1/

./ ..0. (P. 1 of statement of Aaron Goldman, Chairman of D.C.

Comnisioners' Council on Human Relations.)

/ j4. at 270-271. (Testimony of Boris hishkin.)

2/ U.. Cemission on Civil Rights, Vol. 3, Employment, p. 132.

10 ;A. (P. 1 of statement of Aaron Goldman.)
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III. PRIEST AND INDICThI

After many years of silent frustration, Washington's Negro citizens

are becoming increasingly active in numerous civic and protest organize-

tions. Supported by those white citizens who are dedicated to racial

equality, they have revitalized longoactive organizations and founded

new ones. It is these voices, speaking in chorus, which most vehemently

indict the community for its persisting inequalities.

Sometimes the voices speak out against the divergence between

pronouncements and practice:

A review of the current status of employment opportunity
in the District of Columbia reveals that the most significant
point in this whole field is that there seems to be a change
in climate in the employment picture. Most employers at least
publicly profess to have and follow a merit hiring policy. It
is unpopular to say that you discriminate openly. I hasten
to add, however, that practice does not always equal public
pronouncements and as our statement submitted for the record
indicates, there have been some losses in Income differentials. _/

Sometimes they describe the social consequences of job discrimina-

tion and 'tokenism."

In the past few years we have noticed with a sense of satisfaction
areas of progress but view with alarm the tendency to open jobs
to one or two Negroes and then consider the job well-done.
Equal employment opportunity is without a doubt one of the
keys to the problems facing the total community. Crime,
welfare, housing, dependency all depend upon full employment
on an equal basis for eradication of the evils existing in
them. It is a known fact that the hardest to place of all
potential workers Is the Negro male. With a minimal number
of laboring jobs open to anyone and with the policy of
building and trades unions to exlude almost entirely the
Negro worker, and with traps and dead ends, ceilings and
quotas existing in those positions which are open to them,
the chances for employment are for all intents and purposes
non-existent.g

_/ D.C. Employment Conference. (P. 4 of statement of Walter B. Lewis,

Washington Urban Legue. )

_/ _d. (P. 1 of statement of Edward A. Nailes, D.C. Branch, N.A.A.C.P.)
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And they reolnd us that the problem of discrlalnatoc Is not

statisiLos, but people:

I do not know vhat yr Prpose is JA holding this hearIng.I d. not IMoV 'hat the faJl outcl Vd be, or 1&at the
final authority is, but I vould beg of you to look specificallyat some of the Individual cases of discrmination and talk toam* of the real 1ve Pople o ana diseriminated aainst--notthe experts (n the Negro or the experts an the Labor Movemnt,or the experts an this coitte or that om0ittee-but thelittle man mo cams In and tells you that he cannot workbecause of his res. ee ae hdres in this dt~y and Ifyou have any diffiotV insemablIng thm, CM will. be Slad
to do It. * * * You don't have to take OI's vad for dis-crimination. -All you hav to do Is go dow into the metropolis
and turn In any door. J/
Whatever their particular approach, the groups concur in the

feeling, as expressed by Henry L. Dixon, president of the D. C.

Federation of CivI* Associationso that:

** i t Is obvious from visiting the various businesses in
the District of ColuslUb, there is nothing like equal opor-
tunity in the employment of Negroes. * * * Each agency camsin and Is Simon-pure. Everyone is for brotherhood, but noone wants to live next to his brother. ** * We want action.,
because action In this area is the only thing that is going
to suffice, and Make the Nation's Capital ihat we all went
it to be. Wj ,
"Phe fact that there is and has been widespread denial of equal

employment opportunity" said Frank D. Reeves, Democratic National

Cowaitteesn for the District, "... would be self-evident to the

casual observer." Be added:

We appreciate that the * 5* Conaission may require documenta-
tion for its purposes * ** For our purposes, howver, knovledgeof the fact that * * *.54 percent of the District of Columbia's
population is Negro, considered in the light of what mere visualobservation of employment patterns in local private Industry andgovernment Vill disclose* is adequate proof that equal employment

/ j . at 242, 24-I45. (Testimmy of Juius Robson, Washington COW
It should be noted that the last half-day of the 3-day Conference
vas spent in executivO session hearing Individual grievances of
eployent discrmination.

/ 11-P at 144. (Tes1tImony of Henry L. Dixon.)
1!2
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has not prevailed in this community. * * * Our primary
concern is with ieat my be evolved by way of policy
and program to solve the problem ./

One hundred years after the hnancipation Proclamation, the Negro

residents of the Washington area are united in their demands for action,

and for action now. They know that progress Is being made. They know

that In another hundred years, the problm miht vl* resolve itself.

But they also knov that they can no 1cnr tell the wielo~td the

children, the collep students to wit with patience for the =il3lenl .

/ Id. (P. 2 of stateeat of Frank D. Reeves.) Strong support for
measures to ellinate employment discrimination was also heard
at the Conference frmo Carl Sapiilo ChaieM of the Republioem
State Comittee for the District of Colabita.

13
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IV. TO SOOLS

The effect of discrimnatovy emplment practices is felt long

before a Negro actually becoes a job-eeker. Then is no inium age

nequizrmat for victim of bias No. often than not# children of pre-

school end elementary school age ans aware of the problem. They see

their fathers laid off or nae to find jobs, they see their mothers

taking servnts' post they - older brothers or sisters sitting Idly

about the house after leaving or finishing school. They hear from early

childhood of the well-psyg jobs that are closed to the Negro. Thus it

asy wall be asked:

"What 18 the Incentive for them to continue In their education,
to seek technical training and then have the door closed to them? /
The Reverend Geno C. Barn of the Catholic Interracial Council

cited a speefic cases

* * * what do you do v'ith a bay named Lsrry--in our 8th grads
clase-a-hose father is ununploed, an unskilled laborer?
LaM is old enough to knov that his father never had achance tO be a pert of the trade union that he wanted to
be In. You teULarry to work, to discipline himn lf,
end get an education, and throw off the slings and
arrows of his envircomet to aspire to an affluence
that he doesn't see? It's a Very diff'idt thing. ./

Washington's public school enrollment is predoinantly non vhite.

Bach year over two thousand students--the vast majority of them Negroes--

4ro out of school. '"t's an Impossible situation," said Hym Perlo,

Job counselor for drop-outs with the D.C. Schools,

/ D.C. Employment Conference. (P. 2 of statement of Isadore Seemen,

Executive Directorp D.C. Health and welfare Couzcil.)

/ Id. at 39. (Testimmy of Father Geno C. Broni.)

1d6~ at 65 6 (Testimy of Hymen Perlo)
14
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They feel they are not needed; they are not wanted. They are
completely unfamiliar with the facts of life and the responsi-
bilities of a Job. * * * I don't know hether any of you have
taken on untrained youngster out for a Job, but if you haven't,
you ought to try, because you really then are going to got the
real picture. _/

A significant number of Negro youths with substantial ability

receive vocational training, but, because of discriminatory employment,

particularly n the skilled trades, they find no work. Often they are

counselled or directed into non-vocational, academic studies for which

they are not fully suited, merely in the hope that they may find Jobs

in a professional area. Yet eight out of ten of these youngsters never

complete college. The cownunity loses the important contributions

hich could have been derived from their unutilized skills.

Some who seek employment after graduation soon run head-on into

the barrier. In the experience of Fred Z. 5etsel, director of the

U.S. Employment Service for the Districts

Discrimination frequently perpetuates a flagrant waste of the
skills of our young people graduating from Washington's
excellent vocational hig schools. Many of these graduates
desperately need the opportunity to raise themselves by their
ova bootstraps. You can't preach democracy and opportunity
to an 18-year old boy who has the aptitude to become a first-
rate craftsman, but will never make it because the union won't
apprentice him and employers von't hire hUt. If this boT takes
a third-rate Job, he will sooner or later--probably sooner--wind
up on the unemployment rolls. _/

Students who graduate in non-vocational curricula find much the

n." situation. Many Washington private schools still discriminate in

accepting applicants for technical training.

_/ Id. at 65-66.

/ Id. -at 59. (Testimony of Lemuel Penn, D.C. Public Schools.)

6_/ Id. (P. 4 of statement of Fred Z. Hetzel.)

1/ Id. (P. 5 of statement of Fred Z. Betzel.)15
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A central factor in training discriminationara the restrictive adm isuai

lctices of the leading business schools. With only ona or tvo excop-

•ionso they have Intran gently maintained these practices. There has

developed a ciroul!,r pattern in which Negroes cannot get office train-

Ing, and then are denied jobs because they do not have the training.

One of the bright spots In the generally dimal picture is the

Business and Distributive Education progr m sponsored by the public

schools. There are tvo kinds of trainlngt the HNih School Cooperative

Proram, in which students attend school half the day and work the other

haifj and the Adult Education Progrem, which accounts for 90 percent of

the students. Albert DeMndj, director of the programs, was asked why

8o few high school students participate.

First they are drained oft by academic coursesp the counselors
send them into other fields, and when they do cam into businesses
many times they go Into stenography or typing In overnmnt Jobs,
etO. Sow e have to do a hard selling job to gt the students to
accept distributive education and we need the cooperation from
workers who ca really show these students that there are scme
careers available. They don't believe it because nobody in
their famlly, or nobody they have ever knvon, ever had a good
job In selling. 2/
The adult program concurrently places and trains workers for

occupations in selling and distribution. Although may of the

employers who participate still practice discrimination. W. De~md

gave one heartening example:

A laumdry, and dry-cleaning association would be Sld to recruit
Negro driver-salemen, right at this moent--mn who can earn
*8,0004O00 a year. And we have people who have passed
the eighth grades never vent to High School, and are driving
laundrY trucks making T,0-$,000 per year. This I can prove.

/ (P. 2 of statement of Sim Douglas)

21 Id. at 70. (testimony of Albert DeMond)

P( Id. at 66 # 16
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For the toy fortunato Negro students who, because of family

circstances or dxceptionao ability, are ablo to caplete college, the

situation is steadily improving.. And vhtie Joba Cf a particular kind

may nov be open to Negroes, they have a mch narrower r&1ge of choice

of positions within their profession than do their *h1e colleagues.

"For the first tlme" testified Mrs. Marian Coombe of Howard University's

placement office:

We are receiving a release on placement opportunities * * In
the District. In addition, we are having a very decided.
increase In visits frao various agencies of the Federal
Ooverw ent. * * * The increase that ve have noticed since 1961
In the number of recruiters from industry, business, and Govezu-
sent * * * reflects a rise of something like 40 percent. * *
TraditionalyU m dicine, law, dentistry* religion, and teaching
were the areas vhich ware caxmnly considered to be professions
to uhich our gradates might aspire. Now we have every assur-
ance that we can place all of the enginers--Negroes--4am wo
are able to produce ** * (tough) they my not be placed
vhere they vent to be placed. We do notp howver, have the
saw success vith the liberal arts people, and they recognie
that.

From drop-outs to college graduates, Job Inequalities persist,

but those with the most advanced training obviously fare such better.

The gravest problem, of course, is to overcome the legacy of diserana-

ticn vhich has resulted In lack of motivation and academic interest uiong

Negro students.

/Id. at 11o. (Testimoy of Ms. Wrin Combs.)
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Repeated references wre made at the Conference to the lack of

qualified applicants smo Nogros In nearly evey kind of Job--fr

skilIled - ratts- to -behiad-the-countor sales. There Is undoubtedly

some truft to the complaint; it would take a miracle to suddenly

rooea qualified labor fore after decades of discrmiaon

Bt the sifMiat fact Is that in .11 too many cases, different

standards exist for, quallfed whites and "qualified" Negroes.

Compaies cited lack of cervical. skLls, poor mathematical back-

groun , a undesirable, personal char'achteristics as sm of the

principal failings. it- is within that final category that a subtle

but pernicious for of discrimination ay be taking place--not

necessarily because of outrIght bias-but because it tends to

penalize the Negro a"lcant for having been a victim of earlier

discrimination.

Philip Stoddard Brow, a Washington economist, analyzed the

cyclical nature of the problem:

Most employers say that they vill hire any competent person,
or one that has'a good basic education. They do not ssy much
about police record, the ability of applicants to get along
vwih others. about asnners, dress, vy of speaking and so
forth, yet I suspect that these considerations are often the
most important. This is often ts blg, unspoken reason for
refusing to hire my Negro boys and girls. There are still
lots of jobs for stupid people In the vorld, but not so many
for those vho have a poll" record or sm emotional Imbalance
--y*t It is a remarkable boy, living In a slts area, who has
not had a brush w th the polie.* or some cause to be motion-

D.C. moment Con"rence. 7See statemets submitted by the
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company, Washington Gas Light
Company, The Evening Star, Western Union Telegraph) Giant Food Stores,
Peoples Drug Stores, American Security and Trust, and the Riggs
National Bank.

. at 80 (Testimony of Philip Stoddard Brom.)
18
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SOMetns there seems to be a lack of cammicstion betwen

employers seeking 'qualified applicants" and those who could qualiY

for the jobs. Calvin Rolark, editor of the Nev Observer. we asked

wbther qualif ied Negroes could be found for positions oc The "a

Star, vhich bad expressed its need and wllingness to hir then.

0 1 think It would bo no trouble at 4 1 1 *
no trouble whatsoever. We have three Negro newpapers here
** * If the Star would utilize them papers to let their
vishes be knonu--that they wre looking for qualified Negroes--
they would find them. Y
When asked Anther in his opinion, there wre qualified Negroes

in D.C. to fill positions in the wbole range of news medias r. Solark

anseereds

I have always been a little reluctant answering any questions
hen the word "qualified" is mtioned. I knov that there are

nmeroue Negroes here who pursue journalistic fields, have
degrees in journalism have degrees in business administration,
economics, ete. We vill find then "qualified" people on the
police fcep in 00-3 clerk-tpist jobs * * These doors are
abut in their faces. ,/

W. Rol* that talk about quolfications means one

thing for the Negro and another, thing for the white applicant.

"Quilifications" an used in two wys to restrict Negro e Loent:

both as anmert weapon of discrmiation, and as a sincere but short-

81hted personnel policy vhich fuses to assume responsibility for the

trMning of applicants who have been injured by a lifetma. of prenjdice.

It is easelr to fonulate solutions for the discriminatory application

Of morS exacting standards to Negro applicants than to whites. Imagina-

tion and responsiblXity can reveal solutions for the subtle problem of

otee sta t of JoA ff. Kauff)mn, fvening Sta*'
lovspaper CompWn.).
;/ . at 8. ( restinay of Calvin W. Bolark for the.National Capital
Voters Association.)
1 bi4. at 9.

Y n t9
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the "not-quite-qualified" workers. Philip Stoddard Brown providedsa

starting point:

Persons capable of education must be tilned and advanced to
create openings at the lowest levels (for the untrainable and
the Inexperienced). This I believe to be the oa way by which
we can surmouut our unemploynnt problem. Now, vho" business
is it to train people for skilled and professional work? Is it
the schools, O te business fims', or the parents'? I think
the oly answer to that is that it is everybody's Job. j/

I/ d. at 8. (?esti y of Philip Stoddard Brow.)
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VZ. TI APFRO1TICU8I PXOORM

Perbaps no singe factor is of greater Importance in ending ds-

crimination In the trades--particularly the building tradesp where It

has been most parsistent--than the establishment of full equal oppor-

tunity In apprenticeship.

Numerous witnesses before the Conference indicted the current

apprenticeship programs as diseriainatory. "To datep" said Aaro

eoldmea of the Commssion3r's Council on Hiuan Relations, "we have

not made an progress In breaking doms the obstacles to Apprenticeship

trades." He wae supported by Victor R. Daly, deputy director of the

USES for the District:

Local efforts to place qualified Negro applicants in Appren-
ticeship training with the craft unions have met with '"Iasive
distance" by the orgnized building trades * * * Currently
there are 66 registered apprentices in the skilled construc-
tion trades * ** 4J4 am In crpontry, 16 are In operating
en fterIng, 4 are metal lathe apprentices and 2 are train-
In as reinforced concrete rodmen. To our knowledge one of
these young am, in carpentry, is nonvhite. In nearby
Montgcmery County, 128 registered apprentices are enrolled
In the county schools# There is not a single Negro * * 4
in this group.

Later in the Conference the figures cited by Mr. Daly vere ques-

tioned by the Ehecutive Secretary of the Washington Building Trades

Council. He had conducted a telephone survey of the locals affili-

ated with the Council and had been Informed that Negro representation

in the unions and their apprenticeship programs was more extensive than

the above figures Indicate.

D.C. Imployment Conference (p. 3 of statement of Uron Goldman).

3/, . (p. 3 of statement of Victor R. Daly).
21
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The Cement Mewrs have many. The Carpenters had four the last
time I talked to them * * The Blectricians have two * * * The
Engineers have 19. ** * but I vi say that (the program) is
overwhelmingly made up of whites.

Although there is little doubt that Negro participation In the appren-

ticeship programs has increased in recent years the persistence of the

exclusion we vividly illustrated by the Howard University gynmasium case.

Students at this Federally-charteredl predominantly Negro, university noted

the absence of Negro craftten from the work force on the construction of

the gyumasium and bought a detailed description of the situation to the

attention of the Conference.

After the Conference the students appealed to the President's Comnittee

on Equal ftployment Opportunity to take all necessary steps to bring Negroes

into the four craft unions whlch the students accused of total exclusion or

"tokenim". With public Interest aroused in the Howard case, the Secretary

of Labor called the contractors and unions involved in the Howard project

together and warned them that unless Negroes wre bought into the crafts,

either as apprentices or from other sources, strong measures would be taken

by the President's Comittee. As of this writing there are reports of

some initial efforts by unions to bring Negro apprentices on to Federal

construction jobs.

The persistence of discrimination in work under Federal contracts,

all of which contain non-discrimination clasues, dramatizes the need

for more effective compliance machinery and enforcement.

Id- ~ at 20., 211-12. (Testimony of Joseph Ourtico, Washington
Building and Construction Trades Council.)

_ Id. at 21. (Testimony of Stokely Carmichael, Howard University
Non-Violent Action Group.) •
Wahngo Pot March 22, 1963, p. l, sec. C.
Washi n Post, My 25, 1963, p. 1, sec. D. Negro craftmen wore
solicited for the Howard project by advertisements appearing in
local newspapers, including the Afro-American.

22
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Under Searetary of Labor John F. Henning announced at the

Conference a long range program by the Federal Goverment to stimulate

a fair apprenticeship program for the District. He explained as back-

ground that since 1961 the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in the

Department of Labor has been requiring non-discrmination clauses in the

apprenticeship agreements of firms handling government contracts and in

the registration of new apprenticeship progress with the Bureau. Mr.

Henning announced that an Industrial Training Adviser had been appointed

in the Washington Office of the Bureau to coordinate equal opportunity

programs of the Bureau in the Washington area, and that:

* * * the Department of Labor expects to move ahead as promptly
as possible with the establisent on a demonstration basis of
an apprenticeship information center in the District. This
should be a Joint enterprise of the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training, employment Service$ the schools, the D.C.
Apprenticeship Council, and employers and unions. Its
experience in determining apprenticeship opportunities and
in counseling young people regarding them will contribute
knowledge that can pxoe invaluable in determining other
actions that may be needed. I/

Establishment of the Information center, which is still in the

planning stage, should do much to Increase communication between the

trades and the Negro community. As the Executive Director of the

AL-CIO Civil Rights Department put it, "one of the central things . . .

i8 that the veil b. torn of secrecy and silence bout what goes on in

apprenticeship training and what it means."

7/ D.C. Employment Conference. (Statement of Under Secretary of
Labor John F. Hming.)

./ Id. at 272. (Teetimoy of Boris Shishkin, Director, AFL-CIO
Civi Rights Department.
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A serious obstacle to real progress in opengng up the apprenticeship

programs to Negroes has been the "buk-pasing" between labor and manage-

ment on this issue. Companies claim they cannot apprentice a Nogro

because the union will not accept himj the unions say they do not do

the hiring and are therefore powerless to act. With both unions and

and employers involved with the government In the new D.C. Apprentice-

ship Information Center, one a1 of vhich is promotion of Negro

apprenticeship, a genuine cooperative effort could do much to over-

come oe of Washington's most serious problems in this whole employment

field.
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VII. SKILLED AND 8341-SKILLED JOBS

Minority groups have traditionally gravitated toward unskilled

work; reared in poverty, barred from acquiring skills and experience

in most occupations, unable to postpone entry into the labor market,

they have often settled for whatever work was most available. Negroes

in the Washington area are no exception.

Although opportunities for acquiring skills have broadened in recent

years for nonwhites, the situation in skilled and semi-skilled trades Is

still highly unsatisfactory. Apprenticeship restrictions are but one of

the obstacles to equal employment opportunity.

In the labor movement, the stimulus for full integration has usually

come from the AFL-CIO or the international union, but the translation of

principle into action at the local level often Is quite difficult. The

Greater Washington Central Labor Council, a voluntary association of

area unions, reported some of the problems at the Conference:

We have tried, by example, bylrecept, by moral suasion. by
argumentation. to persuade local unions that they should have
Negro members * * * the Central Labor Council has done an out-
standing job in terms of opposing all forms of segregation, and
has made it very clear to all local unions that ve do not believe
there is any room in the American Labor Movement for segregation
in any form. * * * We have done this formally. We have done it
officially. We have done it informally, and we have done it
unofficially. * * * We cannot pick up the charter of a local
union because it won't take in Negro members. We can't even
expel a local union because it will not take in Negro members. 2/

Admission to union membership can sometimes be obtained by means

other than apprenticeship:

2 Skill Survey of the Washington Metropolitan Area, U.S. Employment
Service, 1963, p. 19.

2_/ D.C. Employ mnt Conference at 197. (Testimony of J.C. Turner,
Greater Washington Central Labor Council.)

25
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I think that the problem of lateral entry--the taking [n
of qualified Journeymen * * * is probably the area which
is overlooked the most in this whole problem of discrimina-
tion as It relates to labor unions. I believe that a great
deal more emphasis-fnot that it is not extremely Important~-
In placed on the taking in of apprentices, rather than in
terms of the problem of acceptance of qualified Negroes into
membership as lateral entries, by the signing up of employers
who are employing union Journeymen. I would say that the
biggest percentage of our people who are Negroes are men who
have come in as a insult of our going out and contracting
and organizing to solicit their membership in the union,.
and then * * *negotiatig ga contract in their behalf as a
part of the union,

Recently, some previously segregated locals have accepted Negroes

on a "token" basis. As the Urban League says:

* * the opportunity afforded by "tokenism,) challenging

a rare fev with the emotional stability and courage to make
a pilot breakthrough in a new Job category, cannot be expected
to Inspire many young people. Without certain knowledge that
their years of training will truly get them ahead in later life,
nonvhite teenagers are readily tempted to leave school early.,
seeking immediate fulfillment of very short-range goals. _/

Thus, in the skilled and semi-skllled occupationsp the rapid and

complete. integration of the labor movement is essential. Since most

Jobs at this level are unionized, the continued existence of discrim-

ination in unions is felt directly by Negro students in the schools.

As long as they see no hope for acceptance, they "lill continue to

drift Into unskilled jobs for which the demand is steadily declining.

In those private industries where union discriLination is not a

factor, the employment of Negroes in skilled and semi-skIlled Jobs is

on the increase--although employers have also been guilty of discrimin-

ation. Even in companies with stated merit hiring policies, the

picture is by no means wholly bright.

/ Id. at 202. (Tesimpay of J.C. Turner.)

6Washington Urban League,, Third Annual Rert, 1963, p. 7.
26
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8cme white-collar positions are available to Negroes in the
telephone company, but the technical and craft categories
have been opened very recently and these only on a limited
basis. Token Integration exists n the transit system.
,Both the gas and electric company have recently initiated
merit hiring, however their turnover rates are quite low.
** * In both construction and manufacturing, employers
claim not to hire Negro skilled vorkers because of fear
of union reprisal. The League has frequently found
limited basis for the claim, although unions bear their
share of the guilt. /

The instances of "tokenism" are widespread:

For years the practice has persisted to relegate the Negro
to driving the hard fuel (coal) trucks and reserving "for
white only such jobs on the Wl delivery trucks. In the
fall of 1961 * * (after negotiation) * * * several Negroes
(were) hired to deliver oil. As a result of pushing and
letter writing the major soft drink companies have hired at
least cme (Negro) delivery man. The Milk Industry has done
the same and at least one bread company has made the attempt.
In each of these industries we are the victims of tokenism
for window dressing; one Negro is hired and then they boast
of being integrated. W

6/ Ibid. atn

SIaf. ($tatomant of Edward A. Hailed,$ Drac, AC.
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VI.CLBRCAL AND) SALES WORK

Negro high school graduates with cameroial skills experience

relatively little trouble in finding employment in the area, primarily

because of high demand in government agencies. But for those with

skill deficiencies, or those who decide on. clerical training after

graduation, the problems are manifold.

There Is, to begin withp the question of training. Where can a

Washington Negro prepare for a career An office work? Generally such

preparation is given by a number of private business schools, ,hich

also help place their graduates n government and private Industry. In

a survey made by Iota Phi Lambda Sorority, an organization of business

women, In May 1961, thirteen schools were surveyed to determine their

admission policy. It was found that seven of these operated with

racial restrictions. To date, with the help of various organiza-

tions, one of the schools has totally desegregated all of its

facilities, and another has partly desegregated. The problem, of

course, still remains serious.

Yet even here the Negro can secure the proper training, Jobs

remain closed. Simon Douglasp placement counselor for the D.C. Public

Schools, reported:

The manager of a local business to whom I have been sending
various types of workers for the past ten years recently
requested a file clerk. Although I had fully-qualified
colored aplicants available, I was not able to prevail
upon (her)to accept one of these applicants. Her reason
was that she had never hired a colored person in that type
of position. J/

1/ D.C. .... p.wit conaferece7 P. 2 of statement of Mrs. Marion U.
Jackson, Iota Phi Lambda Sorority.)
Id. (P. 3 of statement of Mrs. Marion H. Jackson.)
. Staton.-nt of Umoi. Dau.las.)
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Many sectors of the private economy are almost completely closed

to the Negro. In this category are the finance, insurance and real
businesses,

estate enterprises in i&ich, incidentally, there Is also only

token employment of Jews. A few banks have hired a emall number of

Negroes in recent years insurance companies, with very few exceptions

have done nothing. Savings and loan associations, mortgage companies,

title companies, and stock brokerage firms still limit their nonwhite

employees to the menial level: doormen, porters, janitorial workers

and messengers.

Placement of Negro white-collar workers is usually far more dif-

ficult than for their white counterparts. Mrs. Joan Grossman, of the

Temple Secrelarial School--the only fully integrated business school

in the area--testified on some of her experiences:

We find that very few of our white girls ocme to us for
placement. Very often they have jobs waiting for them, or,
if they stay in school long enough to be ready, there is no
difficulty at all in getting jobs. * * * we find, unfortunately,
even with Government agencies, that there is discrimination. We
find that someone will call up and ask for a secretary or a
typist or somebody to do some kind of clerical work * * * We
ask them whether they will accept a Negro * * * and the answer
is, "Well, I personally would, but she would probably be
uncomfortable because she would be the only colored person
in the office," or, "I personally would, but my superior
feels a little bit differently." * * * We have a great deal
of trouble placing Negro students. Y

In the field of sales and distribution, the situation as elsewhere

is improving. S progress has been made in major department stores,

but in many cases "tokenism" has again substituted for true equal

opportunity.

. Id. (P. 3-4 of statement of Myer Freyman, Jewish Comunity Council
o? Greater Washington.)

/ Id. (P. 5 of statement of Walter B. Lewis, Washinton Urban League.)
There may be onu or two exceptions, but they merely prove the rule.

6_ !1. at 115. (Testimony of Mrs. Joan Grossman.)
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The role of tbi esplOunt agencies is particularly crucial in the

cleriaon 911sA. MalJr. considerations conue to bo an kiport~zt ftcotor

in private hiring# and employment ageucies accept and fill discriminatory

Job orders. The United States bploymsnt Service attempts to discourage

restrictive practices by refusing to accept disoriminatory Job orders

and by trying to convince the employer that racial restrictions should

be removed. "All too often," however, the employer "withdraws his request

and fills his needs elae',here.I The continued villingness of private

agencies to follow discriminatory practices hinders progress in this area.

Ted Wilson, who operates a private employmnt agencyp defended the

free operation of employer "preferences," and stated that he felt that

skill, not race or religion "governs every hiring process." The

evidence refutes the latter view. It is interesting to note that a

survey of private employment agencies In the Washington area revealed

that of 22 agencies sampled, 21 accepted Job orders for secretaries

hich specified "We don't wnt any Jeo sh girls here" routinely and
2/

without anmy questions or reservations.

In March 1962, on bportant stop vas takon in an

agreement made between the Merchants and Manufacturers Association and

the Urban League. The Association, through its Board of Governors,

unanimously approved the principle of merit hiring. The Association

and the League agreed to Jointly implement the program on a continuing

basis. Since the Merchants and MnufAturers Association represents

Id . (P. 5 of testmony o2 T Ed. Neteel, Director, U.S. kpaoment,
service for the District of Colmubia.)
~ d. (P. 2A of statement of Ted Wilson.)
. 5 of statement of *er Freymn.) One agency was umrespCosive

to the survey.
IP/ 140 (P. 1 of statement subnitted to the Conference by the Merchants

and MAnufacturers Association.)
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an important part of the city's business community, it is hoped that the

action will exert increasing pressure on the community as a whole. It

is regrettable, in this connection, that the Board of Trade, which in-

cludes in its membership many of the LJor employers, declined to partici-

pate in the Conference at alL.

As of this date. however, gross examples of discrimination are still

found in the retail trade. Illustrating some of the problem were the

charges made by Julius Hobson, president of Washington CCiE:

* * *(Company A) there are no Negro sales representatives.
* * * None of the womon who work as hostesses in the company
are Negroes. * * * All of the driver-salesmen Ln certain
routes_ are white., **e there have been 26 complaints this
company that Negro personnel do not have an opportunity to
move ahead.

Nov we will move to (Company B) * w . rote a letter to the
president (of the company) *,* * after having held a hearing
myself with 13 of his employees, and made the following
observations:*** (1) he pays Negroes differential wages
for the same work: (2) that (Company B) requires Negro
employees to remain on the Job until work is completed, and
come in on Sundays and holidays without payment of overtime,
under threat of being fired; (3) that this manager uses
abusive language to Nogroes, and that if they protest they
are fired * * 4u/

It is CCOE's practice to picket retail stores and establishments

which they believe practice discrimination. Mr. Hobson cited two

examples:

* * * (Company C) stores, a chair of shoe stores downtown *
refuses to hire Negro salesmen. They have one Negro, who, when
a picket line is formed, is brought out of the stock room and
put on 'ie floor. When the picket line leaves, he goes back
into the stock room. ***

Id. at 240. (Testimony of Julius Hobson, Washington CMRE.
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We find that there are only five or six autoobile companies
in town that have Negro mechanics, salemen# and office per-
sornel. A particular case Is that of the (Company D) ** *
63 percent of (its) business (is) with Nogroes, but (they)
had no Negro sales people# office personnel, or mechanics. 2&
Negroes rarely seek smplo ent in outside sales, although in

some cases the monetary rewards can be exceptional. But for psy-

choogiaal as well other reasons, commission sales are difficult for

nonwhites. Mmay capnies, of course p will not hire Negroes as sales-

representatives) oven though the demand for such employees Is groatr

often, however even when Negroes have the opportunity for sales jobs,

they are reluctant to enter tho field. Edward Faggans of the Fuller

Products ConpaxV.- Negro-owned manufacturing fim with integration of

personnel at all levels--said, ". . we have to convert No roes into

selling since they haven't been exposed to this thing."

In clerical and sales work, where customer relations ere of prime

Importancep there is evidence that Washington's Negro majority is slowly

but steadily influencing changes n onployment. Where "the customer is

always right," the custoer is beginning to make his econanic power felt.

Yf Id. at 242 (tentinony of Julius Robson.)

Id. at 5o. (testimony of Edward Fcggans.)
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IX. CMICAL AND ftOFZSSICU JOBS

Outside of government employment, widespread bias continues to exist

in the hiring of Negro professionals in the Washington area. For techni-

cians, the problem is no longer as severe; recent demand has outstripped

the supply, and the awarding of government contracts has made employers

conform to equal opportunity regulations.

Helper, Inc., an Arlington, Virginia, research and development firm,

has Negroes employed in professional, scientific, and technical capacities,

and its experience is most likely representative of other area firms

engaged in government contract work.

Negro professionals in private industry find great difficulty, however,

in obtaining managerial or executive positions with firms without govern-

mental contracts. As was noted earlier# employment in real estate

companies the finance industry, insurance, etc., is only open to Negroes

at the very lowest levels. In the ccauuncations field, the picture is

bleak. One major newspaper:

* * * has yet to employ a Negro in its news department * *
none of the Washington daily newspapers have employed Negro
citizens in their sales departments * * * The national news
magazines published in Washington have yet to employ Negro
citizens as news people. * * * In broadcasting, there are
no Negro citizens employed as annoumcers, commentators, or
engineers in any network TV stations ** * The other area of
comninications is the advertising agency. This field is a
desert for Negroes. There are no Negroes employed as account
men, production specialists, time and space buyers, or in any
of the creative fields. ./

. D.C. Suployment Conference. (P. 3 of statement of Mrs. Marion R.
Jackson, Iota Phi Lambda.)

~/ Id. at 300. (Testimony of Mrs. J. Lafrank, Helper, Inc.)
See Ch. VIII
Id. (P. 2-3 of statement of Calvin Rolark National Capital
Voters Association.) It is recognized that there are now
one or two Negro newsmen employed by local television stations.
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For the Negro college graduate In science or engineering, many

opportunities exist--thougb his choice is more restricted than the

'Jhit graduate's. But for the degrue holder in liberal arts, the

traditional fields--law, religion) and teaching--are still predominantlyw
the only outlets outside of government service.

Id. at 111. (Testimony of Mrs. Marian Coombs Director of
Counselling and Placdment, Hovard University.5

6j Ibid.

Gan
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X. GOVEMO M AS EW'WYER AND CREATOR OF E4PLOYMT

The Federal and District government employ over one-third of

Washington's labor force. Discrimnation against Negroes in hiring

and especially in promotion in Government is reflected by the figures

cited in Chapter 2, sur. Also revealing is a survey conducted in

196o by the President's Committee on Government Employment Policy.

That Coumittee studied Federal employment in three cities, New Yorks

Detroit and Dallas-Fort Worth. In the three cities as a hole, 16.8

percent of Federal oe~oyees were Negro. Of Negro employees in

Classification Act positions, 75 percent were in grades 1 through

4, 24.4 percent in grades 5 through U1, end .64 percent in grades 12

through 15.

Important strides aie being made, and the Impact of a commitment

to equal opportunity irill be increasingly felt. There is a long way

to go, however, and many pockets of resistance remain. The need is for

maximum vigilance and workable procedures to enforce the standards.

The President's Ccmmittee on Equal Employment Opportunity, created

by Executive Order 10925, effective April 6, 1961, is charged vith

insuring equal opportunity in employment by the Federal Government and

by government contractors. Under the Executive Order, all departments

and agencies are instructed to make thorough audits of personnel to find

employees who have been passed over for promotion for reasons other than

/ Skill Survey of Washington Metropolitan Area, U.S. Employment

Service, 1963, p. 22.

~/ 5 U.S.C. If 994s 1071.1153.

/U.S. Cceiaissiori on Civil Rights, 1961 Report, volume 3,
&2lomn~t, p. 29.
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qualifications. With the Com ttee's direction, departments and agencies

have established policies and procedures for achieving equal opportunity.

Under its complaint procedure, during the first 22 months of its

operation, the Ceiittee received a total of 1,941 complaints of unequal

employment opportunity in the Federal Government. 1,136 have been

processed to completion, and corrective action was taken in 416 cases.

There was evidence of continued discrimination in certain agencies

. presented at the Conference. It appears that often the problem results

* from resistance by individual personnel directors and parts of depart-

ments or agencies. Edward A. Hailes, executive secretary of the

Washington Branch, NAACP, reviewed some of the complaints received by

his organization:

Some agencies are bad, others are outrageous, some are making
efforts. * * * in too many instances the officer appointed to
make, evaluate, and correct is the Personnel Officer ifho has
created or perpetuated the problem in the first place. * * *
The agency from which most complaints come is the Government
Printing Office. * * * complaInts of failures to promote * * *
of segregated sections * * * (of) reprisals for speaking out
* ** expressions of fear to seek help from Congressmen, civil
rights organizations, and other agencies * * * complaints that
favored sections are reserved for whites * * * Otw experience
has also included complaints from * * * Bureau of Engraving** *
the Agency for International , Development, the Department of
Interior (Reproduction Section)L Park Police ***

John Fauntleroy, president of the Washington Bar Association, said:

'As of March 31, 1963o approximatelY 725,575 out of 2,260OOO
employees had been revised. 1,060 had been up-graded and
given additional responsibilities, and 1,602 others were being
prepared for possible promotion. Not all of those affected
Are nonwhite. Statement of Vice-President Lyndon B.' Johnson,
May 12, 1963, Press release of President's Ccmittee on Equal
Employment Opportunity.

/ D.C. Employment Conference. (Statement of Hobart Taylor, Executive
Vice Chaiman, President's Committee on Equal suploymnt Opportunity.)

3-5 of statement of Rdward A. Halves.)
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* * * the act of discrimination has been greatly refined by
supervisors in the government service today. It is very
difficult to prove, and when agency hearings (on discrim-
ination) are requestedp the hearing panels being nil employees
of the agency are in a delicate position of either upholding
the decision of management or facing the wrath of management
in being denied further promotion. In most cases, the hearing
panels tke the easy way out and able by the decision of
management.. * e* I would suggest * * * that appeal panels
in agency discrimination cases be composed of members of the
bar of the area in which the &Magcy I located. I think that
independent board members, who are lawyers, would do a much
better job of conducting the hearings and analyzing the
evidence * * * (and) would not (be) subjected to the pressures
of manapment, 1/ 1 7 . I

The suggestion was endorsed by Walter Levis of the Urban Leagu :

* * * fair promotion policies are domed to failure as long
as agencies are required or permitted to investigate them-
selves * * * An effective .rogm will never be developed
until an outside agency is charged with the responsibility
of receiving, investigating, and adjudilcating al charges
of disctimination and prejudice.

The problems In the District Government are similar. equal l

hploy rent Officers" have been appointed in each of the 37 departments.

Their task is to process complaints from employees who feel they have

been victimsot discrimination, and to promote equal opportunity within

their purisdictions. Cisnissimer Duncan pointed out some more

colicated aspects of the problem:

HnY Negroes in the Government are fairly ne to public
service and seem to be fomd mostly in the beginning,
steps and grades. UnfortunatelyL, many with great'potential
are not qualified by training and experience to take
advantage of increasing opportunities. * * conceivably
some allowance out be made for those who, forno reason
of their own, have been denied the opportunity of acquir-
ing the experience usually required on paper. LO/

-Id. P. 3 of statement of John untleroy.)
~al. (P, 6 of statement of Wal.ter 3. Lewis.)',

~ d P. )4 of statement ofJob% B. Duncam, D.C. Commissioner.)
1P.(. 5 of statement of John 3. Duam.),
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The District Government's Organization Order 125, issued April 9,

1958 and amended May 9, 1961, ostablished the Commissioners' Council on

Human Relations, charged with advising and assisting the Ccmissioner8

to promote the policy of non-discrimination in employment in the District

Government and by persons holding District Government contracts. The

Council has no enforcement powers.

While the work of the Council and of the equal employment officers

have succeeded in "creating a general awareness" of the problems

of racial discrimination in the District Government, more substantial

progress is needed. As noted above, while 48.1 percent of the 25,553

full-time positions in the D.C. Government were held by Negroes in

1962, less than 8 percent of the jobs graded 12 and above were held

by Negroes.

The Council lacks the staff and authority necessary to aid in

achieving more significant compliance.

In the field of government contracts, the lack of adequate staff

and authority in the Council is more striking. In the words of the

Council's Chairman, Aaron Goldman:

To date we have not made any real progress in securing
compliance on the part of most contractors with the non-
discrimination clause in their contracts with the District.
Our Council does not have the field staff necessary for such
compliance checks, nor to my knowledge is this job being
adequately done by the appropriate contracting officers in
the District Building. In all candor, the provisions of this
law are not being vigorously enforced. L4/

Id.. (P. 4 of statement of Aaron Goldman, D.C. Ccmissioners
Council on Human Relations.)

/The Urban League analysis of the District Government's annual '!Report
on Manpower in the District of Columbia" for the years 1960 through
1962 revealed that the median salary of Negroes as a percentage of the
medin salary decrease from 90% to 84% in 1962.

=Ibi 0 38
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Thus, there is no significant enforcement of the non-discrimination

requirements contained in the contracts made by the District government

with contractors, subcontractors and vendors.

For Federal contractors, merit hiring is required by Executive

Order 10925, and responsibility for enforcement is in the hands of the

President's Ccmmittee. The Committee receives complaints and may

investigate and adjust them. Throughout the nation, the Committee

received 1,738 complaints during the first two years of its operations.

Action on 1'040 has been completed. 141 were dismissed because no

government contract was involved. Of the remaining 899, findings of

discrimination were made and correction action taken in 644 cases, a

rate of 72 percent.
2/

Some results have also been achieved under the "Plans for Progress"

program. A survey of employment changes by 65 participating companies

across the nation showed that~hile Negroes comprised only 4.1 percent

of the total workforce of the companies when they entered the program,

22.7 percent of those hired in the first six months of the program were

Negro. At the start, Negroes held 1.5 percent of salaried jobs. 9.9

percent of those acquiring salaried position in the six months iiere

Negroes.

The progress is encouraging, but the figures show how far there

is to go.

Statement of Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, May 13, 1963,
Press flelease of, President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity.

16 Report of Hobart Taylor, May 10, 1963, Press Release of President's
Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity.
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In Washington, the Hoard Uiversity gy'mnasium situation (See

chapter 6, e.gra_) shows that the distance between the promise and the

reality is great. It has been found that there is little awareness of

the non-discrimuiation requirement among the men iiho do the actual

hiring. Washington is no exception, and the need is for renewed

vigor of enforcement.

The intent of the President and the District Ccntissioners on

questions of discrimination in government is crystal-clear. Full

Implementation of equal opportunity programs will, however, require

persistent review, investigation, and vigilance. As has been pointed

out earlier--in the Washington area, the influence of Government on all

sectors of the econoey is often decisive.

The reliance on individual complaints places a heavy responsibility

on the private organizations which are active in the civil rights field.

Many individuals who are discriminated against are unaware of the proce-

dures which must be followed. The civil rights organizations must increase

their efforts to make these procedures familiar, and to assist complainants

in their utilization.

Affirmative action by the government, employers, unions and the

coMunity are necessary to supplement the individual complaint procedure.

U.S. Comission on Civil Rights, 1961 Report, Volume 3,
Emplo Mt, p. 92.
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XI. THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION

In employment as in other fields where bias is predominant, most

will agree that "the ultimate solution will rest on the conscience of

the American people." But there is evidence that conscience will

all too often remain dormant unless spurred by law. In Washington, real

progress in equal employment opportunity only bega about four years ago.

Nearly all merit hiring policies in private industry have been in force

only since that time. Formerly segregated unions and appreiticesbip

programs have only recently taken in their first Negroes. The upgrading

of Negro employees in government wias begun in earnest in 1961.

During this four-year period, strong executive action was taken by

the Federal and District Governments. Numerous private and quasi-official

groups in the area devoted their attention to the problem. It is evident

that only through the combined efforts of government and citizens' organi-

zations was any progress made possible.

As this report suggests, much remains to be done. Persuasion,

conciliation, and compromise will continue to be Important means toward

the end, but the limits can only be extended by more forceful and direct

action.

Of those iho testified at the Conference on Equal Employment

Opportunity of the D.C. Advisory Cuumittee to the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, there was virtually unanimous support for a Fair Employment

Practices ordinance by the D.C. Commissioners. The General Counsel of the

i_/ D.C. ikployment Conference. (P. 1 of statement of Right Reverend
Monsignor George L. Gingras, Catholic Archdiocese of Washington.)

_ Washington Urban Leaguei Third Annual Report, 1963, p. 1.
41
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U.S. Commission on Civil Hights, in a formal opinion, dated Nay 9, 1963,

submiitted to this Comnittee, concludes that the Commissioners have the

power to issue such an ordinance. We fully support that view.

There was widespread support for a minimum wage act for the

District of Columbia. The need for increased programs in the District

Schools was also supported by a great many witnesses.

In addition, because of Washington's peculbr metropolitan pattern,

support was voiced for a Federal FEP Act to include the surrounding

comunities; without it, Washington will continue to be a city segre-

gated in fact.

Time and patience are often the most comfortable ways by which to

solve a problem. Where the problem is relatively insignificant, they

may well be the best ways. But, as has been shown throughout this

report, equal employment opportunity is neither an insignificant goal,

nor can much more time be allowed to pass without achieving it. With

each passing month, the legacy of a century of discrimination accrues

unto itself greater and more pernicious dividends.

If we are not to be saddled with the costs of discrimination--

economic, political, legal, and moral--for another generation, the

need for action is urgent. It is this sense of urgency, perhaps,

that characterizes best the tone and tenor of this Conference.
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General

1. The denial of equal opportunity in employment to minority groups

is a significant--and may well be the most significant--factor in the high

incidence of crime, unemployment, social dislocation, school drop-outs,

and political apathy among members of minority groups.

2. Inequality in employment opportunities seriously undermines the

stability of any community, decreases t.a purchasing power of its citizeno,

adversely affects the rate of economic progress, increases the tax burden,

and creates a potentially explosive situation in which crime and sense-

less violence become overt symptoms of frustration. All of these condi-

tions are in evidence at present in the District of Columbia, where

Negroes, still treated as a minority group, constitute in fact a majority

of the population. Unemployment in the Washington Metropolitan Area, as

elsewhere, hits the Negroes most severely.

3. No civil rights problem in the Washington Metropolitan Area can

be considered exclusively Athin the artificial limits of the District of

Columbia. Employment is no exception. The bulk of the labor force is,

and will continue to be, employed in the central city, but a large and

expanding job market does exist in the Maryland and Virginia suburbs. In

these areas, Negroes are almost totally excluded from employment above the

menial level.

4. A factor common to all aspects of the problem of securing equal

employment opportunity in employment is the demand for "qualified applicants

only." In many cases, the demand is merely a cover for discriminatory

practices.
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In other cases recruiting applicants with the necessary training or ex-

perience Is difficult. In the latter, an effort to provide on-the-Job

training would often overcome any real problems. Without a new approach

in this area, lack of qualifications resulting from years of discrimin-

tion becomes self-perpetuating.

5. Although progress has been achieved through sincere private

efforts, it appears that meaningful solution of the problems which

remain can only come through Government action. Such action has so far

been too limited.

6. The effectiveness of other antidiscrimiation measures is reduced

by the besenc of equal opportunity in employment. Discrimination in

housing, for example, is intrinsically connected with the pattern of Job

inequality.

7. Where firm have taken action to end discrimination, and manage-

ent's attitude in favor of such action has been 0lcar .'M forceful no

significant difficulties have been encountered. In firms where Negroes

have been employed in previously all-white positions, little if any

resistance has been found among other employees or customers.

Industry anil the Retail Trade

8. Some progress has been made, particularly among public utilities

and government contractors, in considering applicants for non-managerial

positions irrespective of race, creed, or national origin. A few firms

have followed voluntary nondiscriminatory hiring policies for years, and

others have initiated programs recently.

9. Many gove t contractors, subcontractors, and vendors are

still blatantly practicing discrimination in hiring policies. Lack of

44
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investigative and enforcement machinery and failure to use existing

powers has all too often placed government in the incongruous position

of condoning discrimination while it does battle against it on other

fronts.

10. Discrepancies exist between the stated hiring policies of many

firms and the conditions as described by such private groups as the NAACP,

the Urban League, and CORE. There is reason to believe that discrimina-

tion at all but the most menial levels in industry and the retail trade

is the zule rather than the exception, and that "tokenism" far too often

substitutes for real nondiscriminatory hiring policies.

U1. Managerial appointments, on the whole., are still rarely available

to Negroes. Part of the reason lies in the long history of discrimination,

which has made it difficult, if not impossible, for Negroes to acquire

the skills and responsibilities within a coqan that wuld lead to

high-level appointments. Past discrimination has also discouraged

college-trained Negroes from applying for m mt training programs

in firms nov willing to accept them. Much too often, token appointments

of a few Nepres, in selected departments or localities, to positions of

a supervisory nature is considered sufficient progress toward nondiscrim-

ination.

12. In certain fields--notably banking, finance, comications,

insurance, and real estate--and with only a handful of exceptions, dis-

crimination in employment has gone on virtually unchanged for decades.

In some of these fields, discrimination is directed against Jews as well

as Negroes.
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13. 2here is evidence that in some service industries, Negroes and

whites are remunerated at different rates for the same work, Negroes are

abused by hite supervisors, and are threatened with firing or other

reprisals if they voice a complaint.

14. In sow industries, there is evidence of collusion between

management and unions to prevent the entry of Negroes into all-white

positions.

Unions

15. Where union membership is a factor in employment, discriminatory

practices of local unions are as pernicious a barrier to Negro eployment

as are the practices of employers. Such labor practices as exist in con-

nection with the apprenticeship programs--exclusive family preferences

and secretive selection procedures--and in the hiring halls with arbitrary

referral of all-white work crews, have been effective in excluding Negroes

from many highly-paid jobs.

16. In Metropolitan Washington, where a large proportion of the

labor force is Negro, integration of membership exists in varying degrees

in nearly all local unions. A small number of locals, generally of skilled

workers in the building trades, still do not have Negro members. despite

pressures from the international unions and from the AFL-CIO.

17. Despite integration of membership vhich existso the great

majority of paid union positionso or of elected leadership positions, is

in the hands of white members. This can be accounted for in part by past

discriminatory practices, but current prejudice plays a large part. Some

locals with large Negro majorities, particularly in the non-craft trades,

do have Negro leadership. A few, especially those that represent govern-

ment workers, seem to be totally integrated in membership and leadership.
46
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18. The fact that not enough effective pressure has bfen exerted

aganist autonomous locals by the international union or by the AFL-CIO

accounts in part for the continuance of pockets of segregation. The

AFL-CIO, and the internationals, almost without exception, are committed

to a policy of nondiscrimiation.

19. In some skilled trades, Negro workers constitute a small frac-

tion of union members. A large proportion of those in the non-skilled

trades are Negro. Where exclusive hiring halls exist, management tends

to blame the unions for the lack of Negroes; where union or open shops

exist, the unions blame management. There is reason to believe that all

too often both are responsible for denying equal employment opportunity

to Negroes, and that the situation is perpetuated by a mutually accepted

and meaningless geme of buck passing.

20. Where full integration of unions has been achieved, initial

resistance by mhite members has disappeared almost iemedately.

Apprenticeship

21. DiscrJaina-tion in apprenticeship is one of the most serious

problems encountered. Its impact upon Negro youth should not be under-

estimated.

22. Apprenticeship program within the trades seem to be most

resistant to acceptance of equal eiloywent opportunity. The small

number of Negro apprentices in the skilled trades indicates that little

progress has been made. In some trades, there has been no progress at

all, or none beyond mere tokenism.

23. Government is a partner in apprenticeship through the D.C.

Apprenticeship Council, but the inadequacy of its program, as well as

lack of coordination between the schools, other governmental agencies,
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and the Joint apprenticeship couwittees themselves is t) a grest degree

responsible for the lack of Integration In the e tehp programs.

Some hope for - wvmmt is contairod in the proposal outlined by Ware

Secretary of Labor Henning.

. In vie of the long history of racial discrimination in

apprenticeship, Negroes have been discouraged fro applying. here is

an urgent need to encourage Negro youth to seek participation in

arenticeship training programs.

Cleric l Workers

25. Discrimination in the hiring of office help, or Ibr so-called

" ite collar" Jobs, Is still extensive. Rloyment agencies, both

governmental and private, report frequent requests by employers for

"vhite workers only," ad for "Oentiles only."

26. Occasional requests from government agencies, despite the ex-

plicit policies of the Pederal and District Governments, are Liscrivoina-

tory in nature, usually due to the individual prejudices of a supervisor

or department head.

27. Training for certain types of office positions, such as book-

keeping or stenogra , is not available to nonwhites in wany local

Private schools. Placeents, for these positions, ihich are often handled

by the schools, result in Inequality of emloyment opportunity.

28*. Negro applicants for' clerical positions are often subjected to

ma damein standards than vhite applicants, and offered lover pay

in private Industry for the same jobs as htes, and generallr find

that the number of jobs available to them is far fever than te number

of qualified Negro applicants, 1hile exactly the opposite Is true for

white clerical vorkers.
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nplont, Agencies

29. The United States Eployment Service now performs a valuable

role in making job referrals without regard to race, and in refusing to

fill discriminatory job orders.

30. Private agencies are a refug for those placing racial or re-

ligious restrictions on Job openings. Discriminatory referrals are made

and orders accepted.

31. Discriminatory referrals are often made in anticipation of

hiring restrictions which may not exist.

Education

32. Protracted discrimiation in employment has had a direct effect

on the motivations of Negro students. Many young Negroes, believing

themselves destined for unskilled or menial labor whether they fliish

high school or not, drop out before completing their secondary education.

33. Negro students, for the most part, are less informed about

trends and opportunities in the labor market than their white counter-

parts. Ghettoized housing patterns contribute powerfully to the lack

of such information.

34. At the present time, no large-scale program exists to aid a

significant portion of the drop-outs, or to train them for skilled or

semi-skilled positions. Several thousand youngsters are thus cast

loose in the District each year, with little if any work experience

and no marketable skills. Increased and leroved counselling services

for minority youths are needed to prepare them for new training and

employment opportunities.

35. The college-trained Negro, especially in technical and

scientific fields, finds less and more restricted opportumity to market
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his skills than the white college graduate. There has been some Im-

provement.

36. It is particularly disturbing that employment opportunities

for Negro liberal arts graduates are still more restricted that for

whites. Much progress must be made in this area.

37. Discriminatory admission policies by private business schools

are widespread, and exist to some degree in vocational schools.

Federal ad District overnment

38. Discrimination is Federal government employment is decreasing

but the pace is too slow.

39. In the District government, progress beyond formulation of

nondiscriminatory policy has been scanty. Responsibility for implemen-

tation is scattered among the several departments, and has btln largely

ineffective. Absence of effective enforcement procedures is responsible

for the lack of progress.

0.O Negroes in positions above grade 9 (appriximately $7,000 per

annum), both in the Federal and District Governments, are still the great

exception. Here as elsewhere, long years of discrimination continue to

take their toll.
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Preface

In its findings, the Advisory Committee has pointed out the limited

progress and serious deficiencies of programs now in effect to secure

equal employment opportunities in the Washington Metropolitan area. The

Committee is heartened by the evidence provided by the voluntary action of

,u.:e employers that employment discrimination can be eliminated without

undue friction or damage to profitable business operations. In view,

however, of the curious problems which have been shown to exist, and the

evidence that voluntary action has not been sufficient to deal with them,

the Committee makes recommendations aimed to accomplish the following ends:

(1) An inuediate end to discriminatory practices in employment; (2) an

inwnediate end to discriminatoy.y practices by trade unions; (3) means

provided by law to end such practices; (4) active government participa-

tion In uncovering ard preventing more covert discriminatory practices by

employment agencies, unions and employers; ($). short-term measures to

provide on-the-job training for unqualified and so-called "unqualified"

applicants, particularly those who are members of minority groups; and

(6) long-term programs for education, training, and placement of new

minority group entrants into the labor market.

The eployment problem is, of course, inextricably linked with a

number of other problems--housing, education, etc. Their simultaneous

solution is essential to any m progress in equal employment

opportunity, just as a solution to the problems of employent is essential

to progress in all other fields. In addition to its specific reco-nnda-

tions, therefore, the Comittee strongly urges that the District of
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Columbia Board of Commissioners without delay issue a fair housing re-

gulation, ban discriminatory practices by real estate brokers and salesmen,

and take all other measures for ending racial discrimination in housing

recommended by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in September 1962, and

that related problems be examined at the earliest opportunity.

Reco tion 1. That the Board of Commissioners of the District

of Columbia exercising their police power, which is fully adequate in this

regard, issue and effectively implement a Fair Employment Practices re-

gulation, making unlawful any discrimination by reason of race, religion,

"color, or national origin in employment by any employer, employment agency

or labor organization, with power to enforce such regulation lodged in an

appropriate agency.

Recommendation 2. That, in view of the metropolitan scope of the

employment problems, the Commission on Civil Rights recommend the enact-

ment by Congress of National Fair MEployment Practices legislation, and

that, pending such action by Congress, the Maryland and Virginia Advisory

Committees to the Commission on Civil Rights hold public meetings and make

recommendations designed to eliminate employment discrimination in those

states.

Recommndation 3. That, pending issuance of a Fair Employment

Practices regulation, the D.C. Commissioners Council on Human Relations be

charged with enforcement authority to curtail employment discrmination,

and that the Council be given adequately increased staff and budget to

enable it to discharge these responsibilities effectively.

Recommendation 4. That effective measures be takep to implement the

present requirements of nondiscrimination in employment by contractors and
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subcontractors with, and vendors to, the District Government, including

(a) that all government contracting officers be required to transmit to the

Council on Human Relations copies of all complaints of employment dis-

crimination received by them, reports of any action taken thereon, and

copies of all surveys of the employment practices of the government

agencies and the contractors with which they do business, and (b) that

government agencies be directed not to grant any government contract to

any prospective contractor with a history of discrimination in employment

until the Council on Human Relations shall have investigated and such steps

have been taken as will insuwe that such contractor will in fact abide by

the nondiscrimination clause in its contract.

Recommendation 5. That the existing provisions for cancellation of

government contracts for violation of nondiscrimination clauses be strictly

enforced.

Recommendation 6. That (a) action be taken by national and inter-

national unions to eliminate discrimination by their local unions in the

areas of membership, training, apprenticeship, employment and the like,

and (b) the Federal and District Governmnts assume their full responsi-

bilities in assisting the unions in eliminating discrimination.

Recommendation 7. That the President and the District Commissioners

direct that appropriate measures be taken to (a) provide for dissemination

on a continuing basis tf information as to job qualifications and availa-

bility in the District in government employment, in employment with govern-

ment contractors, and in industries providing nondiscrimntory employment,

and (b) encourage and aid all employers to set up on-the-Job training

programs for unqualified and so-called unqualified " &Wlicants, so that the
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gap between e1oyers' needs and eum1oyee availability, much of which

results. rom existing and past discriminatory practices, my be bridged

with all possible speed.

Recommendation 8. That Federal and local executive action be taken

to eliminate discrimination in all governmentally supported vocational

education, training, and apprenticeship programs.

Recoumendation 9. That the United States EMployment Service establish

an Apprenticeship Information Center for the District of Columbia, as pro-

posed by Under Secretary of Labor John F. Henning, to act as coordinating

agency for the promotion of equal opportunity in apprenticeship for the

D.C. joint apprenticeship committees, the D.C. Apprenticeship Council, the

D.C. schools, labor unions, industry, and voluntary associations active in

promoting equal opportunity in apprenticeship.

Recommendation 10. That the Federal and local governments, in the

District and adjoining suburban counties, issue directives prohibiting

government agencies from accepting referrals from employment agencies or

schools which practice discriminatory assignment, referrals, or admissions.

Recommendation 11. That the District Commissioners, under their

broad power to regulate the activities of government licensees prohibit

private enloyment agencies from accepting discriminatory job orders and

from making referrals on a discriminatory basis.

Recommendation 12. That, because of the particular Impact of un-

aployment on -embers on members of minority groups caused by discrimlna-

tory practices, all government efforts be taken to promote full employment,

including (a) expansion of the retraining program recently initiated in

the District under the Manpower Development and Training Act, and other
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programs, with particular consideration given to further programs to

combat functional illiteracy, (b) increases in the school staff available

for vocational counselling and guidance and extension of this work to the

elementary schools, at all times assuring that the counselling and guidance

is attuned to the needs of the labor market, (c) development and expansion

of work-study programs, with cooperation of schools and employers, and

(d) steps to make school curricula better suited to the needs of the labor

market, taken in consultation with interested employers.

Recommendation 13. That, to further the above purposes, (a) a Depart-

ment of Labor in the District Government be created, charged with develop-

ment and implementation of long-range programs to combat unemployment, (b)

steps be taken to improve the educational facilities in the District, in-

cluding the establishment of a municipal college, (c) licensing requirements

for private business and vocational schools be provided, and (d) a minimum

wage for men be enacted.

Conclusion: A sense of urgency

In conclusion, the Advisory Committee cannot emphasize too strongly

that action on the problem of racial discrimination is long overdue.

The steps taken by some private employers toward realizing equal

opportunity in employment have met with notable success. The Committee is

deeply appreciative of their efforts, and hopes that they will undertake

to make their successes more widely known, so that baseless fears may be

allayed.

While the signs of progress are welcome, they are all too few and

far between. The facts on the extent of racial discrimination in employment

are well known. Public discussion may be beneficial, but it has proved
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woefully inadequate for the Job. The need is not to sit still and con-

teqlate our progress, or even merely to hope that more will be done in

the future, The need is for a solution to the problem.

The C.mmittee recognizes that its recommendations are not all-

inclusive, and that they will not solve the problems overnight. The re-

comnendations do, however, represent essential first steps which have become

imperative. The gap between the expression of our democratic ideals and

our practice of racial discrimination must be eliminated.

It is therefore with a sense of utmost urgency that the District of

Columbia Advisory Committee presents the above recommendations. It re-

mains for an aroused community to make known its rill, and for the re-

sponsible officials to do their duty.
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Carl Shipley, Republican State Committee for District of
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Mrs. Marion H. Jackson, District of Columbia
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Mr. ROosmvEL. The committee will next hear from E. W. Stearns,
Jr. vice president and cashier, who, I believe, is accompanied by Mr.
J. d. MeCormack, executive vice president of the Ri ggNational Bank.

We are very happy to have you. I am sure that you know the
reason we have asked for your presence is that in the testimony pre-
sented to this committee was the directassertion that the financial
community of Washington and the district of greater Washington is
still guilty of a lack of a positive nondiscriminatory employment pro-
gram, particularly in the area of promotion, although it was indicated
that in some of the areas that it even went below promotion; it went to
basic employment.

We felt that you gentlemen, representing as you do one of the pillars
of our financial community, should have tfhe opportunity to come and
discuss this with us and make any statement you would care to.

STATEMENT OF E. WILEY STEARNS, JR., A VICE PRESIDENT AND
THE CASHIER OF THE RIGGS NATIONAL BANK OF WASHINGTON,
D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY 3. 0. McCORMACK, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT OF THE RIGGS NATIONAL BANK OF WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. STEARNS. I would like to read a statement.
Mr. ROOsEvELT. You may proceed.
Mr. SmARNS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my

name is E. Wiley Stearns, Jr., and I am a vice president and the
-cashier of the Riggs National Bank.

The Riggs Bank has been requested by your counsel, Mr. Foreman,
to have a representative of the bank appear before your subcommittee
and testify as to the employment practices of the bank. On behalf of
the bank, I am pleased to furnish the following information.

For many years, the bank's policy was to start all new clerical em-
ployees at the lowest grades. As these employees-mostly high school
graduates-developed, they were promoted to higher grades as va-
cancies occurred. Promotions were on the basis of seniority, all other
factors being equal.

In the early 1940's, because of the growth of the bank, there were
not enough qualified beginners to meet the constantly growing demand
for more highly qualified and experienced personnel. Therefore, the
bank was forced to recruit experienced bank employees to fill some of
these positions.

Prior to 1961 members of the Negro race were employed by the bank
as messengers, chauffeurs, and in the building maintenance force.

During the late 1950's and early 1960's, t e Negro race had made
great strides, in most parts of the country, in obtaining equal employ-
ment opportunities. The bank received numerous requests from
organizations and individuals that it grant Negroes equal employment
opportunities in its clerical departments.

The most careful consideration was given to this matter, and the
bank concluded that in recognition of this advancement, it should
adopt a policy of employing Negroes in a clerical capacity even
though it was somewhat fearful that such a policy might be met witL.
resistance by the bank's customers and employees. Therefore, after
careful preparation of our employees, at that time we adopted our
new policy in July 1961.
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Consistent with its new policy, in July 1961 the bank commenced
the employment of Negroes in clerical capacities. Since 1961, the
employment of qualified clerical personnel has been made without
regard to race, religion, color, or national origin. All applicants
for clecal positions are required to pass a physical examination and

a clerical aptitude test. The percentage of Negro applicants failing
the clerical aptitude test is quite high. We believe that this is because
the best qualified Negroes do not apply for employment by the bank
but rather seek employment by the GU.S. overnment. If the employ-
ment is unattainable with the Government, then application is made
to private industry.

There as been no discrimination of any kind against our Ne o
employees. The more senior of these employees, where qualif ed,
have been promoted to better positions in their departments with
added responsibilities and increases in salaries.

Our Negro employees use the same facilities as all other employees,
are 1uembers of the employees' club. and are invited and do attend
the various functions of the club. They enjoy the same fringe bene-
fits as all other employees, such as life insurance, sick leave, paid
vacations, pensions, et cetera.

We wish to emphasize that, since 1961, no qualified Negro seeking
a clerical position with the bank has been refused employment because
of being a member of the Nezro race.

The bank has experienced no public or employee resistance to the
employment of members of the Negro race.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Thank you very much, Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. You are welcome.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Your statement is certainly an encouraging one. I

am particularly happy that your fears which you felt before July of
1961 that wheie might be some resistance by either the public or em-
ployees as to such a prograin have not materialized. That fits in
well with the testimony of the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
that testified to the ame effect. I think that probably it was a little
late in arriving at this decision; the fact that you arrived at it is good.

I think that I would like to ask first: Is your clerical aptitude test
a written test?

Mr. STARNS. Yes; it is the Minnesota Clerical Test.
What it is--there are two parts. One is comparing of numbers.

There will be two lists of numbers and you check off whether they
are the same or different. The other is the comparing of names where
you will have a list of two names that look pretty much alike but
sometimes they are not.

I am sure you can realize in our bookkeeping department and proof
and clearing departments you have got to be apt at comparing num-
bers and certainly in the bookkeeping comparing names. That is the
extent of the test. It is a timed thing.

Mr. ROOSEvELT. Does the bank have any positive program to alert
the high schools for instance, of your change of policy and availability
of employment i In other words, as you point out, all of your prob-
lem may be the caliber of the applicant and it just might be that
the Negro, knowing that his best chance of employment has been in
the Federal Government, if what you say is true, that is where he
may have gone but if he found out that maybe the Riggs Bank and
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other banks were going to treat him fairly maybe he might begin to
apply to you, too.

So, have you had any positive program to alert various school
systems or other agencies

Mr. STARrNs. Yes. We have worked with the placement director
of the high schools; Douglas, I think is the name.

Mr. MoCoRMAcK. Going back a little further, we worked very
closely with a gentleman who is now dead who was a Negro who was
the Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, Clyde C. MeDuflie.
After he retired, he came and talked with us concerning the employ-
ment of Negroes and I think he did more than any one particular
individual has done.

I think that at some point everybody had to be convinced on this
program. As you, Mr. Chairman, pointed out, even our Federal
Government had no such program in the earlier days and, likewise,
I think industry has been a little slower than Government to grasp
this problem.

We did follow his advice and we have the contacts with the public
schools and we find that the placement directors have been most
cooperative.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Have you furnished them with material, for in-
stance, that describes the kind of employment which is available, and
do you have written material which -is presented in the schools?

Mr. MCCORMACK. I don't think we have, sir. We never had such
a medium when we were recruiting in the days before we adopted this
program. It has not been a part of our program for recruitment of
personnel at any time.

Mr. RoosEvLT. Now, have you ever advertised for personnel?
Mr. MCCORMACK. No.
Mr. STzARS. We have not advertised since before World War II,

I think.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. For instance, if you need somebody, a certain type

of employee, how do you go about getting them?
Mr. MCCORAOC. First of all, let me say Mr. Stearns and I, this is

traditional in banking almost generally, that when we were kids out
of school we both started as messengers in the bank. Through an up.
grading procedure, we arrived at the positions we occupy to day. We
have trained on the job and we have had supplemental training
programs.,

For all personnel, regardless of whether it was prior to this pro-
gram or after, this has been something that has been part of our
bank's policy longer than any of us can remember, and I think almost
universally that is the way many banks train.

Mr. RobsEzLT. Mr. MeCormack, I think that is fine. I have no
objection to people working their way up. I think that is a fine Amer-
icn tradition.

.What I am getting at, I think it must be obvious to you as alert citi-
zens of the community, is that the community has a problem. Now,
having problem, it would seem to me that yours being probably the
most important bank in the area would perhaps feel tht it, was a civic
duty to try to undertake to let not only the employment director in a
school, but other persons, such as the general public, know through
printed material or whatever means you might adopt, that your poliy
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did change in July of 1961, that you now were looking for qualified
personne[and that you were encouraging them to come and apply to
you.

Otherwise, as I say, many people just may not even know that your
policy has ever changed which would perhaps not be very important if
we didn't have what would amount very close to an emergency sit-
uation.

I don't say that you alone should do this. For instance, the tele-
phone company has put out ads in which they stress the nondiscrim-
inatory policy of their employment hiring. Others do the same.
I triecto get the board of trade to feet that maybe this would be

something that they, too, could do along with urging people to hire on
a delinquency program as they have done, as I am sure you know, for
the summer. It would seem to me that they might get out something,
that if the financial community working through them would let it be
known that this was their policy.

In other words, I am looking, frankly, gentlemen, for a little more
than just a passive, "take it as it goes along" attitude.

It seems to me we have reached the point where it is the civic duty
to make that little extra effort.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I think our program has been more than just a
passive effort. I think it has been a real sincere and successful pro-
gram.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I am not doubting your sincerity, but you, yourself,
have said in the statement, which is an excellent statement, that the
facts are that of the people taking the test, the highest group of fail-
ures are in the Negro applicants which should bother you and should
make you, it seems to me, do something.

Mr. MCCORMACK. That is a problem that I think that the Govern-
ment has much to do with. The Government personnel directors
frankly tell us that they get 80 percent of the graduating classes out
of the high schools. We have a problem competing. We have to
operate at a profit. We have been successful. We intend to remain a
strong institution. We do have problems in actually meeting some of
the saa schedules of our Federal Government.

'Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. McCormack, that is true across the board. That
does not meet the problem, the fact that there are more failures in
passing the aptitude test on the Negro level. That is true across the
board. You admit it yourself, that applies to all elements of the
population.

Iam talking about curing what obviously seems to be a problem
in a particular area. It does not seem to me you have come up with
anyth in

Mr. MCoaMAoK. We have acquainted our school system of the
fact that we have a changed policy.

Mr. RoosEvzLT. I think that is helpful. I just don't think it is
enough under the urgency of the situation; I would hope that you
consider as part of your policy that maybe you could get out some
printed material which would bring this more widely to the attention
of the community and any other factors that you think might help

I can't tell you exactly how to do it, but I t1ink it requires a litt
more effort than has been made to date.i

I yield to my colleague.
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Mr. MARTIN. With regard to this point, I don't think that it is the
responsibility of the Riggs National Bank or any other private enter-
prise business to see that their applicants are educated well enough to
pass a simple test for employment.

I think that is a job for our educational institutions and I don't
believe it directly concerns the witnesses this morning because I think'
that is primarily a problem for the schools. They get these people
from the employment agencies and they come out of our school systems
here in the District. I don't think it is their fault if they don't come
up to an average grade in these tests, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Well, the gentleman is certainly entitled to his
opinion.

I certainly disagree on the basis that I think a national banking
institution serving the public is as close to a public utility as you can
find. I think it has a civic duty to attack a problem of this kind.

If the gentleman does not agree, that is his privilege of course,
but I would say to the gentleman that there are precedents under
which the Federal Government has made it very clear that in some
areas certain policies in the public interest must be carried out, and
the financial institutions have very great help from the Government.
They get for instance, a guarantee of their deposits which unques-
tionaby elps them in doing their business. They are involved with
governmental aids.

It seems to me that if they don't want governmental interference
in this area, they have to do something a little bit more than just a
normal slow process which has produced a problem for them. I am
not saying they have not said that the school did not produce qualified
personnel, but what they said was that most of the qualified personnel
were going to the Federal Government.

Well, whiat I simply say is I think it is up to the bank to make sure
that the Negro community does understand it, does not have to go to
the Federal Government, that it can also go to the financial
community.

I yield to my colleague.
Mr. PuciNSKI. Mr. Chairman that was a very interesting colloquy

between you and the gentleman from Nebraska.
I would like to ask Mr. Stearns if you are getting such a high re-

ject rate among the Negro students who take your aptitude tests,
and knowing that the large percentage of the school population in
the District is Negro, I wonder, Mr. Stearns, if you could tell us what
has the Riggs Bank done as a participant in this community with a
social conscience to impress upon the governing bodies and governing
authorities the need to improve the school system in the District.

I will agree with Mr. Martin that it is not your responsibility in
the first instance obviously to go out and train people; perhaps it
is not; but I do think that, as a responsible institution in this com-
munit-y, when it pays taxes and draws benefits that you do have a re-
sponsibility. I am sure that you discharge this responsibility in
many civic areas. I was wondering, Mr. Stearns, whether or not the
bank has done anything toward improving the school structure so
that a larger number ol Negro students qualify for these aptitude
tests.

Now, I said the other day that the test at Amidon School clearly
establishes beyond any doubt today that the potential of intellectual
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capacity is about the same in the Negro child as it is in the white
child. The Amidon example proves it. I think 60 percent of the
school population in Amidon are children from Negro families and
many of them from poor, economically substandard families, people
who live in the public housing projects out there, and yet 94 percent
of the children in that school scored above the national average in
their aptitude tests.

So we see here concrete proof that the potential is there.
Now, coming to the question, has the Riggs Bank done anything to

persuade the District Committee to give the schools of this area more
money so that they could produce the kind of people that your bank
will need in the future I

Mr. STEARNS. I can't say we have.
Can you Mr. McCormack ?
Mr. MCCORMACK. No, ,nd I think it is quite understandable.
Try as you will, the individual voice is a little difficult to be heard,

and a little difficult to get response to.
Mr. PV'CINSKI. Mr. MeClorrnck, the voice of the Riggs Bank is not

an individual voice. I think you will have to agree on that.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. And not a little voice.
Mr. MCCORMACK. We had some recent experiences that you gentle-

men perhaps have read about in the press which lead us to believe that
our influence is not so effective.

Mr. STEARNS. It was not so loud in the merger.
Mr. PuciNsii. You might want to challenge me on that statement.
Mr. MCCORMACK. That is entirely irrelevant to this.
I might point out to the chairman that bankers are not just created

by the schools. W1e do have ivtpl-sive educational pro.Tams besides
on the job and certainly in Mr. Stearns' statement there was no re-
flection there abo,,t the failure of ;upmbars of the Np'rmo race who
applied for positions to pass tests that are part and parcel of the
natural abilities that somebody should have to handle figures and
handle accounts.

We say that we are more or less in an unfortunate position by rea-
son of the fact that we have a very serious competitor or, let's say, a
competitor that is very hard to compete with in a labor market.

I think you gentlemen know in going back to your home States and
around the country that Uncle Sam does here in the city of Washing-
ton set a salary pattern.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. McCormack, on that point, if you will be good
enough to yield: How many employees do you have in the Riggs Bank ?

Mr. MC CORMACK. I defer to Mr. Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. 1,100 roundly.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What percentage of those would you think are

Negro. ?
Incidentally, I will get to the point: It is not a significant point,

but what percentage a
Mr. STEARNS. Let's say 1,100, and what we are talking about is

clerical now.
Mr. PucxNsici. 1,100 employees.
How many of these are Negro, at all levels; clerical, watchmen or

janitors vice presidents?
Mr. S7r s. 120.
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Mr. PucmNsi. 120.
Mr. STmrRNS. Yes.
Mr. PurSNsxc. Do any of the Negro employees in your bank have a

position other than clerical I Do any of these people have any form'
of supervisory positions? Foreman, shop steward-no; you would
not have those. But manager or whatever you call them ? Do any
of these people have a supervisory position?

Mr. STEARNS. We do have an assistant to the superintendent of build-
ings who is a Negro.

Mr. PUCINsKL Did he come up by the ranks of seniority or was
this an appointed position?

Mr. STEARNS. Oh, no. Clyde has been with us for many years.
Mr. MCCORMACK. He came up through the ranks; promoted.
Mr. STEARNS. Now, of these clerical bookkeeping, proof desk and

that sort of thing, we do have some oi the senior Negroes who have
progressed to assistant supervisors. They are doing pretty important
work and, frankly, I will say they are doing it very well.

Mr. PUCINsHI. in other words, Mr. Stearns,, I can conclude from
your statement that a youngster thinking about where to get a job
looks at the Riggs Bank and says, No. 1, if he has got the qualficati6ns,
he has the same opportunity as anybody else to get the job in the first
instance; No. 2, he can move up the ladder commensurate with his
seniority and ability and everything else. Is this true? Is this the
atmosphere that prevails in regards to the Riggs Bank?

Mr. STEARNS. It is; definitely., We are sincere about it. You will
recall in my statement I said that our program started in 1961 and that.
it takes a little time for an employee to work his way up, but on a
merit basis Negro employees are progressing salarywise and jobwise
the same as any other employee

Mr. PuciNSKi. If this is the situation, I have said many times I am
not impressed when I walk into a factory and they show me 4 or 5
Negroes or 10 or 20 Negroes or 50 to 100"Negroes and say, well, yousee we are a nondiscriminatory shop. This kind of token hiring to

satisfy some public urge is not impressive.
I think that the solution here is.whether or not a manufacturer, an

employer creates a sincere atmosphere which assures the job applicant
whether he is Negro, Puerto Rican, Mexican, whether he is a Catholic,
Protestant or Jew, whether he is Italian, Pole, Scandinavian, Irish,
what have you-if the applicant has reason to believe that this shop
or this bank or this institution is goin to give him an opportunity to
utilize all of his qualifications and exlore them to the highest, this is
what I think we are shooting for rather than numerical statistics, and
percentages.

You might wind up with an 80 percent Negro employment force.
In the District, with the condition prevailing here, if they are

qualified, this may be true, and that is why I am wondering: You
say you 4re satisfied that you have created that sort of atmosphere?

Mr. STARNS. I sincerely say so.
Mr. Prrcxxsr. If you have done that, you are to be congratulated.
Mr. STEARNS. You agree with that statement, don't you ?
Mr. McCoRmACK. Absolutely.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Hawkins.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Out of this approximately 120 Negroes, Mr. Stearns,
with the bank today, what is the highest position occupied by one of
those?

Mr. STEARNS. Well, I would say probably if we are talking money-
wise, the assistant to the superintendent of buildings, but if we are
talking about straight clerical, it would be a utility bookkeeper in our
bookkeeping department, one who can move from ledger to ledger, help
train new ones.

In our proof department, it would be basically the same thing, doing
the most senior sort of work in that department and helping train
new employees and so forth.

Mr. HAWKINS. Would you say that most of these are messengers or
laborers and so forth of the 1201

Mr. STEARNS. Yes. Yes; the majority of them are messengers,
chauffers, parking lot attendants, in the maintenance.

Mr. HAWKINS. How many would be clerical.
Mr. STEARNS. We have roundly 20 actual clerical now.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Would my colleague yield?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Do you have any tellers?
Mr. STEARNS. No.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Not a single Negro teller?
Mr. STEARNS. No; not yet. We will. As we pointed out, we start

them in beginning positions and upgrade them to the bookkeeping de-
partment and then we train them as tellers. When we have a vacancy
for a teller, we don't go out and hire somebody and train them to be a
teller; we put them through the beginning end of it so when they are
tellers I think they are good ones. That is the way we came along and
I think it is the proper way to do it.

I say no;'not yet, but there will be.
Mr. HAWKINS. The assistant superintendent of buildings is, then,

in terms of the amount of money received, the highest ranking em-
ployee among the Negro group; is that right V

Mr. STEARNS. I would say t a is correct, sir.
Mr. HAw zINs. How long has he been with the company?
Mr. STEARNS. How long would you say ? Fifteen years?
Mr. McCoRmACK. At least, I would say.
Mr. HAWKINS. At least 15?
Mr. STEARNS. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Then, how long has he been an assistant superin-

tendent?
Mr. STEARNS. My guess would be 3 or 4. He has always been a

responsible man you could call upon but he has taken over pretty good
duties.

Mr., HAWKINS. He is not likely to become a teller, then, is he?
Mr. S&AiNs. No; he will not be.
Mr. HAwKNs. Approximately how many employees have you em-

ployed since 1961 rough figures, not specific?
Mr. STEARNS. I would say perhaps 250, maybe.
Mr. HAWKINS. 250.
Do you have any idea how many Negroes were employed since

1961?Mr. STz~s. Twenty.
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Mr., HAwxms. About 20.
Mr. McCORMACK. Including the Ngro clerical personnel, as con-

trasted with other Negro personnel. Including the turnover among
Negro clerical' personnel, the number would be considerably greaterthan 20.

Mr. S=ARns. No. Just in; the clerical. Not including the other
ecateco~w I I _
Mr. AlAwmius. All of these are in the clerical capacity, aren't they?
Mr. MoComcK. May I interject?
I think our actual number in clerical would be in excess of 20 be-

cause we have had some mortality.
Mr. STzrnLRs. You are right. I was giving the number we have

now. We have had some turnover in there, so the number that we
actually have employed would be more than 20 but I cannot give you
the figure of the turnover.

Mr. McCormack is right.
Mr. HAWKINs. ThanK you.
Mr. MAmrr;. I think it is well to point out, Mr. Chairman, that the

Riggs National Bank inaugurated this policy in July 1961 in starting
these people in at the bottom of the ladder, and as the two witnesses
have said, that is the way they started in the bank; that it is only
natural to assume that in 2 years' time you are not going to have any
executive officers in the bank because it takes a little bit longer to
come up the ladder and deserve the promotion. So, I think it is well
to keep that fact in mind in comparing these figures and statistics
that we have had in regard to percentage of employees who are

I would like to ask you one question in regard to the bill, itself.
All of our witnesses so far, although I missed some of the session

so perhaps this might not be entirely correct, have testified in regardto. discrimination in regard to the gegroes. But the bill states this:

The Congress hereby finds that, despite the continued progress, the Nation's
practice of discrimination in employment against properly qualified persons
because of their race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, or age is con-
trary to American principles--,
and so on.

Now, there are several categories in regard to that which are cov-
ered in here, in addition to Negroes, but, yet, all of our testimony has
been along this one line.Do you have any recommendations or thoughts in regard to these
other qualifications or other things that are set forth in this bill here,
for instance, in regard to age, national origin, and so on?

Do you have any comment on that ?
Mr. STEARNS. Not really,
I wVill say this:, That, as far as age goes, this is just an observation,

in some categories of work the older person does not do as well as the
youngster., I ay speaking of bookkeeping machines, the dexterity of
the lands 'and that sort of thing, I won't say they cannot do an
acceptable job but they don't do it as Well.

Mr. MA RIN. Is It necessary to itemize this in legislation that is go-
ing to affect the whole country, all of these various categories because
so far we have only concentrated on one issue and it has een the
Negro problem.
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I don't know if we are going to have any witnesses, Mr. Chairman,
in regard to the other phases of this or not.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. If my friend will yield, he will find If he looks
through the record we have had a great deal of evidence in other cities
as well as Washington before the committee that relates to both dis-
crimination on ag which the gentleman from Illinois is particularly
interested in, andaso a discrimination on creed.

I think we probably have a rounded record in these areas and we
are now filling up the rest of the testimony with respect to race which,
of course, is the most urgent of the present problems.

But the record is very complete on the whole matter and I would
like to point out in the bill while we do discuss age we have very
,carefully said when the reasonable demands of the position do not re-
quire such an age distinction, which is the point I think that you were
making.

Mr. STEARNS. Exactly right.
Mr. RoosEvirLT. Therefore, if you can make a distinction for age,

you will be allowed to m t. I think the gentleman will probably
agree, will yo ,that one o roblems we have today is the
problem o yment for people w ave reached the awe of, let's
say, 40 0, or one reason or another, ave lost their fob, find a
very at problem in emp ent, do you a e I

r. MCCOR x. r. C airman, ay I add th t Mr. Stearns and I,
ither one probably feel q alife o speak on thi ill because neither

ne of ush sseen the iI.
Mr. Roos . 111 ot a py we woul like to have you

std it.•

Mr. M CoR3TAC . he other co ent th t I would a is, as far as
discrim a n, nnoun our c ange in licy i 1961, it
was a c inle oh at is no discrim-
" oi a erit asis a when it comes
to other nation i iRS, I nu how many rious nationali-

e only thi can ju ge is that local petitor advertisedin e newsp oeg rieht they .had as
man as 14 differ ages tht they o converse in i their
bank. e were curious, so we made a smu y and I think we turned
up with a t 28 different languages tha spoken.

-Mr. Ro4"E You have n crimination' because'of breed,

Mr. MCCORMACK. No. No, sir; we have all religions that you can,
think of in the bank.

Mr. MARTIN. I think you gentlemen are to be complimented for the
policy which ybu have adopted. I would like to point out in 2 years
the Riggs National Bank started off the policy of nondisicrnination
in July 1961 and they have done a very fne jo. . .

Mr. McCoIcxc., Thank you, ir.
Mr. STAARNS. Thank you.
Mr. PuOixsxsL I was wondering, just' a point of cUiosit.y, tell us

what happened in July 1961 that made'you chang the policy.
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Mr. MCCORMACK. Well, it was prior to 1961 that a Clyde C. Me-
Duffle, a Negro and a ve fine individual who has since passed %way,
came into our bank. We was the assistant superintendent of our
public schools here.

Mr. STEAi is. That is exactly right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. He talked to us, and he had an approach that I

don't think anybody else ever presented to us. I can't recall tij de-
tails, but what he said made sense, and we agreed at, that timq that
we would start our program. He advised us to do it quietly. He
referred us to some people in the public schools, placement directors,
and we followed his advice right on through which may be in part
the answer to your question, Mr. Chairman, why we didn't publicize
it.

He recommended that we not publicize it, that we just go ahead in
a quiet way and start doipg it.

If any of you gentlemen at any time would like to visit our bank
and see the situation under which" our personnel is working, we would
be happy to have you come see us.

Mr. RooSEVrT. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your co-
operation.

I, of course, respect Mr. McDuffie and I think at the time he started
he had very little help from anybody else.

Mr. MCCORMACK. He was working alone.
Mr. ROSIEVELT. The situation has somewhat changed si-ce that

time and I hope you would take into consideration the fact that per-
haps the very problem which you know here can be alleviated some-
what by some affirmative steps. I mean if we can help and assist,
we would be happy to.

There are other organizations in the community who also I know
are anxious to confer with you and try to speed up the process.

We do live in a community where 54 or a greater percentage of the
population is Negro so, therefore, it is of rising importance that
these things move a little faster and that we find solutions for the
kind of question that you brought up.

I want to also agree with Mr. Martin that I think you are to be
congratulated for the decision you made in July and I hope, of course,
it will be implemented in an increasingly more effective manner.

Mr. MCCoi-MACK. It is a growing program.
Mr. ROosEVELT. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. McCoPuACK. Yes, sir.
(The following letter was subsequently received from Mr. RobertFleming:)

THE RIGGS NATIONAL BANK,

Washington, D.C., June 17,1963.
Hon. JAMES ROOSEVELT,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on Education and

Labor, House Offce Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mu. ROOSEVELT: On May 29 1963, at the request of your committee, rep-

resentatives of this institution-Mr. John C. McCormack,, executive vice presi-
dent, and Mr. E. Wiley Stearns, Jr., vice president andt cashier-appeared to
testify in connection with H.R. 405 "the proposed Federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Act." First, let me express my appreciation to you for the courtesies
which you and the members of your committee extended to our representatives.

I trust that you will realize that on our own initiative we started a program
of employing c6lred clerks in July 1961 after making proper preparations
therefore. ? I have read the .transcript of the testimony of our representatives
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at the hearing which, of course, speaks for itself. However, there Is one
phase that I would like to call to your attention which was not brought out
in the testimony as neither of our representatives is as familiar as I with the
background of our efforts to see that proper educational facilities were given to
all of our citizens, both colored and white.

In 1955 a program known as the White House Conference on Education was
undertaken: each State having been requested to appoint a committee in con-
nectiot,with this program. In the District of Columbia the Board of Com-
mission'rs appointed me as State Chairman for the District of Columbia. I
assume that they selected me inasmuch as I was the head of the largest finan-
cial institution and also fairly familiar with educational matters, haring been
at that time chairman of the board of trustees of the George Washington Uni-
versity. I was glad to undertake this task of public service. We worked very
diligently for months and our committees were integrated. There were colored
representatives on the committees. To illustrate, I appointed six major com-
mittees, one of which, the Committee on Population Changes, was headed by
Mr. Woolsey W. Hall, who is a colored man.

Upon my recommendation, Mr. Hall was elected vice chairman of the Citizens
Advisory Council to the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
following my election as chairman when that Council was first organized. After
many general sessions and subcommittee meetings, we finally rendered our re-
port on November 7, 1955. I had appointed as my vice chairman, Dr. Hobart
X1. Corning, who then was Superintendent of Schools, and who was a tower of
strength. He has since retired. Mr. Hansen, the present Superintendent of
Schools, also participated in our deliberations.

I was able to get through the Chairmen's Conference, when the State chair-
men met, a resolution that each State would request the Governor and, in the
case of the District of Columbia, the Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
to appoint a committee to implement the program and motivate the legislation
necessary to effectuate the program. I am enclosing two copies of our report and
call your attention, In particular, to the last paragraph of my statement as chair-
man, carried as a foreword. You will note that we urged the Board of Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia to appoint a committee of outstanding
citizens and educators to render further assistance in implementing this report
so that the work of the White House Conference on Education might not be a
lost effort. On a number of occasions I have brought to the attention of the
Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia, and so did Dr. Condng
prior to his retirement as Superintendent of Schools, the desirability of appoint-
ing this committee to implement the report, but to date this has never been done.
As head of this institution, of which I was then President and am now Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, I felt that this public service should
have been rewarded by the adoption of, at least, some recommendations con-
tained in our report. Mr. Richard A. Norris, now president of the Riggs National
Bank, is preparing a statement on his work as chairman of the municipal finance
committee of the Metropolitan Washington Board of Trade, on this same subject.

I mention this in view of the fact that I would not expect you or the other
members of your committee to know about this and there was an intimation In
the transcript of the hearing, at which our representatives testified, that this
bank has not used its influence In the District of Columbia by doing is much as
it should in this field. I trust that you, as well as the members of your staff,
will have the time to read this report which I believe would correct this
impression.

We are continuing our efforts on our program but it must be a developing pro-
gram. It cannot be done instantly and all at once. We know It will develop
as time goes on because all bank employees must be trained thoroughly, regard-
less of race, and they cannot assume higher positions until qualified by experi-
ence as well as training. Furthermore, a bank must be careful to check all
applicants for employment as they must be bonded and their qualifications are
very carefully checked by the bonding company prior to their employment.
Therefore, in order that all races may receive equal opportunity I feel it is im-
perative, as a prerequisite to employment and advancement in position, that
educational opportunities not only be provided but be availed of. for in today's
complex world proper educational background is vital to employment and essen-
tial to advancement In any chosen field of endeavor,

I assure you that we are continuing our efforts on the program of equal em'
ployment opportunities which we undertook on our own initiative in July 1901.

Yours very sincerely,
RorneT FMxwO, Ohairman.
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Mr. ROOSEVELT. The committee will now hear from Mr. Murray
Preston, vice president and Mr. Donald Mowbray, assistant vice
president and personnel director, of the American Security & Trust

Gentlemen, if you are here, would you come forwardI
We are very happy to have you.
Mr. PESTON. We are very happy to be here.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. I would just repeat to you what I said to the other

gentlemen. You are not here to be criticized by the committee, but
merely because the national banks were mentioned in testimony we
felt we should have a rounded view. We appreciate your willingness
to come and to discuss this matter with us.

I believe you have a statement. If you have a few extra copies,
we can follow you.

I suggest that you then proceed at your own convenience.

STATEMENT OP MURRAY PRESTON, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SECURITY & TRUST CO., WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY
DONALD MOWBRAY, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT AND PERSON-
NEL DIRECTOR, AMERICAN SECURITY & TRUST CO.

Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee.

My name is Murray Preston. I am a vice president of American
Security & Trust Co., here in Washington.

Our main office is at 15th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW., and we
have 20 branches at various locations throughout the District of
Columbia.

I have with me here today Mr. Donald W. Mowbray, assistant vice
president of our company and head of our personnel department.

We are glad to answer the request of the committee's counsel for
information as to our employment practices with particular reference
to racial integration.

We have had a similar request for information of this nature
earlier this year; on February 6, submitted a statement to the
Subcommittee on Equal Employment Opportunity at the request of
Mr. Duncan Howlett, Chairman of its District of Columbia Advisory
Committee.

In its simplest terms, American Security & Trust Co.'s employment
policy is strict merit hiring.

Our efforts to seek applicants for employment through staff refer-
rals, the agencies and newspaper advertising has no reference to race
differentials whatsoever. All persons who come and apply for em-
ployment are given personal interviews in the personnel department,
clerical aptitude tests and various psychologicaltype tests in the field
of intelligence, motivation, social skills and other relevant criteria.
None of our standards for employment has any direct relationship
to the race background of the applicant nor are records of the test
scores kept on that basis.• Upon successful completion of the screening process, applicants are
referred to the head of the department where the opening might be;
and, assuming acceptance by the department head, the employee is
placed in a trainee status for the job where an opening exists for
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which the applicant's suitability has been demonstrated by the screen-
ini process, itself.

It is then up to the new employee to meet the performance stand-
ards Of the job in which he is hired. Performance on the job is rated
by periodic, systematic reports of supervisors, again without regard
to race. This policy is well known and fully respected by the super-
visors, the employees, and the management of the company. No em-
1loyee is precluded from promotion into any job in the company by
,irtue of his race.

In other than blue-collar j-bs, we took on ol'r first colored employee
just about 2 years ago. She was a colored irl hired as a teller. Since
then, we have employed a total of four additional Negro tellers, only
one of whom is no longer with us. We Presently have six colored girls
employed in our deposit accounting division. Two of our nine runner-
messengers are also Negroes.

Salary increases for our colored employees have come right along
with others in similar jobs with comparable quality of work produced.
The same is true of grade increases.

Of course, there is no differentiation for lunchrooms, washrooms,
and other personnel type facilities.

We have experienced no real difficulties or any overt resistance by
any of our employees. Furthermore, the acceptance of this policy .by
the customers of the bank seem to be complete. We have no indication
of criticism, much less any serious threats of withdrawal of accounts.

American Security & Trust Co. sincerely believes that the policy and
the practices described above are sound for the company and the com-
munity. They are fair to all concerned. We have no intention of
taking any backward steps now or in the future.

Mr. ROpSEVETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Preston.
Certainly, your policy as described is one which is, I am sure, in

complete agreement with the views of practically all the members of
this subcommittee.

However, just to clarify the situation and try to find out why seem-
ingly the financial community is somewhat under fire from some of the
groups in the community who have been working on this problem, and
I think you will agree there is a problem, we note for instance that
you hired your first colored employee in a non-blue-collar class just
about 2 years ago.

How many have you hired in that area, let's say, over 2 years, over
a 2-year period

Mr. PRESTON. Since that time?
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Yes.
I don't mean Ne.roes: I men total number.
Mr. PrESTON. I ask Mr. Mowbray to answer that question.
Mr. MowmtAy. In the area of customer window people?
Mr. ROOSeVELT. Let's start with that.
M-. MOWDRAY. Mv best estimate woi ld be a hundred.
Mr. RoosvimI. Out of that number, then, you have four or five ?
Mr. MOWBRAY. We have four remaining.
Mr. RoosvrLT. Four out of a hundred, in view of the complex of

the community, is not a very impressive figure.
Why do you think it is that low ?

22-652 0--$8---29
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Mr. MOWBMY. It is our experience that this is a very demanding
type of job. It is easy to waste a great deal of our earnings through
development effort so we set a very high standard.

These standards have not directly been met by our colored applicants.
Mr. Roosivu=. In what areas do they not meet the standards?
Mr. MOWBRAY. Well, of course, they do; it is obvious we have met

standards in instances and we are finding a more frequent number of
cases in which they do.

I believe I would agree with our friends from Riggs that the fre-
quency with which colored applicants come to the bank is increasing
and this has been a gradual matter over these 2 years.

Mr. ROOSEmVELT. Would you ascribe this to the fault of the school
system?

Mr. MowBRAY. No.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Where is the fault?
I mean, after all, as Mr. Pucinski pointed out, the school system

has already proved that there is no basic difference between a white
person and a colored person as to their capability, so why should fewer
colored people qualify under whatever test you set ul

Mr. MOWBRAY. I think the fact that there have been only a grad-
ually increasing number of colored applicants is the large difference
that we see here. It is true that out of about 10 white applicants we
find one who meets the standard. That is not largely different; some-
what, but not largely different to make it-

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Are you trying to say that the number of white
applicants is much larger than the number of Negro applicants?

Mr. MowtAir. Through this 2 years, most certainly.
Mr. RoosEvEvr. How much difference is it ?
Mr. MowBRAY. This is very difficult to do other than make a rough

estimate.
Currently, we are seeing, now that we are actively advertising,

about a 50 percent split.
Mr. RoOsEvEr. About -50?
Mr. MowEBAY. That is right.
Mr. RoosEVELT. So the situation should be changing from now on?
Mr. Mowniy. Should be changing and our experience in the last

2 months bears this out.
Out of the clerical employees, five of them have been hired in the

last 2 months. This is increasing.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Five out of how many in 2 months?
Mr. MOwBPAY. You are speaking in the teller field?
Mr. ROOSEVELT. In the clerical.
You said five clerical. How many total clerical have you hired?
I want to get the ratio of what the Ave is to.
Mr. MowiBAY. This I have only in larger areas at the rate of roughly

450 people a year of whom probably 350 might have been in the cleri-
cal area.

Mr. RoospvEvr. You see, five again is a kind of a pathetic figure.
Mr. MOWBRAY. Yes; very much.
Mr. RoosEvmEr. And it just somehow does not make sense that if

the situation is getting better it is only still around five out of the
total.

What I am trying to get at is somewhere there is something wrong.
Fifty-four percent of the population here is Negro. I think there is
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proof that the school system is turning them out in adequate number
of qualified between white and colored, no different, and, yet, some-
how the whites get the jobs and the colored people don't.

There must be some answer to it.
Mr. MowBPnAY. I am afraid I could only make guesses in this area

because I am not a specialist in these qualifications.
We do set, as I say, a very high standard both within the bank and

in our selection procedures, and regularly receive from 7 to 10 appli-
cants for each person that we accept. This is true both white and
Negro.
Mr. MRTIN. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Yes.
Mr. MARTN. Do you have a higher percentage of Negroes who fail

your tests that you give them than you do whites I
Mr. MOWBRAY. I suspect so. We have not kept records on this mat-

ter. It is a general impression. Frequently, we will have numbers
who attempt for a particular job, for instance, a clerk-typist, and we
will find that among those their typing skills are minimal and they
make 20 words a minute on the skill test. This has happened fre-
quently enough for us to notice it, but it is only a matter of degree
among those people that we see many fail.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Gentlemen, you read the papers; you know
what is going on. It seems to me that if you find that this is so, and
certainly your own experience shows you that it is so, it seems to me
that you should be digging in to find out what is wrong, where, why,
and that sometime in the near future you should be able to come be-
fore this group or any group and be able to either explain in very con-
crete terms why the ratio is so heavily in favor of white people who are
employed and justified or be able to say we think we have found the
trouble and we are going out to do something to correct it.

Now, you don't answer either of those questions at the moment;
you just say here it is, and frankly that is not a very satisfactory
answer, and I don't think it is going to create a solution to the problem.
It is going to cause a lot of searching around to try to do something
about a possible situation that I am sure you good people are not going
to like if it happens.

I would just have to say that, as far as I am concerned, I hope and
urge that you, together with the Riggs Bank, together with the other
members of the financial community, undertake to get organized and
sit down and find out what you can do about this situation.

I think you will find persons willing to sit down with you and dis-
cuss it and work out the problem. The qmicker you do it the more
likely it is that (1) we don't have any troubles which none of us want
in the community; and (2) that you really will be creating an equity
in the situation which obviously does not exist today.

I think we have enough testimony from ourselves, from the Riggs
people, from the Chesapeake & Potomac Co., from everybody, that
there is no sound economic reason why it can't be done. There is ac-
ceptance of the policy when you put it into effect on every level, includ-
ing the public level, and certainly the ability to get these people so
that they become a more contributing part of the community is going
to help the economic situation in the entire Washington area.

So, we would just express that hope to you.
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Mr. Mowmauy. I am sure Mr. Preston will agree this suggestion will
have our consideration.

Mr. PRF TON. Indeed; indeed.
We make no case here today for the committee that we have solved

all of our personnel procurement or promotion problems. We do
present this as a fair statement of the point to whici we have come at
this time.

We believe that the policy set up is sound for us in that it does give
us good personnel qualified for the jobs that are open.

I can say I think without any question by anyone in the bank that
those Negro employees whom we have taken are just as good in their
jobs as the white people, on the average, in their jobs.

Mr. ROOSrEELT. You have given every evidence that we ought to
do something more about it.

Mr. PREsToN. I think that validates the screening process which
we have. There has been an excellent acceptance by the bank per-
sonnel as a whole of the colored employees in the jobs in which they
have been placed.

I don't think it is unfair to say that these are not "Uncle Tom"
types which we have. I know, personally, that they are not. They
are competing for the jobs on the same basis as the whites, and they are
performing the jobs in almost identical job performance results with
the whites.

Mr. ROOSEvELT. Basically, then, there should be no reason whj it
should not be as high a successful ratio of Nero applicants to w ite
applicants. The fact is it is not so today and the fact is, therefore,
we have to find out why.

Mr. PREsToN. Yes; to a very great extent, that is true, Mr. Chair-
man.

I think that the statements that were made on behalf of Riggs here
that, traditionally here in past years, and this is a fact that we have
got in the history books, the financial community has not employed
Negro clerical help. We are now beginning to do so.

The job referral agencies, the employment agencies have the in-
formation fully from us that we are seeking goofiqualified Negro em-
ployment, and I mean that.

I just checked with Mr. Baker this morning if I could say that, and
he said "Yes."

Mr. RooSieVELT. That is encouraging, and all I can say is let's get out
of low gear and get into high gear.

Mr. Pucinski will you take overt i.have to leave. If you will,
bear with the other members of the committee.

Mr. PREsTON. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PucINsm. Mr. Martin ?
Mr. MAwrr;. I have no questions.
Mr. PuCiNsH. Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWRINS. I just merely want to commend the witnesses here,

both the ones here, as well as the ones representing the Riggs Bank.
We have had many witnesses to come before this committee who

have actually, I think, lied about their practices.I think that it is a wholesome position that we have witnesses who
say that they have had a distinct change i their polcy; they are
not trying to cover up; and who will make forthright statements that
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I think have been made here this morning. I don't agree that they
have progressed as fast as I would want them to progress, but neither
am I a banker.

At least they have been fort right in stating what their policy ac-
tually is, that it was a distinctt change as of a particular (late, and that
as of the present time this is the policy that they intend to follow.

I think they should be commended at. least for that forthright posi-
tion they have taken.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I have one question.
What happened 2 years ago that made you change your policy?.
Mr. PRESTON. We had a couple of batk acquisitions, mergers, in

1958 and 1959. Following those transactions, we found that in our
own personnel performance, our own efficiency on the job, we were
not as good as we wanted to be. We employed a consultant who came
in to review the entire personnel policy concerning applicants, intake,
promotion, screening; a review from all the various viewpoints. He
advised with us over the course of a year and a half, 2 years. He was
it professional in this field, originally a Bostonian.

'When we got all of the recommendations and all of the proposals
tinder consideration by the management, itself, it became clear that one
of the areas in which we might hell) ourselves was the opening of our
clerical employment. to-I mean the public opening of it--to well-
qualified Negro applicants who would compete for the job and on the
job onl exactly the same basis as the white employees.

Mr. PuciNsxI. In other words, you people were shown that your
policy of discrimination was in effect, hurting the pocketbook, too?

Mr. PRESTON. Well, actually, I would hate to admit that there was
a policy of discrimination prior to that.

Actually, I think it is more accurately stated that we just never
faced up to the problem.

Mr. PucINSKi. Let's rephrase it.
Let's say that you found that your failure to attract competent Ne-

groes as part of your working staff was affecting your business.
Mr. PRESTON. We found that that was probably true. Our policy

and our experience is somewhat different from Riggs in that we do
not as a matter of company policy start each employee on the very
bottom rung of the ladder. They can move onto the ladder at the
level in which the screening process seems to indicate their abilities.

Mr. PUCINSEZ. It just seems to me, Mr. Preston, that more and more
all over this country businessmen are beginning to realize as a reality,
they learned it in Birmingham, for instance, you can't on the one hand
discriminate against the Negro and yet expect him to go ahead and
patronize the central business district.

They learned it yesterday, I believe, in Tennessee, and this ishopeful.It certainly shows that perhaps we are going to be able to eliminate

this discrimination when the business community recognizes that there
is an economic factor involved here.

I am very grateful for your testimony.
I agree with Mr. Hawkins that it is refreshing to see witnesses come

before the committee and say: "All right, we were wrong up until 1961;
we did some surveys; we found we were doing the wrong thing. We
are doing the right thing now."
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Like Mr. Hawkins, I am hoping there is going to be greateropportunityI wouldice to ask you this final question.

As I said to the gentleman from the Riggs Bank, I am not a sup-
porter of tokenism. An employer comes before this committee and
says, "I have 1,000 workers and I have 100 Negroes." Who sets the
quotas? Who sets the formula ? Who says that you are supposed to
have 10 percent or 8 percent or 6 percent or 15 percent.?

What I am more interested in knowing is whether or not in your
company today there is an atmosphere that a youngster graduating
from high school, regardless of his racial origin or religious back-
ground, that that youngster can look at your bank and say, -'There is a
place that if I want to go to work and if I have the qualifications, I can
go to work; I am going to be treated right; I have an opportunity to get
a job there, and I can progress in that bank like any other employee,
regardless of what the color of my skin is."

In other words, what I am trying to get at is this: The atmosphere
that now prevails at your institution.

Mr. PEsToz. I am going to give you a very frank answer, Mr.
Congressman.

Iata is a hard question for me to answer. That calls for a subjec-
tive answer that is difficult for me to state accurately. You are asking
me what somebody else is thinking.

I can say this, that we are actively promoting the atmosphere which
you describe. Whether we have been successful on this point, that a
given colored man or a given colored girl has really and sincerely the
idea that he or she can progress to any point they choose, is something.
which I do not really know.

I can say this, however, and I am being just as frank as I can now-
I don't want to, you know, put a lot of whipped cream on this thing-
I don't know whether we have succeeded in that or not.

Our intent is to succeed along that line.
I can give you an instance of this in-grade promotion situation as

it is now. I don't know whether it is on the record or not, but one of
our colored tellers, a young lady, is a particularly good one. She has
made an excellent impression on her fellow employees and on the cus-
tomers that are served at that branch.

We are seriously considering now whether or not to train her as a
new accounts clerk which is an extremely important job in that bank.
That is the bank's Arst contact with the new customer. We have under
consideration at this time the question of whether or not this young
lady should be taken out of the job that she is doing very successfully
now and moved up into a much more difficult and more delicate job so
far as she is concerned, and, so far as the bank is concerned.

Mr. PucINas. Then we are moving in the same direction.
The point I am trying to make is that I am much more impressed

by an employer who comes before this committee and says, "Look we
do not practice any kind of discrimination; we hire people on the basis
of their qualifications, and if we have 100 employees and 100 Negroes
came here and they were qualified, we would wind up with 100 Negro
employees."

-The point that I am trying to make is that we must createan stmos-
phere where an American can feel secure that he can go to any eam-
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, loyer in America, regardless of what his color or creed is, and if he
has the qualifications and there is a need for a job in that employer's
office that this young person or this old person can qualify for that
job.

I think that is the purpose of this legislation.
I am much more impressed with an employer like that than one who

comes here and says, we have 5 Negroes working for us out of a labor
force of 300. That does not impress me at all because this is tokenism.
It is token hiring of people to stay with some sort of a spirit of either
the community or what have you, and this is why I am encouraged by
your testimony.

This young teller that you are nowy thinking of promoting to a more
responsible position would indicate that where a person has qualifica-
tions, that person can get hired in the first instance and can progress
in the second instance. This is utopia that we are trying to have in
America, and I hope that we do it some day.

You have been very helpful to the committee.
We are very grateful to you.
The committee will stand adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearing adjourned, subject to the call

of the Chair.)
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TIRSDAY, UE 6, 1963

HOUSE OF REPREnENTATIVE,
GENmI SuEoM~mrTI oN LAOR

OF THE COMMETrE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
. Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 2 p.m., pursuant to call. in the caucus
room, Old House Office Building, Hon. James Roosevelt, chairman of
the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Roosevelt, Pucinski, Daniels, Hawkins,
Ayres, and Martin. Also present: Representative Frelinghuysen.

Staff members pres H. Foreman, subcommittee counsel
and Adrienne F' su tmmte

Mr. Roos T. T e committee will e to order, please.
This is e last day of scheduled public rings on H.R. 405 and

related ills. We have the re and the pri 'leg$ of having as our
last wness, our m isti ish tness, the orable W. Willard
Wi Seea of bor and Vi Chairman f the President's

o mittee o ual mp e portunity.
.r. S ma of t- ittee, elcome you I
mId like u Mtary,.to xpressmyown

preciation and th t e full commi for the splen-
idcooeration we always d e Depart t of Labor,
rlcua 0 s 1 n membe of your staff.
it is cu in dually, h hanks. I

oeyou ill cony them
Secreta W T a u uch, Mr. Cha rman.

IA N . . WST ERE YOP LA31;

I fro10 , 1C 0F LIIT DPARINUT O
"D L~jNUTTim EXECUTIVE

VICE ,lf OP TIM PRES N' 111TTE2 Olt EQUAL
EXPLO OPPORTUNITY

Mr. ROIvLT. ave a prepared statement, Mr.
Secretary. We would be hapy, to have you proee as you -wish.

Sec retsry.Wxm'. Mr. Cairmikn, may Iirt exprs MY very real
appreciation not only for the opportunity to be'here in connectiofi with
t' particular prog'rasbut for the opportunity to express the great
satisfaction which we get from being able to "work with you, sir, and
the zmbrs of this committee on these .matter !of our.,~cmon
concern.
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It adds not only a touch of grace, but of real value when you say
what you have said about the work of the members of the Department
of Labor. I shall be very glad to communicate the message to them.I have with me today Mr. John Henning, whom, I think you and
members of the committee know as the Under Secretary of Labor;
Mr. James E. Jones, of the Solicitor's Office, and Mr. Robert Nagle,
who is Assistant to the Executive Vice Chairman of the President's
Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity.

Mr. ROOsEVFLT. We would like to welcome them also, Mr. Secre-
tary. The Under Secretary, of course, is an old friend of mine of
many years, as well as a fellow Californian. I didn't want to miss the
opportunity of adding that.

Secretary Wurrz. With respect to the presentation, Mr. Chairman
although in most cases it has seemed to me to be to the advantage oi
the committee, I think that I would suggest a paraphrase of the state-
ment, I should like today to follow rather closely the format of the
statement as submitted, or this reason:

In my own view, the gravity of the matter, the importance of the
matter which we are considering here is such that there would be great
danger if my statement about it was not carefully made.

I have, in the statement which I have filed with the committee
limited myself almost entirely to the presentation of factual material
of one kind or another on the theory that that can be most helpful
to the committee in connection with its deliberations.

So, if I might, I should prefer to follow this written statement
fairly closely, departing from it as particular occasions may develop.

Mr. RoosEvELT. That will be fine, sir.
Secretary WmTZ. I will spend no time on a statement of position

with respect to this whole matter, except simply to say that with re-
spect to every aspect of the intent to establish in practice and, in fact,
the principle of full equality of employment opportunity, we want to
support anything that moves in that direction.

With respect to the matter of unemployment and the matter of
opportunity to work particularly, I propose to rest only on the state-
ment which President Kennedy made 2 days ago, which is as follows:

Denial of the right to work is unfair, regardless of its victim. It is doubly
unfair to throw its burden most heavily on someone because of his race or
color * * * Unemployment among American Negroes--and the resulting econo-
mic distress and unrest--pose serious problems in every part of the country.

I should like next, Mr. Chairman, to give you the most complete pic-
ture we can in terms of statistics of the situation which we are here
discussing. I have prefaced the presentation of these statistics with
this warning statement, a warning to myself and to anyone else:

There are several sets of figures. which are very important in this
field. One is the figures for unemployment, itself, which I propose to
give you on the bais of the distinction between the white and the
nonwhite situation.

I cannot emphasize too strongly what seems to me the necessity of
weighing thee figures along with figures which show at least two
other things.

One is thie direction in which we ar moving in this particular situ&-
tion, and the other those figures which bear upon the fact not just of
unemployment, but of some of the reasons for unemployment, in,
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- eluding particularly those factors which have contributed in some
* case to a difference in qualifications for participation in certain kinds

of work.
The hard central fact is that among male family breadwinners,

the unemployment rate today among nonwhites is three times what it
is among whites.

The percentage figures are 9 percent for nonwhites and 8 percent
for whites in that particular group. If you look at the younger
workers, age 14-19, the picture is that the unemployment rate today
for whites is 12 percent, for nonwhites, Negro boys and girls, it is
24 percent.

The total number of nonwhites in the civilian work force is 8 million,
which represents 11 percent of the total work force. Compare with
that the fact that there are in this work force today 600.000 men and
women who have been out of work for more than 26 weeks, and more
than l out of every 4 in this group of long-term unemployed is
nonwhite.

So, where the Negro constitutes only 11 percent of the work force,
he makes up 25 percent of the hard-core unemployed figure. Nonwhite
workers are also increasingly bearing the brunt of involuntary part-
time work.

The proportion of employed nonwhites working part-time in non-
farm industry for economic reasons is 10 percent, which is more than
triple the 3-percent rate for whites. Significantly, this rate has been
moving up for nonwhites for the past 6 years, but has remained virtu-
ally unchanged as far as white employees are concerned.

Furthermore, the Negro has fallen steadily and consistently behind
in terms of unemployment. In 1947, the nonwhite unemployment
rate was 64 percent higher than the white. In 1952, it had gone up
to 92 percent.

In 1957. it was 105 percent higher, and last year, in 1962, it was 124
percent higher. Furthermore, when the Negro is employed, it is a
significantly different kind of employment from what the white
worker finds available.

Thus, for example, 17 percent of the employed nonwhites have
white-collar jobs. The corresponding proportion among white em-
ployees, is 47 percent. .

take the converse of that: In nonagricultural industries, 14 percent
of all employed nonwhites are unskilled laborers. The corresponding
proportion among whites is only 4 percent.

Negroes make up 90 percent of the nonwhite population and also
receive the brunt of the burden of discrimination. Only one-half
percent of all professional engineers are nonwhites. There are no
more than 3 percent of male Negroes employed in each of 19 of the
26 standard professional occupations for which we have data; for
example, accountants, architects, chemists, farm assistants, and
lawyers. These numbers are depressingly small.

There were only about 250 professional male Negro architects in
1960; the largest number in any of the 19 professions was about
4,500, which is the figure for doctors.

These are the raw statistics of an imperative demand. This demand
has got to be met. It is vitally important that it be met in a manner
which recognizes all the elements in the situation.
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It will prejudice the meeting of this demand if there is any failure
to recognize the degree, inadequate though it is, by which an advance
on the objective is now being made.

The average wage and salary income of nonwhite males has in-
creased by seven times since 1940. Twenty-odd years ago, the income
of the nonwhite male was about 40 percent that of his white counter-
part; today, it is about 60 percent..

The percent of nonwhite men working as skilled craftsmen more
than doubled between 1940 and 1962, as did the percentage in profes-
sional and technical professions. In each of these groups, nonwhites
gained faster than whites.

The number of nonwhites working in Federal, State, and local gov-
ernment quintupled since 1940 and now totals about 12 percent of
all such employees.

Back in 1948, 1 out of every 250 nonwhite families had an income
of $10,000 or more a year; now that.proportion is 1 out of every 18.

The proportion of nonwhite families living in homes they own
has gone up by more than 50 percent since 1940.
Tle life expectancy of nonwhites, at birth, has increased by 10

years since 1940.
These are gains. They do not reduce, however, the impact of the

current statistics of unequal employment opportunity.
There is another factor in this situation which must of necessity

be given full account.
The disparity between the white and the nonwhite unemployment

figures reflects in part the fact of differences in white and nonwhite
worker qualifications for the skilled and semiskilled jobs which make
up an increasing proportion of the total of jobs available. This dif-
ference must also be eliminated.

Any approach to this situation which leaves out either the fact of
discrimination or the fact of different qualifications--and the neces-
sity for eliminating both-is incomplete.

Qualification for skilled and semiskilled jobs is basically-but not
entirely-a matter of education. So these facts become relevant:

In 1940, about 55 percent of the nonwhite school age population
was actively enrolled in school; today it is about 73 percent.

The biggest gains in school enrollment have been made among non.,
whites in the critical early teenages-14 to 17 years of age. Among
these, the proportion enrolled in school has moved up from 68 percent
to 87 percent since 1940.

As a result, the proportion of nonwhites recently finishing school
and, who completed 4 years or more of high school has increased 8
times-,-from 12 percent in 1940 to 42percent in 1962.

But today, the average education attained by the young adult white
population is above the 12th grade (or high school graduation) level;
or nonwhites, this average is barely at the 11th grade level. Twice

as high a percentage of young adult whites-as of nonwhites carry
their education through atleast 1 year of college.

These are the statistical facts of the current inequality of employ-
menit opportunity, of discrimination in hiring and promotion prac.
tices, and the facts of different qualifications for employment,.

I turn now to a summary ofthe existing programs of the Federal
Government which are directed at meeting this situation.
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The most direct approach is in the establishing of an equal em-
ployment opportunities standard-and in the requiring of adherence
to this standatd-in the area of employment within the Federal Gov-
ernment and by Government contractors.

Executive Order No. 10925 was issued by President Kennedy on
March 6, 1961. It established the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity. Vice President Johnson has been the
active Chairman of this Committee and has devoted much of his ex.
traordinary energies to its program.

New and sighificant concepts were embodied in the President's
action which distinguish it from previous Federal efforts to elim-
inate discrimination in these important areas. For the first time in
Executive Order 10925:

1. A single committee was appointed to coordinate and initiate
programs in both the Federal andthe Government contract employ-
inent fields.

2. An obligation for "affirmative action" to provide equal employ-
inent opportunity was impressed both on governmental agencies and
contractors.

3. Means of assuring compliance, including provision for the use
of contract debarment procedures, were authorized.

As Vice Chairman of the President's Committee, charged with
"general supervision and direction of the work of the Committee and
of the execution and implementation of the policies and purposes
of * ** [the] order," I can report that in the 2 years of its opera-
tion the Committee, under the leadership of the Vice President, has
produced significant result in both Federal and Government contract
employment.

Personnel files of employees have been reviewed to locate any
underutilized personnel.

Training programs to permit promotion and transfer from jobs
which restrict opportunities for promotion have been instituted.

Employees and supervisors have been instructed in the new equal
employment procedures.

A complaint procedure is in operation, and it provides not only for
investigation but also for the correction of any instances of discrim-
ination.

As of April 30, 1963, the Committee had received 2,156 complaints
relating to Government employment, more than twice the number
received by its predecessor Committee during the entire 6 years of
its life.

To date two-thirds of these cases have been closed; corrective action
was founa necessary and was taken in 38.3 percent of the cases.Recruiting pro ms have been enlarge and broadened to em-
brace colleges and universities with predominantly Negro student
bodies to,, insure that no person or group is overlooked or excluded
from the Government's efforts to hire the most qualified applicants
regardless of rate or creed.

Where appropriate, suggestions have been made which would
strengthen the curriculums of there schools in order to enhance the
opportunities of their graduates to secure governmental positions.

This program has already paid off. The Committee's annual cen-
sus of empoymnt in the Feeral 'shvenmet sows that in the period
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June of 1961 to June of 1962, the number of Negroes employed by the
Federal Government increased by more than 10,000.

Over half of this increase took place in the middle grades (jobs,
paying from $4,500 to $10,000 annually), an increase of almost 20
percent and a rate of increase over three times the rate of all employees
in those grades. Even more dramatic progress was achieved in the
higher grades, where the number of Negroes at or above GS-12
increased over 35 percent.

These are encouraging results; but more remains to be done--and is
now underway.

At its meeting last week, the President's Committee requested the
Civil Service Commission to direct Federal agencies to cease recruiting
visits to, and acceptance of referrals from, business or secretarial
schools, employment agencies or training institutions which are not
operated on a nondiscriminatory basis, and to cease training employees
at such places.

This policy will end official use of such schools, agencies, or insti-
tutions in connection with Federal employment. It should be under-
stood, however, that graduates of schools that do not comply with this
policy will still receive consideration for employment on their indi-
vidual merit.

In the field of Government contract employment, Executive Order
10925 requires contracting agencies to include in their contracts a set of
provisions designed to insure not only that Government contractors
will not discriminate but that they-
will take affirmative action to insure that applicants are employed, and that
employees are treated during employment, without regard to their race, creed,
color, or national origin.

The processing and disposition of individual complaints against
Government contractors is a primary responsibility of the Committee.
Thus far, 914 complaints have been fully investigated and corrective
action has been taken in 641 cases. This 70-percent correction rate
contrasts with a 20-percent rate under the previous Committee.

These cases have provided more than a basis for adjudicating the
rights of the individual complainants; in many of them where cor-
rective action was indicated, the Committee and the contracting agen-
cies have been able to effect a change in the general pattern of employ-
ment of the company involved.

Surveys of the compliance reports which Government contractors
are required to submit -have also been utilized to attack discriminatory
patterns of employment in industries or geographic areas.

In conjunction with these compliance efforts, the President's Com-
mittee has also undertaken two programs to secure the voluntary
cooperation of employers and unions in promoting equal employment
opportunity-"Plans for Progress," as they involved the participa-
tion of the companies, and "Programs for Fair Practices," as they
involve the cooperation of the unions.

"Plans for Progress" have been signed with 105 companies employ
ing more than 5 million persons. These firms have agreed to take
leadership in removing unjust discrimination in employment. Data
thus far available indicate that almost 25 percent of the new hires of
these companies have been of minority group members-including
significant numbers in classifications such as sales from which they
were previously almost entirely excluded.
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Of course, signatories to these plans remain subject to review under
our contract compliance activity and secure no exemption from such
compliance by making the voluntary commitments contained in the
"Plans for Progrs."

In fact, the Committef. is now engaged in intensive followup efforts
to review the action being taken under these agreement--company
by company, plant by plant, union by union, and local by local.

"Programs for Fair Practices" have been signed with 118 interns-
tional union affiliates of the AFL-CIO, which have a combined mem-
bership of almost 13 million workers. These programs enlist the
active support of the international union officials in the Committee's
efforts to end employment discrimination. A questionnaire is being
circulated to each of these unions asking for a progress report on their
efforts.

In his June 4 statement, 2 days ago, President Kennedy asked-
that all Federal construction programs be reviewed to prevent any racial dis-
crimination in hiring practices, either directly in the rejection of presently
available qualified Negro workers or indirectly by the exclusion of Negro appli-
cants for apprenticeship training.

On the following day, which was yesterday, I st up a 50-man task
force to make this review. It will be conducted on an on-the-site
basis. The first inspections are being made today. We will have pre-
liminary reports on from 50 to 100 projects, in all parts of the country,
within a week. We will use the full sanctions provided in Executive
Order 10925 if violations of its terms are disclosed and are not
corrected.

The President has also announced 2 days ago his intention to issue,
shortly, an Executive order extending the authority of the Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunity to include construction of build-
ings and other facilities undertaken by States, local governments, and
private agencies under Federal grant-in-aid programs. This will
extend the prohibition against racial discrimination in hiring prac-
tices to all such projects.

(The following table was submitted by Secretary Wirtz:)

Special survey of employment practice# in Pederal contruotion-ummary by
city (revised)

Total 1egro

Total Negro Jour- ota Total Negro
City Project em- em- ney. ney- ap=, aporen-

ploy- ploy- men me t

Aiken, 8.0 ............... Savannah River Plant-.... 814 70 238 11 0
Alameda, Calif-------Canehart housing ......... 205 43 t 18s a
Atlanta, Oa. (Robins 100-family housing units... 61 87 25 6 1 1

APB).
Austin, Tot-.............. Post offte and FOB...... 175 04 81 2 7
Baltimore, Md .......... OAST extension to annex. 84 27 a5 9 0
Brooklyn, .--......... Courthouse and FOB..... 8 2 41 2 2 0
Charleton, S.C-------.. ousing Project..---------853 21 19 6 1 1
Chicago Ill (Gree Recrit meshalL---------.. 17 1 1s 0 _0 0
Cincinnati, Ohio ......... Federal ofoe building.... 280 s 8 16 8 10 0
Clarksdale, Miss ......... Poet officeand courthouse. 30 14 14 2 0 0
Cleveland Ohio ......... VA hospital.......... . 1 44 122 8 16 1
Dayton, bio right- Air Force Tehnology In. 68 0 40 4 1 0Patterson APB. stitute. ...

i'enver, Colo--------Federal courthouse....... 227 8 184 8 14 0
Des Moines, owa-.... Veterans hosfotal ....... 62 40 16
Detroit, Mch..--......-. remodel ...... 2 0 0
Dyersburg, Ten ........ Post ofoem ndFOB...... I 2 21 0 0 , 0
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Special curves of empiovmen practice it Federal oontruotio#-Summary by
city (revised)--Continued

Tot Negro
Total Negro Jour. jour. Total Negro

City Project em- ea- ney. ney- apren appren-
ploy, ploy- men men tlcest eaees ees (non.(n.

laorr laborer)

East Orange, N.1t ..... VA Hospital Center ....... 5 14 25 0 2 1
Oainesville, Fla .......... Post office and courthouse. 6 12 18 1 0 0
Huntsville, Ala ........ NASA Saturn superstruc- 188 18 118 2 2 0

ture.
Kansas City, Mo ....... Bendix ABC plant.........51 0 45 0 1 0
Los Angeles, .al . FOR....... 210 78 137 is 14 1
Louisville, jy ......... adloqcopebuldingNo 5 1 a 0 1 0

19.
Memphis, Tenn .......... Courthouse and FOB ..... 163 28 116 3 17 0
Mercury, Nev ........... Space nuclear weapons 1.852 228 1,464 29 9 0

testing ground.
Miami, Fla .............. FOB ..................... 105 21 74 0 9 0
Middletown, Pa ....... Olmstead AFB......... 105 10 65 1 9 0
Mobile Ala. (Dauphin PUS Shellfish Researc 87 11 24 4 8 4

Island). Center.
Montgomery Ala ........ Elementary school ........ 46 31 20 9 2 0
Muskogee, bila .......... Alterations VA hospital... 18 8 8 0 1 0
New Orleans La ....... Saturn installation ........ 199 59 148 18 8 0
New York, K.Y. (Foley Courthouse and FOB ..... 26 4 18 4 2 0

Square).
NewarkN.J ............ 515 Mount Prospect hous- 103 28 64 19 8 0

tg proJect.
Norfolk Va...........Naval Capehart ousing.. 369 17 240 2 6 0
Oak Ridge, Te ....... ORNL................ 2 15 388 9 i8 0
Philadelphia Pa . Va hospital renovation .... 59 11 48 0 5 0
Pittsburgh P ..... FOB ...................... 833 25 264 8 18 0
Princeton, W. Va ........ Forest Marketing Labors. 18 1 9 0 0 0

tory.
Richmond, Va ........... Post office station ......... 55 28 i18 3 0 0
St. Louis, M ............ Air conditioning, build- 106 1 96 0 a 0

inges I and 2.
San Francisco, Calif ..... FOB and courthouse ...... 385 28 811 7 35 2
Saunderstown, R.I ....... Shellfish Laboratory...... 24 0 18 0 2 0
Shreveport, La ........... Air conditioning, build- 56 8 88 0 8 0

ings I and 2.
Tampa, Fla .............. FOB ...................... 84 19 31 0 2 0
Tupelo, Mis ............. FOB ...................... 177 95 78 30 10 0
West Point, N.Y. New cadet library. ........ 78 2 57 0 8 0

(USMA).
Wlmington, De ......... VA hospital ............... 68 7 b8 0 a 0
Wood, Wis ............... VA hospital ............... 898 28 300 i 12 0

Total .......................................... 7,795 ,8 t 80 303 1- 8

Secretary Whrrz. I call the subcommittee's attention, too, to the
current investigation by the President's Committee of the situation
in the construction industry in the District of Columbia.

This investigation began as a result of protests by students and
officials at Howard University about discriminatory employment prac-
tices occuring in connection with the construction of a new gymnasium
at that university. 0 0

It has confirmed the fact that there is not equal job opportunity in
many trades in Washington, D.C. It has also revealed that in some
of the trades there is real equality or the beginning of such opportu-nity.,

e figures, I want to add, Mr. Chairman, are roughly these, and
I would ke to include them because there has been specific question
about them and pome misunderstanding.

There are about 24,500 people working in the various trades which
are represented by 22 unions in this city. Of the 24,530 people, 7702,
as nearly as we can determine it, are Negroes. I think it is important
that the record be clarified to correct what I think has been a mis-
understanding on that point.
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The rest of the picture is that among 15 unions, with a total mem-
bership of 12,115, there are only about 46 to 50 Negroes. This picture
is one which I think nobody defends, but it is one which no one should
exaggerate.

There are two aspects of it. One is that there is substantial Negro
employment in the construction industry in Washington, D.C. The
other is that there are some unions, too many, in which there has been
an experience which has produced the discriminatory practices which
have been the subject of severe and, I think, proper comment.

But, I want to make it clear that there are both parts of this pic-
ture.I

I want to make it clear, also, that there is presently the most com-
plete cooperation being received by the Department of Labor and by
the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity from
the representatives of the trade unions in the District of Columbia.

We are engaged presently in what are daily conversations about this
problem, the most recent of which took place this morning when it
was my opportunity to talk about this matter with Mr. J. C. Turner,
president of the Greater Washington Central Labor Council, vice
president of the Washington Building and Construction Trades Coun-
cil; Mr. Joseph F. Curtice, who is 'the executive secretary of the
Buildings and Construction Trades Council in the District, and Mr.
Robert W'cAlwee the business agent of local 26, of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers who appeared before this com-
mittee yesterday, I think.

I want to make it clear again, Mr. Chairman, that there is today,
in my judgment, the most complete cooperation with respect to meeting
the present situation from these representatives of the union move-
ment.

I cal] your attention to the resolution which has been adopted by
the Building Trades Council of the District of Columbia, a copy of
which I do not have at hand but would like very much to add to the
record, which expresses the unqualified subscription of the council
to this principle.

(The above-mentioned resolution follows:)
At the Executive Board Meeting of the Washington Building and Construction

Trades Council of April 24; 1963, the following resolution was adopted:
"The Washington Building and Construction Trades Council unequivocally

affirms as its basic policy its determination to make fully secure equal rights
for all in every field of life and to assure for all workers in our trades the full
benefits of union membership without regard to race, creed, color, national
origin, or ancestry.

"We support, and are pledged to carry out the policy of assuring and further.
Ing nondiscrimination in union membership, in employment and in apprentice-
ship training, a policy mandatory and binding upon this Council by previous
actions of the Building and Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO and of
the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organisatlon."

Fraternally yours, o . .1 1 0eortIrI
Jroszpat F. Cumo,'Noeoutive Heoretartv.

Secretary Wrrz. I call attention, too, to the fact that we are estab-
lishing an information center to work with those who will be entering
the apprenticeship trades in the, District of Columbia, and that there
is full participation by the iDistrict of, Columbia Building Trade
representatives in this particular enterpse.

22-652-68----80

1451
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I Want to call attention, too, to the figures which bear on the
importance of the apprenticeship problem, which has been the subject
of a good deal of attention and concern here in the District of Colum-
bia.

oTher has been, beyond any possibility of denial, discrimination in
connection with the admission of younger workers to the apprentice-shi program.

1t 4has been an important factor in this situation. I have two things
to point out to the committee in this connection, however. One is that
we are engaged currently, again on the basis of day-to-day negotia-
tions or conferences, with representatives of the building trades in the
District of Columbia, towork out the specific changes that must be
made in these apprenticeship programs.

There will be aprentices added or apprenticeship programs started
in most of the building trades within the next 30 days. There is every
effort being made, with every reasonable expectation of favorable
results, to see that there is no discrimination whatsoever in connection
with this particular matter.

But, I want to point out that the possibilities of immediate accom-
plishment in connection with the revision of apprentice practices has
to be recognized as limited. It will be possible, in my judgment to
eliminate discrimination in the apprenticeship programs in the build-
ing trades in the District of Columbia, and eventually on a broader
basis.

But it must be clear that there will be probably only between two
.,and three hundred total apprentices admitted of all races in the Dis-
trict of Columbia this year and I don't want to permit there being
any misunderstanding of the possibilities of large-scale accomplish-
ment in that connection.

The other thing I want to make as clear as I can, in terms, I think,
of this broad statement:

Oh Ahe basis of our conferences and conversations with representa-
!itives of the building trades in the District of Columbia, I am com-
pletely confident that not as a matter of principle alone, or as a
matter of theory, but that as a matter of hard practice and rule there
will be no further- discrimination, as far as entrance to apprentice-
ship programs in the District of Columbia' is concerned, and tlero
Will ne no discriminatory exclusion on any racial basis of qualified
workers from construction in the District.

This is a deliberate statement which is made with full realization
of its breadth, with full realization that there will unquestionably
be, inevitably, as there is in any program, some deviation from that
particular pattern.

But the statement ismade on the basis that anything of that kind
brought to our attention can be and will be recognized.

Mr. MARTI Charman, may I ask w quest to clarify a
point? hmqo

Mr. Roosivtiir. Mr. Martin I
Mr- MATtr. You -referred, Mr. Secretary to the fact that only

about: 200 to 300 Negroes would be brought into the apprenticeship
training programs this year. What is the total figure? I

Secretary Wmrz. No. That is the total figure. That is my point,
Congressman. There has been a good deal of exaggeration of how
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much we can accomplish, and how fast. Because of the current em-
ployment situation in the building trades although we can't tell for
sure, the total picture will be probably only between 200 and 300.

I make the point to indicate that we are not entitled to hope for
too much as far as this particular point is concerned in the immediate
future.

Mr. Roosv,:r. Mr. Secretary, may I say that the thing that dis-
turbs me about that is that on the other hand, you have already said
that it has proven exceedingly difficult to find Negro workers in the
District who are qualified to fill the available jobs and who desire
to take them. Then in the next breath you say there will only be
200 or 300 that can ie taken into the apprenticeship program.

It seems to me that somewhere that is an indication that there
needs to be a little rethinking about having a special kind of ap-
prenticeship training program which will make available a training
program so that you cannot have the kind of a situation which you
say now exists, that is, an inadequate supply of qualified people.

Secretary WT'Z. I agree completely Mr. Chairman. This must be
done as part of a broader program which meets these other parts of the
prob:.vn, not only in connection with the apprentices, but in connec-
tion with already qualified workers.

And, as you suggest, in connection, too, with the qualifications of
people for apprenticeship progranns, because that is going to be a
l)roblem, too.

Mr. RooSiEL'T. It has beeni pointed out to us by some of the labor
people who canie here that part of their l)roblelnl is that they have
long waiting lists, and even though they may not discriminate today
the first Negro to get in there without bumping or displacing some-
body, will require a considerable amount of time.

This, of course, occurred because there was discrimination in re-
verse. I suppose my direct question would be: Does the Department
of Labor believe that under the Manpower Retraining Act, or any
other legislation, it can initiate, on its own, some kind of program
today to take up the slack, if necessary, by a special apprenticeship
pirram which would make these people qualified to apply for the
jobs that you now say there will b6 no discrimination against them
when they apply?

Secretary Wurrz. May I answer your question, Mr. Chairman, in
terms of a point to which I was coming later in my testimony, but
which applies here with direct relevancy, and reply in terms of two
programs I

In his statement which he issued 2 days ago, President Kennedy also
issued instructions to me as Secretary of Labor that in the conduct of
my duties under the Federal Apprenticeship Act and Executive Order
No. 10925, that I should require that the admssion of young Wokkers
to apprenticeship programs be on a completely nondiscriminatory
basis.

In carrying out this directive, I have now, as of last night, fol-
lowing this Executive order, sent out a letter to the joint apprentice,
ship committees here in the District of Columbia in all trades, and
to representatives of the apprenticeship committees throughout, the
country in which we have tse oit standards which, are included in my
Statement he'e, to accomplish the purpose of nondiscrimination in the
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apprenticeship program, the second of which, and bearing precisely
on your question, is as follows:

That the apprenticeship program will not be approved from here
on either under the FederaI Apprenticeship Act of 1937 or for pur-
poses of Executive Order No. 10925 unless those in charge of the pro-
grams take whatever steps are necessary in acting upon application
lists developed prior to this time to offset the effect of previous prac-
tices under which discriminatory patterns of employment have
resulted.

This means that with respect to the particular points you raised, if
there is a list already prepared, and any discriminatory factors have
entered into the preparation of that list, the program will not be
approved unless there is compensation for an offset to that fact.

The second part of my answer to your question and to the second
part of it is-

Mr. PucISKri. Before you go to that, Mr. Secretary, on that point
the youngsters who have been waiting to get into the apprentice pro-
gram and are going to be bumped now, what happens to them

Secretary WIRTZ. I don't mean to try to find a soft answer to your
question, because I don't think there is a soft answer. This approach,
taken in the terms in which it is written will mean that some people
who have been on the apprenticeship lists will be bumped off those
lists, their places to be taken by qualified nonwhite applicants if they
are available.

The only justification for that that I know of, Congressman, and
it is not a sufficient and complete justification, is that if the list was
originally prepared on the basis of a discriminatory approach, or
resulted from a practice of that kind, then those on the list are the
beneficiaries of a principle which we cannot accept.

I don't like that answer, and I hope it will be possible to work this
out on a basis which will either avoid or minimize that result. We
are working on it, not just on the basis of the general principle, but
with each international union and each local union on a case-by-case
basis, with the hope of avoiding those cases.

But, if we come to that showdown, there is no question what this
means.

Mr. Roosvi.LT. Of course, if a youngster had nothing to do with
setting the discriminatory policies of that union, he nevertheless is
going to be eliminated, as far as contesting or competing for the job?

Secretary WmTz. I have answered as the logic of this instruction
and its letter would require me to answer. It is- with equal candor
that I say to you, Congressman, that I have reason to hope we can
avoid virtually all of those situations.

I point out that we have a certain degree of flexibility in connection
with the total number of apprentices who will be admitted. I hope it
will be avoided.
IOn the other part of your question, Mr. Chairman, it had to do

with the broader training program. If it is all right to postpone
that and take -it up as a final point of the testimony, I would prefer
that.

It is obviously one of great importance.
With respect to the situation in the District of Columbia. I should

like to refer to only one other, fact in this picture. There can be no
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disregarding the fact and the implications of the fact that we face a
very real problem, particularly at this sta e in identifying and find-
ing those persons, nonwhites, who are qualified both for the appren-
ticeship program and for hiring on the job as journeymen.

This, too, is the product of the past. We encountered it in particu-
lar form in connection with our efforts to clear up the situation at
Howard University, finding there the reflections of discrimination
in hiring policies, and we immediately set out to find, working with
or through the employment service in the District and with the
Committee qualified Negroes who would be entitled to the jobs.

I will teil you that we interviewed over 200 and it was possible to
find only a very few who were in a position to do this work and who
were interested in doing this work. In my judgment, this is only the
reflection of another part of the problem in this situation, which is that
the past has resulted both in attitudes of noninterest and in incomplete-
ness in training for it.

But it is part of the problem which we have to face as we move
in on this matter here in the District and elsewhere today.

I have covered in my answer to your question some of the material
in my statement, and would be inclined not to repeat it, sir.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Without objection, Mr. Secretary, may we include
it in fullI

Secretary WRiz. Thank you.
I will move to page 13, going to a slightly broader aspect.
In connection with this broad apprenticeship program, we are setting

out to meet two needs which it plresents through several steps that we
are taking through administration of the Executive order and our
apprenticeship program.

First, ability of a construction contractor to comply with the equal
employment obligations will be determined at the time of contract
award.

Once construction is underway it is often difficult, if not impossible,
to provide meaningful changes in employment practices on that proj-
et, because of changing work requirements and referral or apprentice-
ship arrangements.

Second, contractors will be given a clearer understanding of what
their "Affirmative action" obligations are, particularly as they relate
to referrals and apprenticeship.

Third apprenticeship programs will be scrutinized on a continuing
basis rather than on a project-by-project basis.

In connection with the apprenticeshi pprograms:
The Bureau of Apprenticeship an, Training has designated four

minority specialists to work full time in various parts of the country
to promote equal apprenticeship opportunity.

An information center is being established in the District of Co-
lumbia to serve as a' clearinghouse for information about apprentice-
ship openings and requirements, and this prgram will be promoted in
other cities throughout the country.

A National Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunity in Ap.
prenticeship and Training has just been established. The C1ommittee
is chaired by Under Secretary of Labor Henning and is composed of
representatives of employers, labor, education, minority groups, and
ihepublc.
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This Committee held its first meeting on May 14. At that meeting
it endorsed the establishment of local information centers and advisory
committees throughout the country, authorized a survey of the racial
composition of apprentice programs and a study of the advisability of
pre.prenticeship programs and urged action to assure compliance
with th6 nondiscrimination clauses required in programs registered
with th; Bureau of Apprenticeship and TriinIig.

I have referred to the President's action 2 days ago in connection
with the apprenticeship proram and also to the steps which are al-
ready being taken in the Department to follow up on that program.

Next, I want to turn to another area in the administration of what
we think of as the equal opportunities program. One of the sig-
nificant breakthrou Is in dealing with the problem we are discussing
today occurred with the passage of the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962.

The act, in my opinion, represents a very correct reading of our
education and unemployment returns and their emphasis on the need
to make a more perfect match between the jobs we are getting and the
people available to fill them.

To train and retrain those who had an inadequate educational
background to begin with, and those whose skills are obsolescing un-
der the impact of automation and technological change, is an ab-
solutely necessary condition for any kind of meaningful advance in
improving the employment situation generally-and among Negroes
particularly.

In less than 10 months of operations, we have approved training
and retraining programs covering approximately 44,000 men and
women.

Fifteen thousand of these trainees have already been enrolled, and
this number is moving up very rapidly now with each passing week.

Of these trainees, 20.3 percent are nonwhites-which is very clos0
to the proportion they represent of the total unemployed in this
country.

More than one out of every five nonwhites enrolled in training courses
had been unemployed for 52 weeks or more. Fifty-four percent of
these met the official definition of long-term unemployed-obless for
15 weeks or more.

Just as important, is the kind of jobs for which these unemployed
are being trained. For example, 27 percent of our nonwhite tfainees
are taking courses leading to various white-collar jobs-about double
the proportion of nonwhites generally employed in these fields.

Similarly, 27 percent are being trained for employment in a number
of skilled occupations--four times the proportion of nonwhites gen-
erally working in these trades.,,

We recognize fully, however, that a still larger proportionate im-
pact must be made on those with low levels of educational attainment.;
While more than 60 percent of our nonwhite trainees have their high
school diplomas, only about 30 percent of all the unemployed non-,
whites who recently eomp!eted teir education have that much school-

•rhat is the situation in general to which you referred, Mr. Chair-urn, and very near the root of thiS whole pro lem.
Because it is more difficult to give the regular courses of training

and retraining to persons of very low educational background, we
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have undertaken the support of a number of specially designed pro-
grams to help these people.

In such different areas as Norfolk, Va.; New York, N.Y.; New
Haven, Conn.; Cincinnati, Ohio; we have contracted with private
agencies to give special guidance, counseling testing, training, and
placement to disadvantaged youth--especially those of minority
groups. I have directed our staff to step up the pace of these
program

Mr. RoosrVELT. Mr. Secretary, could we ask that this committee be
kept informed as to the specific figures that are involved in this special
guidance and counseling program?

Secretary WmTz. In the special guidance program? Yes. Be-
cause of the importance that we attach to this program, Mr. Chair-
man, I get a weekly report on the developments under the plan
Training and Retraining Act, which would include this as one of
the items.

I would be glad to make that report, which is an internal report
but certainly of importance to all of us, on a week-by-week basis.

Mr. ROOsEvELT. Thank you.
Secretary WIRTZ. I am putting special emphasis on these special

programs because our initial experience demonstrates the tremendous
potentialities for success of these efforts.

The New Haven, Conn., project, for example, is being undertaken
in six neighborhoods of high youth unemployment among low-edu-
cated groups, especially among minority groups.

These youth are receiving training for jobs in several of the city's
largest industrial firms which as a general policy, do not hire those
who have dropped out of school g _ d

These firms have agreed to participate in order to determine the
possibilities of preparing disadvantaged young people for gainful
employment.

One of the courses involved-that of industrial X-ray technician-
will actually be completed ahead of schedule, this week tomorrow,
I think, because of the high motivation of the group. Eleven of the
thirteen students in this first group already have been assured of
jobs at salaries of $98 a week.

And so it is with 40 teenage, minority group youth, who dropped
out of school, who are in need of occupational training and physical
rehabilitation, and who are being given on-the-job training in New
York City 40 migratory farmworkers in southeastern Missouri, being,
retrained for year-round jobs on and off the farm; 250 young persons
being given special guidance, counseling, testing and referral to train.
ing in Cincinnati; 100 intractably unemployed Negroes with low
levels of literacy in the Norfolk area of Virginia who are being given
special occupational training under the sponsorship of Virginia State
College. I #

The numbers so far are small, but each of these projects is showing,
in real-life situations, what can be done with these people who were
committed, before we started, to lives of frustration and failure.

Mr. ROoszvXT'. Mr. Secretary, may I ask you at that point this
question: Once you establish it can be done, then do you think you
have enough of a program to make sure that it is done to a sufficient
degree to really have an impact on the situation I I think it is fine
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to prove that you can do something, but if you don't do it, it doesn't,
seem to me that you have really accomplished the purpose.

Secretary Wivrz. It is a'very real question, and I think very prop-
er1 put just at this moment ih your minds and, frankly, in ours.

We are at this stage: We are about to complete the first year of
the administration o'the Manpower Development and Training Act.
There was an appropriation of $70 million. The present expectation
is that that will go up to about $140 million in the next fiscal year.

We are still uncertain as to what will develop with respect to the
vocational education program, with respect to the Youth Employment
Act and also with respect to the adult education provision.

ir. RoosEvELT. The vocational training program ?
Secretary WIRTZ. I should have mentioned the vocational educa-

tional bill. I should have mentioned that. The responsible answer
to your question would have to take account of the question about the
future of these programs.

With our present facilities, we will simply have opened up these
possibilities and will not be in a position to exploit them. Depending
on what the emerging program is on this broader front, I just dont
know whether we will have the full opportunity or not.

Mr. ROOSEVALT. Would you feel that by next January, for instance,
you might be in a position to assess these various situations and come
back with a more definite answer to this picture?

Secretary Wrwrz. Yes. We will niow a good deal more by next
January, but I don't mean to suggest any vagueness about the situation
now. I think, given the fact of the adoption of the administration pro-
posals in these various other fields, I think the candid answer to your
question is "Yes, we will be in a position to take advantage of this ex-
perienco," except possibly in the particular area that we are talking
about right now.

These are extremely expensive programs. We can retrain an indi-
vidual under the Manpower Development and Training Act, on an
on-the-job training program, for $400 or $500, and under an institu-
tional program but as part of the regular course, for about $1,000 to
$1 500.

hiut when we ao into one of these, the expense skyrockets, because
it is really a basic education, although only the elementals of it are
programed. It takes a lot more time. .

Have listed here some of our experiments with it. It may well be
that in this concentration on the intractable unemployment, given the
situation of the individuals' present lack of basic information, we will
not be sufficiently equipped.

The information on this is being brought together right now. It
bears very much on this area of minority group employment opportu-
nity. It is a broader problem. It is illustrated most specifically by
any man who, without a basic education, now loses his job, not only
the yomgsters but later on. The information on this is accumulating
very rapidly.

I am sorry to have taken so long in answer to your question, but the
question is directed right at one of the areas in which we are presently
least equipped with full'information. . •

Mr. F tELIxoiItYsrx. May I ask a question on this point ?
Mr. RosEvLr.', Mr. Frehinighu sen.
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Mr. FnxLiNoUUYsEN. You mentioned the Youth..,Employment Act,

and the Vocational Education Act, and other pending legislative pro-
posals as bearing on this general question of equality of opportunity.

You mentioned also that the Manpower Retraining Act which Con-
gress passed last year is a major breakthrough. wonder whether
you would care to enlighten the committee as to your views about the
advisability of writhig in language which would prohibit discrimina-
tion in any of. these areas. As you know, an effort was made to put in
such a provision when the Manpower Retraining Act was under con-
sideration last year.

In my opinion, it was unfortunate that it was not included. , We
have also been unsuccessful this year in including, generally speaking,
any kind of meaningful antidiscrimination provisions in the legisla-
tion to which you have just referred. .

Specifically, I would think that this is a way in which Congress
might be of help in preventing the kind of discrimination that we
all agree should not occur, instead of just leaving it up to the Admin-
istrator of the act to try to see that there is no discrimination.

How do you feel about these provisions?
Secretary WIRTZ. The next section of my testimony bears on it,

but I should prefer, if it is all right, to put, it in terms of an answer
to your question rather than in the form of the testimony.

It is a matter of the next two or three pages.
Our experience on that, Congressman, has been this: In connection

with the administration, not on y of the Training Act, but also of the
whole employment security programs, is that there has arisen this
problem from time to time.

The problem is, to some extent, complicated by virtue of the fact
that it is a Federal-State program, so there is the necessity of working
out the administratative relationships between the Federal offices an
the State offices. There has been some problem of that kind in the
past.

There has been great gain in the administration of these programs
in most States. There remain, however, some peripheral remain
problems with respect to those, as a consequence of which I am, as Y
have stated in this statement, proceeding right now to take those
actions which will mean these things without any qualifications or
exceptions: That all services furnishe[ by the Employment Security
Agency such as selection and referral-I am at the top of page 19.

fr. FELINGOIUYsErN. But this is not referring to the question that
I asked you. This is referring to what the administration is doing,
which I think is commendable. What I am asking.you is whether
you do not think it would be helpful to have a provision written into
the basic legislation saying that there shall not be discrimination in
federally assisted programs.

Secretary WIRTZ. My answer to that question would be that every-
thing that is necessary in that area can be done and is being done
administratively. 0 1

Mr. FRm1IGHUYSEN. Are you arguing that we should not put
such provision in the legislation? I am not criticizing in any way
what you are doing.

Secretary WmRTz. I understand.
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-Mr. F=j g OUw . I am trying to make it easier or to facilitate or
to expedite what you are doing, or what you are planning to do. You
are not advocating that we should not include such a provision I

Secretary Wnxm. No. I am not advocating that. -
Mr. F rzomrsq. Would you think it might be helpful V
Secretary WnmRz. I will limit my statement on that simply to that

with respect to which I think I- am competent to testify; whether
from the administrative standpoint, it seems to be necessary or would
add anything tothe present situation.My answer on that is unqualifiedly that I think the present situation
without that provision does give me an ample basis for administering
it on a completely nondiscriminatory basis.

Mr.'Fmz iaN~xom rszN. Mr. Secretary, I can hardly see how it would
not add anything to the powers which you already have if we say
that there is to be no Federal money made available to programs
where there is discrimination.

How would that not assist you in seeing to it that there should
be no funds made available? Tou are in effect saying, "We can do
this without a direction by Congress that the funds shall not be made
available," as I understand your position.-

Secretary Wfirz. I am limiting my answer to those programs which
are within my administrative authority, and that would be my answer
with respect to those.

Mr. f io sxr.- Would the gentleman yield V
Mr. Fumu-VU . Yes.
Mr. Pucnrsiu. For your information, Mr. Secretary, in the legisla-

tion which our committee reported out today dealing with education,
there are various safeguards against discrimination. Not only is
,this to be made available to all people but it very clearly spells out
in the defnition -of area vocational education that schools must be
available to all residents. I

So that subject has been covered by the committee and has been
included in the legislation..

Mr. )IMuvsw. I think the record should show, Mr. Chair-man, that the effort was made to include an antidiscrimination pro-
vision, and that was rejected by a narrow margin yesterday. There is
'no protection in the bi as reported out, unless the change was made
today. Unfortunately, I was not in the committee today.

Mr. Pucrssl. I the chairman will permit, it was rejected because
it isalready in the bill.

Mr. Fm uxomrHvrx. It is not in the bill if it was rejected. T think
that is obvious. Again, I am not sur how, such language could do
any harm in expediting what the administration says it is trying to do.
Mr. RoosrvET. Mr. Secretary, may I just make one further in-quiry V It may sound like a political question, and I guess it is aVotical questio i io.,

If the.vocational, triningbill or theyouth opportunity bill; any
of the bills that affect the situation, do not pass, "would it not be
'true that the failure to pass these would make this problem that we
have been discussing here cosiderably more difficult V

Secretary Wnrrz. Yes, it would, Mr. Chairman.- -I don't Want, my
earlier statement to be misunderstoi as a blanket assur'ance thatthese
programs in themselves will permit us to take full advantage of this
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experience which is emerging here, which was the point of your
question.

Mr. ROSxVELT. Thankvou.
Secretary Wnuz. I will summarize very briefly, because it is the

same matter which Congressman Frelinghuysen has spoken about, the
points on page 19 of my statement, in order to be absolutely sure that
there is complete subscription to the established policies of the De-
partment, we are taking additional steps to be certain that all services
furnished by the Employment Security agencies, such as selection and
referral for employment and for training opportunities, are to be fur-
nished without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin; and of-
fice facilities shall be provided and administered on this same basis.

It is a prior condition of approval of training programs that the
trainees will :e selected and referred for training without regard to
race, creed, color, or national oiig i. I

Employment of Employment Service personnel is to be on a merit
system basis, without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin,
and there is to be provision for review of any allegations of departure
-from this rule.

I understand your -question, Congressman Frel'mghuysen, to be ex-
actly in the area, and it is my view that I have the authority to take
the full steps with respect to these matters.

Mr. FnRELoHDsix. I don't want to belabor the point, but the fact
-that you have the authority, the fact that you are now spelling out
what you call operating rules with respect to no discrimination, does
not seem to me to be the same as having Congress write into the law
what you now declare is the policy of the administration.

,In other words, you say, that as a practical matter from now Ong it
is a prior condition of approval of training programs that the trainees
will be selected and referred for training without regard to race, creed,
color, or national origin. .

My question is: Why would your hand not be strengthened if a
provision to that effect was written into the basic law with respect
to training programs I
1I am not saying you can't do it, but you, in effect, may be flouting the

views of Congress if they have not been expressed in support of your
position. I am rot trying to say that we are not reaching for the sameo b je c tiv e . .. .+ " .

I am saying that we Would like to provide you with the weapons
that migit be desirable iii reaching that objective,

Mr. ROOSEVELT. If the gentleman will yield to the Chair, it doesn't
seem to me that the Secretary should be asked to pas upon the pro-
priety of legislative adion. That seems to me to be up to the legis-
liive branch to do what it thinks it wants to do and should do

SMr. -FELIwoHU¥SEw.I am not asking, a question- about the pro-
iriety. of legislative action, Mr.ChidimanI am asking a question asto the advisability of writing inote le legislation language wlud
would be helpful in the administration of that legislation.

It has +notig to ido with the propriety of: the legislation. +Of
course the legislation ;is poper or wewVou4n't be enacting it. ,assuine tb at.,; ++ + .. . .. . .." +... . . . . . .

Mr, Roos.T. But, I thi e Secretary has answeredyuireey
when he has aid that he has, he believes, the power, adiniistrativey,'
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to do what he has outlined in his testimony, and that he is proceeding
to do it.

Now, in mIy view, I would endorse what the gentleman from Nev
Jersey has said, and my vote in the committee I think, will show that
I do endorse what he has said, to the point that I think it is impor-
tant to establish a Government policy beginning on the legislative
level.

I have supported and will support, therefore, this declaration of
policy in legislation of the kind we nave under discussion. But I
think it is only proper to say, and I don't want to put words into the
Secretarys' mouth, that that is up to us. He is proceeding with pow-
ers that he understands he has today. I think it is up to us to decide.

My own view is that those who have not been willing to go along
with a declaration of the committee have done so for political reasons
relating to the ability to get the legislation to the floor and success-
fully passed into law.
. My own feeling is that that is not a sound argument, that if the
issue was properly presented, and if the proper cooperation between
Republican members on the Rules Committee and the Democratic
members was forthcoming, that is not an impediment.

But it certainly is a reasonable ground, based upon the past, to feel
that there might not be that cooperation between the Republican mem-
bers and the Democratic memibrs, who give lipservice to this kind of
principle, and that the bill, therefore, might be killed before it had
an opportunity to become law.

That seems to me a reasonable judgment. I happen to disagree with
that philosophy now because I apen to believe that the time has
come to face that basically, across the line, and I think that is what
the gentleman from New Jersey feels, too.

Mr. FimNwHuuHiYSE . I only wish there were more on the gentleman's
side of the aisle who felt as he did and had the courage of his con-
victions. I do not feel this is a matter of political expediency, but it
is a matter of principle. I think it would be helpful if the adminis-
tration would speak up and say, "It will help us execute these laws
without racial discrimination if we had some language which would
prohibit such actions."

We know, Mr. Secretary, do we not, that we must acknowledge that
the existing vocational educational programs in this country in many
cases are subject to racial discrimination I If we are going to expand
the Federal role in this area, it would seem to me obvious tlat we must
try to prohibit such discrimination. Would you agree with me or not?

Secretary WmiTz. Congressman, you know my feeling on this mat-
ter from previous discussion.

Mr. FEInOHUYSEcN. I wish you would help us, then, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary Wnm. I am very grateful for the chairman in suggest.-

ing a distinction, which I think is in the interest of all concerned, which
I respect. I know fully the sensitivity of the area which we are dis-
cussing.

It is with complete candor that I say to you, and I think this ex-
hausts the limit of my helpfulness, officially, to the committee, I say
to you that with respect to all of the programs over which I have ad-
ministrative responsibility I find in the present laws and in the pro-
posal full authority for administering. them on a completely nondis-
criminatory basis.
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i have been doing so, and to whatever extent any problem seems to
me to exist in this situation requiring review in light of the present
very valuable attention on this problem, I have the full authority to
say further there is to be none of this even by accident or anything,
and that is what I am trying to say here. I think I can only !ay to
.*oU that as I interpret it, from the administrator's standpoint, I have
been given instruction and full authority to accomplish the purpose
of nondiscriminatory administration of the programs over which I
have responsibility.

I respect the additional question of whether, as a matter of legis-
lative determination, you would feel it preferable to do more than
that.
* But, as an administrator, I can say no more than I have.

Mr. FRELINGtrysFtN. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for
your statement. I think it is a very penetrating and provocative state-
ment. I want to commend you for your attitude in the administration
of existing law and that being proposed.

But, it seems to me that for you to interpret silence on the part of
Congress as an authority for you to l)roceed in certain ways is not
as strong a basis for action as if you had assurance, because of the
language in the law, that you should be forbidding any aid to any voca-
tional school in Mississippi which practices discrimination, as an
example.
, You presumably are going to take such action or refuse to allow
such assistance from now on. It seems to me that your job would be
much easier if there was some language in the basic legislation which
you were administering to support your position.

Mfr. PucINsKi. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will just read the
bill that this committee reported out this morning dealing with voca-
tional education, he will find that we have done all the things that he
has brought up here, and that we are going to certainly give theadministrator of this agency a greater arsenal of tools to make sure
that every child in this country who wants to attend a vocational
school, regardless of race, color, creed, or ethnic background, has that
opportunity.

I will not rehash the vocational education bill before this com-
mittee, because we want to get to other parts of the Secretary's state-
mentIBut, I think that this record should show that this committee has
taken action in that field.

Mr. RooswE. Mr. Hawkins I
Mr. HAWKINS. I regret that the gentleman from New Jersey has

dragged this issue into this hearing. I am a little weary of certain
liberal Republicans bringing this issue up constantly, when the record
indicates that as the other afternoon, they talked all afternoon about
C ivil rights aiter having voted in the morning a ainst a move which
would have helped to create a Department of urbann Affairs, a cil1
rights issue. We have the youth employment bill in the Rules Com-
mittee today, and it has been there for several weeks. There is the
impacted school aid bill which, with the support of this side of the
committee, did put an antidiscrimination amendment into that bill.

When the Republicans indicate by their votes as well as by their
big ,talk, that ,tey support civl rghts I am q it re they are
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going to get a lot of support from the Democrats, certainly the north-
eastern Democrats in tlis House.

Mr. FRwI4NouUrsEi. I wish we could get the support in the corn-
mittee.

Mr. II-wisr.' May I complete my statement? I do not want to
sit here and have them try to give the impression to the country that
they are supporting% civil rights when they do everything in the com-
mittee and m thei-r votes to defeat civil rights not only to defeat
civil rights but in addition to defeat social legislation in this House.

Not only are they setting civil rights back many years, but they are
also trying to lower manpower training and education and other
things that would certainlylessen the gap between persons of different
racial grounds, and, in that way, indirectly if not directly, they, to
me, are doing a great disservice not only to the country but certainly
their own party.

I, for one, resent the fact that they wish to drag this issue into
evety hearing in which we have thus far been involved.

Mr. FRLNoHiUYsRN. I would resent very much what the gentleman
has iust said if I felt it referred to any member of this committee,
Mr. Chairman.
. However, I don't see that he makes those allusions to any Republi-
cans on this committee. I am not sure what he is referring to.

What strikes me as incomprehensible is that the Democrats on
this committee, and I will include the Democrats on this committee
who vote for an antidiscrimination measure in one of the bills before
us this year and then turn around and vote against it in another,
especially when the area is primarily concerned with discrimination
against Negroes such as vocational education.

It is incomprehensible to me-
Mr. ROOsxVZLT. The Chair will have to say--excuse me. The Chair

suggests that we might continue this discussion at a later time and
allow the Secretary tW proceed with his testimony.

Secretary Wnht. I think in the course of the discussion the other
points in the statement have been pretty well covered. I would just

'onlude, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, by
this brief statement-of broader position with respect to this matter.

In my judgment, discrimination against the Negro and other minor-
ity groups is an appalling waste of our manpower resources and a
constant reflection on a Nation dedicated to the proposition that all
men are created equal.

Morally and economically, our Nation cannot afford to tolerate
the human misery and the waste which results from racial and re-
ligious prejudice. The Department of Labor is working overtime to
assure that its programs make the maximum contribution possible
to the elimination of this condition. These efforts will continue to
be relenting.

The entire administration is pledged to the cause of equal rights
and equal opportunities. We will continue to pursue this pledge.

Thank you, Mr. Chadrman.
(The statement of Secretary Wirtz follows:)

ST? AmmT or V. Wi D WRTS, SwWARY or L oa

Mr. Obalrman and members of the General Subcommittee on Labor, am
grateful for this opportunity to participate in your assessment of the equalityt.
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or inequality-of employment opportunity in this country, and in your con-
sideration of whether further steps are necessary to guarantee that the oppor-
tunity to work is not conditioned on a person's race, creed, color, or national
origin.

Two days ago, President Kennedy made this statement: "Denial of the right
to work is unfair, regardless of its victim. It is doubly unfair to throw its
burden most heavily on someone because of his race or color * * OUnemployment
among American Negroes--and the resulting economic distress and unrest-
pose serious problems In every part of the country."

Statistics are an inadequate expression of what i essentially a human condi-
tion. They offer a basis, however, for appraisal of a problem. There are several
sets of figures which bear on the fact of unequal employment opportunity--as
between white and nonwhite workers-in this country. The key figures are
those which describe the present situation; but these figures take additional
leaning from their comparison with those for previous periods.

The statistics for unemployment can be evaluated properly, furthermore,
only in terms of the relevant data regarding the availability of qualified workers;
and, equally, any figures Indicating the'unavailability of qualified workers are
Incomplete unless the reasons for such a condition can be evaluated. So the
statistics I bring to the subcommittee's attention are presented with the urging
that what is involved here is too important to Justify either their protest or
defense in terms of numbers alone.

The hard central fact is that among male family breadwinners, the unemploy-
ment rate today among nonwhites Is three times what it is among whites. The
percentage figures are 9 percent for nonwhites, 8 percent for whites.

Among younger workers, age 14 to 19, the unemployment rate today for
whites is 12 percent, for nonwhites, it is 24 percent

The total number of nonwhites in the civilian work force is 8 million, which
represents 11 percent of the total work force. There are In this work force today
600,000 men and women who have been out of work for more than 26 weeks.
More than one out of every four In this group of "long-term unemployed" is
nonwhite.

Nonwhite workers are also increasingly bearing the brunt of involuntary
part-time work. The proportion of employed nonwhites working part time
In nonfarm Industries for economic reasons is 10 percent-more than triple
the 8-percent rate for whites. Significantly, this rate has been moving up for
nonwhites for the past 6 years, but has remained virtually unchanged for whites.

The Negro has steadily and consistently fallen behind in terms of unemploy-
ment In 1947, the nonwhite unemployment rate was 64 percent higher than
the white's; in 1952, it was 92 percent higher; in 1957, It was 105 percentjhigher;
In 19.2 it was 124 percent higher.

When the Negro is employed, it is a significantly different kind of employment
from what the white worker finds available. For example, 17 percent of the
employed nonwhites have white collar jobs; the corresponding proportion among
whites is 47 percent On the other hand, 14 percent of all employed nonwhites
are unskilled laborers in nonagricultural industries; the corresponding propor-
tion among whites Is only 4 percent.

Negroes make up 90 percent of the nonwhite population and also receive the
brunt of the burden of discrimination. Only one-half percent of all professional
engineers are Negroes. There are no more than S percent of male Negroes
employed in each of 19 of the 26 standard professional occupations for which
we have data (e.g., accountants, architect., chemists, pharmacists, lawyers).
The numbers Involved are depressingly small. There were only about 250
male Negro professional architects in 1960; the largest number in any of the
19 professions was about 4,500, for doctors.

These are the raw statistics of an imperative demand, This demand has got
to be met. It Is vitally Important that it be met In a manner which recognizes
all elements in the situation.

It will prejudice the meeting of this demand if there is any failure to recognize
the 4egree-inadequate though it Is--by which an advance on the objective is
now being made.

The average wage and salary Income of nonwhite males has increased by
7 times since 1940. Twenty-odd years ago, the Income of the nonwhite male
was about 40 percet that of his white counterpart; today, it Is about 60
percent

The percent of nonwhite men working as skilled craftsmen more than
doubled between 1940 and 1962, as did the percentage ix professional and
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Al profeJons., IAn. eah of t.e groups, nonwhLtes gained faster than

whites. . .
The, number of nonwhites 'working in Federal, State, and local government'

quintupled since, 1940; now totals about 12 percent of all such employees.
Back in 1948, 1 out of every 250 nonwhite families bad an income of $10,000

or more a year ; now that proportion is I out of every 18.
The proportion of nonwhite families living in homes they own has gone

up by more than 50 percent since 1040.
The life expectancy of nonwhites, at birth, has increased by 10 years since1940.

These are gains. They do not reduce, however, the Impact of the current sta-
tisticv of unequal employment opportunity.

There is another factor in this situation which must of necessity be given full
consideration.

The disparity between the white and the nonwhite unemployment figures re-
flects In part the fact of discrimination. This must be eliminated. This dis-
parity also reflects in part the fact of differences in white and nonwhite worker
qualifications for the skilled and semiskilled jobs which make up an increasing
proportion of the total of Jobs available, This difference must also be eliminated.

Any approach to this situation which leaves out either the fact of discrimina-
tion'or the 'fact of different qualifications--and the necessity for eliminating
both-is Incomplete.

Qiqalificatlon for skilled and semiskilled jobs is basically-but not entirely-
a matter of education, S these facts are also relevant:

In 1940, about 55 percent of the nonwhite school age population was ac-
tively enrolled in school; today it is about 73 percent.

The biggest gains in school enrollment have been made among nonwhites
In the critical early teenages-14 to 17 years of age. Among these, the pro-
portion enrolled In school has moved up from 68 to 87 percent since 1940.* As a result, the proportion of nonwhites recently finishing school and who
completed 4 years or more of high school has increased 31 times-from 12
percent In 1940 to 42 percent In 1062.

But today, the average education attained by the'young adult whitee popu-
lation Is above the 12th grade (or high school graduation) level; for non-
whites, this average is barely at the 11th grade level. Twice as high a per-
centage of young adult whites as of nonwhites carry their education through
at least 1 year of college.

These are the statistical facts of the current Inequality of employment oppor-
tunity, of discrimination in hiring and promotion practices, and of different
qualifications for employment. • , ' • : - I

. I turn now to a summary of the existing programs of the Federal Government
Which are directed at meeting this situation.The most direct approach is in the establishing of an equal employment op-
portunities standard-and in the requiring of adherence to this standard-in
the area of employment within the Federal Government and by Government
contractors.

Executive Order No. 10925 was issued by President Kennedy on March 6, 1961.
It established the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity.
Vice President Johnson has been the active Chairman of this Committee and has
devoted much of his extraordinary energies to its program.

New and significant concepts were embodied In the President's action which
distinguish it from previous Federal efforts to eliminate discrimination in these
Important areas. For the first time:

1. A single committee wag appointed to coordinate and initiate programs
In both the Federal and the Government contract employment fields.

2. An obligation for affirmative6 action" to provide equal employment
opportunity was impressed both on governmental agencies and contractors.

3. Means of assuring compliance, including provision for the use of con-
tract debarment procedures, were authorized.

As Vice Chairman of the President's Committee, charged with "general super-
vision and direction of the work of the Committee and of the execution and
iinplementatioh of the policies and purposes of * * * [the] order," I can report
that in the 2 years'of its operation the Committee, under the leadership of the
Vice President, has produced significant result in both Federal and Government
contract employment.

Personnel files of employees have been reviewedd to locate any under-
utilized personnel.
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Training programs to permit promotion and -transfer from Jobs which
restrict opportunities for promotion have been instituted. ....

Employees and supervisors have been instructed in the new equal em-
ployment procedures. r

A complaint procedure is in operation, and it provides not only for inves,
tigation but also for the correction of any instances of discrimination. As:
of April 80, 1963, the Committee had received 2,156 complaints relating to.
Government employment, more than twice the number received by its
predecessor Committee during the entire 6 years of its life. To date, two-
thirds of these cases have been closed; corrective action was found necessary
and was taken in 88.8 percent of the cases. -

Recruiting programs have been enlarged and broadened to embrace col--.
leges and universities with predominantly Negro student bodies to insure
that no person or group Is overlooked or excluded from the Government's
efforts to hire the most qualified applicants regardless of race or creed.,
Where appropriate, suggestions have been made which would strengthen
the curriculums of these schools in order to enhance* the opportunities of
their graduates to secure governmental positions. . 1

This program has already paid off. The Committee's annual census of em-
ployment In the Federal Government shows that lu the period June 1901 to June,
19062 the number of Negroes employed by the Federal Government increased by
more than 10,000.

Over half of this increase took place in the middle grades (jobs paying from
$4,500 to $10,000 annually), an increase of almost 20 percent and a rate of in-,
crease over three times the rate of all employees in those grades. Even more.
dramatic progress was achieved in the higher grades, where the number of
Negroes at or above 08-12 increased over 35 percent.

These are encouraging results; but more remains to be done-and is now
underway.

At its meeting last week, the President's Committee requested the Civil.

Service Commission to direct Federal agencies to cease recruiting visits to, and.
acceptance of referrals from, business or secretarial schools, employment agencies,
or training institutions which are not operated on a nondiscriminatory basis, and,
to cease training employees at such places. This policy will end official use of
such schools, agencies, or institutions in connection with Federal employment.
It should be understood, however, that graduates of schools that do not comply'
with this policy will still receive consideration for employment on their individual
merit.

In the field of Government contract employment, Executive Order 10925 re-,,
quires contracting agencies to include in their contracts a set of proylsions de-
signed to insure not only that Government contractors will not discriminate but,
that they "will take affirmative action to insure that. applicants are employed
and that employees are treated during employment, without regard tq: their,
race, creed, color, or national origin." •

.The processing and disposition of individual complaints against Government
contractors is a primary responsibility of the Committee. Thus far, 914 com-r
plaints have been fully investigated and corrective action has been taken im,.
641 cases. This 70 percent correction rate contrasts with a 20 percent rate
under the previous committee.

These cases have provided more than a basis for adjudicating the zghgts of the-
individual complainants; in many of them where corrective action was indi-i
cated, the committee and the contracting agencies have been able to effect a
change in the general pattern of employment of the company involved.

Surveys of the compliance reports which Government contractors are-required °

to submit have also been utilized to attack discriminatory pattermi of employ.
ment in industries or geographic areas. * ..

In conjunction with these compliance efforts, the President Committee has,
also undertaken two programs to secure the voluntary cooperation of employers,
and unions in promoting equal employment opportunity--'"plans .fo' proves'
and "programs for fair practices."

"Plans for progress" have been signed with 105 companies employing' more-:
than 5 million persons. These firms have agreed to take leadership in removing.
unjust discrimination In employment., Data thus far available indicate that
almost, 25 percent of the new hires of these companies have, been of minority
group members-including significant numbers in classifications sjuch as sale.
from which they were previously almost entirely excluded.
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Of ousm, signatories to these plans remain subject to reviews underour con-
tract compliance activity and secure no exemption from such compliance by
making the voluntary. commitments contained in the "plans for progress." In
facts the Committee Is now engaged In Intensive followup efforts to review the
action being taken under these agreements--company by company, plant by
plant, union by union, and local by local.

,"Programs for fair practices" have been signed with 118 international union
afllie es of, the APL-CO, which have a combined, membership of almost 18
million workers., These programs enlist the active support of the international
union officials in the Committee's efforts to end employment discrimination., A
questionnaire is being circulated to each of these unions asking for a progress
report on their efforts.

Inhis June 4 statement, President Kennedy asked "that all Federal construc-
tion progrilms be reviewed to prevent any racial discrimination in hiring prac-
tices, either directly in the rejection of presently available qualified Negro work-
ers or indirectly by the exclusion of Negro applicants for apprenticeship training."

,On the following day, which was yesterday, I set up a 50-man task force to
make this review. It will be conducted on an on-the-site basis. The first inspec-
tions are being made today. We will have preliminary reports on from 50 to
100 projects, in all parts of the country, within a week. We will use the full
sanctions provided in Executive Order 10925 if violations of its terms are dis-
closed and are not corrected.

The President has also announced his Intention to issue, shortly, an Executive
order extending the authority of the Committee on Equal Employment Opportu-
nity to include construction of buildings and other facilities undertaken by States,
local governments, and private agencies under Federal grant-In-aid programs.
This will extend the prohibition against racial discrimination in hiring practices
to all such projects.

I call the subcommittee's attention, too, to the current investigation by the
President's Committee of the situation in the construction industry in the Dis-
trct of. Columbia.

This investigation began as a result of protests by students and officials at
Howard University about discriminatory employment practices occurring in
connection with the construction of a new gymnasium at that university. It .has
confirmed the fact that there Is not equal job opportunity in many trades in
Washington, D.O. It has also revealed that in some of the trades there is real
equality or the beginning of such opportunity,

The present situation here Is complicated by the results of past bias: lack of
knowledge, Interest, skill, or seniority on the part of those discriminated against.
It has proven exceedingly difficult to find Negro workers in the District who are,
qualified to fill the available Jobs and who desire to take them. Over 200 have
been Interviewed, and only a very few have been found qualified for referral
There have been no rejections of qualified workers brought to our attention.

The reasons for this situation are deep rooted. Opportunities for significant
numbers of minority group apprentices must be created. Even this step in turn
requires, however, additional action, because the patterns of the past have left
marks on the motivations and awareness of Negro youngsters. As these trades
are being opened, qualified applicants must be encouraged to apply by being
assured that they will be treated fairly and by being fully Informed of the work
Involved and the skills required., The staff of the President's Committee, in
conjunction with the local employment service and schools is seeking actively
tW provide such assurance and information. This service ts a continuing
program.

There have been a series of meetings between the staff of the Committee and
thO joint apprentice committees of those trades which have the largest programs.
I believe there is full recognition of the need for action and a willingness to
proceed. The next month, during which most of the apprentices will beselected,
will demonstrate whether this Is right and whether the necessary action will be
taken. If it i not, then we will have no alternative but to determine that the
contracts Involved are no being carried out in compliance with the requirements,
of the Executive order.

ProCedures are new being- established and Implemented to meet these needs:
I Flrst, ability of a construction contractor to comply with the equal employment

obII**tlons.will be determined at the tie of contract award. Once construction
Stnderway It ts often difficut if not / mpoible to PrOVide meaningful chags
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in employment practices on that project because of changing work requireomqt#
and referral or apprenticeship Arrangements.

Second, contractors will be given a clearer understanding of what their "af,
flrmative action" obligations are, pa rtleuiarly as they relate to referrals and app.
prenticeshp.ip6 ' '

Third, apprenticeship programs will be scrutinized on a continuing basis rather,
Ih an on a project-byproJect basis.

In connection with the apprenticeship programs:
The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has designated four minority

specialists to work full time in various parts of the country -to promote equal
apprenticeship opportunity.

An information center is being established in the District of Columbia to
serve as a clearinghouse for information about apprenticeship openings anA
requirements, and this program will be promoted In other cities throughout
the country.

A National Advisory Committee on E~qual Opportunity in Apprentisbip
and Training has been established. The committee is chaired by Under
Secretary of Labor Heuning and is composed of representatives of empoyers,
labor, education, minority groups and the public. This committee held its
first meeting on May 14. At that meeting it endorsed the establishment ot
local information centers and advisory committees throughout the country,
authorized a survey of the racial composition of apprentice programs and a
study of the advisability of preapprenticeship programs and urged action to
assure compliance with the nondiscrimination clauses required in program
registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

In the statement he issued 2 days ago, President Kennedy directed we "in the
conduct of [my] duties under the Federal Apprenticeship Act and Executive
Order No. 10925, to require that the admission of young workers to apprentice,
ship programs be on a completely nondiscriminatory basis."

Pursuant to that directive, I wrote yesterday to till joint apprenticeship com-
mittees in the District of Columbia and to all State apprenticesip ounclls, set-
ting out the standards which will be applied in Government contract situations
anto all federally registered apprentice programs to determine if apprenticeship
opportunities are being provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Those standards provide that:
1. Where selections themselves would not demonstrate that there Is equality.

of opportunity, apprentices will be selected solely on the basis of merit, In accord,
ance with objective standards which permit review, after full and fair opportu-
nrty for application; and

2. Whatever steps are necessary, shall be taken, in P.cting upon application
lists developed prior to this time, to offset the effect of previous practices in,
der which discriminatory patterns of employment have resulted.

It is my expectation that the District of Columbia Apprenticeship Council and
the various State aprenticeship councils will adopt similar standards for do-
termining whether apprentice programs are in fact providing opportunities for
qualified minority group applicant&.

One of the significant breakthroughs in dealing with the problems we are
discussing today occurred with the passage of the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1902. The act, in-my opinion, represents a very correct read-
Iug of our education and unemployment returns and their emphasis on the need
to make a more perfect match between the Jobs we are getting and the people
available to fill them. IV train and retrain those who had an inadequate
educational background to begin with, and those whose skills are obsolescing
under the impact of automation and technological change, is an absolutely neces-
sary condition for any kind of meaningful advance in improving the employment
situationgenerally-and among Negroes particularly.

In less than 10 months of operation, we have approved training and retrain,
ing programs covering approximately 44,000 men and women. Fifteen thou-
sand of. these trainees have already ben enrolled. And this number is moving
up very rapidly now with each passing week, Of these tratneeo 20. percent
are nonwhites-which is very, close to the proportion they represent of the to-
tal unemployed in this country. More than 1out of every 5 nonwhites en-
rolledIn .tralni4g courses had been, unemployed, for, 52 weeks. or- more ).fty
four percent of these met the official definition of long-term unempoye0 4-j.*,
lewfifor weeks; or more.,,

Ju ar a important, is the kind.of Js .fr, which theseunemployedsre being
trained. For example, 2 p et of our nonwhite trainee. re tkg e0urss
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leading to various white collar jobs--about double the proportion of nonwhites
generally employed in these fields. Similarly, 27 percent are being trained for
employment in a number of skilled occupations-four times the proportion of
nonwhites generally workingin these trades.

We recognize fully, however, that a still larger proportionate impact must
be made on those with low levels of educational attainment. While more than
60 percent of our nonwhite trainees have their high school diplomas, only about
80 percent of all the unemployed nonwhites who recently completed their edu-
clation have that much schooling.

Because it Is more difficult to give the regular courses of training and re-
training to persons of very low educational background, we have undertaken
the support of a number of specially designed programs to help these peo-
ple. In such different areas as Norfolk, Va., New York, N.Y., New Haven,
Conn., Cincinnati, Ohio, we have contracted with private agencies to give special
guidance, counseling, testing, training and placement to disadvantaged youth-
especially among minority groups. These youth are receiving training for Jobs
pace of these programs.

I am putting special emphasis on these special programs because our initial
experience demonstrates the tremendous potentialities for success of these ef-
forts. The New Haven, Conn., project, for example, is being undertaken in
six neighborhoods of high youth unemployment among low-educated groups,
especially among minority groups. These youth are receiving training for Jobs
in several of the city's largest industrial firms which, as a general policy, do
not hire those who have dropped out of school. These firms have agreed
to participate in order to determine the possibilities of preparing disadvantaged
young people for gainful employment. One of the courses involved-that of
industrial X-ray technician-will actually be completed ahead of schedule, this
week, because of the high motivation of the group. Eleven of the thirteen stu-
dents In this first group already have been assured of Jobs at salaries of $98 a
week.

And so it is with 40 teenage, minority group youth, who dropped out of
school, who are In need of occupational training and physical rehabilitation, and
who are being given on-the-Job training in New York City; 40 migratory farm-
workers in southeastern Missouri, being retrained for year-round Jobs on and
off the farm; 250 young persons being given special guidance, counseling, testing,
and referral to training in Cincinnati: 100 intractably unemployed Negroes with
low levels of literacy In the Norfolk area of Virginia who are being given special
occupational training under the sponsorship of Virginia State College. The
numbers so far are small, but each of these projects is showing, in real life sit-
Uations, what can be done with these people who were committed, before we
started, to lives of frustration and failure.

Various aspects of the equal employment opportunities issue arise in on-
nection with the administration of the training and employment service pro-
grams. To whatever extent the legislation underlying these programs bears
directly on this issue, its direction is clear; these programs are to be adminis-
tered without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. This policy has
been repeatedly expressed by the Department of Labor in its rules and regula-
tions and procedures covering these programs.

In the past several years, significant progress has been made by State employ-
ment security agencies in improving employment services for minority group
jobseekermThere remains, nevertheless, some differences in the administration of these
programs in some of the State offices through which these programs are carried
out. In order to remove any possible elements of discriminatory practice which
may have developed, and in order to insure adherence to the equal employment
opportunity principle, I am proceeding currently to assure complete compliance
With these operating rules:

1. All services furnished by the employment security agencies, such as selec-
tion and referral for employment and for training opportunities, are to be. fur-
nished Without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin; and office facili-
ties shall be provided and administered on this same basis.
. 2. It is a prior condition of approval of training programs that the trainees

will be selected and referred for training without regard to race, creed, color, or-
nationAl origin..

3. Employment of employment service personnel is to ,be on a merit system
basls, without regard to race, creed color, or national origin, and there is to be.
lrvlslodi for reviewof any allegations of departure from this rule.
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It is essential to the discharge of the responsibility of the Department of
Labor, in connection with the financing of the employment service program, that
all necessary steps be taken to require adherence to these rules.

We have also been fully aware that discriminatory barriers and lack of equal
opportunity extend to the Negro who has had the opportunity to achieve a
higher education. To assist in this area, the Department has sponsored a series
of four sectional conferences with college presidents and executives of predomi-
nantly Negro institutions of higher learning. During the past 5 months prac-
tically every sudh college in this country has taken part In these meetings.

Representatives of various Federal Government agencies have also attended
these sessions. The objective of these conferences was to acquaint college
officials with Government resources and facilities available to advance educa-
tlon. training, and employment of Negro college students. Discussions centered
on labor market services, employment counseling and occupational testing, re-
cruitment and other activities which would increase Negro employment and
assure full utilization of potential skills and aptitudes.

The evidence presented to this committee both this year and last fully demon-
strates the magnitude of the problems we face. DiScrimination against the
Negro and other minority groups in employment is an appalling waste of our
manpower resources and a constant reflection on a nation dedleated to the
proposition that all men are created equal.

Morally and economically our Nation cannot afford to tolerate the human
misery and the waste which result from racial and religious prejudice. The
Department of Labor is working overtime to assure that its programs make
the maximum contribution possible to the elimination of this condition. These
efforts will continue to be unrelenting.

This entire administration Is pledged to the cause of equal rights and equal
opportunities. We will continue to pursue this pledge.

Mr. ROOSnrELT. Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for a complete and help-
ful statement, with respect to the particulars and the statistics which
you have supplied to the committee. I think I would, Mr. Secretary,
have to point out., though,.that after you have given figures to us with
respect to the discrepancies in unemployment figures between non-
whites and the white population and the problems involved, that per.
haps we have touched a little too lightly on the problems which lie
outside of the basic problems of education, the basic problems of
apprenticeship, and we have not really borne down upon the legisla-
tion which does not really go into the job that the Government is
doing within Government employment, in any manner.

It, I think, sort of gives you a pat on the back and says, "You are
doing fine. Just keep going." We may have some questions we would
like to put to you about that. But the general emphasis, it seems to
me, in this le-islation, is on the climate that exists for private em-
ployinent, for private employment not only in the beginning stages
of apprenticeship, but in the many areas where apprenticeship does
not come into the picture at all.

We have held hearings. as I am sure you know, considering employ-
ment in the District of Columbia on a private basis. I noticed that
in last night's paper that some young lady didn't enjoy what I had
advised the bankers of the District of Columbia to do, but I would
repeat the advice, that I think the time has come when we shouldn't
just leave it to the 18 or 20 large States New York, New Jersey, Cali-
fornia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and the others, that have set up the kind
of commission which is certainly based upon the maximum of con-
ciliation, the maximum of effort, to not do anything with a heavy
hand.

I think I would have to ask you point blank: Is it not true that if
this was a necessity in these big industrial' areas, that it" would be
equally true that tle Federal Government had a responsibility not to
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lag behind what these States have done and come forward and imple-
ment a program, In the program which we are prooig to imple-
ment H.R. 405, do you find in that bill anything which you would
want us to change in order to make it acceptable to the administration I

Secretary WxRz. That is a very broad question. I don't know that
my detailed consideration qualifies me to answer it without
qualification.

In general, my answer would be that I see nothing whatsoever in it
that would present any question of its consistency with what I under-
stand to be the basic essential and necessary policy of full, fairemployment.Mr. Roospvw z Thank you, sir. I am happy to have that statement.

On pages 7 and 8, you mentioned a few things which I would like
to, briefly for the record, make sure that I am correctly interpreting
the statistics.

You say on page 7:
To date, two-thirds of these cases have been closed. Oorrective action wat

found necessary and was taken In 38.8 percent of the cases.
Is that of the cases that were closed, of the total complaints files
Secretary Wnrrz. That is of the cases which have been closed.
Mr. ROOSEVzLT. 38.3 percent of the cases that were closedI
Secretary Wnrrz. That is correct. We are working with a group of

2,156 complaints, of which between 1,400 to 1,500 have been closed,
and of the 1,400 to 1,500 corrective action was found necessary and
takhn in a little over a third, 88.3 percent.

Mr. RoosEvult. On page 8, at the top, the second sentence, you say:
Wven more dramatic progress was achieved in the higher grades where the

number of Negroes at or above GS-12 increased over 35 percent.
If the number started at a ridiculously low figure, 35 percent

wouldn't mean much would it?

Secretary Wj1ITZ. ±he point is very well taken.
Mr. RoosEV.E . So, where did we start from?
Secretary Wpz. I will be glad to add to the record the absolute

numbers as well as the percentages. But to confirm the suggestion
you make, you get the high percentage in part because you start with
such a distressingly low base,

(The information referred to follows:)

June 1961 June 192 Change

Pay category Negro Nevo Actual Percent
Total em-. Total em.
ployees Number Percent ployees Number Percent Total Negro Total Negro

08-12 through
08-18-----183,943 1,037 0. 7 108,501 1,4006 0.8 +14,019 +309 +9.5 +U5.6

Mr. RoosmwLT That is really what I was trying to point out, that I
don't think we should wave the flag because we have raised, let us saty,
the portion from 3 to 5 by 35 percent. That is not very meaningful.

Secretary Vnrz. There , is a more solid figure in broader terms.
Negroes in employment as a whole in the Government, increased 10,000

,.I
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in 1 year, which is standing by itself to be, I think, a commendable
figure.

Mr. RoosEvm,. I think that is important, but I must say that within
the last few weeks I have had an opportunity to go around some of the
schools in the District and I am amazed how many of the children got
up and said to me, "I know I can get a job in the District g overnment
or the Federal Government, but after I get that job I miglit get to be
a GS-5 or a GS-6, but I haven't any chance to go up to the 12's and
the 14's and the few who get up there are the ones who know how to
'polish the apple,' but nobody gets there by merit any more."

I think just as important as the growth is the question of how many
are getting into the upper levels.

Secretary WmZ. On that, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I wish I could
say in some way to all of the group about whom you are speaking that
there are today infinitely larger opportunities for qualified nonwhite
people at the higher skilled and semiskilled jobs in private industry
and in the Government than they appreciate in any sense.

Part of the problem in this is that we have to some way break this
circle because they think, and you certainly accurately describe why
they think as they do, there is that lack of motivation which results in
a failure to qualify themselves for positions which are now available
not on the basis of "polishing the apple" but on the basis, I really think,
of a pretty general acceptance that this is an area in which we have
been derelict and delinquent as a society, and we are prepared to sup-
ply those opportunities, not out of any sense of magnanimity but out
of a sense of decency.

There is a much greater opportunity today in the higher branches
of private work and private professions and in the Government for
Negroes than most Negro youngsters realize.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. I agree, sir, and I think it is partly a problem of
communication.

Secretary Wwmn. It is.
Mr. 2ROoSmELT. If I may respectfully suggest, I think that the Got.-

ernment has to do more in the area of communication with these
people.

Secretary WITz. I left, out of the. reading of my statement, because
of the time being so late, my reference to the faet which is that we
have, within the past 3 months, held conferences between Department
of Labor officials and the administrators and teachers. of between 40
and 50 of the Negro colleges in the country.

We have set. up four regional meetings which we have devoted to
talking about just exactly the thing you mentioned here.

Mr. -RoosvFTLT. We have to get down to the high schools.
Secretary WmTZ. That is correct, and they have said that to us.

They have said. "We realize what must be done in the colleges," and
exactly what you said, that we have to do the same thing down to the
primary grades.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. On page 9 at the top, you list the 914 complaints and
you say they have been filly investigated and corrective actions have
been taken in 641.

That is a very fine record. However, we have had some complaints
against Federal departments or agencies, where the President's Com-
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mittee's initial investigation consisted of sending the complaint back
to the department or agency for investigation.In :other words, if a man is complaining about his department, the
policiepin his department, you refer it back to the department, to an
individual inthat department that you have selected.

.This is a little bit like saying that the accused is going to have his
.case judged first by an antagonistic party.

Secretary WRTZ. What you say is correct, but subject to one addi-
tion-. It,is referred back not to the personnel officer who would have
been involved in the original determination, but goes, in one form or
another,. to special employment policy officers who have been set up
in each agency.

It is still susceptible to the criticism that you have suggested, that
it is within the -agency in which the case developed, but Ithink, quite
respectfully and candidly that by establishing a separate office out-
sode thoregular personnel lines, we have gone very far to meet the
problem to which you refer.

Mr. IANMLS. Is that a review office
Secretary, WuTiz. -We have in virtually all offices in the Government

now separate employment policy officers who would be in a position
to consider this matter among others which might come to them.

There is also the complete policy for review on an appeal process
which comes to the head of the agency, itself, on any employee who
feels that he has been discriminated against.
.Mr., DANIrLs. This agency about which you speak, would they re-

view the complaint prior to making the firm decision, or would a
decision be rendered by the office to which it was referred and then an
interoece review take place before an official appeal I

Secretary WrRi. May I ask Mr. Nagle to respond to that question?
I frankly don't know the answer.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Nagle?
Mr. NAGILE. In practically all agencies the complaint would be in-

vestigated in the first instance by a deputy employment policy officer
who makes an initial determination, and that can be reviewed by the
employment policy officer and then the head of the agency makes the
final decision.
I Subsequent to that, the complainant has an opportunity for review
of the record by the committee.
. Mr. ROOSEVELT. However, Mr. Nagle, then it would be true, as Mr.

Daniels, I think, pointed out, that all three of these steps are still
within the agency about whichhe was first complaining?

Mr. NAoLE. That is right.
Mr. ROOSEELT. Don't you think it would be reasonable to consider,

Mr. Secretary, a somewhat more independent reviewing process at
some stage prior to the final appeal back to the President's CommitteeI

Secretary Wnrrz. Yes, sir; I quite frankly do. I would be grateful
in that connection, if there has been brought to the attention of this
committee any information which would suggest any of the specifics
of this problem, I would like to talk to the committee staff about
getting whatever yon have on that.'We wolYeh

Mr.. RoOSeVEmrr. We would be harpy to give it to you. The Urban
teague is qo that has criticized this rather directly. We will give
you other instances of it.

147A
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Mr.' NAGLz. I might mention in that connection that the deputy
employment policy officer and the employment policy officer *lio woud
be reviewing this within the agency are very unlikely to be involved
in the same office in which the complaint arose. For example-

Mr. ROoSEvELT. But they are within the same Department .
Mr. NAOLE. They are with the same Department. Then, there is a

review, as I think I mentioned, by the committee, on what hs been
done by the agency.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. After it finally gets up to you V
Mr. NAGLE.' That is right.
Mr. ROOSeVELT. But you are pretty far away from it by that time.

The three intervening steps have all been by somebody still within
that Department.

I think our feeling was in response to the testimony of Mr. Walter
Lewis, the assistant executive director of the Washington Urban
League office, that he did have a fairly good point here, that there
wasn't enough of what you might call an independent review of the
complaint outside of the area or the Department where the complaints
originated.

Mr. NAGLE. I might say that the committee's review is not generally
too late. It is required to be submitted to us within 60 days, unless
there has been a hearing, in which case it is 90 days.

So, we do get to it within a fairly close period of time.
Mr. ROosEVELT. I still don't think you have covered the principal,

though. You are telling me yes, it is done, and you do it in the end.
But, I think the individual parts were a rather hopeless feeling of

not even wanting perhaps to initiate it.
He says, "Look, I am goig to embarrass myself. I have to go

right back before the people that I work with every day in the same
Department, or in the same general area, and I am going back to be
judged by these same people. I would much rather go almost initially
to an outside area where at least I would feel that I am not starting
with somebody who is prejudiced against me."

I think it is something worth thinking about.
Secretary Wiwz. It will be considered.
Mr. Chairman, I am afraid that in one of my answers I got the

discussion away from the Government contract figures with which
you started to this matter of Government employment in which
we now find ourselves, and I would like to correct the record when
it comes to us to correct that shift.

Mr. Roosv..vxr. Yes, sir.
Mr. PucINsKI. Mr. Secretary, you have certainly given us one of

the finest statements we have heard in this series of hearings on this
entire subect.

I would like to clear up one point that was raised by the-witnefs
for the ADA, Americans for Democratic Action. Since you are theVice Chairman of the Presidelit's Committee on Equal Employnent
Opportunity. Mr. William Hale Thompson, testifying for th4. ADA,

'The evidence to date sadly reveals that the President'6 Committe6i qual
ERmployment Opportunity, chaired by Vice President.Johnson, Is not d 9&g he.
Job fir which It was created In a thorough'and complete fashion.

The high moral tone of the Committee Chairman's speeches is n6 substi-
tute for the Committee's action; namely, fuli compliance with the President's
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Executive order tht includes prohibition of race discrimination by firms that
do busineu with the Government.

You have certainly given us an excellent statement on the impres.
sive *ob that the Presifent's Committee is doing, and particularly the
depth of sincerity of interest displayed by Vie-President Johnson.

Particularly ike your reference to his inexhaustible energy. But,
Mr. Secretary, since you are the Vice Chairman of this Committee,
I would like you to have an opportunity to express your views on the
merits of this statement made by Mr. Thompson to this committee.

Secretary Wur . My reply, Congressman, would include these ele-
ments. First, an expression of great respect for W. Hale Thompson
and his testimony here. Second, a uggestion that I don't ever expect
to get upset about being criticized in this field for not having moved
fast enough, so any approach of this kind doesn't put me into a de-
fensive frame of mind at all.

It is just important enough that the more of that almost the
better. Third, that his facts are not correct and that his appraisal
of the success of the program which has been conducted in a very
real sense, as you know, under Vice President Johnson's immediate
day-to-day leadership, has accomplished a great deal more than his
testimony would suggest.

His testimon went mto some detail about a situation which re-
ceived some publicity involving some of the companies in Atlanta,
Ga. We went in to follow up on that situation to see what it was.
We found an infinitely more complete record of tangible accomplish-
ments than the original protest had suggested.

What I am trying to say is I don't think we have this program
completed or licked yet. We are doing right now some additional
things to be sure that the plans for progress and the other programs
are being satisfied and lived up to in every single case.

I am reluctant in my answer only because I agree that not every-
thing which can be done and not everything which should have been
done has been done.

But I have to say in equal candor that the appraisal of Mr. Thomp-
son would be completely different from the appraisal I would give you
on the basis of my responsibility with the committee. I thi a very
great deal has been done in the 2 years of this operation, a very great

Mr. Puo .Nz. Also one other point that Mr. Thompson made be-
fore this committee, which I think you ought to clarify if you so wish,
is in the discussion of the whole field of job discrimination. Mr.
Thompson said:

I think they could have done more, no I have indicated in my testhnony.
The executive branch i in a position to do a better Job.

I asked Mr. Thompson:
to there any doubt In your mind that the administration is supporting this

legislation?

Mr. Thompson replied:
If my memory setves me correctly in the President's message on civil rights

to the Congress, I read no mention of this type of legislation. I may be in error,
but it seems to me that the Preeident's message did not cover this particular kind
of legislation. . I
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His message was fine and I think it had the right philosophical tone fromi my,
point of view, but it did not get down to the spedilcs insofar as the legislation
we are considering today is concerned.

So I asked again:
Mr. Thompson, i there any doubt in your mind that the President and his

administration are supporting this legislation?

To which Mr. Thompson replied:
No there is no doubt in my mind that the President is supporting it, but I

would like the President to speak out on this particular piece of legislation be-
cause I am greatly concerned about It and many, many other American citizens
are greatly concerned about it.

In reading and listening to your testimony, Mr. Secretary, as I say
you have done a niagnificent job of spelling out the problems before
us and the country in this field of equal opportunity.

But you have not said anywhere in this statement that I can find
that you are in favor of H.R. 405. Mr. Thompson raises this point..
Therefore, I would like to have some clarification so that there is no
question in the minds of people like Mr. Thompson and others as to
just where does the administration stand on this legislation.

Mr. RoostlE:rvm. If the Chair may interpose a comment I think I
asked the Seciwtary pretty much the same question and i think he
(lid answer it afihlinatively by saying that, the bill was acceptable as
far its he had made a study ofit up to this point, and that it was com-
pletely in line with the president's policy.

Mr. PUCIssi. Mr. Chairman, if you will review the question that
you asked, and the exchange between you and the Secretary I believe
you asked if there was anything objectionable in the bill, and I believe
the record will show the Secretary replied that there was nothing ob-
jectionable in the bill, and that certainly they would he able to admin-
ister it if passed.

Mr. ROOszVLT. I think he added it was in line.
Mr. PucaNSKI. The Secretary now has that opportunity. Mr.

Thompson raises this point How. It would appear to me, that the
point should be clarified, so that there is no question on where we stand
on this legislation, and I am sure that this question will come up if we
get this bill to the floor, which I hope we do. Mr. Secretary, I won-
der if you would care to comment: What is the administration's posi-
tion specifically on this legislation?

Secretary WnrtZ. I will be glad to speak to it and not disingenu-
ously, as we both know what is involved here.

First, there is no question whatsoever about the administration's
complete support for the principle of equal employment opportunities,
without qualification, and obviously this bill is completely consistent
with that principle. I realize the questions that leaves, at least as a
matter of form, and I don't mean to avoid those questions.

Some of us, and you and I have been together on personal terms,
have been flghtig tihe battle for equal employment opportunity here
and in Illinois and-every place we have had a chance at it.

Neither of us is any stranger to the fair employment practices con-
cept or history. You will know the great admiration I have for any-
body who is pushing that program, Mr. Chairman, the way you and,
the members of this committee are. This is a situation, Congressman
Pucinski, where we in the administration are pushing this thing in
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terms of the most completely effective, immediate result program that
we can devise.

The things that I have mentioned today constitute the elements of
that program. I am completely aware of the tendency in this field to
count people up and down on the basis of whether they do or do not
subscribe to a single proposition, the proposition of fair employment
practice.

I have no difficulty, when that question arises, expressing my own
position about it. Equally, I say that I have the most infinite respect
for and the most complete subscription to an administration program
which says "Here are the things which we can do, and we can do now,
and the will pay off fastest and most immediately and we will put
everything we have behind it."

If in addition to that there is a suggestion from the legislative
branch of a Fair Employment Practices Act in addition, or an Equal
Employment Opportunities Act, everything we are doing is com-
pletely consistent with that, and that would-be completely consistent
with everything we are doing.

It seems to us, as an administration position, that what I have
spelled out here does constitute a program which s effective not only
in itself, but in reflecting not in words but in hard administrative deeds
complete subscription to that policy.

Mr. PucixNsx. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for that state-
ment. In your opening paragraph you spoke of your concern about
steps that are necessary to guarantee that the opportumtit to work is
not conditioned on a persons race, creed, color, or nationa origin.
. This& legislation also, includes age. In your analysis of the unem-

ployment situation, you have made a very strong point, properly so,
of the disproportionate ratio in the unemployed ranks of the non.
whites to the whites. I wonder, Mr. Secretary, whether you have made
any studies and whether you have any views on the equally tragic
discrimination that is going on all over America today against Amer-
icans who are being displaced by automation or because of shifting
of industry sites and locations, Americans who are unable to get a job
in this country, for no other reason than because they are chronologi-
cally too old.

They hove the experience, the physical standards, all tihe other
things, and yet when they go to apply for a job in America the first
question asked of those people is "How old are you I" and if they are
past 40, in their middle forties, late folies, early fifties, regardless of
how goodtheir qualifications nay be they are told they are too old
and they are denied an opportunity to earn a livelihood.

'For that reason, Mr. Secretary, I was wondering whether you had
omitted age because of an oversight or whether there was some other
reason. wonder if you would comment on the problem in America
of discrimination because of age.
* Secretary WInTz. My reactions would be these, Con man Pucin-

ski: First, again with respect to the principle involved her, we would
subscribe toit completely.:. Second with respect to the administrative
provisionsivolved in this section, I am not completely confident that
they represent the best approach to this problemand frankly for the
reason that it seems to We, so far, the least considered, unrecognized
r~mlorty problem in the.work for' today..
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Everyone else is getting attention except the individual between
the ages of about 45 and 65 wlho loses his jot), and he is probably the
most unrecognized disadvantaged individual we face. We h.ve con-
sidered the question of whether just a general reference to age in itself
as a basis for possible discrimination is etiough. ;

I think it would possibly have to be spelled out more specifically
than that to be effective. We would support not only your suggestion
that this is an extremely important problem, but the suggestion that
it should be covered by some kind of affirmative program.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Then, Mr. Secretary, can this subcommittee look for-
ward to getting some recommendations and suggestions from the
Department, as-long as you would, have to administer this act, some
constructive suggestions and perhaps some suggeted language that
we could incorporate into this act? My own feeling is very strong
that if you are going to pass. legislation in this Congress or any other
Congress dealing with discrimination, dealing with equal employment
opportunities, you cannot avoid age.

The moment you avoid age, you open up a big gap for the same
practices to continue, except .among the very young people. I said
before this committee many times that the people of these minority
groups, for instance the Negro who is unemployed today, unfortu-
nately if he is in his forties has two strikes on him:

No. 1 he is being discriminated against because of the color of his
skin. ]ut if he is past 40, assuming that you have State laws, as 22
States now do have, barring discrimination because of race, color,
creed, or national origin, that Negro, if he is past 40, like his white
brother is still discriminated against in those States because they auto-
matically say if you are past 40, you cannot get a job.
I woufd be very grateful to your Department, in view of the state-

ment that you have made here, about the forgotten man, this man in
his late forties and early fifties, if your Department would prepare
for this committee some sugs.ted language that would make this pro-
vision of a e meaningful in this legislation.

Do you think that could be done?
Secretary Wnrm. We will look forward to getting in touch with you

in our office immediately on this matter.
Mr. PucINsKi. I am grateful to you for your fine testimony today,

Mr. Secretary.
Mr. RoosEVmT. Mr. Ayres.
Mr. Ayms. Mr. Secretary, I too have enjoyed your testimony. On

page 3 you state that there are no more than 3 percent of male egroes
employed in each of the 19 of the 26 standard professional occupations.

Is it your assumption, Mr. Secretary, that there are no more thon 3
percent because of dcscrimrnation or lack of equal opportunity f

Secretary Wnmz. I am not sure about the last part of the question.
I think this reflects two factors. Oversimplifying the two, one is dis-
erininatory attitudes, and the other is incompleteness of qualifications.

When you say denial of equal opportunity, if that means to include
denial of equal opportunity for education and so on and so forth, I
would answer yes. But I understood your question, Congressman, to
mean is it all a consequence of discriminatory' attitudes on the part of
other people, and I don't think it is only that. , Ithink there is also
the matter of training, differences ifn training and qualifgation.
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Mr. Aym . In other words, you recognize that there is a possibility
that percentagewise the Negro who is qualified to carry on the higher
traMng the percentage of ope who are Negroes, it would be lower
in that cassification f

Secretary Wniri. That is ri ht.
Mr. Amin. And that may te traceable to a lack of education over

a number of years and so forth and so on.
Secretary WiRTz. That is correct.
Mr. ATms. But we can't say that the percentage is as low as it is

because there is discrimination.
Secretary Wxrz. No. It is not that alone.
Mr. Ay.s. I was curious about your statements on page 18, where

you have this program of 100 Negroes who have had difficulty getting
along, with low levels of literacy in the Norfolk area of Virginia.
You are working in conjunction with the Virginia State College. Is
that a Negro college?

Secretary WiRTz. Yes, it is a Negro college.
Mr. Ayms. In other words, it isn't integrated at all?
Secretary Wnrrz. I would have to check on it. I am advised by

Arthur Chapin, my special assistant in this aresv, Congressman, that
all of the student body at Virginia State College is colored, that its
rules do permit the inclusion or the entrance of both white and Negro.
But as a practical matter, it is entirely colored.

Mr. A qEs. In other words, we are caught bere by admitting that
there is a segregated school that might be able to do a job for is?

Secretary Wirrz. I understand your point, Congressman.
Mr. AynEs. I was just curious.
Mr. RoosFPFT. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Amrss. Yes.
Mr. ROoSEELT. I suggest you try to find somebody who would like

to enter the Virginia State College and take them down to see if you
can get them entered.

Mr. AYREs. I have already taken my literacy test. On page 19
under point No. 1, following up what Congressman Frelinghuysen
had asked you previously, you state there that all services furnished
by the employment security agencies such as selection and referral for
employment and for training opportunities are to be furnished without
regard to race, creed, color, or national origin.

The office facilities shall be provided anfadministered on this same
basis. In view of some of the circumstances that we are confronted
with todaY, Mr. Secretary, just how would you go about enforcing
that provision in. a State that refused to cooperate?

Secretary WMTZ. I don't believe we will find that State. I don't
mean to avoidyour question. I want to answer it specifically. It is
a matter of Federal funds and the administration of Federal funds.

Mr. A ms. This ties in with what Congressman Frelinghuysen
asked you ?

Secretary ,WuTz. Yes. That is the basic element involved in answer
to your question, if we have to get there. But there isa .considerable
body of evidence to suggest that there is no question left in anybody's
mind about what the policy is about these things.

It will be worked out without going to that extreme. I think par-
ticularly of one of the most graphic illustrations Of it. We found a
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couple of years ago that there were still a number of actually segre-
gated employment facilities so that Negroes and whites came to dif-
ferent buildings to do their business with the employment service.

That was true in about 12 to 15. We got that down to four and those
four are in the process of elimination now. It will be when we get the
new buildings and so forth. We didn't -have to resort to the end
sanction. I think we can do that on all these others.

In fact, I don't mean to put this in the future because in general this
is the policy that is being followed and it is a matter of a cleanup of
peripheral problems of one kind or another.

Mr. Ams. But if it shouldn't work out as you see now you think
it will, then you would not be the least bit hesitant to come back to
this committee and ask for help regarding such an amendment as Mr.
Frelinghuysen referred toI

Secretary Wnrrz. I would not.
Mr. AyEs. We will assume then, Mr. Secretary, that you are for

H.R. 405, the bill?
Secretary W z. I want to be careful about the form of the ques-

tion so as not to be misunderstood. I have not expressed here a
formal endorsement of all the provisions in that bill, if that is what
your question means. I have not in my statement gone that far.

I have left no question whatsoever about the complete subscription
to the principle of the bill and I have said in answer to the chairman's
question that, I see, after very careful reading of the bill and the
attention to it, no provision tat we would be inclined to raise a.ny
question about from the standpoint either of its desirability or of itsadministrability.-Mr. Ai-fias. Iln other words, this isn't on the must list?

Secretary WmITZ. I don't mean to spar. I would want to know
what you mean by the must list.

Mr. Aynrs. We hear a lot up here, Mr. Secretary, about certain bills
that have top priority.

Secretary WmTZ. My predecessor went through this same discus-
sion with the same committee last year. I am not sure whether he
satisfied you. I am not sure that I could. There was a long col-
loquy, questions about priorities and nonpriorities, and the impor-
tance to all of us of all of the bills which we identify.

I have to get into that. I state affirmatively that there is no more
important problem, no more important necessity in the views of the
administration today, than the fullest, most effective possible meeting
of the problem of racial discrimination. :

Mr. Aym. I think we all agree on that, Mr. Secretary. Can we
ut it this way: Do you feel that H.R. 405 is a step in the right

directionV I
Secretary WImRz , Congressman, is your question whether I think

if 405 were adopted and b e the law of the land it would be a step
in the right direotionf I have no difficulty with the answer to the
question at all. Yes.

Mr. Ayrm. But you don't want to say flatly that you indors the
bill

Secretary Wmnrz. We would be talking about different things in
the two statements.

Mr. Amu. Thank you very much.
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PMr RQOpiEvmT. Mr. Daniels.
Mr.,?DANrs+, g wish to compliment the Secretary for a forthrightsta tay. My thought was on the same question of H..

40.1, ,quejsons which were directed to you by my colleague on the other
$!de or- t 0 ajil
,t You say ,in principle you support the elimination of discrimina-
tion. Have you had an opportunity to examine the bill, Mr. Secre-

~ecet1' Wirz.Ye&.
Mr. DAiXN.1. Do you think that a bill such as this kind is necessary

inorder to eliminate discrimination which we do know exists in in-
* dustry and in various parts of, our country, and to make a more effec-
tive and +earlier step iA that direction that legislation of this kind isnecessary .......Secret Wn . ain, if I may distinguish between what I think

would be the results ofthere -being on the Books a law of this kind on
the one hand, andthe question, which I am not inclined to beat around
the., bush at all about, so far as I am concerned, of formal endorse-
meat as part of the legislative-executive process at this time, if I may
distinguish in -the answer to your question between those two, my
reply to the first one would be that the existence of such legislation
would contribute very really.

Your question was in terms of whether I think it would be neces-
sary, to do it. That gives me some pause, and for a reason different
fromn what you might expect. I think part of the question about
this whole thing is about the comparative effectiveness of an imme-
diate action in terms. of taking steps of one kind or another, on the
one hand, and the establishment of a principle on the other.

I tried to indicate my feeling that the most immediate necessities,
as far as anything we can do is concerned, lies in the area I have
talked :about. I am trying to suggest and not very well, that the
establishment of a principle is not eioug .

This.,b wouldgo considerably beyond the establishments of a
principle. That would be necessary.

Mr.-DANIEL. Of course, the President's committee has set up two
programs, its plans for progress and the program for fair practices.
I can appreciate that great strides could be made in those areas where
the 0vernment'plays a role. But our concern is not only with that
area, but also in the private sector.

S cretary Wnm'z. That is correct.
Mr. DANIELS. It is because of my concern in the private sector that

I feel that legislation of this type is necessary. have no further
questions.

Mr. ROOsEVELT. Mr. Martin.
,,'Mr. MARTiN. I would like to ask a few questions. -To go back to
p ago 3iat the top of the page, and Congressman Ayres asked you about
thiS whe*e you say there are no more than 3 percent of male Negroes
"ekp~oyed-" in each of 26 standard professional occupations and so
forth. What is the relationship between this percentage and the per-
contg of Negrues in these colleges and universities that teach, these

scou"sqs? + -i .s oiinor,,I: :i+tabout-the smeI 's it less or morel, ... +. •,,
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Secretary WraTZ. Let me be sure I understand the question, and
I will then check the data for you. The question would be then
whether more than 8 percent of the teaching profession at the univer-
sity level would be Negroes I

Mr. MARTIN. No; not the teaching profession. For instance, you
have lawyers in here. What is the percentage of Negroes in all tho
law colleges in the country, in enrollment ? To get ,a proper perspec-
tive as to what these figures mean, it seems like to become a lawyer
you have to go to law school.

SecretaryWTz. I think the answer would be roughly the same.
Mr. MARTIN. It would be about the same ?
Secretary Wnrrz. Yes.
Mr. MATIN. So in proportion to their educational background in

preparation for these fields they are employed in about the same
percentages when graduated .

Secretary WzTi. I think that is right. The only possible difference
would be in connection with some few who might take a certain kind
of education and then not use it professionally. But I think the an-
swer would be that it is about the same.

Mr. MA&irN. Wouldn't that indicate, Mr. Secretary, that it is not
a case of discrimination, then, but that you have to back up to the
educational process itself, as to the admission or the qualifications
of these people of the Negro race to attend these professional schools t

Secretary WntTz. Congressman, I answer in terms of a personal
experience, and apologies go when I do it. I taught law school for
20 years. In 1960 1 took the graduate from the Northwestern Law
School who stood second in his class at Northwestern Law School.
He was a Negro.

I tried for 6 months to find that boy a spot in a Chicago law firm.
I have to report to you that the legal profession in Chicago is com-
pletely segregated so that it was impossible to place the No.2 man
and one of tle most attractive fellows I have ever known, the No. 2
man in Northwestern Law School in a Chicago firm in. which there
were white lawyers, too.

This particular boy preferred not to go into a Negro firm. I
couldn't do it.

Mr. MAwRTIn. I agree with you, Mr. Secretary--
Secretary W mz. Sure there is discrimination.
Mr. MATIN (continuing). You always find exceptions to every

rule. But taking your own figures of approximately 8 percent which
you use here-and I believe you just stated that it was probably in
the. same proportion-3 percent of the total enrollment, in the various
professional schools. 1, - I • . I

That , would indicate to me that although you do have exce options
as you just pointed out, that this problem is not one of discrmina-
tion but one of qualification for our professional schools in the first
place; and, secondly, in Negroes gaining admittance to these profe.-
sional schools.

Secretary WmTZ. The previous question, Congressman, was wheth-
er it was entirely discrimination, and I answered I did not think it
was entirely discrimination, but that it also'included discrimination.

But if the question is now whether there is any discrimination, I
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have to- answer that I think there is a great deal of discrimination
reflected in these figures, that that is part of the problem.

Mr. MARInm. In these professional fields?
Secretary WIRTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. MA rnm. Turn over to page 18. Congressman Pucinski brought

up this point and I would like to go a little bit further into it. You
have used the words, in the second paragraph, and I think in two
or three different places, "Without regard to race, creed, color, or
national origin."

Most of your testimony and the testimony of other witnesses, aG
least this year at these hearings, has been in regard to the Negroes.
The bill itself, uses the words "race, religion, color, national origin,
ancestry, or age." .

Unfortunately, practically all of our testimony has been directed
toward the Negroes. Can you document that we have discrimination
in this country in regard to religion, for instance, national origin,
ancestry, and age ? It seems to me this is a bit superfluous to include
in this bill when we haven't had testimony in these other lines.

Secretary Wnrrz. When you say can I document it, we could supply
a good deal of information of one kind or another bearing on the
other areas to which you refer. We don't have the overall kind of
statistics we have with respect to this particular situation. But, yes;
I think there is evidence.

Mr. MAiqrN. We just haven't had any witnesses who presented any
evidence to us in regard to these fields other than with regard to dis-
crimination to Negroes.

Mr. RoosvT.-It is true, of course, Mr. Secretary, that this year
we have taken practically no testimony. But I thifk my colleague,
Mr. Pucinski, will verify this, that we held hearings in various cities
last year. In Ohicago, for in stace, we found one bank that openly
said to us that their general policy was not to hire Catholics.

We found in New York City that the insurance companies said
very frankly to us that up until very recently, before a new State law
had come into effect, -they didn't hire people of the Jewish faith. In
Los Angeles, there were other kinds of ethnic prejudices, employers
who wouldn't hire people of oriental backgrounds.

So we very frankly felt that the record was substantially filled in
that respect, and that .he time had come when the predominant issue
bf the moment was with relation to the Negro parts of the population,
and that this was the largest part of the discrimination that was affect-
ing the country in a very adverse fashion -from almost every angle,
and therefore, this had bW be documented beyond any question.

wouldd my friend from Ohicago agree with that ?
Mr. Pciarsxr. Yes. And this year we had the testimony of a rep-

resentative of the American Jewish Congress who testified and enu-
merated situations all over the country. There continues today to be
very serious discrimination because of religious beliefs or ethnic
b6kground.

If my colleague from Nebraska would yield, I would like to ask this
question, and perhaps it would be for the good of both of us: This
type of discrimination, because of his religious beliefs is insidious to
the extent that it cannot be detected as easily as perhaps racial
discrimination.
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You can walk into a. facory and you will see 200 workers. You will
see that there isn't a single Negro in that factory. It is reasonable to
assume that there is a pattern of discrimination against the Negro or
the Puerto Rican, or the Mexican, in that factory, or against a Japa-
nese or a nonwhite.

But the problem that I have seen in these hearings is the apparatus
for detecting the type of discrimination that we see in America be-
cause of a man's religious beliefs or because of his ethnic background.

I was wondering, if my colleague will permit, if the Secretary has
any comments on what the Department is doing, if anything, to detect
this type of discrimination going on in America today ? What tools
do you use I What is the modus operandi for detecting this type of
discrimination, if any?

Secretary WTZ. We could supply you with a substantial amount
of research data in the field, but Idon't think that is what your ques-
tion really means except with respect to our own employment policies,
with respect to which we are quite sensitive on the matter.

Exqept with respect to that, I would say not a great deal. You ask
how do you detect it. Again, the answer is that although there is
enough data available to give you a respectable answer to your ques-
tion, there is not really any broad-scale approach to the detection of
that kind of thing.

We would give you information on religious discrimination which
comes from our working with B'nai B'rith. They would have it. We
would give you information in other areas which might have been
developed by the American Friends, and so on and so forth. But your
real question is how much is the Government doing to detect that kind
of discrimination, and the answer is--mightly little.

Mr. Pucrisu. My question was not so much what you are doing,
but how you detect it.

Mr. Mirnm . I decline to yield further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoosVELT. The gntleman declines to yield further.
Mr. MARTiN. The Tat-Hartly law requires, I believe, a plan to join

a union-within 30 days after securing a job where it is a union job.
Secretary WnRTz. No, it does not. It permits the company and the

union to enter into such an agreement.
Mr. MARTn. If a union, after this-80-day period or within the 30-

day period refuses to grant menbership to a particular individual,
what w*uld you propose-to do, to a Negro ? a

Secretary W*rz. There is another provision in the Taft-Hartley
Act, 8(b) (2) I think, which provides that the union may, when it has
that kind of agreement, exclude a person only for his nonpayment of
dues, or for a similar matter so the law would not permit the situation
to which you have referred, (ongressman.

Mr. MARTIN. I believe it is only that they cannot ask for his dis-
missal from the job, isn't.it I

Secretary Wnrz. You are one ahead of me. That is the correct
distinction, the one you have made. They may, so far as that section
of the law is concerned, exclude him from membership, although there
would be some question about it in other places, but they could not ask
for his dismissal.

Mr. Min;IN. If the gentleman will yield, isn't that a good reason
for this bill, because there is that discrepancy ? They may refuse him
membership in the union.
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Secretary WRTZ. I only confirm your point, a point of fact, and that
is there would be the difference between 405 and the Taft-Hartley Act
in that it would require his admission to the union.

Mr. MNAruni. If a union in the construction field continues to dis-
criminate against Negroes or discriminate because of race, color, and
creed and so forth, what would be the penalties inflicted upon that
union under this legislation,I How would you go about inflicting a
penalty on a union ?

Secretary -WMTZ. Under H.R. 405?
Mr. MARTin. Yes.
Secretary WIRrz. The provisions, as I understand them, parallel

quite closely those in the Taft-Hartley Act. You would have the
same sanctions, same legal procedures, the unfair labor practice pro-
cedures Which you have under the act.

Mr. RosOViWrT. Briefly speaking, we issue a cease-and-desist order,
or go to court to ask for a cease-and-desist order, and if the violations
continue we go through the contempt proceeding.

Secretary WIRTZ. That is my understanding, paralleling the en-
forcement provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.

Mr. MARTIN. Would you order a union to make up the back pay if
an employee had been discriminated against?

Secretary WI1TZ. I would have to check it, but I don't see the pro-
vision in the bill for the back pay.

Mr. RoosrvmT. No, it is not. *Would the gentleman like to offer
that as an amendment?

Mr. MARTIn. I think it would be proper and fair to include some-
thing like that.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. We will be happy to consider it when we get to
marking up the bill.

Mr. MARTIN. You mentioned, Mr. Secretary, in case of noncompli-
ance with this bill in various programs--Federal programs-through-out the country that if you had some trouble with it in some States
you would cut off funds.

Under what authority, under the law as now written, do you have
that authority to cut off Federal funds ?

Secretary WImRz. If I may modify the paraphrase of my statement,
it was to confirm the suggestion from one of the members of the com-
mittee that the act would include that authority, that the present situa-
tion would include that authority ;my answer was that I would expect
that that necessity would never be reached as a matter of application,and that our experience would confirm that expectation.

Mr. MAimar. On laws that are already on the books, do you meanI
Secretary Wnire. I may have lead to some confusion. We are talk-

ing here about the administration of the Employment Servaceand the
Manpower Development Act. ;, Seric and the

Mr. FRELINqHuYTSEN. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. MARMIN. Yes.
Mr. FRuxn Omrr. On the bottom of page 10, Mr. Secretary, you

suggested that. the President is about to issue another Executive or.
der which would refer togrant-in-aid proams involvingthe construe-
tion of buildings and other facilities un deraken by States, local gov-
ernments, and private agencies. Presumably this Executive order
would extend a prohibition of some kind against racial discrimination.
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I would like to ask you whether this would not also involve suspen-
sion or prohibition of any Federal grants money if the racial discrim-
ination continued. In other words, don't you anticipate, under the
Executive order to be enunciated, that you are going to use the force
of withholding Federal money if there is racial discrimination in
housing projects using Federal funds I

Isn't that what the purport of this Executive order would be ?
Secretary WmTz. I you would just leave out the word "housing

because I haven't checked those acts yet. With respect to the various
programs which this would clearly cover, the answer is "Yes," without
qualification.

Mr. FRPnixomYrsENq. Did I say "housing"?' I meant "construction."
Secretary WMTZ. Then the answer is an unqualified "Yes." I was

about to apologize, Congressman Martin, because I think I had con-
tributed to a confusion between this program, with respect to which
the answer is exactly as I made to Congressman Frelinghuysen, and
on the other employment programs, with respect to which you get
into a much more involved area with respect to, administrative
responsibility.

But with respect to this program, that is a sanction that is provided
in Executive Order 10925, and would apply if the Executive order is
extended in the same form to this other situation.

Mr. MARTIN. Do you expect Mr. Secretary, if H.R. 405 is enacted
into law, that it would 'be dikicult to administer? It seems to me
that because of the nebulous necessity of this subject that it would
fall a little bit in the category of the prohibition law or constitutional
amendment that we had for so many years that was difficult to enforce.

Do you anticipate you will have any difficulty in enforcing this
legislation?

Secretary WnwTz. I find it difficult to answer, in that what was
done in the prohibition law was wrong and what is done in this law
was right. That, in the long run would be the answer to the question.

But'in a more hopefully constructed answer to the question 1 would
call attention to the fact that there already is accumulated experience
in I think, 22 States, in connection with administration of these pro-
grams, and we don't start from scratch as we would have 20 year$
ago.

You are surely right in suggesting that the experience in those
States shows difficulty as well as accomplishment. But my answer to
your question is that it could be administered effectively.

Mr. MARTIn. It seems to me it is a little bit like legislating that
everyone shall be honest. But how do you keep everyone honest?

Secretary WmTz. That is what we do in all of our criminal laws .
Mr. MARTIN. Thai is all.,
Mr. RooslvPLT. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAwKINs., Mr. Secretary, I too want to commend you for the

work that you, as Vice Chairman of the President's Committee oxi
Equal Employment Opportunity," are, doing. My questions are not
in criticism of that committee and certainly not in criticism of what
you are doing on that Committee.

There are several statements that to me, are somewhat confusing
in terms of the areas which, are now covered by that committee and
the areas which are left to be covered by legislation such as R. 405.
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C;1 page 8 of your statement you speak of the President's Commit-
tee having requested the Civil Service Commission to direct the Fed-
eral agencies, and so forth, in terms of the acceptance of referrals.
Would that i nlude Federal-State employment offices as well?

Secretary Wi'rz. It wold be the Stafe offices of the employment
service for example?Mr., f;W s. Yes.

Secrtary Wirrz. I think the Civil Service Commission's order
would notgo to those agencies. .

Mr. HAWKINS. So they would not be covered under any action which
the President's Committee has taken ?- Secretary Wnrrz. I would want to check to be sure. There is a
precise document on this, but I answer subject to correction that it
would not apply.

Mr. HAwxINs. It seems to me as far as you had gone, you had done
an excellent job. If the State employment services are not included,
then it seems to me one great area of recruitment has been left out.

Secretary Wnrrz. May I answer with respect to that that the only
authority over those State agencies, Congressman, would come through
the Department of Labor as distinished from the President's Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

Mr. XAWKINS. With that authority would you say that you would
have the authority to issue such an order which woula direct any State
employment office that is involved in discriminatory hiring referrals
to cease from such activity?

Secretary Whnz. I tlink so. Frankly, it hadn't occurred to me
until this moment, and I would like very much to consider that pos-
sibility carefully.

Mr. HAwKINS. On page 10 of your statement, you speak of the
118 international unions with a membership of almost 13 million
workers. Are you implying that the authority of the President's
Committee over those 'nternationals would include the membership
even though that membership is not federally connected in any way,
that is not-involved in a Federal contract?,

Secretary Wnarz. The only sanction, the only authority, the only
power, the only teeth, would come in connection with their work on
Federal projects.

Mr. HiAWKINS. The 13 million workers does not mean that that many
workers would actually be covered by any order, and that there may
be large numbers of workers who would not in any way be covered
under the President's Committee's operation.

Secretary Wutrz. That is correct. I want to correct any mis-
impression that may be involved in that.

Mr. HAWxI S. On the bottom of the page, you speak of including
construction of buildings and other facilities undertaken by States,
local governments, and'private agencies under Federal grant-in-aid
programs.

You make the statement that it will extend the prohibition against
racial discrimination in hiring practices to all such projects. Do you
mean the hiring practices as they relate to construction, or do you
mean the hiring practices of these agencies after they have been
constructed?

Let us assume a private agency which is constructed might be
involved under the Federal grant-in-aid program. Would an equal
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hiring practices order still be involved after the construction of thebuilding?
Secretary Wuorz. The frank answer is, I don't know. This is an

Executive order which is still under consideration. I should have
thought prior to your asking the question that the answer would. be
limited to the work done in connection with the construction.

But I say, your asking the question makes me realize that we have
a similar possibility with respect to personnel practices, and that
should be explored.

Mr. -Ltwxns. Then there is the possibility that under all the
laws to which you have referred in this statement there may be may
areas that are not yet covered and which should be covered under
a proposal such as H.R. 405 or some of the proposals ?

Secretary WRTZ. I want to make it very clear that there is a laige
area of employment which is not in any way affected by Executi0
Order 10925.

Mr. HAwmNs. Thank you.
Mr, ROOSEVELT. Mr. Frelinghuysen.
Mr. Y1ns HUwouYsiz. Mr. Secretary, I should like to compliment

you on an excellent presentation of a somewhat difficult subject. I
think it has been very helpful to us all to have had this very
exhaustive testimony on your part and I think we are all grateful

I would like to get back to this expected Executive order because
it does involve, it seems to me, a very important principle, or it
seems to involve one. In this Executive order, as I understand it, it
is to be proposed that Federal money be withheld if the recipients
of this Federal grant money do not practice certain nondiscrim.u
atory activities that you feel are important.

I am wondering whether this theory is valid if there is no pro-
vision to enable a Federal program to be suspended because of such
practices. In other words, I still am disturbed that you do not fed
that the legislative branch of the Government has any role to
play in helping you achieve desirable objectives.

You suggest that the Executive order in this case is sufficient. I
wonder 'whether it is. Also I wonder if it is adequate whether it
wouldn't be at least helpful to have that position backed up by Ian*
guage in the legislation which you are administering.

Why is there this shying away from an effort to help on the part
of the legislative branch of the GovernmentI Do you feel that an
Executive order, without any reference in the law to a suspension
of aid if certain practices are followed or not followed, is appropiate?Secretary Wnrrz. I answered you frankly before and I will now,
With respect to these areas of administrative responsibility, which
we were discussing before, I said to you that I was completely satiso
fled that I had, and am in a position to exercise, that administrative
responsibility without any discrimination.

I say equally frankly, Congressman, that this is a new area that
is involved in this proposd new Executive order and I would not be
sure that the answer would be the same on that.

Mr. FnELixonnrzsJn. This is what worries me. It seems to me
that the executive branch may be trespassing into areas where they
mean well but don't have the basic authority. I am not suggest'g
that we interfere with the appropriate discharge of your duties)
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but it seems to me that may be helpful and even necessary to have
Specific legislative authority.

I would think that somewhere along the line we could help point
the finger which you say you are.planning to point even to the
p6int of refusing aid, Federal grant aid, which is presumably made
available under certain conditions. Those conditions are not spelled
oft in the basic law at all. You are going to use those as a reason
for refusing aid.

It just strikes me as possibly dangerous grounds for you to be mov-
ing without assistance in the form of specific provisions in thelegslation.
' secretary Wnrrz. i understand, I respect your point. I don't

know whether there is similar basis in that area.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Will my colleague yieldI On the point the gen-

tleman from N ew Jersey has just made, I think this committee would
request that you consult with the Attorney General. Give us the
results of your consultation as to whether, in these areas, you do not
feel that there is at least a possibility of the need for additional leg-
isation such as he has referred to, and very frankly, also consult with
him as to whether or not the area that I believe Mr. Daniels brought
up, with reference to private employment services, if the Department
has existing power to reach to them, and the area of unions, that we
might then know.

If the answer is "Yes," that you have the power and, the respon-
sibility, then we might look somewhat differently on this area and
we would look to you to see that it was being hinplemented. If there
is some question as to whether you have it, then it would becomeobvious that congressional legislative action was necessary.

I - think that we have a month to consider the marking up of this
bill. I think the committee, without objection, would ask that you
give us the result of these consultations at the earliest possible time.

Frankly, after I listened with great care, I think your answers
were as frank as these can be but my feeling was that if I was writ-
ing a newspaper story tomorrow morning, I would write a story in
which I would have to say that the administration gives a lukewarm
blessing to an equal opportunity bill.

I would have to say to you very frankly that you have endorsed
it in principle but you have not gone so far as to say that you think
it is a necessary part of the overall program. Yet I think we have
developed Mr. Frelinghuysen, Mr. Daniels, Mr. Pucinski, and others
have deveoped, that there is certainly in the area of employment far
more basic effect on the economy by the private sector of employment
than -there is in the Government sector, and far more than you are
able to reach just through Government contracts, and that perhaps
there is a loophole here that affects a very large part of the popula-
tion within which the job just isn't going to be done.

Very frankly, we would like, you to consult, to come back with the
answers to Mr. Frelinghuysen's questions, and the questions of the
other members of the committee, so that we can be sure whether or
not we are doing something that is not just an exercise in futility
but an exercise which will really pin down and close the loopholes
that exist in the ability of the Government to do away with discrimi-
nation' in employment.
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I must say very frankly that I admire, and I congratulate you and
the administration on everything you have done and are doing in the
whole area of race relationships. I think perhaps you are so busy
in the one area that we have overlooked the fact that you are
carrying out these tremendously important things. At the present
time there is a job left undone and open which could be done and
could be now done by the agency envisioned in H.R. 405. We very
frankly want to know whether or not if you don't have the power
to do this today, whether or not this is not the vehicle that we
should put into operation in order that it can be done.

Secretary Wmrz. I can only conclude that a good deal of what I
have said has been misunderstood. Your first point, Mr. Chairman
was with respect to Mr. Hawkins' question about the extension oi
Executive Order 10925 to a wide, area of employment. There can
be no question about that.

It extends only to a precise area of employment and leaves
uncovered the other area, and there can'be no question about that.
There can be no question either about the points with respect to
which there was discussion with Congressman Frelinghuysen.

In my judgment the matter is very clear with respect to the
administrative responsibility over the personnel policies which may
be involved in the administration of the employment and training
program, and it is equally not clear with respect to the area which
would be covered by the proposed extension of Executive Order
10925.

It is not clear because there has not been an opportunity to explore
it. But there is no uncertainty about it. Nor is there any uncer-
tainty or lukewarmness with respect to the position about equal er.
ployment opportunity, none whatsover, Mr. Chairman.

There may be lines which would be drawn with respect to what
might be considered the competence of administrative testimony with
respect to this matter, but none with respect to the principle, none
whatsoever.

And no question of any kind about the desirability of the exten-
sion of the principle of fair employment throughout the whole of
the American employment relationship, none whatsoever. I just
didn't want to leave any question about it with respect to the discus-
sion of the matter with the Attorney General.

Mr. ROOSEVELT. You see, you are still dealing with the area of
generalities. You are for the principle, but you have to implement
the principle. The Attorney General is going to the Judiciary
Committee with specific proposals to give him the ability to do the
job where lie thinks that the law doesn't now provide him with
the tools to do the job.

We say to you, Is there not an area in private employment in
which your Department has the basic interest where you will need
this kind of legislation, and possibly the additional kind that Mr.
Frelinghuysen is talking about, and it there is that need why don't
you come up here with the same kind of legislation ?

We are not wedded to IT.R. 405. 'We wil throw it out the window
tomorrow morning if you will come up and give us what you think
will do the job. But you tell us that you are for it and it ought to
be done. Then why not come up here and tell us if you don't like
this, how it should be done.
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We just don't think you can attack this problem piecemeal. Every
part of this dam has to be built, and certainly not leave a big hole
in the middle.

Secretary Wnrrz. Well, we are all trying to build the dam in
various parts.

Mr. ROOSzVELT. But I think we have forgotten this.part of it.
Secretary WrTZ. My own concern is about any implication that

could be left about lukewarmness. There could be a good many
things, but there is too much depth of conviction to call it that,

Mr. FPILIN.ruyszN. I have no desire to commit the Secretary to
a flatfooted position on H.R. 405. I don't want to make a flat state-
ment myself with respect to that. I appreciate his support of the
general principle that we are in favor of equality of opportunities for
all our citizens.

I am too. But what does disturb me quite frankly, Mr. Secretay,
is not your unwillingness to sup port unreservedly this particular leg-
islative proposal, but your feeig perhaps that there is no room
that we can move, in what Mr. Roosevelt might call a piecemeal
fashion, to prevent discrimination in areas where we know it pres-
ently exists.

This is what disturbs me, quite frankly. You point out that not
only is discrimination a problem, but that lack of qualifications, the
basic opportunities for an adequate education to meet the skills which
are demanded today, create the problem in part.

Since that is the case and since vocational education programs are
aimed in large part at the minority races, I would hope that we could
write into an expansion of that act a provision saying what I assume
you are going to do, that no Federal funds will be made available to
any vocational educational program which practices discrimination.

This is what disturbs me, where equivocation is undesirable and
hard for me to comprehend. You have indicated that you feel it is
clearlF within the Executive power to issue an Executive order
stopping grant-in-aid programs even though there is no provision
in the law for such stopping on grounds of dIiscrimination.

You seem to feel that it is an inherent right to establish your own
rules and regulations which you assume are fair. You apparently
are saying "We don't feel we need any legislative spelling out of
what we consider a reasonable position in this matter because we
want it left to our own discretion?'

I can't help but feel that that is perhaps a dangerous course
and perhaps one where you need assistance. It is in this area that
I am somewhat disappointed in your testimony, to tell you the truth.

Mr. ROOSzVELT. Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. PucamSKr. I was discussing this problem of other forms of

discrimination hiring practices, during Mr. Martin's time. He de-
clined to yield to me further. I wonder, Mr. Secretary, if I can
get from you some sort of expression on what, if any methods,
does the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity,
or what if any, methods does the Department of Labor or anyone
else in the Government that you know use now to establish whether
or not there is" any discrimination for reasons other than racial
in the Government ?

Is there any activity going on now to make such a survey or make
such findings or get such information?
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Secretary WI'Tz. I think I should probably answer that question
by supplementing the record. I just have to answer you, Con-- -
man Puciuski, that so far as I know there is little or none. I am
not sure that is the right answer. I therefore would like to have
an opportunity to bring to the committee's attention anything which
goes beyond that.

Mr. ROOSFVELT. Without objection, the record will remain open so
that you may do that, Mr. Secretary.

(Material to be furnished follows:)

METHODS OF UNCOVEBTNG DIscRIMINATION FOR REAsoNs OTE R TxAN RACE

The same methods are used to detect and eliminate discrimination because
of national origin and religion as are used when race is involved. The prinay
methods are complaint processing and affirmative action approaches used by
the Committee and by the agencies.

All complaints filed with the Committee involve an investigation by the
agency in which the alleged action occurs with the full right of appeal bY
the complainant, including an oral hearing by the department or agency
and a review of the decision of the agency by the Executive Vice Chairman
of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity. Through
this process, all available evidence bearing upon the case of any complainant
is assembled by the Committee and used as a basis for making its final determi-
nation as to where discrimination has occurred.

Training sessions for agencies' personnel charged with implementing Execu-
tive Order 10925, conducted by the Committee and those conducted internally
by departments and agencies with assistance by the Committee emphasized the
full scope of the order as to the kind of persons covered. For example, it
is made clear that if a person feels that lie has been disadvantaged because
he is of Mexican, Italian, or Polish origin or is of the Jewish faith# he has
the right to file a complaint with the Committee and have it fully processed
and a decision rendered on its merits.

Agencies are required to take the initiative In bringing about equal employ-
ment opportunity for all of their employees and applicants for employment
without regard to religion or national origin as well as race. In order to
provide an objective picture of the minority pattern of employment, within
all agencies an annual census is conducted by the Committee through the
facilities of the Civil Service Commission. This information is given to the
employment policy officer of each department and agency to be used as 4
basis for appraising its pattern of minority employment. The Committee
has requested specifically in directives from the Executive Vice Chairman
that such appraisals be made. Where evidence of minority underutilization ts
found, specific investigation must be made to determine whether such limita-
tions are due to discrimination and to take initiative in correcting practices
which are discriminatory.

The annual census has been confined to the Negro and other easily visible
minorities because of the necessity that it be conducted by means of a "head
count" by line supervisors in such a way that the identification of the in-
dividual person is not possible. Present Government regulations prohibit the
designation of race, religion, or national origin of the individual in personnel
records of Government departments and agencies. For these reasons, it has
not been possible to include religious groups and those national origin gronp
which cannot be visually distinguished. However, committee and agency per.
sonnel concerned with equal employment opportunity are required to utilize
fully all corrective techniques developed for the discovery and elimination of
inequities in opportunity because of race where the conditions reveal similar
patterns existing for religious or national origin groups.

Mr. PUCiSKi. So that I understand the procedures of the Presi-,
dent's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, does the coM-
mittee wait until discrimination complaints are brought to them or
does the committee initiate its own investigations I

Secretary Wnrrz. The answer to that is a little involved. In the
beginning there was substantially exclusive reliance on the filing of
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complaints programs. We have instituted the survey program and
are- right now I the process of making a complete plant by plant,
Utnio y union survey, and the answer to your question is that we
are not, at the present time, relying entirely and solely on the in-
dividual complaint, and are proceeding into a program that will
involve enforcement on our own initiative.

Mr. ROOSiVELT. You previously had done that in the executive
branch, department by department I

Secretary Wnrrz. That is correct. I was thinking of the question
in terms of Government contracts. Within the Government there is
co mplete authority to act on own initiative.

P..CNsKr. This survey that is now going on, I presume that
this is in an effort to establish what, the patterns of discrimination?
What is the purpose of of the survey I

Secretary Wnirz. It is to find facts. I understand your question.
The survey could reveal to us a pattern which would seem to us to
warrant fu-rther investigation as to whether this pattern was the
result of discrimination which had not been brought to our attention
by complaints that is correct.

Mr., PuciNsiu. But specifically, what are we looking for in the
survey? A:re we looking for how many nonwhites are employed in
the various agencies, by the contractors, in the apprentice programs,
or what is it that the survey will investigate ? What is it for?

Secretary WImrZ. The survey emphasizes a racial factor. There
is no question about it.

Mr. Puronsmr. So the main thrust, and perhaps quite properly so
in the survey now, is to determine the extent, if any, of racial
discrimination ?

Secretary WuRTz. That is correct. I think a necessary answer to
your question would be to say that although so far as administra-
tion of complaints is concerned, the handling of complaints, any of
these other types of discrimination would come to our attention
as they might .be brought up by the individuals. The survey as
presently conceived, the survey approach as presently conceived, has
been concentrated on the racial question.
. Mr. PuoiNsira. I can appreciate that. But I am wondering,

Mr. Secretary, whether or not we can prevail upon your Com-
mittee when it is running the survey, which I presume is a time-
consuming thing, to find whether or not we can't make these people
aware of the fact that there are other forms of discrimination that
we are concerned about.

We have talked about it here in the hearings today and we
have talked about it before., I am concerned about racial discrimina-
tion. I am equally concerned about'discrimination because of religious
beliefs or because of ethnic background, because these two forms are
just as insidious but so much more difficult to find.

It has been my experience in talking to the agencies that' while
we have done an excellent job, within the last few years, particularly,
under your administration, under the direction of President Ken-
nedy, under the dynamic direction of Vice President -Johnson, I
think we have done a very good job of aldrting everybody to the
fact that. we are concerned about racial discrimination and thank
God that we have.' However, I think we have put so much 'empha-
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sis on eliminating racial discrimination that many of these agencies
are completely oblivious to the fact that we are equally concerned
about religious discrimination and about national origin discrimi-
nations.

We can go into agency after agency and they can tell us immediately
what they have been doing to eliminate racial discrimination. I
think the record is not as good as it should be because there is always
room for improvement. I remember Attorney General Kennedy
sitting in the same chair where you are, saying that he is never
satisfied with the progress, because there is always room for improve.
ment. I think that is a healthy attitude by an important official
such as Mr. Kennedy.

But you can go into agency after agency and you will find that
there is absolutely no work being done to ascertain the degree, if any,
of discrimination because of national origins or religious beliefs.
It would be my hope that we could encourage our Government, as long
as it is running a survey, to include these aspects along with age into
the survey.

I don't want to in any way diminish our great thrust in the area
of racial discrimination. I don't want to in any way diminish that.
I think we should continue, full speed, as we have been. But I
think as long as we are doing it, we ought to also emphasize that
there are other forms of discrimination that we are equally concerned
about, which have been somewhat too often relegated to a secondary
position. Could this be done, Mr. Secretary I

Secretary WMTZ. I would like to say in the most sincere manner
possible that the great value of hearings such as this from our stand-
point is that it does bring to our attention something that we may
be overlooking as we emphasize other things.

I take quite seriously the suggestion from you, Congressman, and
from the committee as a whole, that we should be careful that we
don't emphasize too much this one discriminatory problem, whic4
has an element of visibility about it, which some of the others may
not.

My only reaction is to concur, completely, but not just as a matter
of soft conversation, but beyond that, to say to you that I think the
suggestion you have made, Congressman Pucinski, is a warning well
p laced, that we should be looking at some of these- other areas of
discrimination more vigorously than we are.

Mr, Pucnsju. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for the
privilege of hearing your testimony today.Mr. ROOSEV.LT. May I thank you and your colleagues for very
generously giving us your time and efforts. ,

We look forward to continuously working with you in the same
harmony that we have in the past. We may look as if we are push".
mig for something that we believe in, but we do it in the spirit that
you carry on your job, which is t carry it out to the fullest extent
that you possibly can.We do it on the same basis. I particularly want to thank you
for having accommodated the committee by letting 'usehange the
date and coming earlier than you had origmally pfaned., I think
you have done a magnificent job, giving us much food for thought..

We look forward to continued cooperation with you.. I
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Secretary WnTz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I say in con-
clusion because of the danger of any possible misunderstanding
that the matter on which f? have testified today, the provision of
equal employment opportunity for every single person in this coun-
try, is a matter on which the administration feels more strongly than
with respect to any other involving the domestic situation in this
country today, and that with respect to every part of it, every part
of it the employment in the Government service, the employment
by government contractors, the employment by private employers
i this country, our feeling is not lukewarm.

It is stronger than on any other single matter before this country
today. Thank you very much.

Mr. ROOSEvELT. Thank you, sir.
The committee will stand adjourned subject to the call of the

Chair.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to call of the Chair.)

(The following material was submitted for the record:)
COAMBER o COMMERCE OF TBE UNITED STATES,

June 87, 1963.
Hon. JAMRS aOOOSEvLT,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor,

U.S. Houee of Representativeos, Washington, D.C.
DzAn Mu. ROOSEVELT: Mr. Arch N. Booth, our executive vice president, has

asked me to respond to your June 8 request for the views of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States on section 6 of H.R. 405, relating to nondis-
crimination in employment because of age.

It Is my understanding that your subcommittee, in reporting H.R. 405 to the
full House Labor Committee, deleted section 6 but that you still desire our
views on that section.

The national chamber recognizes that a substantial number of the 16 million
persons over 65 desire Jobs but cannot ind them. Some of these persons need
employment in order to maintain a modest standard of living, but getting new
.Jobs presents a serious problem for some persons of this age.

If the size of this age group Increases In the years ahead as rapidly as pre-
dictions indicate, the problem of finding jobs for them could become even more
difficult.

The national chamber has long recognized that every reasonable effort should
be made to make our older citizens a constructive and productive element in the
economy. They represent a sizable reservoir of employable manpower that
ought to be utilized.

There are many factors in favor of older workers, who frequently score high
on such attributes as stability, attendance, experience, work performance, and
attitude. Unfortunately, there are other factors, such as strength, speed,; Ill-
iess, and adaptability, which often weigh. heavily against, them. In addition,
employee benefits present a major problem In hiring older workers because of
the possible cost factors ,in connection with pensions, workmen's compensation,
and accident, sickness, and hospitalization insurance,

The national chamber does not favor additional legislation on this subject
because the problem involves so many considerations that any bill comprehen-
ive enough to cover all of them would, In all probability, do more harm thangood.
The, better approach to the problem Is a combination of voluntary efforts

and increased education to insure better Understanding of the need. The
n-ational chamber, decordlngly, has strongly urged Its thousands of organization
and business members to provide maximum job opportunities for older workers.

During recent years, there has been real progress in facing up to the needs
of our senior citizens. This has taken the form of voluntary promotion of em-
ployment opportunities and better old-age benefits through taxation and private
pensions.
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Legislation designed to force employment of older workers almost certainly

would divert attention from these efforts, and would only raise false hopes in
the minds of many older citizens.

Sincerely yours, THumo1 3. lRIc

Nzw YoBic, N.Y., July 9, 1963.
Representative ADAM C. POWELL,
House Offle Building, Waskington, D.Q.:

Understand that bills for enacting fair employment practices legislation
are before House Committee on Education and Labor. Would like to submit
position of the National Council of Churches.

The general assembly of the National Council of Churches voted in Decem-
ber 1960 to encourage and support the adoption of legislation which provides
for employment on the basis of ability and qualifications without regard to
race, color, religion, or national origin and legislation to provide a statutory
base for the President's Committee on Government Contracts. The current
name of the above-named committee is the Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity.

At this time when race relationships are critical we believe that such legis-
lation should apply to both employers and labor unions. It should cover
upgrading and promotion on the basis of ability; outlaw barriers based on
race, religion, or national origin to union membership and to apprenticeship
training. Moreover we believe that such legislation should provide counsel-
iug services, placement services, as well as programs for training and retrain-
ing in skills to people of racial minority groups as well as to those who are
economically deprived. This is necessary by virtue of long denial of such
opportunity.

From experience we know that such legislation must have adequate enforce-
ment provisions if it is to be effective. We urge your strong support of
strong enforcement provisions.

3. Osc u LEr,
Rxeoutive Director, Department of Racial and Cultural Relations,

National Counoil of (hurohes.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PAPEs & PuLP ASSOoIATION

This statement is submitted by the American Paper & Pulp Association to the
general Subcommittee on Labor of the House Education and Labor Com-
mittee concerning H.R. 405, a bill to prohibit discrimination In employment.

The American Paper & Pulp Association is a national association representing
the preponderance of the domestic paper and pulp industry, an industry with
sales for the year 1962 totaling approximately $14 billion, representing the
products of some 400 companies with 869 pulpmills, 818 papermills, and more
than 4,000 converting plants located in nearly every State in the Union. The
industry employs some 600,000 people, and the total wages paid exceed $8%
billion per year. Approximately $600 million per year are paid in taxes.

As an industry we agree wholeheartedly with the basic concept of H.R. 405
and similar legislation which has, as its stated purpose, to prevent discrimi-
nation by employers because of race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry,
and age. However, it is our contention that there presently exist workable
State laws which govern discrimination in employment because of race,
religion, color, national origin, ancestry, and age, and additional Federal legis-
lation in this area would create serious conflicts of law.

In addition, such a Federal law would create serious and unnecessary
problems in regard to mandatory retirement ages negotiated in our labor-
management bargaining agreements, and in general, to all pension plans
negotiated or otherwise.

The proposed legislation fails completely to consider the complexity of
job seniority and Job sequence, both negotiated and historical, and fails
to consider the problems that are inherent in the necessary and continued
improvement in technology and automation.
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It is well recognized that it is mandatory in certain industries, or portions
of Industries, to consider only certain age brackets at time of employment
because of the necessary sequence of Job promotions that follow employ-
ment, the necessity of long years of training, and many other problems. A
case in point is the selection of new recruits for State and city police depart-
ments and the armed services; here the concept of age limitation is well
recognized. In numerous Instances a similar situation exists in an industry
such as ours, where long years of training are necessary before an employee
can progress through the job sequence as required by the bargaining agree-
ments or necessary historical policy of companies in our industry.

In conclusion, we support the aim of H.R. 405, in that, as an industry we
oppose any facet of discrimination; however, where job requirements, both
in the physical sense and in the need for extensive training, make it impossible
not to consider the age of an applicant for employment, we feel H.R. 405 fails
to be realistic.

We would therefore strongly recommend that H.R. 405 and related bills not
be reported out of committee.

Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT E. O'CONNOR,
wecutive Vice Presidnt..
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Part I

ALASKA

1. Alaska has no antidiscrimination law applica-

ble to public contracts.

2. Alaska Comoiled Laws Annotated, Title 43, Chap-

ter 5, Sec. 1 - 10,

Title - The Fair Employment Practice Act.

Coveraae - The act covers any employer, exclud-

ing domestic workers and social and religious associations,

employment agencies and labor unions. The term "employer"

is not defined therein so as to include the state or the

political subdivisions thereof.

Unfair Emnlovment Pracilces - Discrimination

by reason of race, religion, color, national origin or

ancestry is made an unlawful labor practice.

Enforcement - The act is administered by the

Department of Labor which is empowered to investigate any

complaint filed under the act; to endeavor to eliminate

any unfair practice by conciliation; to hold hearings,

If necessary; and to issue cease and desist orders. Ju-

dicial review-is provided. Violation of the act is a

misdemeanor.

ff0A
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ARIZONA

Arizgon Revised Statutes, Title 23 J1372-375.

TitlefAct - Equal Public Employees Oppor-

tunities Act.

- The Act makes it unlawful for a Dublic

emgloyg and for a Dublic contractor to discriminate

against an individual because of his race, religion, color

and ancestry.

Coverage - Public contractor means any person

engaged in the state in the furnishing of goods or serv-

ices to a public employer pursuant to a written contract

calling for the expenditure of public funds in an amount

exceeding one thousand dollars.

Public employer means the state, a county, city,

town, municipal corporation, school district, public educa-

tional institution or political subdivision, agency,

agent or officer thereof.

Discriminate includes segregate.

National origin includes race, religion, color

and ancestry.

Unlawful Emvloyment Practices - It is unlawful

for a public employer, or public contractor in connection
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with the performance of work under a contract with a pub-

lic employer: to refuse to employ, to discharge, or to

discriminate against an individual with respect to hiring,

tenure, advancement, compensation or other terms of em-

ployment because of his national origin; to use adver-

tisement relating to employment indicating a discrimina-

tion based on national origin; to utilize an employment

agency which so discriminates; to penalize an individual

who has opposed any practice forbidden by this article,

or one who has made a charge under this article; to abet

the doing of an act forbidden by this article.

Requirement, o non-f scriminaton Otuo ji

contract - Contracts negotiated between public contractors

and public employers shall contain a contractual provi-

sion to this effect.

The contractor agrees to post notices setting

forth the provisions of the non-discrimination clause,

Extension to subcontracts - The contractor is

to agree to insert the non-discrimination provisions in

all subcontracts, except subcontracts for standard com-

mercial supplies or raw materials.

Enforcement - Any violation of such provision

constitutes a material breach of the contract. A violator
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is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not

more than five hundred dollars.

2. Arizona has no law requiring a non-discrimina-

tion policyin private employment.

CALIFORNIA

1. CaULforia Caode 1 1735.

Title £. - Public Works and Public Agencies;

Discrimination in employment because of race, color, or

religion.

a- This section of the Act of Public Works

prohibits discrimination in the employment of persons

on public works because of the race, color or religion

of such persons.

Coveraoe - Public works means: construction,

alteration, demolition or repair work done under contract

and paid for in whole or in part out of public funds, ex-

cept work done by a public utility; work done for irri-

gation, utility, reclamation and improvement districts,

and other districts of this type; street, sewer or other

improvement work done under any officer of a public body

of the State, or of any political subdivision thereof.

51720.
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Political subdivision includes any county, city,

district, township, public housing authority, or public

agency of the state, and assessment or improvement dis-

tricts. 11721.

Unfair EmloyMent P tices - Discrimination

in the employment of persons upon public works because

of the race, color or religion of such persons is pro-

scribed.

It is unlawful for an employer or a labor union

to refuse to accept otherwise qualified employees as in-

dentured apprentices on any public works, solely on the

ground of the race, creed, or color of such employee.

1777.6.

Reogiremj , o L a& -discriainauio clause -

The statutory enactment doe& not require the inclusion

of a non-discrimination clause in contracts for public

works.

Enforcemnt - Every contractor for public works

violating this section is subject to all the penalities

imposed for a violation of this chapter, 551720-1735.

,2. CalifornlaiLbode J111o-1+32 (1959)

- The California Fair Employment Prac-

tice Act.
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C0lerane - Employers of five or more persons

are covered, excluding agricultural and domestic worker

and exempting social and religious non-profit associations.

Employment agencies and labor unions are covered. Sec-

tion 1 +13(d) provides that the state, or any political or

civil subdivision thereof and cities, are included in the

definition of ttemployert.

Unfair Emplovment Practices - The act prohibits

discrimination in employment on the basis of race, reli-

gious creed, color, national origin, or ancestry.

Enforcement - The act is administered and en-

forced by the Commission in the Division of Fair Employ-

ment Practices in the Department of Industrial Relations.

The right of Judicial review is extended to a party ad-

versely affected by the order of the Commission. Viola-

tion is a misdemeanor.

COLORADO

i. Cogrado Revised, Statutes 80-21-1, 80-21-2.

Tle - Colorado Labor on Public Works.

- The Act provides that no less than 80

percent of the labor employed on public works shall be

"Colorado labor" defined to mean bona fide residents of the
I
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state for a period of not less than one year, without

discrimination as to race, color, creed or religion.

Coverage - Public works means works financed

in whole or in part by funds of the state, counties,

school districts or municipalities thereof.

Requirement of non-discrimination clause i

contract - All contracts for public works shall contain

provisions br the preference in employment of Colorado

labor (as above defined).

Enforcement - Any officer or agent of the state,

counties, school district or municipalities of the state,

or any contractor who violates the provisions of this

article shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon con-

viction, shall be punished by a fine of not more than

five hundred dollars or by imprisonment for not more than

one year or both.

2. Colorado Revised Statutes80-24-1--80-24-8

Title - The Colorado Antidiscrimination Act of

1951, repealing L. 1951.

Coverage - This act applies to any person em-

ploying for compensation six or more employees, excluding

domestic workers, and to public employers, which include
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the state and every county, city, town, or other politi-

cal subdivision thereof except school districts, educa-

tional Institutions and other political subdivisions

regularly employing less than six persons in addition

to elective officials. Employment agencies and labor

unions are covered.

j Emplfornn rat tict s - Discrimination

in employment on the ground of race, color, creed, na-

tional origin or ancestry is prohibited.

EnfolcMent - The Colorado Anti-Discrimination

Commission is charged with administering the act, which

provides for Judicial review, injunctions, and cease and

desist orders against private or public employers. The

act does not impose criminal sanctions.

CONNECTICUT

1. Connecticut has no antidiscrimination law for

public contracts.

2. Connecticut Revised Statutes 31-122 - 31-128 (1949)

Title - The Fair Employment Practice Act.

Coverage - Coverage extends to any person with

five or more persons in his employ exclusive of domestic

workers. The act specifically defines "employer" to in-

clude the state and all political subdivisions thereof.

Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

8
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Unfair gj.lonent Practices - Discrimination

in employment on the grounds of race, color, religious

creed, age, national origin or ancestry is made an unfair

labor practice.

Enforcement - The act creates a Commission on

Civil Rights with power to issue cease-and desist orders.

Judicial review is provided. Fines may be imposed in

cases of contempt of court and violation.

DELAWARE

I. Delaware has no provision respecting non-dis-

crimination in public contracts.

2. Delaware , Title 19, J17lO-713 (1960)

Title - Fair Employment Practice Act of Dela-

ware.

Coveraee - The act does not require a minimum

number of employees for coverage. The state and its po-

litical subdivisions are not included in the definition

of "employer". Employment agencies and labor unions are

covered.

Unfair Employment Practices - Discrimination

against any individual in employment or conditions there-

of on the basis of race, creed, color or national origin,
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or age is made an unfair discriminatory practice.

Enforceggnt - The Division Against Discrimina-

tion has jurisdiction to administer and enforce the law.

Criminal penalties are provided if, after judicial review,

violation is found.

IDAHO

1. Idaho has no law applicade to public contracts.

2. Idaho Law, ch. 309, L. 1961.

i - The act prohibits discrimination in pub-

lic accomodations and in employment. The act states the

public policy of the state whereby the right to be free

from discrimination because of race, creed, color, or

national origin is recognized as and declared to be a

civil right, and to include the right to obtain and hold

employment without discrimination. The nature of viola-

tion is a misdemeanor.

ILLINOIS

1. Illinois Revised Statute, Ch. 29s. 517-24 (1933)

2. Illinois Revised Statute, Ch. 48. WS5t+ (1961)

Title- Illinois has two statutes relating to

public projects: 29-17, 29-18, prohibiting discrimination

in Employment Under Public Construction Contracts, and

10

510
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48-8+, section 4 of the Illinois Fair Employment Practices

Act, pertaining to Public Contracts.

- The former act prohibits discrimination

and intimidation on account of race or color in-employ-

ment under contracts for public buildings or public works.

The latter provides that every contract to which the state

or any of its political subdivisions is a party shall be

conditioned upon the requirement that contractors, sup-

pliers, and subcontractors not commit any unfair employ-

ment practice as defined therein.

Coverage'- The former act prohibits discrimina-

tion in any manner in connection with the contracting for

or the performance of any work or service of any kind per-

formed by any contractor or subcontractor on behalf of,

or for the benefit of the state, or of any department,

bureau, commission, board, or other political subdivision

or agency thereof.

The latter act extends on one hand to the state,

any of its political subdivisions or any municipal cor-

poration, and on the other, to the supplier of materials

or services or the contractor and his subcontractors, and

all labor organizations furnishing skilled unskilled, and
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craft union-skilled labor, or whoever may perform any

such labor or services, as the case may be in any con-

tract to which the-state may be a party.,

Unfair . VmenP ti - The former act,

extends to the refusal or denial of employment in any

capacity. The latter act covers refusal to hire, segre-

gation, and any discrimination in employment.

Cnt.ractual provisions - The provisions of the

former act automatically enter into and become a part

of each and every contract or other agreement for public

work. The provisions of the act are to be inscribed on

the face ofeach contract. The latter act states that

every public contract is conditioned upon compliance with

the terms thereof and that, to the full extent to which

the state.may have authority with respect to such con-

tracts, the section is applicable.

Extension - The acts apply to subcontractors

and suppliers.

Enforcement - The former act provides criminal

penalties for violation thereof. In the latter act, it

stated that violations thereof may be punished as for

civil contempt of court.

12
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2. Illinois Revied Statut, Chapter 48, J$80-

(1961).

flj- Fair Employment Practices Act.

Coverage - Coverage extends to employers of 100

or more persons exclusive of agricultural and domestic

labor, prior to 1963, employers of 75 or more persons in

1963i and employers of 50 or more after December 31, 1963.

Social and religious nonprofit associations are excluded.

Employment agencies and labor unions are covered. Cover-

age extends to the state and the political subdivisions

thereof,

, Unfair Emplovment, frtiLces.- Discrimination

in employment on the ground of race, color, religion, na-

tional origin or ancestry is prohibited.

Enforcement - The Illinois Fair Employment Prac-

tices Commission administers the act. Judicial review

is provided The Court may punish for violation as in

cases of civil contempt.

INDIANA

1. Indiana Stat-ute 40-2316

Title - The non-discrimination provision with

respect to public contracts is contained in section 10

'13
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of the Indiana Fair Employment Practices Act, 40-2306 -

40-2317.

- This section requires that all public

contracts contain a non-discrimination clause.

Coiverae - This provision applies to every con-

tract to which the state or anyof its political or civil

subdivisions is a party, including franchises granted to

public utilities. Public contracts must provide for ad-

herence to the state non-discrimination policy by the con-

tractor and his subcontractors.

Unlawful Practices - It prohibits discrimina-

tion because of race, color, religion, national origin

or ancestry with respect to employees and applicants for

employment with respect to hiring, tenure, terms, condi-

tions or privileges of employment or any matter directly

or indirectly related to employment.

Requirement of non-discrimination clause - A

non-discrimination covenant is required in public con-

tracts.

Extension - The act extends to subcontractors,

Enforcement - Breach of this covenant is a ma-

terial breach of the contract.

14
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2, Executive Or No. effective December 15,

1961, prohibits in Part l, discrimination in State employ-

ment, and in Part II, discrimination in employment in

public works contracts.

3. Indiana Revised Statute t4-2301 - 4-2306(1961 repealin

1945, as amended 1953).

Title - The Indiana Fair Employment Practices

Act.

Coverage - The act applies to any person em-

ploying one or more persons within the state, excluding

domestic workers and religious associations not supported

with public funds. It defines employer to include the

state, or any political or civil subdivision thereof.

Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

Unfair EloyMent Practices - The act states

that the public policy of the state requires equal op-

portunity in employment without regard to race, creed,

color, national origin or ancestry.

Enforcement - The Fair Employment Practices

Commission has the task of implementing this public policy

through Informal persuasion, education and recommendation.

15
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IOWA

I.Congurrent resolmtignoft12o, le Islature.

Apr. , 1953.

Title - Anti-Discrimination Policy

- The resolution is declarative of the

policy of the State of Iowa, that no person be deprived

of the right to work at his chosen occupation for any

employer, public or private, because of race, cfeed, color,

national origin or ancestry. The Governor is authorized

to appoint a commission for study and recommendation.

Coverage - The announced policy covers public

and private employers.

KANSAS

1. Kansas General Statutes 21-2161 - 21-2463.

Title,- Denying public employment on account

of race and color.

- The act makes unlawful the dental of em-

ployment on account of race or color by one contracting

with the State.

Coverage - The Act extends its benefits to any,

citizen of the United States. It proscribes the refusal

or denial of employment in any capacity on the grounds of

race of color, or discrimination in any manner by reason

16
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thereof, in connection with any public work, or with the

contracting for or the performance of any work, labor, or

service of any kind on any public work by or on behalf

of the state of Kansas. The coverage extends to the

state, any department bureau, commission, board, or offi-

cial thereof, as well as to any county, city, township,

school district, or other municipality of said state.

Unlawful E ployment Practice - The refusal or

denial of employment, or any discrimination on account of

race or color in connection with any public work is made

an unlawful employment practice.

Regi cement i non-discrimination clause in con-

tract - The provisions of the act shall apply to and be-

come a pert of any contract made by or on behalf of the

aforementioned state agencies with any corporation, asso-

ciation or person or persons, which may involve the em-

ployment of laborers, workmen, or mechanics on any public

work.
Extensions to rbcontrc - The act applies to

contractors, subcontractors, or other persons doing or

contracting to do the whole or a part of any public work

contemplated by said contract.
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Enforcement - The enforcement provisions extend

to any officer of the state or its political subdivisions;

to any person acting under or for such officer; to any

contractor, subcontractor, or other person, violating the

provisions of the act.

Each offense shall be punished by fineof not

less than fifty dollars nor more than one thousand dol-

lars, or by imprisonment of not more than six months or

by both fine and imprisonment.

2. Kansas Revised Statute 21-2424. This law makes

a misdemeanor the denial of civil rights through the making

of any distinction on account of race, color, religion,

national origin or ancestry by any of the state educational

organs, innkeepers, any place of public amusement for

which a license is required, or by the owners of any means

of public carriage wiin the state.

3. Kansas sed Statute 44-1O01 - 44-1009 (1961)

Title - Kansas Act against Discrimination.

Coverage - Coverage extends to any person em-

ploying eight or more persons, excluding domestic labor

and exempting certain social educational and religious

non-profit associations.
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Ujnfpr Ryp.joment rctices - The act makes it

an unlawful employment practice for any employer, for an

employment agency, or a labor union, to discriminate in

regard to employment on the ground of race, religion,

color, national origin or ancestry.

Enforcement - The tact creates an Anti-Discrimi-

nation Commission to administer its provisions. Judicial

review is provided. Penal provisions are established.

MASSACHUSETTS

1 Massachusetts has no anti-discrimination law

for public contracts.

2. Massachusetts Annotated Laws Chapter 151B

i - 10 (194+6, as amended),

Coverage - The act extends to employers of six

or more persons, excluding domestic labor and certain

social, educational and religious associations. Section

one specifically defines "employer" to include the Com-

monwealth and all political subdivisions, boards, depart-

ments, and comIssions thereof, in all respects except

age. Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

Unfair E"1_1loyuent Praetiene s. - The act makes

discrimination in employment because of the race, color,
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religious creed, national origin, age, or ancestry of any

individual an unlawful employment practice.

Enforcement - The act creates a Massachusetts

Fair Employment Practices Commission for the enforcement

of this law. Judicial review and criminal sanctions are

provided.

MICHIGAN

1. Michigan Statutes Annotated, 1955 Supplement

117*458(4).

Title - The non-discibination provision with

respect to public contracts is contained in section 4 of

the 195 Michigan State Fair Employment Practices Act.

- This section requires that all public

contracts contain a non-discrimination clause.

Coverage - The clause applies to every contract

to which the state or any of its political or civil sub-

divisions is a party. It concerns hiring, tenure, terms,

conditions or privileges of employment, or any matter di-

rectly or indirectly related to employment.

Unlawful Prtices - The provision prohibits

discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion,

national origin or ancestry.

520
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Extension jq subcontractors - The provision ex-

tends to contractors and subcontractors.

Requirement AL n-discriminat11on clause Ln

contract - The provision makes the inclusion of a non-

discrimination clause in the aforesaid contracts manda-

tory.

Enforcement - Breach of the covenant required

by this provision is to be considered a material breach

of the contract.

2. M!chigan, Statutes Annotated, 23.301 - 423.311

(1948)

Title - The Michigan State Fair Employment

Practices Act.

Coverage - The act extends to employers of

eight or more persons, excluding domestic labor. The

term "employer" is defined to include the state or any

political or civil subdivision thereof. Employment a-

gencies and labor unions are covered.

Unfair Eoloent Practices - The opportunity

to obtain employment without discrimination because of

race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry is

declared to be a civil right. It is an unfair employ-

ment practice for any employer to deny such a right.

521
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Enforcement The act is administered by a Fair

Employment Practice Commission. Enforcement provisions,

judicial review, and criminal sanctions are established.

MINNESOTA

1. Minnesota Statute Annotated 181.59.

Title - Discrimination on account of race,

creed, or color prohibited in public contracts.

T p - The Act makes discrimination or intimi-

dation in the employment of any person under any contract

with the state a misdemeanor and requires the inclusion

of a non-discrimination provision in all public contracts.

Coverage - The act covers every contract for

or on behalf of the state, or any county, city, borough,

town, township, school, school district, or any other

district in the state. Contracts for materials, supplies,

or construction are affected. The provision extends to

the hiring of common or skilled labor for the performance

of any work under any contract thereunder.

Proscribed practice - The Act prohibits discrim-

ination against, or Intimidation, or the prevention of

the employment of any persons who are citizens of the U-

nited States by reason of race, creed, or color.
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Extension Ij subcontractors, Alj. - The act

extends to any work done under such contract by a con-

tractor, subcontractor, material supplier, or vendor.

Enforcement - The act provides that any viola-

tion of this provision is a misdemeanor, and that con-

tracts thereunder, upon violation, may be canceled or

terminated by the public contracting authority and all

money due, or to become due thereunder, may be forfeited

for a second or any subsequent violation of the terms or

conditions of such contract.

2. Minnesota Statute 363.01 - 363.13 (1961)

Title - The Minnesota Fair Employment Practices

Law.

Coverage - Employers of eight or more Indivi-

duals, exclusive of domestic labor are covered. The act

is defined so as to include the state and its depart-

ments, agencies, and political subdivisions. Employment

agencies and labor unions are covered.

Unfair Emplonmenj tPractices - The act, which

includes segregation within the definition of discrimina-

tion, makes discrimination because of race, color, creed,

religion or national origin, an unfair employment practice.
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Enforcement - The State Comission Against Dis-

crimination is charged with administering and enforcing
I

the act. Judicial review and criminal sanctions are pro-

vided.

MISSOURI

1. Missouri has no anti-discrimination law for

public contracts.

2. Missouri Revised Statutes, Chapter 296.

Title - The Missouri Fair Employment Practices

Act.

Coverage - Employers of fifty or more persons

are covered, excluding associations owned and operated

by religious and sectarian groups. The state and its

political subdivisions are covered. Employment agencies

and labor unions are covered.

Unfair Xi~ent, Practices - Discrimination in

employment on the ground of race, creed, color, religion,

national origin, or ancestry is prohibited.

Enforcement - The Missouri Commission on Human

Rights administers the act. The Commission may obtain an

order from the court for the enforcement of its decision,

The wilful violation of such order is a misdemeanor.
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NEBRASKA

1. Nebraska Revised Stat8te I+8-215.

fUt..e - Military supplies; production, distribu-

tion; discrimination prohibited.

Tpe - This act prohibits those engaged in pro-

duction of military or naval equipment for the State of

Nebraska or for the government of the United States from

discrimination in employment.

Coverage - The section covers any person, firm,

or corporation, engaged to any extent whatsoever in the

state in the production, manufacture or distribution of

military or naval equipment or supplies for the state or

the federal government.

Prohibited Dractices - The law makes it unlaw-

ful for such person to refuse to employ any person in any

capacity, if said person is a citizen and is qualified,

on account of the race, color, creed, religion or national

origin of said person.

Extension - The act extends to those engaged

in production, manufacture or distribution of military or

naval material, equipment or supplies.
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RequirementofClause - No contractual provi-

sion to this effect is required.

Enforcement - Section 48-216 of the act makes

violation thereof a misdemeanor subject to a fine of not

less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thousand

dollars, and imprisonment of not less than thirty days

nor more than ninety days. Each violation is deemed a

separate offense.

2. Nebraska has no Fair Employment Practices Law.

1.

(i959)

NEVADA

N d Revised Statutes Title 28, 338.125

Title - Fair employment practices; Contents of

contracts concerning public works; breach of contract.

Tvne - The act requires a non-discrimination

covenant in public contracts.

Coverage - This provision covers contracts ne-

gotiated between contractors and the state, or any of its

political subdivisions, when payment of the contract price,

or any part of such payment, is to be made from public

funds.

26
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Unfair employment Dractices - The act makes it an

unfair employment practice to refuse to employ or to dis-

charge from employment any person because of his race,

color, creed, national orijln or sex, or to discriminate

against a person with respect to hiring, tenure, advance-

ment, compensation or other terms, conditions or privi-

leges of employment because of his race, creed, color,

national origin or sex.

ReQuirement of noQ-discrimination clause in

contracts - The law requires that a stipulated contract-

ual provision be contained in all the aforementioned con-

tracts.

Extension to subcontracts - The contractor must

agree to insert this provision in all subcontracts there-

under, except subcontracts for standard commercial sup-

plies or raw materials. The provision extends to train-

ing for apprenticeship.

Enforcement - Any violation of such provision

by a contractor shall constitute a material breach of con-

tract.

2. Nevada Re Statute, Ch. 361+, L. 1961.

Title - The Fair Employment PracticesAct.
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- The Act declares the public policy of

the state to foster the right of all persons to obtain

employment without discrimination because of race, reli-

gious creed, color, national origin or ancestry. The act

stipulates that all personnel actions taken by state,

county, or municipal departments, agencies, boards, or

appointing officers thereof shall be based solely on

merit and fitness; that the aforesaid departments shall

not discriminate in regard to employment, or any of the

conditions thereof on the ground of race, creed, color,

national origin or sex. The Nevada Commission on Equal

Rights of Citizens is to carry out a program of study,

education, and recommendation.

3* Ne Rd jeviled Statutes 284.155 - relating to

the Classified Service, provides that no person shall be

discriminated against on account of his religious opinions

or affiliations or race.

NEW JERSEY

New Jersey Statute 10:241- 10:2-4

Title- Employment on Public. Works.

l The Act provides that all contracts for

public works shall contain a non-discrimination clause.

28
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Covergge - The act covers every contract for

or on behalf of the state or any county or municipality

for the construction, alteration or repair of any public

building or public work.

Prohibited traces - The act prohibits dis-

crim ination against any citizen of the state by reason

of race, creed, color, national origin, or ancestry in

the hiring of laborers, workmen and mechanics for the

performance of under the a entioned contracts.

. uire l ot 1 us Ujj c - The act

req s the i o of a stip ated prove ion.

9xiensio su t -The con actual.

pr vision is to app ny ntr t r subcon ract un-

de the pim c ac

provides for a eduction

of ive dol a for c 1-'n ar rnwchsh

pers is discri ed a ains o o timida d, in vio-

lation f the prove the ntract; d the act pro-

vides for c cellation, or termination, or forfeiture,

for a second or su action thereof.

2. N_ ee Statute, Title 18, Ch. 25.

e- The New Jersey Law Against Discrimina-

tion.

29
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Covetaf - Employers of six or more are covered,

excluding domestic labor and exempting social, educational

and religious non-profit associations. The term "em-

ployer" is not defined to include the state. Coverage ex-

tends to labor unions and employment agencies.

Unlawful Emlovment Practices - Discrimination

in employment on the ground of race, creed, color, na-

tional origin, ancestry or age is declared an unlawful

employment practice.

Enforcement - The Division on Civil Rights ad-

ministers the act. Enforcement, Judicial review, and

criminal sanctions are-provided. Violation is a misde-

meanor.

NEW MEXICO.-

1. New Mexico General Laws 59-4-5 (194+9)

Title - The relevant provision is contained in

section five, Government Contracts, of the New Mexico Law

on Equal Employment Qpportunities •

-.The statutory provision requires the

inclusion of a non-discrimination clause in public con-

tracts.
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Coverage - The provision applies to every con-

tract to which the state or any of its subdivisions is

a party.

Proscribed practices - The section prohibits

discrimination against any employee or applicant for

employment under such contract by reason of any matter

directly or indirectly related to race, color, religion,

national origin or ancestry.

Requirement of Drovision i.n contract - The

statute requires that a non-discrimination clause be

contained in every such contract.

Extens~ou - the statute extends to the con-

tractor and his subcontractors.

Enforcement - Breach of the required covenant

is to be regarded as a material breach of the contract.

2. NewMexico General Statutes 59-4-1 - 5( '4-14

(1949)0

Title - Equal Employment Opportunities Act.

QverXae - The act covers person with four or

more employees, excluding domestic workers and exempting

social and religious non-profit organizations. Section

four of this statute includes the state or any political

or civil subdivision thereof in the term employerst.

31
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Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

J PractLiceJ - Discrimination in employ-

ment on the basis'of race, color, religion, national

origin or ancestry is contrary to the public policy of

the state as therein defined.

2nrement - The Fair Employment Practices

Commission is charged with administering the act. Judi-

cial review and Judicial enforcement is provided.

NEW YORK

1. New York Labor Law 220-e (191+5).

- Provisions in contracts prohibiting dis-

crimination in employment of citizens upon public works.

_x E - The act requires a policy of non-dis-

crimination by public works contractors.

Coverage - The act covers every contract for

or on behalf of the state, or a municipality, for the

construction, alteration, or repair, of any public build-

ing or public work. The act prohibits discrimination a-

gainst citizens of the state of New York.

Pro hibiled Rr- The act prohibits dis-

crimination by reason of race, creed, color or national

origin in the hiring of employees for the performance of

work under such contracts.

32
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Reaui~reMent gL , i ountrac. i - The act re-

quires that a stipulated provision be included in the

aforementioned contracts.

Eitensnt JUb 1 riagtors - The act extends

to subcontractors or any person acting on behalf of the

contractor or subcontractor.

Enforcement - The act provides for a penalty

payment in case of violation; or for forfeiture in case

of a second violation.

2. N LEr £ ix J 290-301 (191+5, as

amended 1961).

- Law Against Discrimination.

C2ferg.e - The act covers employers of six or

more, excluding domestic workers and exempting social,

educational and religious associations. The term "em-

ployer" is not defined specifically to include the state.

Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

EntorceMent- The State Cqmission for Human

Rights administers the act. Enforcement provisions, and

Judicial review are established. Violation is punished

as contempt of court.

33i
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OHIO

1. Ohio Revised Code, Title I, Chapter 53, Section

99 (153.9).

Title - Discrimination and intimidation on ac-

count of race, creed, or color.

- The Act prohibits discrimination by a

public contractor and requires a nondiscrimination clause

in the contract.

Coverage - The Act covers every contract for or

on behalf of the state, or any township, county, or muni-

cipal corporation thereof, for the construction, altera-

tion, or repair of any public building or public work in

the state.

Proscribed practices - In the hiring of employ-

ees for the performance of work under the aforementioned

contracts there shall be no discrimination by. reason of

race, creed, or color against any citizen of the state

In the employment of labor or workers. The act also pro-

hibits intimidation of any employee on account of race,

creed or color.

Requirement of clause in contracts - The act

provides that every such contract shall contain provi-

sions by which the contractor agrees to abide by a stipu-

lated non-discrimination policy.

34
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Extension - The covenant is to read that no

contractor, subcontractor, nor any person on his behalf

shall breach the prescribed non-discrimination policy.

Enforcement - Furthermore, the contract is to

provide that as a forfeiture for any breach of the pro-

visions against discrimination: there shall be deducted

from the amount payable to the contractor twenty-five

dollars for each person discriminated against, or intimi-

dated, in violation of the contract; that the contract

shall be cancelled, or terminated, and all to become due

thereunder forfeited for a second or subsequent violation

thereof.

2. Qbi2 Revised o Title 41, Ch. 12, (as amended

1961).

Title - The Fair Employment Practice Act.

Coverage - No minimum number of employees is

required for coverage. Domestic labor is excluded. Em-

ployer is defined to include the state, or any political

or civil subdivision thereof. Employment agencies and

labor unions are covered.

racti-c - Discrimination in employ-

ment'because of race, color, religion, national origin

or ancestry is prohibited.
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Enforcement - The Civil Rights Commission ad-

ministers the law. Enforcement includes cease and desist

orders, Judicial review. Violation is punishable as con-

tempt.

OREGON

1. Oregon has no anti-discrimination for public

contracts.

2. O..eQ* Revised Statutes, Title 51, Ch. 659.

(19, as amended 1961).

Tle - The Oregon Fair Employment Practice

Act.

g- Employers of six or more are covered.

The term "employer" is not defined to include the state

or the political subdivisbn thereof. Domestic labor and

social and education and religious non-profit organiza-

tions are excluded. Employment agencies and labor unions

are covered.

Unfair RrjqJijj - Discrimination on the basis

of race, creed, color, national origin and age is pro-

hibited.

Enforcefent - The Commissioner of the Bureau

of Labor is empowered to take the necessary action to

prevent discrimination in employment in the administra-

tion and enforcement of the act. Judicial review and en-

forcement is provided.
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PENNSYLVANIA

1. Pennsylvania S t, Title 43, Chapter 5,

Section 153.

Title - Labor on Public Works: Discrimination

on account of race prohibited.

- This act prohibits discrimination in

contracts for public work and requires the inclusion of

a clause to this effect in such contracts.

Coverage - The act covers every contract for,

or on behalf of, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or of

any county, city, town, or poor district, for the con-

struction, alteration or repair of any public building

or public work.

Prohibited, ctics - In the hiring of employ-

ees for the performance of work under such contract there

shall be no discrimination by reason of race, creed, or

color against any citizen of the state.

Extension - These provisions apply to the on-.-

tractor, subcontractors, or any persons acting on their

behalf.

Requirement IL clause - Every public contract

shall contain non-discrimination provisions.

Enforcement - The act provides for a penalty

deduction for the first violation, and for forfeiture on

a second or subsequent violation.
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2. Pennsylvania revised Stjtut2. Title '43, 1951-

963 (1955, as amended 1961).

.- Pennsylvania Human Relations Act.

Coverage - Employers of twelve or more persons,

exclusive of domestic labor, are covered. Social, chari-

table and religious non-profit organizations are exempt.

The term "employer" includes the Commonwealth and poli-

tical subdivisions, boards, departments, and school dis-

tricts thereof. Employment agencies and labor unions

are covered.

Unlawful Discriminatory Practice - Discrimina-

tion in employment on the basis of race, color, religious

creed, ancestry, age or national origin is prohibited.

Enforcement - The pct is administered by the

Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission. Judicial en-

forcement and criminal sanctions are provided.

RHODE ISLAND

. Rhode Island has no anti-discrimination law for

public contracts.

2. Rhode Island General aw, Title 28, Chapter

(28-5-1 - 28-5-27) (1949, as amended 1956).

Title - The State Fair Employment Practices Act.
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Coverage - Employers of four or more are cov-

ered. Domestic labor is excluded. Social, educational

and religious non-profit organizations are exempted. Em.

ployer is not defined to include the state. Employment

agencies and labor unions are covered.

Unlawful Employment Practices - The denial of

equal employment opportunities because of race, color,

religion, or country of ancestral origin is prohibited.

Enforcement - The Rhode Island Commission

Against Discrimination is charged with administering and

enforcing the law. Judicial review is provided.

WASHINGTON

1. Washington has no anti-discrimination law for

public contracts.

2. Washinaton Revised stte, Ch. 49.6o (N9.6o.O6 -

49.60.320) (194)*

Title - The Washington Law Against Discrimina-

tion.

Coverage - Employers of eight or more are cov-

ered. Domestic labor is excluded. Social and religious

non-profit organizations are exempt. The law provides

that "person" includes any political or civil subdivisions
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of the state, and any agency or instrumentality of the

state. Employment agencies and labor unions are covered.

Unfair Practices - This act prohibits discrim-

ination in employment by reason of race, creed, color or

national origin.

Enforcement.- Administration of the act is by

the Washington State Board Against Discrimination, which

is given enforcement power. Judicial review is provided.

Further; the governor is empowered to act in whatever man-

ner he deems appropriate to secure compliance with orders

of the Board against the state, or any political or civil

subdivision thereof.

WEST VIRGINIA

1. West Virginia has no antidiscrimination law for

public contracts.

2. Chapter 135 of the 1961 acts of the West Vir-

ginia legislature contains an amendment to chapter five

of the codq of that state, adding thereto a new article

relating to the creation and establishment of the West

Virginia human rights commission and providing for its

personnel, powers, functions and services. This body

is conciliatory and advisory only. The act, which con-

tains no unfair employment practices, or other proscribed
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conduct, authorizes the Commission to receive complaints

involving discrimination by reason of racial, religious

or ethnic group tensions, prejudice, disorder or dis-

crimination.

WISCONSIN

1. Wisconsin has no anti-discrimination law appli-

cable to public contracts.

2. The Wisconsin Fair Employment Lw, 111.31 -

111.36 (1945), declares the State's non-discrimination

policy. Ch. 266, L. 1957, gave the Industrial Commission,

which administers the law, the power to issue orders to

comply with its regulations. Under the 1961 amendment,

the State policy was extended to embrace discrimination

by reason of sex as well as discrimination on the grounds

of race, creed, color, national origin or ancestry, and

age. The term "employer" is not made applicable to the

State. Nor does it include non-profit or social organi-

zations. The findings and orders of the Commission are

subject to judicial review.
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Part 1I

Since 1948 more than forty cities have enacted

Fair Employment Practices Ordinances. In fact, in many

of the States, the local anti-discrimination laws have

preceded the action of the State legislatures. Some of

the State statutes, for example, the Pennsylvania one,

expressly recognize the municipal ordinances. In other

such asMinnesota, the prevailing interpretation is that

the local laws are not invalidated by the passage of the

state law. On the other hand, the Michigan FEP law spe-

cifically provides that municipal ordinances are thereby

superseded. [Mich. Rev. Stat. 423,3013. The California

Law also expressly repeals existing municipal FEP ordi-

nances.

The following municipalities have antidiscrim-

ination ordinances, or an antidiscrimination policy, au-

thorizing the city attorney to enforce the law where em-

ployers, labor unions, or employment agencies do not com-

ply with the cease and desist orders of the commission.

(This list does not purport to be complete). (In thee

cases where it is definitely known that the fair employ-

ment practices law includes the requirement of a non-dis-

crimination clause in public contracts; where the policy
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is limited to this requirement as in the case of the

District of Columbia; or where the fair employment prac-

tice policy specifically includes the state, this is

stated.)

ARIZONA

Phoenix - Mar. 1955. This legislation bars discrim-
ination in public employment and in firms holding public
contracts.

CALIFORNIA - FEP ordinances

Bakersfield
Fresno
San Francisco - Ordinance No. 01+78.

IDAHO
Boise - FEP ordinance

ILLINOIS

Chicago - August 21, 19+5, A Fair Employment Prac-
tices Ordinance applicable to the city and its contract-
ing agencies. A non-discrimination provision is required
in city contracts.

INDIANA

East Chicago - July 15, 1952. Discrimination in em-
ployment contracts negotiated with the city or its con-"
tracting agencies is specifically prohibited. A non-
discrimination clause is required.

Gary - the ordinance applies to the city and its
contracting agencies. A non-discrimination clause is re-
quired in city contracts.
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IOWA

Des Moines FEP ordinance

MARYLAND

Baltimore - May 1960. The Department of Public Works
ordered the inclusion of a non-discrimination clause in
all city contracts. This action was taken in conjunction
with the July 1960 enactment of a fair employment prac-
tices ordinance with enforcement provisions.

MICHIGAN - (By opinion of the Attorney General, the en-
actment of the State FEP laws has cast doubt upon the
validity of the municipal ordinances).

Ecorse
Hamtramck (Both ordinances are applicable to the city

and require a nondiscrimination clause in all contracts
negotiated with the city.)

Pontiac - Nov. 18, 1952. The ordinance applies to
the city, and requires provisions in all contracts of
the city, its departments or contracting agencies as to
nondiscrimination. No payments are to be made on such
contracts until the filing by the contractor of a sworn
statement of compliance with the nondiscrimination poli-
cy.

River Rouge,- Nov. 4, 1952* The provisions of this
FEP ordinance are to be observed by all departments and
contracting agencies of the city with respect to all con-
tracts and orders requiring the employment of labor. A
nondiscrimination clause is required in all such contracts.

MISSOURI

St. Louis - FEP. Any company failing to comply with
this policywill be barred for one ybsr from bidding on
city contracts, as a penalty for non-compliance.
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MINNESOTA

Duluth - June 10, 1953. This ordinance requires the
city and all its contracting agencies to include a nondis-
crimination provision in all contracts.

Minneapolis - January 31, 191+7. An FEP ordinance
prohibits discrimination in public or private employment.
Said city and all its contracting agencies and departments
are required to include in all contracts non-discrimina-
tion provisions and clauses obligating the contractor to
include similar covenants in his subcontracts.

St. Paul - FEP ordinance

NEW JERSEY

Newark - Oct. 16, 1952. This ordinance establishes
a commission to aid in the enforcement of the State law
against discrimination and any acts supplementary there-
to. The city and all its departments is required to co-
operate in all respects.

Red Bank - March, 1955. A non-discrimination clause
is to be included in all construction contracts for Garden
State Parkway.

OHIO

Campbell - FEP ordinance

Canton - FEP ordinance

Cleveland,- May 16, 19%O. The FEP ordinance defines
employer to include all contractors and subcontractors
engaged in the performance of any contract with the city
or its contracting agencies.

Girard - FEP ordinance

Hubbard - FEP ordinance

Lorain - FEP ordinance
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Lowellville - FEP ordinance

Niles - FEP ordinance

Steubenville - FEPordinance

Struthers - FEP ordinance

Toledo - the ordinance applies to the city and re-
quires a nondiscrimination in all city contracts.

Warren - Feb. 19, 1951. FEP ordinance.

Youngstown - Sept. 18, 1950. This ordinance applies
to very contract awarded by the city or its contracting
agencies and requires a provision as to nondiscrimination
in tll contracts and subcontracts therewith.

PENNSYLVANIA - FEP ordinances

Braddock

Clairton

Duquesne

Erie - March 21, 195+. The ordinance does not re-
quire a nondiscrimination clause in city contract, nor
does it include the city in the term "employer"

Farrell - June 16, 1951. The ordinance includesthe
city and the governmental units as to which the city has
power to legislate.

-Johnstown

Monessen -,Dec. 13, 1950. The term "employer" in-
cludes the city and its agencies.

Philadelphia - May 29, 1950. This act, unlike many
of the city ordinances, was specifically upheld in the
later state FEP law. Moreover, this act applies to any
employer within the city who hires more than one employee,
excepting his parents, spouse, or children,.whereas the
state act applies only to employers of twelve or more.
The city act includes the city within the term "employer".
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Pittsburgh - Jan 1, 1953. Employer includes the
city and its agencies. Persons entering into contracts
with the city shall include nondiscrimination provisions
in their contracts.

Sharon - FEP ordinance.

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee - May 13, 1946 - The ordinance makes it
unlawful for any department of the city any city official,
any private employer performing work within the city in-
volving any public works of the city to wilfully refuse
to employ or to discharge any person because of race, color,
creed, national origin or ancestry. A nondiscrimination
clause is required in contracts with the city.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
On Nov. 16, 1953, the District Government established

a policy requiring the inclusion in all contracts to
which the District is a party of an antidiscrimination
clause in which the contractor agrees to insert a similar
provision in all subcontracts, with the exception of those
for standard commercial materials or for raw materials.

22.6620o-3.. s47
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CHART I**

STATE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION IN
PUBLIC CONTRACTS OR CON-
TRACTS .FOR PU BLIC WORKS

State Law : Clause Required
: Citations : In Contracts

Alabama'Alaska

-Arizona 2-371 X.
Arkansas
California Labor Code 1171; l
olorado , -1 - - -

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois :17-19 and X

Indiana •4031§ X
Iowa "
Kansas 21:246X
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland-,
Massachusetts
Michioan 17.'+S8 0+)
Minnesota 181,59" x
Miss iss iogi
Missouri.. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 0 . . , . , ., ,, , , ,

Montana
Nebraska ... -48:2 21
Nev dg.
New Hampshire
New Jersey .. :2.....
New Mexico
New York Labor 220 ..
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio 15 WX
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania : :P. .... 53

48
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CHART P*

STATE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION IN
PUBLIC CONTRACTS OR CON-

TRACTS FOR PUBLIC WORKS

Rhode Ifsland

South kota
m Tob

Tenessee
Texas :

Vermont
Virginia

West Viroinia
Wisconsin
Wyoming,
District of :Commissioner's :

- C61umbia. :Order (li1l 53)

0

S

S

S
S

S

0
0

S

S

S

S
S

S

S

S

S

S
S

*This is a. lsng of all .states, including those which
have no pertinent statutory provision
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:State, Law :APPlicable:Uniair EuplouZxtens to:Minm :dcstic No-Prof I t:Citations :.to State meat Practice:Labor Amuber Of bployef :Sscial. Fra-:Political F: Unios and:Employees :Rxdod :ternal. B&-* Subdivi- : Lulymtror : :Ii1ous.

*-sions : Agemcies -.Coverage Xharitable
Educational
:Associatous
:Ecluded

Aaska -43-5-I-4U.-6: --- :No, inium xArizoaa

California :Labor Code : x 1 x :5 V : K

Delaweu -.31-122 et sequ: x
Delaware :19:710-19:713: iim-Florida

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho XC.309, L. 191 : 5tIllinois :48:.850-48:8: X : : 1 10017ZI:m1/ -- : xIndiana :40:2307 - : x K 1. :

:40:217 .
14"a :Resofution x -No, SO=ma

,,(4/241531
Kasas :44.,101-1014- x x 8 11Ketucky 

-
Louisiana 2/ 1
Maine: 

-aland : 12/
Massacuet -:1518:1-10 x 7 6:
michiga :17:458 et sea; 1 : L XMinnesota :363. Q1-363. 11; x : z
Missisippi

:1/61)
Monaa *--

Nebraska
Nevada * :19-.2 - 19:9 :
New Haapghire



W.U II.. FAIR EW yInMrr PIACTI(S LAWS:Stat Law Applioable:Uafair K oyy mtad to.Mnm Momestic o -o fitCittips AO State Mat PractIce 11%abor :?mirO mlye oial* Fra-Potliiical Uaious a~~mlYttEcme :ternal, Be-tSabdivi- :E~loyant:Agencies:igos
:Sioss : :Agecies : Charitable.

:Educational
. . :Associations*00m4ersey :18:25:1- 17/ X 6 x -X.

Usmorkt mms. Low 17/ X : 6 x x
-Irth Crla

NthDakota

IM S; 41 0: :No minima: x

bode Isled : 5:atu

fothb Dkota 
-

enne see

Utah

Ua~igtm:49.60.01 1 ~ f : 
x~et San- :

Vest Virpipip C.135 L16Wisconsin, :111.31 - :: XI/1!f :No minim

District_ of Osimblyat
UIelss farther noted. this colum refers towtaair employment practices def imA to icsd icijwtiosbw as ofmac, reed. 'Color,- atiouil origin or ancestry.hiisalisting of all states, Including those which have no pertinent statutory provision.
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CHART III**

STATE FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS

Agency Charged With En- : Criminal
forcement z Sanctions

Alabama
Alska. :Department of Labor : X
Arizona
Arkansas
California :FEP Commission . X
Colorado :Colorado Anti-Discrimina- :

tion Commission
Connecticut :CoMmissionon Civil Rights: X
Delaware :Division Against Discrim- :.... .... .... : _ t i o n . ... .. .... ... .: ...X 3 /

Florida .
Georgia-
Hawaii .
Idaho : X
Il1inots FE PC : X
Indiana F E PC I/
Iowa Anti-Discrlmination Pol-

..icy /
Kansas :Anti-Discrimination Corn-

._ : _ mission .... .: X _

Louisiana.
Maine
Maryland:

MassahusettsE P _C : X
Mchiaen F E P C. X
Minpeso. . .F E P C XMJsqissti :' ''

jourl X-p. Comm.onHiumanRiLghts x
Montana

Nebraska
Nevada :Nevada Commission on Equa:

Rights- of. Citizens ,:.
New Hampshire
New Jerse.. :Division 2n C R ts:. X ......
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CHART III**

STATE FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS

: Agency Charged With En- : Criminal
forcement : Sanctions

NewMexico FE.PC,
New York :Commission for Human R.zhts: X
North Carolina
North Dakota .
Ohio Civil. Right's Commls ion : U..
Oklahoma
Oreaon :Burea,, of Lab X
Pennsylvania :Pennsylvania Human Rela- : X

... tigns Commission
Rhode Island :Rhode Island Commission :

Against Discrimination:
South Carolina :
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas .
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington :Washington State, Board

Aaatnst Discrimination:
West Virginia :West Virginia Human Rights:

Commission I
Wisconsin :Industrial aCoMssin
Wvomi n:
District of Columbia:

which
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**This is a listing of'all states, including those
have no pertinent statutory provision.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHARTS I,' 11 AND III

j/ Apprentice agreements must contain a non-discrimination
clause. Ch. 76. L. 1960*

j/ Louisiana R.S. 23:893 prohibits discrimination in employment

because of age.

3/ Violation is punishable as contempt of court.

4_ Discrimination by reason of national origin is not specifi-
cally made an unfair employment practice.

5_/ Discriminatory employment practices because of ancestry is
not specifically prohibited.

_ Only fraternal and religious non-profit organizations are ex-
cluded.

7. Discrimination in employment by reason of age is m unfair
employment practice.

8/ Agricultural employees are also excluded.

._/ Only social, fraternal and religious non-profit organizations
are excluded.

12/ Exclusions only applicable to fraternal, charitable, non-
profit organizations and to religious and sectarian organi-

zations, if not supported by government funds.

Jlj Exclusions are applicable to social, fraternal, religious,
and sectarian non-profit organizations.

1J Maryland has an Inter-Racial Comissign authorized to make
studies and surveys.

.L/' Only religious non-Profit associations are excluded from-
coverage.

1J Exclusions applicable only to religious and sectarian associ-
ations.

15J./ Law is declaratory only.

J Non profit sectarian associations are also excluded.

IL/ See discussion under Illinois FEP law.

Discrimination by reason of sex is an unfair employment
practice.
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DsW oT or COLUMBm REPUaLICAN COMMi

Hon. JAMES ROOSEVELT, Waehington, D.C., Mat 83, 1868.
Ohairman, General Subcommittee on Labor, Cannon Howe Office BuWl4n,
Wahington, D.O.

DAR CHAIRMAN RoosuVuvT: The District of Columbia Republican Committeeis hopeful your subcommittee will favorably report H.R. 405, to prohibit dis.crimination In employment because of race, if it is made to apply to theNation's Capital. We also, believe you should amend the bill to prohibitracial discrimination in local labor union membership. Here in the Nation'sCapital a great majority of the labor unions practice calculated racial discrimi.nation in membership, apprenticeship training, and the other benefits of labororganizations. We have drafted a bill which will be introduced on the floorof the House on Monday, May 27 by Congressmen Schwengel and Taft, whichwould cover not only fair employment practices but fair labor union practicesas well. Certainly a local labor union practicing racial discrimination shouldbe denied the benefits of the National Labor Relations Act, and should be sub-ject to unfair labor practices proceedings on complaint of an aggrieved party.Will you please make this letter a part of the record of hearings on U.RK 405?
Sincerely yours,

CAU L. SHmPzr, Ohairma.
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